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PREFACE

The present volume is the first of two parts of Volume VII of the series

of R^.F. narratives on maritime war dealing exclusively with military
operations in the Mediterranean. Its chapters - 1 to 7 inclusive — open with
the sittmtion at the close of the Tunisian campaign in Hay 1943 (where Volume VT
ended) and they end as regards the Western Basin in May 1944, when the U—hoat
threat was broken and the Allies stood before Rome and, as regards the Eastern
Basin, at the close of 1943»

It will be seen that while the Central Mediterranean area was successfully
re-entered, the Aegean was lost to a swift German counter-offensive and a long
period of stalemate ensued. The Adriatic assumed the status of a sub-theatre

in its own right, and the often tinconventional forms of warfare in which the
maritime air forces co-operated there are treated as a separate theme and the
record thereof carried up to May 1944, with the Germans back on the defensive.

Events folloTidng on the re-opening of the through sea route, the gradual
passing of the initiative to the Allies wherever air superiority was established,
air covers for the amphibious landings in Italy and the islands, protection of
Allied shipping, the offensive against the enemy’s lifeline and the continuous
anti-submarine warfare are all dealt with and set in the context of the contend

ing strategies.

The tactical skill of the Germans in the evacuation of Sicily and the
Allied failure to prevent it have been appaxiaohed from all angles and it is
possible here, probably for the first time, to examine this controversial
subject accurately and objectively,
depth wo\d.d have been out of the question without the Geiman naval records, of
which extensive extracts have been appended.

A subject of perennial interest in the field of air/naval co-operation
was the series of ’Swamp* submarine hunts, unique to the Mediterranean,
theme has been thoroughly explored, the procedure explained and the text
amplified by the fruits of research into the German U-boat records.

Here is another case where a view in

The

As the account develops, the progressively decisive role of the Air
Forces in the attainment of supremacy over the waters of the Inland Sea beccsne

evident. It was through air power that the Axis had for so long dominated the
sea lanes and by air power that the Allies* maritime strategy was now exercised
to their own advantage and the reconquest of the Mediterranean was assured.
The initiative regained, exploiting new scientific methods, the Air Forces
rendered the amphibious movement of vast forces, their protection and support
a practicable reality. They covered the sea routes along which those forces
and our Jugoslav allies were supplied and fought the German bombers on their

way to our ports and convoys. Air supremacy over the seas and coasts fully
justified the early struggles of the Air Forces to maintain their own unity
and integrity against the attempts of the other services to make them

satellites of their own systems.

Several original situation maps and charts and the ample appendices may
The main text is preceded by a chronology

The index to

Parts III and

be studied with profit and interest,
of events and lists of code names and current abbreviations,

both Parts I and II will be provided at the end of Volme II,
IV will be devoted to maritime war in the Indian Ocean and South-east Asia,

The generous facilities afforded by the Admiralty Historical and Foreign
Documents Section are gratefully acknowledged. Captain S. W. Roskill, R.N,
(Retd.) of the Official Histories Branch has co-operated in a number of ways
and incoiTpor^ted much of the material here presented in his *?/ar at Sea’.
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(19 March 1944)
Air support for Commando landings on Hvar Island:
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Allied landing on Brae Island (23/24 March 191^4),
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LIST OP APPENDICES

PART I

No. Title

Reports and records of Admiral Doenitz (May-Aug. 43)

Allied and neutral merchant ships sunk in the Mediterranean

The effects of Allied air supremacy on G-erman submarine warfare

Clossary of Italian naval terms

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. German U-boats detailed for the Mediterranean and their fate

(Sept, 41 to Sept. 44)

Air raids on U-boat bases in the Mediterranean

7. German and Italian submarines in the Mediterranean and Straits of

Gibraltar sunk or shared by aircraft

8. Enemy submarine kills in the Mediterranean - definitive nominal list of

operational losses.

9. N.A.C.A.F. operational orders of battle 11 May, 1 June and 26 June 1943

Air H.Q. Malta order of battle 13 May 43,

Air H.Q. Malta, Gozo and Pantelleria order of battle 11 July 1943*

Air H.Q. Malta operational orders of battle September — December 1943

Allied air operations against the Axis evacuation of Sicily
(N.A.T.A.P. Operation Instruction No. 16)

Analysis of operational aircraft on the strength of N.A.S.A.F. and
N.A.T.A.P. on 7 August 1943

Allied air operations against tiae Sicilian evacuation system;
of sorties and targets (l - 16/17 Aug, 43)

V/ar diary and report of Capt, von Liebenstein, Sea Transport Director
Messina Strait

analysis

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17. Extracts from war diary of Col. Baade, Portress Commandant. Messina Strait

18. Pighter protection by the augmented Palermo Sector of Salerno convoys
on 8 Sept, 43

19. Operational Italian warships and submarines surrendered or interned.

(September 1943)

20. The Corsican evacuation air lift - summary of transport work undertaken
by Transportfliegergeschwader 5

21. The German Air Force in the evacuation of Corsica

Operation ’Schlussakkord*22.

23. The German Special Perry Service operations in the Mediterranean

August to December 1943 (Report by Col, F, Siebel)

24. German U-boat kills in the Mediterranean command.
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LIST OF ilPRSEDICES PART I (oontd.)

&ennan U-boat arrivals and losses

Aircraft employed in maritime war in the Mediterranean (1943-192*4)

Order of Battle, squadrons of R.A.E. M.E. Command, operating in the
Aegean area

N.A.C.A.P. location statement (4 Dec. 43)

Order of Battle No, 201 (Naval Co-operation) G-roup (23 Nov, 43)

British, Allied and neutral merchant shipping losses in the Mediterranean
and Indian Ocean due to enemy action (1943-1945)

The Island of Vis (Lissa)j Cerman reactions to the Allied occupation and
plans for its capture (September 1943 to April 192*4)

The loan of the 1st and 14th Lighting Oroups to H.E, Air Command
(4 to 13 Oct. 43)

The Admiralty's call for the withdrawal of shore-based Fleet Air Arm
Squadrons (19 May 43)

Oerman Adriatic situation reports (Oct, 43 to June 2+4)

Sw^p combined anti-submarine operations (1943-192+4) - chronological
list

25.

26,

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.
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LIST OE FI&UEES

PAPT I

Facing

PageNo.

Concentration of Axis subraarines for the defence of

Sicily.

Assault convoy routes - operation 'Husky’

G-erman craft employed in the evacuation of Sicily

Evacuation of Sicily (3”"'7 Aug. 1+3)

Neman evacuation of Corsica by air and sea

(19 Sept. ~ 3 Oct. 43)

Surrender of the Italian Battle Fleet (9—13 Sept. 43)

Operation ’SY?ainp’ air search patterns

Eastern Mediterranean

Leros assault craft convoy (2-11 Nov. 43)

G-erman Naval Command areas (l Dec. 43)

Location of M.A.C.A.F. squadrons (5 Jan. hl+)

The Southern Dalmatian Islands

The Adriatic Sea

Operation ’Swamp’ (14-17 May 44)

Operation ’Swamp’ (17-19 May 44)

1.
36

922.

110
3.

12^04.

5.
160

162
6.

2147.

2248.

2349.

23610.

24211.

25212.

28413.

32014.

32215.
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ABBBEVIATIOHS

PART I

Anti-aircraftA.A.

Army Air Forces (U.S.)

Allied Armies in Italy

A.A.P.

A.A.I.

A/C Aircraft

Air Command Mediterranean Theatre

Escort Carrier (British)

A.C.M.T.

A.C.V.

Allied Forces Headquarters

Air Historical Branch (Air Ministry)

Admiralty Historical Section

Air Officer Commanding

A.F.H.Q.

A.H.B.

A.H.S.

A.O.G.

Appendix

Air/Sea Rescue

Air to surface vessel signals system

Boston aircraft (U.S.)

Mustang ‘Invader* aircraft (U.S.)

Sailing vessel with auxiliary engine

Prefix for German artillery ferry barge

Prefix for German artillery landing boat

Appx.

A/S/R

A.S.V.

A-20

A-36

aux.

A.F.P.

A.L.

Boeing Fortress aircraft (U.S.)

Liberator aircraft (U.S., and Br. adaptations)

Mitchell aircraft (U.S,)

Marauder aircraft (U.S.)

Shaber der U-Booten (Director of U-^oats)

B-17

B-2A

3-25

B-26

B. d. U.

BritishBr.

circa- approximately or about

Chief of Air Staff

Combined Chiefs of Staff

c.

C.A.S.

C .C «s.

Commanding GeneralC.G.

Low (British radar station)Chain HomeC.H.L.

Ttalian terms are underlinedNOTE; German
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ABBEEVIATIONS (contd.)

C.I.D. Committee of Imperial Defence

C. -in-G, C ommande r-in-Chief

C.M.P. Central Mediterranean Force

C.O. Commanding Officer

Chain Home Low (for overseas use) - C.H.L.

Chief(3) of Staff

C,0.L,

C • 0 • S •

C.P. Command Post

Fleet Carrier (Br.)C.V.

(B) (day) “term applied to aircraft operations

Desert. Air ForceD.A.F.

D Day- Date fixed for commencement of operation

d.c* Depth charge

dest. Destroyer

D/F Direction finding

Div, Division

Do. Dornier - &erraan homher aircraft type

Du, Dutch

E-hoat Enemy motor torpedo Boat

End. Enclosure

E.T.O. European Theatre of Operations

P. Prefix for Cerman word for ferry-barge or for small German
naval vessels once French

F.A.A. Fleet Air Arm

F.A.F. French Air Force

FAN Annotation for signals from C.C.S.

F.D.S. Foreign Documents Section, Admiralty

F.O. Flag Officer

Pr. French

P.W. Fooke Wulf — German aircraft type

Early type of German radio-controlled bombF.X.
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ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

Eround Control Interception (radar)G-.C.I.

&er. Oerman

&k. &reek

General Officer Commanding

General reconnaissance (by maritime aircraft)

G«0(C.

G.R.

General StaffG.S.

Inteimediate eastbound Allied convoyG.T.X.

High explosive

Heinkel - type of Geraan homher aircraft

H.E.

He.

High frequency

The time fixed for the commencement of an attack

H.E.

H, Hour

Headquarters

Hour(s)

Radio navigational aid (Allied)

Henschel 293 German glider bomb

H.Q.

Hr.(3)

H2S

He.295

Italian Air ForceI.A.F.

IndianInd.

Intelligence

Island(s)

Int.

Is. Isl.

ItalianIt.

Joint Planning Staff

Joint Staff Mission (British representatives with Combined
Chiefs of Staff in Washington)

Junkers - type of German airc3raft

J.P.S.

J.S.M.

Ju.

Kamnf Geschwader - German bomber unitK.G.

K.T. (with Kriegstransporter - German war freighter
No. or

name)

Main convoys from TJ.K.K.M.S.
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ABBREVIATIONS (oontd.)

(L) (Lloyds) - an authority relating to shipping

German landing "boatL - Bt.

Landing Graft A.ssaultL.C.A.

II11 FlakL.C.E.

nn GunL«C «G.

IIII
InfantryL.C.I.

II H MechanisedL.C.M.

II
Navigation

II
L.C.N.

II II RocketL. C .R>

II H

SupportL *0 .S.

II II TankL.C.T.

Landing groundL.G.

G.A.E. ejqjerimental unitLehr GesohvraderL.G.

Landing Ship CarrierL .S. C.

II 11
InfantryL.S.I.

II Personnel«
L.S.P.

11 II TankL.S.T.

Ma. (ILA) Maochi ~ type of Italian aircraft

Mediterranean Allied Air ForceM.A.A.F.

Mediterranean Air CommaindM.A.C.

Italian motor boatMas. - with No,

German artillery lighterMAL - with No,

Messersohmidt - type of German aircraft,  Me,

Middle EastM,E.

MediterraneanMed,

M,F.P. - with No. German naval ferry barge

Motor launchm,l.

Millimetres

Mobile Operations Room Unit (for G.C.I.)

Motor transport

mm.

M.O.R.U.

Iv^/T
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ABBREVIATIONS (oontd.)

Motor torpedo "boatHI* t •b •

Mtg. Meeting

Mediterrenean Theatre of OperationsM.T.O.

(N) (Night) - term applied to aircraft operations

Nerth-west African Air ForceN.A.A.F.

11 Coastal Air Forcen a

N.A.C.A.F.

Annotation for signals from A.F.H.Q.N.A.F.

NJliS.A.F. North-west African Strategic Air Force

N.C.W.T.F, Naval Commander Vifestern Task Force

Naval Intelligence Division

Naval Officer in Charge

Norwegian

Navi Perdute (Italian Admiralty publication on shipping losses)

N.I.D.

N.O.I.C.

Norw.

N.P.

Nearnr.

New ZealandN.Z.

C.-in-C, South (Oerman)

South-west (&erman)

Operations Record Book (Form 540) R.A.F.

Office of Strategic Services (U.S.)

It

O.B.S.

O.B.SW.

O.R.B.

0 .S .S •

Photographic Interpretation UnitP.I.U.

ProvisionalProv.

Photographic Reconnaissance UnitP.R.U.

tt
WingII

P.R.W.

P. (s) W. Pi*isoner(s) of War

Lightning -type of U.S. aircraft

Airacobra - ”

Warhawk (U.S.) or Kittyhawk (Br.) type of aircraft

Thunderbolt - type of U.S. aircraft

P-38

tt ttII

P-39

P-40

P-47

ttIt tftl

P-51 Mustang
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ABBEEVI&TIOES (oontd.)

Royal Australian Air Eoroe

Royal Air Eorce

G-eiman minesweeper

Royal Canadian Air Eoroe

Reggiani type of Italian airoiaft

Royal Hellenic Air Eorce

R.AJl.E,

R.A.E.

R-boat

R.C.A.E.

Re,

R.H.A.E.

Royal Navy

Rocket projectile

R.N.

R.P.

eA Radio telephony

South African Air Eorce

Strategic Air Eorce

Senior Air Staff Officer (Br.)

S.A.A.E,

S.A.E.

S.A.S.O.

Surface crafts.c.

Service CommandS.C.

Serman Siebel EeriyS.E. with No,

Senior Naval OfficerS.N.O.

SpanishSpan,

SquadronSqn,

Cerman E«»boatS, with No,

Carman torpedo boatT, ana TA with No,

TankerTank.

Tactical reconnaissanceTao/R

Tactical Bomber EorceT.B.E.

Troup Carrier CommandT.C.C.

Task EoroeT.E.

Task G-roupT.&.

Main convoys from U.S.A.

G-erman submarine chaser

United States Army Air Eorce

U.G-.S.

U.J. with No,

U.S.A.A.E.

United States NavyU.S.N.

n Shiptf

u.s.s.
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ABBREVIATIONS (oontd.)

V.H.P. Very High Erequency

W.I.S. Weekly Intelligence Summary

W/T Radio

K.T.&. Intermediate westbo\md Allied convoys

•Y* Class minesweeper (U.S.N.)Y.M.S.

YS. Jugoslav
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CODE NAMES

ACCOLADE Proposed operations against Rhodes

ACHSE Ceman plans for operations in oase of an Italian surrender.

Seaborne landings at Salermo (9.9.43)AVALANCHE

BARCLAY Cover plan for 'HuskyI

BAYDOl'W Seaborne landings in Calabria

BRIt^STOl^ Invasion of Sardinia

Reduction of Pantelleria Island (May-June 1943)

Allied offensive in Italy (11.5-22.6.44)

CORKSCEEff

DIADEM

EICHB Rescue of Mussolini

Commando landing on Hvar Island (22.3*44)

Landings at Pizzo (Calabria)

ENDOYfMENT VI

NEEDY

FIEEBBAITD Operations against Corsica

Cerman plan to xe-oonquer Vis

Aid to Turkey

Planned Allied operation against Rliodes

Landings at Bagnara

Landings in Sicily (11.7.43)

Major evacuation of Sicily (II-I7 Aug. 43)

Corman assault on Leros (changed to TAIEUN)

Air attack en Cassino (15.3.44)

Air/naval co-operation in 'Swamp' (14-17 May 44)

Post*^u3lq7 Mediterranean operations

Quebec conference (August 1943)

Plan to prevent Cerman evacuation from Tunisia

Preparations for Turkey's entry into the war

Last Eerman evacuation lift from Corsica (30.9.43)

Eerman plan for seizure by Army of key positions in
oase of Italian surrender

FREISCHCTZ

HARDIHOOD

HERCULES

HOOKER

HUSKY

LEHRGA^IG

LEOPARD

LUDLOM

NUTCRACKER

PRICELESS

QUADRANT

RETRIBUTION

SATURN

SCHLUSSAKKORD

SCH;/ARZ

Air reconnaissance off S.W. Greece to protect 'Husky'
convoys

Cai3ro conference (November 1943)

Anzio landings (22.1.44)

SEDUCE

SEXTANT

SHINGLE
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CODE NAIvIBS (contd.)

Taranto landing (9.9.43)

Air interdiction of Central Italian railways
(March-May 1944)

Measures for restoration of Fascism

Air/naval submarine hixnt

Casablanca conference (January 1943)

Eeman assault on Leros (previously LEOPARD)

Fighter ‘rodeo* operation over Crete (23.7.43)

Landings in N.¥. Africa (November 1942)

Washington conference (May 1943)

SLAPSTICK

STHAN&LE

STUDENT

SWAI,'IP

SIMBOL

TAIFUN

TilESIS

TORCH

TRIDENT
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CHRCTTOLOGY

PiRT I

12^

CaseLblanoa 'Symbol* Conference
Pormation of N.A.C.A.P.
Sxnrrender of Axis forces in Txjnisia

Washington ‘Trident* Conference
French naval squadron at Alexandria joined Allies
First convoy for 3 years leaves Gibraltar for
Alexandria,

First U*4>oat sunk by H.P, aircrfwft (608 Sqdn,)
6W0 Sqn, converted to R.P,

15-23 Jamiary
17 February
13 May
12-25 May
17 May
17-18 May

28 May
May

1 June

11 June

13 June
14 J\jne

June

Eastern boundary of Mediterranean Conranand moved

Capture of Pantellaria I si, ('Corkscrew*)
Capture of Laii5>edusa and Linosa I si.
Capture of Lampions Isi,
1st Gibraltar aircraft operating centimetric radar

5 July
9 July

1(y July
19 Ju3y
23 July
25 July
26 July

Med, Joint Air Orders introduced

U-b©ats ordered to Sicilian waters

Landings in Sicily ('Husky')
Rome marshal] ing ya^ bocibed
Fighter 'rodeo* operations against Crete ('Thesis*)
Mussolini deposed, Badoglio Prime Minister
Fascist Party dissolved
Equipment of coastal aircraft with centimetric
radar contintied

July

Italian evacuation of Sicily begun
Major German evacuation of Sicily ('Lehigang*)
Rome marshalling yards bonibed again
First dropping of 'Window* by Germans (Bizerta)
Close of Sicilian campaign
Capitulation of Idpari Isl,
N.A.C.A.F, Command Post formed to control fighters at
Salerno.

German evacuation of Corsica began
French c

Allied Ccmmando raid on Bova Marina

Allied Commando raids on Calabrian coast

dttee of Liberation recognised

3 August
11-17 A\jgust
13 August
11,16/17 August
17 August

19 A\3gust

26 August
N.26/27 August
N,27/28 Ai^gust

3 September

4 September
7 September
8 September

Iteilian Armistice signed
Landings in Calabria (‘Baytown*)
Landings at Bagnara ('Hooker*)
Last hostile Italian submarine sxaik

Italian surrender announced

Landings at Pizzo ('Ferdy')
German Operation 'Achse* launched
German evacmtion of Sardinia

Landings at Salermo ^’Avalanche'
Landings at Taranto ('Slapstick*
Allies captured Ventotene Isl,
Italian Fleet sails from Genoa and La Spezia
Battleship Roma sunk by G,A,F,
Escape of King and Government of Italy
German occupation of Piraeus and Greek and Cretan ports.
Other Italian Fleet Units break out
Italian Fleet main units surrendered at Bizerta
Rome and N. Italian cities occupied by Germans

1
8-17 September
9 September

9 September
9-13 September
10 September
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CHRCWOLOG-Y Ccontd.)

10 September
11 September

Allied occupation of CasteDjrizo Isl«
Ma1.n Italian Fleet forces arrived at Malta

Germans controlled Rhodes

Outbreak of fighting in Corsica
Air rescue of Mussolini (^Eiche*)
French reird*oicements landed in Corsica

Allied aircraft landed on Kos Isl,

Allied landing on Samos Isl*
Allied landings in Corsica (’Firebrand*)
Sardinia (’ Brimst one • )

Meeting of Hitler and Mussolini at Wolfschanze
First operations by B-23’s with 7*5 nsm, cannon
Germans go over to the defensive at Salerno
Elba Isl, occupied by Germans
German evacuation of Sardinia conpleted
Hitler’s decision to stay in the Aegean
Allied capture of Foggia air base
Final German evacuation from Corsica ('’Schlussakord’)

U—boats with improved mder-water endurance enter
Mediterranean

Creation of Admiral Commanding Adriatic

12 September
13 September

13/14 September
14 September

13 September

17 September

24 September
28 September
30 September

September

La Marsa Conference on air organisation

Allied entry into Naples
Landing at Termoli
German landing on Kos Isl,
German evacuation of Corsica ended

N.A.C.A.F. Command Post arrives in Naples
End of Corsican can^iaign
Kos in German hands

N.A.C.A.F, Adriatic patrols begin
German S.S. Olympos convoy for Kos sunk
Allied mission dropped on RhcSes
Rhodes sinrendered to Germans by Iteilians

Symi evacixated by British
Italy, a co-belligerent, declared war on Germany
1st break-out of German-‘Ships from Adriatic
1st ’SiTOinp’ anti-submarine operation
1000 German troops sunk in Allied attack on Leros
convoy

Sir John Cttnningham appointed C,—in-C, Med,
1 st operations by Italian Air Force co-operating -with
N.A.A.F.

Hitler issued directif for Leros operations
San Stefano captured by 8th Amy
1st N.A.A.F. attack on Jugoslavia Germans
2600 German troops sunk in air attack on S.S. Sinfia.
Creation of N,A.S,A.F,

Opening of German air attacks on Leros
1st Adriatic operations by Italian Seaplane Wing
‘Naxos* - equipped U-boats attempt Gibraltar passage

German Leros convoy Piraevis - Kos and Kalyranos
Italian Cant. Z,30l/306‘s co-operating with C.A.F,
German air attack on convoy off Philippeville
Leros cods name for attack changed from ’Leopard’ to
‘Taifun*

German air-raids on Naples

German glide-bomb attack on convoy ¥. of Oran
German landings on Leros
Leros surrendered to Germans

1 October

2/3 October
3 October

4 October

5 October

H,6/7 October
N.9/10 October
11 October

13 October
mid-October

15 October

16 October

17 October

18 October

N.18/19 October
23 October
27 October

October

2—11 November

3 Noveniber
6 November

10 November

Na1l/12 November
12 November

16 November
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CHRQMOIjOGY Ccontd,)

18 November
22 November

22-26 NovCTiber

24 November
27 November

Samos evacuated by British
German occupation of Samos
Sextant Conference at Cairo

Successful raid by B.l7s on Toulon U-boat base
Latest German bcaribers attaclsed convoy off Bougie
Santorin captured by Germans
Allied garrison on Castelrizo Isl, withdrawn
Sureka Conference at Teheran

Use of torpedo abandoned by C.A.P*
Allied Mediterranean convoys now exceed Atlantic.

28 November

28 Nov,-1 Dec,
November

2 Itecember

H,V3 December
2f~6 December
5 December
10 December

S,A,P, raid on Marseilles U-boat pens
Successful enemy attack on Bari
Cairo Conference with Tvrkish Pres«<Ui\t

1st Thunderbolt operations
Creation of M.A,A.P., N,A,C,A,P, changed to M,A,C,A,P,
Levant Naval Comnand lapsed
1st Middle East operation by R,P, Beatifi^ters
Fortress and Liberator squadrons moved into Italy
Ortona fell to 8th Amy
Eneny air raids on Catania and Augtista

18 December

24 December
28 December

31 Dec,/l Jan.

1 January Sir A, Tedder appointed Deputy S,C.A,E,P,
Gen. D. Eisenhower appointed SoC.A.E.P,
Gen, Ira Eaker appointed Air C,-in-C,, M,T,0,
Sir H, Maitland ?/ilson appointed Allied C.-in-C,,
l^T.O.

E:!ctended *Swan^* hunt Oran - Spain — Balearics
Enemy raid on convoy off Oran
Successful air raid on enemy reconnaissance base at
Perugia
Allied landings at Anzio (’Shingle’)
German L.R,B’s moved back to N, Italy
German air attacks on Anzio shipping

1 st bombing operations by Vent\iras based in M,E.
B,17/B,24 raid on Toxilon
1st R,A,P, unit landed on Vis and began work on strip.
Cruiser H.M.S, Penelope sunk by U.410

C,A,F./62nd Fighter-Wing boundary changed
Anzio bridgehead situation more stable
3rd major German counter-attack at Anzio
2nd German shipping break-ovtt from Adriatic frustrated.

7/12 January
N,10/11 Jan,
19 January

22 January
23 January
23/25 Jan.

N.1/2 February
4 February

5 February
19 February
26-28 February
29 February

7 March
N,8/9 March

11 liarch

N.lV^^ March
15 March
19 March
N. 19/20 liarch
22 March

29 March

29/30 March
N.3I MarcV )

1 April )

B.I7 raid on Toulon
Successful fighter interception of G,A,F, attack on
convoy N, of Algiers,
Air raid on Toulon

Enemy air raid on Naples
I'iassive air/artiliery attack on Cassino
Official launching of air Operation ’Strangle’
R.A.F. attack on Monfalcone shipyards
Allied landings on Hvar Isl. (’Endowment VI’)
R.P. Hurricane began operating
U.223 destroyed in ’Svram^’ operation

G.A.F. attack on convoy nr, Cherchell
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CHRONOLOGY fcontd.)

1st Wellington day raid (HUcsio, Y,S*
1st minelaylng in Danube (by M,A,A.P,
G.A.P, attack on convoy N« of Algiers
G.A.P, attacks on convoys
G.A.P, attacks on Naples

Heavy raid on Toulon by B.17/24s.
Notable for Allied air attacks on enenjy ports.

U.371 destroyed in *Swamp* operation
G.A.P, attack on convoy
Successful GcA.P, raid on our Corsican airfields

U,6l6 destroyed in ’Swati^)* operation (including
Operation ’Nutcracker* by U.S, hunting grotip).

U.96O destroyed in *Swan^’ operation
Cassino monastery and toTOi captured
Operations against the Hitler Line begm
Success of German shipping break-out of Adriatic
U^453 destroyed in ’Swamp’ operation

8 April
.8/9N April

N,l'l/12 April
N.20/21 April
N,2V25 April
29 April

April

3-4 May
N. 11/12 May
N.12/13 May
14/17 May

17/19 May
17 May
18 May
19 May
19/20 May

Main and Anzio forces linked up
G.A.P, attack on convoy
Doenitz abandons U-boat reinforcement

Allies entered Rome

25 May
N.30/31 May

4 June
Ivlay
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NOTES ON SOURCES

Allied Publications and Records

The post-war years have marked the publication of several memoirs and
Most of them have been studied and references to themmilitary records,

occur in the footnotes,

they have only occasional value in the study of field operations, but are
sometimes revealing on policy decisions and controversial themes,

completed service histories were consulted and found of value on specific
issues, although for day-to-day operations there was no possible course but
to consolidate the evidence from the air force unit records at all levels,
from ship's logs and repoii:s of proceedings.

As broad surveys reflecting personal viewpoints.

The

The official histories consulted include

G-rand StrategyEhrman

The War at SeaRoskill

The Army Air forces in World War II

Vols, II and III, Usually referred to
as 'Craven and Tate' (editors).

U,S.A.E, Historical Division

of Research Studies

S,E, Morisen History of U.S, Naval Operations in
World War II Vols, II and IX,

Sometimes referred to as *S.E, Morison'.

The Admiralty Battle Summaries consulted are documents of acknowledged
repute and valid up to the date of publication, after which later evidence
must be taken into account,

records, the following are of especial interest;-

The Defeat of the Enemy Attack on Shipping (1939-1945).
C.-in-C., Mediterranean War Diary.
Monthly U—Boat Summaries.
Log of the Submarine Tracker, O.I.C., C,-in-C,, Mediterranean,

Air Ministry Historical Branch productions which have supported this
volume include;-

Among the internally distributed Admiralty

R.A,E, Narratives - 'The Sicilian Campaign', 'The Italian Campaign'
Vol.I and 'Operations in the Dodecanese Islands (September — November 1943)*
and the R.A.F. Monograph - 'Radar in Maritime War',

The Air Ministry's (A.C.A.S.(I)) voliime 'The Rise and Fall of the G-erman
Air Force' contains some useful material.

Among the Cabinet Historical Archives material consulted, the Land Forces

Adriatic Commander's Report was valuable,

G-eneral Note an G-erman and Italian Sources

The decision to undertake the fullest exploitation of captured and others

wise acquired material from G-erman and Italian sources, has, although of
necessity delaying issue, proved fully justified, V/ork by the historical
teams of the Air Ministry, Admiralty and Cabinet Office and effective liaison
between them has led to the Interchange of a great volume of translated and

original material,
either in translation or direct from the native language,

establishment of close co-operation between the Air Historical Branch and the
Italian Air Historical Office in Rome on the one hand and the Admiralty and
the Italian Naval Historical Office in Rome on the other has been extremely

Wot only have we received current military productions from the

other side, but many matters of mutual interest have been jointly examined,

SECRET

Much that was relevant to o\ir theme has been used.
Furthermore, the

fruitful.
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G-erman Sources

These fall into three groups:
tinit, headqimrters and command records;
Fuehrer’s proceedings:

Among the first group the follov.lng were of special importance:-

The war diaries of Director of U-Boats, Captain U-Boats Italy.
G-erman Naval Command Italy. G-erman Naval Staff Operations Division and
their volme on The G-erman Conduct of the V^ar in the Mediterranean, the
war diaries of Admiral Adriatic, the Sea Transport Directors of Messina
and Corsica, the Fortress Commandant Messina Strait and, of
Vice Adml, K. Assmann (one time Head of the G-eman Naval Historical
Division), known as his ’Headline Diary*. Lastly come the records of
Adml, V/eichold, known as ’Axis Naval Policy and Operations in the
Mediterranean’.

the first is of captured and vincovered
the second is of records of the

and the third is of memoirs published since the War,

The two Fuehrer documents employed were:~

Fuehrer Conferences on Naval Affairs

Fuehrer Directives 1942-1945

Among the memoirs and studies compiled since the War, the following have
contributed most to our knowledge of the facts:-

’Memoirs* Kimber, London, 1953*

’Considerations of the Italian Campaign’, often
referred to as ’Considerations’.

’Mussolini als Bundesgenossen’ (Cabinet Enemy Docments
Section).

’The G-erman Special Ferry Service in the Mediterranean
August - December 1943’ (Cabinet Enemy Documents
Section).

Kesselring

Von Bonin

Von Rintelen

Siebel

Italian Sources

As a result of visits by officers of this Branch in 1947 to the Italian

Air Historical Office in Rome, a variety of information (mainly statistical)
basic to the study of Italian air operations up to September 1943 was acquired.
Almost all of it relates to periods antedating the scope of this present
volume, but Admiral Barone’s 'Report on Sicily’ has been used in its
Italian form.

Of greater value to this Volimie have been the official Italian histories

issued by the service ministries in Rome,

Lodi (Air Historical Office)

These are:-

’Aeronautioa Italiana Nella Guerra Di

Liberazione 1939-1945’ (inA.H.B.6).

Fiorovanzo (Ministry of Marine Historical Office) ’The Italian

Navy’s Struggle for the Country* s
Liberation’.

’La Marina Italiana nella

Seoonda Guerra Mondiale

(Shipping Losses) Volumes I, II and III,
Usually referred to as ’Navi Perdute’
(at Admiralty Historical Section).

Navi Perdute
Ministry of Marine Historical Office.
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The 'Memoirs 1942~i9^5* of Benito Mussolini were translated and

published in London in 194-9 and Marshal Badoglio's book 'Italy in the Second
World War* was published in 194S. Adml, Bragadin's *Che Ha Fatto La Marina?'
(usua.lly referred to as 'Bragadin') was of positive- value on account of its
author's experience and attention to detail, but Adml. Bernotti's 'La G-uerra
sui Mari nel Gonflitto mondiale* was too discursive for our purposes.
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CHAPTER 1

strategic lEVELOPI'gM'S AFTER THE FALL CR TUTISIA AND

.THE REOPENING CP THE THROTDH REA ROUTE

The New Oufclook

Immediate Allied .gains firom the victory in Tunisia

^ . flanking movement viiich
Vt .r® surrender of the Axis forces in Tunisia on
13 May 1943 was immediately apparent in the Mediterranean.
The through sea route was now open and. convoys could pro
ceed, escorted by aircraft and naval craft, but -without the
necessity of a large fleet operation, for the first time
since Italy entered the war three years earlier.

With all enemy bases and rear areas along the whole
southern lit-toral in their hands and the enemy potential
gravely inpaired, the Allies -vrere in a much stronger
position to deploy their gro-wlng resoxirces of men and
mterials for an assault on the Mediterranean shox'es of
Europe, and to defend their maritime conmunications, (1)

The Allied air forces had paroved their superiority,
cut off the enemy^s supplies, tied up his communications,
^s-troyed his stocks and ships: they and the Navy now
doi^ated -the Sicilian Narrows, the point of bisection
■vihich Italian policy had staked so much, (2) Equally
iraport^t, although not fully realised, were the growing
defeatism among Italians, their exhaustion and disillusion
ment and -the Germans’ concern with this state of affairs.

on

Allied strategic -problems

Mthough definite military progress had been made, the
^J3ediate future held many problems. Planning for the
iwasion of Sicily was now straightforward, but it remained
vital to deceive the enemy as to the point and hoxir of the
enterprise. The possible weight of German resistance was
looked upon with apprehension, (3) What would happen if
Spain abandoned her neutrality or if the Germans marched
through Spain and seized Gibraltar, thereby sealing off the
Allied forces from seaborne supply from their home bases?
What were Turkey’s intentions? She could hardly resist for
long ^ attack either by Germany or Russia and -bhe Allies
were ill-placed to fight a full scale defensive campaign
in the Mddle East. How long would the Italians continue
■to fight? If the Germans took over their Navy and en^loyed
it with their own offensive spirit. Allied tenure of the
voy rcutes raight be less secure.

con-

Almost the only cei-tainty v^as that for the time being
the Allies held the initiative and that Operation ’Husky’

(1) Report of Joint Admiralty/Air l€inistry Historical Siib-
Committee Sept. 1950, (A.H.B.)
Study prepared by German Air Historical. Branch CSth
Abteilimig) 29 July (,A.H,B,6 Translation No.vin/72).
E.A.P. narrative (1st draft) ’The Sicilian Campaign’
(A.H.^.),

(2)

(3)
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T/as soon to "becoms a reality vd-th reasonable chances of

success. The enterpid.se agreed upon at the Casablanca
conference and all the deception involved therein were

rapidly developing. The points of iii5)act were agreed
upon, Malta, once the heaviest liabilityhad now become
an asset and, if supplies to it could be maintained,
promised to prove an effective major base for the assault.
An obstacle first to be removed was the Italian-held

island of Pantelleria and its satellites in the

Felagie Group,

Epitome of the plan to reduce Pantelleria(l)

The possession of Pantelleid.a was necessary for the
It would reduce a seriousproposed attack on Sicily,

barrier in the path of aircraft supporting the Anerican
landings, provide excellent radar and airfield facilities,
eliminate enemy radar and simplify convoy protection,
possession of Lanpedxisa Island would give the Allies the use

of a small airfield and also eliminate eneiiQr radar.

The

On the assunption of a determined resistance, it was
decided to weaken the garrison by prolonged bombing on an

increasing scale prior to an assault by land forces. In

addition, the beach defences in the assault areas were to

be neutralised by air attack and naval bombardment and a
blockade of the island was to be maintained. The final

assault was then to be made by one British divisicmi.

The air offensive opened by 18 May, (2) Its objects
were to redvice the morale of the garrison, destroy the

defences and blockade the island against reinforcement from

Sicily,(3)

Epitome of the plan for the conquest of SicilyC.4)

The island of Sicily was to be taken and hdld as  a base

for future operations, in five phases. In the first jjhase,
preparatory measires were to be taken to gain air supremacy
and neutralise enemy naval effort. The assault, preceded
by airborne landings, was to consist of prQ“^%TO attacks
by sea and ground forces, with the objectives of the air

fields and the ports of Syracuse and Licata, The third
phase was the establishment of a firm base from #iich to

effect the capture of the ports of Augvista and Catania and

of the Gerbini conplex of airfields. The fourth phase was

the capture of those ports and airfields, the fifth the
redtu3tion of the island.

Deception and cover plans (5)

The cover-plan - code nan® ‘Barclay* - provided a
false D Day and destination. It aimed at persuading the

enemy that two major operations were intended, namely, one

Operation ‘Corkscrew*,
Pu.A.P. narrative (first draft) *The Sicilian Campaign*
(A.H.B.),
Outline plan
Operation Instructions No, 1-19 May 1+3 arid No,  2 -

21 May 1+3 Force 1lf1 A.P.H.Q. Operations in Sicily
Appendices (A.H.B.),
Deception and cover plan ‘Barclay* for Operation *Husky‘
A.H.B. II,J5/86/74.

A.H.B./ J.I/166/M.' Corkscrew’.

1

2

3

A,

(5)
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against the Balkans area (construed in a mde sense) by a
nryfchical British * Twelfth Amy’ from the Middle East and
one by General Patton’s American forces from North Africa

against Southern Prance; and that these attacks, inten
ded for the moonless periods of the month, had already been
twice postponed. It was hoped, by 21 June, to have con
vinced the enemy that several minor pieliminary operations
were designed, namely that western Crete was to be assaulted
on 24 Jtily, the Peloponessus on 26 July, Sardinia and
Corsica on 31 July, and then southern Prance - to
synchronize with an attack on western or noi*thern Prance -
on 4 August,

The assa-ult group was to converge in the area south
of Malta and suggest a threat towards Crete, while Force
*H’ manoeuvred in the Ionian Sea and threatened the

coast of Greece, turning north at ni^t and approaching
Sicily in darkness,

the reinforcement of Sicily by German troops, reduce the
intensity of air and naval attack on Allied shipping from
D minus 1 Day, and keep the Taranto squadron of the
Italian Fleet east of the Strait of Messina,

Axis Strategic Indecision

The threat of a German march through Spain on Gibraltar

These ruses were intended to retard

If the Germans marched through Spain, captured
Gibraltar and thus sealed off the western gateway to the
Mediterranean, many of the advantages of the clearance of
North Africa v/ouild cease to exist. It seems doubtful
whether many in Allied councils dwelt long enough or this
possibility, occupied as they were with a cloud of other

uncertainties. But it v/as discussed and might have
happened at this very awkward jumctutre. It was very
fortunate for the Allies that General Franco’s neutrality
took the form it did.

On 22 December 1942, Hitler and Eaeder (then C,-in-C.
Navy) agreed on the i]]:po3rtance of occupying Spain, (I)
Hitler said he intended to re-cpen negotiations with
General Franco and to make preparations to occuipy the

peninsula, Eaedei' thought an Allied attack on the Spanish
mainland a likely proposition. There must be a secret
agreement with Spain, with an understanding that if the

Allies were seen to be preparing operations in Spain,
German troops were to enter it.

Franco had preserved a benevolent neutrality.
Beyond sending a division to the Rassian ffont and blinking
at a number of trivial contraventions of neutrality,(2)
he had never implemented his expressed devotion to Axis
interests. He went a step further than this on
10 February 43, viien he signed a secret protocol with
Germany pledging armed resistance if the Allies entered
Spain;(3) but no further.

(1) Vice Admiral Assmann’s Headline Diary (N.I.D, 22j/T
65/45 A.H.B. copy).

(2) See infra for transport of rescued U-boat crew through
Spain to Germany,

(3) Chronology of the Second World War,
of International Affairs,

Royal Institute
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Af^ez* the defeat in Tunisiaj. the question of Spain came
At the scries of confex’ences athriefly to the fore.

Hitler’s headquarters held bet^TOen 12 and 14 May 43#
Kesselring openly pleaded for an attack on Spain as the move
likely to afford the "best relief,
idea,

strategic solution possible, he said.

Doenitz supported the
The seizure of Spain and Gibraltar was the only

Hitler’s answer was that in 1940, (in the auttimn of
which year the occupation of Spain had been first outlined)
it would have been possible with the co-operation of
Spain,(l) but that now, and against the will of the
Spaniajnis, SS-erman resources were no longer adequate. They
needed first class divisions for the task and there were none

to spare. The Spaniards, the only fitting Latin people,
woiald, he feared, start a guerilla -mr vhich might spread
beyond Spain, He thxis let slip the last chance to seal the
Medi terrane an.

Doenitz suggested air attacks on Gibraltar by the new
radio-controlled glider bombs(2) viien they were available at
the end of June, but Hitler vetoed this,
them must be carried out only at sea,

dry land, the eneir^’- would soon know all about it, (3)

Air attacks with

If one fell intact on

The Italian Fleet

Ever since Italy’s entry into the war in 1940, the
presence of its major naval units had presented a threat to

Allied security amd operations, Becaiose of over-
centralisation at HavaJ. Command headquarters in Rome, and

consequent denial of initiative to operational commanders,
of technical deficiencies, lack of adeqTjate air protection
and increasing fuel shortages, the operations of the
Grand Fleet had been unsatisfactory on the whole to the Axis.

Rome w^ increasingly reluctant to sacrifice them. They
had no aircraft carriers. After the battle of Matapan on

28-29 March ii-l, they began to convert the liner Roma into an
aircraft carrier, renaming it the Aquila; later they under
took work on the Sparviero to the same ends, but neither

readyin time to take paid; in the war, Throxighout the war,
The grave

was

the Italian Navy had to fi^rb without radar,
technical inferiorities with vriaich they began the war were

never rectified, but on the contrary became more serious owing
to the great strides made by the Allies,(4)

On 30 April, Mussolini sent an urgent telegram to Hitler,
If the Mediterranean air question was not solved by the

immediate despatch of sufficient air strength to cancel the

crushing Allied superiority, it wo’ild no longer be possible
to send to Tunisia a single warship, transport or aircraft.
Even the use of destroyers as transports was doomed to

Refer to Admiral Weichold* s sti:idy ’Axis Naval Policy
and Operations in the Mediterranean 1939 to May 1943
in the German Naval History Series G.H,S./5 TSlyEES
Admiralty (a,H.B.6 copy) for an account of Hitler-
Franco negotiations,
Henschel 293 and FX,
Fuehrer Conferences on Naval Affairs (A.H.B.IIG,
1/67(B)). ^ ̂
The Struggle for the Mediterranean 1939-1943 oy
Rear Admiral R. de Be lot, F’rench Navy (ret,)
Princeton University Press 1951,
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failijre. Timisia must "be held, the troops must he
stipplied and the convoys protected by aircraft. (1)

On 2 May, Hitler replied that he could do no more,
Luftflotte 2 had had, as an increase over its strength of

1,000 aircraft, another 57'4- in March and 669 in April,
He was surprised that the Italians were unable to supply
Axis armies over a 90 nile strait, -viiereas in Norway the

German Navy protected a much greater volume of traffic over

a rovrte ten times as long. He overlooked the iinportant
difference betv/een the t\TO areas, namely the close
proximity of Allied air bases on the very edge of the zone

of operations around the Sicilian Narrows, (2)

Doenitz*s disctissions at Supermarina(3)

There were at this time tharee high-ranking German naval

commanders (4) attached to Italian Naval Command headqToarters,
But they were insufficient to give the Germans anything like

absolute control of Italian naval policy, and aJLthough the

three were reduced to one and his power augmented, and
Doenitz himself interviewed the Under Secretary of State for

the Navy, Admiral Riccardi, and almost everyone else that

mattered, bet^reen 12 and 15 May, the Italian Navy retained

its autonomy to the end.

On this occasion — 12 May - Doenitz, who with Hitler and

others had blamed the Italians for their lack of enterpidse
and coyness in bringing their battle fleet into play, now
threw naval tradition overboard,

new invasion was imminent and they were seriously considering,
they said, using the battle fleet to break up the atteii5)t.
Doenitz thovight the Italian Navy was now too weak (he knew of
their heavy losses in recent months on the supply routes).
Its most iiTi^ortant task, he said, was to make possible a

successful battle on land by safegioarding the sea supply
lines.

The Italians saw that a

Even small vessels ou^t to be used for shallow
harbours and open bays,
were short of essentials.

Everyone agreed that the islands
Doenitz was prepared to

throw in his U-boats as carriers and he told General Ambrosio

this, too. The Italians lacked cargo space in merchant
ships. They lacked fuel and they lacked aircraft to
protect every kind of vessel; but, as has been seen from

Hitler* s reply to the Dixxi, their belated offensive policy was not
encouraged, as it might well have been by generous gifts of
aircraft and fuel, (5) Like Hitler, Doenitz felt conten^jt
for the Italian conduct in war and his inability to conceal

it from them provoked sharp reactions or frigid receptions.
An abler diplomat mi^t have secirred closer co-operation.

So the situation remained, open and unsatisfactoiy.
The islands were supplied, aircraft were rested,
repaired and moved, the Italian Navy waited for air

Hitler began considering schemes for handlingcover.

Ibid and Fuehrer Conferences ((AH.B.II G,1/67(b)),
Ibido

Italian Naval High Command in Rome,

Vice-Admiral Ruge, Reaa>-Admiral Ifeendsen-Bohlken and
Rear-Admiral Loewisiih,

Refer to Appendix 1 for a full account of
Admiral Doenitz* s conversations in Italy and his
report to Hitler,

1

2

3

A,

(5)
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the Italians and hinted darkly about the poor state of Italian

leadership and the need for German inspiration!, The
predominant tone of Axis strategy in the period between the

fall of Tunisia and the invasion of Sicily is thvis seen to

have been one of uncertainty. Neither of the two partners
in the Axis has grasped the fiill implications of naval and

air war in the Mediterranean;, nor ever exploited its
possibilities for long enough to force a favourable decision.

There'had always been, and still v/as, a note of av^fcwardness
in their joint handling of naval affairs. In the contirental
land warfare, for -which Hitler had planned, they were more at

ease. The Gern^s, moreover, felt themselves saddled with

the Italians as a liability they cotold not possibly shake

off.(i)

German Air Force re~organization(2)

The three most important problems now facing the
Luf-twaffe -were, firstly, -the restoration of strength and

serviceability of its exhausted units, secondly the re

inforcement of the Mediterranean theatre as a -whole, and,
thirdly, the strategic redisposition of forces to meet the

multiple threats. The operational commands were forthwith
re-organized and strengthened.

First, the theatre, hitherto centralised under
Li->ftflotte 2, comnanded by Kesse3.ring, -was divided into two

commands^ each of Luftflotte status. Luftflotte 2 covered
Italy and the Central Mediterranean: Lui’-fcwaffe Command South-
East covered S,E. Europe including Greece, Crete and the
Balkans. The Luftwaffe headquarters staff in the
Mediterranean, now in disfavour, was strengthened by the

transfer of energetic, experienced officers from Russia.(5)

The ultimate invasion of E-urope .from the South by vray
of the islands was accepted as inevitable, and these moves

and the reinforcement moves about to be related prove that

the Germans realised that the Allied effort was to be a

major one demanding full preparedness.

Luftwaffe moves indioating successfid. Allied deception

The Central and Eastern Mediterranean were reinforced
In one and one-halfat the expense of the West and Russia,

months, a more than 50 per cent increase, amounting to

Hitler stated his belief at his meeting with Doenitz
on 14 Ivlay that without the Italian angy-, the Germans
could not defend the entire Italian penLnsiala and -would

be forced to -withdraw to a relatively short line.
Fuehrer Conference on Naval Affairs (A,H.B.IIG,i/67/(B),
The Rise and Fall of the German Air Force (1933 to 1945,
Air Llinistry A,C,A,S,(l) 1948,
Field Marshal von Richthofen became commander of
Luftflotte 2. Under him in command of Fliegerkorps II

‘SeneraTl^lo-wius, formerly in Command of an army
General-Lieutenant

was

co-operation corps in Russia,

(1)

(2)

(3)

Mahncke, who drove the Russians back beyond Kharkov in
Mareh 1943 with his FH-iegerdivision Donetz, -was given
the tactical command in Sicily, Generalmiajor
Harlinghausen was replaced as QaC, Bombers by
Oberst Pelz, a coming officer with experience in charge
of operations over England in early 1943'* General
Galland, Inspector of Fighters and Ground Attack
A-irerai*t came (£wn on a toijr of inspection to restore
morale and efficiency.
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440 aircraft, was achieved, as well as a correspanding rise
in serviceability. The total of aircraft in the Central
and Eastern Mediterranean rose, between 14 May and 3 July,
from 695 and 125 to 975 and 305 respectively.(l)
iroi^y of it, imknown to the Germans, v/as that so much of it

was being sent to the wrong quarter. Allied bonibing
helped in the process and the noticeable drift into
Sardinia, Italy, Greece and Crete away from Sicily, the

real point of impact, indicates how events were surpassing
Allied hopes. Strength in Sardinia and SoE. Europe was

more than doubled between 14 May and 10 Jialy, whereas
strength in Italy was reduced by 57*83 per cent, (2)
Furthermore, much effort was diverted to building up a

ground and operational foixie in southern Prance, also
believed to be threatened. In the last week before

Operation Husky ̂ - 3 to 10 July - German apprehensions
regarding Sardinia were fanned by air attacks on that
island. The very slight fluctiiation in the air strength
in Sicily is accepted as a proof of the success of Allied

deception, l,Thile a threat to it was allowed for, it came

low down on the list for air defence, (3)

The

The Reopening of the Through Sea Route

Renewal of throu^ convoys

It vra.s a great occasion when on the night of 17/18 May,
the fast Convoy K,M.S.14X(4) from the United Kingdom left
Gibraltar bound for Alexandria, For three years, throvigh
convoys had been compelled to pass round the Cape of Good

Hope. Now, with the whole of the southern littoral open
for the development of air bases, and with a more favourable

ill
14 l iay 45 3 July 43

Central Eastern Total Central Tc^Eastern
Med, tfed.

260 40UR, bember
Dive bomber
Ground attack

S.E, Fighter
T,E, Fighter
UR, Recce
Tac, Recce
Coastal

260 40300 300
65 65

70 150 150
1 380 45010 190 70
120 5

3
125
7

100
6

10 110

45 4500 5 105
20 20 25 25 50

40 40 50 50

695 820 1,280IS 975 305

(2) Cennan Air Force dispositions:

4.

14.5,43 1,6,43 14«6,.43 3o7.43 10.7,43

89Sardinia

Sicily
Central and S, Italy
S, France and UU Italy
Greece and Crete

89 115 175 115
415 275 315 290 175

360 345 460200 290
80 80 165 135
185 265125 220 305

820 980 1,2801,020 1,150

ThQ Rise and Fall of the German Air Force,Source: Air Ministry,

(3) Refer to the enemj’' documents given at Appaidlx 1,
(4) 4 ships detached from Convoy 06,47,
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sitioation in the SioiJLian Narro?7s, it was decided to accept
the risk of btireat from eneHQr aircraft and submarinest,
Escorted hy aircraft and preceded by minesweepers and
destroyers in the Cape Bon area, the convoy passed through
unscathed to reach Alexandria on 26 May, K,M,S,14 was
followed by a slow convoy which passed Bizejcta on the

morning of 22 May and reached l^ta on. 23 May,

A new series of intermediate convoys was planned to
sail every 15 daysj they v/ere interspersed with the main

convoys KoM,S, (from the U.K,) and U.G.S. (frcm the U,S«),
Tdoich were combined and extended eastward, (l) The code
letters adopted for the intermediate convoys were G.ToX. for
those eastbomd and X,T,G, for those westbound.

The first intermediate convoy - G,T,X.1 - left
Gibraltar on 24 I'lay and reached Alexandria on 4 Jtaie,
included fifteen L,S,T^s awaiting passage to the Levant,
plus thx’ee loaded with stores for Malta,
programne for June included four through convoys,(2)
These should be kept in mind, for they were destined to

figure in a new enemy air offensive against the strengthened
Allied supply lines.(5)

It

The

In the reverse direction “ East-West - not only were
convoys passed through from the Levant, but arrangements
were made(4) to route suitable ships loading in India to
connect with these westbound convoys, the minimum speed
fixed being 8 loiots.
ordered that henceforth all sijitable British controlled

ships loading in India for the U,K, were to be routed to
Aden for onward routeing to Sues and subsequent inclusion
in X.T. convoys, X.T.G.1(5) left Alexandria on 3 June and
arrived at Gibraltar on 17 June without loss, Throigh
convoys were suspended during Jvily owing to the operations
for the invasion of Sicily,

The saving of shipping(6)

On 28 May, the C,-in-C. Eastern Fleet

For three years, store ships from Liverpool for the
supply of the Armies had had to travel a minimm distance of

about 12,400 miles. By the new tlrrough route this distance

was reduced to about 3^400 miles, Thi.?s a ship -vdiich,
allowing for various minor delays, averaged 200 miles a day,
saved about 45 days in getting supplies to, Egypt and another

45 days in returning for her next cargo.

[^1
Bstaining their oidginal code letters.
K,M,S,15 and U.G.S,8A leaving Gibraltar on 1 June,
G,T,X,2 on 8 Jme, K,M,S,16 and U.G.S,9 on ? June and
G,T,X*3 on 23 June,

Source for convoys’ dates, composition etc, in this
section

narrative (Admlty/A,H.S,).
With the C.-in-'C, Eastern Fleet,

Incli«iing 11 ships for Tripoli and Malta and 5 for
Benghazi.
The Vfar at Sea, Vol, TV,
Nanrative,

The War at Sea, Vol, IV Preliminary Admiralt

Preliminary Admiralty

(3)
y

A,

(6)
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Tlie ¥ar*s larpiest convoy to dateC'^)

An indication of the acceleration of convoy tonnage
broTjght about by the opening of the through route, the

growing Allied air s\;g)eriaritya the build-up for the inva
sion of Sicily and the replenishment of theatre stocks vira.s
the size of some of the convoys pressed through in the
month of June,

What was believed to have been the largest convoy of
the war to that date proceeded unmolested into
Mediterranean waters from west to eaat during the first
week of J-une, Ships joined it and were detached from it

en route and the balance remaining arrived at Tripoli on

8 June, no losses or damage having been siiffered during the
whole passage. With the record of szjccesses against siib—

marines sccc'edby aircraft and ships detailed a few pages
later in mind, it will be realised how fortunate these were
at this particular jmcture. It must have been a very
tantalising situation from the German viewpoint. The
war diary of Captain U-Boats Italy makes it quite plain
that they were well aware of the formation, sailing compo
sition and pTOgress of the convoy throu^ the areas
usTially patrolled by their U-boats, But there was not

a single U-boat in the operational eu^ea. The Italian
Submarine Command did not co-operate, German
reconnaissance aircraft reported frequent sightings, but no
attacks were delivered before the ccxnvoj'' was off Tunis,
One reported breaking av/ay because of the convoy filter
defences,(2)

Early confidence in Coastal Air Porce

Air Staff of the Coastal Air Force commented at the
time that it would be difficult to over-estimate the moral

effect of the safe passage through of the first two May
convoys. The confidence which the air cover thus

engendered affected the whole of future programme
plaming, (3) June, inconsequence, saw big concentrations
of shippir*g reporting at Gibraltar and leaving and entering
the ports of the southern littoral,(4) Nevertheless, the
element of risk was to be proved a high one. The German
Air Force prepared for a major effort in the interim bet

ween the end of ‘Torch* and the completion of the ‘Huslcy*
Inoild-upi After making a few light amd ineffectual passes
at some early June convoys, they acted on the intelligence
reports of the departure and progress of convoy 'Tedworth*,
eastbotaid from Gibraltar on 22 June 194-3? and, choosing
their time, put forth the greatest anti-shipping effort
recorded by them in the theatre to that date.

(5)Air cover for Convoy ̂ Tedworth* from 22 to 25 June 194-3

The convoy ‘Tedworth’, consisting of twenty—six
merchant vessels and with eleven surface craft, and

Anti-Submarine Report Dec, 4-3 p.10 (Admiralty) and
Captain U-Boats Italy war diary, (F.D.S. Admlty,),
\ Juae, 2350 hours,
N.A.C.A.F. Air Staff OcR,B.

4.) The War at Sea (A,H.S.)
5) N.A.C.A.F., No. 242 Group, Nos. 323 and 328 T/ings

0,R.B.s.

0)
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twenty aircraft from Gibraltar(l) air base, escoirbing it,
loft Gibraltar at 6001 hoiars on 22 June., It reached a

point off Isabella Island at 1800 hotirs, and was then
approaching Oran air fighter sector. Pour Bisleys marlp, a
daylight U-boat search of Melilla (Spanish Itorocco) and
six Hudsons made a night search in that area. Ahead of the
convoy^ six more Huuisons searched for U-43oats,

Escorted by twenty-six fighters from Oran sector,
*Tedworth% (increased new to twenty^^aine ships), proceeded
under their day and night cover to Cape Tenez, During
the twent.Y-four hours ending at 1800 hours on 23 J\jne,
fotirteen Hudsons and four Bisleys flew anti-submarine
patrols. The convoy was unmolested for the first two

days, but was sighted eneny aircraft at 1015 hours
23 Jme and the information was passed to U-boats, (2)

On 24 Jxaae, now increased to thirty—four ships,
*Tedwo3cth* spent the third day mald.ng for Cape Sigli,
Twenty-four aircraft prevented any submarines surfacing.
Five fighter patrols were flown from Algiers and six
aircraft gave day and nigiht escort. Enemy radio intercept
reports were vague, mentioning only general convoy traffic.
No sightings were made by U-boats that day and the convoy
was again unmolested,(3)

By the time *Tedworth* reached Philippeville on the
fourth day - 25 June - and Bone by evening, its nijrabers
had swollen to fifty merchant vessels,
gave day and night cover,
off the Djidjelli - Philippeville stretch of coast and
Savoia Macchi 79 'was shot down,
by su'bmarines, (4)

Erieny air recormaissance of Convoy *Ted\TOrth*(5)

on

Twsnty-t'ivD aircraft
There were seventeen scrambles

one

There was no interference

Eneny recoimaissance airci'sft, held in considerable
respect in Allied air circles, reported the convoy at
0835 hours of 26 June to be 25 miles N.W. of Bizerta,
They counted eighty-four vessels in all, and sighted it
several times. Their last report at 1750 hours placed it
12 miles E,S,E, of Cape Bon* All U-^boats were advised.
The long range reconnaissance unit 1 Fern/l22, based at
Ottana in Sardinia, was ordered to reconnoitre from iJ^ers
eastward to Cape Bougaron, Six Ju,88s of Group I of K,G,76
were ordered to Decimomannu (Sardinia) for early
reconnaissance of Allied nav^ forces (seen manoeuverii:ig
near Gibraltar) or any big convoys along the meridians 3 and
4 East, indicating the readiness of the main bomber forces
for a strike.

Enemy transfers of reconnaissance forces(6)

At the height of the critical period, viz. on 24 June,
a planned transfer came to a head,
reconnaissance units prepared to move.

The two main long range
l/p/122 was ordered

^l) No, 48 Squadron,
2) Captain of U-Boats Italy war diary fAdmlty, - P,D,S.)
^3) Captain of U-Boats Italy war diary (p.O.S./Admlty),
^4) N.A.C.A.F. Operations O.R.Bs,
5) Infor^aaticn supplied by A,H.3,6.
^6) Ibid,
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to llcntpeUier (S, France), to come insier the operational
control of- Luftflotte 3. It v/as to he replaced by
I/f/33 at Ottana, its base till then. But contact with
the Allied convoy was maintained.

Enemy air attacks on the ^Tedwoirth^ convoy(1)

From Bizerta to Tunis there were forty-one vessels
and tvrelve escorts in the convoy. Another vessel joined
it on the last leg to Sousse, its destination. During
this last day and night, ten aircraft from Tunis sector
maintained constant patrol and there were eight other air

craft constantly over the convoy, all from Tunis, (2)

26 June, the day the convoy passed through the
Narrows, proved the need for the utmost vigilance by
No, 2Z(2 Group, vrfio had, in addition, five minor convoys to
protect. Maintaining a continuoiis watch on the convoy,
the German Air Force, on the alert for any sign of invasion

shipping in that particular area, put in several vicious
attacks by filter bombers during the day, following them

up after dark by bomber attacks on the convoy as it
approached Sousse. To meet the threat, Tunis Air Sector
flew two hmdred and fourteen sorties, evidence of the cost
of security,(3)

In all, ninety enemy fighter bombers were plotted in
v/aves of tvrenty to thirty by No. 323 Wing and another
hmdred by the 52nd Fighter Grottp (U.S.), As they
approached the convoy, they were either broken up or so

harassed by Allied fighters that they were forced to break

off the engagements. To reinforce our standing patrols,
fifty-nine figliters were scrambled diiring the day.
Casualties to the enemy were only one P,W,190 destroyed and

nil among the Allied fighters.

At diisk, a tvrenty plus torpedo attack by Ju,88s
developed, south of Cape Bon, but was broken up by six

Hurricanes of R.A.F, No. 73 Squadron(4) on night patrol
and lost a bomber to them. During the night, twenty or

more aircraft, including Cant Z,1007s and He,111s, were

picked up by Beaufighters scrambled to meet them. They
did not reach the convoy, (5) No U-boats had risked
^proaching the ships, altho-ugh their Command v/as well

informed as to their position.

Dtiring the five days' voyage, not a single ship was
damaged, a resiolt due principally, althou^ not entirely,
to the pattern of air protection provided.

(1) No, 242 Group, 323 and 328 Wings 0,R,Bs and N,A,C,A,P,
Operations 0,R.B, Appendix - A.H.B./mVA.^S/Hh
H.Q. Bizerta.

By 52nd U.S, Fighter Group (Spitfires) and No. 323
Wing R.A.F.
Based at La Sebala in the Tunis Fighter Sector -
No. 73 Squadron O.R.Bs.
Unf orbmately there is a gap in the German records
for 26 Jme and the sorties plotted cannot be con
firmed from eneny sources.

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)
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Air superiorj-ty essential to the seizvire of local p-iarltime
initiative

It woiold be erroneous to oonclxade that ansrthing like
Allied sea and air control of the Mediterranean as a whole

had been establisbed in Jtne 194'3»

tlirec cain active areas of the Mediterranean, namely the

Western, Central and Eastern basins had been continuously
in flvictuating states of dispute«
Lxiftwaffe to Sicily in early 194-1 had led to a period of

predominating, but not absolute. Axis control of the Central

basin, in particular of the strategically pivotal Sicilian
Narrows.

Since Jme 194-0, the

The advent of the

One measure of the disadvantage this implied to
the Allies may be found in the losses of British warships.
These rose from 1 crioiser, 3 destroyers and 9 submarines in

1940 to 8 criiisers, I6 destroyers and 8 submarines in 1941,
and to 5 cruisers, 27 destroyers and I5 submarines in

1942.(1)

After the Allied conquest of the land from Algeria
to Egypt, the concentration of their Air Forces towards the

Tunis-Tripoli sector led progressively to the ruin of the

Axis supply system to Africa and the withdrawal of the

latter* s air forces, first to Sicily and then tc the mainland.
Although strictly speaking the Sicilian Narrows and the

circvimambient air Wei's still in dispute, the advantage
in weight, range and control no?.- lay with the Allies; and

as has just been proved. Allied sea communications now began
to enjoy an mprecedented flexibility of action.

It v/as not the weight, concentration and employment of
air forces alone that had led to this encouraging consummation,
for other factors had contributed to it. But it is fair to

say that events up to this point had clearly proved that

in the Central Mediterranean, at any rate, local air
superiority was an essential ingredient in the seizure of

strategical and tactical initiative in maritime operations.

Admiral Doenitz was explicit on this point at the
time. On 8 June, he ■v'rotei--(2)

"Experience gained until now has clearly shown that the
Air Force is destined to play an Important part in sea
v^arfare, Yfliile in the open sea, sea supremacy is no
longer possible without simultaneous air supremacy, in
coastal waters the Air Force has become a ^■veapon of
decisive importance. We have experienced this o’jr—
se]ves during operations in the Mediterranean,
favourably in Crete and unfavourably in T-unisia,"

Analyses of major British warships and Allied (other
than U.S.) warships under British operational control lost
through enemy action in the Second Y/orld War.
(Admiralty Historical Section),
Memorandum dated 8 June 1943 on the effects of Allied
sdr supremacy on German submarine warfare
(A,H.B,6 translation No, VIl/42),
Appendix 3.

Given in full at

(1)

(2)
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CIEiPTER 2

TKC SmikSlW.

(14 MAY TO 8 SEPra^HELR 192t-3)

A. '7ESTERIT AND CENTRAL BASINS

German U-Boat Policy

The situation in the Mediterranean

when G-rand Admiral Doenitz - a former Captain of

U-Boats - took over the post of C»-in-C. Navy in January 1945>
it was inevitable that submarine operations should take on

a nev7 lease of life, B, d U., (1)
controlled U-boats in all areas, thus differing from the
single area control of other naval commands. The Captain

U-Boats Italy controlled, at the period under reviev/, the
29th U-Boat Flotilla (with headquarters at La Spezia)
the 25rd U-Boat flotilla (vfith headquarters at Salamis in
G-reece): he reported directly to B. d U,, a post held by
G-rand Admiral Doenitz in addition to that of C,-in-C, Navy,

The policy of maintaining about tv/enly U-boats in the
Mediterranean still stood.

the submarine command.

and

U-boat operations held the highest prioriiy in German
naval strategy at this time. Their operations in the mid-
Atlantic had been successfully checked: the Allies were
satisfied that the situation in that area had been mastered.

Notwithstanding this and the loss of 30 per cent of
the U-boats at sea in May, the German belief in the
efficaoity of this arm to turn the fortune of war again in
their favour impelled them to step up the monthly building
ra,te from 30 to 40 per month,(3) The situation in the
Mediterranean, in spite of special geographical difficulties
and the temporary confusion, could, they thought, be
restored, IThereas before the loss of the North i\frican

littoral. Allied shipping was solely engaged in carrying
military supplies, the re-opening of the through route to
the East which must almost immediately follow was bound to
increase the target potential for both German (4^ and
Italian submarines,(5)

(2)

(1 Befehlshaber der U-Booten

Naval Staff History: The Defeat of the Enemy Attack on
Shipping 1939-1945 Vol.I (Historical Branch Admiralty -
A,H,B, Copy),
Vice Adml, Assmarm's Headline Diary (N,I,D. 24/T 65/45-
A,H,B, Copy),
8 June 45•

All the German U-boats that operated in the Mediterranean
were of the VII C type, the specifications of which were:-

surface tonnage
surface speed
maximum surface range
maximum submerged speed
maximum submerged range
tested diving depth
4 bo¥f tubes and 1 stern tube

torpedo-carrying capacity
(E.D.S, Admiralty),

There was great variety in the construction of the
Italian submarines used in the Mediterranean, ranging
from the midget type of 36 tons to the ocean-going
Remo and Romolo of 2,220 tons, (Navi Perdute -Vol, l),

SECRET

Admiral Doenitz’s memorandum of

Given in Appendix 1,

769 tons
17.7 knots

9,700 miles
Tg- knots

130 miles

309 feet

14 torpedoes

(2

(3)

(4)

(5)
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They knev/ prers-i eely vi/hei-o to f'i.iid these coMvoys, for air
craft range determined air cover, Virhich, with the threat
from Axis air bases, constrained the convoys to run along
the coastal sea lanes*

If any proof were needed of the Allied anxieties on the

score of the submarine menace, one has only to consider the
reorganization and expansion of Coastal Air Force, (l) the
notable strengthening of its anti-submarine forces which

shortly followed, the speed with which new instruments were

developed and exploited and a superior method of hunting
U-boats to exhaustion in collaboration with the Navy was

designed at the Area Combined Headquarters at Algiers.(2)

The stmaggle must be viewed as one of measure and
countermeasure,(3) It was usually the surprise use of new
methods by one side that removed the enemy advantage and led

to a new stalemate. This comes out olearly if one reviews
the question of how, in spite of Allied air and naval
superior!ly, U-boats continued to pass the Strait of
Gibraltar and maintain their operational strength in the

Mediterranean,

U-Boat reinforcements from late I94I to May 19A5 (4)

Although the number of U-boats in the Mediterranean
rarely exceeded 20, they inflicted severe losses on warships
and merchant shipping, (5) involving the Allies in a
considerable air, surface craft and submarine effort from

the autumn of 1941 to the autumn of 194^-» Summarising the

full evidence given in Appendix 25, of 95 boati detailed by
the U-boat Command to enter the Mediterranean, 92 sailed.
Three of these were cancelled in September 1943>  8 cancelled
through illness or defects, 1 was damaged and 2 ?/ere sunk on

their way to the Strait of Gibraltar, The remaining 8l

attempted the passage, but 3 were sunk by Strait air patrols
wliile still a considerable distance av/ay. Of 78 which
reached the Strait, no less than 62 made the passage. Of

the remaining 1(o," 6 were sunk and 6 damaged lay the Strait
defences, 2 were deterred and 2 ordered back because of them.
All the 28 Italian submarines sent into the Atlantic between

June 1940 and the end of 1941 and the 10 retinrned to the

Mediterranean made the passage without incident. There

were only four periods during which the movement of enemy
submarines in and out of the Mediterranean was seriously
impeded by the Strait defences. These facts led the Joint

Air Ministry Historical Sub-Committee to report, in its

historical survey of the maritime defence of the Mediterranean,
that an outstanding factor in the problem of the U-boat was

the degree of control that could be exercised by Naval and

Air Forces suitably equipped for day and night operations in

the Strait of Gibraltar area, (6)

(1 Infra,

N.A,C.A,E, Ail’ Staff O.k.Bs and appendices May to Nov, 45.
The best general purpose anti-submarine weapon was the

depth charge adopted for aircraft operations, but this
alone was insufficient to master the submarine problem,
’The Defeat of the Enemy Attack on Shipping’ (Historical
Branch, ildmiralty. A.IirB, copy),
kefer Appendix 2 for statistics of ships sunk by U-boats
in the Mediterranean, also to the Admiralty Hist, Sec,
Nominal List,

Maritime defence historical survey in the Mediterranean
during the Second Uorld Uar: Introduction 1950. (Joint
Admiralty/ilir Ministry Historical Sub-Committee. A.H.B.oopy).
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(5)

(6)
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Air control of the Strait of G-ibraltar (l)

The foixr periods of successful control referred to were

those, firstly, betT/een 27 November 4-1 and 26 January 42,
secondly, September 1943? thirdly October 1943? and fourthly,
mid-February to mid-May 1944*

Between 27 November 41 and 26 January 42, aircraft
fitted with AtS.V, Mark II on night patrols v/ere able to

detect the submarine, illuminate it and attack it with a

depth charge. These methods rendered the passage so
hazardous that the Germans were forced to change their plan

of basing U-boats operating in the Mediterranean on Biscay
ports and to set up a new base at La Spezia. Before the

institution of these night patrols, 43 Italian and 14 German
submarines had passed through xinscathed, but virhile they
operated, 7 of the 14 German U-boats which attempted the

passage in viere either sunk, damaged or forced to abandon
the task. No U-boats were sent to the Mediterranean between

February and September 1942, Between October 1942 and
Januarj'- 1943? 15 German and 1 Italian boats all made the

passage in without incident.

After the end of 1942, Gibraltar aircraft on patrol
were fitted with Leigh Light, A.S.V. Mark II and lethal
depth chargesj but the U-boats were equipped ’with a search
receiver which detected Allied metric aircraft radar> trans

missions and they took the necessary evasive action,
although they had to siarface and the gear was cumbersome.
The next move vras made by NorthYfest African Coastal Air

Force, who in mid-1945 completely reshuffled and augmented
their radar lay-out and equipment, Gibraltar aircraft were

fitted vTith centime trie radar, (2) The U-boats were unable
to detect these new transmissions and still did not accept
the idea that they were being used to locate them. During

September 1943? four more U-boats attempted to break through;
only one succeeded, (3)

U-Boat policy in the last phase of the Tunisian Campaign (4)

The special conditions and limitations under which
U-boats operated were explained verbally by Captain U-Boats

Italy in mid-March to Grand Admiral Doenitz, the C,-in-C,
Nay;/-, who summarised their conclusions on 17 March in the

follovfing terms:

(1
(

Ibid and The R,A,E, in Maritime Wair, Vol. VI (A.H,B.)o
The British 10 cm, set known as A.S,V, Mark III,

a detailed account of the joint Anglo-American develop'
ment, of centimetric radar refer to Vol, III and the

Il.A,F,. Monograph on Radar in Maritime War,
Vice Admiral Assman*s ’Headline Diary* (N.I.D. 24/T
65/45 “ Admiral-ty),
■Jar Diary of Captain U-Boats Italy (Foreign Documents
Section, Admiralty TR/au/i9).

For2

(3)

(4)
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'(l) The use of U—boats to attack enemy supplies bound
for North Africa in the Western and Eastern

Mediterranean “ concentrating on the Western
Mediterranean - as well as attacks on enemy naval
forces cannot, as experience has shown, either prevent
large-scale landings or strike a decisive blow at enemy
supply traffic. U-boat operations can however, inflict
considerable damage on enemy naval forces and supplies,
thereby forcing the enemy to make considerable allow
ances for the danger from U-boats. Forces are thus
tied up which would otherwise be free to attack Axis
supply traffic in the Strait of Messina or operate for
anti-submarine defence in other sea areas.

(2) The figure of merchant shipping sunk to date is
relatively small at about 550,000 &.R.T. )*the
number and importance of the warship units, however,
1 battleship, 2 aircraft carriers, 8 cruisers, I6
destroyers and 14 escort vessels - adds considerably
to its value,

contribution towards the attainment of naval mastery
in the Central Mediterranean,

forces are concentrated in the Mediterranean, the
U-boat has opportunities to damage the British Fleet
to an extent which can scarcely be expected in any other
theatre of war.

This has already furnished a decisive

W^hile enemy naval

(3) The U-boat is the only instrument of war which is
in a position to inflict damage on the enemy vrest of

/J.giers and consequently before he reaches his main
bases in North Africa.

(4) In order to attain the aim mentioned in (1) it is
necessary for U-boats to be present in the operational
areas of the-Western and Eastern Mediterranean in such

strength that their influence constitutes a serious
threat to the enemy. According to the considerations
mentioned by Captain U-Boats, it is therefore necessary
to maintain seven or eight boats in the v/estem
Mediterranean and three boats in the Eastern

Mediterranean. Experience has shown that a pool of
30 boats in all is required in the Mediterranean in
order to attain the figures named at the enemy's
expense, as the boats in the operational area become
exhausted in a relatively short space of time. At
present only 18 boats are available.

(5) The break through the Straits of Uibraltar was
carried out successfully without any hitch or loss by
the 15 boats which attempted this between October and
January. No experience can be drawn on for the
simmer months. It therefore seems expedient to

utilize the April new moon period for the transfer of
boats."

The average daily number of boats in the Western
Mediterranean operational area during March was 3-6, in
April 4.6, in May 2.8. Losses(2)^ in March were two boats,
in April one, in May three.' In March, the two boats v/ere

(2)*
Cross registered tons.
Refer to list of U-boats sunk or shared by aircraft at

Appendix 7.
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in April, the boat was sunk by navalsunk by aircraft;
craft; in May, two were sunk by aircraft and one by an

Allied subraarine.(l)

First reactions to the Timisian collapse (2)

Having failed to intervene in the collapse and having
done no more than sink a few ships, run in a small quantity
of supplies and fuel and evacuate four soldiers, the G-erman

Captain U-~Boats, Italy was asked by Maval Command Italy for

a survey of the situation and his plans for operations,
gave in reply the distribution of his forces, weighed the

operational possibilities in the Sicilian Channel, the
Western and Eastern Mediterranean and stated his intention

to assume the offensive where Allied traffic was strongest.

He

Distribution of U-Boat forces and operational areas in

May 19h5( 3l

There were in the Mediterranean area 20 German TJ-boats

in various degrees of readiness, whose duty it was to

attack Allied naval foi’ces and merchant shipping traffic.
They came under the 29th U-Boat Flotilla, with headquarters
at La Spezia.(4) There was only 1 U-boat actually operating
in the Western Mediterranean and 3 outward bound from base
to that area,

it had failed to deliver to Tunisia,

bases at Toulon, Spezia and Pola.
repair and would be ready for operations betvreen 16 May and
26 June,

first half of June,

break through the Strait of Gibraltar and should be ready for
combat assignments at the end of May,
of U-boats for the Mediterranean had been granted, but these
were not expected before the end of June,

1 was returning to La Spezia with ammunition
There v/ere 15 in the

11 of them were under

3 others, at v/as hoped, would be ready in the
2 U-boats were about to attempt to

A further allocation

The U-boats' operational area, which still^seemed the
most favourable, was the sea between 3°W, and 30* E.,
where Italian submarine grounds began, 3 W. ran near the

longitude of Alboran Island and 1+ 30*E. near that of

Cape Corbelin in Algeria. The U-boats usually operated in

north-south lanes of equal width,(5) and individually, not
in packs,

Captain U-Boats Italy assumed, correctly, a partial
diversion of Allied supply routes and unloading ports.
Preparation for operations against Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica

and, perhaps the Aegean, would cause a marked increase in
traffic in the Sicilian Channel - Malta area. He could not

yet foresee the precise points where U-boats could intensify
their operations. The extent of minefields laid by both
sides in the Sicilian Channel rendered it unsuitable for

(1) Although he did not emphasize the threat presented by
Allied aircraft, he was to comment bitterly on their
precision at the end of May,
War Diary of Captain U-Boats Italy 1 Jan, - 30 June 43
(FoD.S. AdmiraltyX.
Ibid,

Heavily damaged in the air attack of 18/19 April,
e.g. Between the meridans of 3 and 4 E. Two U-boats

sometime operated between the same meridians, one north
and one south of a given latitude.

SECRET

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
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U-boats. Shallow water had great disadvantages: it was
still doubtful if it would be worthwhile working on the
coast of Tunisia, south of Cape Bon and west of the longitude
of Tripoli, or on the supply routes to the ports of Susa and
Sfax. There might be heavy traffic in the deep waters
between Pantelleria and Malta.

In the western Mediterranean, he favoured retention of

the actual operational area (between 3*^. and 4° 30*E.),
although it might have to be shifted eastwards if Bougie,
Djijelli, Philippeville. Bone and Bizerta became the jumping-
off points for assaults on the islands.
Mediterranean, the actual operational area would still be the

Cyrenaioa area, where they had already successfully operated,
but at present there were no U-boats to spare for those waters.

In the eastern

Low strength enabled operations to be carried out in
only one area at a time at first, namely the western area,
through which the main traffic had to pass. Later, with the

arrival of reinforcements, he would operate in the eastern

area and, if Sardinia were about to be attacked, south of the
island.

U-Boat policy in July (1)

The doubts ruling in Uerman naval quarters were ended by
the decision of 9 July to send a few U-boats through the

Straits of Messina to operate off Sicily. Even then, the
first U-boat dd.d not reach the landing zone until 11 July
and only six of the seventeen available U-boats were at sea

®n that date. Valuable time had already, therefore, been
wasted at a date when the most profitable targets were
offering.

At the best, the chances were heavily against the U-boats.
Allied aircraft patrols were continuous and almost omni

present. Surface craft were combing the triangle Sardinia -

Sicily - Northern Tunisia for submarines and covering all

the sea flanks of the operation. The direct sea passage
for the Allies from the Tunisian ports or from Malta to

Sicily was of only short duration. Minefields laid by the
Axis off Sicily and Malta and in the Sicilian Straits, as

well as others laid by the Allies, rendered navigation veiy
hazardous.,

There were technical difficulties, too.
air warning devices were not functioning as they should, and

were often confused in their readings of too nmerous targets
thrown up b^’- the massive Allied shipping movements,
waters in the Sicilian area were often shallow, offering
fewer chances of deep submersion.

Land-based

The

The two submarines in the Eastern Basin were ordered to

the Central Mediterranean and operated there without con

spicuous success,

off and it was apparent that Sardinia was not an immediate
target, the Captain of U-boats began to think of all the laden

convoys moving from Egypt to Malta, between Benghazi and

Dema, from Cyrenaioa to Malta, and, as his superiors still

considered a landing in the Peloponnese likely, all the
traffic between Palestine, Syria and Cyprus.

When the heavy traffic into Sicily fell

(l) Captain U-boats Italy war diar^”- (F.D.S./Admlty.).
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On 21 July, the idea of concentration off Sicily gave
way to a system of individual U-boat attacks at selected
points along the Allied convoy line, beginning at the area

just east of Oibraltar, with special attention to the
Bone-Philippeville area. This latter zone was the one
most frequently covered by Oerman air reconnaissance.
Information was, accordingly, fuller and more accurate.

By the end of July, the Axis forces in Sicily were being
hard driven. Speculation on what wovild follow its loss

circulated and Calabria was considered a likely point of

landing. In the meantime, the U-boats were run to the limit

of their endurance. More damage and more accidents meant

more time in docko(l) The utmost was being done, but with
out startling results.

U-Boat policy in August (2)

Dispositions to deal with Allied supplies and
reinforcements for Sicily were planned in the first third of

August, but attempts to act on the plan were handicapped by
three factors. The first was the small number of U-boats

available. Three had been detached on the orders of the

Naval h^ar Staff 1 st Division to stand by to assist in the
rescue of Mussolini from the Villa Weber at La Maddalena in

Sardinia,(3) The second was that operationally ready U-boats
were unable to put out because of the installation of new

radar location gear. U.571 was delayed three days and U.617

CD Ibe average U-’boat dispositions for July 1943 were:-

Gutv/ard and

homeward bound

In
Period W, Med. E. Med. port

4.5 2.8 8.61-10 1.1

1.411-20

21-31
2.7 2.9 9.2
0.7 1.7 D7 11.1

The dally averages for July were:-

InOutward and

homev;ard bound
W. Med. E. Med,

port

2.6 1,9 2.0 10

= 16,2Ja 11.9fo 12.553 62.553

Average I>-boat dispositions for August were:-

Outward

bound

Homeward

bound

InPeriod W. Med. E. Med,
port

1-10

11-20

21-31

0,8 8.03.0 1.1 1.3
0,63.5 0,82,1 7.0

4.2 0.42.7 6.20,5

The dally averages for August were:-

Cutwaiti

bound

Homeward

bound

InW, Med. E. Med.
port

3.6 6,71.3 1.2 7.0
« 25,7% 10,753 8o6fo 553 50%

(2) Captain U-Boats Italy war dlanr. (F.D.S./Admlty.).
(3) Operation lElcIie"* ('Oali‘).
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five days while this ’Magic Eye’ (or Hagenuk) gear was being
installed and tested,

was that the rest of the U-boats at sea were operating with

the obsolete Metox location gear and had to be sent to areas

where the Allied air patrols were lightest, in other words,
out of the most criticall. zones of operation,
area west of Malta now became too dangerous ovdJig to the

close air watch, and on 1? August, U.458 was forbidden this
area.

The third, arising from the second.

Even the

As the month proceeded, and the effects of these handi
caps were being fully experienced, new Intelligence forecasts

pointing to landings in Calabria led to new disposition plans.
In spite of the known diffic'olties, two U-boats (U.596 and
HiihOj) were to be stationed in the Eastern Basin, based on
Salamis. This was shortly reversed. U. A58 was sunk by
H.M.S. Easton and H.H.M.S. Pindos off Pantelleria on

22 August outward bound from Pola for the eastern basin.
Operations were planned off the south and south-east coasts

of Calabria, and in the sea areas between Sardinia and

Sicily, The U-boats lying in the Western Mediterranean
were to be left there; one was to operate between

Cape Bougaron and La G-alite Island, But with the rescue
of Mussolini receiving first priority and the U-boat
command recoiling under the threat of allied air radar
detection measures, the plans were thrown into confusion
and it was admitted that if a landing took place within the

next few days in Calabria there could only be one U-boat in

the combat zone.

The pressure of Allied air radar detection methods on

Uerman U-Boat policy in August 1943

Although only a few Allied aircraft in the Coastal
Air Force were no¥J fitted with centimetric radar detection

apparatus, the knowledge that some unknown location weapon
was being used against them in other areas had forced the

Germans on to very intensive research to find a counter-
Admittedly, the latest product of their labora-weapon.

tories was not the ultimate answer to the nev; threat, but

it was an improvement on the obsolescent and cumbersome
Metox apparatus, inasmuch as it did not emit radiation.
The Gennans still believed that the Allied weapon picked
up radiation,(1)

U-boats had been surp)rised twice during one niglit.
It was true that one commander, by skilfully adapting him

self to circumstances had operated for e time with success

ful results,

and the Hagenuk calibrator v/as to be gradually introduced.
Unfortunately, the delivery rate was poor:
manufacturing delays;
withdrav; two operational boats to Toulon for fitting with

Hagenuk.

This latest setback, coming on the eve of major events, was

very strongly felt.(2)

But the use of Metos gear was now forbidden

there were

the best that could be done was to

The rest must postpone their sailing dates.

These admissions made at the time by the
German U-boat commander are positive proof of the
decisive part aj.r reconnaissance and the air forces'
lead in the employment of radar were playing in

(l) Rei’er to infra, sub-section (iii).
(2) Captain U-Boats Italy war diary. (F.D.S./Admlty.)
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depriving the submarine arm of their freedom of tactical
deplo3raent. It will be demonstrated in the following
sections how the correct e^qjloitation of the still incon

siderable Allied air superiority over the Central
Mediterranean strnick at the very roots of Axis maritime
policy, so placing our own Navies in a position of
considerable advantage.

The fall and rescue of Mussolini (1)

On 25 July, the &rand Fascist Council deposed
Bruno Mussolini and elected the King as Commander-in—
Chief of the Armed Forces. Mussolini was detained,
arrested and eventually transferred in custody to the
Villa Weber, outside the port ©f La Maddalena in
Sicily.

Hitler immediately ordered the preparation of plans
for Opemtion *Eiche^ (Oak), (the rescue of Mussolini), and
for Operation * Student^ (embodying broad measures for the
restoration of Fascism, including the occupation of Rome).

Pending the successful execution of these two plans, two
other plans were made so as to ensure the most advantage if
the Badoglio Government and the King surrendered
suddenly.(2) At the Fuehrer’s Conference of 26-28 July,
those two latter were deferred until the outcome of ’Eiohe*

*Student* were clear. In spite of changes in the
situation. Hitler held to his principle of loyalty to old
comrades and ’Eiohe* continued to hold priority.
Otto Skorzeny was charged with the rescue of Mussolini from
the Villa ¥/eber.

Mussolini was transferred to the G-ran Sasso on

Skorzeny, according to his accoxmt, arrived
at La Afaddalena with a landing party some hours too late.
He picked up the threads of the problem later and discovered
that the Duce was at the Gampo Imperatore Hotel at G-ran Sasso
After preliminary reconnaissance, a G-erman rescue party
landed from Fieseler Storch aircraft at Cran Sasso at about
1330 hours on 12 September, and removed Mussolini by aircraft
at 1500 hours.

27-28 August.

They flew, according to Mussolini, to
Pratioa di Mare airfield and from thence to Vienna.

13 September, he records arriving in Munich, and, on
1A September, meeting Hitler at his headquarters at
v/olfschanze.

On

This rescue tied up three U-boats in the latter half of
August, when the G-ermans needed every available craft for
attacking our shipping build-up for Operation ’Husky’.
last of the three was released at the end of the month.

The

(i) Sour'ces: Benito Mussolini;

Geo. 'Weidenfeld & Nicholson, Ltd.;
on Naval Affairs; Otto Skorzeny. Missions Secretes,
a series of articles published in Le Figaro in 1930
(Copyright Le Figaro and Editions Flammarion).
Operation ’Aohse’ (Axe), the capture or destruction of
the Italian Fleet, and ’Schwarz* (Black). the seizure
by the German Army of key positions in Italy.

Memoirs 19h2-A3. London 1949,
;  Fuehrer Conferences

(2)
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Italian submarine policy

The defence of Sioily .(1)

On 12 May, Admiral Doenitz had pressed the Italians to
use their Fleet for the protection of the sea supply lines
when the Allies made their next landing. In early July, he
came closer to the Italian Naval High Command’s "belief in an

imminent landing in Sicily and looked for their active
support in defeating it.

On 4 July, the Cerman Naval Attache in Rome reported to

Doenitz the gist of his conversation with Admiral Riooardi, the
Under-Secretary of State for the Italian Admiralty(2) on the
military situation. The unsatisfactory air situation dis
mayed the Italians. There were not enough Cerman aircraft
in the area to present a full picture of Allied preparations
and intentions. They had recently failed to prevent the

convoy 'Tedworth‘ from reaching Tunisian ports and now that
the Allies were concentrating in the square Bizerta - Sfax -
Tripoli - Malta, far more extensive photographic reconnais
sance was a necessity. If only sufficient air warning of

the Allied approach could he provided, the Allies would lose
the advantage of the element of surprise. The G-emans
grasped this point. Field Marshal Kesselring and
General von Richthofen (of the LuftT<affe) flew to Berlin,
where they obtained authority to use German fighters on

reconnaissance work, a last-minute attempt, too late in the
event, to fill in the picture*

On 12 July, after the Allied landings, Doenitz urged
that the Italian big ships should be as close as possible
to the zone of operations. He had ordered, all available
German S-boats to proceed to the defence of Sicily. Ricoardi

sent a signal (3) and a letter (4) in reply. The signal
underlined his contention about the Axis air forces - they
needed trebling. His naval forces were too weak niamerically.
The letter developed the decisions made by the Naval Pligh
Command on the night of 10 July, They were governed very
largely by local Allied air superiority. All they could do,
and had done, was to order every available U-boat and S-boat

to the zone of operations. In this case, it v/as the Augusta -
Messina naval zone, which figured largely in the Italian
defence scheme.

Riccardi v/rote that it was impracticable to use the
big units round Sicily, They were greatly outnumbered and

out-classed by the Allied Navy and were blinded in the air.
Allied aircraft controlled the Upper Tyrrhenian Sea, follow
ing and reporting the movements of both large and small units
day and night,

for example, in the last twenty-four hours.
They - the Italians - had lost four freighters.

Enemy submarine

(0 The authority for Axis correspondence and signals quoted
in this sub-section is PG.32216 Case &E.266 at the
Foreign Documents Section of the Admiralty,
German file reference is I SKL Teil c Deutsche

Kriegfuhrung in Mittelmeer May - October 1943.
27/43 M.Att Chef No. 342/43 4 July 43. (F.D.S. Admlty.).
1995/43 13 July (F.D.S./Admlty.).
B. No. 261/S.R.P. 13 July 43. (F.D.S./Admlty.).

The

2)

(0
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forces were operating in strength along the sea routes to

Sioil.ya There rtas no means of preventing Allied aircraft
from observing and reporting a Fleet sortie from La Spezia;
Augusta would be alerted twenty hours before the Fleet
arrived there. Wot only did the enemy possess a larger
Fleet, but one that was covered by more aircraft and three

aircraft carriers. Then, his ports were open to air attack.
La Spezia had already siiffered two heavy attacks and Naples
no less ths,n fifty. Italy lacked any air reconnaissance
which could compare with the Allies’ extensive cover. To

quote his own words, "we know nothing about the enemy, but
he Icnows everything about usl"

The Fleet might suffer heavy or total loss in the
Sicilian Channel without inflicting any comparable damage on
the enemy.

Allied air superiority, it would be unreasonable to risk his
inferior forces.

In a narrow sea like the Mediterranean, against

The move of sending the submarines to an almost certain
doom will be seen as a desperate gesture designed to save
both face and honour. Doenitz accepted the situation and

opened negotiations for the building in Italy for Germany
two more submarines of the Remo and Rcmolo type of 2,200 tons
for transporting rubber from Japan to Europe.

Italian submarine forces on the eve of Operation ’Husky’

On 3 December 1942, according to Italian documents,(1)
Italian submarines were operating under the Submarine Commw'nd
in Rome, in five operational groups,(2) with one training
group,(3) The front line strength available for anti
shipping operations was 52 submarines of various types,(A)
1 further submarine was detailed for special underwater
weapon operations(5) vd.th two others(6) and 5 First Yiforld
Y/ar types(7) in non-operational reserve,
submarines on the strength of the school group.(8)
whole totalled to 6? craft. There were also 11 midget
submarines completed.(9) An ambitious building programme
was proceeding, including some very large ocean-going craft
of over 2,000 tons displacement,
submarines engaged in transport duties only.

Theire were 7
The

There was a number of

(1)
(

pi/2459. (A.H.S./F.D.S.)
st based on La Spezia, 2nd based on Naples, 4th based
at Taranto, 5th based on Leros and 7th based
Cagliari-(later La Maddalena).
12th at Fiume.

2nd Group. Tritone, Gorge, Uarsoiek, Topazio, Mala-chito,
•4xumj Aradam, Alagi, Turchase, Diaspro, Galatea",
Asoianghi. 4th Group. Atropo, Bragadino, Mioca,
Corridoni, Toti, ̂ ea, Otaria, Settimo, Settembrini,
Narvalo, Santarosa. Delfino, ̂
5th Group. Ametista, I^reids,
7th Group. Brin, Dandolo. Mocenigo, Argo, Niohelio,
Forfido, Volfiamio. Avorio, Argento, Velella. Bi-onzo,

Platin.0, Aociaio. Asterla. Ungrouped. Flutto,
Rsmo, Rcmolo and Pietro. all

Ambra, 1st Group based'on La Spezia.
Baa^qnte and Rismondo.

H.4, H.6 and H.8.

Bandiera, Jalea. Manara. Ssrpente, Pisani, Squalo and
Mameli. “

CdB.7 to 16 and C.M.1.

on

Menotti, Speri, Da Procida.
,  Onice, Sirena, Beilil.

new.

2)

(4)

5
6

(7
(8)

(9)
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Between 6 December 19^-2 and 30 June 1945j 12 front-line
subniarines(l) and 1 reserve(2) had been sunlc and 1
demolished,(3)• This left a potential on 1 July 1943 of
k£ first-line craft,(v) 7 reserve Italian built submarines
and 11 midgets.

In arriving at the available forces for the defence of

Sicily, it must not be overlooked that the Axis had appro
priated 9 French submarines at Bizerta and that 1 of these(5)
had been intercepted and sunk by aircraft while transporting
supplies to Lampedusa, and that 2 others had been scuttled
at Bizerta.(6) Italy also had a few non-operational second-
line submarines,

after the Armistice.(7) Others sailed for Allied ports in
September 1943*

Some of these were used by the &ermans

Against the above figures, the Admiralty's estimate
made in planning for Operation ’Husky' of 4S effective Italian
submarinesCS) was fairly close to the mark. But it was
admitted that the operational strength available for combat

was unknown. At the end of 1942, of 67 submarines
operational, approximately 4 out of every 7 were ready for
sea and 3 out of 7 under repair or refitting etc. Bearing
in mind the heavy losses and damage during the strenuous
Desert and Tunisian campaigns, it is reasonable to assume

that at least 75 per cent of the 46 front-line submarines
were not in a state of operational readiness. No specific
confirmation of the exact figures is as yet available.

Commander M, A. Bragadin, (Head of Section 5 (Plans)
of the Naval High Command in 1943) stated that there were
only 12 Italian submarines ready for operations in the

defence of Sicily.(9) Admiral of the Fleet R. Bernotti,
stated (10) that the normal ratio of serviceability to

strength was 1 in 3> l^ut that in the defence of Sicily 16
submarines were operating at sea out of a total of 23
effective; and he also stated, as proof of their effort,
that in some 20 days, 4 of the 16 were sunk and 6 damaged.
In all, 9 were sunk during Judy and August.(ll) Joining
the pieces of evidence, it seems evident that the Italians
considered that the number of submarines likely to stand

any chance at all of survival in Sicilian waters was very
limited. But those few fought without stint and paid the

highest price.

(1) Porfido, Corallo. Uarsciek. Narvalo. Tritone. Santarosa.
Avorio, Malachite, Asteria, Pelfirio. Mocenigo, Corgo>

(l by aircraft, 1 shared aircraft/ships and 10 by the
Navy).
H.8.

Toti - 1 May 1943.
Including the school group 7■

'ex Phoque).
ex Tourquoise) and FR.117 (ex Circe).

Infra under post - September 1943 operations.
Battle Summary No, 35 Section 2, (A.H.B.IIK/1S/27).
’Che la fatto La Marina*?

FR.III
fOT^

2

3
I

5,
6
7

1 La Cuerra sui Mari .1943“-1945*.t10

Infra.11
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It must, of course, be taken into accomt that there
others actually seaworthy, although perhaps not

(l) sailed on
were

battleworthy, for 33 Italian submarines
8 September to Allied ports from their distant bases.

G-erma-n U-Boat Operations and Allied Counter-Operations
(1 May to 8 September '194-3)

Flans_ for opez-ations__against Foroe H( 2)

On 29 April, G-erman signals intelligence reported that
H.M.S. Rodney, H.M.S. Nelson. H.M.S. aircraft carrier
Formidable. two destroyers and five escort vessels were

continuing east after firing practice east of Gibraltar.
Before this period, major naval units were seldom seen,
located or intercepted by radio in passage outside

These manoeuvres suggested to the German Naval
War Staff(3) attached to the Italian Naval Command in Rome
that a U-boat with an experienced commander might find
worthwhile targets in their exercise area.
Captain of U-Boats Italy thought the idea a good one, but

could not act on it, as his only submarine in the area was

returning with bomb damage, as the heavy ships were then

reported between Oran and Majorca and as the only other
commander with sufficient experience was at the end of a

strenuous operation,
Gibraltar, he would organize a short operation with a fresh

Two U-boats were about to enter the Mediterranean

and were almost certain to create a state of submarine
alert.

Gibraltar.

On 1 May, the

After the heavy units were back in

boat.

They would have to wait imtil this alert subsided.

During the morning of 26 May, a battleship, believed
to be H.M.S. Nelson, three destroyers, one submarine and

two vessels were reported escorting a convoy of twelve large
vessels into the Mediterranean,

ships and tv/o aircraft carriers in Gibraltar, likely to
come out for exercise,

directed U.458 to the areaCO in the early hours of the

'"E U,458 signa-lled that he iiad had his periscope hit

by an aircraft gunner(5) and was returning.

There were still five U-boats in the Western Mediterranean
and he could have trusted at least one of them to replace

However, events moved against him and the big ships
escaped again, thanks to the intervention of Allied
destroyers and aircraft; for Qn 26 May, U,A32 was damaged
by a destroyer and U,755 by an aircraft. Both were ordered
back to Toulon for repairs. On 28 May U.755 was sunk by
an aircraft (6) rocket projectile.

There were three battle-

HeThe time was ripe for attack.

morning;

U.A58.

riT Names are given later in the list of surrendered
Italian warships, also in the survey of enemy shipping
losses in the Mediterranean produced by A.H.B.
War Diary of Captain U—boats Italy 1 Jan.-30 June A-5
(F.D.S./A.H.ST'Admiraity ’HXTM/lS),
1 st Div. (Operations) 1A i3C>c/43 (F.D.S. Admlty.)
It put out from Toulon at 2130 hours on 25 May.
At 0209 hours, almost certainly by an aircraft based
in Gibraltar.

See infra.

(2)

(3

^5)
(6)
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There were still two U-boats in the operational area —

U.56I and The former had been at sea for some time

and was near the end of its fighting capacity. The latter,
too, was at the end of its tether aind its commander lacked

the necessary experience. It was sunk some time that day
by H.M.S. Vetch west of Cape Tenez, If only U,i4-58 had not

been intercepted by an aircraft, it might have won laurels,
for ironically enough, on 29 May, G-erman Intelligence
located the carrier H.M.S. Fomidable on manoeuvres with

aircraft due east of Gibraltar, and, on 30 May,
H.M.S. King G-eorge V and H.M.S. Howe engaged in gunnery
exercises in the operational area intended for the U-boat,

‘It was a pity* recorded Captain Kreisch,(l) ‘that the
operations planned could not have been carried out*,

U-Boat forces in the 7/estem Mediterranean in late May 194-3( 2)

U-755 left Toulon on 20 May, U.I|.51 on 22 May and U.k58
on 25 May; by 26 May, there were six U-boats in the
Western Mediterranean operational area. These, all carry
ing seasoned commanders, constituted a serious menace to

the Allied convoys to forward ports for the Sicily build-up
and to the big ships of the Gibraltar force. Betv/een 26 and

31 May, hov/ever, these U-boat for-ces were drastically
reduced and the position radically altered by the destruction
of three U-boats, - U,755, U.458 and U.A14 and the crippling
of a fourth, U,43'1,

Double attack on. and destruction of. U,755(3)

At 0625 hours in the morning of 26 May, the crew of
aircraft A,1 of No, 500 Squadron signalled to base that it

had sighted a fully surfaced submarine about 13 miles N, by
W. of Alboran Island, A few minutes previously, the
U-boat - U„755 - signalled to its H.Q. that it had been

attacked and damaged by heavy bombs and was unable to

submerge. One seaman had been ki]J.ed by gunfire and two

men injured.

Emerging from cloud, the crew saw U,755 directly below
them and dropped three depth charges, (only one of which
they could see exploding), about 50 yards astern,
U-boat fired her light anti-aircraft and small calibre guns.
The Hudson replied with fire from gun,s and a Brovming mounted
in its nose. It had no rocket projectiles. At 0629 hours,
the aircraft returned to dive bomb the U—boat twice, first

from stem to stem, with two bombs (one of which fell only
five yards off it) and then again from starboard with
bomb which fell close astern, firing on both occasions with

all guns. The submarine took violent evasive action.
Return fire fell off in accuracy after the first attack, but

they had already hit the aircraft’s port engine. Smoke
came from it; a marker was dropped and the aircraft made

for base.(a) PoUoT/ing patrols were unable to sight the
submarine to which they had been directed. It had
succeeded in partially submerging.

The

one

1) Captain U-Boats Italy (F.D.S. Admlty,)
2) Yfar Diary of Captain U-Boats Italy - Foreign Documents

Section, Admiralty A,H.B.6 CopJT*
(3) Ibid and Nos, 500 and 6O8 Squadrons and N.A.C.A.F.

O.R.Bs.

(a) No. 500 Squadron O.R.B.s,
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U.755. and, later in the day, U,i4-31 (depth-charged
after operating against a convoy), were ordered to return
to Toulon for repairs. Formal permission to cross the
42nd parallel was granted and destroyer and aircraft escort

arranged for U,431 (against the commander's protest).
Night and the following forenoon passed uneventfully,
U,755 made her way up off the west coast of Iviza Island,
towards the channel between it and Majorca Island,

Hudson E of No. 608 Squadron, (as well as five other
aircraft) was out on a long patrol(l) searching for U-hoats,
At about 1345,(2) a submerged U-boat was sighted, but it was
too late for an attack. The signal to base, decoded by the
enemy radio intercept service, reported that it had only
sighted the periscope. No action developed, U.755
continued past Iviza and to the west of Majorca,

The next day — 28 May - the squa,dron maintained a
keen look-out. At 1330 hours, Hudson Q of No, 608 Squadron
sighted U,755 at eight miles from a height of 4,000 feet,
bearing 100. It was fully surfaced and painted a light
grey v/ith rusty-coloured upper surfaces. The conning tower

was stepped back eind a gun was mounted forward of it. The

air-gunner fired rocket projectiles, scoring two hits and

leaving it down by the stem. It began turning slowly, hit

in the forwai-d end of the Diesel engine room (which is abaft
the conning tower) and sank rapidly,
over it, machine-gunning the crew, who returned the fire

without damaging the aircraft.

The Hudson dived low

The crew, forty-seven of them, including one at least
with shell splinters in his back, jimped overboard, and

they and the Hudson aircrew saw the submarine sink, nine

minutes from being struck. Recording the first success
with rocket propulsion annament in the Mediterranean, a

signal was sent by the aircrew. 'Am over enemy submarine
in position DSCL 594'1 • Attacked with U.P.(3) Two hits.
Sub sunk. Survivors seen'. Hudson Q of No. 500 Squadron
picked it up and so did the Uerman radio intercept service.

At 1353 hours, U,755 sent a war distress signal 'Air
attack' (omitting its number), which was received by
Captain U-Boats at 1400 hours. While U-Boat Command was

trying to identify the craft in distress, Flieger-division 2

was asked for aircraft reconnaissance and life-saving
apparatus for dropping. C.-in-C, South's (Kesselring's)
H.Q. tried, through its Naval Liaison Officer to obtain the

aid of Sardinia-based aircraft, but failed, as there were
none suitable available. The Naval War Staff, 1st Division

(Operations) in Rome appealed to Spain for assistance.

(1) 1024 to 1621 hours,

N.A.C.A.F. O.R.B./Appendix A 1943 - '1944.
Time not recorded in squadron O.R.B., but Captain
U-Boats Italy recorded in his war diary that at that
time - 1345 hours - the radio intercept service decoded
an Allied aircraft signal to Algiers 'Am over submerged
enemy U-boat in CH 5^92' (Uerman grid) 'Have only
sigiited periscope'.
Official abbreviation for Unrotating Projectile, the
early term for the Rocket Projectile,

No,608 Squadron O.R.B.s and

(2)

(3)
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There was no reply hy 1915 hours to the appeal for
airoraft to Fllegerdivj.sj£)n 2: another signal was sent.
Communications hetween Rome and Toulon were bad. The
report of the disaster did not reach Cerman U-Boat Command
in Berlin xmtil 2255 hours,
at 2000 hours were stil], not in the hands of the

O.C. U-Boat Base Toulon at 2315 hours. Meanwhile, the
diminishing crew of U.755 clving to their dinghy somewhere
between Iviza and Spain. The puiport of the appeal for
air assistance must have got through, for at I834 and 1952
hours, a Ju,88 v/as airborne. The first aircraft returned
at 2300 hours, reporting no U-boat found, but a patch of
oil 200 metres long and 50 metres broad in the engagement
area. The second aircraft observed nothing unusual.
The 47 men who left the boat saw one of the Ju.88s flying
at very high altitude over the spot, but as they had no
watertight pocket lights of Verey pistols in their life
jackets, could not attract its attention. Thirty hours
passed. By then, there were only nine men alive and they
were all in very bad form. On 29 May, a Ju,88 searched
during the forenoon and another from 1055 to I6IO hours,
but without success. Italian aircraft had no better luck.

Spanish Air/Sea Rescue

This message and another sent

Spanish aid to the shipwrecked Germans was quick and
On the first day, destroyers had already put

out to assist before 2000 hours and U.755 and U.2t.51 were

told soj the Ju.88s vrere warned to expect them in the area
next day: they had found nothing at 1100 hours and were
planning to abandon the search after 1500 hours

might be merely crippled, so craft engaged on anti-submarine
sweeps were warned.

effective.

Un75^

At 01A5 hours on the third day - 30 May the
C»~in~C» U-Boats received a report from the German Naval

Attach^ in Madrid to the effect that the Naval Commander
Palma (~
’Churruoa* had rescued nine men on its return journey after
having abandoned the search,

the Balearics, as it was believed there was a strong
British Intelligence service in that group and it would be

impossible to move them there from Spain unobserved.(l)
So the Spanish destroyer *Velasco* took them to Valencia.
On 2 June, the German Naval Attache at Madrid reported that
the Spanish Navy Minister had granted permission for the

nine survivors to travel home to Germany via Madrid,(2)
They should have been interned.

Majorca) reported that the Spanish destrvoyeron

They could not be landed in

R.A.F. Gibraltar reported parallel courtesies to
Allied aircrews who had crashed in Spanish territory,
is also only fair to record that within twenty-four hours

of its inception, i.e. on I6 July 19^4, the Spanish Air Sea
Rescue Service(3) responded to a call for assistance from

It

0) A tacit admission that they intended contravening the
neutrality laws.

War Diary of Captain of U-Boats Italy. (Admlty/F.D.S.)
Based at Pollensa Bay in Majorca,
operations refer to quotation from R.A.F. Fortnightly
Intelligence Summary 3'^ July 1944, quoted in ’Mare
Nostrum’ No. 47 in N.A.C.A.F/Ops, O.R.B. Appendices.
(A.H.B. IB-i/A.48/if).

For details of the
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the R.A.E. G-ibraltar with three searches for an aircraft

of No. 210 Group.

The U-boat _3ituation at the end of May 194-5

The Captain of U-Boats recorded that May had been 'the
blackest month in U-boat warfare in the Mediterranean', as,
with the low nunber of U-boats available, insufficient
successes stood out in relief against particularly severe
losses. Two U-boats had been lost(l) and a third had
failed to report and was presumed lost,(2) The main enemy
of the U-boat was still, as it always had been, the aircraft.
The Allied air and naval forces had now spread out as far
as just outside the submarine bases. The constant air

threat, he continued, increased the time taken on outward
and homeward, passages, so reducing their effectivity and
piling up the backlog of repairs. V/ith only 17 U-boats
available, and most of them repairing, he could no longer
guarantee effective U-boat warfare. The scope was there,
the means were not.(3)

It was obvious that the brisk traffic between Gibraltar

and Algiers, - he knew of 19 convoys of 230 ships in May
sailing through eastvrards, - the stoppage of the round-the-
Cape traffic and the increase of traffic off Cjrrenaica
pointed beyond replacement of campaign losses to more
ambitious plans. He could still see no definite evidence

of the next point of impact. Allied attacks on his ovm

craft, usually bewilderingly accurate, were Increasing and
he was anxious about the overlong periods U-boats remained
tinder repair. Frequent air attacks and. alarms, transport
difficiilties, inadequate techniques at Toulon, postponement
of repairs in favour of the Escort Flotilla and the conver
sion of three boats to benzine all contributed to this state

of affairs.(4)

Kesselring's v;arning of xVIlied shipping concentrations

As June wore on, German apprehensions grew and were
reflected in U-boat Command Italy.

Field Marshal Kesselring, the Commander-in-Chief South,
warned that important Allied offensive operations’wJere
imminent.

On 23 June,

Concentrations of battleships and aircraft
carriers, air attacks ?/ith torpedoes on Axis naval transports,
heavy air attacks on harbours end supplj'- lines and increased

(O U-505 and U.755. see infra.
(2) U.414. infra.
(3) Of 4 U-boats detailed to enter the Mediterranean in

May, 1 got through, 2 were sunk en route and 1 sunk in
collision.

Daily avera-ges for May 43*(4)

In Western In Eastern Homeward and

outw/ard bound

In

tied. Med. Port

2.8 U-boats 0 U-boats 2 U-boats 14.5
U-boats

75.2?ii.e. 14o57^ 10.

2 ships (16000 G.R.T.
2 ships (12000 G.R.T.

P.303. U.753 and U.2^14

sSuccesses: unk,

torpedoed.

Losses:
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submarine activity with mines and torpedoes all pointed to it.
The2?e had never been so great a tonnage of Allied ships in
the Mediterranean and seldom such activity,
enough material and shipping in the Eastern Basin for con

sidering an operation such as one against the Dodecanese as

a possibility.

There was

Plans to attack Fleet units

The Haval High Command admitted that their U-boats

could never interfere decisively if such operations came to

pass, but were well aware of their high nuisance value.
Indeed, they might affect the balance of naval support, they
thought, and the plan to attack the heavy units of Force H
was revived. Captain U-boats Italy had the plan ready on

18 June, five days before Kesselring’s situation report.
It was put into operation on 22 June, when U.617 and U.565
were sent to v/estward of their actual operational area

(East of Alboran Island) to operate against two battleships
reported as having left Cibraltar. Another signal was sent

them on 23 June ordering them to push on to due East of

Uibraltar and attack cruisers, troopships or large tankers.

They had little luck, although U.617 claimed to have sunk
one of three eastbound destroyers at 2030 hours cn 26 June

20 miles north of Cape Tres Forcas: this was not confirmed
from Allied sources.

U-Boat attacks on convoys in late May

Only two Allied merchant ships were sunk, by U-boat
during May, viz the Empire Eve(l) and the Fort Anne.(2) both
in Convoy K.M.S.1A. U.AIA sank them at 2100 hours on 18 May
about 100 miles ITest of Algiers. R.A.F. Squadron No. 6O8

provided air escort. One aircraft escorted the convoy for
four and one-half hours without incident. Another met it,

but had to break off owing to unserviceability. The convoy
was escorted over the following daj^-s without incident,(3)

Through convoys were suspended during July,

Allied merchant shipping losses to U-boats in 19A5

As a measure of the cost to the Allies in merchant

shipping of U-boat operations and of the rise and fall of

(1) 5,979 tons.
7,13A tons.
Nos. 500 and 608 R.A.F. Squadrons and N.A.C.A.F.
O.R.Bs. and The ’Jar at Sea Vol. IV, Admiralty draft
narrative.

2

3
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U-boat successesj reference should be made to the footnote(l)
wherein the monthly and quarterly totals of ships and
tonnage sijnk are given,

held to have justified the German policy.
38.21 per cent of the total Allied merchant tonnage sunk in
1943 iji the Mediterranean fell to the credit of the small
U-boat force,

aircraft, none to surface raiders or E—boats.

British warship losses to U-boats in 1943(2)

Of the 21 surface warships under British command lost
by enemy action in 1943, 6 were lost(3) to enemy submarines.
This compared favourably with the number of I4 lost to the
same source in 1942.

The total of 24j0,298 tons may be
No less than

The rest v;ere lost principally to mines and

The nmber of submarines imder British command sunk in

1942 by all enemy causes was 17 and in 1943 Tell to 13; but
none of them y/ere sunk by enemy submarines.

Anti-submarine effort by General Reconnaissance aircraft

Some measure of the success of Coastal aircraft in their

protective role may be formed in an extract from the Monthly
Anti-Submarine Report for June 1943-

{^) Allied merchant shipping sunk In 1945 by U-boats In all areas of_the
Mediterranean

quarterly Totals
Month No, of Ships C.R.T.

Ships G.R.T.

January
February
March

3 11,969)
27,621)
45,222)

13,934)
5,979)
23,545)

25,904)
20,511)
32,398)

17,688)
7,418)
6,00s)

6 84,81217
8

April 5
May 1 43,55811
June 5

July
August
September

4
5 14 78,813
5

October

November

December

3
2 6 33,115
1

48Totals 240,298 48 240,298

Quarterly Mediterranean totals - all causes - 1943

% of Tonnage sunk
by U~rJoat

Quarter ending No, of Ships G.R.T.

31 March

30 June

30 September

31 December

35 190,639

70,692

173,796

196,365

44.49

61,62

45.35

16.86

17

30

35

Annual Totals 117 631,492 38.21 _
Source: Merchant Ship Losses Analysis by Causes and Areas (Restricted)

(A.H.S./Admlty July 1956) and letter from Commander Rowbotham (A.H.S.)
dated 2 Nov, 56 to A.H.B.1,
Refer to Appendix 30 for full Analysis of Causes.

(2) Analysis of major British warships and Allied (other than U.S.) warships
under British operational control lost through enemy action In tlie Second
World War (A.H.S.)

(3) 3 destroyers, 1 corvette, 1 minesv^e€per, 1 minelayer, 5 of the total by
German U-boat, 1 (the corvette Samphire^, by the Italian submarine Platlno
on 30 Jan. 43»)
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'During the months of April, May and June, a total of
some 1 ,0J1+ ships had been passed in convoy along the
coast with the loss of 6 vessels,

an aggregate of 18A U-boats were fdthin striking
distance of these convoys at different times.

Study of the footnote (1) giving.figures for convoy escorts,
anti-submarine patrols and U-boat hunts and strikes over the

whole period covered by this part of the narrative shows

clearly the effort required under the conditions then ruling
to achieve thirty-five sightings,
will have to be reviewed later on a long term basis.
Progress was slow, but, as will be seen, the U-boat force

was slowly worn do;m and elminated by the autumn of 1944.

It is estimated tha

I

The vrorth of this effort

t

Heavy increase in shipping protection air commitments

Another yardstick of the role of air cover and
reconnaissance is a comparison of the number of Allied ships
sunk in a series of A-weekl;'" periods v^ith the ship miles

sailed in waters protected by Northwest African Coastal Air
Force,

ment from a serious situation by way of several grave
setbacks in the summer months.

The picture presented is one of ultimate improve-

Taking the last two months of the Tunisian campaign as

a criterion, one finds that from 25 March to 22 April, nine

ships were sunk by the enemy for a total of 274,000 ship
miles(2) sailed; from 22 April to 19 May, two ships were
sunk for a total of 350,000 ship miles. During the next

four weeks from 20 May to 16 June (a period of confusion and
recuperation for the Axis forces) no ships v/ere sunk for a
total of 405,000 ship miles. Thereafter, the tonnage leapt
for the period ending I4 July to 838,000 ship miles and five

ships were sunk. An even greater figure of 847,000 ship
miles were run between 15 Ji-ily and 11 August for the loss

of only one ship. The situation worsened between 12 August
and 8 September, when six ships were smile for a total of

843,000 ship miles. The invasion of Italy brought the

(1)
HoursSightings SortiesSorties Hours

perper
rt No, sightingsNo. sightingNo. >0/■>

267 1,288
1,298

14.36,439
3,894

530,331.0C/V Day
C/V Night

1,337
8.6 249746 18.3 317.3

48.6 260 1,292848,3 22,92,083 10,333SUB-TOTAL

59433.6 34.37,128
3,775

1301,560 36.2 12A/S Day
A/S Night 4542,8 25217.8668 1515.5

40451.4 8977.12,228 10.903 2751.7SUB-TOTAL

60721,236 100.0 1234,311 35 100,0100,0TOTAL BOTH

79848.667.2 13.567 63.9 17 1702,897TOTAL DAY

1|2.651.47,669 36.1 I 18TOTALS NIGHT 1,4l4 32,8 79

(2) The term ship miles indicates the movement of one ship for tlie distance of
one mile,
during a 4-yreekly period by the total miles traversed by all ships.

It Is determined by multiplying the number of ships In movement
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total of ship miles up to 866,900 for the four weeks follow
ing the Salerno landings and four ships were sunk.(l)

Operations by S-erman U-boats in June 1943

The loss of three U--toats at the close of May and the

preparations for dispatch of two to the Eastern Mediterranean

led to a virtual standstill in the first fortnight of June

hy boats from Toulon and La Spezia,

On lO.JTme, U.38O sailed for its usual attack area.
On 17 June, U.565 sailed from La Spezia, still partially
functioning after the airraid of the night I8/19 April 1943.(2)

Between 10 and 21 June, U.381. U.565. U.431. U.593,
(after repairing at Messina I4 to 18 June) and U.6I7 all
operated in their habitual areas hingeing on Alboran Island.

They recorded no successes until, on 22 Jme, U.73 claimed
to have s-unk a 3,000 ton freighter 30 miles West of
Cape Caxine at the approaches to Algiers.(3) On 27 June,
U.73 reported sinking a tanker in a westbound convoy.(4)

U.6I7 and U.565 were detached from their normal duties
on 21 and 22 June to operate against two battleships reported
as having put out from Gibraltar, but made no contacts.(5)
This was t3^ical of a period when the wildest speculations
as to Allied intentions ran through eveiy level of German

Intelligence and the most insignificant moves of major ships
acquired significance. U,431. who had taken over the
vacated areas of U.6I7 and U.6I5. reported hearing three
hits of a fan of four on a probable Frobisher class
cruiser at 0437 hours on 21 June; and on 26 June, U.6I7
reported sinking one of three east-bound destroyers at

2030 houi's 20 miles north of Cape Tres Forcas, On 27 Jime,
U.73 reported the sinking of a tanker of some 8,000 tons in
a westbound convoy in its area in the western basin. No

ciuiser or destroyer T/as actually sunk.(6)

The relative success of the defence against the U-boat
was due to the good co-operation of A.S.V. aircraft mth the

hunting group or surface escort by night.(7) But this
comment by the Admiralty should be qualified when operations
in the Eastern Basin came to be reviewed, for the sinkings
of merchant shipping in that zone brought the total for the

month up to six merchant ships totalling 24,000 G.R.T.
would appear that there was something in Doenitz’s order to

send U-boats east to exploit the natural relaxing of
preparedness there.

It

(1 N.A.C.A.F. O.R.B’s.

Captain U-Boats Italy war diaiy (P.D.S. Admlty).
S.S. Blackburn - sunk on 21 June (Log of Submarine
tracker O.I.C., C,-in-C. Med.)
S.S. Abbeydale was the ship hit, beached, but not sunk.
Captain U-Boats Italy war diary, Virhich, curiously, does

not report the attacks on 22 June on L.S.T.333 (sunk)
and L.S.T, 387 (beached) E, of Algiers. (A.H.S./F.D.S.)
War diary of Captain U-Boats Italy (Admlty/F.D.S.).
Admiralty Monthly Antisubmarine Report. C.B.O4050/43
series. (A.H.S.)

2

3

[^1
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The operations against Pantelleria, Lampedusa, Lamplone
and Linosa Islands during June did not affect U-hoat dis

positions, policy or operations.

Preparations for the Sicilian Campaign (0

The Germans were very much concerned with the major
operation they felt certain was impending. Allied troops
and landing equipment had been reported as loading on to

ships since 17 June. The 82nd U.S. Airborne Division was
at the ready. Aircraft had been transferred in consider
able numbers from virest to east. Imminent attack on

Sicily was spoken of. But Sardinia, the Captain of U»-^Boats

was informed, was also a strong possibility. Friends of

theirs on the General Staff of the Spanish Air Force had

whispered to the Italian Air Attache in Madrid that it was

Sardinia, and the date was the night of 20/21 June.

The date passed uneventfully, and the tension heightened.
On 25 June, serious stock of the situation was taken. No

extravagant hopes vieve recorded that the small force of
fourteen U-boats could neutralize a major landing attempt,

but they prepared to do their best. Two boats — U.575
U.A09 - were held at immediate readiness in ToiILon so as to

operate quickly in the event of a landing in Sardinia.
U.380 had been out for sixteen days and needed rest and a

quick overhaul. U.A09 was released for the Western Basin,
but was found faulty and returned for repairs. U.371
and U.5GO were held in reserve. U.73 was due at Toulon
on 1 July.

By the end of Jime, the idea of Sicily was hardening,
with diversionary operations in Greece5 the Dodecanese and

Turkey as probabilities. Allied supplies were reported
being pushed further East, but this might v/ell be to

make more room in Algeria and Tunisia for supplies for the

major assault on Sicily.

Conference on Joint Axis - submarine operations off Sicily(2)

as

At 1000 hours on 8 July, a oonfei’ence was held between
Captain Kreisch, (the Captain, of U-Boats Italy) and
Admiral Sansonetti, the Naval Chief of Staff, to discuss
co-operation between Italian and German submarines in case

of an enemy landing on one or more of the islands.
Italian Admiral said that in view of the existence of

unplotted mine-fields and Allied preponderance in aircraft,
it vras unwise to attempt the passage of submarines through
Messina Straits or operations in the coastal areas of east

and southern Sicily before the Allied landing,
policy was envisaged whereby Italy vrauld station about ten

submarines south-west of Sardinia, which was also threatened.
The Germans were asked to co-operate closely in that area.

The

A safer

(1) Geiman Naval War Staff 17^21 dated 20 June, quoted in

\.-ar diary of Captain U-Boats Italy 19 June 1945.
(F.D.S. Admlty.)

(2) Cantain U-Boats Italy war diary (Admiralty PG/30932/
N.I.DTT." (AriLsT/F.D ,S.) .
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G-ennan Decision to operate U-Boats off Sicily(l )

Intelligence indications that the Syracuse - G-ela area
was a possible Allied landing point were novf given serious

credence and, on 9 July, submarine dispositions 7;ere hastily
revised. One of the U-bcats operating in the Eastem(2)
Basin was redirected from the w'aters off the Cyrenaican
Hxmp to the waters off Malta, so as to cover the Allied
Tripoli-Halta traffic. U.AQT.was ordered to sail from
Toulon to the Syracuse area. The three U~boats in the

extreme v/estem end of the Mediterranean(5) were ordered to
follow Allied shipping moving eastvmrds within their sectors.
11.371 was ordered to operate to the eastward section of its

'room’ off Algeria, as the Italians would, even at this
juncture, not agree to altering their submarine zonal border
in the Philippeville area.

On the night of 10 Jiily, the day of the Allied landings,
events proved the correctness of the Intelligence forecast
regarding the Syracuse - &ela area. Two more U-boats -

Uo375 and were ordered to sail on 11 July from Toulon
to east and south of Sicily. They were due at the northern
approach to Messina Straits at 1900 liours on 11 July.

The U-boats made for the Straits of Bonifacio, between
Corsica and Sardinia, took a bearing off the Cape Senetosa
lighthouse, passed the Straits and made a direct course for

the Messina area, before running the gauntlet of the Strait.

July - Early U-Boat successes against invasion convoys of
Force 3^ ~

The only successful attempts by the enemy to interfere
with the outwardboimd convoys in the Western Basin were made

on 1+ and 5 July by Uerman U-boats, on convoy MS.ISB.

Force V. part of the Eastern Task Force, was organized
in the United Kingdom and embarked in tvro convoys:
K.M.F.18 consisting of 12 personnel ships, and K.H.S.I8/I8B
of 18 M.T. ships. The task of its commander was to make a

ship-to-shore assault in the Bark b'est area, between Punta
delle Formiche and Punta Ciriga in Sicily. The force was
escorted from south of the latitude of Lisbon and through
the Mediterranean by aircraft of the R.A.F. and U.S.A.A.F.
operating from North African bases. Fighter protection was
given to the convoys:- (a) by aircraft of the Northwest
African Coastal Air Force while off the Algerian and
Tunisian coasts, (b) by aircraft based on Tripolitania and

filters based on Malta Virhile between Tripoli and Malta and
(c) by aircraft based on Malta and Tripoli.

At 2052 hours on A July, without any warning, in con
ditions of darkness, mist and low cloud, in the position
36 ifA'N,, 1 25'E„ (north-east of Cape Tenez) the City of
Venice(5) was hit forward on her starboard side by a torpedo,
probably from U.375» caught fire and sank during the night.

(1) Ibid.
'2) U.j.53.
3) U.617. 656 and AO9.
a) Admiralty Battle Simmary No. 35/Br„1736(27)

(A.H,B.11K/l8/27).
(5) 8,762 G-.R.T.
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Just under an hour later, a submarine attacked, (believed to
be U.4Q9), without vraming, and sank the Saint Bs3ylt,(l)
which was laden v/ith petrol and explosives,
lives were lost from the former and one from the latter ship.

Only eleven

A third attack developed at 154-1 hours the next day -

5 July - in 37°02’N., 3°52'E. - also in bad weather
conditions. The Devis(2) was hit by one or possibly two

torpedoes by U.593. Fire and explosions of ammimition
followed. She was abandoned without loss of life and sank

20 minutes later. All searches by escort vessels and
destroyers sent out from Algiers and by aircraft were
unsuccessful.(3)

Force A in the Eastern Task Force sailed from Middle
The British assault convoy

At 1110 hours
East ports in early July.
M,W.S.36 departed from Port Said on 5 July,
on 6 July, the M.T, ship Shahjehan was torpedoed by a

submarine off Dema.(4) Efforts to tow her into Tobrulc
failed. She sank in the nightlier crew were rescued. .

Although an enemy reconnaissance aircraft vra-s sighte<i ax
1250 hours on 7 July, no further casualties were sustained
by convoys from the Middle East, which were escorted, by
aircraft and surface craft, to the assembly area off Malta,
except one sailing vessel tanker sunk on 7 July,

The long>-duration hunt of U.409(5)12 July

Four ships loaded with stores, ammunition and explosives
after the landings, targets

But the turn of the Allied escorts and

On 12 July, U.409 was sunk by

had been sixnk in three days,

vrould be plentiful,
patrols was soon to come.
H.M.S. Inconstant off Dellys in the last of six separate
attacks. It is considered important to give some detail of

the operation hei'e, for it was on this and parallel evidence
that the idea of the 'Swamp’ hunt to exhaustion by aircraft
and surface craft yra,s founded.

At 0653 hours on 12 Juxy, H.M.S. Inconstant, escorting
Convoy M.K.S.19(f), then in the neighbourhood“of Algiers,
obtained contact at a range of 300 yards, H.M.S. Plym
confirmed it. The U-boat - No. 409 - was in a good

position for an attack on S.S, Empress of Russia, one of the

ships in convoy. Inconstant placed herself between
and'^the liner. The first charge, dropped at 0710 hours in
conditions of confused reading of A/s/V contacts, was
unsuccessful,

the U-boat manoeuvred to evade detection,

after the fifth attack, in which contact had been lost at

800 yards. Inconstant twice ran over the U-boat, using her

echo sounder, but on neither occasion did she obtain any
In the last attack, made at 0947 hours. Inconstant

attacked with depth-charges v^hioh, it was anticipated, would

explode at 700 feet,
broke surface.

Three successive attacks obtained no results

result.

Three minutes after, the U-boat
She was shelled, hit and, continuing

;
At 0843 hours,

at 2 knots for 7 or 8 minutes, gradually sank, her crew

1) 5,634 &.k.T.
2) 6,054 &.R.T.
3) Battle Summary No. 35 o-^od The War at Sea, Vol.IV.
ij) Position 33 01’N,, 21 °32'^ '
5) Admiralty C.B,04050/43(8) August 43. (A.H.S./Admlty.)
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remaining on "board until they ?rere washed off.
C.-in-C. Mediterranean's staff recorded this as a ‘classic
kill'.

The

It had been often proved that there was a danger of a

U-boat escaping from one ship, which was very likely to lose

contact immediately after an attack. Only the skill and

tenacity of the Inconstant led to the kill. The Admiralty
comment later was that when the U-boat had been located, it

was well worth while detaching most of the escorts and laying
on as many aircraft as possible to destroy it, since in the

confined v/aters of the Mediterranean the convoy was safe

until it entered the next U-boat patrol area.(l)
Mediterranean enemy submarines operated, it will be recalled,
singly and not in packs.

Air and naval authorities continued to study the problem

of tracking the submarine between individual attacks, main

taining contact and keeping it down until it was exhausted
and had to surface.

12/^15 July - The sinking of 11.561 (2)

Three M.T.Bs of the 2Ath M.T.B. Flotilla, patrolling
on the night of 12/13 July south of Messina, sighted a
submarine which passed 20 yards ahead of them.

B's 77, 8I- and 81 were manoeuvring, a second submarine
sighted astern of the first,(3) hit.

While
mM• ■L •

but not apparentlwas y
sunk. U.56I was engaged with gunfire, shortly afterwards
missed by torpedoes while she was diving, but then hit and
sunk by tvro depth charges dropped ahead of the swirl on the
first day of her arrival in the area. It was not expected
to find these German submarines in the Straits area, where
Italian submarines vrere also observed patrolling.

16 July - H.M.S. Cleopatra torpedoed by U-Boat

While patrolling on I6 July off Eastern Sicily for
Force Q, in company with three other v/arships, H.M.S. anti

aircraft cruiser Cleopatra was hit by a torpedo, agparently
from a submarine, at 06I7 hours in the position 37 13’N.,
16°00'E, abreast ‘A' boiler room. At the time, the force
was pursuing a zig-zag course. Search for the submarine
proved unavailing. Screened by several destroyers,
H.M.S. Cleopatra, not in immediate danger, returned to Malta
for repairs. Her casualties were 21 officers and men
killed or missing and 23 wounded.

23 July - H.M.S. Newfoundland torpedoed by Italian submarine

Between 10 and 13 July, at least six Italian submarines
were known to have passed through the Straits of Messina into
the area of operation as part of the Italian Navy's policy of
throY/ing in submarines and light surface craft for the
defence of Sicily.(A) The Asoianghi left Pozznoli on 16 July
to patrol south-east of Augusta. In the afternoon of 23 July,

(1) Admiralty C.B.0A050/A3(8) Aug,A3 (A.H.S.)
(2) Admiralty Battle Summary No. 35.
(3) U.37I (hog of Submarine Tracker, O.I.C., C.-in-C.Med.);

Captain U-Boats Italy war diary (A.H.S./F.D.S.).
(a) See infra.
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she sighted H.M.S. Newfoxmdland in company with Mauritius,
Laforey. Lookout and Loyal en route for Malta from Augusta.(l)
While Newfoundland had halted her previous zig~zag course in

order to avoid a hospital ship, the Ascianghi fired two

torpedoes at her; one of them struck right aft. Radar and

asdic in R.M.S. Newfoimdland had given no indication of a

suhmaiine. ./ith her rudder and steering gear damaged, she

reached Malta safely. The Ascianghi was hunted and sunk hy
surface craft.(2) This was the last effective operation of
the enemy submarines during the 'Huslq>’'* operations.

50 July - The sinking of U. 575

On 50 July, the U.S. P.C.624 sank the U.573 in the
Ordei’s had been to attack

everything except submarines after it arrived late on

•tl July in the Messina area.(5) Dense mduiefields, progres
sively laid over three years by both sides, called for most

careful navigation and the route was not favoured by
submarine commanders.

Sicilian Channel off Tunisia.

22 August - The Sinking of U.A58

At 2515 hours on 22 August, while escorting convoy
M0F.K.22, the destroyers H.M.S. Easton and H.H.M.S. Pindos

(Oreek), destroyed U.if58 in 56°25’N., 1205?
of Pantelleria, and took A5 prisoners, including the
Commanding Officei-. U.A58 had sailed from Toulon on
M+ August, and was transmitting the Sicilian Channel,

south-east•)

Coastal Air Force anti-submarine operations during

Operation *Avalanohe'

Three U-boats operated in Salerno &ulf and Bay during
the periods of build-up and consolidation. They sank two

ships and returned to Toulon undamaged. U.6l6 was off
Salerno from I5 to 15 September, U.565 from 15 to 26 September,
and U.AI0 from 18 to 25 September. In view of the fact
that aircraft and sea patrols were strong numerically at

that period in the area, the conditions under which this

threat to our shipping could be maintained so long without

discovery must be made clear.

No. 2A2 Uroup of the Northwest African Coastal Air
Force was specifically charged with the responsibility for

anti-submarine air operations, although attacks might fall

to the lot of land - or carrier-based aircraft in the pattern
of cover for the landings. The enemy air force vras con

sidered as the greatest threat to the landings and build-up,
but a considerable volume of surface craft and a fair number

of aircraft v/ere involved in countering the submarine threat

to shipping. It vms fully appreciated that a mere handful
of submarines in the hands of experienced and enterprising

(1) Navi Perdute (Navi Militare) Vol.I.
Historical Office 1951* (A.H.B.6.)
Infra, The Italian communique attributed the attack,
incorrectly, to the Dondolo.
Captain U-Boats Italy v;ar diary (Admtly/F.D.S,),

Italian Naval

(2)

(5)
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German ooimnanders was not to be disregarded under the

variable weather conditions expected.

The Coastal Air Force(l) expected the enemy to concen
trate his submarines in the southern half of the Tyrrhenian

Sea, in order to inflict as much damage a-s possible on the
assault convoys and on shipping lying off the beaches. The

assault convoys received close escort until proceeding
North of 38°24.0’ North (roughly the latitude of
Cape Vaticano), North of that line, anti-submarine escort
round the convoys v^ould have been an embarrassment to Allied

fighters and the greatest danger thenceforward was from

air attack.(2)

In case enemy submarines had been stationed in the
general assault approach area, anti-submarine patrols v/ere

established therein for four days before the assault.
Liberator anti-submarine squadron, equipped with centi-
metric search transmission(3)
Protville to assist,

of enemy territory'. Similarly night-flying Beaufighters
fitted with Mark VIII A.I. vrere under no circumstances to

be flown over enemy territory. The reason in each case
was the same. It was of the utmost importance that the

enemy should not find and identify the nature of the new

detection apparatus. If a submarine was located, it was

to be hunted for at least 72 hours. To meet the concentra
tion of submarines in the assault area following the landings,

energetic patrolling was planned. This failed to
materialize in the event; the first two U-boats did not

reach the Gulf of Salerno until 13 September and few sight

ings were reported thereafter, largely on account of bad

visibility or very bright moonlight at night and fog on

some days.

U-Boat operai:ions at Salerno(4)

A

was temporarily located at
It could not be used within 20 raiDes

Although the Gennans had accurately forecast the general
area of the Allied landings at Salerno on 9 September and

their approximate date, they were unable to station a single
U-boat in the area on the critical day.

Toulon on 8 September,
the riagenuk location gear) reached the Giolf of Salerno at
about 22|-00 hours on 13 September; U.565 reached the Gulf

some time late on 13 September,
late on 12 September, arrivlmg in Salerno Bay early on

18 September, approaching along a line from the N.W. tip of
Sicily to Salerno.

But two sailed from

U.616 (7/hich had been fitted with

U.AIO sailed from Toulon

All three found conditions in the Gulf of Salerno

By day, the close patterns ofhazardous in the extreme,

surface craft patrols and fighters overhead made only the

most occasional surfacing possible,
moonlight was such as to throw them into relief,
weather changed, the mist and fog made it difficult to

identify or get the range of surface craft targets. 
'

spent most of the time submerged, listening to the screws

At night, the brigh

The

t
When the

y

(1) In Operational Order No. 3 of 19A3 - Operation
’Avalanche'3 Sept. A3« (N.A.C.A.I?. O.R.B. Appendices).

(2) Refer to figure 1.
(3) Nark III A.S.V.
(a) Captain U-Boats Italy war diary (f .D.S./Admlty).
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of destroyers and other vessels threshing close overhead.(l)
They occasionally heard and saw aircraft by day, but do not

mention the few Coastal aircraft patixilling at night,
aircraft attacks were made on them.

No

On. 21 September, S.S. V/illiam Sherhard was sunk at 0900
hours while in convoy, three hours before the convoy arrived

off Salerno. On 25 September, U.565 torpedoed and sank the
U.S. minesvfeeper Skill. T/hich ?/as on anti-submaidne patrol
off the southern anchorage in Salerno Bay. The William
Gherhard was set on fire and had to be abandoned. The Skill

lost 72 ki]led, including all her officers. All attempts
to locate the submarine failed. By this tlrnie the forces

were well-established ashore and were closing on Naples,

Although there was less shipping, the Allied naval forces

had the sea defences vrell organized. The carriers left,
the fighter umbrellas were discontinued, mines were located
and ST/ept. The air watch on submarines was concentrated
on the usual U-boat hunting grounds along the coasts of

Algeria and Tunisia. There was regular patrolling by
night fighters, now based on shore, but they were on the
lookout for German bombers.

Italian Submarine Operations and Allied Counter-Operations

10 July to 12 September 1945.

11 July - The sinking of the Flutto

The Flutto(2) left Bonifacio (Corsica) at dawn on
10 July, with orders to proceed to the Augusta sea area and

oppose the Allied landings,
passing through the Straits of Messina,
messages v/ere received from it,(3)

At 1700 hours it was reported
No further

At 2130 hours, in 37°34'N., 15\3'S., the 32nd M.T.B.
Division of the Allied Light Coastal Forces reported th^at

M.T.Bs 640, 6^ and 670 had siglrced and attacked  a submarine
The submarine returned their fire, causingon the surface.

17 casualties in the M.T.B.s, which claimed to have badly
damaged the submarine.(4) It sank during the night.

12 July - The capture of the Bronzo

The Bronzo(5) left Pozzuoli on 10 July for the Syracuse
area ?rf.th similar orders to those given to the Flutto.
0600 hours on 12 Jul3'' she was submerged in the combat zone,
not realising that Syracuse had already fallen,
her periscope revealed a formation of surface craft,
avoid collision ;vith these craft, which she assumed were

To her surprise she was attacked.(6)

Three Allied minesweepers(7) on anti-submarine patrol
off Cape Panagia in 37°06’N., 15°25’E. attacked the Bronzo,

At

At 1300,
To

friendly, she submerged.

Logs of U.616. U.5g5. and U.4IO at A.H.S./F.D.S.
Admiralty.
746 tons: later taken into the British service as P.714
following salvage.
Navi Perdute Vol.I.

Battle Summarj^ No. 35 (Admiralty).
630 tons.
Navi Perdute Vol.I

Seaham, Boston and Poole

(1)

(2)

3)
4)
5)
6

7
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hitting it v/ith several shells and killing its commander
and eight others. The submarine was boarded and captured.
'vTith the prize in tow the flotilla set course for Syracuse,
but had barely started when a periscope was sighted and

shots were fired at it. Air bubbles and oil were seen, but

no sinking resulted,(l)

13 July - The sinking of the Nereide(2)

The I'Tereide sailed on 10 July from Poszuoli for the
Augusta-Syracuse naval defence zone, which was vital in the

Italian plans against invasion from seawards. Having made

what it thought (in error) ̂ vas a successful attack on a
convoy, it met tvro British destroyers, E.M.S. Echo and Ilex

(members of Force Q), at 0430 hours on 13 July, about
40 miles east of Augusta, and was stink by them, (5)

The Force believed that the submarine was working with

aircraft, for two minutes after the destroyers began
sweeping, they fired at and drove off an enemy aircraft
threatening to attack.

13 and 15 July " The sinking of the Acciaio(4) s-nd
Remo Jih H,M, Submarines

The British submarines United and Unruly were under

command of the 10th Submarine Flotilla, operating from
Malta. The flotilla disposition up to the close of 1? July
was 3 submarines in the Straits of Messina and 5 iu the

approaches to the Uulf of Taranto. All submarines on
offensive patrols were ordered, until 13 July, to restrict
their torpedo fire: merchant vessels under 45OOO tons were

not to be attacked; a fiill salvo of torpedoes was to be

kept for cruisers or larger warships. Several opportimities
of a submarine kill yrere thus missed.(5)

H.M.S. submarine Unruly sighted three submarines in the

Messina Straits before the order was rescinded, but could

only attack one. This was on I3 July, just before the
order was rescinded with effect from that day.(6)

The Acciaio had sailed on 10 JiiLy from La Maddalena,
(now the base of the 7th G-roup) for the north coast of
Sicily. No news of her was received after sailing,
was suni: on 13 July in 38°30’N., 15°49’L, by the Unruly,
althou^ the Admiralty were unaware of this fact until
later,(7)

She

In the afternoon of I5 July, two of Italy's largest
and most modem ocean-going submarines - the Remo and the

Romolo - sailed from Taranto for Naples,
put them in a sounder tactical position and save them from

being out off. (8)

This move v/ould

(1) Battle Summary No. 35 and Navi Perdute Vol.I
(2) 591 tons.

Navi Perdute - Vol.I and Battle Summary No. 35,
630 tons.

5) Admiralty Battle Summary No, 35»
Ibid.

A.JI.S, and F.D.S.

(8) Navi Perdute, Vol.I

5

4

(6)
(7)
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On 15 at about 1800 hours, Reiiio(l ) was sighted by
H.M. submarine United off Punta Alice in the &ulf of Taranto,
was hit by two torpedoes and immediately sank.(2)

18 July - The sinking of the Romolo by aircraft(3)

The night-flying 'vfellingtons of No. 221 E..A.F. Squadron
were very much in demand in July 1943.
in Egypt under No, 201 Group, a second at Protville (Tunisia)
under No. 328 V/ing, and a third at Luqua in Malta,
HZ.II6 of this Malta detachment v;as patrolling about 40
miles east of Augusta, when it sighted an enemy submarine,
of what its navigator estimated as 1,000 tons.(4) Its
attacked it with a stick of five depth charges.
straddS.ed the submarine and one of them exploded under its
hull,

stationary for one-half an hour before steering an erratic

course forwards, leaving great quantities of oil in its wake.

One detachment ms

Aircraft

crew

They

It was apparently unable to submerge, for it was seen

(5)
In the same period and approximately the same position,

aircraft MP.617 of the same squadron sighted and attacked a
large Italian submarine - undoubtedly the Romolo  - with five

depth charges, one of which exploded under its hull, and

with gunfire,
remained surfaced, circling lightly as if out of control,
with flames and smoke coming from the coming tower.

It was reported again that the submarine

No report exists of the actual sinking of the Romolo.
but the Italian Admiralty draws the only possible conclusion,
viz, that an explosion later caused her to sink; for no

trace of her was found apart from floating v^reckage.

During the v/hole of July, only one other submarine
sighting was recorded by the night-flying squadron detachment,
who covered every night of the campaign the area along the

east coast of Sicily and that knovm 8,s the Taranto Block,

But the effort was justified by this one kill.

The Romolo and the Remo were commissioned in 1942.(6)
They were both of 2,220 tons standard displacement, designed
not only for great ocean operations, but for specific journeys
to Japan to collect much-nneded raw materials. They had

cargo holds vdth a capacity of some 200 tons for this purpose.

During ’Husky* operations, the air forces were
restricted from all manoeuvres in the near coastal waters.

Their obligations lay in support of the land battle and in
remoter waters,

fare in the Sicilian area was the exact context for surface

force and submarine operations,

fore, that rm the actual combat zone waters, naval forces

played the major part and that they were responsible for

the destruction of 8 of the 9 Italian submarines destroyed.

The intensive and restricted maritime wa2>

It is only natural, there

-

-

1) 2,200 tons.
2) Battle Summary No. 35 (Admlty.)
3) No. 221 R.A.F., Squadron O.R.B.s and Navi Perdute, Vol.I
4) There was no logical increase of tonnage 7dth length in

the case of ex-enemy submarines (No,201 Group papers).
(5) Position 37°20’N., 16015'E.
(6) Che ha fatto la Marina? - Bragadin.
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25 July - The sinking of bhe AscianAhiCl)

The Ascianghi(2) left Pozzuoli on 16 July for its patrol
area some 30 miles S.E. of Augusta. In the afternoon of

23 July, after torpedoing H.M.S. Newfoundland, she latinohed

two torpedoes against the pursuing destroyer formation,
which she avoided. When the cruiser Newfoundland was

toipedoed, the destroyer Laforey and others(3) sweeping in
the vicinity w’ere immediately detached to hunt the
submarine. In the third of three attacks between  1 SiiJ and

•1615, the submarine surfaced. The destroyer opened fire
on her, the resultant sinking of Asoianghi was credited to

the Laforey and the Eclipse.

29 July - The sinking of the Miooa(A)

On 24 July, the Micca(3) left Taranto for Naples. An
accident forced her to turn round and make toTv’ards Taranto

for repairs. On the morning of 29 July, she was in the

coastal submarine route, some three miles off Santa Maria

di Leuca, (at the tip of the Heel of Italy), when she was
hit by a torpedo from H.M. submarine Trooper and sank.

The Trooper(6) was one of the five Allied submarines
keeping the ring on the outer fringe of the Sicilian battle,
preventing or liarassing the enemy’s efforts to reinforce and

supply his troops in Sicily.

3 August ■- The sinking of the Argento(7) '

The Argento sailed from La Maddalena on 21 July, for a
patrol off the east coast of Sicily. On 25 July, it was
ordered to visit the waters between the south of Sicily and
the G-ulf of Sirte and return to base with a report. On
the night of 3 August, navigating surfaced in Pantelleria
waters, it was surprised by U.S.S. Buck, while the latter
was escorting 6 supply ships. Hit v/hile submerging, the
Argento(8) was put out of action and scuttled while under
flreT(9)

7 September - The sinking of the yelella(lO)

V~ellela(l 1) sailed from Naples in the afternoon of
7 September in company with seven other submarines,vath
orders to oppose the enemy landing fleets reported as
proceeding in the direction of Salerno. No further reports
were received from her.

H.M.S. submarine Shakespeare was standing by to carry
out beacon duties for the landing on 9 September at Salerno
when she sighted a. southbound Italian submarine in the
position 270° Licosa Point 5 miles (A0°15’N., 1A°50’E.).

(i Battle Summary No.35 and Navi Perdute. Vol.I
6.20 tons.
Under Captain (d) 8th Destroyer Flotilla.
Battle Summary No.35 and Navi Perdute.
1371 ton
8th Submarine Flotilla (Algiers),
Battle Summary No.35 and Navi Perdute - Vol.I.
630 tons.
Position 36°25’N., 12°08' E.
Navi Perdute. Vol.I and The ./ar at Sea, Vol.IV (A.H.S.)

o •

(4
5
6

(7)
(8
(9
(10
( 11 689 tons.
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Two others were reportedShe sank her with four torpedoes,

on patrol to the south of this position.

In view of the fact that the Short Armistice Terms for

Italy had been signed on 5 September it is clear that these

dispositions v/ere part of the camouflage gesture the Italian

High Command was forced to carry out to deceive the G-ermans.

1 2 September The sink^^^g of the Topazio by aircraft
after the Surrender(iy

The Topazio(2) sailed from La Haddalena at 1012 hours
on 7 September for its patrol zone in the Lower Tyrrhenian
Sea.

the cessation of hostilities were received, with orders to

proceed to Bone and surrender,
morning of 10 September it was grouped with, and in sight
of, three other Italian submarines, Diaspro, Turchese and

Malea, which reached an Allied port in safety later.
Topazio lost contact during the afternoon of 10 September
with its companions and did not report'again.

During the evening of 8 September nev/s relating to

All through 9 and. the

At 1105 hours on 12 September, the crew of Blenherja V

BA,99/’J* of No,13 R.A.E. Squadron, while on patrol S.E. of
Sardinia sighted a fully surfaced submarine which they took

for a Oeman 500 ton U—boat(3) slightly S.E. of Sardinia,
The aircraft attacked it, making full use of sun and cloud,
with four 250 pound depth charges and 200 rounds of ,303
ammunition. The depth charges were dropped in a short stick

straddling the submarine. The third depth charge exploded
within 10 yards of the conning tower. To this point there

is no mention in the report of any exchange of recognition
signals. The submarine disappeared from view in a cloud
of steam and spray. Later an oil slick of 300 feet was

seen on the water and air bubbles were seen rising.

15 survivors were seen and photographed by the cre'ws of

this aircraft,(a)

Aircraft Z of No.221 Squadron reported having seen
some time between C600 and 1025 hours, i.e, at least
50 minutes before the Topazio was sunk, a fully surfaced
submarine, which identified itself as Italian, and was

photographed,
submarine failed to give the appointed recognition signal
to aircraft ’J* or that if it did, it was not understood
as such by the aircrew, who believed it to be German. (5)

The surrender of Italian submarines in September 19A3

It can only be concluded that either the

The Short Instrument of Surrender stipulated
8 September, 19A.3 as the date vihen all seawojrtby units of
the Italian Fleet were to sail for Allied ports.

1 July 19A3» there were 53 first-line submarines(6) and
On

No.13 R,A,F. Squadron O.R.Bs. Navi Perdute, Vol.I
591 tons.
All German U-boats used in the Mediterranean were of

769 tons dj-splaoement. This fact appears not to have
been appreciated by Allied Intelligence at the time.
No,221 Squadron O.R.Bs.
Ibid.

Including 5 ®f the First World War H class
and 8) the Ambra (on special duty) and the Baiamonte
and Rismondo in reserve.

1

2

3

4

5
6)
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11 midget submarines available for operations.
1 July and 12 September, 11 first-line craft viere
lost, which leaves a balance of k.2 to be acoomted for,

28 first-line craft and 5 midgets reached Allied ports safely.
1  left for the Atlantic, 10 were scuttled, 2 were captured
by the Oermans and 1 (the Pietro) is unaccounted for,
1 midget ?;as scuttled and 5 captured by the Germans. (2)

Between

(1)

Fate of Bettalina type and transport submarines under

construction in Septembe^i~^3r3T

In September 1945, the Germans were building 9
submarines of the Bettolina type S clas3(4) for the Italian
Navy in the dockyards at Danzig,
the Mediterranean submarines used by the Italians for the

transport of materials to and from the Far East.
Italian crews were standing by to man their craft, when the

news of the surrender came; the submarines were confiscated;

These were to replace in

Their

(5)

12 transport; submarines of 1,300 tons had been planned.
In September 1943, 10 of these were building in Taranto,
Monfaloone and Muggiano.(6) The 6 building at Monfaloone and
Muggiano were captured by the Germans and given nevi tactical

numters - U.I.T.1 to U.I.T.6._ _ The intention was apparently
to complete constlaiction, but for various reasons, such as

destruction by air attack,(?) none of them went into service.

B. EASTERN BASIN

Axis Submarine Policy

German decision to operate U-boats in the Eastern
Me dit e rrane an

June was marked by new German measures to meet the
changed situation, an extension of the field of operations
and some determined and successfiil attacks on merchant

shipping. Since 21 April, operations had been confined to

the Western Mediterranean, where successes proved more
important. This concentration had led logically to a closer

Allied supervision of their defences in that limited area.

It would be a good counter-move, the Submarine Command
considered, to split Allied defences by sending a few U-boats
into the Eastern Mediterranean. At any rate for a time,
the defences would be lax. So two U-boats from the Pola

base were detailed, one to the area Benghazi-Dema, the

other to the area East of yi degrees East.(8) U.97 put out
at 1400 hours on 5 June and U.81 put out at 1330 hours on

6 June, both from Pola. U.81 occupied the Benghazi-Derna
area and U.97 the area east of' 31 East, which includes the

Palestinian coast.(9) U.593 left Pola on I4 June, put in to
Messina for repairs on I'Si June, but was held up.

(1) C.M.1.

C.B.7. U., 14, 15 and 16.
A.H.S. and F.D.S.

Tonnage not known by the Italian Naval Historical Office.
Nos. S,1 to S.9 inclusive,

i'favi Perdute and A.K.S ./F.D.S.
R.3 to R.6 in Taranto, R.7 to R.9 in Monfalcone and
R.10 to R.12 in Muggiano, (La Spezia).
Refer to Part II of this volume.

Captain U-Boats Italy war diary June 43» (Admlty/P.D,S.).
Ibid.

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7
(3
(9)
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Eerraan Intelligence having reported a large number of

merchant ships in Alexandria, assumed heavier Allied traffic
in the Eastem Basin, Another U~boat - U.5% “ was there
fore sent from Pola on 1? June, but on 20 June, ov.'ing to

failure of an engine, returned to base. U.97 was sunk on

16 June.(l) U.A53 left on 23 June to replace U.97,

U.J3oat Command’s belief in Allied plans to attack the

Dodecanese. Peloponnese and Turkey

Axis air reconnaissance v^as intensified through June

and early July over Allied ports in the Eastem Basin,
especially those in Egypt and Cyrenaica. Offensive air

operations ‘were abandoned. Supplies being pressed through
the G-ibraltar Straits were, the U-Boat Command Italy
believed, partly storage in the Eastem Basin for diversion
ary attacks. The take-over of the French Fleet in
Alexandria had restored the Allied naval preponderance in

that area and they could now provide adequate naval support
for amphibious landings.

Italian submarine policy. May to 8 September,1943

There were a fev/ Italian submarines stationed in the

Eastern Basin during May and June.(2) They were sighted and
reported in the Tobruk - Matruh waters and the G-ulf of Sirte

in June; but there is little reference in official records

to suggest anything but routine patrols and avoidance of
direct action. The absence of attacks or successes of

any kind points to a policy of conservation in the
Eastem Basin.(3) Ko Italian submarines were brouglit to

battle or sunk by Allied aircraft and few were sighted in

the vicinity of convoys or Fleet formations.

Preparations for the attack on Sicily, which the Italian
Naval Command felt certain was imminent in July, and opera-

the defence of Sicily (already narrated), showtions in

clearly whei-e the Italian's interest lay and the extent to

which they were prepared to go after their losses in the

Desert and Tunisian Campaigns. Probably all first-line
craft fit for combat were concentrated v^ithin working radius

of the Sicilian Straits,

According to Admiral A. Bemotti, Italy still had 9
operational submarines in the Ionian Sea on 18 August 43.(0
Italian submarines in the Eastern Basin between the end of

Operation 'Torch* and the Italian Surrender need not be
taken into account. Little is knoTm of them and nothing
is claimed on their behalf by official Italian sources.

Infra. g
Normally they operated in an area east of 4 30* East,
where the German U-boat zone ended, as far as to Bone
and from Tripoli to 19°40
Log of Submarine Tracker, O.l.C., C.—in—C.Med,^,A,H,S.J
Of the 5 submarines of the ^th Group based on Leros,
the Nereide was sunk in July, off Catania, the Amestista
and Sirena sunk in Italian waters and the Beilul seized

by the Germans in September 1943 and sunk by aircraft
at Honfalcone in May 19^+4.
referring to second-line, perhaps transport submarines.

SECEET
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Axis SuTpinarine Operations

June - U-^boat successes

Not all convoys were escorted by aircraft at this
period, for there were not enough suitable aiixsraft to

meet the greatly increased convoy commitments.

On 12 June, the Dutch steamship Palima(1) was,
according to the Admiralty, sunk about 30 miles S.S.W,

Beirut by U.97.

sinking, but U.81 claimed to have sunk a transport (of
6,000 tons) in approximately that position on the following
day - 13 June.(2;
be in the report by a Walrus of No. 701 Squadron that while

making an anti-submarine sweep for a convoy southbound from

Haifa three rafts with survivors Vv-ere siglrited in the posi
tion of the sinking.

This U-boat made no claiia to the

The oiHy contact by aircraft appears to

On 15 June, S
On 17 June, S.S. Yoma was sunk West of Dema.
two schooners

Creek steame:

Athelmonaroh was sunk off Jaffa.

On 26 June,
ifere sunk off Beirut and the next day a
v-/as sunk off Latakia.(5)

O
• o*

July - U«»Boat Successes(6)

Three Allied merchant ships were sunk during July in
the Eastern Basin by U-boa.ts. On 1 July, S.S. Oligarch
was damaged off Marsa Susa (Appollonia) and the schooner
Cayuli sunk off Latalcia. On 6 July, S.S. Shah Jehan was
sunk off Appollonia; and on 7 JifLy, a- small tanker sailing
vessel was sunk in the Aegean.

August and September - U-Boat successes(7)

During August, the U-boats were mostly occupied with
operations off Malta and Sicily. They nevertheless
succeeded in sinking a sailing vessel off Jaffa, two
schooners off Tripoli, two schooners off Beirut and a sail
ing vessel off Limassol (Cyprus).

Operations during September were on a very low scale,
only one boat operating off the Palestinian coast,
successes were recorded, except one schooner siank on

7 September south of Cyprus.

201 Croup’s anti-submarine and convoy escort ope:
during Operation 'Avalanche*

No

ions

In support of the invasion of Sicily, No. 201 Naval
Co-operation Croup had provided for convoys from Alexandria
to Meridian 15°00*E. bj^ maintaining a continuous inner
patrol by day and outer patrol by night with one aircraft.
West of that meridian, the presence of fighter aircraft and
the great concentration of surface escorts were considered

(1)
(

1 ,179 C.Ft.T.

bar diary of Captain U-Boats Italy (A.H.S./P.D.S.).
Nesley and T. AllAh.
S.S. Michaelos.

Details of Allied losses from log of Submarine Tracker
O.I.C. C.-in-C, Ivied. (A.H.S./Admlty.)
Ibid,

Ibid.

2)
(3)

(6)
(7)
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They deployedadequate to deal vrith the submarine threat,
fighters in addition from D-21 to D + 2 days.(l)

In August, they protected in all 80 convoys out of 12f6
at sea in their area, as against 77 protected in July out of
157 at sea.

Operation ‘Avalanche' were less, owing to the centralisation
of Allied loading ports in the Central Mediterranean,
Nevertheless they covered 75 convoys out of 300 at sea.(2)

Their responsibilities in connection with

C. MNAR

Allied detection measures and enemy ooimter-measures

(May to September 19^-3)

Difficulties of operating enemy submarines(3)

There were four important contributory factors to the
difficulties of enemy submarines operating in the
Mediterranean. The first was the routeing of Allied convoys

The second was the opposition fromso close to shore.

British submarines, particularly outside submarine bases.
Five G-erman and fourteen Italian submarines were sunk during

The third was radar detec-the war by Allied submarines,
tion by aircraft and shore stations.
practicall3^ total submergence for long periods and lack of
mobility,
marine bases,

casualties to personnel and damage to dockyard and harbour
facilities,

the very successful attack cn La Spezia on the night
18/19 April 19k3, had resulted in widespread damage and
forced transfer of part of the Flotilla to Toulon.(a)

This imposed

The fourth was the bombing by aircraft of sub-
This caused damage to, or loss of, submarin

The only one of note up to the Spring of 19A

es.

5,

Advantages cf operating enemy suomarinesC5)

There were four important factors in the favour of
enemy submarines.

The first was that the water was usuallj'’ deep, which
neutralised the use of fixed defences and mine barrages.

(1) With 3 Beaufighter squadrons of their oivn and 1 from
Malta, supplemented on D - 1 by 2 squadrons of U.S.
Lightnings.
Comparative monthly sorties flown on anti-submarine
patrols and escort were:-

630 plus 217 on area patrols
699
673

June

319Jul;^
August

(2)

September 598
Report of the Submarine Tracker, O.I.C., C.-in-C.Med.
(A.PI.S.).
Attacks on submarine bases along the western European
seaboard did not produce the expected results, A German
survey of Anglo-American air operations from 19^-2 to

stated that although little damage was caused to
U-boat pens, plant, workshops etc. without reinforced
concrete protection received devastating hits, and some

bases were temporarily put out of action. (A.H.B.6
Translation Nos. VIl/VIIl),
Report of the Submarine Tracker, C.-ln-C. Med.
(Admlty Hist. Sec,).

H
219

28A

(3)

(A)

(5)
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The second was the two levels of the prevailing set^ Y/hich
was 2 to 3 knots from west to east dovm to 100-200 feet,

BeloY; this depth, the current reversed,
varying temperature of the water, which placed limitations
on, and at times negatived, asdic detection,
was the proximity of neutral water off Spain and Spanish
Morocco, v/hich German U-hoat commanders unquestionably and

freely used,

the advantage of using the prevailing set.

The third was th

The fourth

ft'hen they did so, however, they were denied

e

Allied anti-submarine radar Progress

One of the most decisive factors in the elimination of

the enemy submarine force both in and outside the
Mediterranean was the superiority of Allied radar detection
and pursuit methods (as used by aircraft and surface craft)
over the enemy's counter-measur-es.
progress up :o September 1943 will noY; therefore be briefly
reviewed, without lingering over technical details to be

found el s ev/he re, (1 )

Allied airborne radar

In May 43, no aircraft at Gibraltar or Mediterranean
bases were fitted with the new centimetric radar transmission

sets, although they had been in limited use in the Atlantic
since November 19':-2. Only metric radar was in use, a
system insufficiently sensitive and also detectable by
German submarines. In Jmie 1943, a few Gibraltar aircraft(2)
began to operate with centimetric search transmission:(3)
In July, Leigh Light V;ellingtons for night patrol ?rorlc

arrived y/ith it fitted’ No. 36 H.A.IP. Squadron was converted
to it. A period of tactical surprise was thus initiated in
this area, which was to last until the end of the year of

1943.(4)

It must be emphasised that the tactical advantage
derived directly from actual radar contacts was still
limited. In the Atlantic, visual sightings of submarines
outnxombered radar contacts by roughly 9 to 1.
intelligence soundly integrated and applied, as Y^ell as

German misconceptions of both Allied radar and intelligence,
accounted for the actual successes of aircraft and surface

Radar's real

Good

vessels equipped VYith location devices,
claim to success so far was confined to night operations in

the transit areas.(5)

German counter-mea3ure3(6)

from the Spring of 1943 onwards, Admiral Doenitz and
his staff made a number of tactical errors based on wrong

German scientists had caught up with the
They knew of the

assumptions.
Allied use of metric radar detection.

R.A.P. Signals Monograph Vol.VI (A.H.B.).
Of No. 172 R.A.N. Squadron,
Mark III A.S.V.

Ref. R.A.P, Signals in the Second i/orld flar, Vol.VI
(S.D.736) Ch. 8 for a full account of the operational
development of centimetrio A.S.V.
Vol.III of this narrative; The Defeat of the Enemy
Attack on Shipping (Admiralty); N.A.C.A.E. O.R.Es
and appendices.
R.A.E, Signals Monograph Vol.VI (A.H.B.);
Captain of TJ-Boats Italy war diary: Vol.III of this
narrative.

(1
(2

(

(5)

(6)
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use of H2S, a oentimetric radar device in heavy homhers
used on land targets. They knew in March 1943 that Allied

aircraft in the Caribbean were using a detection system to

which their Met ox search areceiver did not respond, but they
did not believe oentimetric radar was used in the

Mediterranean until the end of 1943, v/hen it was too late
to co’jnter it. The Naval High Command and Submarine

Command credited metric radar with a much greater range than

it possessed and they thought that other instruments were

in use that picked up the radiation from their submarine
instruments. Y/hile a great deal of time was spent devising
means of restricting radiation, the U-boat commanders lost

faith in the cumbersome search receivers and progressively
used them less frequently.

On 6 May, Doenitz recorded that along with enemy
aircraft, enemy radar location was the U-boat's worst enemy.
The answer to it T/as, he thought, improved instruments and

counter-techniques. In the early Summer of 1943,  a more
sensitive search receiver - 'Hagenuk' or 'The Magic Eye

was installed in U-boats, but this proved only a slight
improvement on the Metox. In the meantime, research .  .
continued on an even more sensitive receiver - the Naxos,'

i

Having indicated this much of the measures and counte]>-
measures in operation, reference v;ill be made to the
generally successful evasion by the U-boats of air control

of Gibraltar Straits, and the narrative will then proceed
to the re-organization of Coastal Air force to use the new

radar techniques to the fullest possible extent.

U-Boat methods of passing through Gibraltar Strait(2)

U-boats had standing instructions to abandon the
passage of the Stra.its only in the event of serious defects,
failure of radar search receivers or after making several
abortive attempts. The journey to Gibraltar was often
itself a triumph of navigation. At the period under review,
they were neutralizing the Allied superiority in the field

of radar by huggirg the rocky coast of southern Spain, where
echoes confused the reading of instruments in aircraft.

Their practice had been to break through between the
middle of the Strait and the 100 fathom line on the African

side, an area they found relatively free of air patrols.
Unless continuous aircraft radar was recorded, the passage
through the narrows was made on the surface and at night,
as in the approaches they were forced to submerge.

By September 1943, U-boats with improved under-water
endurance dived off Cape Trafalgar, keeping to the Spanish
side in the approach, and passed through still submerged at

night.
were such that contact vms lost before accurate attacks

could be made.

Even if detected by 'Asdic', the water conditions

To avoid the strong westward current below

100-200 feet they made the submerged daylight approach at
shallow depth. It was hei-e that they vrere cai’ght by the

(1) General references - The Defeat of the Enemy Attack on
Shipping Yol.I (Admiralty); Captain U-Boats Italy Yl&r
Diary (F.D.S./Admlty.); N.A.C.A.F. O.R.Bs. R.A.P.
Monograph on Signals, Vol.VI, (A.H.B.)

(2) Ibid,
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M.A.D. detection apparatus and destroyed ty joint action
when the days of ‘Swamp* operations began later in the year.

Slow progress of the Allied air deterrent

The units engaged in air counter-measures felt no
sense of wasted effort T^hen they -sveiglied results against
their maxiy handicaps and the hours flovn.
submarine menace involved a double commitment - U-boat

hunts and strikes, and convoy escorts for defence against
possible U-boat (and aircraft) attacks,
ties, equipment and range all still left much to be desired.

To them the

Their base facili-

An example cf the sense of accomplishment may be found
in the monthly s^mlmary of the officer commanding No, 500
E.A.F. Squadron at the end of May.(l) In May, the squadron
had attained a new record of 1A2A.40 operational hours, thus
exceeding its previous record by nearly 60 hours. It
involved 250 sorties. Althougli the number of submarine

sightings and attacks, three of each, seemed lov/ relative
to 1424 hours flying, one had to bear in mind, he recorded,
that nearly one-third of the sorties flown were on convoy
escort;, and that the remaining sorties were patrols in areas

near the coast where U-boats were suspected of operating
and not in the passage areas where U-hoats were more likely
to be found on the surface,(2) Depth charges coiiLd have
been used to good effect on the three sightings, had they,
been held, but this deficiency was being made good by the

They had been trained for rocketre-arming programme,

projectile armament in April, but in May only No. 6OO had
been converted.

The mission of the Hudson aircrews of Nos. 500 and 608

Squadrons at this time was to carry out U-boat patrols
between the Algerian and Spanish coasts and, at the same

time, escort convoys and co-operate vith surface craft in

the hunting of U-boats. They had had two successes in

March, but none in April. The situation Y/as, ho?/ever,
retrieved in May. They were not equipped with 10 or
5 centimetre A.S.V.

Airborne radar in the general context of radar development

hliile considering in isolation the specific airborne
radar measures used in the detection of submarines, it is
important not to lose sight of the fact that its development
was only a part of a revolutionary change in maritime and
lard warfare. Radar had grown from the subject of obscure
laboratory experiment before the war into a weapon with
great and immediate possibilities.

Coastal Air force fully realised those possibilities, and
set to work to construct an organisation pov/erful and

flexible enough to meet a situation of unprecedented
complexity and fluidity and to maintain the iillied lead in
technical matters.

The Northwest African

The use of airborne radar must hence

be placed in. that much wider cortext for a balanced view.

(1) No. 500 Squadron O.R.B, May 1943.
(2) Successes viere obtained under both these conditions.
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Allied air radar org:aniga.tion*3 preparations for mobile war

The Coastal Air Force Radar organization converted from

static to motile war conditions

The role of the Northwest African Coastal Air Force

during Northwest African operations had been based on static

militai^^ conditions. Its defence responsibilities on land

ended 50 miles behind the front line, at which point the

Tactical Air Force took over.(l) From mid-May on to
September, the theatre was filled with increasing movement.
Hardly had an operation reached a static stage >vhen it
flowed over into some new untertaMng. Rapidly the nevirly-
won littoral became a rear area, (although its defence was
none the less vital) while the needs of Coastal Air Force

multiplied up to the front lines in Sicily and to neighbour
ing islands, across to Italy, with wide flanking movements
encircling Sardinia and Corsica.

Nothing was more vital in the period just prior to the

invasion of Sicily than flexible long-term planning, and

nothing more difficult to implement. They never succeeded
in obtaining the essential equipmenx on any but a short
term basis. They were continually haimted by material
shortages and hindered by higher priorities from reaping
the first-fruits of Allied scientific inventiveness.(2)
The planning was nevertheless thorough and flexible and what
materials came to hand were used to great advantage. The

air force was somehow able to keep up with the kaleidoscopic
changes in the situation.

Y/ith their wide commitments to the defence of shipping

and bases, they proceeded to extend the old 'Torch* machinery
of operations so as to exploit the scientific lead in radar
to the utmost. Radar could give them the initiative in

the coming struggle for air superiority over the sea.
new organization must reflect the needs of amphibious
operations in the direction of Europe, as well as reach out
to the limit to westvfards and eastwards to cover the very

long maritime supply lines. The expansion therefore
involved both ground and airborne radar, ground radar for

recognition of enemy intruders approaching Allied territory
and for the scrambling of fighters, and airborne radar for

the control of night fighters and the detection of submarines
and surface craft. The general principle was to move the

more mobile equipment eastwards, absorbing from Tactical and
Western Desert Air Forces all available surplus mobile

stations, while leaving in Algeria and Morocco the heavier,
static and 'expeditionary* types for long-term defence

The

more

tasks.(3)

attacks^^)Effect of Luftwaffe switch to low-level

During the period April-May, the enemy concentrated on

last light or night attacks on the ports of Algiers, Oran,

(1) An exception was the loan of elements of two night
fighter squadrons to Tactical Air Force (who had none)
on request for employment in the battle areas at night,
both in the South by Monastir and to the Y/est in the
Hateur sector.

N.A.C.A.F. Air Staff and Operations O.R.Bs and
appendices.
Ibid,

Ibid,

(2)

(3)
(O
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Philippeville. Bone and Bizerta, their aircraft approachir.g
at mediiam heights in the region of 8,000 feet. These
tactics determined the pattern of Allied radar siting,
was decided to site C0L(1) ground radar stations all along
the North African coast as high as possible so as to obtain

the maximum area of coverage: fixed U.S. stations were used
to meet this need.

It

Radnr Control Stations

Since the arrival of the first night fighters in

Algeria at the close of 1942, radar had acquired  a growing
status as a weapon of war. In the spring of 1943, it may
be said to have been still in the ’teething’ stage of

development. But there was a definite form to the
organization of it. There is no intention here of examin
ing its vocabulary or enlarging on minute details of its

operation. Those topics are dealt with elsevifhere. It is

important, however, to evaluate its exact contribution to

maritime air warfare in the last two years of the war. 
'

minimirra possible definitions will therefore be given once

and for all for present and future reference.

The stations from the West of Oran to the East of Bone

existing on the fall of Tunisia were of four types, all

British. They were M.R.Us, i.e. Mobile Radar Units, L.Ws ,
i.e. Light V/aming stations, C.C.Is., i.e. Cround Control
Interception stations, and C.O.Ls., i.c. Chain Home Low

(for Overseas use) stations. The M.R.Us. and L.W. sets
were for warning purposes only and the G.C.I./C.O.L. for the
control of fighters. The C.O.L. station, designed
originally for warning and information onlj'-, was unable to

control fighter aircraft until provided with Very High
Frequency gear and controlling personnel. When thus
equipped, they vrere sited along the coast for the protection
of convoys against low flying attack. The C.C.Is,, with

their higher cover, were reserved in .the main for the

defence of ports. As American equipment arrived, it was

substituted in the West for British stations, which moved
fcrv/ard.

The

The protection of convoys and ports in the day time
v/as effected by the use of single engined fighters either

directly under radar control or vectored as a result of
radar information.

Beaiifighter squadrons equipped at this stage with
Mark P/ A.I.

defended shipping batv^een Oran and Algiers areas and those

ports,

forward areas, the ports of Bone and Philippeville, and

also intruded in Sardinia, vectored to and from that island

from Cape Serrat &.C.I,/C.O.L. station.

C.O.L. stations aimed at a range of 45 miles.
Mark VTI Beaufighter crews were trained to intercept at low

altitudes under their control and soon brought enemy

aircraft losses back to their previous high level,(2)

For night operations, there were three

One squadron based at Maison Blanche

Two others at Setif defended shipping in the

New

(l) Chain Home Low for Overseas use - a British station.
(2) In the 12 days ending 15 April, 5 enemy aircraft were

destroyed by night fighters,
the month 21 'were destroyed and 9 in May.

In the latter half of
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Radar preparations for Q-perations *Corksorew*(l) and *HusI^•

Three new and immediate tasks now faced the Coastal

Air Rorce. They were, firstly, the establishment of radar

coverage throughout the newly-captured territory; secondly,
operations against Pantelleria and Lampedusa and: thirdly,
the dmstallation of control (R.D.E.) stations on them after
capture.

In addition to the general move forvmrd of British
stations and replacements by U.S. stations, the important
Sousse-Sfax area, embracing a complex of Allied bomber
airfields, was given cover by units from the Middle East;
a squadron of Mark VIII A,I. Beaufighters based near Tunis

was available for co-operation,
Pantelleria before its capture.

Cover was extended to

The assault convoys against Pantelleria were
accompanied, for the first time, by E.C.I./C.O.L. sets
installed in Landing Craft Tank, They controlled convoy
protection, v/ere driven ashore and established. Their
success led to the wider adoption of waterborne sets in the

Sicily landings.

The installation of radar stations on Pantelleria and

Lampedusa fitted the gaps between Tunisia and Malta, as

well as giving advance low-level coverage for the flat
country roxmd Sousse and Sfax, where the ground was too low

for the efficient siting of stations.

Radar coverage during the Sicilian Campaign(2)

In Operation 'Husly’, Coastal Air Force's responsibili
ties became the normal ones of the protection of shipping
and ports as vacated by the Tactical Air Force 50 miles
behind the front line. After the fall of the western part

of Sicily, a Beaufighter squadron operating from La Sebala
maintained continuous night patrol over the part of Palermo

in order to protect shipping. This squadron operated in

oonjuncbion with S-.C.I. stations established in this area

and on the island of Ustioa.(3) It was thus possible to
plot enemy aircraft as far away as the Bay of Naples, The

radar system now covered North Africa and Sicily as well as

convoy protection through the Mediterranean.

As the battle moved northv/ard, radar stations in the
southern area were withdrawn, first from Sousse, then from

Pantelleria and Lampedus, and finally from Malta, for use

elsewhere. Sufficient equipment was left in Malta for its

own defence. It was during 'Husly* that American
night-fighter sqiiadrons, equipped with Mark TV A.I., became

operational, mainly for port defence, while British squadrons,
equipped with Mark VIII, were released for convoy protection.

1) The capture of Pantelleria.
N.A.C.A.F. O.R.Bs. and appendices.
Occupied on 6 August 1945 by a combined American naval
and military force. Lipari and Stromboli in the
Aeolian group surrendered to an American naval
expedition on 17 August 1943.

2)
(3)
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Radar development in August and early September(1)

In August, Coastal Air Force was supporting operations
in Sicily, actively planning for the coming operations
against Italy and deciding on what to leave behind from

Morocco to the Tripoli border. Nev/ Group headquarters,
new fighter sectors based at Naples, Taranto, Vibo Valentia,
North Sardinia and South Sardinia and new general
reconnaissance oontrcl stations at Borizzo (Sicily) and at
Naples and Taranto, had to be manned and equipped for radar
control and interception as part of the radar screen for

■  Italy. These were only a few of the manifold moves
proceeding behind the day-to-day offensive, defensive and
deterrent operations.

Coastal Air Force had taken over the defence of

Western Sicily to a line 14 degrees East, and prepared to
take over the entire coastline of the island. They formed

Palermo Sector, defended by No, 242 Group, based on
Palermo and Trapani airfields and transferred substantial
forces there. They struggled with effete landline
communications and shortages. The Sousse-Sfax sector was

closed down, only one squadron being left at Sousse to

cover the built-up of landing craft there. No, 323 Wing
was withdrawn from Bizerta and held in readiness to operate
in Italy as soon as the Allies held Naples.

Special efforts were called for against the intense
German reconnaissance of ports. The Luftwaffe began to

use 'V/indow*, Coastal Air Force experienced great
difficulty with enemy jamming used on air attacks on
Bizerta, the main American supply base for Sicily,
Special officers came out from the U.K. to investigate the

possibilities of comtering the surprise use of this
weapon.(2) Night Beaufighters were equipped with more
modem radar instruments. American night Beaufighter
squadrons arrived.

In addition to the use of ‘Window^, enemy aircraft
satisfactory method of attack on

They used low approach, quick climb and con-

Ctseemed to have found

ports,

oentrated x*aids lastjng 40 minutes, always in the first
half hour of the night.

If one bears in mind the primitive material conditions
ruling in so many fields of action in the countries
deiiuded and ravaged by the enemy and the course of battle

and how hard it often was to come by the elementary-
materials for moving, erecting, communicating, operating,
keeping fit, obtaining shelter and so forth, it is evident
that the progress of Coastal Air Force's radar
organization between May and September must have resembled
a series of quick-change acts. The time was found by
this by no means overstaffed force to plan for the
launching of the invasion of Italy, They arranged for

N.A.C.A.F. O.R.Bs and appendices.
Experiments viere initiated, which proved successfiol,
of using information from M.R.Us and Army sets
which were unaffected by the type of 'Window* used.
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A special air/seacover of all convoys up to a zero hour,
rescue service was planned and signals facilities installed
on Ustica and Salina Islands,(1)

Pantelleria was cleared except for its radar sets.
By September there were ninety radar ground stations in
the Command.

The enemy threat to ports along the Worth African
coast and shipping in those areas was bound to increase,
not diminish, for Oberst Pels was hard at work developing
new air bases in Southern France and building up his bomber

strength.(2) The enemy change of tactics to low approaches
had forced the introduction of new equipment - the radio

altimeter, and heightened the need for more oentimetric
radar search instruments and for increased training
facilities.

(l) G.O.L's and three types of beacons,
(2) On 26 June, he had been ordered to take over the bomber

units of Luftflotte 2 and to set up in this connection
two Battle Headquarters in Italy, viz. N0.I at Legnano
(near Milan) and No.2 at Frascati (near Rome),
(captured enemy documents A.H.B.6).
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CHAPTER 3

THE EXPMSION OF THE ALLIED CO/uSTAL AIR FORCES

Northwest African Coastal Air Force

Orsaniaation and responsibilities durinie; the Tunisian

Campaign vT)

When the Northv/est African Coastal Air Force ’.vas created

on 17 February, 1943j their main responsibilities were to

plan the air defence of Northwest Africa, direct the opera
tion of the air-to-air and air-to ground recognition system
for Northwest Africa, control all see/air reconnaissance,
anti-submarine and shipping protection operations and
shipping strikes. They were to control and develop airfields
and to communicate direct with the Naval Comraander-in-Chief.

They protected Allied installations from Casablanca to Bone

and protected shipping from longitude 3 degrees West as far

as Bone. The radar system developed reasonably quickly,
although not qi-dci^J-y enough. The force was deficient in

long range reconnaissance and shipping strike aircraft, all-

vfeather airfields and landing gromds.

Preparations for the period between thq gnd of North African

operations and the invasion of Sicily.(2) ~~

During A-pril, stock was taken of the problems to be
faced when the campaign ended and plans were laid to cover
the needs for convoy protection and air superiority in the

’western Mediterranean and provide cover for the preparations
for, and lamching of. Operation 'Husky* - the invasion of

Sicily. Tactically, the problems fell into three broad
categories, namely, defence against submarines and surface

craft, recomi^iisseuice and fighter defence. The followdng
decisions were made and closelj'' adhered to in execution.

There vrould certainly be more shipping to protect from

about one month after the campaign’s ending. There might
be more enemy submarines to contend with. It was known that
the Eermans had a search receiver to counter the use of A..3.V.

Centimetric radar should be introduced forthwith into the

Mediterranean,(3)
Hudsons equipped with A.,S.V. were to be tinned over to night
operations; and reinforcements, which, O’wing to shortage,
were unlikely to be suitably equipped for detection, were to

be put on day patrols mtil the radar supply situation
improved. The holdings ivere then two A.S.V. squadrons,
tvrelve Swordfish and six French seaplanes. Future require
ments were three A.S.V, squadrons, three squadrons of bomber

type, one squadron of Swordfish, one of Albacores and one of
French seaplanes.

TheMore aircraft were essential.

(1) N.A.C.A-.F. OcR.Bs and A.ppendices, Feb. to May 194-3:
The R,A.F. in Maritime war Vol, VI (first draft) A.H.B.
-Air Ministry, Details of the operations dixring 'Torch'
of the U.S. fighter group and three R.A.F, wings and
ancillarj’- units are given in Volume VI of this narrative,
N.A.C.A.F. Air Staff O.R.B. Appendices,
Refer to minutes of the A.O.Cs, meeting of 21 A.pril 1943.
N.A.C.A.F. O.R.B. Appendices.

(2)
b)
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Reconnaissance requirements of all kinds would soar;
Hudsons were unsiu-table for covering enemy ooastmse shipping,
and lacked the necessary range,

one Marauder and one Albaoore squadron would have to be

increased by one general reconnaissance squadron (possibly
Baltim.ore III. As), two Wellington VIII squadrons and a
squadron of photographic reconnaissance aircraft devoted
entirely to Coastal Air Force’s needs.

So the present holding of

Coastal Air Force was to be responsible for air defence
from Oran to the Tunisia - Tripolitania border. Air defence

included the protection of merchant convoys. Allied naval
forces when at sea and also all ports. The weight of enemy
attack on convoys in the most critical sector, viz,, between

iCLgiers and the Tripolitanian border, was difficuilt to assess.

Much would depend on the weight of Allied deterrent air

attacks on enemy air bases in Sicily, Sardinia and Italy,
But it was certain that the improved Spitfire was the answer

to the Ju,88 so often used in convoy attacks as far as Cape
If loaded ships vrere of value, (and they were), anBon,

extra squadron might save a ship and justify the expense.
The same fighters would have to scramble to defend Tunis,
Bizerta and Bone,

still serve as cover to convoys on the east Tunisian coast

to Tripoli, Naval forces far out at sea called for long
range aircraft protection. The present holding of one
Spitfire, three Hurricane, three Ai:^obra and three night
Beaufighter squadrons must be increased by three Spitfire,
two Hurricane, three Airccobra and two long range fighter
squadrons.

Hurricanes, although obsolescent, would

(1)
The new organization

A whole air group was taken over from the Tactical Air

Airfields were planned, constructed, extended or
Ney/ fighter sectors were created. Some old base

Force,
svacated,

fell out of use, new ones assumed importance,
radar control pattern was expanded, and re-organized,
would serve no useful purpose here to follow the progressive
changes day by day,
best seen if one studies the three orders of battle given at

The first shows the modest structure at the
The second shows the

The entire

It

The effects of the general change are

Appendix 9.
close of the Tunisian campaign,

appreciable strengthening of operational units and the shift
in regional emphasis. The third shov/s the more or less

completed pattern as it stood at the launching of the assault
Even then, the peak of strength had by no meansin Sicily,

been reached, but the form was adapted to the purposes of

a major enterprise and was, at any rate experimentally,
ady to fane the operational needs of the Tfhole Western

After the fall of Sicily, the form will be seen to
flow again into a nev/ matrix adapted to the needs of the
invasion of Italy.

re

Basin.

The increase in strength in terms of squadrons

The course of events during the following year was to

bring about a trebling of the Coastal Axr Force's squadron
While this is only a rough measure in itself.strength.

a

(1) N.A.C.A.F, Air Staff, Operational Administration O.R.Bs.
and Appendices.
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(1)
table of* the expansion in terms of squadrons is given.
It shows at a glance the rapid rise of strength from 18

squadrons in April 194-3 to 5<o in earl;r 1944 and will serve

as an index of the effect of major amphibious and ground
operations on the cost of air superiority over the inland

sea, and the changes in the body of the air force so largely
responsible for it.

One must visualise, over and above the aircraft, the
various stations, commaiad posts, fighter control sectors,
headquarters and air warning radar stations dotted all along
the shores of the Northvirest African coast from the frontier

of Spanish Morocco to Tripoli. By the summer of 1944, they
reached to the coastline of Allied-held Italy from belovf
Pdraini to below Pisa, all over Corsica and Sardinia and on
the Adriatic island of Vis.

One of the main features of the expansion which began in
June was the almost doubling of British strength,
lowing eight months saw a steady increase in the number of

and French squadrons, but the British squadron representa
tion was always greater than that of their Allies.
J-une 1943, it was roughly double that of the combined Franoo-
American forces, but American personnel and aircraft totals
exceeded the British by increased margins.(2;

Fighter developments

Night fighter tactical development, especially in
conjunction vd.th convoy protection, was an outstanding

The fol-

U.S.

In

(3)

(1) N.A.C.A.F./M.A.C.A.F. strength (in Squadrons)
April 1943 to September 1944.

Il.A.F.-S.A.A,F.

R.A.k,!', Sqns.
U.S.A.A.F.

Sqns.

F.A.F. Total

Sqns.
Month

Sqns,
1943

Apl,
May
June

July
Aug.
Sept,
Oct,

Nov.

Dec,

194it
Jan,

Feb.

Mar.

Apl.
May
June

July
Aug,

11 187 0

13 O 3 25
23 9 3 35
24 11 3 38
23 13 5 41
23 14 8 45
25 14 8 47
20 16 4-610

20 16 4-610

1630 5610

28 18 5610
28 16 10 54

1627 10 53
26 13 10 49
29 467 10

25 7 9 41
18 37 33

Source; N.A.C.A.P. O.R.Bs._  _ . and appendices.
(2) Two contributing reasons were their greater manpower

resources and the fact that the initial establishment

of their single-engined fighter squadrons was 25 as
against the British 16 aircraft.

(3) N.A.C.A.F. Air Staff, Operations and Admin, O.R.Bs,
and Appendices.
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feature in May,
v/ith radar stations along the coast, skilled in the difficult

task of intercepting low level enemy approaches and attacks.

There v/as No, 325 Wing hased at ’Paddington’ near Souk-el-
Khemis and detachments at Maison Blanche in the sector of

that name, at Bone and at Aclikel in the Bizerta sector.
No, '153 Sg_uadron had Mark YII A,I. fitted Beaufighters, con

trolled by high sited COL radar stations.

Aircrews grew, with training and experience

V/hen the Axis had been e3q)elled from Northwest Africa,
Coastal Air Force took over the defence of Tunis, Bizerta,
Sfax, Sousse and the coastline as far as the Tunisia -

Tripolitania border, A complete re-shuffle inevitably
followed, both of day and night fighter units and the
oompl^'flentary radar organization. The loss of No, 600 night
fighter squadron to Tactical Air Force was more than compen
sated for by the transfer of No, 219 Beaufighter Squadron
from the U,K, in June and, later in the month, by two
U,S,A,A.F. night fighter squadrons - the ii-14th and 415th
Squadrons, Only one of the U.S, squadrons was fiJLly
operational on the eve of Operation ’Husky’ - the 415th,
In the order of battle for ’Husky’issued on 23 June, there

v/as stated to be one squadron of night Beaiifighters at

Maison Blanche (No, 153), one at Bone (No, 219), one at
Sebala (No, 255) aiid one at Monastir (No, 2|-15). The radar
station development, v;hich proceeded in harmony, looked
beyond the immediate attack on ’Husky’ to embrace cover over

all convoy routes.

The day fighter force i?as enlarged in May by the transfer
of No, 22*2 Group from Tactical to Coastal Air Force,
previously been a tactical fighter group and was quite
unsuited in its actual composition to assume its new role of

static defence, control of an offensive general reconnaissance
wing for future shipping strike forces, and for air sea rescue.

It was accordingly remodelled in May and set up a combined
head.quarters with the Naval authorities in Bizerta,
aircraft - seven and one-half squadrons - were based at
Protville near Timis,

It had

Its

It had been found in May that neither Spitfires nor
Airocobras had sufficient climb or speed to intercept Me,109s

with long range tanks, or high flying Ju,88s, when these were
engaged in r'econnaissanoe of Allied shipping and harbours.
Northwest African Coastal Air Force had been pressing Air

Ministry for a long time for Spitfire IXs and Lightnings,
Now at last, in J\me, the Spitfire squadrons were given two

Spitfire IXs and the Airacobra squadrons two Lightnings,

The old airfields, from Tafaroui and Arzeu in the west
of Algeria as far as Bizerta, vrere mostly retained,(1) Bone,
on the orders of Air Vice Marshal Sir Hugh P, Lloyd, the Air

Officer Commanding Coastal Air Force, was extended and

developed into a first class airfield, more suitable for the
role it would have to play as a fighter sector centre.
Protection of convoys past Cape Bon on to the 3ast brought ^2^
the old El Djem area into prominence; Sousse fighter sector

was created in place of El Djem. By the time ’Husky’ was

about to be launched, there were a squadron of Airocobras,

(1) Refer to Hap 5 in the R.A..F. Narrative on The North
African Campaign (first draft) Air Historical Branch,

(2) Sometimes referred to as Sfax fighter sector.
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one of night Beaufighters and one of Hurricanes at Monastir,
(near Sousse), and a squadron of Airdcobras at Sfax.
The most active point of the fighter convoy and defence
commitment was the Tunis sector, covering the Sicilian
Narrovirs.

aircraft continued^

Plans were made during May for the selection and. build
ing of rmways and all weather aerodromes for the forthcoming
winter,

had been well taken to heart,

brought the Tunis sector straight into the foregroimd.
There was great activity from La Sebala, and Sidi Aohmed
(where the two Erench squadrons were based with their
Ifarhawks and Spitfires),
the sector shipping were handy at Protville (No. 328 s7ing).

The filling out of this area with airfields and

The lessons of the last difficult T^inter campaign
Questions of radius and range

All the air forces concerned with

Need for expansion of reconnaissance and anti-shipping strilce

forces(2;

Vdiile eneny naval and merchant shipping losses had been

heavy, new construction, requisitioning and reinforcement
were certain to render great activity possible. This, xvith

the increasing dominance of the G-ermans in Mediterranean
affairs was lilcely to be sustained and offensive in character

and pursued vd.th the utmost ingenuity. Coastal Air Force,
therefore, needed to expand its reconnaissance and anti

shipping units, vjhose activities were closely interlinked
and who often combined both or switched tasks. The movements

of the Italian Fleet called for the maximum degree of alert

ness as D Day ’Husk}’'* drew nearer.

Sicily^^^Air reconnaissance for the invasion of

Allied naval plans called for elaborate air reconnais-
It T/as assumed that the disposition of the Italiansance.

main units re.mained unalteredj i.e. the Littorio class
battleships at La Spezia, the cruisers at Genoa and the

Cavour class battleships and cruisers at Taranto.

Day and night searches were maintained in the Tyrrhenia:i
Sea, Gulf of Genoa and west of Sardinia, Day and night
block patrols iiere maintained on the Eastern Mediterranean
area at the mouth of the Gulf of Taranto. Photographic
reconnaissance of the principal enenrj’’ bases was ordered to

be carried out twice daily, Aii air striking force was held

available to striice the enemy fleet, if it put to sea.

There were special air anti-submarine patrols in operation.
These were only the main tasks of reconnaissance for the

invasion of Sicilj'-. Beyond Sicily lay the even greater task

of the invasion of Italy,

Details of reconnaissance and anti-sliipping forces’ expansion

During late May, iliimiination and torpedo exercises in

co-operation with '
Wellington Squadron
No, 2li2 Group developed a reconnaissance T/ing

the Navy were carried out by No, 21.58
nV^) off Algiers. The newly arrived

No. 328.

(1) Refer to Appendix 9 for details of the squadrons,
(2) N.A.C.A.F. Mr/Ops. O.R.Bs and appendices.

.35 (A.H.B.IIK/18/27).(3) Admiralty Battle Summary No
(2;.) Traiisferred ex Middle East,
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In June, this wing, based at Protville, (near Bizerta),
brought its weight into the field of offensive and
sance effort. Jme was a month of urgent and heavy
reinforcement, Nev/ additions followed one another rapidly, -
No. 52 Baltimore Squadron, Nos. 61I^. and 13 Bisley Squadron,
No. 56 Wellington Squadron and the Erench Air Force Latecoere
Squadron (equipped ivit^x Leo aircraft). No. A7 Torpedo
Beaufighter Squadronv"! J and No. 52 Baltimore Squadron(2)
were^all brought in for day operations. Nos. 458 (R.A,A.P.)
and No, 221 (S.,A,F,) squadrons were set up for night recon
naissance and shipping strilces. No. I44 Torpedo Beaufighter
Squadron came out from the U.K, and a group of Wellingtons -
No, 221 - was loaned by Malta,
up to three Airacobra squadrons for day defence of the Algiers
sector in June - 345th, 546th and 547th,

Dinring Jliy, in the first days of Operation 'Husky',
No, 528 Wing(3) stood by to watch the Italian Fleet,
it was taken for granted that there would be no interference

from that quarter, the v/ing was turned over to anti-shipping
strikes.

reconnais-

The U.S, forces were built

When

Dtiring August, a month of preparation, the major
development v/as the establishment by Coastal Air Force in
Sicily of a foiTward base for anti-shipping day and night
fighter squadrons. The long range anti-shipping forces
stayed back at Protville. No, 458 Squadron's Wellingtons
acted as reconnaissance aircraft for naval units or dropped

for enemyflares.  Nos, 14 and 52 Baltimore Squadrons hunted
convoys and watched for reconnaissance aircraft,(W

(5)
On 19 August, Coastal Air Force Command Post was formed.

On 5 September, Coastal staff boarded the headquarters ship
H.M.S. Hilary. On 9 September, they were in action off
Salerno, controlling fighters.

No, 201 (Naval Co-operation) G-i-oup

Organization on the eve of the landinpis in Sicily.

From the Tunisia-Tripolltania border eastwards, responsi
bility for long range convoy protection and reconnaissance
for Operation 'Husky' lay to a great extent v/ith No, 201

Naval Co-operation) G'roup. Beyond the range of its long-
range fighters. Air Headquarters Malta was to take over;
eastwards, roughly beyond a line from the Cyrenaican Hump to
Crete, began the responsibility of Air Defences Eastern
Mediterranean, Convoys leaving Alexandria and Port Said for

the assembly areas for 'Husky' were to pass from one zone to

another. Duties overlapped and sometimes ran concurrently,
without hard and fast geographical lines.

(6)

Ex Mddle Bast,

Ibid.

Marauders, Torpedo Beaufighters, Baltimores, Wellingtons
and Hudsons,

Refer to the order of battle in Appendix 9 for the
organization into which these reinforcements and changes
fell.

Est, LWE/^JWA/2035A.
85 other ranlcs.
No, 201 Croup 0,R,B's and appendices.

C.O. Capt, Clark, 14 officers and
C.A.F. O.R.B.

(3

(4)

(5)

(6)
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By 10 J\JLy 194-3, No. 201 Group had grovm to constitute
foinr wingsC^) including one general reconnaissance unit,(2)
its operational component comprising R,A,P
R.A.A.E. and the R, Hellenic .Adr Force elements,

some P.A.A. units on the streng-th, hut they were tearminating
rom land bases and preparing to transfer to

S.A.A.F.,•)

It bore

operations f
cai’riers. (3)

No. 201 Group’s long range fighter strength va.s
inadequate to meet all commitments when the convoys were

concentrating between Tripoli and Maltaj and it was decided

to reinforce No. 201 Group with two Lightning squadronsv4-)
from the North-west African Coastal .Air Force and No. 272

Squadron (Bea;if‘ighters) from Malta.

The functions of No. 201 Group in Operation ’Husicy’
(5)

The intentions were tv/ofold, namely to ensure the safe

conduct of convoys coming within its area and to find and

shadow naval forces should they break out.
of the intentions involved anti-submarine escort, reconnais
sance and shadowing, an air stinking force and fighter
defence.

The execution

Close anti-submarine escort was provided during the
passage of convoys from Alexandria to meridian 15 OO’East.
West of this meridian, the presence of fighter aircraft and

a great concentration of surface escorts were considered
adequate to deal with the submarine threat.

Mr units of other commands were to carry out photo

graphic reconnaissance of enemy harbours and maintain block

Nos. 235, 238, 2A5 and 24-7.
No. 1 G.R. Unit.

Organization and aircraft of No. 201 (N.C.) Group on
10 July 194-3

1

2

3

AircraftUnit

(F.A.A.) WalrusNo. 701 Sqn.

No, 235 Wing

Sqns, No. 13 (Hellenic)
No. 227 (Det.)
No. 4-54- (R.A.A.F.)
No. 459 (R.A-.A.F.)
No. 815 (F.A.A.)

Blenheim

Beaufighter
Baltimore

Hudson

Swordfish

No. 238 Wing

16 (S.A.A.F.)
Nos. 227 (Det.) and 603
No. 815 (F.A.A.) (Det.)

Beaufort

Beaufighter
Swordfish

Sqns. No,

No. 245 Wing

Sqn, No. 16 (S.A.A,F.)
No. 38 (Det.)

Other units

No. 1 General Reconnaissance

Be a-uf ort

ffellington

Unit Wellington

No. 247 Wing

No, 38
No. 203

No. 227 and 252

(4) 97th and 98th (82nd U.S.A.A.F. Fighter Groups).
(5) H.q. No. 201 (N.C.) Group Operation Order No. 3,

(No. 201 Gp. O.R.Es.)

Wellin

Beaufi

16 June 1943*

gton
Baltimore

ghter
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patrols across the G-ulf of Taranto by day and night and

across the Straits of Messina by night,
enemy fleet putting to sea and passing either of these blocks,

(No, 201 Group) v/as to use his force of
reconnaissance aircraft(l) at Berka III airfield to locate
and continually shadow the Italian Battle Fleet.
T/ing was to hold a small force of Y/ellington torpedo-bombers
ready to strilce if it came within range, with battleships as
the primary target.

Three assault convoys(2) and two I’olloVir-up convoys were
to be covered; the three main convoys were to be provided
with four long range fighters all day most of the time and

the followiiig convoys on a slightly diminished scale.
Fighter resources were so deployed as to exert a sustained
effort from D minus 21 Day to D plus
intensive effort from D minus 9 Day to D plus 9 Day, and a

maximum effort from D minus 2 Day to D plus 2 Day,

An Air/3ea Rescue service by aircraft and high speed
launches was co-ordinated with parallel arrangements by the
Coastal Mr Force and Air H,"], Malta,
linlced for broadcast action on the Air/Sea Rescue Point-to-

Foint Safety Channel; (3) addition, continuous watch on
that channel East of Benghazi was maintained by the normal

Air/Sea rescue stations.

In the event of the

ing

The same

90 et seq Day, an

Five stations v/ere

■the O.C, No. 22;7 I;

Air Defences Eastern Mediterranean

Organization on the eve of ’Husky*

At the time the assault on Sicily was launched, K.''!. Air
Defences Eastern Mediterranean (formerly Mr H.'!. Egypt) held
under command four groups, each responsible for a teri-itorial
area - No. 209 Group for the Levant, No, 210 Group for
Tripolitania, No. 212 Group for Cj'-ienaica aiid No. 21? G-roup
for Egypt. The operational squadrons and aircraft are given
in the footnote.(Z;,)

t

12 long range Baltlraores of No. 203 Squadron aid  6 Baltlmores of No. 69
Squadron.
M.W.F. 36 arid 36 from Middle East and i'UW.S.36 (x) from Tripoli.
H.'is of No. 238 ’ling, Nos. 210 and 212 Groups (H.Q, No. Zhl N'lng In direct
communication vdth Mo. 212), 11,0., Malta and H.Q, Blzerta,
Organisation and aircraft of Air Defences E. Mediterranean on 10 July 1943

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

AircraftUnit

No, 209 Croup (Levant)
Sqns, No, 46 (Det. 5

No. 127
Beauflghter
Hurricane,
Spitfire

No. 210 Group (Tripolitania)
Sqns," Nos, 3 {S.A.A.F.), 33, 213 , 274

No, 89
Hurricane
Beauflghter (N/F)

No. 212 Group (Cyrenalca)
Sqns, NosJ 7 aid 41 {S.A.A.F.), 94, 123, 134, 237

No, 00
No, IO0 (Det.)

H’jrricane

Spitfire
Beauflghter (N/F)

Flights
Nos. 1563, 1654, Met. Flights

No, 219 Group (Egypt)
“Sqns. Nos. 74, 238 , 335 , 336, 451 (R.juA.F.)

No, 46

Gladiator

Hurricane
Beaafighter (K/F)
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The functions of Air Defences Eastern Mediterranean in

'Huslcy*

The convoy sailing from iUexandria and Port Said
constituted one of the major forces in the operation.
Force A vras heavily escorted by Allied naval forces. (I)
The air responsibility for its protection and the screening
of its composition, sailing and movements began weeks before

it sailed. It was anticipated that the enemy might do one

or moi'e of four things. He might increase his air forces

in Crete and Rhodes, intensify ai.r reconnaissance of all

Eastern Mediterranean ports, attack shipping in ports and

mine the Guez Canal and port approaches. Air Defences
Eastern Mediterraiiean* s preparations for the invasion of

Sicily were, therefore, different from those of the other

co-operating commands. The follovifing measures were taken

from eai'ly in Jme.

This

To improve the air defences, the air raid v/arning
system was enlarged in the areas of the Canal and the main

pores,

was increased to four squadrons,
in the Levant was increased to ensirre adequate fighter
defence in the assembly ports of Haifa and Beirut,
squadrons' strengths were temporarily raised from sixteen
to tv.-enty-one aircraft: the night fighter defence system

was enlarged to cover the approaches to the Canal, the Canal,
the Delta and Haifa: fighter reinforcement machinery?- v/as

tightened up.
sance

The day fighter force in thb Delta and Canal area
The Hurricane squadron

All

As defence against high altitude reconnais-
by the Ju.36s (fitted with pressurised cabins), five

Spitfire IXs were allotted to the Command at A.boukir and

rendered capable of interception in the sub-stratosphere.
The A.A. defences of iilexandria, Suez, Port Said, Beirut and
the Canal T;ere considerably strengthened. Rehearsals of air

defence of, and co-operation with, the 'Husky* convoys vfere
held, the former between 27 May and 18 June, and the latter
between 11 aiid 15 June.

Eneny reconnaissance of 'Husky* convoys in Alexandria and

Port Said and over Cyrenaioa

Two two main assault and two main 'follow-up' 'Huslcy*
convoys assembled in Alexandria and Port Said at the end of
June, All prelirainarjr sailings of these convoys and tlieir
component parts called for continuous fighter escort,
particular, the transmitting of the Canal by the main
assault force on 1 July had to be safeguarded against air
attack.

In

During the latter half of June, when the assembly ports
were rapidly filling, Serman Ju.86s, operating at A5,000 feet
and above, succeeded in reconnoitring Alexandria atid
Port Said once each.

Port Said was made by a special high speed Ju.38 reconnais
sance aircraft at 32,000 feet on 2 July, but a Ju,86 attempt
ing to photograpih Alexandria the same da^'-was shot down from

14,000 feet by special Mark IX Spitfires and destroyed,
i'lo further attempts were made before the main convoys sailed.

Another successfiil reconnaissance of

(1) For full details of ships in all 'Huslcy' convoys
refer to Admiralty Battle Summary No, 35 (A.H.B.IH'L/
18/27).
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Dixring the same period, several successf\il enemy air recon
naissances v;ere made over Cyrenaica with Ju,86’s, Ju,88’s and
Me.109*s, hut no Spitfire IXs could be spared from the Delta
to deal Tifith them.

(1)The 1-0 mile limit of responsibility for convoys

The system yrhereby all convoys v/ere covered will be made

clearer if the division of responsibility for fighter defence
is elaborated a little at this point,
sight of that no command involved yet had all the aircraft
it believed it needed to fulfil its commitments.

It must not be lost

. Air Defences Eastern Mediterranean were responsible for
the short range fighter defence of all ‘Husky-’ convoys
whether coming from East or West, while witliin 40 miles of
the shore, as fai' West as a line joining the Tunisian-
Tripolitanian frontier to Malta, West of this line, H.W.
Africa Coastal Air Force was responsible. Outside the
40 mile limit, No. 201 Croup was responsible for providing
the actual escort, but Air Defences Eastern Mediterranean
undertook always to hold a force of short range fighters
fitted with long range tanks to operate if necessary in

support of No, 201 Croup’s long range escort patrols.

(2)
Prevision of landing grounds

As it was impossible to provide continuous fighter
escort by a force larger than one flight vjith the relatively
low forces available, it was necessary to provide as large a
force as possible at rea-liness on the nearest available
landing ground to each convey. No less than t?renty-one
main and intermediate landing gromds v/ere therefore prepared
for the purpose, stocks of fuel and ammunition laid dovm and

pipelines installed.(5)

(4)Air Headquai-ters Malta

Expansion of resources for Operation ’Husby’

In February 1943> Malta possessed four airfields with
the capacity to operate fifteen squadrons. On 11 July 1943j
tliirty-fo'ur and one-half squadrons employing approximately
six hundred aircraft were operating from six airfields.
All the improvements were carried out by the Air Ministry
’fforks Directorate.

The old Fighter Operations Room could operate a maximum
of twelve fighter squadrons. During the Spring of 1943> a

large underground tunnel was completed by the Royal Engizieers.
A new Fighter Control was ready by the end of June and,
during the assault phase of ’Husky’, the Fighter Operations
Room was operating thirty squadrons of day and night fighters,
intruders, fighter bombers and tentical reconnaissance
Spitfires.

(1) Air Defences Eastern Mediterranean Air Staff O.i.B.

appendices.
Ibid.

No. 210 Croup: Zuara, Hellaha, Valdagno, Misurata, Tamet.

No, 212 Croup; Marble Arch, Magrun, Berea, Bersis,
Savoia, Derna, Cazala, Bu Amud, Menastir,
No. 219 Croup; Sidi Barrani, Mersa Matruh, El Daba,
Dekheila, Idltu, Bassandilla, El Camil,
Air H.a. Malta. MS,5050/Adr 26 July 1943 (Malta O.R.B’s).

SECRET
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The R.D.IT, sj/stem was improved and enlarged.
Filter Room^ double the size of the old, was in use in
June 1943.

A new

At the end of November 1942, there was about one week's
aviation petrol in Malta, v/hich vfas operating fourteen
squadrons. R.A,F. Middle East planned the administrative
build-up of Malta in preparation for 'Husky', This, carried

out by a higiily intensive island effort, proved  a success.

From a starvation level, supplies were bmlt up to  a point
at which thirty-five and one-half squadrons v/ere kept vrork-

ing at a maximum effort.

A balanced force of twenty-six squadrons was planned,
to include all types of day aid night fighters, reconnais
sance, fighter bombers and light bombers. Shipping was

booked in advaice as soon as tentative approval, about
1 January 1943# had been secured, a wise precaution which
made realisation of the major effort six months later
possible.

,(•0
R.A.F. Malta's function in Operation 'Husky

Althoui::h the full account of Malta's participation in

Mediterranean operations is developed in a special narrative,
the function of MaS.ta in the assault on Sicily must be

briefly outlined to complete the whole pattern of air force
responsibility.

Spitfire squadrons based on Malta ?rere to provide
fighter cover and close escord; for approximately two thousand

ships converging on Malta from the West, South and Southeast
during their approach to Sicily. The general plan was to

employ two-thirds of the available fighter effort on the

close escort of convoys when they came within 50 miles West

of South of Malta. The remaining one-tliird of the fighter
force was employed over enemy airfields in the South of

Sicily, and in giving close escort and top cover to bomber
formations operating from Northwest Africa,

To assist in the protection of convoys after dark,
fighter intruders were to operate throughout the night over

enemy-occupied airfields in Sicily and Southern Italy,
Beauaighters and Mosqioitoes were to operate throughout the

night as a screen between the enemy airfields and the advanc

ing convoys. They v/ere controlled by &.C.I. stations on

Malta and on tank landing ships.

Malta provided visual and radio navigational adds to
the tvro airborne assauilts and protected the four hundred and

fifty transport aircraft and gliders with a screen of night
fighters and night intruders. Hurricane cannon fighters
led the airborne formations across the coast of Sicily and
effectively attacked searclilights exposing their beams.
Fighters based on Malta, &ozo and Pantelleria covered the
landing areas.(2)

(1) Air H.l. Malta,
(Malta O.R.B.

(2) See the R.A.F. narrative 'The Sicilian Campaign'
(xi.H.B.) for a fuill account of air participation in
Operation 'Husky'.

Report MS/5050/Air 26 July, 1943.
s j/ •
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Malta’s air organisation and aircraft on 11 Jiily 1945

For the purpose of Operation 'Husky’, Malta was filled
up with single-engine fighters, and as airfields in Sicily
were captured. Spitfire squadrons ̂ vere sent forward from
Malta,

fighter bomber squadrons, which, as airfields became avail
able, vrere sent forward to operate under Desert Air Force in

Sicily. Malta then called in light bombers of the Tactical
Bomber Force, retaining only five Spitfire squadrons for
protection of shipping in Malta harbour and roads and for

protection of convoys to and from southeastern Sicily,

To replace these, Malta called forward from Africa

For the assault, a great concentration of aircraft, far
exceeding normal strength, was achieved by Air H.Q, Malta,
The occasion passed, Lialta's strategic value grew progres
sively less and no such aircraft strength ever became
necessary again. There is no point in folloT/ing the order

of battle through all its phases, but it is.of
study the oi’der of battle on D Day 'Husky',("*)

interest to

(1) See Appendix 11.
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CHAPTER 4

THE ELU/HHATION Cfl? ITALY PRCE.I TTE AXIS

A. TEE AIR CiiHrSNSr./E AiG-ATNST LmiY SHIPPIMG-

The Axis sea supply situation in the *Hus3Qr« period

Introductory

After the victory in Tunisia, the Allied air forces
continued unahated their offensive against the eneray supply
lines, an offensive involving reconnaissance of, and attacks

on merchant aind naval vessels at sea, and attacks on ports
and harbours, their installations and the shipping shelter
ing there.

The pattern of the enemy merchant and naval organization
has not yet been made clear in this series.
Tidll be developed in detail in appendices, but it \vill be

essential first to outline briefly here the structuire of

the Axis merchant and naval shipping, so as to show pre
cisely Tdiat it was against which the Allied air forces were
pitting their effort.

The subject

The air opera.tions against sea supply and naval objec
tives T?ill then be related in three phases, viz.. 14,Hay to
30 June, 1 July to 17 August (the ’Husky’ period) and from
1 Si August to 8 Seiotember (the last days of the Italian armed
forces),
the protection of the convoys to Sicily will then be
recorded.

The contribution of the various air commands to

The question of the successful Axis evac
Sicily has already been partially dealt mth^
be oioportune to examine one or two aspects of the problems
in the light of eneny documents vfhich have since been made
available,

theme.

cuat

,rij
ion of

but it wi

The resi-ilt mil clarify this controversial

ll

Allied air protection for the ’Avalanche’ convoys and
preparatory air operations have been fully dealt mth in

another narrative.(2) But the surrender of the Italian
Fleet and the failure of many units to escape from the

Germans will be related here, with supporting figures prov
ing the magnitude of those happenings.

The reinforcement of the islands (3)

Immediately after the loss of Tunisia, the most press
ing material problems before the Axis were to reinforce the

islands of Sardinia, Corsica and Sicily and to improve the

coastal defences of those islands, of the French and
Italian Rivieras, the coasts of Italy and parts of Greece,

The available shipping and air and naval escorts fell far

short of their requirements,
surface naval craft had talcen a very heavy toll of both

The Allied air forces and

(l) R.A.F. narrative ’The Sicilian CarnTDaign’ (A.H.B.)
(2') R.A.P. nfirativc - The Italian Uaxanaign -

Vol. I/A.H.B.)
(3) Bemotti:- ’La Guerra sui ̂ lari nel Conflitto E'londiale.’
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during the Tunisian campaign and many craft were due for
repairs. Admiral Weichold, v/ho from November 1941 up to the
date of his removal in March had been in command of all

German naval forces operating in the Mediterranean, admits
the heavy losses and quotes for April 1943 the loss of

fifteen merchant ships totalling 48,000 tons on the Tunisia
route alone: of these no less than 68 per cent were sunk

The air transport services had been cut toby aircraft,
pieces by the Allied air formations; ninety of their air

craft had been destroyed in April alone,(l)

In May 1943? the Italian Admiralty estimated the
monthly material needs of the islands as:-

160,000 tons of suppliesSicily

Sardinia 50,000 tons of sttpplies

20,000 tons of suppliesCorsica

These fig^Jres excluded the reconstituted naval escort s

sei-vices and the eventual reinforcement of troops.

The problem was much more complicated for the Italians
than for the Germans,

maintain in Dalmatia, Albania, Greece, the Aegean and the
Dodecanese,

Axis shipping and escoi-t crisis (2)

The Italians still had troops to

Naval losses by the Ajcis, especially by Italy v>±io ccn-

trolled the majority of regular escort craft, had been grave.

Many more yiare under repair. Losses, were only replaceable
on a low scale on account of the scarcity of raw materials,
which limited shipyard output. Replacements for merchant
shipping losses were equally meagre for similar reasons-
In January1943,the Minister of Communications had stated
that for six merchant vessels lost only one was built. In

mid-March 192|.3, he prophesied the early paralysis of the
Italian merchant ’uarine. Meanwhile, the Italians took over

increasing volimae of Drench tonnage.an

On 14 May 43, the Italians revieTOd their naval escort
They had only eighteen destroyers left and onlysituation,

eight of these were operationally ready for the escort of

big naval craft p'rotecting traffic between Italy and
Sardinia, They had only twenty-t?ro torpedo boats left and

of these only eight were ready, quite an insixfficient number
for the numerous escort tasks required,

surface craft, there v/as only one flotilla of Vas and Mas
boats reader in the critical area, but there v/ere a few Has

boats in the Aegean and Upper Tyrrhenian. '
escort craft left nothing over for offensive operations.
Paiitelleria was blockaded after April, so that its air

strip was no longer available for use in air convoy

As for small

This shortage of

escort.

The choice of air targets in the Axis supply system

Allied strategic air boiiblng iira.s initiated soon after

the conquest of Tunisia with the intention of preventing

Axis naval policy and operations in the
1939 to*May 1943o Eef. G.H.S./5 D.D.S.

(l) liTeichold:
Mediterranean

Admiralty (restricted
(2) Bemotti.

j’
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To this end a progranune ofan enemy builu-up in Sicily,
opei-ations was maintained against Palermo, Catania and

Messina in Sicily, Cagliari and Olbia in Sardinia and Naples,
Leghorn and G-enoa in Italy. It was also a part of the
Allied plan to destroy or immobilise the heavy lonits of the

Italian Fleet jn Naples, La Spezia, Genoa and Trieste^1)
and to destroy as much as possible of the supply traffic at

sea betT.'een the mainland and Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica,

The offensive v/as maintained against normal supply traffic,
such as oil tankers vrorking their vfaj rovaid the Grecian

coast bach to the A.driatic and military supplies for the

Aegean bases,

intensive iccis programme of minelaying and minesweeping
with regular and auxiliary craft.

The air forces hoped, too, to hinder the

The Italian merchant shipping situation

The total merchant tonnage employed by the Italians in

the Mediterranean had sunk by March to 1,473? 712 tons
from the total of 2,0G9,817 tons v/ith which she had entered
the war in June 1940, This figure would have been very
much lower had it not been for the substantial tonnage
accrued from the confiscation, requisition and special
cession of foi’eign merchant fleets, new construction,
salvage, purchases and returns from abroad,
additions had amounted to no less than 741^510 tons
Since December 1942, a steady volume of Pi’ench and Greek

tonnage had been flowing into Italian ports.

These al

The Italians had never succeeded in rabionalising their
merchmt shipping. Everything was grist to their mill,
big or small; and, iii emerge, eies, small naval craft were
employed for transport tasks.

In one sense the situation after the North African

campaigns ’was er.sier, since the supply lines were shorter,
but illlied air superiority^ was a major menace and the siuc-

face forces and submarines would taloe a steady toll,
the risks must be taken and the islands restocked and rein

forced, Every-bMng must travel by sea, except the German
and Italicin troops for Sicily, ’who v/ere to be entrained
down to the heggio di Calabria area and fei-ried across, (h)
For this purpose an appreciable volume of sme,ll craft
specially adapted for the task v/as available, both from the

Italian and German naval and hai-bour strength.

But

The German merchant shipping situation

The German merchant tonnage available vms much smaller
Most of it had been seized or requisi-

In spite of

than the IteJian,

tioned, but much less of it v;as ex-French,
their only partial grasp of Mediterranean strategy so far,
they had at any rate evolved.a standard type of merchant
ship ¥7hich was strong, capacious and fast enough for most

supply problems and rendered valuable service throughout
the operations 1_n the Mediterranean and Black Sea,
was the Krie.ds Transport (icnown as the FI?) of 795 tons
standard displacement.

This

The fleet of KT' ships came under

(l) Plans and operations are reported at length in the
narrative on the Sicilian Campaign,

(2) Captured Italian docxxnent Pl/2^203 (F.D.S. Admiralty),
(3) Bernotti,

R.A• d.' •
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naval command*

form and assembled and launched in Italian shipyards,
total numbers could not have been above a dozen at this

period and four had been sutik during the Tunisian campaign*

The Germans v^ere concentrating more and more on the
production and employment on transport tasks of all kinds of
navy^-controlledj small, standardised, ivell-armed ferry
craft, such as Siebel ferries, ("I ) naval ferry barges(2) and
oil and freight barges.(3)
to see and attack v/ith accuracy by aircraft at sea,
especially at night, and more likely than large vessels to
escape destruction by a.ir attacks in ports and harbours.
Their strength v;as small, but growing fast.

They were usually sent down in sectional
The

illl these craft were difficuilt

In the eastern basin, the rudiments of a plan for
Beforeorganizing and arming Greek caiques had begun,

this period, k.A.I’. Beaufighters had 3,ssumed with good
cause that these small native Greek sailing craft were
usua.lly proceedi.ng on their lairful business, but from April
1943, attacks on them by German gm crev/s on board the
caiques pointed to the need for a counter-offensive,

fact, the Germans had seen the possibilities in the great
numbei’ of these highly manoeuvrable and sturdy caiques
throughout the archipelago and set out creating an organ!'
zation, allotting tactical numbers, vrfth the result that

in a considerable fleet was in being, sui’ficient for
their basic needs.

In

It was estimated by No, 201 (N.G. )
n.A.E. Group in April 1943 that the Germans had commandeered
between six hundred to one thousand of them and that, on a
conservative estimate, they distributed by this means
betvreen 10,000 and 15,000 tons of suTjplies v/eekly to the
island garrisons,
for submarines.(4)

Caiques were also used as decoy ships

The iucis naval forces

In the Spring of 1943> the German naval forces fell
under three commands, namely. Group Y.'est, German Naval
Command Italy and Group South. The forces of Group best

in the Mediterranean were the 6th Defence Flotilla (whoso
headquarters were at Montpellier) and the Admiral South
Coast of Trance, with the Sea Defence Commandant Languedoc
end Trench kiviera under his command. The Commandant

Languedoc controlled a harbour defence flotilla of forty-
three ex-motor fishing vessels; the Commandant Trench
Siviera had no defence flotilla under command as yet. The
German Naval Command Italy controlled the tr/o S-boat

liotillas - the 3rd and 7th - stationed at Lmpedocle and
icily; (3) the 6th and 1 2tli k-boat Elotillas of

motor minesv/eepers, ex-yachts and tugs etc,,C^ (later
based at Leghorn); the 22nd iuiti-submarine Flotilla of
so-styled U.J.-boats, about six in number;(.7) the 5rd and

Augusta in S

(1 80 tons average standard displacement,
120 tons average standard displacement,
200 tons average standard displacement.
Air tactics and operational notes of No, 201 N.C, Croup
Ic.A.F. Sec. Y. (ll.J.II/178/l0 A.II.B. ).
;;ith a combined strength of about 12 S-boats.
About 20 craft in all.

An assortment of ex-corvettes, ex-steam trawlers,
ejr-yachts, transports and fishing-vessels.

(2
,3

,4,

5

7
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4th Escort Flotillas of T.A,-boats (three ex-French torpedo
boats) and S.G-c-boats (tliree ex-French steamships);
70th Mine sweep iriK Flotilla (about twenty ex-motor fishing
vessels numbered V»7001 onwards). Three landing flotillas -

the 2nd, Ij-th and 10th, which comprised about sixty feri'ies
end ferry barges, two gun lighters, eight infantry landing
craft and five repair craft.

the

In the Aegean, they had had the 21 st ilnti-submarine
Flotilla of UJ-boats, with its main base at the Piraeus,
since June 1%-2. Its strength was about six and its tasks
were anti-submarine and escort duties throughout the Aegean,
from the Dardanelles and Salonica in the North to Crete and

the Dodecanese in the south and off I/estern Ereece,

The Italian forces presented a fairly simple problem,(l)
The big ships vrere in port or malcing token manoeuvres, the
few destroyers and torpedo boats in port or escorting convoys,
the few Has and 7as boats in Sicilian Tfaters. The Allies

had a fairly'’ accurate photographic survey of locations by
11 July 43.(2)

iqiied air operations against Juris shipping
Hay to 8 September 19A-3) ”

Ivlerchant shippinA' sinlcin.'^s at sea - 14 to 31 May 43(^)

The latter half of Hay found very few enemy ships, with
or without convoys, at sea. The iixis tonnage was resting,
repairing or refitting, or loading supplies and troops in
port. On 14 May, U.S, Y/ai'hai/ks sanlc a fishing boat off
Sant’ iuitioco (Sardinia): on 1o Hay, A.A.F. Spitfires
bombed and sanlo the Italian trawier Enrico Oismondi,(4)

These will not be recapitulated here.

14

(l) Status of Italian minor and auxiliaiy naval vessels on
1 August .'i3I (Source: Dati statistici - Vol, 7 of
’La Marina Italiana nella Seconda Cuerra Mondiale

(Air Min. Library H,33315' ( DXI-T

No. Tons

Corvette

M.A.S,

M.S.

M,Z.

7.A.S.

Cunboats

Training and survey
Minelayers
Minesweepers
Supply and Admin.
V/ater tanicers

Oil tanicers

Tugs (ocean-going)
Local use

16,51629

95849

38 2,229
5,640
2,460

1^:.,495
16,654

53

41

14
11

82014

4,030
58,633
25,821
67,901
13,473
25,691

23

20

20

11

35
162

The general serviceability rate cannot be confirmed, but
was certainly generally low,

(2) In mid-August, Italian emissaries began negotiations in
The chances there-Lisbon with iillied representatives,

after of the Italian Fleet uiidertaking offensive opera
tions against the Allies -/ere therefore not serious,

(3) Enemy shipping losses in the Mediterranean (A.H.B.):
Navi Perdute,

(4) '^98 c.r-.T,
(62401 )111 SECAKE
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On 26 May, twelve U. S. Lightnings operating in the Sardinian
Oulf of Aranci sarlc the Italian s.s. Honte Santo (I) outside
La Haddalena„

Signs that the Axis T/ers in poor shape for action vreve

evident in the Aegean, where movement declined to almost a

standstill,

five Baltimores, who attacked a fishing vessel - the idiiia

Maria II - off Katakolo - and forced her to I'un aground and

sinlcrr^

The only sinking was.effected on 14 May by

May 1945(5)\j'arship sinkings at sea - 14 to 31

There vms parallel stagnation in naval movement at sea.

The only success the air forces were able to reooi’d was the
sinking of MZ.733j (in Italian motor landing craft), on the
night of L'O/21' }'ia.y, o miles off Cape dranitola (Sicily)
its way to Pantelleria, S..*-.!', Mosquitoes bombed, machine

gunned and sanlc it. Allied surface craft and submarines, h

however, on Lheir patrols duidng th1.s period sank tvro ships
(1,791 tons),(4) Their bases were not imdergoing the exten
sive changes and expansion of the air bases end the rhythm
of their effort continued at a more or less uniform tempo.

The main iCLlied air anti-shipping effort was concentrated on

the enemy ports.

on

-y 4315)Merchant shipping sinicings in port - 14 to 31.

The loading and unloading ports and naval bases ?;ere
crov^ded with shipping when Tunisia fell and provided a

Yfealth of targets of vfhich the Mediterranean Air Command

took fifLl and rapid advantage.

On 14 May, Civitavecchia was attacked by fifty-one
U,S, fortresses, 01bia (Sardinia) by fifty-four U.S, Mitchells
and eleven U.S, Lightnings and Porto Torres (Sardiriia) by
fourteen U.G. Lightnings, At Civitavecchia four large
Italian steamships wei-e sunk. These were the Orione
(l,^.. G-.:i.T.), the Mira (3,^15 G.k.T.,) the Citta di Trieste
(4,65s G-.L.T.) and the Erice (2,350 tonsj,
schooner

Ml anciliaiy

the Maria Orazia, a small steamship - the
Christina - and a brigantine - the Lilia - tliree small
vessels and a German tug were also sunk,
(Sardinia) on the same day, the Italian s.s, Aa-ata (2,28l
O.P-.T.), the German ex-French s.s. San Jos^ (6,013 G-.S.T.)
and four small vessels were sunlc. At Porto Torres, three

small vessels and, at Sant*Antioco, two small vessels v/ere

sunk.

At Olbia

On 18 May, Trapani in western Sicily was attacked by
forty Fortresses. They sank seven small awuciliaiqjT- and

fishing vessels. On 21 May, a few U.S, Liberators sank
three small craft in Reggio. On 22s. May, twenty-four U.S,

Libei-ators attacked Reggio ferry terminus and sanlc

(1) 850
(2) The

a  T
Vi, •.XU* ± •

nllied Navies were more successful in this period

and sanlc 6 ships of a total of 9^355 tons, including
s.s, Bologna (5j12|.0 tons) simlc by submarine on 21 May
off Cepe Vatic.cjio,

(3) Enemy shipping losses in the Mediterranean (A.H.B.);
Navi Perdute,

(4) Including U.J,22i3, the ex-French Heureux (l,0if.5 tons),
(5) Eneffij' shipping losses in the Mediterranean (A.K.B,),
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S,S, G-irnaa (l,542 G-.-U.T.), K.T.22 (795 &.II.T.) and four small
craft. On the night 22|/25 Kay, sixteen E,A.F, h’ellingtons
(of the Strategic Air Force, iTo, 205 P-.A.F. Group), sank
the Italian s.s, Tana (ex St. Simone - French) of 5,335
&.h.T.

On 25 May, fifty-tiiree U.S. Liberators attacked Messina
and sanlc the Italian s.s, Polluce (l,02i.9 G*k.T,) and the
ferry B.egf::io (899 T,). On 28 May, twenty-seven U
Fortresses, in an operation against the marshalling yards
at Leghoni, sank, as a by-product, the Italian motor vessel

Caralis (5,510 G.R.T,), s,s, Tiziano (1,333 G.k.T.),
Lercara(l) (3,070 &.II.T.), s.s. Sandrina (793 G.k.T.),
. Majalunga (55^ G.R.T.), three sailing vessels and one

On 30 May, twenty-three U.S. Fortresses, attacking
yards set on fire the big German (2)

.o.

s.s.

s, s

tug.
the Kaples marshallin

motor tanker President Herren Schmidt (9,103 G.Ft.T.) as v/ell
as the s.s, v.)hich appeared to be loaded with ammunition!
the Snna(3) (3,325 G.R.T.) exploded, causing a large gap in
the Vittore Emannuele mole, which was confirmed by a photo
graph taken by a Malta aircraft.

R.eoord sinkin;a:s of enemy merchant shipping in May 1943

In spite of the general calm rialing at sea during the
latter half of May, the total tonnage sunlc by Allied action
during the month constituted a record for the y/ar,

than 113 ships totalling to a tonnage of 118,2[.89 wei-e,
according to reliable sources,(4) sunl: either by the Navies,
mines or the Air Forces, Of this figvire, 17,2].03 tons were
sunk by the Navies (including submarines) and 101,086 by
the Air Forces,(5) Of this 101,086 G.R.T., 12,102 tons
were sunk by the R.A.F., and 79,782 tons by ths U.S.A.A.F,
14 ships totalling 12,158 tons were sunk by aircraft at sea
and 80 (plus 2 very small craft of imkiiown tonnage) totalling
88,928 tons in port.

No less

'w'arship sinlcin^srs in port - 13 to 31 May 1945

U.S, Fortresses, on 18 May, in the attack on Trapani,
hit two Italian naval minesweepers,
and dama^^'d the other

doned. On 22[. May, the war freighter K.T.22 was simlc at
Reggio.(6) On 25 Hay, U.S. Liberators bombed and sanl-: the
Italian torpedo boat Gi-'oppo and the minesweeper R.D.55 3n
Messina, The Fortress attack on Leghorn of 28 May, in addi
tion to the five important transports named above, sank tliree
Italian warships, viz,, the two torpedo boats Antares (642
tons) and Bassini (67O tons) and the Italian corvette
F.R.52(7) (630 tons).(8)

it sanlc one - R..I).38 -

I).16 - so badly that it was aban-

(1 iic-French Chef Mecamicien /irmand Blanc,
Ex-Noivregian,
Ex-Montespuieu - Fr,

Enemy shipping losses in the Mediterranean (A.II.B.)
In addition, 12 ships (2,481 G.II.T,) surrendered or
were captured, 6 ships (7,777) were scuttled, 3 ships
(72 G.k.T.) were sunlc by other causes and 9 ships plus
8 very small craft (of 1,117 G.R.T.) by unknown causes.
Referred to above,

Ex-I'iench aviso Commandant Riviere.

Tonnages given against enemy v/arsliips denote standard
disf)lacement.

SI
(4
(5)

SI
(8
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One hundred and three U.S. Fortresses attacked Cagliari

harboinr on 13 Hay, hut their only worthVv'hile kill was the

Italian suhaarine llocenigo tons).

Comparative review of enemy vifarship losses in May 1943

The Allies had sunk 41 warships of 27»975 tons in April:
the May sinkings fell to one-half of this, figure  - 14,308
tons - although this represented 52 ships as against 41 in

April,
craft, viz 48 warships of 11,031 tons total, as against
4 ships of 3?277 tons total sunk by surface craft and sub
marines,

strength grew, for the sinkings by air to approach and

frequently surpass in volume the sinlcings by the Navy,

By far the largest tonnage had been sun],c by air-

There had been a progressive tendency, as the air

Growing effectiveness of U,S, daylight bomber attacks on

ports

imother important development was that the tonnage simk

by the U.S, heavy day bombers in port was eating rapidly
into the enemy potential of both merchant and naval shipping.
Had there been a comparable force of night bombers, it is

certain that the cumulative effect of the v/eight and tempo

of roimd-the-clock port bombing would have induced a state

of crisis in shipping affairs much earlier,
British policy did not stretch to the expansion of Wellington,
Liberator and Halifax pi'oduction Ts-hioh v/ould have brought
this desirable consummation within reach,

priority given by the Americaxis to oil targets allow of a

greater v:eight of bombs for use against shipping targets and
dock installations by the day heavy bombers.

But the

Nor did the

The totals of merchant shipping sunk by aircraft in
April and i.Iay provided stril'zing proof of the destructive
effects of the U,S, day air attacks. In April, U.S,
bombers ssnlc 45 ships of a total tonnage of 52,527 &,B.,T,

against the k.A.F, record of 4 ships of a total tonnage of

4,950 G.k.T,
tonnage of 79,782 &.R.T. against the il.A.F, record of 8
slaips of a total tonnage of 12,102 G.R.T,

In May, U.S. bombers sank 82 ships of a total

The figures for enemy naval losses indicate a parallel
In April, U.S, bombers saiil-: 27 ships of a totaltendeno

tonnage of 1C,7A4 against the Il,A,F. record of 1 ship of

1,620 tons. In May, U.S, bombers sanlc 2u1 ships of a total

tonnage of 8,746, against the Il.A.F, record of 1 ship of
120 tons and the Fleet Air Arm's 6 ships of a total of

2,165 tons.

Tiiis ability of the U.S, heavy and medium bombers to

impose loss and damage in large allotments persisted through
out the vrar, but it is to be' noted here that the dispropor
tion betvv-een the national effort was levelled up to a great
extent after the Italian surrender, when the maritime war

changed from one of big siiips and big ports to one of

increasingly smaller ships and smaller ports.

Nor vfere the losses confined to active supply shipping
alone: airci-aft took a mounting toll of small harbour craft

such as tugs, pilot boats, ferries, salvage craft, floating
cranes and self-propelled landing stages and of quayside and

dockyard installations, often rendering a poi-t temporarily
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unserviceable and so incapable of handling the undamaged
shipping aYfaiting loading or imloading, or damaged shipping
av/aiting repair, overhaul, or shipping fitting-out or in
construction.

Merchant shipping sinkings at sea - June '\3l\-3 (1)

Urgent repairs continued to tie up j\xis shipping
during the first three v»eeks of June, but on 24th, 25th
and 27th three valuable Italian cargo vessels were s\.ink by-
aircraft, viz, -the Cor Jesu (3,993 G-.H.T.) on 2l\. June in the
Aranci Gulf by U,S. Mitchells, the Iris (5j'I75 G.ll.T.)
25 June by Portresses off Messina harbour and the Quirinale

(3s779 G.L.T.) on 27 June by Beaufighters north of Levkas
(western Greece), Tvro small sailing vessels were sunk off
north-western Sicily,

on

arship sinicings at sea - June 19^-5

There was little movement of enemy warships across the

open waters in June. On 23 June, some activity was apparent,
for tiiree H.A.P. Beaufighters torpedoed and sunlc the
U.J.2212(2) in the position 37° 57’ W. 13° 54* U. on its
way to Palermo from Naples, so reducing the strength of the
22nd Anti-submarine Flotilla by one more of its converted
craft and making it so much the easier for IdLlied submarines

to operate in the vital pre-’Husky’ period,
sank an Italian torpedo boat, and two HZ boats,
submarine Safari sank K.T.12.

Surface craft

The

Merchant shipping sinkings .po.^. - June 1943

The main attacks on ports during June were conoen tra-fccd
on Sardinian ports, Leghorn and Messina, The Sardinian
at-fcacks v/ere the most profitable. On 1 June, eighteen U.S,
Marauders attacked the Sardinian port of Porto Ponte Somano
and reported tln-ee near misses on a large merchant vessel.
On the sajne day, find probably as the result of the same

attack, Italian sources(3) reported the sinlcing of the
Italian s,s. Sfinge (4,496 G.L.T.), On 18 June, eighty-
seven U.S. Marauders a-ttacked Olbia and reported considerable
damage to shipping, A photograph taken the same day showed
a merchant vessel of some 9,000 tons severely'- damaged and
partly submerged. This was the GoneA’liano(2!.) (7.997 G.R.T. )

'as salvaged later, but was useless for operations and
sanlc on 5 March 1949 off the Corsican coast while in ta-r to

the breakers’ yard,(5),

It

On 28 June, Leghorn was attacked by ninety-seven U.S,
Portresses who sark the Italian motor vessel Camriania
(5,247 G.I
On 25 June, the same attack which led to the loss of the

Iris, accoimted for two sailing and one auxiliary vessels,(6)

T.) a fishing vessel and a motor pilot vessel.

(1) Allied submarines accounted for 'Ip ships totalling
45,353 G.R.T. in June, including the 9,895 tons German
tanlcer lienri Uesprez; surface craft sank no merchant

shipping,
1,096 tons: ex-Prench Pescagel,
P.I.A203. (P.D.S./Acimltjr.).
Ux-Prench Min.

Lloyds,

Enemy shipping losses in the Mediterranean (A.H.B.),

(2
(3
(4
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Summarising the Juiie air operations a.gainst ports, the
losses inflicted by aircraft, although low in comparison
with the high scale of effort exerted, made exi appreciable
gap in the strength of the larger tonnage cargo vessels,
bringing nearer the need for a more massive and diffused
expenditure of manpoxyer engaged in the traffic at all stages.

h'arship sinlcmgs in port ■* June 1943

so

On 11 Jme, an air attack on Lampedusa harbour was
The onlycarried out by tv/enty-four U.S. Marauders,

serious damage recorded was the sirJcing of tvv'o Italian
I.Ias~boats(l) lying there after escorting the submarine

The next day, just before the capture of the island,
the Italian naval tug h.20(2J vras sunk b3’- U.S. aix’ci’aft,
A more serious loss was occasioned to the Italians v/hen,
on 20 June, Fleet Air frm Albacores hit and sonic the Italian
naval tanker Velino.(3)

Atropo.

Cagliari had been to all intents and puarposes destroyed
in the air attack of 13 May, The air effort was diverted
to Trapani, Palermo and Leghorn. On 28 June, the Italian
cruiser Eari(A) was sunlc in the attack on Leghorn by one
hundred and nine Fortresses, The photographs failed to
confirm this fact, as the harbour vras obscured by smoke.
This cruiser had once formed part of the Special Ilaval Force
ra.ised for the sAtack on Malta and had escorted convoys of
troops sent to reinforce Corsica in Hovember 19i'|.2,

On the night of 29/50 June, sixty--foi.ir Fc.A.P,
■,/ellingto?is bombed Messira harbour and sank another of the
valued K.T. freighters - K.T.11, Photographs taken the
next afternoon suggested that she had been loaded v/ith
ammunition.

Merchant sMpping sinkings at sea - July 1943

The ke37note of /ixis merchant shipping activities in
Jioly v/as supply and reinforcement, V.liile the lai’ger units
plied along the ■ open routes, a grov/ing fleet of small regular
and auxiliar^r craft, both Cerman and Italian, sailed,
usually’- at night, across the short space of water betv;een
Sicily and the mainland and round the coasts of Sicily,
The Allied air forces, sui'face craft and submarines,
realising the increase in valuable ’targets at sea, increased
their patruls and attacks with very satisfactory resulAs,

In the first half of the month, Allied subma.rines
claimed all the successes, sinlcing four big trans’Dorts(5)
but on 14 and 15 July aircraft began to find ships,
14 July, eight F.A.F. Beaufighters attacked a group of three
vessels which they described as tankers, off N.ii
and sank one of them - the G-erman Capitaine le Ljabat
(3,107 G.L.T.) with a torpedo in the position 31° 45* H

On

Se-rdiniaa..

•)

Mas. 539 and 564,
70 tons,
1#539 tons.
3,24c tons.

(5) The Sabbia, Tripoli, Valfiorita (all Italian) and the
Tell (Ge'rm.an ex-French). During July, Allied sub-
mai'ines sank no less than 24 ships totalling 937
tons. Allied surface craft sank no me3rchant
shipping.

1

(2)
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Q  35* for the loss of one aircraft. On the same day,
eight other Beaufighters sanlc the ex-Erench San francisco
(6,013 G-.S-.l.) in convoy off N.W. Corsica with tvro torpedoes
in the position 23* Ih, 8° 31 * S, On 1i/l5 July, a
formation of eight Wellingtons and one tiarander located a
convoy of one neroliant vessel escorted hy three destroyers.
They sanlc the merchant vessel - the Italian Aquitania

(A,971 &.R.T.) and left the destroyer ■burning(l )
night of 22/23 July, four il.A.P. u'ellingtons torpedoed and
sank the ex-Prench Mont Age I (A,572 G.Ic.T.) while she was
proceeding iii escort" (from Montegrosso), 3 miles north of
Elba.

On the

Two small successes followed on 2J>. and 28/29 July,
On 2A-.. July, R.A.F. Beaufighters torpedoed and sank the
Italian s.s, Santa Lucia (Zi.51 G.Il.T.) off Ventotene Island
and on the night 28/2S' July, three Wellingtons bombed and
partially sanlc the Italian s.s, Elvira Vaselli off Alimnia
Island near Pdiodes,

On 29 July, a formation of four torpedo Beaufighters
and four anti-flak cannon Beaufighters attacked an important
motor vessel - the Italian Alfieri - under escort by a
destroys:
40° 5' II and^two m.t.b’s, jyad hit her in the position of

14 42* E. She was so gravely damaged that,
after di-ifting, she sank 5 miles north of Licosa Point
(south of the Gulf of Salerno), Although hit by cannon
bursts from the anti-flftk aircra.ft, the destroyer and one
m,t,b, escaped.

• f

Tiie only small craft surd: at sea during July by aircraft
vras the Domenico Padre-, a fishing vessel (38 G.Il.T.)
was destro3i"ed bj^' a small mixed formation of R.A.P. Bostons
and h.S. iiitchells off Cape Orlando, Pjost of the Axis
sm£-LLl craft sunk were in port, and si-udc during day raids,
proof tiiat the3i' sailed usually at night, Enoirgh has ai-eady
been quoted to show to rvhat extent Axis maritime policy i,ms
shaped by the growing Allied air ascendancy. The faster
the big transports were sunlc, the more precious became the
small steamships and aiuciliaries and the greater the navi
gational caution exercised in their preservation. The big
ti-ansports and their escorts accepted the grave risks, for
time was running out and ever^^ ton of material and every man
counted.

Tifhich

Warship sinkin, :s at sea - July 1943

/□.lied aircraft sard: ten naval craft during July, all
after the landings in Sicily and all in Sicilian waters:
on 20 Julj^, tviTo German nava.l ferrj'' barg'es(2) were sinlc off
Ionia (Catania area): on 22 July, the Italian naval tug
Terracina(3) was sunk near Earcellone (N, Sicily) en route
from Trapani to Messina; on 23 July, four more German
naval ferry barges(4) were caught a.bout 50 miles roughly
east of Palermo near Gape Stefano by unspecified U.S.
aircraft and suifc. They were evidently part of a small
flotilla under vicay, as the U.S, aircrew reported ten
destroyed..

(1) The Italian Admiralty report in Navi Ferdute does not
confirm its lo

M.P.P.Zj.ob and 14/ (l20 tons), by .R.A.E, aircraft,
173 tons, byr U.S, Mustang A,36s probabl;^
M.F.P.149, 432, 460 and 5/6,

ss.

3
(4
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lU 1S61, one of the few frercmi motor mine-
sweepers co-operating T/ith the Italian naval forces, was

hit, either by U.S, Warhavlcs or Liustangs, off Messina and

sunk; and on 31 Inly, the Italian motor landing craft
HZ.734 (motozatters) vms suidc off G-iardini,
Bagnai-'a in the Toe of Italy from Ionia (Sicrlly), by two II.S.
'Jarha’/ks,

90On ‘-y

en route for

More vvas to be seen and heard of these 120 ton

Italian landing craft during the evacuation in August,
the end of July, they were gatheriiig in the obscure ports
of Calabria,

ilt

Apart from the outstanding successes against eneny

submarines in July, the Allied naval forces' only siri^^s
at sea vrere the Duirazzo,(1 ) (a small Italian minelayer),
and the F.rL.70»(2) (a small Italian minesweeper). They
captured five naval tugs at Augusta and one supplj^ trans

port at Syracuse,

The /o:isOnly four small craft r/ere scuttled,
decision was to fight it through with their limited,
shrinlcing resources and, if it became necessary, to
evacuate Sicily v.dth as much material and as many men as

possible.

Merchant shippiig sinlcings in port - July 1943

During July, Allied aircraft destroyed in port nineteen
merchant ships, sailing and auxiliarj^ craft of various
kinds, totalling to 11,91^' tons,
after the initial landings,
attacks on Messina would neutralise it as a ferry terminus.
One of the attacks in force made to this end was that

of 14 July, when one hundred and seventy-nine U.3.
bombers(3) attacked the harbour and railv/a;/ station at
Messina, with the I’esult that the German s,s, Patria*s(4)
(1,341 & . k , T , ) cargo of ammunition eiqjloded and she sank-
s.s, Venezia (l;.,207 G-.R.T.) was heavily damaged and never
used again; the fishing vessel France see (C6 G-.k.T.) and
the motor vessel Ban kooco (321 G-.Il.T.) were sunlc,
motor vessel Puntamica (399 G.Il.T.) was sunlc at Termini
Inerese on the night 15/l6 by a small force of l.A
Baltimores and Bostons,

I’ll of these were sunk

It vjas hoped that heavy

The

• ■u- *

On 20 July, aircraft sweeping the Ionia area, near
Messina, accounted for tv/elve small craft in Ionia,
26 Jialy, U.G. Mustangs sanic the neve motor vessel Micolo
Tommaseo (l;-,372 G-.l.T.) in Catania during a romid visit by
sixty of these aircraft to Messina, St, Agalha and Catania,

On

Varship sinlcing-s in port - July 1945

s scored a direct hit on S.59i
Thereafterin Port Empedocle,

On 6 Jiily, U.S. Musts-ng
a Gorman S-boat(5) (60 tons)

530 tons,
120 tons.
96 Fortresses, 36 Mitchells and 2f.7 Marauders,
Ex-French Christine, ex-I'lomYegian Patria,
These Schnell Boats were of various tonnages, but
60 tons displacement has been given by the Fcreign
Documents Section of the Ad.mii-'alty Historical Section
as a sound average fig'oi’e for the Llediterrauiean,
differs from the tonnage tjrpes used in the Atlantic
and Home Paters,

It

1
2

(3
(4)
(5)
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the S-hoats did not use the port again,
Italian gunhoat Oriole(l) (330 tons) attempted to escape
from Augusta, but yj&s forced to return to port,
damaged by aircraft(2) a.nd blorm up by her
capture,
boat - MG.62 - on some date betvveen

On 10 July, th

She Y/a

crew to preve

e

s

nt
U.3. aircraft destroyed an Italian motor torpedo

snd 31 July in
Mas,535 and “ Terminia

■1 o
I c.

liilazzo, tvra motor boats
Imerese on 15 July and hit the Italian coi'vette CigoA-na
(565 tons) in the Paradiso-Ganzirri area, near Messina,
on 24 July, The Italians blew up what ;vas left of her.

Merchant shipping sinloings at Sea - August 191-3  ( 5)
Te^^usive of evacuation traffic) (4)

On 7 Aiigust, the Italian salvage tug Tenax (215 G-.S.To)
was sunlc by aircraft,(5) The same day, a fishing vessel -
the Belfino (i3q- G.P-.T.) v/as sunk, very probably by the same
formation. On 11 August, the au;-ciliary sailing vessel
Vincenzo (2/1.3 G-.h.T.) was sunlc by a formation of U.S,
Vlarhavdcs and It.A.P. Kittyhawks 6 miles off Lipari, On
18 August, a small fishing vessel - the Antoniotta
(15 G-,8..T,) vms sunk by aircraft(6) near Bagnara in the Toe,
The same day, the fishing vessel Beatrice (102 G.R.T.) was
sunlc off Pmta Malfatano (SardiniaTI It will be appreciated
that in August the Air forces were primanily concerned ?d.th
supporting the land operations in Sicil^^, neutralising
strategic targets in Italy, covering convoys and patrolling
for submarines. The sinking of the Carlo Zeno (1 ,2^46 G.k.T.)
is still problematical, Lloyds records give it as sunk
by surface craft on 15 August a,t Vibo Valentia, but this
is improbable. The Ita,lian Admiralty give it as smik on
14 August by aircraft, (7) It w'as probablj'' sunk by a force
of forty-eight U.S, Mitchells operating in the area.

u~arship sinking's at sea - August 1943 (exclusive of
evacuation ^affic)'

On 13 August, the German F:.6 vras sunlc by Bea,ufighters
On 19 Aug:ust, the German oil9 miles N.W, of Civitecchia.

barge Fallce (200 tons) Y/as sunk by four Beaufighters off
PuTxta San Stefano, On 24 August, the German rainesw/eeper

i; (647 tons) ( ex-I-'x’ench Matelot Leblanc) v/as sunlc by
U.3. Mustangs south of Capri,

I
O • U** i A

The Ilavies’ effort d'oring August was especially fruitful
and included a naval tug - the Ter^ce - sunlc off Crotone
d'oring a bombardment, the Italian naval tanker Gioberti
(1,568 tons) surJc off Spezia, the Italian naval transport

(1
(

ilx-Tabud, the Jugoslav minelayer.
Probably by U.S. Mustangs.
Enemy shipping losses in the Mediterranean (A.H.E.)
for siifciiigs of evacur tion craft see Part C, of this
chapter.
Probably the i|. Mitchells and 24 Lightnings who fired
at escort vessels north of Cape Vatioano,
Impossible to say whether 11.A.P, or U.S.A.A.F.
SirJ:ings by the Navies included 1{. large merchant
ships in the Bari - Brindisi area (all by submarines)
and one special prize - tlie Nantaise (1,798 tons) -
a Prench vessel flying the German flag lyhich i;as
sunlc by li.Ii. Submarine llorqual off the Dardanelles

Y/as sailing tlirough from Rumania to the
Piraeus Y;ith a cargo of petrol and timber.
as

2
( 3
(A-

(5)

St]
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Asmara (6.850 tons) svmk by submarine off Pedagne Lighthouse
(Brindisi) the Italian torpedo boat Lince (675 tons) stink by
submarine off the i-'unta idice lighthouse in the (Julf of
Taranto, the Oerman patrol vessel S.&.iO (2,526 tons)
26 miles S.E. of Bastia and, on the last day of the month,
the Italian naval tardier Fleretonte (1,162 tons) sunlc 2 miles
N« of Bani. iin Italian corvette ~ the Gazzella (5^5 tons)
T/as sunk by a mine N. of Asinana while returning to La

Maddalena with the ttinerva after an anti-submarine patrol.

Mercliant shipping sinkings in port - August 1945

(e:^clusive of evacuation traffic)

Heavy losses nere inflicted in the air attacks of the
night 2/^ and the day L August on Naples, On the night of

2/3 August, k.A,I', 'dellingtons sanlc the Italian transport
Bari(l) (4,706 &.k.T.). In the Fort ress raid of if. August,
the Italian s,s, Lombardia (20,006 &.k.T.), the German
s.s. Catania(2) (o,17o G.R.T.) and the Italian s.s, Sant*
Agata (4,299 G.R.T.) vwere all lost beyond repair. On
22 August, the Italian s.s, Ginetto was sunk by aircraft(3)
at Preveza (V/, Greece) and was not salvaged until after the
T/ar, On 28 Auigust, U.S. Liberators and H.A.P. i'ellingtons
sank four small vessels in Taranto.

The total sinlcings by aircraft during August (including
the evacuation craft), totalled to seven ships at sea cf
1,362 &.E.,T, and tv/enty-one sliips in port totalling to
36,967 C-.k.T.
13,889 G.k.T
Messina, the ship of 1,416 G.L.T. sunk by mine and the nine
small craft sunk by unlmom or other causes are added to

these figures an.d the July totals, it will be seen that the

summer’s effort by airci’aft, surface forces and submarines
had materially reduced the enemy’s carrying capacity.

rsliip sinkings in port - August 1943 (exclusive of
evacuation"traffic)

Lhen the naval score of nine ships totalling
the Piemonte (15,209 G.xl.T.) scuttled in• >

CO

In the attack of 4 August on Naples., the Italian torpedo
boat Pallade (679 tons) ivas suank in addition to the trans
ports named above. On a date not recorded, between 1 and

15 August, the Italian naval tanker Avisio (265 tons) was
Eunlc in one of the air attacks cn Ct«3s3na before- the port fell.

On 8 August, Genoa isras visited by k.A.F. bombers from

Two bombs, with a very near miss, sanlc
the Italian destroyer Freccia (1,206 tons),
evacuation craft in Calabrian ports and the Messina area

beaches is rela'ted in Part C of this chapter,

naval shipping sunk by aircraft during Au^st (including
ships (2,767 tons)

-L-he United ICingdom.

Da.mage to

rn

he total

submarines) was sixteen nd twenty-
tvfo (4,731 tons) in por’t,
submarines)

Sinlcin,2;s by the Navy (including
ei-e eleven ships (15,070 tons).

at sea

1 ) Ex-French Equa,teur, ex-Greek Oasis.
ibc-French St. Martin ex .IdoIfo Ghandri (? G-reek),

Beauf’ightars.

2.

3 Probably R.A4 -O' •
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Merchant sIiiTopinis: and warship sinkin,-^s at sea and in port

a September 19^!-31

In view of the progress of the negotiations with the
Italians for an arTnistice and the intensive preparatory air

operations against the Italian mainland and derman installa

tions before the landings in September, only one sinking
tiiat month to the credit of the air forces is recorded

before D Day Operation ‘Avalanche', This vras the Amabile
ihigelinc-i an Italian sailing vessel gravely damaged by
aircraft on the day of the landing in Calabria -  3 September,
There were no air attacks or naval attacks on enemy warships

dviring this period. The main pre-occupation at A.f.H.Q,
was to bring the Italian fleet to anchor in an Allied port.\

li

AIR SUPPORT Of THE ASSAULTS ON PAKTEXhERIA,

LAIvI>EDUSA Al'ID SICILY

The assault on Pantelleria - Operation 'CorkscreTf* (1 )

Decision to assault the island

It had been hoped that the air attacks vfhich opened on

18 May, the naval bombardments which opened on 13 May and

the air and naval blockade of the island immediately after

the fall of Tunisia would lead to the surrender of

Pantelleria, On 8 June, after a heavy combined naval
bombardment and air bombing, three aircraft(2) dropped
leaflets demanding immediate cessation of hostilities and

mconditional surrender of all military personnel.
Immediately after, bombers showered the island with leaf

lets pointing out the futility of further resistance,
hours passed, but the prescribed signs of surrender were

not displayed,
call to surrender was made on 10 June, but it likewise met

with no response.

Six

The air assault was renewed. A second

The outline plans for the assault and capture of
Pantelleria were now proceeded v;ith,
the airfield there for the invasion of Sicily, to provide
more fighter cover than could be given from Malta and Gozo,

The Allies needed

(l ) For full records of air force opei-ations prior to the
assault the best sources are the American ‘The iirmy
Air Forces in World '.Tar II, Yol, II, the R.A.F,

narrative on ‘The Sicilian Campaign‘ (first draft)
(A.H.B.) N.A.T.A.F. and No. 22;-2 Group O.EDs.
details of the naval bombardments refer to ‘The \/ar

at Sea» Vol. lY (A.H.S.) end the History of U.S.
Naval OpeJ^’ntions in

Italian versions of the proceedings are those in the
histories of Bernotti and Bragadin and the Italian
A.A, bulletins held by A.H.B.6.

(2) Of the U.S, 33rd Fighter Group,

For

The bestor Id '/ar II, Yol- IT,
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The scope of Allied air preparations(1)

Prom 8 May to 11 June, the Northwest African Air Poroes
flew 5j285 sorties against Pantelleria and dropped 6,200
tons of bombs, for the loss of only four aircraft destroyed,
ten missing OJid sixteen damaged.(2) U.S.A.A.P. units flew
83 per cent of the sorties and dropped 80 per cent of the
bombs.

The Strategic(3) and Tactical(4) Mr Forces were
responsible for bombing operations, the Coastal Air Force

and Air H.Q. Malta for air cover of the assault convoys and

naval forces respectively,
the Coastal Air Force, whose territorial expansion was at

its height, but No, 2li.2 G-roup from its bases in Tunisia

was found competent to cover the two assault convoys.

It was an awkivard junctuu-e for

Conditions on Pantelleria were unusually favourable for

the use of air power and the Allies took full advantage of

them. The docks at Poi'to di Pantelleria was badly damaged
and the toivn was in ruins. Roads were cut or obstructed

by debris and at some points almost obliterated. The
communication system was paralysed; no telephone line was

intact. The electric power plant was destroyed and its

lines broken in many places. The water mains vrere broken,
althovigh despite the Italian claim that lack of water had

forced the svu'render - there was a sufficient supply to

meet all needs.(3) But the air threat prevented the dis
tribution of water and rations. The airfield was heavily
cratered, but the ’underground' hangar unharmed. The
anti-aircraf-b defences were outfought end the enemy's will

to resist materially impaired by the programme of air
attacks. Statements by prisoners-of-war indicate that
battery crews deserted their posts and that both soldiers
and civilians took cover or fled to safety in the central
and southern parts of the island. Only two hundred of

the garrison were killed. The Germans wathdreT/ all but

seventy-eight of their six hundred strong garrison at an

early date. They liad clearly no hope of saving the island.

(1) The A.A,F. in torld '.;ar II, Vol, II: N »a,A 0,R,B,

appencULces,

23rd S.C.O.il.U, recorded 5»255 sorties and 6,313 tons
(Ill/A.36/Ii/IBB A.H.B.).

U,S. 2nd, 97th, 99th, 301st Bombardment Group
(Fortresses); U
Groups (ivlarauders);
Groups (Mitchells);
Groups (Lightnings);
(darliawks);
TJ.S. 12th and 340th Bombardment Group (Mitchells);
47th Bombardraent Group (Boston A-20s); U.S, 27th
Fighter Bomber Group (Mustang A-36e); U.S, 35rd,
57th, 79th Fighter Groups (Warhawks); U.S. 31st Group
(Spitfires); R.A.F. No,326 ¥ing (Bostons); R.A.F.
No,232 Uing (Baltimores); S.A.A.F. No,3 Uing (Bostons
and Baltimores); two R.A.F. tactical recce squadrons
The 12th and 340th Bombardment Groups end the 57th and

79th Fighter Groups were units of the Ninth Air Force
attached to li.A.A.F.; all the rest of the U.S. units
belonged to the Twelfth Air Force.
A.A.F, in '.i'orld war II. Vol, II.

of bombs.

17th, 319th, 320th Bombardment
U.S, 310th, 321st Bombardment
U.S. 1st, 14th, 82nd Fighter
U.S. 325th Fighter Group

R.A.F. No, 205 Group (■..ellingtons).
U.

(2)

(3)

(4) S.

(5)
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On seven occasions iDetvreen 13 May and 11 Jime, the
iG.lied air assault was supplemented hy naval bombardment of
Pantelleria’s harbour and gun defences(l) and their effects
must be trJcen into account when assessing the ultimate
cause of surrender.

-ir cover for the convoys and patrols over shipping

Three convoys were involved in the assaiilt on

Pantelleria on 11 June 43> two fast and one alow,
fast convoy 'A’ left Sfax at 1300 hovu's on 10 Jme,
troops(2) were detailed for the first shore-to-shore assault
in the Mediterranean of the War,

carrying troops for a ship-to-shore assaiilt, left Sousse at
0130 hours on 11 June,

NcA.C.A.P, fighters and surface craft, overtook the slow
convoy ’G* which had left Sousse at 1930 hours on 10 June,
A covering and bombing force, escorted by fighters, left
Malta at 2130 hours on 10 June and joined combined convoy
about daybreak on 11 June,

The

The

The fast convoy 'B*,

These fast convoys, protected by

Air cover for- the four convoys on 11 June involved one

hundred and eighty sorties. Harbour and airfield protec
tion involved eighty-eight sorties as v/ell as six Spitfires
scrambled to augment the airfield defences. Three Walrus
air/sea rescue searches were carried out,(3)

On the night II/12 Jxme, sixteen Beaufighters operated
in the operational area and patrolled over shipping in
harbour,

return,

operations continued,,

entailing seventy-six sorties,

seventy-two sorties were expended in davm to dusk patrols
over Pantelleria, shipping concentrations in the vicinity
and Bizerta and Sousse harbours,(4)

Enemy air opposition

I'To serious enemy air opposition was put up by the
islfiuid until the increase in Allied air attacks on 6 June,

On that day, thirty-four Me.109s opposed our bomber forces
and of these six were destroyed. On 7 June, tv/enty-three
enemy aircraft were encountered, four of which were
destroyed. On 8 June, eight out of twenty-four and one
probable were destroyed. On 9 June, one out of tvrenty-two
was destroyed. . One Spitfire was lost. On the evening
of 9 June, eight Mustangs encountered fifteen Me,109s
escorting sixteen Ju,5ii transport aircraft and damaged one
Me.109.

one htuidred and sixteen interceptors were plotted,(5)

Pour Albacores escorted a convoy; one did not
On 12 June, from dawn to dusk, intensive air

Five convoys ’were escorted safely
Another one hundred and

On 11 June, fighter opposition was intensified and

On 11 June, formations of iB’.W.190 fighter bombers,
v/ith He, 109s as top cover, made several attacks on shipping.
One of these attacks caused slight damage to the head
quarters ship Largs at 122i.8 hours, but no other damage or

(1 ) 13 and 31 May, 1, 3, 5, 8 and 11 Jme (The Mar at
- Admiralty Historical Section).

1st Br, Infantry Biv.
Ho,22k: Group O.Il.Bs,

Sea

2

4

(4) Ibid,
(5) keport on 'Husky' by 25rd S.C.0.ri.,U., (H.A.A.P.

O.L.B. Ap>p)X, ).
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losses to shipping -//ere occasioned. No, 4 Squadron des
troyed one I’.V,190 and damaged another and one Me,109, No.

93 Squadron destroyed tvio P.¥,190s and pi-obably destroyed
two more.

On 12 June, P.V/,190s covered by He*109s again bombed
shipping without success and for the loss to No,  4 Squadron
of two F,w',190s and ono 1.10,109. On 13 June, tv/o engagements
T/ith F,h’,190s and Me, 109s took place, in wiiich tv/o Airacobras

of 346th Squadron v/ere lost and one F.h4l90 destroyed*
Every day there were scrambles, some of which made no inter

ceptions, At night Bea-ufighters patrolled, sixteen on
1l/l2th, eleven on 1i/l3th and seven on 13/l4th and a
few thereafter.

The surrender(l)

At 1900 hours on 10 June, the Italian Commander sent
a signal to Supermarina reporting the mortal injury inflicted

on the defences aiid communica,tions by the steadily increas
ing weight of the illlied bombing. Many units had been
without bread and v/ater for t"/o days and the civilians were

begging for victuals, water and refuge. It was impossible
to continue resisting. The signal was deciphered at
0500 ho\n?s on 11 June, At O9OO hom’s, Mussolini authorized
Supermarina to cease resistance. Many batteries could no
longer be maintained Y/ith supplies. The means to resist
had gone as ?/ell as the will. At 0930 hours, the Commander
gave orders to the airport and semaphore to expose signals
announcing the cessation of hostilities at 1100 hours.

He signalled to the sillied Admiral Commanding at Malta
Ms surrender owing to lack of v/ater. There Y/as mist in

the harbour and the iUlied sMps could not be seen from
shore.

At 1032 hours, assault craft began their approach to
the port. At 1100 hours, the cruisers of the covering
force began to bombard selected targets, followed by the

destroyers and a gunboat. At 1125 hours, the Laforey
reported that a Yvhite flag was flying from the semaphore
tower, but tliat some batteries were still firing
occaaionally, (2) A Y/hite cross v/as reported to be dis
played on the airfield. At 1135 hours, a heavy air attack
began, y/hich lasted until 1145 hours. There was no time

to prevent it. At 1155 hours, troops bagan to land; the
enemy in their vicinity began surrendering. At about
1233 hours, the Italian signal was received v/hich iiad been
intercepted from Malta, signed by Admiral Cino Pavese,

Further bombing missions Y?ere promptly cancelled,
ty/elve fighter bombers and twelve medium bombers viere held

in readiness on call, and fighter cover was maintained over

the island all day. Soon after 1330 hours. General
Clutterbuck and his staff went ashore. At 1735 hours, the
formal surrender v/as signed in the ‘underground' hangar.

At the end of June, the 33rd U,£ Fighter Group of
‘Jarhawks moved to Pantelleria and covered the two western

assaults on Sicily,

(1) Bernotti: Bragadin: The war at Sea (A.H.S,);
N.A.n.F, 0,2,Bs; A.A.F, in 'world ..ar II,

(2) The order to surrender had not reached them
(Bernotti),
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The capture of the Peln5:ie islands (1 )

The assault on Lampedusa

The Coastal Air Force had a particular interest in
Lampedusa, It had a small airfield and a radar station,
uhich v/ould be very useful in the provision of fighter cover
for convoys f“or Sicily and, later, Italy,

Soon after noon on 11 June, twenty-six Marauders were
airborne tov/ards Lampedusa and opened the air assaiilt.
Throughout the afternoon. Tactical Air Force Mitchells,
Bostons and Mustangs bombed the port and torn of Lampedusa
and adjacent gun positioris, i.ellingtons continued the
offensive duning the night. The enemy flak reaction v/as
fairly.’- accurate, but in no great voluae. Long range enemy
fighters attacked, losing fourteen aircraft against the
destruction of tiu?ee Allied fighters. A naval task force
from Pantelleria, carrying one company of the Coldstream
Guards, preceded the night air attack Tdth a bombardment
of installations.

On the morning of 12 June, unfavourable weather brought
the naval bombardment to a halt at O63O hours, but aircraft
were able to opers,te. Medium and fighter bombers sv/ept in
rela3^s across the island, registering some foxor hxmdred and
fifty sorties bx^' the Is/'ce afternoon. They severely damaged
the island's main installations and, with about two hundred
and seventy tons of bombs, neutralised one-third of its
batteries.

iin Pl.A.F. sergeant pilot, suffering from engine trouble,
landed on the airfield and found the garrison ready to
surrender,

hours, Tiiereafter, negotiations for surrender Vjcre officially
initiated and the terms signed on the morning of 13 June 19h-3»

White surrender flags were displayed at 1900

Linosa and Lampione v/ere jpromptly occupied by British
naval xmits, without previous bombing or shelling,

Lampedusa becomes a fighter sector

Lampedusa was allotted to Northwest ilfrican Coastal Air

Force for use as a fighter sector. A small wing began to
form at Sousse, Mo, 253 Squadron, flying Hurricanes,
assembled on I6 June at Monastir ready to transfer to
Lampedusa as the core of the vmig,and with it went three
A.M.E.S, and two squadrons of the B.A.F. kegiment, one of
them a field and the other an anti-aircraft squadron.

Air cover for the 'Huslcy* assault convoys in the Eastern
Basin

Convoy cover by Eastern Mediterranean ilir Defences

kecapitulating the terms of division of responsibility
for the defence of the ’Husky' convoys. Eastern Mediterranean
Air Defences were responsible for the short range fighter

(1) A.A.F, in World War II. Vol. II: II,A.A.F. and No, 2^2
Group OJl.Bs; Report by 23rd S.G.O.Ii.U, in N.A.A.F.
O.R.Bs: Bemotti.
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defence of all convoys, vdietlier oojning from the East or lest,
while within 40 miles of the shore, as far './est as a line
joining the Tunisian frontier to Malta, ''..^est of this line,
Nchi African Coastal Air Force viere responsible. As the
convoys reached a line 50 miles West of South of Malta, they
came under the close escort of Malta’s fighters, ITo. 201
Group provided long range escort outside the AO statute mile
limit as well as anti-submarine patrols, A rider was that
No, 210 Group of the Eastern Mediterranean Air Defences was
responsible for escort of K.M.S.lS outside the AO-mile limit
on one evening (y plus 2j. day) and handed it over direct to
the Coastal Air Force betvreen the Sfax fighter sector and
No, 2 sector at Tripoli on the line from the Tunisian-Libyan
frontier to Malta. This convoy, K.M.S.lS, was off Tripoli
on the evening of Y plus A Day*

Eastern Air Defences protected all the preliminary
convoys bet¥/een Egyptian and Levantine ports during the
loading x->base. The main convoys assembled in Alexandria
and Port Said, The Suez Canal was protected from mining
and the two assembly ports protected from reconnaissance and
attack. The convoys sailed in the following order:-
M.viAS.56(l ) on Y Day: M.\,'.F.36(2) on Y plus 2 Day:
M.Y;,S.37(3) on y plus 3 Day,(a) and M.¥.F.37(5) on Y plus
5 Day. iUl four convoys v/ere heavily escorted by destroyers
and corvettes and the first two convoys each included an
Escorting Ship with long range radar and full fighter direc
tion facilities. Middle East convoys followed the inshore
routes, except in the Gulf of Sirte,(6)

The first sIot/ assault convoy sailed from iilexandria
on the afternoon of 3 July.(7) The first fast assault
convoy(8) sailed from Port Said on the morning of  A July,
Both convoys, closely escorted by fighter defence and anti
submarine patrols, proceeded v/est without incident apart
from the loss of one il.T, ship - the Shah Jehan  - bjr sub
marine action off Benghazi on 6 July, and the spotting of
'Carbon' by a Ju.86 at 1250 hours on 7 July off Tobrulc.

'Carbon', having sailed 12 hours ahead of schedule,
re-routed inshore off the GxELf of Sirte, which necessitated
the location by No, 210 Group of a single-engined fighter
squadron at Tamet West to operate, as had been provided for>
in support of jJo, 201 Group's long range escort patrols.
Both convoys finally passed out of the Eastern Mediterranean
Air Defences area of responsibility, soulh of Malta, on the
morning of 9 July, the fast assault convoy 'Carbon' having
caught up the slow convoy 'Cobalt',

was

Speed 8 l-oiots, 30 M.T. ships.
Speed 12 knots.

Speed 7 Icnots, 30 M.T. ships.
Y Day was 3 July 19A3,
Speed 10^ Inots,
Nefer to Figure 2 for convoy routes to Sicily,
12 hours before the scheduled time, on account of
congestion. Codename 'Cobalt',
Codenama 'Ccrbon',

11 troopships.

12 troopships.

3)
,A
(5

(S)
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The second slo\" 'Husky* iollo?/-up oonvoy(l ) sailed
from iilexandria on 7 July; the second fast follov/-up
convoy(2) left the same port on 9 Julj^’,
proceeded Ihst under air cover without incident apart from
a tlireat of Z-boat action from Crete. The slow convoy
was re-routed well inshore of the Gulf of Sirte, This

necessitated the provision of short range fighter patrols
to support ITo, 201 Group, These patrols v/ere provided by
No, 212 Group from Marble Arch and No, 210 Group from Tamet
Nest,

bility on the morning of 12 July, South of Malta,

Assault convoys from the Middle East were to converge
South of Malta v-dth convoys of comparable strength mounted
from the United ISLngdom; and follow-up convoys were to
converge there three days later, AlLthough it had been
originally planned for I'b, 210 Group to escort these U.K.-
mounted convoys while off the Tripolitanian coast, they
were re-routed at the last moment and No, 210 Group's addi
tional responsibilities were reduced to the escort of small

convoys of L.S.T.'s from Tripoli,

During the ten days of intensive escort patrols between
3 and 12 July, uhe Eastern Mediterranean Air Defence pro
vided close on one thousand aircraft sorties for convoy
defence, totalling approximately tv/o thousand hours of
operational flight. There v/ere no interceptions or
engagements of enemy aircraft; orlLy one pilot was lost.
There was not a single case of any ships being shadowed or
attacked by enemy aircraft.

Both convoys

The two convoys passed out of the area of responsi-

On 6 July, the 1st Division Force 'H',
carrier Indomitable.

the 2nd Division which sailed on 7 July from Alexandria,
The 2nd Division included the carrier formidable,
carriers provided anti-submarine aii’ patrols, but in both
cases a squadron of shore-based aircraft was allotted for

air defence of the Force while within Z,lO miles of the North
African coast.

including the
sailed from Algiers to rendezvous with

Both th

Some difficulties were encounted in

e

identifying unnotified arrivals of aircraft(3) from the
Formidable, The fighter defence of convoys of empt3'-
shipping returning from Operation 'Husly* and of unschedided
sailings of minor convo3/s and naval units were provided as
and when necessity arose and did not constitute any parti
cular difficulty, (l.)

The assembly of forces by No, 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group

No, 201 Group was to ensure the safe conduct of all
This was

running from the Tunisian-Tripolitanian
border to a point 35"^ I7’ N, 13 50* E, outside 2i.O statute
miles of the African coast and as far as 30 nautical miles
off Yaletta (Malta),

convo^rs coming within its area of I'esponsibility,
to the east of a lin(

(1 Godename 'Budget *.
Codename 'Bov/ery*.
All of them were fitted with Mail-: III I.F.P.

Air H.Q., E, Lied, Air Staff O.R.B, appendices.(4)
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The size and importance of the convoys, comprising
transport, escort and major naval units, compelled No, 201
&roup to expand and reorganize its
Squadron of Baaufighters was borrovred from Malta;
96th and 97th Pursuit Squadrons of Lightnings, accompanied
by the Commanding Officer of their group - the o2nd Pursuit
Group - comprising thirtj-six aircraft, landed on  8 July at
Gardabia •.est. The Lightning pilots v/ere new to the ?;ork;
and the problem of finding convoys over 100 miles from
shore by single-seater aircraft was regarded ivith some
apprehension. They were thoroughly briefed on 0 JiiLy and
operated ’without mistakes the next day. Sixteen pairs of
Lightnings were despatched during the day ard, although
v/eather conditions were bad, only two failed to find their
convoy. The Air Officer Commanding No. 201 Group and
members of his Air Staff went on 7 July to Misurata, the
hub of the Group's operations,

For the purposes of 'Huslcy*, the total of available
aircraft in No, 201 Group was two hundred and eighteen air
craft,

given in the footnote,(l),

An Interesting point is the high percentage of aircraft
employed on night operations,
of No, 16 (S.A.A.P.;,
detacliment, the Baltimores of Nos. 203 and 454 (li,A.A.P.),
the Beaufighters of Nos, 227, 252 and 603 and the Hudsons of
No, 459 (r.A.A.P.) Squadrons and these enabled the Group to
exert a roimd-the-clock effort to which it vrauld be hard to
find a parallel,(2)

No. 272X oroes.

and the

The composition and locations of its units are

These comprised the Beauforts
the l/ellingtons of No. 38 and its

(1) Air forces available for 'Huslcy' and their location
within No, 201 Group,

I
Approx,
No. of

aircraft

available

Ease for

Operation
'Husk7I

Squadron Type

(Hellenic)
(S.A.A.F.)

No. 13

No. 15

No. 16 (S.A.A.N.)

L.G.07
L.G.9I

12 Blenheim V

Baltimore

Blenheim V

Beaiifort and

Blenheim V

Wellington
Baltimore

Baltimore

Beaufighter
Lightning

12

4+
Idisurata Nest 15

No, 38
No, 69
No,203

No,227
96th Pursuit
97th
No.252

No,272

No.454 (R.A.A.F.)
No, 38 Let.

N0.459 (S.A.A.P.)
No.603
No, 701

No,815
No, 1 G.E. Unit

Berka III

Berka III

Berka III

Magrun North
Gardabia west)

15
6

12 +

12 +

36 +
)

Magrim North
Gardabia 1/est

Gambut III

L,G.91
Gambut III

Misurata 1/est

Beirut

L.G.a
Ismailia

12 +

12 +

12 +

Beaufighter
Beaufighter
Ealtimoi’e

l/ellington
Hudson

Beaufighter
iTalrus

Swordfish

D.y.I.

Wellington
T/d-lington

3 +

12 +

12 +

6

10 +

3

i

I  Sea Rescue Plightj Berka III

(2) No, 201 Group O.E.Bs,

O
u
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Participation in Operation ^Kusliy* by Eo,201 G-roup(l)

The oonvoy I'T.P,39 vriiich sailed from Beirut at 0001 hours

on 2 July, v/as given anti-suhmarine cover by a Falrus.(2)
B'orce 'H*(3) entered the Group's area from Algiers and was
escorted from hours on 2

Alexandria mthout incident.
Both groups reached

The first main convoy, M.7/.S.36(a) left A.lexandria on
On 5 July, the C.-in-C* Levant reported a

flotilla of E-boats off the South coast of Crete, Three

Baltimores(5) vrere despatched to search for them by day
and a v7ellington(6) that night. Reconnaissance for the
E-boats y;as maintained daily to protect the passage of the
convoys past the Cyrenaican Hump, At 1750 hours on 9 July,
a Baltimore(7) observed foir E-boats close together and one,
possibly two motor launches in the position 35° 12' N,
23 37' £. Tv-'o Beaufighters(8) and a Baltimore(9) were
despatched to attack these S-boats early on 10 July, but
sighted only a schooner and a larger vessel,
attacked the large vessel, but was hit by intense flak and
crashed into the sea.

3 July,

One aircraft

Three small craft vrere sighted
later in the daji" by three Baltimores on a search in about

the same position; the aircraft v;ere engaged by tv;o
Me, 109s, one of v/hich they badly damaged.

IThen the Shah Jehan of convoy IvI.T;,S,36 was sunlc by
the U-boat on 6 June, a combined air/navy hunt was commenced.
This lasted 111 hours, ending at O6OO hours on 11 Julg",
by which time the second follov/-up convoy had passed through
the danger zone,

Meanvj-hile, convoy H,Y/.F,36(lO) had left Port Said at
1530 hours on 5 July, while H.M.S, Mauritius(11) and convoy
H.U.3,37(12) left Alexandria at 1000 and I83O hours
respectively on 6 July, H.M.S, T7arspite, Valiant and
Formidable with nine destroyers left Alexandria at 1230 hours
on '7 July.

It is probable that M.W,S.36 and M.’7.F.36 were both
sighted by an eneny aircraft between 1330 and 1A00 hours on

7 July, but they both passed out of No, 201 G-roup's area
without incident,

marine off the C^o-enaican coast during p.n, on 7 July, but
objects sighted resembling a submarine disappeared.
Abdiel left Alejumdria for Malta at 21 AO hours on 8 Jidy and
was provided with eight cover sorties.

There was further evidence of a sub-

H.M.S.

(1) No. 201G-roup O.R.Bs,
No, 701 Squadron,

H.M.S, Valiant, Warspite, Formidable (fleet carrier)
and 9 destroyers,

33 m/vs, 2;, destroyers, 3 corvettes, A escort vessels
and monitor Erebus,

No. 203 Squadron,
No, 3^ Squadron,
No, 203 Squadron,
No, 252 Squadron,
No, 203 Squadron,

(10) 20 n/vs, li.li.S. Carlisle and escorts. 73 sorties flown,
(11) 7 soz-ties floTm,
(12) 32 in/vs and 10 escorts, 93 sorties flown.

2

3

(A)

(5)
(6
7
8
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Force provided a distiuct problem,
joined H.ILS. V/arspite,
destroyers at 0^30 hours
33 00* IT, 18° 00’ E.
north-easterly course to simulate a tlireat to the v/est

coast of Greece as part of the cover plan,
course to tal:e up a position off the East coast of
to cover the merchant vessels arm! landing craft engaged
in the assault,

were given air protection while within I’ange.
cover of these and its i^receding movements, force ’H* was
provided with thirty-one sorties involving one htuidred and
thirty-three flying hours.

Force ’H'

Yaliant. Formidable and nine

on 9 July in the position
The combined force sailed on a

But it change

Both divisions of the Battle Squadrons
In the

d
icily

The fast follow-up convoy i'i.Y.F.3/ from iUexaiidria,
They reachedlike M

Malta safely on 12 J^aly, as did Force ’H', which left
Benghazi on 11 July.
Cover to M.i;,S.37 and fifty-eight to M.I/.F.37.

S,37 had an imeventfiil passage.

Ninety-three sorties were flown as

Tiiree United kingdom convoys v/ere given fighter pro
tection, K.M,r,l3(2) and K,i,i,S.l8(3) entered the
on 9 July and K.U.S.19(4) on 11 JxILy, IIos. 272 and 603
Beaufighter Squadrons flew a total of forty-four sorties
betvreen them.

area

Sixt3^-t’,;o independent area anti-submarine patrols
■’.vere carried out between 2 and 12 July to sweep the
approaches to the shipping routes,
of si:tty-seven sorties and two hundred and thirty-eight
flying hours,(5),

This involved a total

The reconi'iaiss.ance off the South-i^est of Greece -

code name Operation ’Seduce* made to guard against the
development of the tlxreat from E-boats sighted in that
area,(6) involved thirty-seven sorties,
search for the U-boat which attacked convoy M,'.,'.G.36
involved thirty sorties and two hundred and nine flying
hours.

The intensive

(1) 1st Div, of 1st Battle Squadron (H.Li.S, Nelson,
Bodney, Indomitable (fleet carrier)), 1st and 2nd
Divs, 12th Cruiser Squadron and 3 destroyers,
9 troopships, 14 destroyers aiid 4 minesweepers,
12 Eeaufighter sorties,
21 n/vs, 9 L.S.T’s, 1 netlayer, 12 destroyers and
4 minesweepers, 8 Beaufi^ter sorties.
32 merchant vessels, 6 L.S.T’s and 7 sloops, 2k-
Eeaufighter sorties.
Sorties Aircraft Squadron

(2)

(3..

('!.)

(5)

23 Baltimores
Baltimores
Beauforts
Baltimores

Bisleys
Iliidsons
Beauforts
Swoi-diU-sh

Uellingtons

454
8 15 S,A,-...,P,

16 S.A.A.F,5
7 203
7 13 ll.II.A.F.
4 459

1 (S S..cl,iiaF,3
6 815

384

87

(6) Infra,
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The total effort of ITo. 201 (iTaval Co-operation)
Group in support of the ’Huslqy* assault was five hundred
and ninety sorties and 2800,Hi- hours, (1 )

le air threat from Crete(2)r-l
j.*

,s realised in June by the ’Husl-y' planning staff
that the snail German air forces based on Crete v/ould conr-

It

Atstitute a menace to the Middle East assaiilt convoys,

the time, there were some fifteen single-engined ffghters
(Me,109s; based at ICastelli and Maleme, ten Arado 196s at
Suda Bay, a long range reconnaissance Otaffel of five
Ju,86s and Ju,S3s at Kastelli, as well as some thirty
Ju.87 dive bombers usually based at j'a-gos, ;vhich could be
s?/itched to Crete at short notice,

Greece a mixed force of bombers, dive bombers, t?fin
engined fighters, single-engined fighters and bomber
reconnaissance aircraft, both German and Italian, which
could be brought into play in an emergency, although its

exact serviceability could only be estimated,
but dangerous force v/as not lilcely to be reduced if the

Allied deception plans succeeded; on the contrary.

There v/a.s also in

This small

I'aval raiding parties in Crete(3)

On 22 June, small naval raiding parties viere landed
in Crete r/ith the object of doing what they could to

diminish the air threat to the ’Husly's convoys. They
found no aircraft at Heralcleion, but burned a considerable
quantity of petrol. At Kastelli they burned more petrol
and destroyed eight aircraft. They brought back two
German prisoners and twenty Cretan refugees in Motor
Launch 3^1 on the night 11/12 JiuLy, It was reported later
that not less than sixty hostages were shot by the enemy
as a reprisal for these raids.

Crete had been evacuated by the British and Dominion
forces between 20 and 31 nay 194'lj over tv/o years previotis
to 'Ilusicy*; and the inhabitants m\ist have thou^t their
deliverance postponed indefinitely v/hen it ?/as seen that

It would bethe main Allied thrust was against Sicily,
a good thing, therefore, if some shovf of strength could be
devised to raise their morale and to teach the Germans a

sharp lesson.

(1)

Convoy ■HaaLa-Ligm

78,28
133.30
84,53
31,48
29,50

345.07
249,50
471.25
282.54
58, 31
37.50
51,07

123,00

16N,P.3
Force Ml* (all movements)
Force «R«
fUM.S, Mauritius (to Malta)
H.M.S, .Wlel (to Malta)
m.!'.s.35“
M.W.F.36

31
15
7
8

73
51
93M.W.S,37
58M.H.F,37

M.W.S.36 (A)
K.M.S.18
M.M.F,18
K.M.S.19
K.M,F,19 (not covered)

C,F.1
N.C,S.1.
S» B» M, 1 •
Area anti/sub, patrol & photo Recce
Recce of
U-boat searcli

:: TT Crete

14
8

12
24

88.22
20.48
56,51

22
4

14
82 273.

176.37
209.5530

! 2800,14TOTAIS i
(2) Air Defences Eastern Mediterranean 0,R,Bs,
(3) Ihe War at Sea (Admiralty Hist, Sec.)
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The baokr^romd of the fif^hter 'rodeo* operation a,a:ainst
Crete -• code name 'Thesis*(i)

In mid-July, it was apparent that the eneny had with-
drairn most of his fighter defences from the Aegean and Crete
for eperations from Italian bases. His installations on

Crete were therefore more vulnerable than normally.

After the formation of Air Defences Eastern

Mediterranean in February 1943 out of the old Egypt Command,
the role of their day fighter squadrons became increasingly
one of shipping protection. They followed close behind the

advancing Eighth Array and Yif'estern Desert Air Force, conso
lidating the nevf teri-itories into static sectors and,
during this period, exerted a maximum effort with their
meagre forces, v/ith fev/ departures from the uncontested
routine. There had been occasional 3cra,mbles to intercept
single enemy reconnaissance aircraft, but these had been
fruitless until the recent arrival of a few Spitfire IXs.

For the puri:)oses of Operation ’Husly* the whole command
was brought up to a high level of training, efficiency and
expectation and the maximum effort had been put out until
the convoys were handed over to Air H,Q. Malta, This inten
sive period passed without the firing of a single shot.
There followed a period of anti-climax and frustration not

only tiiroughout the figliter units but, as is now generally
admitted, throughout the Middle East Command, vVithout
accurate forohno/ledge of the operations and misfortunes
awaiting them before the close of the same yes,r, they felt
that the vr&r Imd passed over them, leaving them stranded
with no prospect but indefinite routine and stagnation, A
report by Air Defence Eastern Mediterranean on Operation
’Thesis’(2) refers t« the "dangerous psychological situation
which might have had disastrous effects on the morale of the

day fighter squadrons and was none too good for the other
formations in the Command", It was therefore decided by
the Air Defence Commander that a large scale offensive opera
tion employing most of the day fighter squadrons Virould have
a desirable tonic effect. The Mr Officer Commanding-in-
Chief gave his authority on 17 July for a daylight attack
on Crete by all available single-engined aircraft of Nos,219
and 212 Croups and certain aircraft of Ho, 201 (Naval

operation} Croup, The operation involved the longest
sea crossing such a formation had ever undertaken in the

Command and much ’hedge-hopping’ in largely mountainous
country in which the anti-aircraft defences vrere likely to
be dense.

Co-

Summarising the advantages likely to accrue from the
fighter svreep, they were reprisals in casualties and dislo

cation, possible enemy air reinforcement at the expense of
the strength in Italy so badly needed for Sicilian and other

local operations, moral support for the Cretans, and change
of experience and a tonic for the Allied day fighter
squadrons.

0) Air Defence H,Q E. Mediterranean Operation Instruc
tion No. 9 of 1943 19 July 43 (in Air Def. E. Med.
Air Staff O.R.Bs,),

(2) Air Def, E. Med. Air Staff O.k.B’s Appendix 17*

• 9
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Air Forces for Operation ^Thesis*

The attaclcLng force comprised three specialiy created
fighter ;7ings, one Naval Co-operation flight, a covering
force and Air/sea Rescue unit
consisted of ninety Hurricanes, twelve Spitfires, six
Baltimores and six Eeaufighters, making one hundred and
fourteen aircraft in all. The three T.-ings were referred
to by their base-names, viz, the Dema, Bu Amud and Sidi
Barrani Wings, They had each two coastal Beaufighters as
navigational leaders and twenty-seven, tv/enty-seven and

thirty-six Plurricanes respectively. Twelve Spitfires con

stituted the Savoia Covering Force, based at Savoia, de'fcailed
to cover the -withdrawal in case of enemy fighter action.
The Gambut Force of No, 235 Naval Co-operation V.'ing, with
its flight of six Baltimores and two reserves, was to
attack v/ith bombs and machine guns in conjunction with the
fighter attack, but from its ovna base at Gambut,

The operational units

Executive control of the operation was delegated to
Wing Commander the Hon, Max Aitken, v/ho moved to Bu Amud and
began the briefing on the morning of 21 July,(l)

Operation ’Thesis*- the air attack on Crete. 25 July 19A5(2)

The three wings were airborne between 0700 and 0720
The Baltimores were airborne at 0730hours on 23 July,

hours and set course to follow the Sidi Barrani Wing, The

Cl) Disposition of forc3s taking part In Operation ‘Thesis*

Sldl Barrani Wing (ex-No, 219 Group and Mo, 235 Vhng)

No, 335 (RiH.iuF.) Squadron
No, 336 (R,K.A.F,) Squadrai
Nos, 7k, 238 and 151 Squadrons
No, 227 (N.C.) Squadron

Gambut Force (No. 235 Naval Cc-operatlon Wing)

9 Hurricane II C‘s
9 Hurricane II C*s
18 Hurricane II S‘s and C‘s
2 Beaubanbers (plus 1 reserve)

No, k5k (N.C.) Squadron
Air Sea Rescue Flight

6 Baltimores (plus 2 reserves)
k Wellingtons, 2 Walrus

aj Aaud wing (ex-NOa 212 Group and No, 235 Wing)

No, 123 Squadrcm
No, 134 Squadron
No, 41 (S.iWIuF.) Squadron
No, 227 CN.C.) Squadrm

Dema Wing (ey^o, 212 Group and No, 235 King)

No, 7 (3,A,A.F.) Squadron
No, 237 (Rhod,) Squadron
No, 94 SquadTOTi
No, 227 {N.C.) Squadron
Air Sea Rescue

9 Hurric

9 Hurrica

ane II C‘s
9 Hurricane II B‘s
9 Hurricane II B‘s

2 Beaubombers (plus 1 reserve)

ne II c‘s
9 Hurricane II C*s
9 Hurricane II C>s
2 Beaubombers (plus 1 reserve)
2 Walrus

Savola Covering Force (ex-No, 212_Gro^_)

No, 80 Squadron

Tobruk

Air Sea Rescue

Dema Harbour

12 Spitfire VSs

3 H.S.L*s (1 at sea)

Air Sea Rescue 3 H.S. L‘s (2 at sea)

(2) No, 201 (N.C.) Wing and Air Def, E, Ked, O.R.B»s,
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mean time of the fighter wings' arrival on target was O855
hoTors,

fighter crews jettisoned their long range tanl^3.
flev/ at low altitudes over Crete,

Just before arrival at the shores of Crete, the
They all

The Dema v'ing sv/ept tiie western end, the Bu Amud the
centre and the Sidi Barrani hing and Baltimore B’light the
eastern end,

trations, the fighters looked for hutted and tented camps,
military headquarters, radar, and radio stations and Iv/T
parks,

and ships in harbour for low level bombing attack,
crews worked on photographs taken for the occasion on the

previous day by No, 608 Squadron,

Avoiding aerodromes because of flalc concen-

The Baltimore flight selected harbour installation
All

s

The Dema wing crossed the Cretan coast east of Maleme
and attacked a staff car and a power station at Haleme, a
radio station at Selinos ICastelli and the lighthouse on
Gavdos Island,

in flight and each attacked one,

aircraft, but the attack could not be pressed home for fear
of turning across the following Hurricanes,
few Germans, found only indifferent targets in the illikiano
area and reported light anti-aircraft fire at Selinos
Kastelli and Gavdos,

trees on a mountain H.E. of Tupolias, was lost.

The Bu Amud V/ing made landfall at Tymbaki,
straffed, with satisfactory resiALts, military traffic,
machine gun posts, tents, huts and a petrol (or ammunition)
dump: they shot up camps south of the Tymbaki - HeraldLeicn
road, bleviT up a truck loaded with German troops, and hit
the rade.r station at Leonda.

fire around Tymibaki and up to 5 miles out to sea.
Squadron lost two Hurricanes; No
Hurricane and No, 238 Squadron lost tfiree lAirricanes.

The Beaufighters sighted two dvrado 1963
Strikes were seen on one

They sighted

One Hurricane, seen to crash in some

They

They met heavy anti-aircraft
No, 134

1  (S.A.A.P.) lost one•  <-1-

The Sidi Barrani V/ing made landfall at Hierapetra v/here
they attacked the radar station, a bridge and a mchine gun
post. They flew on to hirabello Bay, where the Beairfighters
of No, 227 Squadron scored a near miss on a 100-ton caique,
later attacked by fighters, Buildirigs (possibly  a German
H.Q.) near Ag Paraskais, a radio station at Ag Johannis
and buildings at Ag ITikolaos v/ere attacked. They reported
heavy anti-aircraft fire from Herakleion and from the N,V/,

end of Kastelli landing ground and light fire from near
Nikolaos a,nd at scattered points. One pilot was attacked
by a Ju,8& just south of the island. Their general
impressions v/ere that the country was too difficult for an

attack of this kind to be really successful, fioll of narrow

gullies and tv/isting roads, that if many camps existed they
must have been v^ell concealed and that most other suitable

targets were only sighted when it was too late to attack
them. The '/ing lost six Hurricanes, two from each of
Nos, 238, 335 and 336 Squadrons,

The Gambut force of eight Baltimores, escorted by
twelve Spitfires, svrept over the East end of Crete,
bombs burst on the Hierapetra soap factory, on the end of
a causevmy at Spinaionga andon a factory at Heralcleion,
They scored a near miss on a caique in Hirabello Bay'-,
Their losses were severe, five Baltimores of No, 454
Squadron, and one other crashed on landing on the beach
north of Gambut.

Their
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The total losses, including three hurricanes and the
Baltimore which crashed on landing, were sixteen Hijrricanes
and six Baltimores. This price was admitted to he incom
mensurate with the material damage inflicted on the enemy
from a strictly material point of view, but it vias consi
dered undeniable that the medicine administered to the

enemy coupled with the tonic effect on the day fighter
groups made the operation a success on balance.

Participation by H.V/. African Coastal Air Force in
Husky' Assaults ’

Preliminary operations (3 to 7 July 1943)

I

The varied escort tasks of the Coastal Air Force may
be considered as reaching their culmination on 9 July, when
the main assault convoys from all areas of the Mediterranean
began to come under the protection of Malta's fighters from
the 50-mile radius to the beaches on D Day and onwards.
No, 21+2 Group, however, continued to cover convoys on
10 July and thereafter up to the Tunisian - Tripolitanian
border and the perimeter of Malta's cover.

The nature and weight of forces engaged in convoy
escort has been exemplified in some detail in the account
of the participation in the approach by Air Defences Eastern
Mediterranean and No, 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group. It
is intended, therefore, to omit all comparable detail on

the Coastal Air Force's effort and to indicate briefly its
weight in terms of sorties for each activity for the period
3 to 7 July and to indicate ¥;hat was done to protect the
Navies from interference by major naval units and submarines
and the North African ports from enemy air attacks while

the ships vrere on-loading troops and equipment. This ?/ill
be followed by parallel figures for 8 and 9 July combined,
the period of most intensive pre-assaul.t operations in
T/hich the force vias engaged.

The to cal sorties flown by N.T;, .Coastal Air Force from
3 to 1 July 1+3 inclusive were:-(l)

685 fighter sorties on
^  II II 11

convoy escort (20 convoys)
defensive patrols
air/sea rescue
photograpnic recconnaissance

50
4

91 sorties by other coastal
aircraft on convoy escort

sea reconnaissance

anti-submarine patrol
attacks on shipping and
submarines

air/sea rescue

67
108

75

39

Enemy aircraft crossed the North African coast on only
one occasion, the night of 6/7 July,
ineffectual attack by about sixty-five bombers, one of
which was destroyed by night fighters, on Bizerta,
attacks in June had been vigorously discouraged by the

This was an

Earlier

(1 ) Heport by 23rd S.C.O.B.U. on 'Huslcy' in N.A.A.F.
O.R.B, appendices.
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defences and the Allies air offence against the enemy air

force in general, aircraft and crew shortages and Iw strength
and serviceability rendered it increasingly difficult to do
more than stage an occasional attack on one or two selected

targets,
was also inconsistent for similar reasons,

ficient strength to cover all his commitments and, although
not demoralised, was harassed continually by Allied attacks
on his airfields,

more secure bases,

background for sound operational planning.

Preliminary operations (S and 9 July I9k3)

The total sorties flown by Coastal Air Force on 8
and 9 July demonstrate an intensification of effort in almost

all its fields of activity:-(l)

The enemy’s fighter reaction to Allied attacks
He had insuf-

These led to a series of moves back to

All this did not provide a congenial

51k- fighter sorties on
150 If ft

convoy escort

defensive patrols
air/sea rescue6 II It II

AO sorties by other Coastal
aircraft on

It

convoy escort
sea reconnaissance

anti-submarine patrol
attacks on shipping and
submarines

air/sea rescue

ft fl
24

43
ft V tt

37 tt ft tl

52
tt

The ejieny bomber effort for the period vras nil.

Operations by Ho, 242 Croup (S to 10 July 1943)(2)

The assault itself brought no break in the all-round
activity of Ho, 242 Croup of N.W, African Coastal Air Force,

Situated at the centre of the mounting area, it went through
a period of intensive operations from 8 to 12 July,0)
footnote (3) gives the total soi'ties expended on convoy
escort, port defence, night defence and the watch on the

Italian Fleet both in port, at the approaches to the ports
and over the whole Tyrrhenian Sea,
effort, the group carried out several day scrambles against
enemy aircraft and attacked shipping in convoy carrying
supplies to Sicil3)’, (4)

The

In addition to ttiis

(1) Report by 23rd S.C.O.R.U, on 'Husl<y' in N.A.A.F, O.R.B,
appendices,

(2) No, 242 Croup O.R.E’s,

!

(3) Recce of

Italian

Fleet

Port

defence
Night

Beaufighters
Date Convoy escort

226 (5 convoys
173 (6
150 (4

II

9 Jly 2i-1 7 day
7 day
6 day )
7 night)
9 night
6 day
10 night

9
U

9 8
10 82

162 (7
166 (3

II It11 14 9
1112 20 4

(4) Sinkings by Allied aircraft are recorded in Part A of
this chapter.
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Participation by Air Headquarters Malta in the ’Husky*
Assaults

Protection of the *IiusI<y* convoys

To round off the record of the contribution made by
the four illlied air commands to the protection of the
‘Husky' convoys, a brief sununary of Halta's effort must be
included. This v/ill be in general terms on the lines of
a report 137- its Air Officer Commanding, (1 ) Their effort
falls naturally' under three headings, viz,, the protection
of the assault convoys, of the seaborne and airborne
assaults, and shipping in the build-up phase (D plus 1
to D plus A Days), Malta's support of the land forces in
Sicily as well as complete details of all the operations
herein outlined may be found elsewhere,(2)

The Spitfire squadrons based on Malta provided fighter
cover and close escort for approximately 2,000 ships that

converged on Malta from the West, South and South-east
during their approach to Sicily,
able fighter effort was employed on the close escort of
convoys when they came v/ithin 50 miles West of South of
Malta,

Two-thirds of the avail-

The remaining one-third of the fighter force
operated over enemy airfields in the South of Sicily, and

also gave close escort and top cover to bomber formations
operating from N
convoy during daylight hours on D minus 1 Bay and they
were not reccjnnoitred, so efficient was the air screen.

Africa. No attacks ?rere made on any

As a long-range measure of convoy protection during
the hoi-irs of darloiess, fighter intruders operated tlirough-
out the night over occupied enemy airfields in Sicily and

Southern Italy, Specially equipped Beaufighters(3) and
half a squadron of similarly equipped Mosquitoes were
employed tliroughout the night as a screen betvjeen these

eneiay airfields and the advancing convoys. They were
controlled by &.C.I, stations in Malta and carried in Tank

Landing Ships,

Di.iring the night of D minus 1/D Day, Malta provided
visual and radio navigational aids for the four hundred
and fifty transport aircraft and gliders (in Operations
'Ladbroke* and 'Husky No, 1*) by a screen of night fighters
and night intruders. Hurricane carnon fighters led the

airborne formations across the coast of Sicilj" and
attacked enemy searclUights that e:q)osed theii- beams,
very effectively, according to reports, Adrairal Hev^itt,
who commanded the Western Naval Task Porce, regarded air
forces coverage of the convoys ns "the most carefully
planned and most successfully executed" phase of 'Husky',(a)

(1) A.V.M. Sir K. k. Park. MS/5050/Air.
(Malta O.k.B’s).
defer to the S.A.P, narratives on the Sicilian

canq^aign and Malta (A.K.B,),
With A.I.

deport by N.C.W.T.r. on 'HuEk:y',
(Cabinet Hist, Archives),

26 July

a.f.h.q.

A3

(2)

(3)
(4)
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Protection of the, landinpis

On ]) Day, the shipping lying off the five landing areas

and the troops landing were afforded continuous fighter
patrols during the first 1-^ hours of daylight and the
majority for the first 2 hours and over. Landings were
also given continuous patrols for the last hour of daylight,
Addicional fighter patrols were provided for periods v/hen

it was anticipated the enemy air forces might attack in

strength,(l) Throughout the 16 hours of light, there
was fighter cover to at least one or two of the landing
areas, which were vddely separated. There was not suffi
cient fighter strength to maintain continuous cover over

all beaches during the sixteen hours of daylight.

Several factors limited the full emplo3Tnent of the
numerically strong fighter force; the operational capacity
of the fields on Malta and Pantelleria; the long distance
from those bases to the assault areas and the resulting
short tirae which each sortie could give to flying cover;
and the heavy commitments to fighter escoirt for bombing
missions. The director units in the U.S.S. Monrovia and

U.S.S, Ancon lacked combat experience and adequate training
as a team. Plans came late to completion,(2)

Justification of air cover for the landings(3)

There were differences of opinion later between the
U.S. Navy and the air forces as to the effectiveness of the
air cover. The U,o. Navy insisted that close support by
aircraft in amphibious operations, as they understood it,
did not exist. In support of this statement they pointed
out that the average number of fighters maintained over the

American beaches (’Joss', ’Dime' and ’Cent’) was approxi
mately ten; that on t'wo occasions there v/ere no fighters

■  in any of the areas and on several occasions no cover over

one or two areas; and that because of the limited number
of aircraft available patrols had been maintained at only
one level.

The reply to the latter complaints is implicit in
the text of the previous sub-section (b),
African Air forces presented these facts and further strong
arguments to support its viev; that the cover had been
effective,

1,092 sorties on D Day, but only twelve vessels had been

lost against the Navies* anticipated loss of up to 300 ships
during D minus 1 and D Day,
fire from friendly ships vuhich had forced the fighter
patrols up from 5j000 and 8,000 feet to 10,000 and 14#000
feet, so increasing the danger of enemy aircraft breaking
through, furthermore, many ships had been anchored so

far from shore (up to 6 miles) that it had been fovind diffi
cult to cover simultaneously ships, landing craft and
beaches,

friendly ships was a serious menace to operations,
hazards vrere run by the airborne mission 'Huslcy No, 2' on

Northwest

Not only had its Spitfires and ''..'arhawks flown

Aircrev/s had had to face

There is no doubt that the volimne of fire from
Similar

(1) 0730-0830, 1130-1230 and 1600-1700 hours.
(2) Craven and Cate:- The A.A.f, in Norld bar II,

Vol. II.

(3) Ibid.
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the night 11/12 July,
brought heavj'- fire to bear on them as they approached Sicily,
and partial failure of the operation resulted. Again, on
the night 13/l^j- July, the airborne operation ’fustian® ran
into heavy fire from Allied naval vessels as v/ell as friendly
and hostile shore batteries,

11 were destroyed and 50 damaged by friendly fire.

Allied naval and merchant vessels

Of the 12A aircraft engaged.

The British Admiralty stated,(l) more approvingly, that
casualties to shipping in the several invasion areas were
considerably less than had been anticipated.
Sir B, H. Ramsay stated that this resulted from a very high
degree of air superiority, which gave a surprising immimity
from air attack,

the navies and armies owed a great debt to the air forces
for the effectiveness of the protection offered them
throughout the operation,(2)
already given here of the scope of that protection and the
thoroughness of the planned operations,(3) that may well
be a just comment on ’Husl%y’ viewed as a whole,
and above the visible support over the convoys and beaches
an even greater volume of air effort was being given without

stint to neutralise the enemy's air and naval opposition
and his supply system.

Admiral

The C,-in-C, Mediterranean declared that

If one considered the record

For over

Sir Keith Park reported that the majority of the enemy
air attacks appear to have been made against shipping lying
off Licata and Gela, virhere the iimerican divisions were

ijnder the protection of two U.S, fighter groups, the equi
valent of nine British fighter squadrons,
there v/ere reported to have been attacked more heavily than
the British beaches, where the ships lay close,
squadrons \were driven up to between 10,000 and 14,000 feet,
they were frequently engaged by ships' anti-aircraft guns.

Full details of air operations over the landing areas
from jD plus 1 Day onwards ai-e given in the R.A.F, narrative
The Sicilian Campaign (A.H.B.),

The beaches

Even when

PAjRT C

ITIE nklS EFACUATIOiI FROM SICILY

Axis plans for evacuation

Early discussions at Hitler's headquarters(4)

Immediately after the fall of Mussolini, Hitler called
his service chiefs to a sei’ies of conferences. They dis
cussed the changed militnrj^ situation and the possibility of

(1) (A.H.B.1110 8/27).Battle Siomm.ary Ho, 35*
Craven and Cate,

Refer to Sir K, Park's report, appendix C for the full
fighter patrol programme,
more than two sorties per squadron per day, the effort
oou3.d not, have been maintained at the actual level

If this had allowed for

2

3

so long,
Fuelirer Conferences on Naval Affairs 1943
(Admiralty 1947)5
Naval bar Effort.

b'eichold.

(N.I.D. 24/T 65A5).
Report on

(4)
the German
(A.H.B.6).
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evacuating Sicil,y and Sardinia, A series of plans for
seizing control of land and naval operations was outlined
and the German IJaval Command Italy detailed to eva-cus-te

German troops from Sicily if necessary. Flans for the
evacuation v/ere opposed hy Doenitz, vdio v;as in fs.vour of
holding Sicily as long as possible. No decision had been
reached by the end of 27 July,

All the measures designed to meet the situation and a

possible Italian defection were completed under the codename
of Operation 'Achse', On 1 August, a signal y/as sent to
the Comnianding General, Armed Forces, South to the effect

that when the code v/ord •Achse’ y/as given he was to carry
out at once Operation ’Schwarz’, which involved, among other
things, the evacuation of Sicily and Sardinia and the trans
fer of forces from Sardinia to Corsica, The tasks of the

Navy included the execution of the evacuation transports
from Sicily,(l)
was considered as an item in an over-all plan to meet a

potential politico-strategic situation, not merely as an
admission of defeat, A signal v/as sent on the same day
by Keital, (the C.O.S, Armed Forces High Command), to the
effect that inconspicuous preparatory measures to accelerate
operations comprised by 'Achse' could be proceeded with,(2)
But the only part of ’Asche’ put into operation in August
was Operation 'Niche', the rescue of Hiissolini, v/hich held
priority on Hitler's order, .

At this stage, the evacuation of Sicily

Jodi, who could see the urgency of the military situa
tion, Iriad already decided on action. Soon aftenyards, he
left for Italy with kommel.

Jodi's orders to Kesselring and the German Comrnander in Sici'iy

On 11'. July, XIV Panzer Korps was given unconditional
command over all German troops in Sicily, On 15 July,
Col, von Bonin was appointed Chief of General Staff of XIV
Panzer Korps, (the Commander of which y/as "&enerainubel~and
simimoned to the then Chief of Operations Staff, Armed Forces.
(Jeneraloberst Jodi, in East Prussia, Jodi gave Mm,
verbally, he states, the folloyying oiMers for General Hube:-

"In view of the great numerical superiority of the
Anglo-American forces, and especially in view of the
great difficulties of supplying even the relatively
small German force in Sicily (chief causes of diffi
culty being the small capacity and the vulnerability of
railroads in Southern Italy, the inseciority of sea
transport, and the possibility of a blockade of the
Strait of Messina), it is not to be contemplated that
we can continue to hold the island. It is, however,
important to fight a delaying action and gaiii further
time for stabilizing the situation on the mainland.
The vital factor, hoyvever, is imder no circumstances to
suffer the loss of our three G-erman divisions. At the

very minimum, our valuable human material must be saved,'

(l) 0K//.7PSt Nr. 661746/43 g.k. Chefs 1 Av.g.2|.3.
Nuelirer Directives. 1942-1945. (A.H.B.II&.I/67 (b)).

(2) OK/hUSt, Nr, 661721.7/43 g.k. Chefs 1 Aug.2j.3, in
Fuehrer Directives, (A.H,B.fl&,l/67/B.) Also refer
to Oai/Sig to O.E, Sud 2096A.3 26 July, 24.3
O.K.V/./w.F.Gt. (A.H.B,6),

In
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'.iith these instructions, vrhich had been communicated to
Field Marshal Kesselring, von Bonin reached General Hube’s
tactical headquarters on 17 July,
Germans had established a continuous defensive front,

third division v/as crossing the Strait into Sicily. (1)

General Hube’s plan

The first German plan was that the Hermann G-oering
Division should begin evacuation on 1 August, the XV Panzer
G-renadier Division on 12 August and the XXIX Panzer G-renadier
Division on 15 August,
by documents captured in the course of the fighting, but
by then the programme, upset by the rate of the iUlied
advance, had been revised.

He found that the

A

So much was revealed by 14 August

General Hube had appointed as Commandant of the Messina
Fortress Area Colonel Ernst G-unther Baade, G.O.C.
Panzer G-renadier Division, an energetic army officer, and
had invested responsibility for organizing and operating the
ferry service transit of the Strait in an efficient naval ’

officer " Captain von Liebenstein, the Sea Transport Fuehrer
Messina Straits.

LIX

Baade was responsible for approaches,
defences and sea traffic, as far as the Germans were
concerned, and held unconditional comraand over that part of
Sicily around Messina and over the mainland of Italy in the

area of San G-iovanni and E.eggio,(2) loiown as the Messina
Straits Fortress Area, Von Liebenstein was responsible
for the ferry service, landing points, approaches, fuelling
and for defence of the craft while at sea, XIV Panzer Korps
only for discipline and maintenance of roads.(3)

Measures already in force included the removal oi* two

pieces of heavy army artillery from the island to the San

Giovanni area on the mainland to protect the ferry route

against Allied naval vessels and prevenx any attempt to

force the Strait, These rejjresented, stated Von Bonin,
incorrectly, their only (and moreover very questionable)
protection against action by the Allied Navy, There were,
he stated, no coastal batteries available in Italy as rein

forcements; the Navy had refused as imjjracticable the idea

of laying mine-belts, and the effect, he stated, of 8.8 cm,
anti-aircraft shells against contemporary naval vessels
had to be considered as nil, H.Q. XIV Panzer Korps had
ordered all installations on the island which could be

dispensed with to be removed to the mainland. bounded and

redundant staff and equipiaent crossed to Italy every day
and night.

A specific area in Calabria was allotted to each division
for units they could dispense with and for the concentration
of the division when evacuated. Command over bases, supplies

(1) Col, von Bonin - 'Considerations of the Italian

Campaign - The Battle for Sicily'. A study written
for the Canadian Military Mission 1947. (A.H.B.
II/92/0: A.Ii.B.6 B.I56).
'Considerations'

Information supplied by Cabinet Office Historical
Section from './asirington records 16,8,55: History of
U.S, Naval Operations in b'orld ..ar II^ Vol, IX: von

Bonin - 'Considerations', (X.H.B.11/92/8),
Von Liebenstein's '.tar Diary, (P.G./45898 Admlty)
(See Appendix 1'6),

Deferred to hereafter as

(2)

(3)
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and concentration of XIV Panzer Korps in Calabria ivas

invested in General Heidrioh(l ) who "/as to form alarm com
panies, and establish protection and coast-v/atching in
Southern Calabria.

O.K.V/. had given an instruction to the German command
on the tactics to be employed in Sicily, limited, however,
by the clause that XIT Panzer Korps vrould receive further

orders as to the time y^hen evacuation v/as to begin,
this order was given, the divisions were to be left to

believe that Sicily y/as to be held permanently.

Until

General Hube did not share the belief of Hitler and

O.K.I,'. that the German soldier v/ould fight better, and that

staffs on the defensive vrould command better, if they v/ere

deprived of every possibility of retreat,
evacuate dispensable troops and form mainland reception
bases were on his responsibility, without knowledge and con
sent of O.K.V/

His orders to

states von Bonin,(s)

This is qualified by the air commander Rintelen,(2)
v;ho affirms ths,t as Hitler could not make up his mind,
Kesselring made it up for him. He ordered the operations
officers of the divisions in Sicily to fly to his headquarters
at Erascati to plan the evacuation, codename Operation
'Lehrgang*. Kesselring stated later that he ordered the

evacuation in principle,(4) But on I6 August 1943,
Jodi, (who y/as in Italy in early August), stated that it was
he (Jodl) who gave the order to evacuate to Kesselring,(5)

The plan of evacus,tion of the tlaree divisions foresaw
five defence lines converging on Messina and growing pro
gressively smaller round it.
total of 8,000 to 10,000 men was to be released at each

From all three divisions a

1 CommaJider of I Parachute Division.

Von Bonin - •Considerations ^A,H.B.H/92/S),
intelen *Mussolini als Bundesgenosse• p,224j 'Sicilian
Co,mpaign', Information from German somroes (Hist, Sec,
Canadian Army) (by coi.u'tesy of Cabinet Historical
Section),
Kesselring: Memoirs. Kimber, London 1953*

Letter from Captain S, Jung to Captain von llengenlieim
16 August 1943. (A.H.S./F.D.S. P.G./31749).
Ccmmcnting on von Bonin's 'Oonsidorations', General
V/estphal is quoted by General U, Fries (29th Panzer
Grenadier Division in Sicily (1947) as stating that
O.K/G. T/as not informed of the evacuation plcn when
the evacuation began on 11 August, O.K,'..'. Operations
Staff asked on whose order and with whose permission
the evacuation v/as begun. The Chief of Staff to

Kesselring replied, Lrostphal continued, that Kesselring
had given the order and accepted responsibility.
Thereupon no further queries or interference follovrod
so it could be assumed, said Westphal, that Plitler
had given it his consent. This must have come at a
very late hoior, for in the minutes of the discussions
held from 9 to 11 At;igust, it y/ould appear that even
on 11 August, Doenitz was still opposing the idea
and Hitler had given no decision. He probably
yielded to Jodi’s suggestions some time on the night
11/12 or on 12 August, (Cabinet Historical Section,
Enemy Documents.)

XU

2

3

(4)
(5)
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withJjawal and to proceed to the Messina area. On the
fifth line of defeiice, the last remaining troops vrere to
proceed to the boats in the last night before final evacua

tion, Concentration and embarkation areas, road routes,
traffic control, ferry routes, ferry craft, landing points
and transport to concentration areas on the mainland were
all prescribed. General Hube himself ordered v/ithdrawal

to defence lines,(1) The time planned for the whole move
ment v/as five nights* It took six nights and five days.
The maximum aimed at was movement across the Straits of aTI

German troops and as much as possible of their equipment,
artillery and tsrlcs, (2) The Italians might evacuate their
troops, but not vehicles or heavy v^eapons, all within the
larger German plan, but must use their own surface craft,
Kesselring signalled to O.K.M. on 2 August that the evacua
tion could begin on 6 August if required,(3)

The only Allied disturbance of Hube's schedule v/as the

America.ns * capture of Regalbuto, Sant’ Agata and Troina
within a week (2-8 August), This led to his determination
to start the evacuation on 11 August, Operation *L.,hrgang
began at I8OO hours on 11 August,(a) The terrain was
perfect for an orderly withdrawal, for the land tapered
acutely towards Cape Peloro,
joint Allied action to prevent its completion,
tv/o raox'e iillied leapfrog landings on the north coast, but
they failed to cut off the main Geivnan forces: these

retreated according to plan, not without heavy losses.

1

But it was still possible for
There were

V/hen the plan is considered, it is apparent that its
It wassmooth tempo v;as controlled from start to finish,

a piece of machinery almost continuously in motion, with
no points of concentration where men and materials would

accumulate for any length of time; and therefore, from the
point of view of the Allied air forces, a most unprofitable
target system.

Admiral Barone's plan(3)

General Alfredo Guzzoni, the Italian island commander,
ha’^ing contended successfully with the vacillations of

Mussolini, ordered Rear Admiral Pietro Barone, commanding
the naval forces in Sicily, to evacuate troops and head
quarters no longer required,
tribute! in the Cape Feloro-San Stefano di Camastra, the Cape
Peloro-Catania and the general Fortress area sectors.

The evacuation proceeded slowly and inconspicuously
from 3 to 10 August,
begin to evacuate the entire XVI /urmy Corps, as much equip
ment as possible, various tactical units and the coastal
defence batteries, on the afternoon of 11 A.ugust,
accelerated evacuation began one day earlier, in the
afternoon of 10 August*

The Ibalian forces were dis-

On 9 August, Guzzoni was ordered to

The

(1) Von Bonin 'Considerations’ (A.H.B.Il/92/8) and
Liebenstein's Report,

(2) War Diary and Report of Captain von Liebenstein,
(A.H.S./F.D.S. P.G.A5898/99)

(3) Admiralty P.&./32461. (p.D.S.).
Von Liebenstein, See Appendix I6,
Barone's report (A.H,B,II/J,5/1 V+-)»

v

I
4

5

on
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Admiral Barone divided his traffic into three parts.
The troops and materials from the Sparta area, in the north

eastern hump came down the Sparta-Messina road to Mortelle
beach at the extreme end of the northern coast,

approaching the Messina area dov/n the Cape Peloro (or
Peloritana;
Ivlargherita hospital just south of San Salvatore (about
4 miles north of Messina) or in Messina,
to the Messina area along the Taormina road embarked in

Messina itself at ITo, 3 ferry berth,
craft was mixed, but its capacity vms large; it was well

covered by flak and coastal batteries, searchlights and

warning systems in the Fortress area,
areas in Calabria,

had been bombed on many occasions and with increasing
intensity during July, and great damage had been effected,
Seggio had suffered even greater devastation and v/as
partially evacuated,
of the risks, decided to use the ferry terminals and quays
at Messina itself and at Villa Can G-iovanni, because the

facilities for ferry boats and small steamships v/ere
gree.ter there than on the beaches,
being of shallow? draught, could operate from beaches, (2)

The G-erman Ferry Service before evacuation(3)

Those

road embarked at a beach near the keina

Those coming up

His fotilla of

There vrere assembly
Messina (1) and Villa San G-iovanni

Admiral Barone, with full knovfledge

The M lamiches.

By 1 August, at the height of the campaign, the Sea
Transport Fuehrer Messina Strait had developed the German

ferry service to a high pitch of efficiency,
and night, but mostly by day, his fleet of naval craft
carried men, fuel, supplies and equipment in both direc
tions from established landing points and by regular
routes,

with Naples,
system had functioned satisfactorily and losses and
damage to landing points and ferry craft were still
bearable.

Every day

There were remote bases in the system, lihlced
In spite of the Allied air offensive, the

The supply headquarters at keggio had already moved
Catania was threatened and the days

of some of the southerly routes involving Molini, lonica,
Galati and Ponte Schiavo vrere clearly numbered.

back to G-ioia Tauro,

Five main routes continued to function at high
pressure up to the 10 August and four routes from 11 to

17 August,(4) with interruptions by Allied aircraft.

(1) The total of attacks on Messina in 194'1 was 9,
in 1942 it was 12, in 1943 up to 17 August, 76.
Of the grand total of ̂ 6 attacks, 54 were day and
43 night. Of these, 21 attacks involving 709 short
tons of high explosive) were made on the ferry
e.nd harbour combined, and 29 a.ttacks (involving 7^6
short tons of high explosive) on the harbour and
railv;ay.
Source for details of the Italiaii evacuation plans
and operations;- Admiral P, Barone's report 'L'opera
svolta Della k. Maxina Durante La Battaglia Di
Sicilia' (Courtesy of Admiralty and Italian Naval
Historical Office, kome), (A.H.B.II J.5/144)
Von Liebenstein's war diary (Admlty, P.&,/45898/99)

2 ferry boats had already been sunk there.
(2)

(3)
at Appendix 16,
kefer to Figure I), for the complete ferry system.(4)
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These were:~

Up to 17 Auf-xust

Route I

Sicilian teriainal Italian terminal Craft

Earo north

Earo Central

Earo South

Cannitello rioi>th

Cannitello Central

Cannitello South

M.E.P. (1
S.E.

L-boat (3
2

Route II

Sicilian terminal Italian terminal Craft

Ganzirri North

Ganzirri South
M.F.P.APezzo North

Pezzo South S.E.

Route III

Paradise Catena North

Cbitona Central

Catena South

S.E*

M.E.P.

M.E.P.

Route IV

San Salvatore

San Salvatore - 2

switch points

Gallico North

Gallico Central

M.E.P.

S.E.

Up to 10 Auisiust

Routes I to r/ (5)
and Route V

Pistunina Gallico South M.E.P.

This was not all.

on the mainland up the Toe of Italy, where refuelling,
revictualling, assembly, and the transfer of wounded were
carried out.

There were imjjortant traffic poi

These were Bagnara,(5), Gioia Taipro,(6)

nts

Pizzo and Marina di Vibo Valentia, Palmi and a station 2
kilometres ’,7est of Hilazzo. Dispersal v/as carefully

craft moved to securer anchorages when
iuirter 12 August, Vibo Valentia was built up

thought out:
standing by,

to fvill status as a ferry base.

Eerrying before the evacuation was carried out mostly
by day. Von Liebenstein thought his crevfs insufficiently
experienced to carry out the entire evacuation by night,
because of heavy bomber attacks and inadequate lighting, but
the Army pressed for the night crossings. Allied aircrews

1 Naval ferry barge,
Siebel ferry.
Landing boat.
The southerly route from Galati to three points at
Occhio functioned until the fall of Catania on

5 August.
It functioned luitil the railway line vfas destroyed by
air attack,

2 landing points for M.E.Ps, with approach roads.

2

3

,4,

(5)

(6)
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had been dealiiig for some time v/ith maritime supplies to

Sicily and traffic back to Italy and the general pattern v/as

familiar to many. But it was not mitil 8 August that they
began to divert aircraft in more considerable numbers on to
it from other tasks.

Many of the ferries carried balloons, v/hich von .
Liebenstein considered an even better defence than flak.

He continued to press for more ammunition and balloons and

strove v;ith his superiors - the Sea Transport Headquarters -

to retain his craft against outside demands,
him and General Hube v/ere the figures of Baade, von Kamptz
(the Security Commander), the Higher Straits Artillery
Officer and Heidrich, each jealous of his authority; and

von Liebenstein had to by-pass them and overcome the handi

caps of broken or effete telephonic communications, of roads

and bridges cut by air attacks, as well as ensure the flow

of porbable bridges, steel road sections, caissons and

floating landing stages, and supervise the v/ork of the

Pionier Battalion laying, maintaining and repairing the

approaches to the landing and discharging points,
headquarters vrere at Faro North, but he made several tours
across the Strait under aircraft attack.

in between

His

The German Ferry Service Order of Battle for Operation
"L&hrgrng"(l )

On 8 August, von Liebenstein received the order to
prepare for Operation ’'Lelrrgang'', the mass evacuation of

the G-erman army. He immediately requested Sea Transport
Italy for the return of the naval ferry barges ordered by

Kesselring to Naples on 5 August, for more anti-airors,ft
ammunition and for R-boats for escort duties,

neoesshry dispositions.
XIF Panzer Korps ordered the operation to begin on 11 August
to be completed in five nights,
the folloy,dng organization alerted

He made all

On the afternoon of 10 August,

Stations were taken up and

On the Sicilian shore:-

Sea Transport H.Q, Messina

Pionier Landing Battalion 771
PionierLanding Battalion 771

Faro North

Faro Central and South

Ganzirri

Paradise

Salvatore

10th Landing Flotilla

2nd Landing Flotilla

On the Calabrian shore:-

Zi.th Landing Flotilla and
local O.C.

Sea Transport Station Reggio
Pionier Landing Battalion 771

Representative of Naval
C.O.G. Messina

10th Landing Flotilla

2nd Landing Flotilla

Cannitello North

Canitello Central

Cannitello South

Pezzo

Catena North

Gallico North azid South

(l ) Yon Liebenstein’s V/ar Diarj’’,
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The total strength available for the evacuation was
5 M.E.Ps., 7 Siebel ferriesj 4 Pi»“Siebel ferries, 10
landing boats, 2 flak Siebel ferries, 1 artillery lighter
(M.A.L,)^ 6 infantry landing craft (l-'boats) and 30 Pionier
stormboats in reserve: this represented a total of 65 craft
available to the Cermans for the combined operation,
these craft were more or less heavily armed(l)
give a good account of themselves in an engagement with
aircraft or destroyers,
deterrent to aircraft.
detailed for long distance night escort tasks.

jUI

and could

Balloons vere an additional

R-boats of the 12th Flotilla were

The powerful armament of the German feriy units

Any reference to the German naval ferry craft
No measure of the task before the

as

’barges’ is misleading,
Mediterranean Air Command is possible unless it is under
stood that each one was very powerfully armed in relation
to its size, difficult to approach and sink and admirably
adapted to its purpose.

!

The armament of a supply Siebel ferry in that area
■was either one 88 ram or one 37 mm, and one or two twin 20
guns; the special flak version carried either one or two
88 mm,, one 37 mm, and t\TO t^^rin 20 mm. gms.
naval feriy barges carried one 75 mm. and two 20 mm, ^
The artillery lighter (H.A.L.) ca.rried two 80 mm, and two
"'.'0 mm.

N.P.P.
guns.

flak guns. The small I-boats carried one 20

mm.

il;-k gun. They could all bring doym aircraft. On
13 August, for example, the Sea Transport Fuelirer reported
a day iigliter shot dovm by a Pi-Siebel ferry and,
13 August, one aircraft shot down by an L-boat and another
by a naval ferry barge.

mm.

on

Lost of them, as can be seen from the silhouettes in
Figure were narrow and streamlined and therefore diffi
cult for aircraft bomb-aimers and gunners,
ferry barges were protected by 20 ram, steel armour plating
over the steering house and the machine room above deck.
The artillery barge was similarly protected,
carried armour along the sides of the hold.

The M.P.P, ferry barges could attain a speed of 10,5
Imots and the Siebel ferries 8 Icnots, The large capacity
of these craft meant that every voyage across the narrow
Strait (the longest route v/as only just 52 miles) vas a
substantial contribution which coiild never be caught up by
the .t'illied aircraft or the naval Messina Strait Patrol, (2)

The naval

The I-boats

(1) Refer to Figure 3 for armament, silhouettes, tonnages
and dimensions of M.P.Ps
The tonnages given represent ’Lasserverdrangung^ which
is the displacement in metric tons of the empty ship
v/ith a full supply of fuel, water, ammunition and
equipment (A.H.S./F.D.S.).
A Siebel ferry could carry 300 (maximum 540) troops

marching kit and light arms, or 8-10 vehicles.
i\n i,ieF.P, could carry 200 ynaximun 4OO) troops or
3“4 vehicles, or 3 Mark TV tanks and accessories.
The H.A.L. coixLd carry 3OO troops or 6 heavy vehicles.
Tonnages (see previous footnote): IvEO'F/L 155j S.F.I30
M.A.L. 130, I-boat - 20, (p.D.S, Admlty), Some
craft flew balloons.

S.Fs M.A.Ls and I-boats• > • f • s>

One metric ton = 2200 lbs

in

.
(2)
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The Italian ferry., sorvloe (1)

The plan envisaged the employment of ten MZ naval motor
landing craft,(2) the train ferries Villa(3) and Cariddi(4)
and the small steamers Baiaaontc. (5) Aminiragflio Giovanni
Viotti(6) and Luifci Iliz'z'o*^?] The Villa carried abou'E
3,000 troops: the IIZ boats carried 8OO - 1 ,000 troops each.
The Cnriddi had been already hit by bombs and vras almost at

the end of her career. On 6 August, unable to proceed under

her ovvn power, she was towed into Messina and loaded v/ith

heavy artillery, A tug was ordered to tow ii^r to San
Giovanni,(8)

On the quiet days of the evacuation, the Viotti and
Rizzo sailed daily at davm and without misadventure,
the confluence of troops increased, the Villa and Baiamonte
were brought into service,
four of the five ferry boats were damaged and only tv/o MZ

boats were operationally ready, says Barone; there v/ere
several other HZ boats working round Calabria on supply

In the last days of the evacuation, according

Y/hen

On the morning of 11 August,

operations,
to Barone, an unspecified number of minesv/eepers also
carried troops and equipment across.

The Italian ferry routes(9)

IviZ's ran frcam I.Iortelle to Cannitello up to the morning of
12 August and from a beach off the Hospital Reina Hargherita
(4. miles N, of Messina) thereafter,
Cariddi ran from No, 3 ferry berth in Messina to Villa San

Giovanni,

S.S. Villa and S.S.

They made noi-raally two or three return trips
daily. At night, one of them v/as moored at San Giovanni
and the other off Paradiso (2 miles N, of Messina), S.S.
Baiamonte, Rizzo and Viotti ran from the Bianohina Littorio
and the Masotto Mole in Messina harbour to Soilla,(IO),

German apprehensions on account of Allied air attacks

The Allied air forces gave ample evidence during the
first ten days of August 1943 of hovf much they could to do

hinder the supply traffic to Sicily.(II)
apprehensive as to whether they could carry out this opera
tion in which, Kesselring said, surprise was impi-obable,
Ttieir whole energies were devoted to circumventing as far

as possible the continuous air attacks they believed vrere
inevitable. The thought and ingenuity displayed e:iplain
the measure of their success.

The Germans were

(1) Barone,
(2) 120 tons standard displacement,

932 tons standard displacement.
8O9 tons standard displacement,

479 G.R.T. ex-Sara.ieVO (Jugoslavia).
254 G.R.T. ex-Topola (Jugoslav).

(7) 382 G.R.T,
(3) This never arrived, owing to delays in commmications,
(9) Barone; Zuckerraan report (A.H.B.II J.1/14A/4)*
(10) Refer to Pigui'e 4 fo^ Italian and German evacuation

ferry I'outes,
(11) Refer to Appendix 15 for aircraft sorties and targets.

s I.
i^i
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FIGURE 3

GERMAN NAVAL VESSELS EMPLOYED IN THE

EVACUATION OF SICILY — AUGUST 1943

NAVAL FERRY BARGE

M.R R (Type A-c) (F IOO to F800)

LENGTH

BREADTH

FREEBOARD

154' 2"

21' 4"

7' 5'

^  lx 75mm GUN
2x20mm FLAK GUNS.

.  20 mm STEEL PLATING ON

STEERING HOUSE ( MACHINE

I ROOM ABOVE DECK.
:  155 TONS

10-5 KNOTS

ARMAMENT

DISPLACEMENT

SPEED

SIEBEL FERRY
S.F.

78'9‘'LENGTH

BREADTH

HEIGHT from keel

DEPTH under water

ARMAMENT-

SUPPLY S.F

44' 11"

17'

2' 7

lx88mm. or lx37mm GUN

lor2x20mm FLAK. GUNS

NO STEEL PLATING

j{
ARMAMENT-

P-FLA.;. S.F.

DISPLACEMENT

SPEED

I or 2 x®8 mm, IX 37mm GUNS
'. 2x 20mm SINGLE or QUADRUPLE GUNS
:  130 TONS

:  8 KNOTS
D

NAVAL ARTILLERY LIGHTER

M.A.L.(l-l20)

105'

24' 7"
6'

2' 3"-2'7"

2x88mm GUNS
2x20mm FLAK. GUNS

STEEL PLATING (probably)
130 TONS

LENGTH

BREADTH

HEIGHT from keel

DEPTH under water

::5

ARMAMENT

o o

DISPLACEMENT

I BOAT
SMALL LANDING AND SUPPLY FERRYBOAT

60' 8'
13' I"
7' lO"

2' 3*

I X 20mm FLAK GUN

20 TONS

7 KNOTS

LENGTH

BREADTH

HEIGHT from keel

DEPTH under water

ARMAMENT

DISPLACEMENT

SPEED

a.

]
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More lights would be needed, which in turn woiild
help the bombers to identify targets. Von Liebenstein
tried hard to shake the Array from its conviction that the
evacuation of troops must be carried out only at night.
As he pointed out, the sustained all-night attacks drove
the lorry drivers into air raid bunlcers, prevented loading,
paralysed vital points and slovred dovm the evacuation,
lyhereas by day the heavy anti-aircraft batteries could deal
T/ith the less dangerous and more vulnei-able fighters from
key points in the Portress area. The gun crews of the
ferry craft had a better chance by day of shooting down
fighter bombers. Stocks of portable bridge sections,
steel-planicing for approaches, concrete caissons (which
were filled with stones and sunlc to carry pontoons),
lights for recognition of embarkation points, ammunition,
fu..l and supplies were ready and in use, Diesel-driven
tank ba.rges were ready at Marina di Vibo Valentia and
hospital ships detailed to collect vrounded there.

The Luftv/affe and the Italian Air Force had been driven

out of their for\7ard bases and there was small hope of any
suppoi’t. Fortunately, although there v/as a wide variety
of batteries and ammunition, the anti-aircraft defence was
very strong at certain points. './hen Allied aircraft had

attacked at Catena, Callico, Paradiso and Cannitello, they
had little success.(l) These points were mainly defended
i7ith light flak left behind by the Luftvfaffe,

The Messina Fortress /crea coastal defences(2)

The Milit; Piazza L'essina-Reggio was one of the three
fortress areas(3) in the Italian organization for the
defence of Sicily, It v/as very heavily defended dxiring
the period of the evacuation by coastal batteries (manned
by the Milmart),(A) Italian and German anti-aircraft
batteries, searchlights, an observer corps, air raid
warning units, port defence units, smoke units and mine-
STireepers,, The Navy controlled the defences until the

last days of the evacuation, when the Army took over,
T'ivo large calibre German field guns were sited on the
Calabrian shore.

In the absence of a detailed order of battle, it is
still possible to build up a reasonably accurate general
picture of the strength and composition of the Strait
defences and so to establish a measure of the system the
air forces tried so hard, although unsuccessfully, to
destroy.

According to Admiral Barone, the coastal artillery
defences consisted of two 152 mm and tvifo 280 mm gims sited
North and South of the Strait, and the two German 170
pieces from the XV Panzer Grenadier Division,
oth Legion of the liilmart covered the Messina area and the

mm

The

(1) Details of ALlied air operations are given in the
A.H.B. Narrative 'The Sicilian Campaign'.
Barone: luftvraffe flak map 30 Jly, 45 Ob.d.L.Fu.
Stab la No,8538/43 (A.H.B.6.)
The other two vere Augusta-Syraouse and Trapani,
Milizia ilrtiglieria Marittima,,

(2)

3

‘4-
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Thellyth Legion the tip of Calahria facing the Strait
big calibre guns enumerated above were not nev;, (l) but,
taken as a whole, were discouraging to surface craft of any
displacement whatever.(l) Von Bonin, typically critical
of the Italians, does not mention the naval gims and
incorrectly states thai the two pieces of heavy ground
artillery vrere "the only (and moreover very questionable)
protection against action by the Allied Navies,"(2)

The anti-aircraft defences

It is only possible to arrive at an estimate of the
strength of the anti-aircraft defences, but this is close

enough to convey their formidable nature.

The Italian batteries comprised the new, mobile 90 mni

guns,(5) They were sited in groups of three or four, tied
in with the German interception units. There were six
"batterie" of 76 gxxns on the Sicilian coast and tvra on the

Calabrian coast for night barrages. The night defences
included sixteen Italian sound locators and nine German

searchlights, (ij.)
75 loni had been set up on the Sicilian shore, three in the
northern zone and three in the southern zone. It cannot

be traced how many of these vi^ere still functioning during
the evacuation.

On 10 July, six "batterie" of Italian

In addition, the Italians had set up about ninety  8 mm
These hadmachine guns on the roofs of houses of Messina,

been largely replaced by 20 mm machine guns, which, added

to the weight of the four "batterie" of 57 mm machine guns,
came into play in case of low level air attacks,
ammunition was sufficient for all operations and  a reserve
remained at the end.

Italian

Admiral Barone states that at the heighb of the evacua
tion the combined number of Italian 99 mm and German 88 mm

guns in the Portress area was in the region of 150.
figure is likely to be an understatement made in the absence
of all the relevant documents,

situation map dated 50 Jly. 45(5) gives the total strength
of German "batterien"(6) in the Messina-Villa San

This

A captured Luftwaffe flak

1) Barone,
Von Bonin ’Considerations',

Calibre 90 mm; length of box 57 calibres; total
length about 5 metres; length of barrel 2i-,77 metres
(55 calibres): maximum horizontal range 14^000 metres;
maximum vertical range 10,000 metres; rate of fire
20 rounds per minute,
nected to the fire control station,

on the Italian ilrmed Forces i-;

covutesy of the Cabinet Historical Section).
Barone,

Ob.d.L.Pu-, Stab la. Ho. 8553/45 50 Jly.45 (a,H.B.6).
Not to be confused with Allied batteries, A heavy
Luftwaffe "batterie" had an establishment of four

(occasionally six) 88 mm, and three 20 mm, guns,
A medium "batterie" had twelve 57 mm, guns and a
light "batterie" tvrelve 20 mm, guns, Captured
Flak records in AoIi,B,6),

The gun was electrically con-
(U.S, Handbook

ar Dept. TM50-420, by

,4
5
6
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Giovanni-E.eggio area as 28 heavy and 5 and 2/5 medium and
light *'batterien''B In terms of German guns, this means
between one hundred and twelve and one hundred and sixty-
eight 88 mm and one hundred and forty-eight 37 mm, or 20 mm
guns,

the retreat or destroyed by air attack, Barone’s figures
may y/ell be on the conservative side.

Allowing for guns destroyed or abandoned during

The observer posts round the tliree big ports functioned
to the end. Warning stations steadily lost their equipment.
Pioneer units cleared the wreckage caused by air attacks.
Motor minesweepers patrolled the Strait. Up to 15 August,
some of them evacuated troops. One of them,(l) a Guardia
di Einanza craft, was captured near Messina on 16 August,
There were fifty smoke posts, which functioned until the
service was terminated owing to the great destruction
caused by air attacks on the ports.

Orders to bio?/ up the Italian anti-aircraft batteries
were carried out during the forenoon of l6 August and those
to destroy the coastal battei’ies in the last hour of that
day,
action and two batteries on the Calabrian side were useloss(2)

Allied Air operations against the evacuation

The searchlights at Messina had been bombed out of

Indications of German -preparations

Bearing in mind the flexibility of the Jlxls plans for
evacuo.tion as v/ell as the many physical factors ruling in
their favour, it ?/as not to be expected that Allied
Intelligence could keep pace with all their convolutions.
The tactical problem of evacuation ?ms only one among many
engaging the ./.Hies* attention; there were strict limits
to ?/hat could be done to stop or hinder it, not only on
account of the strong defences of the Messiiaa Portress Area,
but on account of plans already laid for the assault on
the Italian mainland, Notwithstanding, it ?vas highly
desirable that lillied Intelligence should acquire the maxi-
mixa knowledge of Axis intentions and the pattern of the
withdrawal in time to act on it,

came about. By the time the general picture was assuming
clarity, the Axis had evacuated a substantial quantity of
troops and material.

On 51 July, an air photographic reconnaissance flight
T/as made over the Strait of Messina area, (5)

On 5 August, H.Q, Fifteenth iirmy Group sent the follow
ing signal to the Air Officer Commanding i iediterranean Air
Command and to the Naval Commander-in—Chief Mediterranean

"Indications suggest that Germans are making prc^jarations
for ?;ithdrawal to mainland v/hen this becomes necessary.
It is quite possible he may start pulling out before
front collapses. We must be in a j^osition to take
immediate advantage of such a situation by using ^
our full Y/eight of Naval and Adjc pcv/er. You have no

In the event this never

1 EB.25,

,  . Barone for all above information,

(3) J.I,C.(A) 1145 A'L;g,2i.3, A.F.H.Q.
Historical Archives,)

2

(Cabinet
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doubt co-ordinated plans to meet this contiiigency and I,
for ixiy partj v;ill watch situation most carefully so as

to let you l<ncny the ri£,ht moment to strike and this may
come sooner than we thought."(1)

It ?dll be noted that there is no reference to the

Italian iU*iyy.

Appraisal of the situation by Air I'^orces on 3 and August

The Air Forces vrere thinking along similar lines, for

on the same day - 3 Aug. 1|.3 - the A.O.C, Desert -iir Force
wrote to the A.O.C. Tactical Air Force in the following
terms.

"There 'were very distinct signs yesterday that the
Cerman army is feeling the strain and that its morale and

capacity to withstand further attacks are weakening,
this process continues in the v/ay we hope, it is quite possi
ble that the Hun may attempt an evacuation across the Hessina

Straits, possibly earlier than was thought possible a few

days ago.

If

If this happens, I suggest that it will need a combined
air and naval plan to deal v/ith it, something on the lines of
the Tunisian affair but, of coui-se, applied to the particular
situation here. I quite realise that we can do a lot with
the air forces immediately available, but the e:::ceptions.l
flak on both sides of the Straits of Hessina will need, I

think, the use of Fortresses if we are to maintain continuous
air action to defeat an attempt at evacuation, Presmahly
the Navy will be able to prevent sea movement at night, but

here again they may need some help from us.

It is quite possible that all this has already been
planned, but if not I suggest that you migiit like to give it
youi* attention,"(2)

The A.O.C. Tactical Air Force replied the next day 
-

A August

"Strat/Force representatives axe reporting to me
on 5 August, as an effective day effort to stop evacua
tion should inclxide full out attack on the other side

of the Straits by P—38*s etc, in addition to all tliat vre

can do*

But the night is our problem, and though the increas
ing moon vd.ll help the air, only a positive physical
■barrier, such as the Ka-vy can provide, would be effec
tive,
forces in the narrow part of the Straits are obvious and
I do not see how we can hope for the same proportion
of success as at Cape Bon,

Sliall keep you informed, on all progress, "(3)

The difficulties of operating Naval surface

(1 ) Signal 031321.5 illexander to Cunningham and Tedder dated
3 Aug, 2;-3, received 1030 (b) hours (A.H.B.II J.I/90/15)

(2) File DO/AC. J'.A.T.A.F./A.O.C. Personal (A.H.E. IIS/15).
(3) Ibid*
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Thg C»**iQ»~G« Mediterranean’s proposals

At 1922j. hours on 3 August, Adjiiiral Cumiinghain sent the
follov;ing signal (1) to Air Marshal Tedder and General
Alexander

"heferenoe General Alexander’s 031345*

he are already operating light craft in the
Straits ty night and this will be intensified*

IVhcn the retreat begins I suggest that to begin
vfith that the air force shoiold operate by day v/ithout
let or hindrance ilorth 38 degs, in the narrows and
east of and including MILASZO on the north coast.

As the coast batteries are mopped up it will be
possible for surface forces to operate further into
Straits, You will be kept informed.

It may be taken that all destroyers oioerating off
the coast of SICILY are British or iuaerican.

B.equest yoiir comments on the above.

Action on the proposals by the Air G,--iii~C.

Both this signal and General i'-lexander’s signal vrere
incorrectly addressed to Mediterranean Air Command Algiers
instead of to the Air Command Post, thus resulting in many
hours delay,(2)

Air Marshal Tedder signalled his agreement vvith the
Admiral’s suggestion,(3) suggested that the conditions be
put into immediate operation and asked to be kept in the

closest touch by both Commanders-in-Chief,(4) He and
General iilexander received confirmation of the Admiral’s

approval of immediate operations at 1357(B) hours on the
4th,(5) and advised all concerned. He signalled to A,V,M,
Coningham that representatives of the Strategic Air Force

vjeve visiting him the next morrJjig (5 August)
co-ordination of operations to deal v;ith an attempted
evacuation.

to discuss

Allied Intelligence on 4 and 5 August

The Italian evacuation began on 3 A.ugust, 1943,(6)

On 4 August, 1943j the Joint Intelligence Committee
produced a paper entitled ’Estimate of enemy capability to

evacuate Sicily' in which it stated "at the present time

there is no sign that the enemy intends evacuation of Sicily
and there is evidence that reinforcements still continue to

(1) Signal TOO 031924 File JS.2026 C.-in-C, MSB. M.E.
(A.II.B. II.J.l/9C/i8),
Signal ACLiT 73 4 Aug,43 (same file as in (1)),
Ibid.

Signal AC;fr.77 4 August, 1943, File J.S.2026
C,-in-C. k.A.F. Med, M.E, (A.H.B. II J.I/90/I8).
Signal 92/4j same file as in (2),
Bemotti, Brag;adin and Barone,

(4)

(5)
(65
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reach the island, ‘‘

report of 31 July and said the interpretation of the photo
graphs revealed, in the areas of the Strait, the following
small craft which coiold he made available for an evacuation:

2 train ferries, 50 to 1;.0 landing craft or Oiebel ferries,
and numerous small craft,(l)

They mentioned the air reconnaissance

At the ssmie time, iirmy Intelligence officers v/ere
measuring the German ground wdthdrawals.
General Patton's G-2 espiressed his view that the object of

the German’s delaidng actions was evacuation,
he was more positive and correctly estimated tliree of the

five withdrawal lines,(2)

On 4 August,

On 5 August,

Air Force’s operatxonal instruction of 6 Axjgust

On 6 August, Tactical Air force issvied an operational
instruction(3) to Desert iLir Force, XII Tactical Air
Command and the Tactical Bomber force.

Tacti.cal

This assumed that

the enemy might use in the initiad phase any or all of the

beaches from ililazzo to Taormina, and, later, those from

Torre di faro to Messinaj that the buUc of the movement
TTOUld be at night; that the Allied Air force had to reckon

with air opposition by some 100 fighter bombers by day,
15 fighters by night c-nd perhaps some 100 long range bombers.

This forecast of air oppositionmostly night-operating,
was to prove a pessimistic one in the event; there was no

air escort to the ferry traffic and little air interference
with iUlied aircraft attaclcing it.

Nevertheless, Tactical Air force v;as correct in allow
ing for opposition, iii face of lcnov.'n enemy dispositions ,(4)
the main reqviirement being to determine exactly -when the

evacuation began, local ifir Commanders were instructed to

initiate daily reconnaissance to this end. The Tactioed

Bomber force Commander was to plan night reconnaissance in

the area from Liilazzo to Taormina, (5) There was  a plan
for co-operation by the Strategic Air force.

I-rrangements for Strategic Air force intervention

The results of the meeting of 5 August between Tactical
and Strategic Air forces wore embodied in the operation
instruction of 6 Aiiigust. (6)
allocated a proportion of the Strategic Mr force to assist

occasionally on his direction, to be diverted for this pixr-
pose from objectives in Southern Italy on to "Messina",
Later in tne instruction "Messina" was enlarged to read
"enemy evacuation area"'.

The Mr Commander-in-ClrLef

(1) J,I.C, (A) 112H3/A.i.H.O
Archives),
History of U.S, Naval Operations in Y/orld ..’ar II

Vol, IX,

T,A,f, Operationod Instruction No, I6 6 August, 192|-3»
Appendix 13 to this volume,
N,A,T,A,f, Operational Instruction ITo, I6 is repro
duced in full at Appendix 13<.
See irhi-a for further details of the orders for air

operations.
See Appendix 15«

(Cabinet Historical

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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On receipt of a minimum of 12 hours notice from
Tactical Air Force, the follov/ing plan, co-ordinated with
Tactical Air Force, was to come into force. At 0900 hours,
72 Fortresses(l) v/ere to attack the evacuation area. This
attack was to be followed by a prolonged fighter bomber
attack (presumably by Tactical aircraft on the same area,)
A second Fortress attack (number of aircraft unspecified)
v/as to follov/ 2 hours aftervmrds and this, in turn, con
tinued by a second fighter bomber attack. Beyond this
point, a medium Strategic bomber group was to be at readi- ̂
ness to vindertake a third bomber attack, and was to be
despatched by Strategic Air Force on request by Tactical
Air Force,(2)

To prevent intei-ference by the enemy force, and in
pursuance of the pre-Baytorm counter-air schedule. Strategic
medium bomber groups were to continue their attacks on air

fields in the Crotone and Sca.lea areas; and, since the
target system was the whole pattern of enemy movement
between Rorth-eastern Sicily and western Calabria, Lightning
groups (number un-specified) were to attack movement in the
Toe of Italy,

All this was conditional on the direction of the Air

Commander-in-Chief, but there was no hesitation in acting.
The sajne day that the discussions were held i.e,  5 August,
69 Fortresses bombed Messina harbour. On 6 August, 52
Fortresses attacked Messina road junction. On 9 August,
54 Fortresses attacked oomravinications in the Messina area.

The policy laid do?m on 2 August(3) excluding heavy
bombers from anti-evacuation operations had, therefore,
been partially modified to meet the new situation, although
it had been considered on that date that Messina itself

was not a particularly suitable target for heavy bombers
and they were urgently required elsewhere,(4)

The V/ellingtons had already began a series of night
attacks on the northern Strait ferry terminal area on a
scale of 60 to 90 sorties,(5) If the attacks justified
it, this scale of attack v/as to continue. It did. In

the meantime, there remained the urg-ent priority tasks of
supporting the land forces, covering the three leapfrog
lanclings, counter-air force operations, the destruction
of the Italian railway system and the need for rest for
many units weaJcened by fatigue, jaundice and malaria.

Strategic Lightning operations in the Toe(6)

lifter the decision of 5 August for co-operation by
the Strategic ^lir Force, Lightnings were diverted on four
days from their normal task of escorting bombers. As

(1) This number of 72 coincides with the daily average
of Fortress sorties on the 3 days of operations
between 1 and I6 August,
estimate of realisable effort at that stage.
See Appendix 13,
Infra,

B.A.F. narrative (first draft).
Campaign (A.H.B.).
From 2300 (b) hours to O4OO (b) hours.
Lightnings of 1st, 14th and 83nd Fighter G-roups,

Tilis suggests a sober

The Sicilian(4)

(5)
(6)
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arranged, they operated in the Toe of Italy, which figured in
the evacuation system as virell as in the pattern of air

support of the i\llied armies in Sicily, Their operations
may be classed as ground attacks. They v/ere not trained in

attacking naval surface craft.

On 8 August, Lt.6 aircraft bombed and fired on trains and

vehicles at Angitola, on the North coast, with good results

and destroyed a Me,109, On 10 Avigust, 13 aircraft attacked
a train and set a sv/itch house on fire at Bovalina; 3k air

craft attacked a radar station, a lighthouse and many trains

in the Catanzaro - Locri area, claiming the destruction of

several locomotives; 13 aircraft machine-gunned a radar

station, a povver line and rolling stock hetueen Cape
Spartivento and Siderno, On lii. August, 12 aircraft set

vehicles on fire and damaged a radar station in the Sambiase -
Rosamo area.

On 15 August, Lightnings carried out their only fighter
bombing in the area, Tf/enty-one aircraft swept the Toe for

targets of opportunity, attacking rolling stock and troops
in the yards with unobserved results. Twenty-four aircraft
each dropped a 1000 pound bomb on the road bridge and tminel

at Punta di Staletti, v;ith good results. The flak on all
these missions was imimportant, a fact reflecting the high
concentration over the Strait,(l) The total Lightning
sorties for the k days v/as l62,(2)

These Lightnings were subject to conservation for the
impending vital task of cover for the Salerno beaches, being
the only suitable long-range fighters. They were in short

supply: no I'einforcements were coming throiAgh, The balance

were en^jloyed as escorts to heav3’' bomber missions against
Italy,

Strategic Y/arhawk operations against Sardinia

The Strategic Air force held a group of three
squadrons (3) of P.AO Warhawks, Pifty-six of them v/ere
operationally ready on 7 August, (a) These Narhav^ks were
not used against the evacuation system, as they were consi
dered more gainfully employed on strategic attacks on enemy
installations in Sardinia and were the only aircraft avail

able for the task. It was important to enforce the German

evacuation of Sardinia at an early date and so eliminate a

threat to the Allied left flanlc; these operations by Warhawks
increased to a crescendo just before .D Day Operation
"Avalanche'',

They did not operate daily, as the targets were at
extreme range from their base at Hateur in Tunisia,
attacked targets on three days during the evacuation period,
viz, 2, 7 and 13 August. (5) It was never s^Iggested that
they should be diverted from their strategic commitment.

They

All details from A.H.B.II J,l/l23 (J and K),
8 August - A6; 10 Aiogust - 59: 14 August - 12;
15 August - 45»
325th U,S, Group, comprising the 317th, 3l8th and 319th
Sqmdrons.
A.H.B,II,J,1/157/2.
On 2 August, 47 sorties; on 7 i-ugust, 48 sorties;
on 13 August 4^ sorties.

(3)
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strategic medium bom'ber operations

The N.vT, African Strategic Air Force employed two U.S»
groups of Mitchells(l) and three groups of Marauders.(2)
Although it was stipulated that one medium group was to
stand hy for anti-evacuation attacks, none of the medium
groups participated directly, except perhaps for the
attack of 1 Au^^ust by 24- Mitchells on Milazzo, an operation
equally applicable to the enemy ground retreat in Sicily,
Those medium bomber attacks which were made on the evacua

tion were carried out by a grou^ (34-Oth) lent by the ninth
Air Force to the neivly-formed Tactical Bomber Force (under
command of Tactical Air Force) and therefore represent, in
a sense, strategic aid.

From 4 to 16 August inclusive, the five Strategic
groups vrere engaged on ten of the thirteen days against
airfields in Southern and Central Italy and railway and

road targets in Southern Italy in preparation for the
Italian landings,
operationally ready,
varied from 194 on 13 August (the day of the Rome attack)
down to 76 on 11 August, the lowest figures (with service
ability falling and preparation for long range attacks in
the Salerno area pending) being 56 on 16 August,(3)

They had in the region of 278 aircraft
The daily effective sorties total

These operations were in strict accord with the air
plans for Operations "Baytov/n" and "Avalanche" and with

contemporary conceptions of the true role of strategic
bombers. The sorties average appears reasonable when the
almost non-stop effort is set against a background of combat
fatigue and essential conservation for the coming critical
days of invasion.

If the question is asked ’why this sizeable force of
Strategic medium bombers, as vrell as the Strategic Light
nings and iTarhawks, were not diverted from priority
tasks on to the evacuation, the answer m\ist resemble that
given to the complementary question regarding the Strategic
Fortresses, The position was not accorded a degree of
urgency by the Air, Navy and Army Coramanders-in-Chief
sufficiently great for presentation to the Supreme
Commander as a "tactical emergency" calling for heavy
Strategic air intervention out of role.

The degree of support afforded by the night-operating
R.A.F, Wellingtons was considered by the Tactical Air
Force and the Air Command as a highly successful expression
of Strategic participation, as it was generally believed
(and Intelligence did not contradict this) that the bulk
of the evacuation traffic vrauld continue to proceed by
night.

1 310th and 321st Bombardment Groups,
17th, 319th and 320th Bombax’dment Groups,
Targets between 4 and I6 August were airfields
and landing grounds at Crotone and Grazzanise,
and communications at Angitola, Badjazzo,
Gesso, Marine Di Paola, Catanzaro, Sapri,
Sibari and Staletti (A.H.B,II.J.1/123
(J and K)).

2

,4
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The belief in the ability of the medium bombers,
fighter/bombers and fighters of the Tactical Air Force to

cope with the day traffic v/as based on an over-optimistic
estimate of the efficacy of their number and armament in

prohibitive "flak" conditions, on a reliance, proved
unfouTided, on material naval co-operation and on justified
satisfaction with the results of the night attacks on a system
believed to be predominantly noctui’nal.

Progress of Allied Intelligence on the evacuation

On 8 August, the evacuation plan of the Hermann Coering
Division (dated 2 August) was captured by the Army,(l)

Air information on the evacuation was augmented by
visual observations of Allied aircrews and photographs
taken after the attacks on Messina, Reggio and San Oiovanni#

It was severely limited by problems of visibility and the

prohibitive enemy anti-aircraft defences, also by the fact
that Noi> 326 V.'ing of the Tactical Bomber Force, v/hioh

specialised in night reconnaissance, was in the process of

moving from North Africa to Southern Sicily.

Official direction on the beginning of the evacuation
first came to the Tactical Air Force at 1515 hoiirs on

13 August, when the duty officer recorded in the operation
log:-(2)

"A.O.C. directed that since fall of Randazzo and
increase in shipping the evacuation is held to have
begun. All fighter and fighter/bomber missions are to
be stepped up and directed against ships, barges and

T.B.F. are to be taken off land targets and
Effort is

beaches,

put on to evacuation vessels and targets,
to be maximum and a greater percentage of casualties
are to be expected. All informed.

At 1530 hours, the follovdng entry was made in the log;-

"Rang D.A.F. ops and asked if they had laid on
He has- 6 definite missions of

He has laid
anti-evacuation orders,

B-253 and Balts, going and 2 probables,
on maximum effort fighters and fighter/borabers.

At 1930 hours the following entry was made:-

"Passed Strat, ops to M.O.R.U,
25 Nellingstons San Gdovanni,
25 'wellingtons Pizzo
20 'Wellingtons possibly Lamezia,

and at 19E0 hours:-

'T.B.F. night ops. 24 aircraft in same areas.

0) AJjt H.q. H.E. Intelligence
History of U.S. Naval Operations

Craven and Cate Vol. II;
Summaries'(o.rTBs);
Vol. K,

N.A.T.A.F. O.R.Bs/Operation log (A.H.B. III'.i/A.2^l/lB).(2)
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Photographic cover of evacuation area - 13 AuA-ust,(l )

Photographs taken at 0915 hours on 13 Auc,xist revealed
to the Air Forces the presence of the folloimig craft

Messina harbour:- 1 train ferrjr, 1 ln,nding craft and
2 vessels,

Messina roads: - 1 train ferry, 1 E-boat, 1 Siebel
ferry.
Beach Messina - Tor^e di Falco (2) 3 Siebel ferries,
3 E-boats,

Straits:- 3 Siebel ferries, L E-boats, 8 Leghorn
units (3)
Cannitello:- 2 Siebel ferries, 2 E-boats, 2 Leghorn
rmits (1 E-boat and 2 Leghorn units active on beach).
Beach north of Reggio harbour (4) - 3 Siebel ferries,
1 E-boat,

This includes a total 35 craft probably engaged in evacua
tion traffic,

shores, north of Cannitello and as far as Vibo Valentia
and therefore was not complete coverage of the whole
target system,
disclosing its essentials.

It did not cover beaches on the Calabrian

It cle-riEied the general situation without

Evacuation proceeding

By 9 August, about 7,000 Italian troops had crossed.
On that date, General A, Guzzoni, the Sixth Army Commander,
received orders from Rome to speed up the movement and

complete the evacuation of all Italian troops.

General Hube, estimating
one ?/eek (from 2 to 8 August),
Sant* Agata and Troina, and covered by Kesselring's authority
to use his ovm judgement, ordered the (Jermem evacuation to

begin on 11 August,
on the night of 11 August,

craft, I’outca and beaches,
7,000 troops or more, v;ith vehicles, supplies and tanks,(5)

that it wouild take the Allies

to capture Regalbuto,

Operation 'Lehrgang* therefore began
The Germans used their own

They took out daily up to

Appraisal of the situation by Air Forces on 11 August

By 11 August, the A.O.C, Tactical Air Force v/as con
vinced that a German evacuation was impending, although
apparently una?/are that the evacuation of redundant troops
v/as already eight days old,
tinguishing visually between supply traffic from Italy
into Sicily and the same machinery set in reverse,
photographs v/ould reveal the decisions taken,
sought and was not forthcoming was intelligence from primary
soiaroes.

There was no means of dis-

No

V/hat was

N.A.T.A.E. O.R.Bs/Operations,
Probably intended for Torre di Faro at the north
eastern tip of Sicily,
Probably Italian naval landing craft.
Probably Gallico,
Doenitz in Fuelrrer Conferences:

v/ar diary.

Liebenstein's

3

,4
5
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In his signal to Tedder on 11 August, (l) Coninghara
(A.O.C. Tactical Air Eorce) stated

‘'It nov/ ajjpears clear Hun has decided to evacuate*
At same time there is as yet no large scale movement
of shipping by day and there seems little doubt that

making "(taking?) and will continue to take full
advantage of darlaiess,
develop on big scale now feel we can handle it with
our ovm resources and naval assistance,

suggest Strategic be released from possible day commit-
ment in Messina area in order that they may be employed
freely against Strategic subjectives and exploit
situation in Italy proper,
maximum Y/ellington effort.

The main German evacuation began that evening.

Reliable information that it was in progress did not reach

Allied Eoroe Headquarters until some time on I4 August,
At 2210 hours that daj'’, Alexander signalled from H.Q,,
Fifteenth Array Group to Tedder

"From general information received it now appears
that German evacuation has readily started."(2)

Tliree of the five days and three of the six nights were

already beyond the Allied powers of recovery.

The release of the Strategic Air Force on 11 August

are

Even if withdrawal should

Therefore

Recommend continuation

The suggestion of the A.O.C, Tactical Air Force on
11 August that the Strategic Air Force should be relieved
of day commitments in the Messina area and its acceptance
by the Air Commander-in-Chief, may have been ill-advised.
They were delivered in good faith, but some of the assump
tions Vifhich then seemed sound were latei* proved to be not so.

The assumptions proved sound were;- Firstly, that the
maximum night Wellington effort vvoiald produce' good results.

It dj.d, throwing the night traffic off balance and, to a

serious extent on to the day passage, so offering an exten

sion of opportunities of daylight attacks: secondly, that

the employment of Strategic units against mainland Italian

targets v/as of great urgency and importance;
that the Tactical Air Force aircre?;s y/oiild press home their

attacks with the utmost vigour, although v^ithout rocket
projectiles and in the face of prohibitive "flak";
that they could not hope for the same measure of success
as at Cape Bon: and fifthly, that naval assistance v/as a

pre-requisite.

The less sound assumptions were, firstly, that the
Germans woiild continue to take full advantage of darkness:
Allied Intelligence did not perceive the change in emphasis
from the third day of the German evacuation: secondly.

thirdly,

foinrthly,

(1) Signal A.15A Serial 23/I 2 11 Aug,1+3 File J,S,2026
(a.h.b.ii. j.1/90/18).

(2) A.P.H.Q. 6893 'Operations in Sicily' (Cabinet Hist,
Archives) (A.H.B, draft narrative on the Sicilian
Campaign quotes).
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although the Commander-in-Chief mediterranean had said it

it vrould he possible, as the coastal batteries were mopped
up, for surface craft to operate further into the Strait,
this did not come about until it v«as too late; thirdly,
it wa,s expected that fifteenth Army Croup would give
good ^mrning of the start of the evacuation,

promised to watch the situation most carefully so as to
give good notice of the right moment to strike,
watched the situation, but failed to give the notice.
This did not arrive until late on 14 August, after three
nights and tyro days of intensive ferry traffic,
time, these last three assumptions seemed reasonable.
Only after the event were they, seen to have been ill-
foimded.

They had

They

At the

Two questions arise at this point, firstly, hovy
effective would the addition of the available Strategic Air
Force heavy day bombers, medium bombers and fighters have
been in preventing the evacuation? Secondly, why were
heayy bombers of the ilinth Air force in Cyrenaica and the
Eighth Air Force and Bomber Command in the United Kingdom
not diverted to the Messina area? It is not simple to
answer these questions. It will be necessary first to
digress and clarify the background of events,

Bactycround of Mediterranean heavy bomber policy

Up to 1 August, heavy day bombers of the N.V/. ilfrican
Strategic Air force, aided occasionally by the Liberators
of the Ninth Air Force, had concentrated on all the railv/ay
and road centres in Italy essential to the supply and rein
forcement of Sicily, and on the Axis air forces. On 19
J'ELy, the Ninth Air Force bombed the Rome marshalling yards,
and, diiring the last y/eek of that month, joined in the
Sicilian land battle and attacked communications in Southern
Italy,

all five groups on Ploesti oil refineries, which was carried
out on 1 August, It proved successful but crippling, 54
bombers being lost out of 177 despatched.

They planned and built up for a major attack by

Three of the five Liberator groups were on loan from
the U,K,-based Eighth A±r Force, General Spaatz pressed
for their immediate return, wiiich was effective after the
wiener Neustadt mission of 13 August, All the pleas of
Eisenhower and Tedder for their retention and for more
Fortresses and Lightnings, all for the invasion of Italy,
were turned down by the Combined Chiefs of Staff,(l)

The N.V/, African A.ir Force especially needed more
„  , The loss rate(2) exceeded replacements and,

on 5 September, less than 250 were on hand.
Lightnings,

But there

were to be no more reinforcements of Lightnings until
October,

The Ninth Mr Force prepared to dissolve as a
Mediterranean force. The heavy bombers moved back to the

(l) R,A,F. narrative (ist draft),
Vol, I (A.H.B,).

(2) 60 in August and 24 in the w'eek ending 5 Sept, 43*

The Italian Campaign
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United lOngdom, tut on 22 August, XII Air Support Command
inherited 5 groups of its Lightnings and XII Bomber Command
2 of its groups of Mitchells*(1).

To Allied forces Headquarters and the Mediterranean
Air Command the strategic air situation appeared critical.

Change in Mediterranean heavy bomber policy on 2 August(2)

On 1 August, Catania was taken and the Allies prepared
The naval Task Force 88 madefor the final offensive,

ready to support a series of three amphibious landings
designed to cut off the German retreat.

The A.O.C, Tactical Air Force e:p)lained to the Air
Commander-in-Chief the air operations proceeding in the Toe

of Italy, ^Thile the battle area held first priority, he
had told his aircrews to regard the Strait as a
existent barrier

deep into enemy territory,
Messina anti-aircraft defence as practically prohibitive
for all aircraft except heavy bombers.(3)

Tedder replied the follovdng day - 2 August - that the

heavy bombers would not be supporting the Tactical Air Force
in the Messina land operations. Tactical Air Force’s
mediuTii light and fighter bombers were insufficient to deal
with the land situaticn, with the possible exception of
Messina itself, owing to the heavy "flc.k’', Even Messina,
he wrote, was not a particularly suitable target for heavy

These were required for another purpose, namely
to punch the Italian people vdth a view to forcing them to
sue for peace. They would, therefore, be concentrated
upon Horae and Naples for the next four or five days with
this object in view, and bombers from the United liingdom

to attack cities in Northern Italy with the same ,
aim,(4) Tedder’s decision conformed with policy on the

highest level.

The air attack on Rome - 13 August

non

in their hunt for mechanical transport
Already he considered the

bombers.

were

The preparations and briefing for the Rome mission
were long and elaborate. An attack planned for 1 August

cancelled,by Eiseiihower, who felt that the endurance^
of the bomber and long-range fighter crews was just suffi-

The Rome

v/as

cient to complete the Sicilian campaign,
marshalling yards were targets of the greatest impoi’tance.
Their neutralisation at that date wo\Ald be especially
timely in preventing the movement of troops southward into
the Salerno area.

The scale of the attack of 13 August on Rome was the
best attainable.(5) The next Fortress operation was not

Craven and Cate: N.A.A.F, O.R.B’s,
A.F.H.Q. Microfilm 92 (19) (Cabinet Hist. Archives;
quoted"in R.A.F. narrative - The Sicilian Campaign
(A,H,B.).
It is most important to bear this fact of the prohi
bitive nature of the enemy flalc in mind throughout any

study of the evacuation problem,
A.F.H.Q. Microfilm 92(19) (Cabinet Hist.Archives):-
Quoted in A.H.B, narrative ’The Sicilian Campaign’,
106 Fortresses, 102 Marauders, 66 Mitchells and
135 Lightnings,

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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until 17 August, when the evacuation had ended, and they
participated in the Combined Bomber Offensive against
airfields in occupied France,(1)

Tedder's ruling of 2 August demonstrates the extent
of the commitment of his Strategic air forces to the tasks

of completing the demoralisation of the Italians, of pre
paration for the landings in Italy and of the Combined
Bomber Offensive. It may well be conjectured whether too
much dispersal of effort was not being forced upon him
from outside. These tasks led to certain profitable
results, but the absence of those forces would certainly
be prejudicial to any attempt to stop the enemy evacuating
across the narrow Strait,

The full implications could not be seen on 2 August,
for at that date it was hoped to cut off and defeat the
main enemy ground forces in Sicily, The possibility of
evacuation had always existed, but had not yet reached a
degree of certainty or urgency great enough to canpete
with over-all strategic air plans or local conceptions of
the right role for day heavy bombers and their escorts.

Attacks on ITorthern Italy from the United Kingdom(2)

The few attacks from the United Kingdom on Northern
Italy in the early months of 1943 had been merely weather
alternatives to Uerman operations and on a low scale.

In June, La Spezia had been attacked by 49 aircraft
from North ̂ Ifrica after shuttle operations against
Friedrichshafen, On the nights I5/16 and I6/17 July,
a few Lancasters bombed transformer stations in Northern

Italy, proceeding to land in North Africa* On the return
trip, 33 of these aircraft bombed Leghorn on 24/25 July,
seven days later.

On 28 July, after a brief suspension, the British
Cabinet authorised the inaug'uration of heavy attacks from
the United Kingdom,(3) The C.A.S. stated:-

"A very heavy scale is not expected, in view of the
need to land in Africa, but C,-in~C, (i,e, of Bomber
Command) shoiild do his best to heat up the fire", (4)

On the night of 7/8 August, 218 aircraft bombed
Turin, Milan and Uenoa,(5) On I2/13 August, 625 aircraft
attacked Milan and Turin.(6) On I4/15 August, 134

(1) Bombed on the 2 preceding days by U,K.-based U.S,
heavy bombers,
R.A.F. narrative - The R.A.P, in the bombing offensive
against Germany, Vol, V, Appendix 10,
2 J.11/14 28 Jly.43 (A.H.B.)
S,2|.6368/rV Encl,36A and 15E/D.B,0ps, 1 Aug,43 (quoted
in the R.iV.F. narrative *• The R,A,F. in the bombing
offensive against Germany Vol.V, (A.H.B.))
Turin 74 Aircraft 192.0 tons:
197.4 tons:

Milen 2[.8l aircraft 1232,3 tons: Turin 144 aircraft
239.9 tons.

Milan 72 aircraft

Genoa 72 aircraft 166,3 tons.

(2)

(5)

(6)
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134. airoraft(l) and, on I5/16 August, 193 aircraft(2) bomtod
Milan, On I6/17 August, 137 aircraft bombed Turin.(3)
These night bombers came from Nos, 1, 5j 5 an<i 8 R.A.E.
Groups, All the participating groups were scheduled for
a very heavy attack on Peenemunde on the night 17/'18 August,

U.K. - North iifrica shuttle bombingCij.)

The idea of shuttle bombing between the United Kingdom
and North Africa was not new, although such operations had

only been three times attempted. The flight via Regensburg
of 17 August was, therefore, an exceptional ejqjeriment and
the difficulties involved v;ere, as usual, formidable.

General Arnold, among others, had hoped that the
flight of these heavy bombers to North Africa bases would

inaugurate a regular system of bombing viiich would capitalise
on the usually finer weather rioling in the Mediterranean
area, and on the confusion into which the manoeuvre was

expected to (and did) tiirow the enemy fighter controls.
But Col. Cm-tis Le May, who had preceded the 3rd Bombardment
Division to Africa to arrange for their maintenance and

base facilities, reported unfavourably on the experiment,(5)

It was difficult, he affirmed, to operate heavy bombers
without their ground crews, especially if maintenance and
base facilities were insufficient, as in /frica, v/here the

fluid nature of operations demanded the constant moving of

supplies and equipment. Moreover, he continued, landing
away from their bases put an additional strain on crews
and affected their efficiency adversely.

The question arises here whether it could not have
been arranged for U.K.-based heavy bombers to proceed to
North Africa on the shuttle principle after operations

Europe and in sufficient strength to be diverted deci
sively on to the Messina traffic. From the above consi
deration of the material difficulties alone, the answer is

that the idea v/ould have been considered with misgiving.
But to firrnish a full answer, it ?d.ll be first necessary
to review the contemporary commitments of the heavy bombers

of the Eighth Air Force and Bomber Command, If they could

be spared for attacks on North Italy, would it not have
been possible for them to proceed South, re-fuel and attack
the Messina evacuation area?

Bomber Command and Eighth Air Force commitments in the

first half of August. (6)~,

over

By 1 Aug, 43, the Combined Bomber Offensive was
U.S. day bombers had operated dailygathering momentiun,

(v/ith one exception) from 21+ to 30 July inclusive,
1 August, the long-avraited attack on Ploesti by U.S, forces

On

4O8 tons,
591.2 tons.
2^+4-.3 tons.
Craven d Cate,

Letter Col. Le May to C.G. VIII B.C. 29.8,43 quoted
in ( 4)
R.A.F. narrative,

Germany,

The bombing offensive against
Craven & Cate,Vol.V.:

1

2

3

(4
(5

(6)
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from Cyrenaioa, reinforced from the U.K
cost of crews and aircraft,

the U.K, built up for the m8,jor attacks on Ruhr targets of
12 August and those on airfields in occupied Erance of
15 and 16 August,

v/as made at heavy
The U,S, day heavy bombers in

• >

A parallel situation ruled in Bomber Command, Quite
apart from attacks on Germany under the Combined Bomber
Offensive, it had been decided to take air counter-measures
against the development of long-range weapons at Peenemunde,
The v/hole future course of the war might VTell depend on
their outcome, A directive was issued on 1 July to Bomber
Command for the heaviest possible attack as soon as feasible*
Preparations ’.’;ere close on completion v/hen the evacuation
of Sicily Y/as imminent. It was a very complex operation,
in which all groups of Bomber Command must operate. The
diversion of bombers to North Italy at this period must
have imposed severe strain on the organization,

Peenemunde Y/as attacked on the night 17/18 August,

Five hiindred and ninety-seven heavy bombers ?rere
engaged, including all the groups which had bombed Milan,
Turin and Genoa,

The chances of shuttle-bombing operations against the
evacuation

There can be no doubt that substantial heavy bomber
forces borrowed from the United Kingdom and concentrated
on the approaches, assembly areas, landing stages, berths,
beaches and anti-aircraft batteries of the crucial area by
day and night from the night of 1l/l2th to the night of
16/17 August would have devastated at least a considerable
part of the enemy’s land installations and hindered his

task to a much greater extent than was found possible.
There is, on the othei’ hand, reasonable doubt whetner the
employment of strategic escort fighters unaccustomed to
operations against small well-armed surface craft in prohi
bitive "flak" conditions would have improved matters.

Yet from our investigations into operations from the
United Kingdom it is extremely difficult to visualise any
terms under which the Combined Bomber Offensive would have

been interrupted for vAat was, from the vieY/poj.nt of the
Overlord planners, a fleeting tactical problem in a
secondary theatre. The bombing for a brief spell, and
for over-riding political motives, of tliree major industrial
toYvns of Northern Italy was another matter and, even then,
there v/ere sevei’e limits to the period and strength
authorised, Furthermore, it must be borne in mind that dvir-
ing the course of the evacuation crisis, Eisenhower v/as being
reminded by a series of blunt negatives that v/hatever he
planned to accomplish in the Mediterranean must be 7/ith

his OYvn resources. This general context may go far to
explain why outside aid was not appealed for by the theatre
command or offered by the authorities in the United Kingdom,
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The jellied mivsl Messina Strait patrols and naval bombardment

of North CalahriaCl)

The Axis evacuation craft opei'ated largely along routes
which for the greater part ran noi'th of Liessina itself,
Tlie remote links in the chain ran up the Calabrian Coast as

far as Vibo Valentia.

Navies played in hindering this traffic will become uiider-
standable if the operations of the Messina Straits patrols
and naval forces of the Y/estern Task Force in the evacuation

period are briefly outlined.

From 21 July until 17 August, a flotilla of sillied
M.T.B’s and M.G.B.'s maintained nightly patrols in the

Strait of Messina,

August period,
firing torpedoes, but they exper-ienced considerable opposi
tion from shore batteries aided by seai’chlights,
thrust ’well up to Messina and on tliree occasions in the last
fortnight penetrated to the north of that port,
final stages, a continuous watch was kept on enemy traffic,

Us\iall3'' they were allowed to pass up the Straits unmolested,
but y;ere hotly attacked when returning.

On 1 August, they engaged a force of B~boats off Cape
dell* Armi, ' On 6 August, they reported much activity at
Messina,

and Gape dell* Armi,
at a group of three medium merchant ships and some small
craft steering for Messina,
the light coastal forces had of attacking enemy evacuation
traffic crossing the Straits,

The relatively small part the Allied

They were escorted by destroyers in the
The patrols had very few targets, only once

They

In the

On 10 August, they v/ere fired on from Messina
On 11 August, they fired torpedoes

This WL-s the only opportunity

The port of Marina di Vibo Valentia (near Pizzo),
although well to the north of the hub of the mainland landing
area, was involved in the trafTic, and several of the craft
engaged in it were sunk there by aircraft. On l6 August,
at 0020 hours. Force Q. proceeding to the bombardment of

Vibo Valentia opened fire on a coastal convoy in the area and
claimed to have sunk tvio R-boats or H.L’s of the escort.
There is no confirmation of these sinkings from enemy

Shortly after 0200 hours. Force Q bombarded the
town and harbouir. No shipping was visible, but Italian

dmit the loss of one MZ boat there the next day
An Italian MZ

soiirces.

sources

vdiich may have been caused on the l6th,(2)
motor landing craft had been simk there on 1A August by
aircraft.(3)

During the night 17/18 August, naval forces bombarded
Gioia Tauro and Palmi, both of v/hich had been used in support
of the evacuation, but there is no confirmation from enemy
sources of any resulting losses of evacuation craft.

(1 ) Battle Summary J:'fo, 35 (iidmiralty Historical Section)
(iiryi8/27 A.H.B.)
The date given, no doubt in error, is 15 August,
Lloyds reported the sinking of the Carlo Zeno, a steam
ship of 1 flili.6 tons by surface craft on 15 August, but
there is notliing to support this; it is most probably
the ship reported in Navi Perdute as sunk on 1A August
by aircraft.

2
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Very early on 19 August, two cruisers and tvv'O destroyers
on a routine sv;eep of the &ulf of Polioastro claimed to

have hit and set on fire tv;o or three barges or landing
craft about 2 miles off Scalea, well up the coast. The

destroyers then claimed to have sunlc five landing craft in

the area, on being detached to finish off this and another

group. Two barges were reported gravely damaged later
and the crews seen jumping overboard. It vms reported that

more than seven barges were sunk in this engagement.(1)
These events happened nearly two days after the end of the

evacuation. These small craft were proceeding to Naples,
The Berta, a German oil barge of 200 tons, was sunk at
Scalea on 17 August by Allied surface craft. There are

no admissions for 18 or 19 August in the list of merchant
and fishing vessels lost. The craft may have been hit,
salvaged and sailed again or v/ere towed.

Allied night air operations 5/6 to 10/l1 August(2)

Until the issue of special orders on 6 August by
Tactical Air Force, the air offensive against enemy supply
from the mainland to Sicily had been directed against
shipping, roads, railv/ays, ferry terminals and beaches on

both sides of the Strait of Messins., The Strait, only just
over 2 miles across at its narrovrest point, was not a target
in itself. The target was the traffic system v/ithin the

transit area, viewed as a whole. Roughly in the centre of

the traffic system was the heavily defended Messina Fortress

Area, In addition to the main tasks of supporting the
ilrmy and driving back the enemy air forces from their bases,
much damage had been done to enemy communications both
sides of the Strait and to the terminal towns of Messina,
San Giovanni and Reggio, Photographs showed that, as
centres, these three towns were largely neutralised,(3)
In spite of casualties, ferry craft continued to ply. The

Italian evacuation of redundant troops and material began
so cautiously that nothing abnomal was visible.

On the night 5/6 August, six nights before the German
evacuation began, 85 V/ellingtons(4) attacked beaches from
Messina northv/ards to Cape Peloro(5) in low cloud and haze.
Neither they nor the Germans considered the results signi
ficant,

Reggio,

attacked Messina-Peloro beaches, also in bad weather, with

unobserved results. Six Bostons attacked Reggio, No
losses or evacuation craft can be traced on either night,
probably because they were at sea.

On the night 7/8 August, 70 effective Wellington sorties
were flown, covering the Messina-Cape Peloro, Palrai and

Three Bostons attacked Scaletta, Paradiso and
The next night, 6/7 August, 57 IVellingtons

(1
(

Confirmation of these claims cannot yet be established.
Pull details of Allied air operations up to 7 August
may be fovind in the A.H.B, narrative on the Sicilian

Campaign (First draft),
N,A.P,R.W, and M.E,I,U. reports (A.H.B. II J/l/200 and
III./67).
Mrcraft participating in the operations against the
evacuation system are given with their units in
Appendix 15#
A very active area.

2

(3)

(A)

(5)
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Cape Earbi ('between Palmi and Bagnara in the Toe) beaches
and those south of Messina* Too much importance was
attached to attacking areas with only refuelling and revic

tualling units, although there Yias, much point in consistently
Scaletta beachesbombing the Iviessina-Cape Peloro stretch,

were not used* Pires Timers started at several points*
German naval ferry barge(1) vras smdc by aircraft,
Wellington vras shot dcvm.

On

One

e

On the night 8/9 August, 82 Wellingtons spread their
effort over the beaches betw^een Messina and Gape Peloro, but

resvilts T;ere obscured by hase. They met anti-aircraft
defences ymich varied, more than usually, in density and

accixracy and reported 12 to 15 searchlights. The same night,
11 Bostons attacked Reggio, v/hich, though ahandoned by rnos-c
of the operational units, put up a barrage. Little move
ment vms seen.

On the night 9/l0, 86 l¥ellingtons returned to the
Messina-Cape Pelcro stretch, adding to the Germans' appre
hensions, starting fires, cutting roads and railway lines,
wrecking yards and causing explosions at Torre di Faro and

Paradise, and bursts among small craft at Ganzirri,

On the night 10/11 August, 88 Wellingtons continued
attacks on the Hessina-Cape Peloro stretch. Fires v;ere
reported betv/een Sant* Agata and Ganzirri, Photographs
suggested good coverage* A few craft were hit, actual
sinkings ¥;ere low'. These craft xiere quiclcly filled and

never stayed long in obvious anchorages. In spite of all

hazards, the Germans proceeded with the evacuation and all

attacks were persistently fought by the anti-aircraft gun
and searchlight crews.

Bay attacks by U.S. heavy bombers

Although Messina, Reggio and San Giovanni towns and
feriy terminals had been already bombed occasionally from

high altitudes by U.S, bombers before and during the
campaign, the wide commitments of those aircraft had usually
engaged them elsevdiere. By the time the Italian evacuation
began on 3 August, they v;ere engaged in attacks on other

targets as far apart as Rome and Ploesti, Furthermore,
their gross effort was declining, iifter the fall of
Palermo and until 17 August, the Strategic Air Force’s
effort was on a somewhat reduced scale. It never equalled
its effort of the period 10 to 21|. July until later days at
Foggia, The main reason for this was combat fatigue, v/hich

developed quickly in the Mediterranean theatre during the

summer months when the vireather seldom prevented flying or

hindered maintenance. Any effort to increase the
frequency of operations was certain to result in lovrer effi

ciency and higher losses; the only satisfactory solution
v/as a higher replacement rate for airorev/s, vdiich vms not

possible at the time,(2)

Although they certainly increased the enemy’s material
difficulties, the three Fortress attacks of 5> ^ s.nd 9 August

(1
( I

M.F.P.A3A,

Craven and Cate,2 Vol. II.
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on Messina and the area round it(l) did virtually nothing
to stop the evacuation. Von Liebenstsin’s comment on these

high altitude attacks v»as that they v/ere practically non
existent, (2) Barone states that the ferry boats continued
to use the harbour. There was no plan for heavy attacks
on the Straits artillery complex, either by heavy bombers
or naval surface units.

Progressive effects of night and day attacks on the
evacuation

The best sources for evaluating the effects of the
Allied night and day air attacks from the night Il/12 August
onwards are the local Axis records. Scrutiny of the vmr
diary and report of the Sea Transport Euehi^er Messina Strait,
of the logs of the three German landing flotillas engaged(3)
and Admiral Barone's report(^) indicate that the Allied air
attacks forced the plan out of its mould, subjected to it
severe strain, same and damaged a number of craft, destroyed
installations and led to a drain on the resources of craft

and a crisis in anti-aircraft ammunition stocks. Some

records v/ritten long after the event suggest that the air
forces' effort v/as sometimes marked with futility and that
they were out-manoeuvred throughout. This v;as not so,
Eor example, it is stated in Volume IZ of the "History of
United States Haval Operations in World War II" that the

Wellingtons bombed the v/rong beaches and the ?rong ports.
The Germans did not think so at the time. The six nights
and five days of Operation "Lehrgang" were for them a
chastening experience, the outcome of which was by no means
certain until the end.

The Wellington night attacks of the first ten days in
August acted as a danger signal to Captain von Liebenstein,
Although the Allied air units concentrated on the two
northerly crossings until the night Il/12 August, their
choice of targets could not be predicted: the long dura
tion of their attacks suggested that they might hold up
movement altogether,
judgement to operate by night, so he began in that fashion.

He was ordered against his better

Although loading on the 11 August was hampered by
fighters, only two German craft were damaged and the German
ferries took over 3631 troops, 801 vehicles, 35 tons of
ammunition, 48 tons of fuel and 1128 tons of equipment.
The night air attacks lasted from 2100 hours to 0500 hours

on 12 Ai^ust, falling most heavily on Earo (Route l) and
Ganzirri (Route II) (as well as San Giovanni) and no craft
could retui-n to Sicily after 2100 hotJirs; although the
loaded craft ?;ere not caught, the beaches suffered. Army
transport was slovi coming in. Air raids soared the lorry

(1) August 5, 69 Portresses on Messina harbour:
52 Fortresses on Messina road junction;
54 Fortresses on area communications.

Summary),
Von Liebenstein's war diary I5 August 1943, (See
Appendix I6.)
The 2nd, ̂  and 1 0th Landing Flotillas
L'opera svolta della R, Marina durante la battaglia
di Sicilia (by courtesy of Italian Naval Historical
Office, Rome, andA.H.S.) (A.H.B.II J.5/144).

August 6,
August 9,

(V/ar Room

(2)
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drivers, who sat out the attacks in shelters. The two
southerly routes, therefore, carried only a low volume of

traffic that night. Routes I to IV had been detailed for

the evacuation. He thought of substituting Route  V for

Route IV, asked for the ferry barges ordered North to be

returaed to replace losses and was promised them with reserves
in addition. He still tried to make the night ferry work,
but proposed individual trips by day. He had to see to
the escort of craft from G-iora Tauro do?m to Catena,

tanlcer barge and a ferry barge were escorted down by a flak
ferry barge. The fuel position was satisfactory, with
enough for five more days and nights and some in reserve.
As a resiilt of night attacks, it was decided to send no

more R-boats south of Vibo Valentia at night.

The night air attack of 12/13 August was so severe that
German operations were postponed until 03OO hours on
13 August, Messina, G-anzirri and Faro were again the main

targets. R.outes I and II had to be closed. Returning
craft v/ere staggered so as to prevent concentrations which

would offer easier targets by day to aircraft,
attacks did considerable damage to North Sicilian roads.
It seemed that the service must slow down. But so

strenuously did the day ferries work and so fortunate y/ere

they in avoiding loss to the frequent day fighter attacks
that a record transfer was made that day - 13 August.(l)
Continuous air attacks were eating into the dwindling stocks
of anti-aircraft ammunition. But the flak was clearly most

discouraging in its effects on the iillied aircraft. At

last Sea Transport H,"), Rome agreed to send von Liebenstein
fifteen naval feriy barges; but time v/as running out.

The night air attacks on Routes I and II, (i.e, all
three Faro stations and the two Ganzirri stations), forced
a change of tactics on the Germans, On the night 13/lRth,
only Route III (Paradisi to Catona) and Route IV (San
Salvatore to Galileo) vrere operating. The bulk of the
traffic crossed by day on 14 August, Only four Siebel
ferries and three M.F.P.s, stood by on Routes I and II,

There were no night attacks,(2) It was a bright moonlit
night and great numbers of lorries ran into Messina.

11 August was an unfortunate day for the Italians,
The small ferr;y steamers Baiamonte, Viottj and Rizzo and

the large ferry Cariddi were all damaged by aircraft.
The ferry S,S. Villa came into service on 12 August, She

caught fire at 1900 hours the same day, v/as out of action

for about 48 hours, but returned to service on the morning
of 15 August and ran until 1200 hours on I6 August from

No, 3 ferry berth in Messina harbour,

14 August proved a record day for operations. They
vj-ere hardly hampered at all by the fighter operations:
the road Nest of Messina vms cut and that hindered the

passage of vehicles to the stages of Routes I and II.
7,':.24 troops, 6OO wounded and 39 tanks were transported to

A

The night

but

(1) 6,142 troops, V4-O wounded, 1,131 vehicles, j6 guns,
7 tanks, 97 tons ammunition, 53 tons fuel and 1,673
tons equipment,

(2) In spite of A.V.M, Coninghara's plea for their continu-
Refer to signal to Tedder A,154 23/l2 -

(in A.H.B. II J.1/90/18).
ation,

11 Aug. 43.
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Italy, (1)
was attacked by eight aircraft and ten of her crew badly
woimded, (2)

There were several engagements. M.F.P, 503

In reply to von Liebenstein’s call for immediate
supplies of ammimition^ Luftflotte 2 promised 20,000 rounds
of 20 mm Elak 38.
time,

too hot for economy.

Although /illied night air operations(3) had throvm the
bialk of the evacuation traffic on to the day run, the
augmented day fighter and fighter bomber forces p/ere insuffi

cient in numbers to operate in any great volume without
cessation from daybreak to dusk, owing to heavy commitments
to the land battle, escort and anti-communication tasks.
Von Liebenstein coi/iraented on 15 August, after four days of
day ferrying to Calabria;-

But it was too late to reach them in

Economy v/ould be the solution, but engagements were

"It is astonishing tliat in all these days the
enemy has not put in sharper attacks,
often one to tvro hours pauses betxpeen the attacks.
High altitude attacks are practically fruitless,
at night the air attacks are often continuous".

Thei’e are

Only

There were only two more nights and one more day to go.
The position was more hopeful, but still not secure.

On the two previous days - 13 and I4 August - our
reconnaissance had reported the pattern of activity in the

Strait and ..Arhav/ks, Kittyhawks and Spitfires operated
throughout the day at intervals. There were many engage
ments with ferry craft; and casualties were caused.

On 13 August, there was air opposition by some ten
Me,109s and E.V,190s and on 14 August by some thirty
M.G. 202s and Me, 109s, probably on their way to bomb Allied

shipping. In spi;e of all the air attacks, the Germans
fought their ships through. They knew that the whole
operation would soon come to an end. There seems to have

been a quiet period on at least one afternoon, for on

14 August, thirty-nine Mitchells despatched to attack
Straits shipping could find no targets, although the
weather xvas clear. As an alternative they dropped ninety-
tliree tons of bombs on railway'- bridges north of Scalette,
on the cro?/ded coast road. Von Liebenstein luiexv only
some of the facts about the air attacks on the roads. They
were severe and frequent and made v/ith all the strength
available at the period. But they did not, according to

one secondary sota'ce,(4; ever interrupt the roads for
more than two hour-s. The local German repair organi
zation was characteristically expert.

(1) Plus 1380 vehicles, 42 guns, 214 tons ammunition,
155 tons fuel and 1728 tons equipment.
Examples v/ill be given of the intensity of such engage
ments between ferry craft and aircraft, x/hich vrere
often fought out to the end with loss on both sides.
Total Wellington losses 3-16 August in the evacuation
area were 16,

History of U.S, ITaval Operations in World Y/ar II,

Vol, IE, probably quoting from Admiral Ruge’s
repoi't xvritten in 1946,

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Aircrews reported that only aircraft developing
agressive action were fired at,(l) This sioggested to them
what in fact Y/as happening, that the Germans were husbanding
their ammunition.

By 15 August, Allied Headquarters in Sicily had come
to the conclusion that not more than 10,000 Germans were

still in Sicily and that these could easily be evacuated
in the next two days,

than a thousand or so Germans vrere caught,(2)

In the meantime, the Italian motor landing craft, pro
bably six or seven in number, filled the gap caused by the
fire on the Villa,
Admiral Barone that Home would not send him the relief tug

requested to tov/ the Cariddi, now filled v;ith heavy equip
ment, to the mainland,
on the 16 August, already damaged by aircraft,(3)

On l6 august, the Baiamonte and Viotti, too badly
damaged by aircraft to risk the crossing, were destroyed by
the Italians,

'vYrecked,
on 15 August,(4j

Admiral Barone v/rites as though there vrere only two
M,Z, boats engaged, but the time and positions of the sink

ings by aircraft prove that there vrere several more and

that the Italian Navy dispatched reinforcements,
example, the M.Z.701 and 790 v;ere attacked and the former

sunk by aircraft at Vibo Valentia on 11 Aiogust,
on 15 August, M,2,746 and 774 left Crotone for Messina,
were damaged by aircraft at Siderno and had to be beached,
useless. On 14 August, H.Z»711 and 757 left Castellammare
di Stabia (near Naples) for Messina, but Yrere beached,
out of action,(5)

It YYOUld surprise them if more

On 12|. or 15 August, it vj&s clear to

She v/as scuttled outside Messina

Only the Rizzo escaped but she was soon
The Villa y/as scuttled outside San Giovanni

For

At dawn

Effect on the Navy of v/ithdrav/al of ni/3:ht bombers from

Strait operations

On 15 August, the Flag Officer Sicily signalled to
the C,-in-C, Mediterranean:-

"No activity by our air forces round Straits
during last tv/o night
greatly increased activity by gims and searchlights
against our surface forces,
special effort tonight (r) tonight to help our
patrols and the landing at C/UPE DALI by diverting
attention".

As a result there has bee

Can air force make

n

The signal was relayed to Mediterranean Air Command
That night and the next, \7ellingtons and a few

The events in
Post,

Bostons retiarned to attack the beaches.

A,II.B, narrative (first(1) "The Sicilian Campaign",
draft).
Ibid,

Barone,

Ibid,

Navi Perdute

(A.H,B,6)
(Italian N

2

3

4

aval Historical Office),(5
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the Strait which gave rise to the above signal occiirred
dviring the night of 14/15 August and throw light on the
conditions facing the Allied night Messina Strait Patrols,(l)

At 0124 hours, a formation of tlu-ee M.T.B’s was illu
minated by a searchlight in the position 38 11'g'* N,
15 36-^’ E« The patrol made smoke while batteries on both
coasts opened fire, hitting M.T,B.665 and setting her on
fire. As the shelling was intense and accurate, her two

companions were unable to assist. An attempt by M.T.B.76
to go to her rescue was rendered abortive by gunfire,
M.T.B*s 315 and 85, under constant shell-fire, then attempted
to reach her, but she was last seen biiming fiercely, with

occasional explosions, drifting tov/ards the Sicilian coast.
No survivors were recovered.

The intensive character of operations in the Strait(2)

The nature of the fighting in the Messina Strait area
may be illustrated best if three specimen operations are
examiiied. This will dispose of any idea that the air
attacks v/ere hajjhaaard or that the evacuation ̂ vas an easy
exercise. The facts are taken from the log book of the
4th Landing Flotilla, a record crammed vri.th incident.

At 0845 hours on 6 August, before the mass evacuation
began, the naval ferry lighter F,429 on its way from Vibo

Valentia to Catona, was attacked several times by fighters
1 mile

on the steel plating of the gun turret, others pierced the

hold and set the cargo on fire. The crew jumped overboard
The captain, although he knew the ammmiition below might
ejqjlode at any moment^ steered his craft with the swimming
crew to shore. The wounded were landed first: the captain
landed last, Tr/elve fighters retuirned down sun to attack

the beached boat and started new I’ires, The boat blew up.

of Uicotera. Although bombs fell harmlessly

On 14 August, six naval ferry barges were lying in
Vibo Valentin harbour. At 2100 ho-urs, they were attacked
v/ithout warning by some thirty fighters and an unrecorded
ntimber of bombers. On the last of three attacks, the
fighters hit P.4d2, wiiich was full of fuel oil, in the hold

and on the midship gun. The whole sky v/as lit up with
the flames. 14462 vfas burnt out, F,615 was hit in the

ammmition hold and sprang a leak, but it was unloaded in

time and the tv;o craft towed under escort to Naples, of no
firrther use in the evacuation.

On 16 August, F.6Q7 was attacked in the afternoon with
a  'hail of bombs' in Faro ilorth Station,

men were wounded and the engine room was half under f^ater,
the captain ordered his boat to be sailed for Italy,
crew used their 75 mm gun, but made no claims,
reached Cannitello, v/as beached and blown up.

Although five

The

The boat

(1) Battle Summary No, 35 Admiralty Rist, Sec,
B.R.1736(27) (A.H.B, II K/18/27).

(2) Log of 4th Landing Flotilla (Admlty, F,D,S.)
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The ferry craft brought down several aircraft, some of
them ’.vith their 20 mm guns.

The Cerman records of air attacks(1)

The 2nd Landing flotilla was, dxiring July and August,
engaged in seventy-tlrree combats at sea vdth aircraft and

suffered forty air attacks in port, v/hile carrying out one
hundred and tvrenty trips. It lost five boats, tvro dead and
twenty wounded to aircraft. The 4th Landing Flotillr.,, while

engaged in its four hmdred and seventy-six trips between
1 and 17 August inclusive, sviffered one hundred and fifty-
seven air attacks, fifty-seven of them gun and one hundred
bomb attacks. They lost eight dead and twenty-seven
seriously wounded. They recorded having spent 22,977
rounds of 20 mm ammunition, but do not record the 75 nim,
expenditure. They lost six boats, four at least to aircraft
The duration and spacing of air attacks may be illustrated
in a single quotation from one of the flotillas* logs. On
12 August, on the Paradiso-Gatona run, there v/ere eight day
and one night air raid warnings,(2)

Increased air effort on 16 Awcust unavailing

On 16 August, the ground situation permitted the release
of a nmber of Desert Aiir Force fighter bombers. As a

result, the day's effort against the evacuation system
reached a total of 270 effective fighter bomber and 47
medium bomber sorties. Two of the mediiun bombers were

destroyed and 44 hit by flak. That night, the total effort
against points in the evac\.iation area v^as 40 Dellingtons,
22 Bostons and 4 Baltimorese(3)

/Llthough many craft v^ere damaged and the Siebel ferries
were running on one engine at 4 loiots, the only craft sunk,
according to German records, v;ere tvro M.P.P's and one Siebel

ferry,(4) This disappointing result of a stepped-up effort
points to resistant factors inherent in the target system
itself. Clearly the best the Allies could achieve in
twenty-four hours was insufficient to meet the combined

timing, shortness of distance, nature of the craft and anti
aircraft defences.

That night, the last troops and material crossed,
last German ferry left Messina at O6OO hours on 17 August,
British artillery had been firing wealcLy into the Messina
area since 1200 hours on I6 August,
staff were at the end of their tether.

T

The crews and shore

he

Captain von Liebenstein left at 1700 hours on the I8th,
His order of the day thanked the boat crev/s, works battalions,
harbour companies. Pioneer companies, supply and station
staff,

from Sicily with far more material than expected,
been an operation, he wrote, of historical significance.

They had succeeded in transferring their comrades
It had

(1) Landing flotilla logs (Admiralty P.D.3.)
(2) The eight day periods ran 0125 to O515, 0715 to 0738,

0830 to 0838, 0936 to 0945, 1155 to 1159, 1233 to
1248, 1527 to 1535 and 1620 to 1653 hours. The
night period of alert ran from 2055 to O513 hours,

3) N.A.A.P. table of operations,
,4) German flotilla logs, (P.D.S. Admiralty),
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Results

The Italig.n evacuation(l )

As July drew towards its end, elements of the Italian
Sixth iirmy not engaged in operations concentrated in the

north-eastern tip of Sicily,
called Admiral Barone to a conference, the aim of v/hioh
was to plan execution of an order f’rom the Army High Command

to evacuate to Italy units and troops which could he
dispensed with,
the evacuation on 3 August of some 6000-7000 men.

On 31 July, General G-uzzoni

Admiral Barone was instructed to begin

Eor the first fev/ days from 3 August, the two small
steamers ilmmiraglio Viotto(2) and Luigi Rizzo(3) sailed at
dawn from the Bianchina Littorio quay and the Hasotto mole
in the inner hai’bour of Messina across to Soilla, They
were joined on this run(ii.) by the steamer Baiamonte(5),
They made many trips, although all three were damaged at
least once by aircraft,(6) They carried the troops
arriving dovm the Peloritana road. Troops in the northern
Spai'ta area embarked at Mortelle in naval landing craft
(M.S. boats),
tvro of these on operations, although ten had been allowed
for. The others, he said, were engaged in supply opera
tions in the Toe of Italy, It has, however, been estab
lished that about ten ?/ere actually involved in the evacua

tion and that reinforcements were sent from Naples and
Grotone,(7)

Of the regular ferry steamers which used to ply on
the rail ferry service betv;een Villa San G-iovanni and the
Messina ferry berths, only the Villa(8) and the old motor
vessel Cariddi(9) were available. The latter ims consi
dered more suiteUe for heavy equipment.

Between 3 and 10 August, some 7,000 men and an unspeci
fied number of vehicles were evacuated.

Admiral Barcno reports that there were only

On ugust, orders were received to evacuate the

entire XVI Army Corps with certain tactical groups and the
coastal defence units,

afternoon of 10 August,
The mass evacuation began in the

The naval cralfc x/ere detailed and a, route plan devised
XThich ?/ould minimize risks of air attack. The troops in
the Sparta area v/ere evacuated early from Mortelle to
Cannitello by tvro landing craflx,
to Messina,

Scilla on 12 August,

These were then ordered

One of them was sunJc by aircraft (10) off

(1) Admiral Barone "L*Opera svolta della R, Marina durante
la battaglia di Sicilia,
Ex-Topola (YS) 234 G.R.T,
382 G-.R.r.

Bate cannot be determined,

Ex-Sarajevo (YS) 479 G.R.T.
Dates U31 specified.

Navi Perdute Italian Admiralty (Air Ministry Library
No. 5531/14),
932 O.R

9; 2,809 G.R.T.
10) M.Z. 732

(A.H.B.II J.5/l4tH).

4

8 X *

(2

(5
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The Villa ran from Messina to San Ciovanni,

evening of 12 August, she made her last nightly crossing,
v/ith about 3>000 troops on board,
her hold, which incapacitated her for about i:-8 hours,
Cariddi. working on only one engine, was the object of ener
getic repairs, but they failed to render her seaworthy
enough for safe transport of troops,
Paraiiso and was filled with heavy artillery and equipment,
A tug v/as ordered to tow her to the mainland.

On the

A fire broke out in

The

She retiarned to

The Baiaraonte, Viottl and Rizzo ran to Scilla,

motor landing craft ran to Soilla, too, loading at the
beach below the Reina Ilargherita Hospital on the fringe
of Messina,

T

All three were hit and damaged by aircraf

he

t,
seriously, as their ultimate fate indicated.

While the Villa and Cariddi vrere unserviceable, the
M,Z, boats bore the weight of traffic. On 13 and 14
August, about 20,000 troops were evacuated. Each M,Z, boat
carried between 800 and 1000 troops, A few minesweepers
of the Coastguard Service (Ouardia di Einanza) were also
engaged in transport tasks.

The evacuation ended at 1200 hours on 16 August,
Between 3 and 16 August, states Admiral Barone, the approxi
mate volume of men and raaterials evacuated was as follows ;-

62,000 men
227 motor vehicles

48 motor cycles
30 motor tricycles
12 mules

38 47-mm guns
3 122-mi-a guns

No troops were lost, he states.

The Cariddi was scuttled at Paradise; the Villa v/as
scuttled at San Oiovanni; the Viotti was destroyed in the

Strait by the Italiens; the Rizzo arrived damaged at
Scilla on l6 Aiogust and was found a wreck at Pizzo by the
Allies; the Baiamonte, badly damaged lilce the Viotti, was
bloim up by the Italians in Messina.

Comparison of the tv/o evacuations

The Italian evacuation shipping, as the figures given
below confirm, suffei-ed even more serious loss and attri
tion than the Germans,

craft virere sunlc by aii-'craft,
ferries were so badly damaged by aircraft or other causes

that it was decided to blovf them up or scuttle them.
The system was worn right dom v/hen the task was ended.

Eight regular naval landing
All of the five steamer
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Losses of Italian evacuation shippin/;: 1/16 Au,s:ust, 1%3

Vessel CauseDate Position

a/cAug. 6
Aug, 6
Prev, Aug. 6

f.iZ.756

IE. 775

Riszo

Ganzirri

a/otf

Damaged by a/c:
arrived Scilia

l6/8: found
Tn’ecked in Pizzo

by Allies,

Scilla Si Pizzo

a/oIvE.787

Viotti
Aug, 7
Prev, Aiog, 9

nr, Bagnara
Strait damaged by a/c:

destroyed l6/8 by
Italians,

fire 10/8:
scuttled in

S. Giovanni 15/8 (?)

Aug. 10 Villa Strait c;

San Giovanni

a/oAug. 12 or iy IvE,752
IE. 701

Eizm
I
! HZ.77A

a.D.25

Bciiamonte

1^

14
15

15
16

16

off Scilla

Vibo Valentia

Messina

Siderno

a/c
a/o
a/c
a/oit

abandoned

bloim up:
damaged by a/o.

Abandoned,

damaged.

Messina

t
It

17
If

Cariddi j

I,

Total casualties to vessels identified with the evacuation

Sunk or put out of action by aircraft:- 8 motor landing
craft.
3 steamers

(destroyed by
Italians),
2 ferry boats,
1  steamer,

1 minesweeper

Mote: On 17 August, when the evacuation was over, 3
more landing craft were sunk by aircraft.

Damaged by aircraft and scuttled:-
Damaged in collision and wrecked:-
Abandoned:-

Factors constant in both the Italian and the German

evacuations vrere the anti-aircraft protection of the Strait

defences, a short sea run, sovmd planning, the intermittent
risks of day and night air attacks, a non-stop effort by
the ferry crews in the minimum possible time and the favour

able retirement terrain of the tapering north-eastern tip of
Sicily,
of men without noticeable loss.

They both succeeded in transporting large numbers

Of the two commands, the Italians, whom the Germans
Their vesselsaffected to despise, took the greater risks,

were mostly steamships, much easier targets for aircraft
than the German naval'^ craft. The route from Messina to

Scilla vras several miles longer than the longest German
route from Salvatore to Gallico,

worked obscure beaches, the Italians used the harbours of
bomb-shattered Messina and San Giovanni for the reason

that these bases would serve their end better and bring
about the desired result in time.

whereas the Germans

TIhile the Italian crews
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worked vfith no less determination than their German collea

gues, some indiscipline was reported among the Italian
troops conveyed. The Italians would, according to Barone,
have evacuated more mtiterial, had it not been looted and dis
mantled by the Germans. The timing and staging of both
evacuations could hardly be surpassed in excellence. Means
were admirably adapted to ends, IThen the means showed signs
of running to a standstill and Allied shells were falling
in Messina, the task had been accomplished.

Losses of enemy craft to Allied aircraft

Admiral Ruge is quoted(l) as stating that the Axis
naval ferry craft losses were six German boats and one

Italian boat simk or damaged beyond repair, and seven or
eight others damaged. These figures fall short of the
full totals admitted in Axis records. The confirmed

German losses in evacuation craft from 11 to 17 August were
seven naval craft plus one so badly damaged that it was
tov/ed to Naples for repairs, (2) The confirmed Italian
losses, already given, vrere I4 vessels. The total craft

destroyed or put out of action by Allied aircraft during
the two official major evacuation operations totalled,
therefore, to 22, Many others yrere badly damaged by hits
or near misses.

It has been said that all i\xis sources are unanimous

in stating that not a single passenger was lost,
has been foimd to prove this inaccurate, although at some
time between I5 July and I8 August, the 4th Landing Flotilla
lost one soldier from the Panzer Corps in addition to its
own nine dead.

Nothing

Statistics of troops and material evacuated

If one takes into account the first ten days of August,
when a minor evacuation of redundant men (including wounded)
and equipment was proceeding, the ferry service transported
38,846 Genaan troops, 10,356 vehicles and 14,946 tons of
supplies. To the troop figure should be added 13,500
womded carried across in lending boats from 15 July until
17 August, These figures are recorded by the Sea Transport
fuehrer.(3) They vary from a report by Kesselring(4) which

(1) History of U.S, Naval Operations In IJorld '.-Jar 11, Vol, IX.

Date Naval craft Position Number Cause

Aug.13 M.F. P. /i3q
ftF.P. IM
M.F.PTW
li.F,Pt So?
S.F. lSi7232, 175

Glola Tauro

Vlbo Vaientla
1 aircraft

14 1 It

16H
1

Faro North t

3

Total 7

Note (1) Cn 14 August, M.F. P. 615 was so badly damaged by aircraft that she
was towed to Naples for repair.

Note (2) From 1 to 10 August 6 German ferry craft and 3 tanker barges were
These were:- M.F.P.430. h3h.sunk In the evacuation area,

^29. khO, S.F.86 and Frieda, Nicolaus and Bussard.

(3) Von Llebensteln's diary,
(4) Quoted by S, E. Mori son.
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defines the figures for Operation "Lehrgang" itself - the
operation of five days and six nights - as 39,5^9 troops
(including v/ounded), 9>o05 vehicles, 47 tanks, 94 guns,
over 2,000 tons of fuel and ammunition, and about 15,000
tons of gear and stores.

Acoording to Admiral Barone, vdio supervised the Italian
evacuation, about 62,000 Italian officers and men, 227
vehicles, 2|.1 artillery pieces and 12 mules were transferred
to the mainland,(1)

All three Cerman divisions were briefly rested and
brought up to strength and served to enable the Germans to
meet the Allied landings in Italy with better results than
they had hoped for.

The Air forces employed

In view of the success of the evacuation, the general
question arises as to whether the Allied air effort used

against it vms the best attainable vixth local resources, (2)
To assist in a solution, the aircraft available will be
first listed, with the units which participated,(3)
after, the total sorties flovm will be given under aircraft
categories(4) and a comparison made with the sorties flo;vn
in tactical support of the ground forces in Sicily,

Mid?/ay during the period under review - 1 to I6/17
August - the follovfing aircraft of the ITorthwest /ifrioan
Air forces were operationally ready:-

The^e-

Aircraft U.S.A,E. R.A.F. Total

Strategic Air ForceLi Heavy bombers
Medium bombers

Fighters/fighter
bombers

181 181.

278 130 403
280 280

Tactical Air Force iiedium bombers

Light bombers

Fighters/fighter
bombers

112 112

43 94 137
577 344 721

Every one of the heavy, medium and light bomber units
ivas engaged on one or more days between 1 and I6/17 August
against the evacuation. The case is different with the

fighter and fighter bomber units. The only fighters impli~
oated were the Strategic Lightnings, The bulk of fighters
'vvere either engaged in gromd attack or escort. Most
fighter bomber units were implicated and their contribution
rose steeply in the last two days.

(1 ) L»opera svolta della 11 Marina (A.H.B.II J,5/144)
(2) Viewed apart from the problem of co-operation by

Strategic Air Force day-operational aircraft,
(3) See Appendix I4
(4) See Appendix I5,
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Comparison of the air effort a^qainst the evacug^tion system
with tactical support of the /ground forces

The air effort against the evacuation system between
1 and 16/17 August was as folloiTS, in sorties :~(l )

Heavy bombers
Medium bombers

Light bombers
Fighter bombers 2131
Fighters

142

945

125

117

3460Total

The air effort in tactical support of the ground
forces in Sicily, covering pargets in Sicily and the western

extremity of the Toe of Italy(2) in the same period was as
follows, in sorties:-

Medium bombers 1313

Light bombers 1094
Fighter bombers 1922
Fighters 1084

Total 5413

It can be seen that the proportion of evacuation to
tactical operations was roughly 9:13 for mediimi bombers,
1:9 for light bombers, 21:19 for fighter bombers and 1:9
for fighters,
were on evacuation ports,
fighter bomber sorties suggest that the Tactical Air
Force took the problem seriously and made a serious effort
to solve it,

tough conditions in the Portress area and were wisely con

fined to the battle zone.

The only heavy bombers used in this period
The rates for medium and

The fighters vvere badly adapted to the

The example of operation "Retribution'

In the search for analogies one need turn back no
further than the first half of May i(.3»

integrated air/naval plan in readiness to prevent  a major
iocis evacuation from Tunisia; this plan was referred to

unofficially as Operation "Retribution",
it was never put into effect,
operations, the Axis armies were defeated in the field
and large numbers vrere encircled and captured,
seven hundred left Tunisia by sea and they v^ere practically
all picked up by Allied naval surface patrols,
lization of the enemy air force ensured their relative
freedom from enemy interference.

The Allies had an

In the event

As a result of combined

Only about

The neutra-

Pa] See Appendix 15 for full details.
Including attacks on 1 port, camps, bases, lines
of communication in Sicily amd the extreme Toe and
ground strafing. Excluding mainland communi
cations, offensive sweeps, escort, local defence,
anti-shipping and shipping protection.
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There vms a good deal of debate as to the most suit
able roles for the Navies and Air Forces at the time,

the Retribution plan, the Aii- Forces were made roughly
responsible for preventing evacuation up to a line 5
miles from shore, and naval surface craft outside that
limit.

In

Naval policy on the role of air forces

The recorded points of view of high-raz:iking Navy and
Air Force officers in command at the time leave no doubt

that there was not yet full agreement on the fzmdamental
relations between air and sea porzer, (l)

The point of view of the C-in-C, Mediterranean con
cerning the situation in May 1943 may be best exemplified
in his own words

"It must always be a more certain method of
attack to employ warships for the destruction of
shipping where circumstances admit, having in view
the obstacle to aircraft of bad -reather and fog at

landing gromids and similar conditions at sea,
support in reconnaissance and attack is of coiu’se
invaluable as an adjunct but it is neither more effi
cient nor more economical

Air

(2)

Vhile it is true that the (enemy) air threat to
surface forces appeared to be materially less in the
"(Sicilian)" Straits, I should not have allowed ships
there unless cover had been available if required
it was to be many months before we coLild say "the risk

to shipping from air attack anywhere near the African
coast was not very great" as a glance at the records
of the North African convoys -will testify ...,.(3) ...
lack of fighter protection prevented our surface
forces from operating against enemy supply routes by
day ,,(4)

• « *

this somewhat rigid dividing line between the
responsibilities of the air and naval forces was
necessitated by the fact that a large ijroportion of
the pilots and air crews taking part had not hitherto
been engaged in operations over the sea and were thus
untrained in ship recognition ...(5)*
that "newcomers became proficient after a few days,"
but that is long enough to do a lot of damage to our
OT/n ships during an operation that only lasted about
six days.

It may be

In the event, even though destroyers

(1) There was insufficient factual evidence

accumulated to that date to justify

all the emphatic generalisations that
were made.

Letter to Admiralty 11 Dec,46 (A.H. 0,32026/46)
Ibid.

London Gazette Supplement No. 38423.
Ibid,

Commentary,

5 Oct.48.

2

3

(4
(5)
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had bridges and sides down to the v/aterline painted red
this did not prevent them being attacked by our ovm
aircraft.

the 5 miles line had little to do with shore

There were, hov;ever, several obviousdefences

advantages in not operating close inshore on an enemy
coast, v^hich included mining hazards and enemy coast
defence among them and the five mile line v/as therefore
adopted, *‘(1)

• • • •

In 1941 he had v/ritten that:-

■'There seemed to be an unvd.llingness to admit that
k.A.]?, personnel vrorlcing over* the sea required special,
training, though we, with our long and hardly-bought
experience, knew other?/ise,"(2)

and this v/as still obvious.ly his view.

So clear was the Navy’s conviction that air cover was
essential to its operations that for tvro years it had been

advocating both the creation of a special land-based air

force devoted entirely to naval requirements, on the lines

of Coastal Command, and increases in the strength of the air

craft carrier force in the theatre,(3)
again expressed in August,

Dissatisfaction with air cover for Task Force 88(4)

This conviction was

Task Force 88 operated during July and August 1943 for

a period of twenty-tvro days from an unprotected anchorage
vfithin bombing distance of enemy shore-based aircra.ft,
rendering decisive support v/ith its gunfire to a series of

leapfrog amphibious landings on the coast of Northern Sicily.
Palermo had been three times attacked by enemy bombers, twice

with some success. There v/ere good reasons for the failure

of the Air Forces to provide continuous cover for all ships
and harbours, among them their v;ide commitments to the

ground forces, their attacks on enemy communications, the

state of flux in air bases and shortages in certain cate

gories of aircraft. Admiral Hewitt, commanding the Y/estem

Task Force, was not satisfied v/ith either the weight or

continuity of air cover.

Later considerations by the C.-in-C, Mediterranean

Amplification of the Navy's problem at the time has
been furnished by the then C,-in-C, Mediterranean in print
and interviev/,

interest and relevant to any discussion of the evacuation.

In his autobiography(5) Admiral Viscount Cionningham
of Hyndhope v/rotex

it is introduced at this point as of

Letter to Admiralty 11 Dec, l\.6 (A.M, C.32-26/46).
A.H.B. Narrative 'The k.A.F, in Maritime w'ar'

Vol, VI (first draft).
Ibid.

Action report V;,N.T,F, 'Husliy' A.F.H.Q, 6066
(Cabinet Hist, Archives)
A Sailor's Odyssey. Hutchinson, 1951*

(3)
(4)

(5)
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By the second week in August the Cermans realized
Therethat the game v/as up and started to pull out,

was no effective way of stopping them, either by sea
The passage across the Straits of llessina.or air,

no more than three miles, could be made in less than
one hour, and was covered by batteries and search
lights on both sides,
across by night, v/hich ruled out serious interference
by oui’ aircraft,
nightly sallies well into the Straits at great risk
to themselves, they could not really interrupt the
eneniy’s traffic,"

The Germans sent their trpops

And though our M.T,Bs made almost

As a result of an interview with Admiral Cunningham,
it is stated by the author of the History of United States

Operations in Y/orld War Il(l ) that that is still the
Admiral's belief. The Admiralty Historical Section has
confirmed that this is the case. It is also stated that

Rear Admiral Roger Dick, R,H,(2) confirmed this on 4 Bee,53
and that Admiral Hewitt(3) agreed, Samuel Eliot Morison
goes on to state that these senior flag officers believe
that naval gunfire, with such means of spotting and ranging
as our ships then had, could only have temporarily silenced

the shore batteries, which could have sunk any naval vessels
or craft that ventured into the Strait,

Air Commanders* vievirs on the role of aircraft in anti-

shipping operations

The Air Officer Commanding North-west African Coastal
Air force at the time later made a comment on the above

statement that the naval si-irfaoe craft could not operate
by day for lack of fighter protection in May 1943* This

comment v^as that they v/ere not required to operate - it

vrould have been ridiculous to have provided them \?ith fighter
protection for their ships when those same fighters could

(and did) accomplish the task unaided. He too, saw the
point in planning a i-igid dividing line so as to avoid
accidents,(1)

The Air Officer Commanding Desert Air Force at the
time later confirmed his vie¥/ that the general air superio
rity the Allies had by then acquired was the essential back

ground to the use of light Naval forces.(5)

The Air Officer then commanding North-v/est African
Tactical Air Force confirmed later the point made by the

Air Officer Comiaanding Coastal Air Force about the economy
factor,

use a fighter bomber to sinic the small ships in the open
sea than to use up many more fighters escorting surface

It was, he said, obviously more economical to

1 Oxford University Press 1954 Vol. IX,
C.O.S. to C,-in-C, Med, in August 1943 (A.H.S,),
Commanding Western Task Force in August 1943*
Letter from A.V.H, Sir Hugh P. Llo,
D.S.D. 23 Oct.46 (A.M, C.32026/46
Letter from Air Cdre, Sir H, Broadhurst to D.S.D,

10 Oct. 46 (A.M. C.30226/46).

to

2

3

4)

(5)
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craft to do the same task. He said that the Desert Air

Force fighter forces had been dealing vdth shipping off

Cape Bon long before the end of April and had shown them

selves skilled in ship recognition over the sea flank all

the way up past Sfax and Sousse, On this same point of

recognition, the A.O.C, Coastal Air Force later went so

far as to say the Tactical Air Force became very proficient
in ship recognition within a fev/ days, for there ivas no

mystery in it.

Report by North-west African Tactical Air Force(l)

The Tactical Air Force considered that the evacuation

vms made possible for four reasons. Their report begins
"It is now apparent that the enemy had commenced to vvith-

drav; from Sicily early in August, thinning out his resources

prior to his final exit. The whole process being organized
and gradual," The introductory phrase "It is now apparent"
tends to confirm that the full piotvire was not apparent
during the operations.

The four reasons put forward for the Axis success w'ere:-

(i) Use of favourable ground for delaying tactics.

(ii) Mining and demolitions.

(iii) A tremendous concentration of flak on both sides

of the narrow area of the Strait for protection
of craft undertaking the evacuation.

(iv) narrowness of the Strait and intensive traffic by

night.

The first two factors, states the report, prevented
pressure by our ground forces, so eliminating any enemy
conoenti-ations or build-up on the beaches and offering no

suita.ble targets for air power. The third factor was a

counter to our air supremacy, prevented the full employment
of tactical bombers and reduced the scale of employment of

fighter bombers over the narrow? area of the Sti'ait.
enemy traffic was limited by day and at no time presented
good targets. The Strait was so narrow, continued the
report, that conditions resembled the crossing of  a broad

river. It was never possible for our naval craft to enter

the Strait and stop the intensive night traffic.

But

The material for conclusions

In the preceding pages, all relevant facts concerning
the Uerman evacuation and many concerning the Italian
evacuation, have been assembled in chronological order.
They convey the essential pattern and meaning of the J^xis

operations and the iULlied counter-raeas\ires and provide in

themselves, without the aid of specixlation, all the basic
material for sound conclusions,

recapitulate the essence of those established facts relating
in particular to the German evacuation, strategically the

more impoi'tant and upon T;hich documentation is more complete.

It only remains to

(■I) Report on operations by H.A.T.A.F. in the capture
of Sicily (undated) (a.H.B. II J.5/92).
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Military defeat in Sicily was forced upon the G-ennans
by the combined superiority of the Allied navy, army and
air forces,

they carried out a plan for the evacuation of an important
complement of three first-class divisions and a great
volume of material and equipment iii face of important air

opposition ?^ithout traceable loss of a single passenger,
Inese troops figured later in the fighting in Central Italy
and enabled the Germans to fight a longer defensive campaign
in that area than would otherwise have been possible,
plan and its execution considered as a whole must be recog
nised as a masterpiece.

Evading attempts to cut off their retreat.

The

Not only 7/ere the /ixis plans flexible and conducive to

smooth running, but most of the craft (the German in parti
cular) were expressly designed for, and admirably suited
to, their purpose, Crevra, confident in their own armament
and low freeboard and the protection afforded by so much

intense, heavy and accurate "flak”, and v/ith the preser
vation of an army at stake, fought their ships across v/ith

great gallantry'- and good navigation in notoriously diffi

cult waters, The Italian evacuation, of much lower
strategic import, was inter’.voven ’.vith the German, The

same material conditions ruled; the methods, though not

identical, met vdth parallel success. The fact that the

Italians used different crossing and surface craft only
a-ccentuated the complexity of the target system for the
Allied air forces.

Geographically, the evacuation target which the air
force endeavoured to neutralize began in Sicily on the

five-stage defence lines. It continued by road to the
landing stages and beaches, on to the ferry craft, aox^oss

a stretch of vmter no wider than a broad rivermouth,
through a gone of very heavy anti-ai2.'oraft defences to the

mainland terminals, by road to the troops assembly areas

and by sea up the Toe of Italy through several small ports
as far as Marina di Vibo Valentia; then after refuelling
and revictualling operations, back by sea in terms of

empty craft to Sicily, There were no bottlenecks, its
components were very small. It was half over before the

Allies realised it. It was a very unprofitable target
system for the air forces.

The crux of the problem was the short maritime
crossings. These, fed from a variety of beaches and quays
and protected by an extremely powerful concentration of

anti-aircraft batteries, presented an unusual and serious
problem for aircrews. They were forced up by "flak” when

within range, so losing both accuracy and a lai*ge part of
the opportunities afforded by the brief span of time it

took a ferry craft to cross. If they evaded land-based
anti-aircraft and coastal batteries, they were met with

aggressive action from the craft, many of v/hich carried
75 mm. gixnsf and many of their bombs and shells failed to

penetrate the armoured hulls. In periods of twilight
and darlcness, evei-y difficulty was intensified, in spite
of intermittent flare-dropping. At night, the bombing
altitude precluded precision bombing by the medium
bombers and by deiy this applied with equal force to the

heavy bombers.
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Throughout the vital period. Allied Intelligence was
easily outstripped by the Axis manoeuvres,
the whole pattern apparent to any of the three services or

to Allied Eorce Headquarters,
began on 10 August and the major German evacuation 11 August,
Yet it was not until the afternoon of 13 August that the
Air Command recognised this and the evening of 14 August
that Allied Eorces Headquarters and Fifteenth Iirmy Group
officially announced it.

At no time v/as

The major Italian evacuation

when faced Vidth the prospect of an. enemy evacuation,
the Naval authorities, pessimistic of the outcome of any
attempt to stop it, strengthened the light night forces
in iiessina Strait and hoped to intervene to greater purpose
later as the Sicilian coastal batteries were overuun.

They operated only at night, without noteworthy success.
The Air Force authorities, bearing in mind the recent
comparable, although not identical, situation in Tunisian
waters, miderlined the need throughout of some form of

effective Naval co-operation and the assumption that it

would be fox-thcoming in good time was one of the bases of

their operational policy.

The Air Command prepared in good time to deal with an

evacuation and neutralise localities which might be used.
Arrangements were made for co-operation by local U.S, heavy
day bombers and fighters. Strategic night medium bombers
carried out a series of opex'-ations throughout the preli
minary period and the height of the evacuation. In the
belief that the bulk of the traffic would continue to pass
by night, that the night bombers would achieve the best

possible resxxlts and that naval co-operation v/ould be forth
coming, the Strategic day bombers were released by the

Tactical Air Force on the very day the main German evacua

tion began. All the available fighter-bombers operated
daily and their numbers xvere notably increased as soon as

the ground situation called for less air suppoi-d;.

The air attacks during the first nights of the main
evacuation had the then unrealised result of forcing the

Germans to a considerable degree off the night crossings
on to the day crossings. This suited the Germans, who
opei'ated by day xvithout the loss of a soldier. The
Wellingtons inflicted much damage on the two northern ferry
crossings and loss and confxision at special points, But

this did not solve the problem: it merely spread the time

element and called for an apparently unattainable weight
of air effort by day. Only newly arrived at Sicilian bases

in some cases, the Tactical Air Force spread its inadequate
numbers to the best advantage, using the approved tactics
in a very high number of attacks with local successes.
These days came before airborne 75 mm camion and the per
fection of an anti-shipping rocket,(l) There v/ere not
nearly enough suitable aircraft available to cover every
moment of the long days or to match the combined i’aotors
of the exact chronometric timing, the great spirit of the
enemy units, the narroT/ geographical limits and prohibitive
defences of the target v/ith any prospects of success. At
the actual rates of craft destroyed they would have probably

(l) A few Hudson aircraft had been using rockets since
May 1943.
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brought a much longer evacuation to a standstill,
evacuation was svdftly executed in massive lifts.

But the

Two questions must be faced’’ and answered. Was the air
effort the best attainable ?dth local resources and why v/as
an emergency not declared and outside strategic air aid

appealed for? It has been shorn that the release of the day
bombers on 11 August was based on some assumptions which did
not materialise. If it is taken tliat they were fair assump~
ticns to raaJce at the time, then the release of strategic
bombers by the n.’.?, African Strategic Air Force v/as imfortu-
nate, but if it is taken that the intervention of some

seventy heavy bombers and several groups of medium day
bombers daily should have been declared an obvious neces

sity, then their release was ill-advised. Everything would

liave depended on the targets they bombed. Continued bombing
of Messina itself has been shown to have failed to prevent
the Italians using the inner harbour. The Gk3rmans did not

use liessina, but they did use a strip several miles long
north of it as far as Faro, a corresponding strip in Calabria

from G-allico to Cannitello and small ports as far as Pizzo,
Had Fortresses, Mitchells and Marauders continued the success

ful night bombing by the v/ellingtons of the northern terminal

added to targets observed by the fighter bombers, there can
be no doubt that they v/ould have greatly increased the

devastation of the enemy's shore installations, and caused

havoc among stationary craft and defences. They vrould be

hardly likely to affect traffic in transit to any appreciable
e:>rtent, for this ran in small craft all through the day aaid
most nights like a continuously moving conveyer belt.

The employment of Strategic Lightnings in the Toe of
Italy as arranged against targets implicated in the evacua

tion has been noted and the long-range activities of Strategic
Warhawks against Sardinia pointed out,
priority commitments of the five groups of Strategic medium

bombers has shown that they were profitably employed preparing
for the imrainent amphibious landings in Icaly,
situation been seen by the theatre commands a-s one over-riding

all other considerations, these five groups could have been

employed against the evacuation system,
of other commitments out-weighed tliis eventuality.

Study of the

Had the

But the pressure

Turning to consideration of the possible employment of

heavy boEibers of the Ninth Air Force in Cyrenaica or of

heavy shuttle bombers of the Eighth Mr Force and Bomber
Command in the U.K, and the material difficulties of shuttle

bombing, it can only be concluded that their priority commit

ment to objectives such as Ploesti, Peenemunde, the Ruhr
and airfields in France under the Combined Bomber Offensive

ruled this out,

tha,t whatever was pla.nned in the Mediterranean theatre in

this period must be executed vfith its ovm resources.

The Combined Chiefs of Staff were adamant

The Carmans v/ere completely successful in their object
They preserved the element ofof saving their troops,

surprise long enough to be decisive, used the terrain and

defences skilfully, applied consummate organization to

the task, concentrated all their local resources on it and

accepted every risk.

The Allies, on the other hand, handicapped by conflict
ing demands on their naval and air resources and inadequately
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briefed by their information services, failed to realize the
evacuation’s mech nism and tempo and the serious influence
on future operations tte-t its success would have,
accordingly failed to bring to bear on it consistently the
appropriate concentration of naval and air forces at the

right times and places.

They

PART D THE SURREimER OF THE ITALIAN FLEETS

Allied, Italian and German plans

The Short Instrument of Surrender(1)

On 3 September, the Short Instrument of Surrender was
signed by the Italians at Cassibile in Sicily, The direc

tion and reception of the Italian Fleet was planned under
the oodename of Operation ’’Cibbon”, Italian warships were
to sail after dark for Bone, Augusta or Malta, approaching
these ports in full daylight,(2) Submarines were to pro
ceed on the surface, llorohant vessels were to proceed in

groups if possible, to Gibraltar, Algiers, Bone or Malta,
At 2010(a) hours on 8 September, the news of the Armistice
was conveyed to the Navy by the Admiralty,(3) Within the
Mediterranean, action towards Italian forces was to be
governed by the orders of the C,-in-C, Mediterranean,
Outside it, attacks were to be made on submarines or other

Italian units unless they gave unmistakable signs of surrender,

A little later,(4) the C,-in-C, Mediterranean instructed
all Mediterranean and Levant Command units that all opera
tions in progress were to proceed but that the Italian armed

forces, including aircraft, were to be treated as friendly
unless they took or threatened hostile action. Allied
submarines were to continue their patrols, but to confine
their attention to ships identified as German,

According to Admiral Bernotti,(5) the Italians construed
the meaning of the first outline terms as implying that both

major and minor vyarslxips should proceed to a line south of

a line Naples - south of Sardinia, This preceded more
specific orders, but influenced the initial orders given
to the major units in La Spezia and Genoa, who were ordered
to sail for La Maddalena and await instructions.

Italian preparations for escape observed by Allied aircraft

On 4 September, the German Admiral Commanding in Ital.v(6)
submitted a report to Hitler’s headquarters and O.K.M.
recording his impression that the Italian Government was

acting correctly and endeavouring to keep control and to

crush all talk of peace. The Italian Navy consistently
stressed its will to continue the fight and gave evidence of

increasing efficiency/7) He even suggested postponing
Operation "Achse”,

1 Admiralty Historical Section,
At a maximum speed of 12 knots.
Admiralty General Message 565A (A,H,S.),
2048(b) hours in Message 138B (A.H.S.)
La Guerra sui Mari (a,M, Library, V/hitehall),
Rear Admiral Meendsen-Bohlken,

PG/39998/2, 39998/3, 39998/4 Befehlshaber des
Beutschen Marinekdos Italien (P.D.S./Admlty,),

2

3

,4
5
6

(7
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Joint Italo-German plans for air/sea co-operation in
case of an Allied landing proceeded. On the strength of
them the Italian Fleet units topped up with fuel. On
14 August, the battleship Roma returned to La Spezia,
On 26 August, battleships were moved by tugs to positions
in the outer harbour. On 4 September, manoeuvres were
still proceeding, ("I ) On 7 September, the Fleet was to
carry out an exercise with the German Air Force,

In Taranto, the battleships Doria and Duilio began to
top up with fuel. Between 7 and 21 August, they exercised
in the Bay, On 8 September, all destroyers and torpedo
boats there ?/ere ordered to fuel.

At 1630 hours on 8 September, aircraft of the Northwest
African Photo Reconnaissance Ning took photographs of the
harbours of la Spezia, Genoa and Taranto, No significant
changes v/ere apparent in the two latter cases, but there
was activity at La Spezia, There, the battleships Roma,
Littorio (formerly Italia) and Vittoria Veneto and two
cruisers v/ere about to leave port. Two of the battleships
were in the bay near the harbo\ir exit. The booms protecting
the third battleships and the two cruisers vrere open. The
battleships were being manoeuvred by tugs, but the cruisers
had steam up,(2)

The main units in Genoa were the light cruisers
Abruzzi, Aosta and Garibaldi and a few destroyers. In

Taranto there were the two battleships Andrea Doria and Caio
Builio and the cruisers Scipicne Africano, Cadorna and Pompeo,

The battleship Giulio Cesare lay at Pola, The Italian
Naval Academy, with its two training ships Vespucci and
Colombo, v/as at Venice, There was a light squadron at

Bostia, comprising 12 torpedo boats, 4 corvettes, some sub
marine chasers and other small vessels; the flagships was
the torpedo boat Aliseo,(3)

German moves to take over the Fleet and the ports(4)

On instructions from O.K.W., the Commanders-in-Chief
of the German firmed Forces in Italy proceeded with their
plans to meet an Italian defection. The Germans had counted

on 48 hours warning, but this was not vouchsafed them. The
announcement of an armistice on the evening of 8 September
came as a surprise.

Captured enemy dociuaents (A.H,B.6).
N.A,A,F, 0,R.Bs,

A,H,S,; Bernotti; C,B,1815 (Apr, 44) Admiralty,
Gorman sources for details of preparations and air
attacks on the Fleet at A.H,S,/F.D,S, Admiralty;-
PG/3999G/2, 3 and 4, K,T,B
Marinekdos Italien:

P&7l7142b-ICTB. L/SK1 Tell »D« Funkspruch und
Fernschreibsammlung;

PG/32216 l/SKI Teil C. XIV Deutsche Kriegfiihrung
in Mittelraoer:

PG/31749 I/SKI Teil Co Anlagen Personlicher Art;
FG/33833'~I7SK1 I.ca7
Italienische Streitkrafte vmd Wehrmacht = Angehc5rige:
PG/3246I, 32463.
Mittelmeer Akten II 16 and 17 "Achse” op und Org.

Befehlshaberdes• I

1

2

3

4
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On 4 September, Admiral Meendsen-Bohlken had given a

reassuring picture of Italian co-operation and felt that

Operation "/ichse" could be safely postponed.

On 7 September, he conferred v.'ith Kesselring and Von

Richthofen(l) and discussed measures against an Allied
landing, support from the Italian Armed Forces and the

German line of action should the Italian Iirrny refuse it.

The Admiral confirmed naval preparations in case of the
Italian Havy refusing to act, but made it very clear that,
with the small forces at his disposal, it vias impossible to
prevent the Italian Fleet(2) breaking out unless he liad the
assistance of the German ibriiiy and Air Force. Porty-eight
hours v/arning were mandatory,.

Richthofen said his forces were too weak to carry
tlirough all the tasks assigned to them under Operation
"Aehse",
off La Spezia and Taranto,

Luftflotte 2 lacked the materials for minelaying

Then the news of the Armistice broke, and O.KaV/. issued
the codeword "Achse" at 1950 hours on 8 September, the
Germans v;ere awlcwardly placed. They had had no Virarning,
Owing to the extremely strict secrecy imposed on their own

plains, only a few commanding officers were in the secret and

they now had no chance of completing their preparations.
The Army units were tied dov/n, some of them far from the
naval bases. The nearest units v;ere held at a L,.0 kilometre

perimeter round the land area of the big naval ports and
v.dthout immediate and effective aid. The Navy was not

strong enough for the "Aohse" tasks. As it ivas night, the

German Air Porce v/as not in a position to operate in harbour
and coastal defence areas.

The major part of the Fleet lay at La Spezia,
Germans were totally unprepared to take effective measures

iui agreement had been signed between 0»K.'.7,

The

against them,
and the Commando Supremo stipulating that no German Army
troops 7/ere to be positioned v/ithin ij-O kilometres of the

port. The Luftv/affe could not mine the harbour. The

General Field Marshal, C,-in-C. Luftflotte 2,
Major Italian Naval Units

Strength 7 September, 194-3

1

2

Type Number Torjiage

6 176,224
20,000
65,906
77,650

40,635

Battleships
Cruisers, heavy
Cruisers, light
Destroyers & torpedo
boats

Submarines

2

12

79

66

Serviceability 1 August, 1945

Type Number

Battleships
Cruisers

Destroyers
Submarines

Toi-pedo boats

5

7
11

50
?
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Navy, with a strength of only 350 men, were fully employed
in the protection of their own vessels and bases against the

far superior numbers of the Italian garrison. Meanwhile,
the general orders still stood. Italian warships which
broke out and attempted to go over to the enemy were to be

compelled to return to harbour or to be destroyed.

The only available mobile air force was the tv/o gruppen
of Do,217s, formerly based at Eoggia and now at Istres in

Southern Eranoe,

Allied air patrols in the Ligurian and Tyrrhenian Seas

The long-standing air watch on the Italian Fleet now
entered its final phase. The main object of the patrols
of the night 8/9 September was to be the detection of the
Battle Fleet should it put to sea to interfere with Operation
"Avalanche", ?irhich was being launched that night. All
but a fev/ in the secret of the Armistice negotiations
assumed that this was all. There was of course, no abso

lute certainty that the Italians would comply to the letter:

the patrols, therefore, served a double purpose.
Vvellingtons of ITo, 458 Squadron were detailed, one to each

of the following patrols

(1 ) Cap Corse - Capraia- La Spezia,

(2) Cross-over patrol Asinara Island - Cape Sanitosa -

Sanguinaires Islands, covering the western extreme of
the Strait of Bonifacio,

(3) Cap Corse l.ice - Levant Island,

(4) Elba Island - Alistro (e, Corsica) - Bastia,

(5) Naval co-operation south of Sardinia,

(6) Cap Corse - Nice - Cap Corse.

Six

These patrols v/ere carried out, without any important
Five of the aircraft

One aircraft (c) force-landed in the
incidents, from 1800 to 2227 hours,
returned to base, '

sea '.,est of the &ulf of Asinara, (1)

Nos, 14 and 52 Squadrons were also involved in the
pattern of air patrol, shadoviring and escorting the Italian
Fleet, Tliree Marauders of No, 14 Squadron(2)
Baltimores of Jo, 52 Squadron on 9, 10 and 11 September
patrolled the sea areas, contacted, shadowed and escorted
to Bone,(3)

and three

On 9 September, at 1026 hours. Marauder D of No,
14 Squadron sighted the La Spezia force - three battleships,
six cruisers and seven destroyers,

shadow the force, sending sighting reports every 30 minutes.
At 1405 hours. Marauder S sighted a small convoy,
1510 hours, Marauder M sighted the Fleet in the Oulf of
Asinara,

They continued to

At

The crev; identified themselves by flashing the

1 ) No, ii.58 Squadron 0,R,Bs,
2) D, M, and S aircraft,
3) See Figui’e 6 for iSLlied air patrols on 9 Sept. 43,

also Nos, 14 and 52 Squadron O.R.Bs,
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letter of the day and were acknowledged by a single v/hite
flash,

and was present at the action between German Do,217 air
craft and the Fleet,

base, had accomplished a flight of 10 hours, 29 minutes,
a record of endurance to that date in the theatre.

The aircraft escorted the Fleet from that point

Marauder H, when it returned to

Three Baltiraores of No, 52 Squadion were despatched
early on 9 September and, from 0955 to 1550 hours, covered
betv/een them the East and West coasts of Sardinia and

Corsica and the approaches to La Spesia and Leghorn,
reported sighting the La Spezia force and another four
destroyer"'

One

Air H.Q, Malta and the ItaJian Fleet(l.)

For many months. Malta-based reconnaissance Spitfires,
Baltimores and i/ellingtons had maintained watch by day and
night on the movements of Italian Naval imits,

just prior to the surrender and just after it called for a

special effort, but so much happened at such short notice
in so many places that only a very large air force could
have covered all the events concentrated in those few

days.

The period

The A.S.y, Yi’ellir.gtons of No, 221 (&,Il,) Squadron
carried out their by now habitual Taranto Block patrol on

8 and 9 September, but reported no sightings,
10 September, aircraft HZ.397 sighted the two battleships
and three cruisers proceeding to Malta,(2)
reported the position, shadowed the ships and directed
Allied destroyers to the force, which they escorted to
Malta,

On

The crew

The block patrols across the Bay of Taranto had
been vital for some months past to the safeguarding of all
important Allied convoys from North Africa to Sicily,(3)

On 10 September, eight Baltimores of No. 69 Squadron
provided anti-submarine escort to the Italian Taranto

units proceeding south-east of Malta,(4) On 11 September,
six Baltimores of the same squadron searched for escaping
Italian merchant vessels in the Ionian Sea, but found
nothing. One aircraft was fired on without damage by a

German Yvrado 19^ seaplane. The search for Italian mer
chant vessels met v/ith some success on 12 September, when

eight were sighted East of Malta; also on 13 September,
when contact was maintained with them and with two sub

marines, On 14 September, the same squadron escorted an

Allied convoy which included five Italian destroyers.
South and South-east of Malta,(5) on the last day of
September, a search for an Italian hospital ship v/as
successful. There were no incidents apart from the iirado
attack mentioned above.

Spitfires of No, 683 Photographic Reconnaissance
Squadron based at Luqa photographed Taranto twice on
8 September, six times on the 9th and three times on the
10th. They saw the British naval squadron and landing

(1 ) A,H.Q, Malta, Nos, 683, 221 and 69 Squadrons O.R.Bs
and appendices.
Position not recorded.

See Figure 6.
Ibid.

5) See Figure 6 for all Malta air patrols,
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party steaming into Taranto and the Italian units malcing
for Malta and furnished much valmble information on both

naval and merchant shipping movements,
September, they carried out reconnaissances between Corfu

and Durazzo (Albania),(1)

On 7 and 11

There is no mention of any escort for the Venice and
Pola formation in Malta‘s record of patrols apart from
the arrival on 13 September in Malta of the Ciulio Cesare,
which had been escorted dov/n the Adriatic by the cruiser
Scipicne -'ifricano.

Operations

The break-out of the La Spezia and G-enoa units(2)

On the evening of 8 September, Admiral Sansonetti,
chief of Supermarina in Rome, ordered Admiral Bergamini,
commanding the T3m:'rhenian Sea, forces, to proceed to La

Maddalena and avrait further orders. Admiral Bergamini
accepted the clianged situation, explained the course of

duty to his sailors and prepared to break out,
hours on 9 September, the La Spezia Squadra put to sea

with Bergamini on board the flagship Roma,
they reported an Allied aircraft,(3;
rendeavousedwj.th the three ci’uisers and two destroyers from

Genoa and the v/hole force steamed dovm the Lest coast of

Corsica, At 1030 houi’s, a German reconnaissance Ju,88
aircraft was sighted. At 1Ak5 hour's, according to Bernotti,
a signal was received from Supermarina stating that La

Maddalena was occupied by the Germans, The fleet reversed
the course they had set for the Strait of Bonifacio and
steamed westv/ard into the Gulf of Asinara,

German air attacks on the Italian Battle Fleet(4)

At 0300

At 0945 hours.
Off Calvi, they

On 9 September, Gruppen II and III of Geschwader
K.G, 100 y/ere at Istres in Southern France, (5") At 0941
hom's, a Ju,88 sighted the Italian Fleet proceeding towards

(1) No, 683 (P.R.U,) Sqdn., O.R,B»s,
Bemottl: afagadin.
Almost certainly a German JU,88,
Details from the Luftflotte 3 report to O.K.N. In PG732461 to 32463,,
(F.D.S./AdDaty,)
Motes on K.G.100,

Hie strengths on 10,7,43 of Stab and H and 111/KG, 100 at Morin (Foggla)
vvere>*

Stab = 12, n = 42, 111 = 37} total 91, All were then under
Luftflotte 2 (S, Italy), At the end of July, 1943, Stab and II Gruppe
were transferred to Luftflotte 3. returning again to luftflotte 2 by
20th September, At the end of July 1943, all Med, units of KCilOO
were stationed In S, France, Since by 20 September they were all again
under Luftflotte 2. some may have been stationed at Foggia for a short
while, although some reports showed them still In S, Frmice; they were
certainly there on 20,10,43, once more under Lur^flptte_3, At the
beginning of November 1943, the greater part of these units moved to
Germany, certain Staffeln being transferred to Luftflotte Sud - Ost
but parts had again returned to the Mediterranean by the end of the year.
From July to October 1943, whilst with the Mediterranean, all these
units were equipped with Da,217s, From October onwards, certain

Staffeln were being refitted with He,177s, but by the middle of 1944#
a large proportion of Do,217s still remained. Before 10,7,43, they
were being refitted In Germany, but during 1942 both II/KG.100 with
He,111s and III KG, 100 (coastal flying as ro:u..0r,126) with He.III and
Ar,196 saw service In the Eastern Mediterranean, (Captured German
documents A.H,B.6»),

f $

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
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T’.venty-eight Do.217's were airborne in threeLa Maddalena,
formations and came on the Fleet in the afternoon in the

Four aircraft failed to locate the target.G-ulf of Asinara,

Twenty-four made three attacks, with the new P.C.iAOOX and

Hs,293 radio-controlled bombs,

use of, and the first success vath, the new weapon in the
theatre.

This occasion marked the first

The first attack was made from 1555' to 1540 hours by

11 aircraft,(l) employing 11 PC,1400 bombs, about 15 miles
S.W, of Bonifacio,

ships and a cruiser. Oil was observed round the battleships;
the cruiser stopped. In addition, three direct hits were

registered on two battleships and in one case (the Roma)
there was a very heavy explosion with dense smoke and fire.

Three bombs fell close to t'.vo battle-

The second attack was launched between 1730 and 1734

hours,(2) A hit on one destroyer was claimed; a near
miss on a cruiser caused en explosion in the fore part of

the vessel. Seven Hs, 293s were used. There were several
near misses.

The third attack was launched by six Do,217s in two
formations between 1720 and 1740 hours(3) employing PC,1400
X bombs. The first formation failed to locate the battle

ship force and, fi-om 7000 metres, attacked a cruiser force

about 10 miles of Punta Caprara without scoring
hit. The second formation attacked the battleship force

about 20 miles N.W, of Alghero, (Sardinia), The y/hole
force continued its course, taking evasive action. There
were two lines of two to fo\ir destroyers in line ahead
folloT/ed by two battleships in line ahead and more destroyers
on the beam. One battleship was hit by a bomb and  a fire

was observed by several aircrews. The cruiser hit in the

second attack was seen stopped at 1932 hours showing a slight
list, German reconiaaissance aircraft reported the Roma

sunk and a cruiser heavily damaged. One Dornier crashed
on landing at Istres - the only casualty.

The sinking of the Roma(4)

The first attack on the Fleet was v/itnessed by aircraft

of Nos, 52, 458 and I4 Squadrons, v/ho reported seeing
bombs falling, but no aircraft. One experienced "tremen
dous" high flak at 10,000 feet, as the ships put up a

heavy barrage. At 1551 hoin’s, Marauder M of No. 14 Squadron
saw a direct hit on the leading battleship, followed by a

pall of white smoke 300 to 4OO feet in height. The air

crew v/atched the battleship heel over and sink,
Italian Admiralty give the actual time of sinking as about

1600 hours in the position 41° 10*N.,08 40' E, in the
Gulf of ilsinara. Sixty-six out of her seventy-one officers,
(including Bergamini and another admiral), and over thirteen
hundred men lost their lives. The Marauders had been

observed throughout the day from the Fleet,(5)

The

III/K.G.100 operating.Altitude 6,500 metres,
Altitude 1300 - 1700 metres Il/KG 100 operating.
Altitude 7>000 metres, III/KG.IOO operating,

242 Group and Nos, 14> 15# 52 and 458 Squadrons
O.R.Bs; Navi Perdute (A.H.B.6) (Italian Admiralty);
Bragadin; Bernotti,
Report by naval rating on the Italian t,b, Orsa
20 Sept, 43 Madrid (captured documents F.D.S./Admlty.
25/53).

No,

1

2

3

(4

(5)
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IVhile the main formo.+don. made for Bone, the cruiser
Attilio Rerolo. the three destroyers Mitragiliere, Euciliere

and Carabiniere r.nd the torpedo boat Pegaso. stayed to

Later, they were joined by the torpedorescue survivors,

boats Orsa and Impetuoso and steamed for the Balearic Islands

The Peff:aso and Impetuoso, which had been damaged by German

aircraft,(l) scuttled themselves outside Pollensa in
Majorca*

They stayed there for about a year in semi-internment
mtil authorised to sail for Gibraltar,(2)

The rest were held at Port Mahon by the Spaniards,

Ineffectual Italian air cover for the Pleet(5)

During the morning of 9 September, Supermarina appealed
to Superaereo to furnish, most urgently, fighter escort for

the Roma, which was under Gei’man air attack. Superaereo
telephoned to the Italiaii Air Command Sardinia, Pour
Me,202’s were despatched, but it was too late. It may
have been one of these aircraft which was reported shot dovm

by the Italian destroyer Orsa, but believed to be  a Me,109,(4)

The loss of the Da Loli and Vivaldi(5)

The volume of nllied air cover oi* the escape of the

Italian fleet T/as only slight in comparison with the magni
tude of the occasion and its great significance to the

It is therefore only natural that there were manyAllies,

dramatic events in which the Air forces v;ere not involved,
To fill in the full account of the surrender, one must tiim

to the Italian and German records.

The destroyers Da Moli end Vivaldi were steaming on
the morning of 9 September from La Spezia to Civitavecchia
?/hen they received orders to proceed to the Strait of
Bonifacio to attack German traffic eff Sardinia and Corsica

and then to join the main Fleet units bound for Bone,
the Strait they were engaged by German motor launcxies and
vedettes,

the Da Noli on a mine while retiring,

and sank at 1720 hours about 5 miles west of the Pertusato
lighthouse.

The Vivaldi was hit, stopped and set on fire,
about 1900 hours, she set course for the Balearics, but

was hit by a bomb from an a.ircraft. During the morning of

10 September, she was abandoned; she sank at 1130 hours
about 50 miles west of Asinara,
out of their boats by II.M. submarine Sportsman.

Rescue of a yellinaton aircrew by an Italian destroyer(6)

The V<ellington(7) of No. 458 Squadron patrolling the
western extreme of the Bonifacio Strait liad to be ditched.

The aircraft went down l\.0 miles Northwest of Asinara Island

In

German shore batteries joined action and drove
She broke in tvro

At

The survivors v/ere picked

(1) Ibid,
(2) CB,1815 {kpl,l4i) Admlty; Bragadln: Admiralty draft narrative,

(3) L»Aeronautica Italia Nella Guerra Pi Llberazlone 1939 - 18A5,
ISgeio'Lodi, Uff icio''Rtorfcb’IercmauncTTIilltare7T1IhTs£eroT31fesa,
Rome 1950 U.H.B.6 copy),

(A) Report by survivor (F.D.8. 25/53 Admiralty),
(5) Navi Perdute (Italian Admiralty),
(6) Captained by Flight Sergeant D.O.W, Watson (R.A.A.F.),
(7) Aircraft C,
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at 2300 hours on 8 September, v/hen the encines failed in
succession and sheets of flames came out of the exhausts.
The v/ireless operator sent out the call sign once, signalled

The aircraft hit theditching" and clamped the key down.
Two of the crew removed the astro dome before the

Tv/o others escaped
water,

aircraft submerged and swam through,
through the front and the gminer got out of his turret.
They found the dingljy on the surface inflated and upside down,
righted it and got in. An uneventful night passed.

At 0940 hours on 9 September, the crew sighted a
Baltimore, waved a red flag and fired several cartridges.

As it departed, a

Ju.88, doubtless the aircraft reconnoitring the Italian
Fleet, (1) made several runs, but only tvaggled his wings and
departed. At 1230 hours, a Marauder passed over and
dropped a container of rations, v/hich unfortunately broke
as it hit the water. At 1330 hours, an unidentified airoreift

appeared about 10 miles away s-nd remained in sight most of
At 1400 hours, gunfire was heard to the East

At 1800 hours, a Marauder

passed at close quarters} several masts were sighted on the
horizon to the East, which developed into tv/o Italian batble-

ships and four Italian destroyers,
alongside, with its seamen on deck waving and shouting

"Armistice]", took them aboard and afforded them hospitality
and comfortable quaiiiers.

The Baltimore made several runs over.

the afternoon,

and continued all the afternoon.

An Italian destroyer

came

At 0100 hoTors on 10 September, the Commodore of the
Italian destroyer flotilla, lacking information on the Allied
minefields off the Hoi-th ilfrioan coast, requested the

a,iroraft's v/ireless operator to signal by ;lldis to the

escorting Baltimore to relay a message to the Royal Navy
asking for a pilot. This was done. About half an hour
later, they vrere met by the British Fleet off Bone,
destroyer left the Fleet and arrived at Bizerta at 1600^
hours on 10 September to land the aircrew and replenish its

T/ater supply,

Italian Fleet

The

escorted by Allied aii-craft to the rendezvous(2)

Three R.A.F, squadrons of ITo, 22|E G-roup were engaged in

the location, shadowing and protection of the Genoa and La
Spezia units as they proceeded dovirn the Lest coasts of
Corsica and Sardinia to their rendezvous with the Allied Fleet

off Bone,

Between I8OO and 2349 hours on 9 September, six
Wellingtons of No, 458 Squadron were despatched from Protville
I airfield vdth instructions to carry out armed reconnaissance
around Corsica and Sardinia, to shadow the two battleships,
six cruisers and seven destroyers now steaming southwards
and to cover the approaches to La Spezia, Genoa and Nice,

Convoy cover was provided as far as a point near Cape
Serrat (Algeria), where the Fleet was left to rendezvous
and proceed to Jfelta, Two of the aircraft landed at base
between 0351 and 0921 hours and the sixth landed at Bone at

1015 hours on 10 September, Three Baltimores of No, 52
Squadron and one Marauder of No, 14 Squadron sighted the

(1) The unit of this aircraft cannot be established from ex-enemy records,
but was probably one of ttie long range recmnaissance units UF)33 or
1(F)122, based in Southern France, It could also have ccme from i or
ni/ldG.£6 {AoH.B.6),

(2) Mo, 2li2 Group and Nos, 1h, 52 and 453 Squadi'oris 0,IUB»s, See PigunB 6,
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the Italian Fleet and shadowed it to Cape Serrat,
faced submarines were sighted by this squadron,
proper(1) vms provided by eight Hurricanes of No, 87 Squadron,
eight Spitfires of ilo, 253 Squadron and twelve Spitfires of

I;b, 73 Squadron,

The surrender of the Italian Fleet(2)

Four sur-

Escort

The main units, under the command of -idmiral Romeo Ldva

in the cruiser Eugenio di Savoia, v/ere met at about 0600 hours

on 10 September by IhM.S, War spite, H,i,i,S, Valiant and six

destroyers, all detached for the purpose from Force H,

Still at action stations, the illlied battleships led the
Italian Fleet to Bizerta, There they were met by Sir i'mdrew
Cunningham, Ceneral Eisenhower and Commodore Dick, (the naval
Chief of Staff) in the destroyer liambledon.
was formalised.

The surrender
The combined fleets proceeded to Malta,

where they arrived at 0700 hours on 11 September,

The C,-in-C. Mediterranean sent this signal to the
Admira.lty:-

Be pleased to inform their Lordships that the
Italian Battle Fleet now lies at anchor under the

guns of the fortress of Malta”,

The escape of the Bastia and La Maddalena units(3)

The meagre Allied air forces available for maritime
patrols on 9 September and the few days following were quite
inadequate to cover the Italian movements from other ports.
The Mlied Navies only came into operation from the point of
rendezvous with the surrendered Italians. There is, there

fore, no primary contemporary iuLlied source for much that

transpired. The pattern of events must be filled in from

ex-enemy sources.

On the night 8/9 September, the light squadron under
command of Rear Admiral Pollone, comprising 12 torpedo boats

Z|. corvettes, some submarine chasers £.nd some other small

vessels, with the Dulce of Aosta on board the flagship Aliseo,
broke out of Bastia under fire from German shore batteries

They turned on their attackers andand German E-boats,

bombarded the shore installations to such effect that Bastia

The squadron arrived on thewas soon in Italian hands,

morning of 11 September at Palermo,

A limber of minor units in La Maddalena, (Sardinia) trans
ferred to Porto Ferraio in Elba after actions with Ita,lian

anti-submarine vessels and German m,t,b*s, and from thence to

Palermo.

The escape of the Taranto Squadror/A)

September,Force Z, on its way to the port of Taranto on
passed the b0,ttleships Tmdrea Doria and Caio Duilio, three

The forcecruisers and a destroyer steaming for Mtilta,
arrived there safely at 1730 hours on 10 September,

(l) Convoy "Leicester",
(2) T.S.D. 403/1/43 Appendix I Mediterranean war Diary

(Admiralty); Admiralty preliminary draft narrative
voi. rv.

3) Bernotti,
L) Admiralty draft preliminary narrative Vol. TV,
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The escape of the Pola units, the Tlaval Academy and the

IJira^lia(l) ”

The battle skip G-uilio Gesare(2) the Saturnia carrying
the cadets and staff of the Venice Naval Academy, the
training ships Vespucci and Colombo a.nd the sea.plane carrier

G-iuseppe Mirgalia joined forces off Pola in the Northern
Adriatic and proceeded South, the battleship reaching Malta

on 13 September. The other vessels made for Brindisi,
It was reported that the force aas attacked by German air

craft during the passage.

The escape of King and Government from Pescara(3)

The King, the Royal family. Marshal Badoglio and the
leading numbers of the Government left Rome on the night
of 8/9 September and proceeded by the Via Tiburtina to
Pescara, where they wei-e joined by other ministers and
officers. The cruiser Scipione Africano and two corvettes

had been ordered from Taranto to evacuate them, but in the

event only the corvette Baionetta reported. They proceeded
to Bari, where they found haven until the Allies arrived.

Air sightings of siorrendered submarines

On 9, 10 and 11 September, aircraft of the Photo
Reconnaissance ;ving submitted evidence of the progress of

Italian submarines on their vray to Bone, Palermo and Augusta,
For example, on 9 September, their photographs revealed the

departure of six submarines from La Spezia and four from
Genoa, At 0937 hours on 10 September, they sighted a
surfaced submarine 40 miles E,N.E. of Cape Comino,
1623 houi’S on the same day, they sighted a surfaced sub
marine 30 miles E,S,E, of Cape Bella Vista,
noon of 11 September, they sighted eight surfaced submarines,
which identified themselves end they v/atched three of them

into Adlied ports.

At

In the after-

There were many other sightings.

Taken as a v/hole, the surrender and identification of

submarines ran sm.oothly. The only exception was in a case

of mistaken identity on 12 September, when the Topazio was

sunk by a Blenheim of No, 13 Squadron South-east of Sardinia,

In all, tv/enty-eight first-line submarines and five midget
submarines reached IGLiied ports. Ten submarines v^ere
scuttled, one left for the -Atlantic, two were captured by
the Germans and one is unaccounted for. One midget sub

marine v/as scuttled and five captured by the Germans, (5)

The success of Operation *Achse* in the Central Mediterranean

Thwarted in their plans to take over the Italian Fleet,
the German Army and Navy took speedy steps in all other
directions to execute Operation ’TAchse", They were

Bernotti and Bragadin,
She had been refitting at Trieste after being part
ially sunk at Taranto in 1940 by the Fleet Air Arm,
Badoglio, Italy in the Secotid T/orld '■ ar, Oxford
University Pi'ess 1948*
N.A.A.F., N,A.C.A.F,.and N.A.P.R.’.;. O.R.Bs and
appendices.
Navi Perdute; C,B,1815 (Apl,2|i|-) Admiralty,

(3)

(4)

(5)
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unsuccessful at Taranto, Brindisi and Bari* The first two

of these ports remained in Italian hands and much of the

shipping there fell to the iillies. At Bari, they only had
time to blov/ up a few merchant vessels before v/ithdrav/ing.
The remaining eight vessels surrendered to a British sub

marine and were escorted by it to Halta. At Bastia there

was the engagement already mentioned between Italian units
and the Germans in v/hich H.M. submarine Sportsman joined
and as a result of which the town fell into Italian and

French hands*

At the end of a few days, however, it became evident
that the resolute actions of the Germans had brought achieve

ment of most of the tasks they had set themselves in Italy,
Corsica and th6 Riviera*

count of surrendered Italian shipping: in Malta

The records of Air Headqimrters Malta give the total
number of Italian naval units to arrive at the island during
September as five battleships, six 6 inch cruisers, one
5.3 inch cruiser, seven destroyers, thirteen torpedo boats,
six Mas* boats, twenty-three submarines, six escort vessels,
one seaplane carrier, one fleet oiler and twenty-two naval
craft.

Malta*s photographic reconnaissance revealed a consi
derable decrease and dispersal of enemy shipping in Adriatic

ports from some 198,000 tons at the beginning of September
down to 117,400 tons on 8 September*
of merchant shipping was brought to Malta,
capture of Taranto, Bari and Brindisi, 82,000 tons, it is
recorded, (of which 7>000 tons had been scuttled in Bari)
came into Allied hands.

Eleven thoijsand tons

V/ith the

Doubtless these figures were compiled after consultation
of naval records at the time, but they are put forward here

only as a matter of comparative interest and not as a final
statement*

German air attacks on minor Italian Fleet units

The general directive issued by German Naval Command
Italy on 9 September, 43(1) included orders to hinder war
ships, destroy ports threatened by an Allied landing and

to attack freely any Italian units which broke out.
Parallel orders were given Lizftflotte 2»(2) Although Von
Richthofen had declared his inability to fulfil all his

tasks under Operation "Achse", various attempts were made
to impede the breakout, apart from the major and successful
attempt on the Battle Fleet units from La Spezia and Genoa.

In addition to the Roma, eight naval vessels were sunk
On 9 September, the motor landingby German aircraft,

craft MZ 704 was sunk off Anzio by German aircraft and
shore guns, beached and considered as lost,
day, the tanker Mera(3) was seriously damaged at Portologo,

On the same

(1) Message by Dt* Markdo Italian Op.A.1 0218 hours
9 Sept, 43# in PG/524^1 Admiralty/F.D.S*).
These cannot be traced to date.

250 tons.if!
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Leros* It was abandoned, probably lanservioeable, when the

Germans retook Leros* On 10 September, the torpedo boat
T»8(l) which had left Dubrovnik the previous day to with
draw Italian personnel from the coast and the islands, was
sunk off Punta Olipa in the Dalmatian Channel.

The five remaining warships v/ere sunk in the Eastern
Mediterranean. On 19 September, the two motor to37pedo
boats Ms,12(2) and Ms.23 proceeded to Stampalia Island to
contest a reported German landing* They were sunk in two
attacks on Port Vathi.

n

On 21(. September, the torpedo boat Stooco. while attempt
ing to rejoin an Allied convoy, was sunk 8 miles off Corfu.
On 25 September, the naval tug Lisoabianca. which had been

captured by the Germans early in the month at Durazzo,
attenpted to escape from Corfu, but was sunk there by air
craft,

in an air attack on Leros.
On 26 September, the motor boat Mas.54.3 was sunk

In the face of the immense nature of the task of

circumventing the transfer of the Italian Navy and merchant

fleet, the effort of the German Mr Force can only be
labelled as feeble,

wealcened forces were already fully stretched in the contest
for the Salerno beaches.

The reason for this vms that its

German air attacks during September and October on Italian

merohantV and coastal shipping(3)

Diaring September and October, German aircraft made a
number of attacks on Italian merchant and harbour shipping
and are believed to have sunk 14 vessels in September
totalling to 62,906 tons and 8 in October totalling to
12,702 tons. Most of the September sinkings were in or

off the Ligurian and Adriatic ports, while the October
sinkings reflected the fighting in Corsica and the Dodecanese.

(1) 224 tons. GX.T^ (Yugoslav).
(2) 60 tons.
(3) Italian losses to German aircraft

Tonnage PositionDate Name Class

5,084prob. 8 Sept.
8

Santi Quaranta
Leghorn
Genoa

Split
La Spezia
3 m. off
Leghorn

Cliloggla
Gulf of
Venice

Kalamata

Roads

Portolaga,
Leros
Corfu

Split
Split
Gulf of

Karpanthos
Bastia

Termoll

Leros

Leros or
Parten1

Split
Castelrosso
off Samos
Leros

Probltas

Giovannina Loscocco

N. Di Capo Colonna
Nlcolo Martini
Baclcola
Pertinace

m.v.

s.y.

f.v.
s.s.

tank

harbour)

95R

8 n 25
6349 tt

1809 n

4499 fl

)V.

1,036
48,502

3,694

1,273

11 R Dubrovnik

Conte 01 Savola
S.S.

S.S.11 n

13 n Spartivento S.S.

It13 Bucintoro SoS*

16 R Tergeste
Cherso

Ehrlco Barone

Ellen!CO Horio

212S.S.

S.S.

S.S.

S.S.

22/23
22/23

n 550
840n

283nend

(Ok)
4 Oct.
4  "
5
7  «

3,883
85

1»244
3,274

3,600
36

Sassari
San Vito

Prode

Ivorea

S.S.

f.v.
S.S.

S.S.

15 n Balclc
L*Ardito

Taganrog
Doninico

m,v,

s,v.

SoS,

f.v.

15 or 17 It

24 534n

n29
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The progress of operation "Achse” in the Centpal Mediterraiiean

The Italians held the initiative everyv/here, hut
rapidly lost it to the Germans. The latter had taken a

census of Italian naval units on 6 September. On the face
of it, the problem bordered on the impossible, for the

Italians were dispersed in no less than 49 ports.(1) They
identified 3 battleships, 8 cruisers, 13 destroyers, 26
torpedo boats, I6 corvettes, 52 Ivias. boats and 29 submarines.
The list, although incomplete, represented a force which

could thro^/ the balance of power decisively into Allied
hands if all the vessels on it made good their escape..

Bitter fighting broke out everyv/here. German forces
continued to march into Italy. They seized the towns and

islands, overran the ports, fired on or blew up ships, naval
and merchant alike, in harbour or breaking out and attacked
many at sea, with their S~boats, R-boats, naval ferry barges,
U-boats, tugs and minelayers.

The high spirit shovai by many Italian crews and port
personnel can hardly be entirely explained by euixiety to

fulfil the humilicting terms of a surrender, but at least
equally by their disrfcast® of the Germans and their invasion
of their own homeland. Hundreds of vessels in Italian

waters v/hich could not escape v/ere sunk or sabotaged by
their crews or owners. It is now possible to trace
the fate of many vessels with which the Allied air forces

had been previously engaged oJnd. to follov/ the process of
transfer, refitting, repairing, renaming or remanning at
German hands. Many appear later in the augmented German
naval commands in the Mediterranean, against which important
Allied air elements fought for another one and one-half
years.

V.lien the sitiiation became clearer, the German Naval
Command Italy(2) took stock of results and reported the
following successes against Italian shipping in the Central
Mediterranean,

Seas, S-boats had sunk one torpedo boat, two minesweepers,
e-nd one patrol vessel; they had captured, s.s. Leopardi. (3)
three other steamships and two auxiliary sailing vessels.

In the 5^rhenian, Ligurian and Adriatic

(1) A report in the files Mittelmeer Akten II, I6 J3y, to
Oct. 43 (P.&,/32461 E.D.S,/Admiralty) locates ships
in the folloTTing ports:-
Toulon

Imperia
Savona

Varazzo

Voltri

Genoa

S.M, Ligure
La Spezia
Bocca I)i ilagra
Viareggio
Leghorn
Apunia

PG/32216 (P.D.S./Admlty,).
4572 &.R.T.

Baia Crotone

Civitavecchia Taranto

Durazzo

Gravosa

Teodo

Lerioi

Argostoli
Samos

Piraeus

Rhodes

Canea

Leros

Tremoli

Lindos

Tinos.

Gaeta

Pozzuoli

Castellamare

Naples
Piombino

Capri
Lastia

Bonifacio

3. Haddalena
San Aiitioco

Brindisi

Bari

Ancona

Venice

Monfalcone

Trieste

Pola

Fiume

Sebenik

Split

ill
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A U-boat damaged a large tanker (or auxiliary aircraft
carrier). The mine-layers Brandenburg and Pommem destroyed
a big unnamed steamship South of Leghorn, damaged three
others and captured a minelayer South of Leghorn. Naval
ferry barges sank the small minelayer Pelagosa 7 miles off

A tug from Bari captured s.s. T\misioa(1) two
motor tankers and a German naval ferry barge in Italian

In addition to these successes at sea, five

Genoa.

charge,
Italian aircraft v/ere shot down.

The lists of ships captured in harbour by the Germans
many namesare long ones and v/ill not be analysed here:

and tonnages are missing and the state of seaworthiness is
often not stated. Some ‘ v/arships vfere operationally ready,
but many were to spend varying periods under repair,
number of naval vessels under construction were carried to

Many scuttled vessels v^ere salved and put
many others were salved and broken up.

A

completion,
into service:

Italian naval and merchant vessels scuttled(2)

The total of Italian naval vessels (including sub
marines) scuttled by the Italians and Germans or sabotaged
during the events of September and October, 1%3> while
attempting escape, is at present computed at 86 vessels of
a total tonnage of 62,5W-. The corresponding totals for
merchant, harbo\ir and fishing vessels are computed at
168 vessels of a total tonnage of 76,298.

German seizure of the Ionian Islands

As soon as the main objectives of Operation ’Aohse*
were seen to be well in hand, the Germa.ns prepared to

advance beyond their defence perimeter. On 22 September,
with air support, they overcame the Italian garrison on

Kephalonia Island and on 23 September occupied Corfu and
the rest of the Ionian Islands, German policy and operations
in Greece and the Aegean were shortly to come into conflict
with Allied intentions. The resulting succession of
important strategic moves, in which air ascendancy and the
possession of airfields was to play a decisive role, 

will
be dealt v/ith in a later section.

E, Mt^JlITIMB AIR i^PECTS 0? TUB ALLIED LUDPTGS M
ITALY

Or/?anization for mobile v/arfai^eAir

Allied landin/;‘s in Calabria(3)

The Germans decided to oppose the impending Allied
landing in the area of Salerno, correctly foreseen by them
as the chosen sector, and to relinquish Southern Italy,

Ihese and parallel statistics are quoted from »Enemjr Shipping lx)S8es
In the Mediterranean* (A.H.B.), canplled from the most reliable
sources such as M.I.D,, Uoyds, the German naval logs and the
publications of tlie Italian Naval Historical Office.

(3) Full details of air operations ccamected with ttiese op^atlws arc
given In the ft4A.P, Narrative (first draft) on The Italian Campaign
Vol, I. (A.H.B.h

(2)
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The railvrays had, as Jodi had told Hube in Sicily, proved
very susceptible to Allied air attack and they and all

other communications were gravely impaired, For the last

fortnight in August, the Tactical Mr Force, (including the
Tactical Bomber Force), and the Strategic Air Force did
much to prepare the groimd for the invasion. Eighth Mmy
landed in Calabria on 3 September - Operation 'Baytown
Opposition ¥/as slight and the air forces hastened the retreat

of the Germans to the Naples area.

On 4 September, Allied commandoes landed at Bagnara -

Operation 'Hooker', On 8 September, Allied troops landed
at Pmzzo, near Vibo Yalentia - Operation *Perdy*,

September, Force Z covered an Allied landing at
Taranto - Operation 'Slapstick',

qOn

As a result of these moves, the South wss quickly
cleared and the great complex of airfields at Poggiacapjtured.

Fia'hter direction ships at Salerno

Escorted by aircraft, Allied convoys reached the Bay
of Salerno on 8 September, The first troops landed in the

early hours of 5 September, The operation bore the code-

name of 'Avalanche (1) Among the interesting featui-es
of the enterprise was the system of headquarters and fighter
control ships. The main headquarters ship was U.S.S. Ancon,
yfhich carried the Army, Navy and Mr Force Commanders and
the fighter direction for land-based aircraft. The standby
ship for U.S.S, Ancon was H.M.S, Hilary, v^hich was at the

same time headquarters ship for X Corps, H.M.S. Ulster
Queen carried the naval fighter directors for carrier-based
aircraft, U.S.S. Ancon was her standby ship. There were

four secondary standby ships, equipped for fighter control
on a rediaced scale, viz., H.M.S. Royal Ulsterman, U.S.S,
Biscayne. U.S.S. Chase and U.S.S. Carrol. It was thus

planned to provide continuity of fighter direction in case

of casualties by enemy action. Casualties were, in the
event, caused among them by enemy aircraft; overloaded as

some of the craft were, the standby organization justified
the system and provided a fruitful proving ground for
similar operations elsewhere,(s)

The formation and structure of Coastal Air Force Command

Post(3)

Coastal Air Force gave fresh evidence of its ability for

adeiptation to mobile warfare conditions by forming a special
unit to act as an integral pax^t of Operation 'Avalanche',
The Command Post was formed on 1 9 Aug,43 in Algiers yyith a

view to participation in the early phases of the landings
and to the creation of a Combined Naval and General

Reconnaissance Room, The post divided into parties.

(1) A complete record of Operation 'Avalanche' may be
found in the R.A.F. Narrative (first draft) on the
Italian Campaign Vol, I, (A.H.B.),
Ml details from N.A.C.A.F, O.R.B,

H.A.C.A.F. O.R.Bs,
(2
(3
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One party vias to join H.M.S, Hilary and operate as fighter
control off Salerno if U.S.S, laicon was disabled and to

establish a shore-based radar control of night fighters:
one party was to embark in a fast convoy to Salerno and

tv/o other parties in slow convoys*
remained at Bizerta.

A nucleus staff

The record of the air units in H.M.S. Hilary

On 5 September, Air Commodore Scarlett Streatfield,
Acting Officer-in-Charge of the Command Post,(l) with tv;o
other officers,(2) proceeded by air from Maison Blanche
to Castel Benito in Tripoli and joined H.M.S, Hilary*
Their assignment vtas a dangerous one,
stationed in the southern anchorage off Salerno for as

They were to be

long as operations demanded* H.H.S. Hilary, v/hich also

carried ivlaj, G-en, Sir A, McCreery, (3) vreighed anchor at
1202 hours on 6 September, At 2207 hoinrs on 7 September,
a German aircraft dropped a torpedo on the convoy behind
H.H.S. Royal Ulsterman, without inflicting any damage.
By 0230 hours on 9 September, H.M.S, Hilary ?/as dn her

assault position off Salerno, The troops landed at
0330 hours, and at O5OO the first heavy enemy air attack
opened. At 2130 hours, German aircraft illuminated the

Bay with flares. There were five enemy air attacks on

the anchorage on 10 September, On 11 September, H.M.S, ,

Hilary v/as a target for shore batteries, shells falling
v/ithin 50 yards of her, iiinemy air attacks continued
intermittently by day and night to 25 September and the

craft had several narrow escapes. On 12 September, she

learned tha.t U.S.S. Savannah had been hit on the 11th,

U.S.S. .Ancon put to sea on the night 1l/l2 September and
H.M.S. Hilary became the fighter control ship for  a period.
On 12 September', the Air Signals Officer landed to visit

64th Eighter w'ing
station for control of night fighters,

day, he transferred to Capri;
Commodore Streatiield follov;ed him there and they sited

the G.C.I.(4) station and planned a C.O.L, station. On

15 September, the Air Commodore, back on H.M, Hilary, vras

cut by shell splinters. On the afternoon of I6 September,
they saw H.M.S. V/arspite hit by a radio-controlled bomb
and leave in tow for Malta for repairs.

and discuss a location for a G.C.I,

On the following

on 14 September, Air

In the meantime, local night fighter control was
transferred by stages from Sicily to seaborne control

One of the tv/o craft engaged - L.S.T.335 - V7hichunits,

had taken up positions directed from H.M.G, Hilar.y, was

put out of action by enemy shell fire, leaving L.S.T.305
She carried a heavy and vital load forto carry on,

some days until the G.C.I. stations v/ere set up ashore.
At night, she was positioned some 40 miles to seaward of

the anchorage in a, spot reasonably clear of echoes,
day, she moved into the anchorage and functioned as a

reporting station,(5)

By

In place of Gp. Cajit, Clark, sick,
Maj, Uilde (controller), U.S.A.A.F, and Sqn, Ldr,
Fair (R.A.F. Signals),
The future Commanding General of Eighth Array,
Ground Control Interception,

Report on Operation ^Avalanche (A.H.B.IIf4/A.45/9I

3

4
1).(5
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Night-flying Beaufighters were allowed to fly over the

anchorage under her control(l) or freelance, a fact v.hich
enabled them to defe8,t the plans of several enemy air

formations by shooting do\vn their flare-droppers or path
finders,

of shortage of personnel and reserve equipment, met v/ith

approval,
have been better if it had been invested in them, but they
themselves suffered from overcrovj-ding and their o?m communi

cations, like those of all the headquarters ships, were over

loaded with messages from both ^Irmy and Air Force sources,(s)

in spiteThe control effected from the L.S.T• >

The staff on the liilary considered it would

Between 17 and 25 September, H.M.S, Hilary survived a
Sometimesnumber of air attacks and periods of shelling,

German aircraft came in at 100 feet altitude out of the hills

Such attacks often offered no warningand on out to sea,

over the radio instruments owing to the hilly conformation
of the coast,

attacks on the anchorages.
Air Force personnel landed at Salerno, but the ship continued

to Naples, where she functioned for a time as Convoy Control

Ship,

From 26 to 29 September, there were no air
On 30 September, some Coastal

In the meantime, a mixed unit had left Algiers with
its transport and began to land at Salerno on 17 September,
On 19 September, they sent a reconnaissance party to
Montecorvino airfield to assess its serviceability. The

main party prepared to camp near the beach, but, on dis

covering that the site chosen was a graveyard in current
use, moved to a point between the Paestum air strip and

Capaccio, Joined by the rear party from Bizerta, they
opened a radio watch with Algiers and started A.M.E.S.
units in the hills around the ’Texas’ area,(3)

Coastal Command Post in Naples(A)

Allied troops entered Naples on 1 October 43;
was some days before the harbour was serviceable,
liilary anchored off Naples on the evening of 3 October,
electric storm v/as in progress,
burning in the dock area,
for accommodation and to inspect the R.A.F. Section of the

University of Economics, v/hich had been allotted to Coastal

Air Force and the Navy for a Combined Operations Control
H.Q.

but it

H.M.S.
A

Many fires were still
Staff went ashore to reconnoitr

21^.2 Group began to assemble.o.

n

e

On 5 October, H.IvRS, Hilary was reported to be the
first ship to enter the harbour, in water thickly surfaced
wiuh oil.

at all the berths,
crowded in small boats, begged for food and collected the

There v/ere sunken ships, about forty of them,
1/hen she anchored, hungry civilians.

A.M.S.S. 15076 on board L.S.T.305
Report on ’Avalanche’ (A.H.B.II147a.Z^5/1 91 ).
Further details of the plan for control of night
fighters and intruders, as well as such problems as air

defence, air force zones of responsibility, protection
of convoys and assault ai'eas, and radar etc
found in the R.A.F. Eari’ative on the Italian Campaign
l/ol, 1.

N.A.C.A.F. O.R.Bs,

may be• f

Chapters 1-4 (A.H.B.).
Oct. 43»

1

2

(3

(4)
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sv/ill thrown over the side of the ships. The Allied hombing
of the dock area was seen to have been very effective.
There was not an undamaged building to be seen; most of
them were demolished or gutted. There was evidence every
where of German distaste of the Italian surrender and its

consequences and of their policy of 'scorched earth' in

practice, Nearly every wharf was blocked by smiken ships;
some of these had been sunk in Allied air attacks, some

scuttled by the Italians and many others by the Germans to

block movement, American demolition pai’ties had already
dons enough to enable four ships to berth alongside. The

Germans had set fire to imdaraaged hotels before retreating.
There was no water, drainage, electricity or gas. The
Array was serving out water to the population.

It was at first intended that No, 242 Group was to take

over General kecoiinaissance Control, but the final decision,
imparted on 9 October, was that No, 1 General Reconnaissance
Operations Yias to become Coastal Air force Command Post and

to take over ̂ hti-submarine Operations tasks from Naples,
No, 242 Group was to move to Taranto,

On 13 October, operations commenced from the Combined
Operations Room, The Coastal A.ir force Command Post con

trolled operations of ITo, 325 Ning at Monte Oorvino airfield.
The Navy Operations E.oora Section was mounted the same day,
German air attacks on Naples shipping began on 21 October in

the evening and other aircraft were picked up by radar as

the first flares dropped. The block of flats held for the
staff of Coastal Air Poroe ?iras demclished. The joint

operations team was very soon fully occupied,

Responsibilities of CoastgJ Air Force durina: Operation

'Avalanche'Tl 3

Northwest jlfrican Coastal Air Force's commitments

during Operation 'ilvalanche' v/ere very extensive for an air

force engaged in a series of long-range movements of head

quarters and units of all categories. It was responsible
for the air defence of North Africa, as far as the Tunis-

Tripoli border, and Oicily; for the protection of shipping
and all auiti-submarine and air/sea rescue opera-tions in the

theatre of operations; for attacks on enemy surface forces
and sea communications within striking range of North Africa;

and for the taking over of all Fighter Sectors outside of
50 miles from the Italian battle front. The r'ecord of its

various activities may be found elsewhere(2) and under
various headings in this voluime.

convoys on D minus 1 Day byt
Mr coyer for the '.Avalanche

the Palermo Sector(5)

As the converging convoys passed off Sicily northwards
to Salerno on 8 September, i,e. D minus 1 Day, a very
heavy commitment fell upon the Palermo Sector of Coastal Air

(1) H.Q. IT.A.C.A.F. Operations Order No. 3 dated  3 Sept, 2^3
(N.^A.C.a.F. and N.A.T.A.F. O.R.B. appendices).

, Hnri’ative on the Italian Campaign Vol. I.
(First draft) (A.H.B.)

(3) N.A.C.A.P. O.R.Es. Prefer to A.ppendix I8,

(2) .A.?
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The Hector- Spitfires(1 ) escorted all convoys as
Worth of that line, pi-otection was

Porce,
far Worth as 59*^ 20' W.
to.ken over "by Lightnings lent by Strategical Air Force,
temporarily under command of Tactical Air Force, Those
Lightnings, based for the purposes of Operation 'Avalanche
in the Catania area, v;ere flown on 8 September to Termini

aii'field. They flew direct to Ustioa Island, from whence

they were vectored on to their convoys by a C.O.L. radio
set, Thii’ty of the Lightning pilots were guaranteed to
have been trained in night flying: they remained with
their convoys until dark. On the night of D minus 1/D
Day, Coastal Air Force provided a continuous patrol of two
Beaufighteri(2) until davm on D Day mder control of
L.S.T.305.(3) In the event, L.S,T.j05 was compelled to

talce over the additional control of Tactical Air Force's
Mark TV Beaufighters when the latter's craft(k) was dis
abled, Until dawn on 9 September, Coastal Air Force pro
tected convoys and shipping lying 15 miles off the beaches.
It was the Mark IT Eeaufighters which operated on the land
ward side and over the beaches,

stayed outside a line dravna from Point Carena to Point
Because of the nevf radar equipment they carried

especial care was taken to see that these Mark Till air
craft were not flown over enemy territory

The Mark VIII Beaufighter

Licosa,

• f

s

(1) U.S. Squadrons 2nd, 4th and 5th of the 52nd V.'ing,
Mark VIII A,I.

Refer to the sub-section on II,M,S, Hilary,

(4) L.S.T.385,

(2)
(3)
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CHAFTER 5

THE &ERj,'lAI^IS OH THE DEEENSBrE/OFEEtTSIVE

THE GERJ/IAN EVACUiiTIOH OE SMDF'TIAPART A

Plaas for the evacuation from Sardinia to Corsica

The transfer of German forces from Sardina to Corsica

began officially when the codeword 'Achse' became effective
on 8 September, (1) although gradual withdrawal began wMle
fighting in Sicily was still in progress.(2)
and Corsica the Italian surrender caused the greatest
embarrassment to the Germans,

completion of the evacuation, came into operation as soon

as the Armistice was mcide public.

The main evacuation routes ran from La Maddalena in

Sardinia to Poi'to Veochio and from Santa Teresa to Bonifacio,

On 9 September, the Germans seized the harbour of
La Haddalena and, on 11 September, reached a working agree
ment with the Italians controlling coastal batteries whereby
the latter did not interfere with German ferry traiYic,(3j

In Sardinia

Operation 'Sclrwarz', the

The German units in Sardinia were the 90th Panzer

G-renadier Division, a Eortifioation Brigade, airti-aircraft
imits and some German A.ir Force units. There was  a large
Italian gar’rison and considerable quantities of equipment
and material.

As soon as the evacuation of Sicily was completed on
the night of lo/l? Airgust, all effective Siebel ferries and
landing c:.aft (l-boats) of the 10th Landing Elotilla and the
Combined Operations boa-ts(A) of Engineer Landing Battalion
77i were switched to the Straits of Bonifacio.

9 September, the evacuation forces were again notably
strengthened by the despatching to La Maddalena of all naval

ferry barges not required for the transport of fuel from

Leghorn to the main front in Italy,

On

German Air Eoroe moves from Sardinia to Corsica

There were at the time 26 German ground attack,(5) 6
short range reconnalssance(6) and 12 fighter aircraft(7) in
Sardinia,

ferred his Battle Headquarters to Ghisonaccia airfield in

Corsica and aircraft and personnel followed on the 11th,

By 15 September, the demolition of Sardiniaii airfields was
complete.

2A September inclusive, the air units v/ere transferred to
Italian bases to cover the air and sea evaouation.

On 10 September, Fliegerfijhrer Sardinia trans-

After operating from Corsica from 11 to

Fuehrer Directives (A.rJ.B.IIG.l/67 (b)).
Godename Operation 'Alexander*'.
Details and plans from German Naval Command Italy and
Germaji Havel Staff/Operations vrar diarie^"(P.'DT^Aojnlty).
Sturmbooten,

Elements of Il/S.G.2.

MSiig.
IIi75T&.77.

1

(3

(4
(5
(6)
(7)
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Allied air operations over Sardinia

Allied Strategic 7^arhavrks('1) hacL operated from 5 to
8 September inclusive against Pabillonis, the onlj'- airfield

then active, (reporting little or no activity) and on three
days against important radar stations at Pula and Cape
Carbonara,

abouc AO aircraft swept Southern Sardiriia in search of enemy
but all returned with nothing to report.(2)

Allied air watch on the Sardinian evacuation(3)

On 'PI, "IS and 1A September, formations of

aircraft,

It had been cor’rectly assumed bj'- the Allies that
Sardinia would fall of its own Weight,

s?reeps in a search of aircraft, nothing was done to prevent
the evacuation,

by the air Forces in v/hat was happenin
no immediate threa,t from forces bottled, up in the island, it

certain that Allied plans for Corsica would lead to open
F'orthermore, the Sardinian airfields were

They therefore kept a steady watch on the

Apart from ’.'arhawk

But there w^as no lack of interest displayed
for while there was

was

conflict,

urgently needed,
forth of Sardinia -from the 12th onv/ards.

f©w MoSipuitoe s^ began on 12 September to cover the
ardinian ports and proceeded to detailed observation of the

. On 15 September,La Haddalena - Bonifacio evacuation area,

the pattern w'as becoming clearer.
La Haddalena showed considerable activity,

tvro coasters a-nd two ammunition carriers were at anchor.

In Bonifacio there was F-boat.,
transport activity,
again evident,
ammunition trucks and Siebel ferries.

Fart cover of

Six i''-boats

Siebel ferxw’- and motor

,  On the 16th, activity at Bonifacio

,(5)

 v;a5
At oairba Teresa, the photographs showed

On 17 September,
La Haddalena and Santa Teresa were again very busy.

18 September, photographs revealed greatly reduced activity.
It was the end of the evacuation. On the Corsican side,

Bornfacio was empty of shipping. The disembarkation ̂of the
last troops and equipment had been s^vitched to Porto Vecchio,

The number of naval ferry barges there had jumped from^15
Hew arrivals comprised Siebsl ferries, a landing

But on

to 22.

craft, motorboats (Italian), E-boats, Mas. boats and small
landing craft.(6)

(Gj
On 19 September, a Spitfire'' '' and a Mosquito ̂photo

graphed the area. Only 10 naval ferr^^ barges (F. boats),
1 merchant vessel and 1 Has. boot then remained.

(7)

The last Italian air operations in Sardinia

Dispirited and disorganised as the Italian foroes in
t fev/ days after the Armistice,Sardinia vjere during the fi

ther^ was not much they could do to Mrider the Cerrasn evacua-
9) Italian aircraft in Sardinia on ̂  September included

rs

tion

(1) Of 325th Fighter Croup.
N,A.A.F. O.R.Bs,

N.A.A.F. C.R.Bs,

Of 5th Photo. Sqdn. and No. 60 Sqdii,
Naval ferry barges (ivIFPs,).
N.A.A.F. O.R.Bs.

No. 682 Sqdb.
23rd Photo. Sqdn.
i'ui.?;elo Lodi. Lhleronautica Italian

(2)
b)

b
(5) a nella Cuerra

di Liberazione Itairm Air Historical Office, Rome
(A.H.B.6 copy).
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71 fighters, (of which 33
on Casa Zeppera, Milis, Venafiorita and Decimomannu air

fields.(I) There were a few Italian-operated Ju,87s.(2)
at Chilivani and a maritime reconnaissance squadriglia at

Porto Conte and two Cant. Z.^O^/Ss for air/sea rescue. On
11 September, in accordance with the Armistice terms, a

number of Italian aircraft were flovm from Itaily to Puglia,
Sicily and Sardinia, Thirty Cant, Ze1007 bombers and foin*

transport S,82s, with tvo hundred aircrevir, fle;v from Perugia
and landed at Alghero airfield in Sardinia,(3)
transport aircraft were shot down over Bonifacio by Oerman
anti-aircraft fire.

operationally ready), basedwere

Tv/o of the

(4)
On the same day, torpedo aircraft formations'"^' began

to transfer from Siena to Sardinia, The first formation

of S,79s v/ere intercepted by Oerman fighters en route for

Milis airfield. Tt;o vrere shot dovni, three returned to
Siena: two reached Decimomannu and the rest Milis, The

second formation of eleven aircraft reached Deoimomannu

safelj'-, Tv/enty-tv/o of these aircraft eventually flevf to
Sicily and Tunisia to join the Allies, Several other units,
including the Air Commander Upper Tyrrhenian, transferred to

La Maddalena, Olbia and Elmas, but found conditions prohibi
tive. The dermans veere in La Maddalena, Olbia had been

set on fire and a squadriglia of seaplanes destroyed. At
Elmas, the 84th G-ruppo(5) v/as surprised by a derm an attack.
From 18 to 20 September, Allied air units attacked the area.
The Cermans machine-gunned the Italian aircraft during the
attacks, destroying three aircraft and damaging others.

La Maddalena was earmarked as an Italian naval base.

Eight R.o,43s and an Ro,44 were despatched to that base for
naval co-operation, but were forced to avoid it. On their
route to the Balearics, tw'O of them vrere shot down by German
anti-aircraft fire.

In the South of Sardinia, the Germans forced tne
Italians to aid in transport tasks. These forces lost touch
with their compatriots in the North, v^ho were disposed to
comply v/ith the Armistice terms. Communications vrere

deplorable, orders failed to come through; and to complicate
matters, 1500 Italian parachutists of the Nembo Division
joined the Germans and terrorised the population. In the
North, the Germans, having mined all the airfields, blevr up
the Italian depots and commandeered their transport to aid

The demolition of airfields wres not opposed.
On the night 8/9 September, the Germans blew up the airfield
at Casa Zeppera and on 9 September, Villaoidro. They took
over Borore on the 10th, as vrell as Mills, There they
damaged guns, fired on two escaping aircraft and blew up the
airfield, Chilivani suffered the same fate on the 14th,

their flight.

(1) 155th Gruppo (351st. 360th and 378th Squadriglie) at
Casa Zeppera and Milis v;ith Mo.205s and Me.202s:

Elements of 160th Autonomous Gruppo at Venafiorita,
wiwh Re,2001s: 82nd Squadriglie (of the 13th Gruppo)
at Venafiorita, with Me.202s: section of 504th
Squadriglia at Decimommanu v/ith Me.205s.
121st Autonomous Gruppo (206th and 216th Squadriglie)
at Chilivani,

(2)

(3)
(

132nd Autonomous Gruppo.
4)
(

These comprised the 28th, 86th, 88th and 106th Gruppe.
2 squadrons v;ith 5 Cant, 'Z.506s and 9 Rs. 12|-s and
56 men.

5)
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Venefiorita and Olbia were put out of action on the 15th.
On about the the remaining German forces were concen
trated • between Olbia and Pallau.

On the night 13/14 September, an American mission with
radio equipment was parachuted on to Deciraommanu and communi
cation T/ith the Allied Command established.

The Cants. Z.1007 went into action in the early hours

of 16 September, when five of them were airborne from Al^ero
to attack evacuation shipping in the Bay of Bonifacio.
19 September, four Cants, from Decimommanu were reported to
have hit motor launches in Porto Vecchio.

18 September, a few Me.205 fighters covered Italian troop
movements and carried out reconnaissance.

On

On 17 and

..„(1)
German air operations in Sardinia

Oil 17 September, two Me,109s attacked the buildings at

On 19 September, GermanChilivani airfield causing damage,

bombers attacked Elmas, Decimomraanu, Milis and OristaJio air

fields once and .Alghero airfield twice, (causing casualties
and damage), and Decimommanu and Elmas again on the 20th.

units(2)Preparations for reception of Allied air

The Italian Supreme Command attached great importance
to the Sardinia-Corsica-Elba sector and on 17 September
issued orders to the three armed services to the effect that,

vath the object of acquiring .and maintedning control of those

three islands, they were to impede the traiisit of the Germans
If necessary, Italian troopsto Corsica and eliminate them,

were to cross from Sardinia to Corsica to fight the Germans

Information on the state of airfields for Alliedthere,

occupation v<f8.s requested.

Plans to useThe Italian plans came to little,
fighters based in Sardinia to escort transport bearing
Italian troops from Corsica failed to materialise when it
was realised that there v:ere only 12 fighters operational and

the -units lacked engines, propeller blades and spare parts,
Venafiorita and Borore had been rendered unserviceable by

The efficacy of the warning system at Alghero
Corsica-Sardinia transfer

The Allies

heavy rain,
against enemy air attanks on the
was dubious: Allied assistance was requested,

advised on 17 September that they could occupywere

Yenafiorita, Chilivani, Alghero, Monserrato, Elmas and

Capoterra. Milis, Boror-e and Oristano were still in G-erman
hands.

The Geiman evacuation from Sardinia -• Progress of operationP^
As the German move from Sardinia into Corsica was

ui-icontested by the Allies, it must suffice if a bare ou-fcline

of events is given. The successful evacuation of Corsica
to the mainland with German air and naval cover was a much

important operation carried out against A.llied air
Its plan and progress will be the

more

efforts to stop it.
subject of detailed examination la,ter.

(l) L’Aeronautica Italiana nella Guerra di Liberazione
(a.IiTb.6 cop^

(2) Ibid.
(3) German Naval Command Italy war diaries: German Naval

Staff Operations Division war diaiy (P.D,3../Admiralty).
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The accelerated evacuation of Sardinia lasted from 9 to

By the latter date, all the troops and heavy17 September,
arms and a high proportion of the vehicles and goods in

short supply had been lifted,
harbour on 9 September and had taken over Porto Vecchio,
Santa Teresa, La Maddalena and Bonifacio by the 13th.
21 September, they v/ithdre?/ from Bonifacio and the T/hole
area South of Porto Vecchio,

became increasingly difficult because of Italian and French

opposition.

The derraans closed Bonifaci

On

Their progress northv/ards

o

In Bastia (in the North of Corsica), the main port of
assembly for the imminent evacuation to Leghorn and Elba,
conditions were very difficiILt. Early on 9 September, two

anti-submarine vessels(l) and five naval ferry barges over
powered the Italian ships in harbour; they were all claimed

(incorrectly) as sunk later in the day by the Italian
torpedo boats Aliseo and iirdito and Italian coastal batteries.

Bastia v;as captured by the Italians: (2) and the Oerman Sea
Transport Office(3) left that port on 10 September,
Oermans evacuated from Sardinia made strenuous efforts to

force their vjay North to aid the feeble forces left there

and reached Bastia on I3 September,
Office Bastia opened there again on 15 September,
these operations, G-erman moves to secinre their position after
the Italian surrender came to an end.(4)

The

The Sea Transport
With

It is not intended to analyse the statistics of this
operation, for its interest from the air point of view is

only indirect. The material means have been shown by the

account of Allied photographic reconnaissance to have been
a mixed force of small naval craft and Italian steamers.

The southern terrainal.s were La Maddalena, Porto Torres and

Olbia, Santa Teresa and the northern terminals Bonifacio
and Porto Vecohio,(5) The system was elementary compared
with the Sicilian and Corsican systems. The time element was

spread to such an extent that there was no concentration of

effort for long. There was no interference by the Allies,

Statistics of the Sardinian evacuation

It proved to be utiexpectedly easy, Kesselring reported.
Thanks to the complaisance of the Italian army commanders,
he stated, all the G-erman troops v/ith their vreapons and an

Italian paratroop division - in all 25,800 men, 4^650
vehicles, 4,765 tons of supplies, 66 medium anti-tank guns,
78 heavy anti-taj.Tk guns, 62 tanks and 311 pieces of artillery
vrere ferried to Corsica,(6)

More detailed figures from German documents(7) give
totals for the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division and the

(1) U.J.2219 (ex Insuma) c.200 tons and U,J.2203(ex
Australe - Pr

Ibid and E. Pioravanzo, The Italian Navy’s Struggle

for the Gountry* s Liberation. Ministry of Marine, Rome

(Admlty. Hist, Section) The sinlcings of the 5 naval
ferry barges cannot be confirmed from German sources,
With the exception of the Senior Officer.
Admlty P.B.S. P.G./39998/20: captured documents (A.H.B.^
Ibid,

luoted in S

450 tons.• /

Morison. History of U.S. Naval Operation

(2)

(3
(4
(5
(6) s

in World ̂ '^ar II Vol.IX (A.M. Libra:^). ”
I.E. Kapitulation Italiens (P.G./33734, PDS/Admlty),

•

(7)
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3rd Panzer G-renadier riegiinent as 19,300 men, 2,300 motor

vehicles, k-,1^5 tons of supplies, 1,130 maciiine guns etc.

and 6,500 men of the Oerman Air Force \’d.th motor transport,
ammunition and guns,
Italian paratroop unit.

These figures appea.r to omit the

PMT B - THE C-ESliM EVACU.^ION Of CORSICA

The general situation in mid-September 1943

The ground situation

The Allies hegan reinforcing Corsica on the night
12/15 September, v;hen a small force of Commandoes vjas put
ashore near Ajaccio from the french light cruisers
Le Fantasque and Le Terrible. This force went at once into

action and capt\xred Ajaccio airfield. The intention v/as

that this force should be augmented and, with the possible
help of Italian elements, capture the island without assist
ance from the main forces engaged in the major task of

consolidating the landings on the mainland of Europe,
was, in short, a small but important flank clearance
movement. The general pattern, then, was one of the French

reinforcing and contesting the island, with some Italian aid,
from the South and the G-ermans from Sardinia retreating up

the island into the north-eastern sector and evacuating from

Bastia and the adjacent airfields to Elba and the Pisa-
Leghorn-Lucca-Campiglia area on the mainland.

From 13 to 27 September, 6,2,jOO troops, with stores and

vehicles, were landed in Corsica by British, French and
Italian warships.(I) Stiff fighting continued until
3 October, on which date the last Cerman forces v;ere
evacuated.

It

Duriiig this critical period, the main Allied ground
forces vrere engaged in very heavy fighting in the Salerno

bridgehead and northward to Naples, endeavouring to secure

the primary objectives of Operation "Avalanche''. The Air
Forces and the Navy were concentrating their maximum effort

to this vital strategic end. Bearing in mind the methodical
singlemindedness characteristic of Allied operations at the
time and their anxiety not to be diverted from the task in

hand to meet exterior emergencies, it will be understood
that Corsican operations would be allovred to talce their
course.

The problem of evacuation

On 12 September, Hitler ordered the avacuation of all
Cerman troops from Corsica.(2) Ceneral von Senger
ordered to Bastia to take charge of operations,
command was Captain von Liebenstein,(3) transferred from
Sicily, appointed Sea Transport Fuehrer Corsica.

An important strategic move v/hioli turned the situation
to the Germans' favour was their landing on Elba on

' was

Under

Operation 'Norman',
German Naval Command Italy wai’ diary,

of 12.9.43 (Adralty7F.D,S; F&/32216).
(3) He arrived in Bastia on 17 Sept. A3» (Admlty, P&/4-5520

Transport Officer Bastia v/ar diary).

1 Ski. 2769/4.3

Sea
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16-17 September,
seizure, secujred their land flatik, provided additional
ha.rbours and strengthened their control of the coastal area

north of daeta,

exposed sea transit from Corsica to the mainland.

Its ten'jre forestalled an Allied

ilbove all, it shoi’tened the distance of

The troops to be evacuated from Corsica were the
90th Panzer drenadier Division.(l) a Fortification Brigade
the derman iidr Force personnel and the Italian Membo
Parachute Division, totalling in all to some 26,000 men

(2

.(3

)

)

The air situation

As the crisis in the Salerno bridgehead passed, Allied
air operations and the ground advance were threatening the

security of the derman Air Force’s fonvard bases in the

Naples - Foggia and Rome areas; and the.y did in fact foroe
their withdrawal tovirards the end of the month. V/hile this

deprived the front line derraan mits of close air suppoi-t, it

fitted in neatly with the need of air cover for the planned
evacuation of Corsica, Offensive operations for the fort

night of the evacuation were left in the main to the day and
night operating bombers. The great air base of Foggia was

lost, but the loss was accepted, for there was no lack of

suitable bases further north. The derman ability to react

speedily to an emergenojr, to improvise and reorganize, was

brilliantly exemplified in the plans for the air lift from

Corsica and air escort for air and sea convoy. The ground
situation in Italy v/as viev;ed v/ith growing satisfaction.
The fighter bomber forces, they correctly adjudged, could

be temporarilj" lifted from the battle area mid opera,ue on

the task of ensuring the transit of an extra first class
division fx'om Corsica to the Italian Front,

The dermans anticipated some intei*ference from Allied
air units, but do not seem to have correctly measured the

depth of Allied apprehensions or their determination to make

assurance doubly sure by employing every available aircraft,
sometimes to tJie point of superfluity, on a single thrust
aimed at Naples.

The orders for the evacuation stip'olated that Transport
deschwader 5 of the derman Air Force was to bring out some

50,000 troops. This called for rapid decisions. Airfields
both sides of the Tyrrhenian Sea had to be stocked up, extra
crews found, aircraft switched, and the whole air transport
organisation streamlined and marshalled. Especial diffi
culties would certainly arise in Corsica, V7here the
perimeter v/as shrinking and a violent struggle proceeding.
The attitude of the most of the Italians was, to say the
least, dubious. The Nembo Parachute Division had come over

to the dermans, but their depradations made them more of a

liability than an asset. There were only a very few island
airfields left which could be used and their ntimber was

shrinking daily.

From 10 to 2A September, Fliegerfidirer Sardinia, from
his headquarters at dhisonaccia, controlled the few derraan
air units transferred to that airfield from Sardinia,

1) Admiralty Pd/39998/5. (F.D.S.).
2) Sturm Brigade Reichsf^-er S.S.
5) Admiralty Pd/5999'8/3. (f.D.S.).
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These were 4.(k)12. (a short range reconnaissance unit) vith
six Me, 109s, Il/Schlacht G-eschwader 2 (a ground attack
Gruppe) with twenty-six mixed ]?.¥, 190s and Henschel 129s and,
lastly, Ill/Jagd Geschwader 77 (a fighter Gruppe), T/ith
twelve Me,109s.

on Corsica when the evacuation began vi&s forty-four,
the pressure of Allied operations had already made their
withdravTal a foregone conclusion. The German forces steadily
withdrew, holding the perimeter round Bastia securely for as
long as was needed for transport aircraft to land, fuel, load
and return to Italy from Bastia/Borgo and Bastia/Poretta
airfields,

24th for -che protection of loading operations in Bastia port,
of the remaining Corsican airfields, for convoy escort,
coastal reconnaissance and small lovf level attacks.

The total number of operational aircraft
But

The operational units wer-e available up to the

The maritime situation

On 19 September, the first day of the main German
evacuation, the Allied Western Task force had just finished

its support of the Salerno bridgehead. Although naval gun
fire support was greatly reduced after 1? September,
certain amomt of it continued to be provided until
28 September, , On 1 and 2 October, the Allies entered
Naples aiid the miner por-ts around it, thus completing the
major objective of Operation ‘'Avalanche", The British
supporting squadron remained in the northern assault area

until 5 October, when H.M.S. Maundtius.
the fleet destroyers sailed for Naples,(1)

a

S. Sheffield and

On 9 and 10 September, K,M, submarines Sportsmen and
Seraph operated off Corsica and were joined later by H.H.
submarine Unseen and three french submarines.

27 September, four French cruisers, four French destroyers
and two Italian destroyers were engaged in phe transport of
reinforcements for Corsica.

From 13 to

The greater part of the sur
rendered Italian Fleet lay at Malta avmiting inspection and
decisions as to its disposal.

It is beyond the scope of this narrative to examine the

operations and policy of the Mediterranean Fleet during the
period of the evacuation of Corsica, Full details of these

ma^- be found in the Admiralty Battle summary on the invasion
Italy(2) ai'id Admiralty records. It is simply to be noted

that there were no reports in the German naval records of any
interference ;Yith the evacuation by Allied surface craft

during the entire period of the evacuation. The Allied Navy
(like the Allied Air Forces) was exercising the principle of
concentration in support of Operation "Avalanche" and the

moves indicated in the first two paragraphs above exemplify
how this was being done.

of

German plaias for- the evacuation

Plans for the air lift(^)

The task of evacuation some 30,000 service men from
Corsica was delegated by Transport Fliegerfuhrer  1 to

Transport Flieger Gesohwader 5. The Gesohr^ader began

Admiralty Battle Summary No, 37 (A.Ii.B.IIK/l8/3C),
Ibid.

(3) A.H.B. Document No, 8A,6Zi,0,

1

2
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planning on the basis of 3,000 men a daj and made the follow

ing moves. Of the eight Gruppen at its disposal, it
selected four for the task,(l) pooling all surplus aircraft.
Another Gruppe (2) also operated in the area and sustained
losses, but does not figure in the evacuation order of

battle. Three of the Gruppen flew Ju,52s.(3) I'he fourth
flew the giant six-engined Merseburg 323s. (4-) Ihe total
number of aircraft on the strength of the four Gruppen on

20 September was 135 Ju.52s and 25 Me.323so Of these,
85 Ju.52s and 16 Me.323s were serviceable.

The operational bases in Italy of the four Gruppen
were Pisa, Lucca, Pratica di Mare and Metato.
loading airfields were Ghisonaccia up to 25 September, and

Bastia/Borgo^and Bastia/Poretta from 26 September to
2 October.(5
was planned.

The Corsic

Fighter escort for the transport formation

an

s

Plans for fighter cover and reconnaissance

From 15 to 21 September, Fliegerfuhrer Sardinia employed
ills three units based on Corsica in covering loading opera
tions in port, their ovm airfields, sea convoys and in
coastal reconnalssancel®)
were expanded to cover:-

On 22 September, liis assigned tasks

1. The supeirvision of air lifts from Corsica and the

reception of air transport there.

2. Air support of the German bridgehead in Corsica.

3. Air reconnaissaroe of Corsica.

4. Anti-aircraft operations in Corsica.

In the meantime an Officer Commanding Air Escort for
Convoys v^as subordinated to him and installed at Pisa.

This officer was progressively allotted the two fighter
units (7) and the short range army reconnaissance \anits (8)
from CorsiOa, two fighter G-ruppen from the front line(9) and
tvra Staffeln of long range sea reconnaissance aircraft.(IO)
So prompt was the German reaction to the crisis that by the
end of the month, after strenuous operations, the supporting
air forces could muster I46 aircraft, of v/hich number 81
were still serviceable,(l1)

(1) II^.G.E Ju.52s: IIl/r.G.2. Ju.52s. IIl/T.Cr.4» Ju.52s.
I^^o'G-^5 Mersehurg 3230.

ii/t'.g.i.
Range 500 miles. Useful load 313^ pounds.
Its useful load was 21 ,500 pouiids and could include
lorries, tanks, A.A.guns and fuel, A.s an ambulance it
could carry 60 men in beds. The ten-wheeled undercar
riage was designed for landings on rough ground. The
engines were Gnome et Rhone, Its range was ij45 railes.
Refer to FiguLre

(6) A.II.B.6/G,934 30.5.56 and FG/45220 (PDS/Adralty).
(7) III/J.G.77 and Il/s'&.2.
(8)
(?) ^J«2-.77 (Me. 109s) aaad I/JX_^ (He. 105s).

2/BF&0I96 (Bord Flieger Gruppe, literally a ship-borne
gruppe, but used on norm^ coastal reconnaissance) and
2/RF&.123 (Kiisten Flieger Gruppe).

(11) Refer to A.ppendix 21 for a full statement of strengths,
orders of battle and chain of command for supporting
and transport air units.

(4)

(5

(10)
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The three Me,10S fighter Gruppen had a total strength
the gromd attack Gruppe had 25 mixed

The tvfo coastal reconnaissance units
of 95 Me.109s;
F.V.1903 and Hs.1293.

had 2J+ As'ado 19^3 and the Army reconnaissance imit
4 Me,109s,

0)Command changes and concentration of covering air units

On 24 September, Fliegerfdhrer Sardinia transfei-red his
headquarters from Ghisonaccia in Corsica to Pisa. His old
title lapsed and he assumed the new one of Pliegerffilirer
Luftflotte 2. He was ordered to carry out air transport

mainland (?/hich had alreadj?' begun) and
to provide protection for sea and air transports. His task

was hindered by fuel shortages and it was only after urgent
appeals that sufficient fuel v^as allotted, and he T;as able
to develop an all-out effort. Also subordinate to him v/as

the Officer Commanding Mr Escorts for Convoys, under whom

the supporting forces were progressively concentrated. By
28 September, the forces had settled down roughly in the Pisa
area, Il/S.G,2 and I/J.&.55 were based at Grosseto,
III/J.G.77 ^^2) md 4(nTl2 at Metato, l/j.G.77 at Cecina,
2/E.'g.&Tl 9^ aiid 24i.F.&. 120 at La Spezia. axid a mine-
detecting staffed at Pisa. The fighter direction siiip Kreta

operated in the convoy sea ai-ea as escort. On 25 September,
the air transpox't Gruppen were operationally subordinate to
him.

from Corsica to the

(3)Plans for sea lift - Routes

The Germans began their sea lift from Bastia harbour to

Leghorn. This route was used throughout the evacuation, at
first by both ships and naval craft and, after 22 September,
only by ships. The Bastia - Piombino route was opened on

20 3ej)tember and became almost uniquely the route for the

small naval craft. The Bastia - Elba route v;as opened on

29 September and used mtil 2 October, almost entirely by
naval craft. On three days, a beach at Sisco (just north
of Bastia) was used: on 5 October, the day of the final
mass lift, an emergency beach about one mile north of Baatia
was used, as shells were falling in Bastia harbour and Allied
reconnaissance aircraft had flown over the port.

The general intention was that the majority of the
troops were to be lifted by the Mr Force transport groups
and the bulk of the stores, equipment, tanks ,and amraunition
by surface craft. In the event over 6,000 men and over
1,000 prisoners of war were lifted by sea. Requirements
Y/ere grossly overestimated and precise details of movements

of troops never forthcoming from Army sources.

(MPlans for the sea lift - Shipping

On 19 September, the forces available to the German
Naval Command Italy were small, consisting of three steamers,
two K.T, war transport vessels, ten naval ferry barges.

(l^ Refer to Figure 5 amd Appendix 21,
(2) Although II/J.&.77 is recorded as being under command,

it had, in fact, no aircraft and played no part in the
evacuation,

(3) h'ar dia.ries of Sea Transport Director Corsica, Port
Officer Banti^ and Gernan Naval Command Italy

sTTAdmlty.) .
(4) Ibid
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five tugs and five freight barges. Reinforcements from
Sardinia and Italy arrived steadily. There are conflicting
reports on the strength at the height of the evacuation, but
the follcv/ing totals of shipping engaged for varying periods
are recorded in the war diary of the Port Director Bastia

steamers.and may be accepted as^correct. There were 15
59 naval ferry barges,(2) 12 freight barges,(3j 9 Siebel
ferries,(A-; about 10 I-boats, 3 flak ferries,(5)  2 M-boatsr)
2 Vp, boats, 5 anti-submarine vessels,(?) 1+ mine-sweepers,(8)
2 or 3 tugs, (9) 5 or 6 minelayers,("lO) 1 fighter direction
vessel,('ll) some 10 R-boats (motor minesweepers), a few
S-boats for escort and a fleet escort vessel.("i2,

The naval ferry craft came under command of the 2nd,
_4th and 10th Landing Flotillas of the 2nd Landing Division
and the Engineer Landing Battalion No. ifTTan ilrmy Unj^,
all of v/hom had been engaged in the successfiiL evacuation of
Sioilj’-,

The armament and quality of these craft and their
are familiar from the record of the Sicilian evacuation and
the results acliieved in the transfer from Corsica plain to
understand. If anything, they were less fortunately placed.
There was no protection by massive anti-aircraft and coastal
batteries and the

crews

sea voyage was long, instead of a brief
They were exposed to attack by surface

craft, submarines, aircraft, the artillery of the French
ground forces in Corsica and to mines. They suffered for
the whole period the gravest apprehensions for the security
of the enterprise. The risks attendant on the fifteen
merchant vessels engaged were greatest, for they represented
easier targets for aircraft, submarines or surface craft.

channel crossing.

Operations

■^lied air reconnaissance

The interest of the Allied Air Forces in the Sardinia -
Corsica - Elba - Leghorn area was maintained after the
surrender of the Italian Fleet, but on a reduced scale.

(1) S.S. Champagne. L.M, Russ. Nikolaus. Ciglio. Tiberiade.
Nikolina Maersk, Cluokauf and G-ioreio:

K.T.8. K.T.Ik. K.T.19 and K.T.3i. “ —
131 , 183, 2A9. 291 , 296, 303. 316.

458. \50. A51. A5k.
461. k.79, U8J71B8, 503. 509. 513. 511.,. 5l3,51^.^9^1522. 523. 5^^. 555, 55^187. 596: 608i~“6oq.

.610^JJ.^_61^613, ^ 6i6. 6i7. 6i9l~^2UT22^^
7^..749, 759, 760.
gfg^remunde, Karl, Kurt. Stuttgart. Elhing. G-otha.
■gnrPirrt. Horst, Cotenhefen. Leipsig, Freiburg. Koln,

12'5ri^ 172. 179. 1~"231.
K.F.I7CT79 and
I’!ir/Sd5 and 7608.
llt.‘L-2j05, H.J.2209. U.J.2210. U.J.2218, U.J.2219.
S.S. Sassari and tlierries Nos. 7035, 7056 and 7037.

.  Including Mo. 588 and S.S. Vittorio^Yaieto.
(10) Including S.S. Brandenburg. Ppmaermr Oaspari (F.8) atid

two R-noats. “ "
(11) S.S. Kreta.
(12) S.G-.11.

(2)

(5)

(4)
(5
(6

7
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Evacuation activity bet?reen the La Maddalena and Bonifacio -

Port Veccliio areas was observed, but no offensive action
followed. BeaufightersC'!) v/ere involved in inconclusive
engagements vn.th bajrges, a tanloer and E-boats during the

first fortnight, in the Corsica - Capraia Island  - Leghorn
area, and lost tliree aircraft to the vessels* defences.
Sightings made before 19 oeptembex- v/ere of traffic engaged
in the transfer of redundant troops, stores and equipment to

the mainland. Apai’t from air raid v;ariiing at 2035 hours on

17 September, the Port Director .Bastia reported no Allied

aircraft over Bastia mtil the surprise attack on the 21 st

by 20 Liberatox's. During this time, the organisation
gained momei?timi.

Corsican airfields v/ere photographed on the 16th and
On the l6th, no significant change was noted at17th,

Bastia, little on the 17th, but plenty of landing craft in
the sea area. Bastia s not reported on again mtil thea.

On the 20th, the
Evacuation was proceed-

Leghorn was covered on the same

19th, when some activity was observed,
first significant report was made,
Ing on an increased scale,
day and the continued activity revealed there led to the

conclusion that it was the main disembarkation point for the

Corsica lifts.

Action followed on the 21st, when da;/' and night attacks
on Bastia and Leghorn were carried out.
involved was far greater than at Messina, the general pattern
tended to become increasingly apparent to air reconnaissanoe.
It is curious, therefore, that while' Bastia and Leghorn were

attacked, Piombino and the Elban ports of Marina di Campo
aid Poi-to Perraio, all excte/isively used, ivere never attacked

in any vreight.

As the sea area

Early transpox»t aircraft losses to air attack

On 6 September, photographs talcen of Practioa di Mare
aii’field and its satellite revealed, in addition to an

important collection of bomber and fightoz' aircraft, 36 .
transport aii'craft. These belonged to Trensport G-ruppe

earmarked for the evacuation of troops from
Corsica, There were also 11 transport aircraft on Ciampino
North and South. Ml three airfields were attacked the next

day - the 17th - the Ciampino airfields by 26 and 29
Portresses and Pratica di Mare by 72 Marauders,(2) The
reports on the strike photographs talcen at Ciampino do not

convey any precise information, but those relating to Pratica

di Hare claim several transport aircraft destroyed. There

were in fact 12 J'u.pSs destroyed and thi’ee damaged as a

result of the day's attacks.(3)

On 2A September, the transfer of the crippled Cruppe to

Pisa was \mder way.

aircraft, but this figui'e had dropped to 15 bjr the last day
of the month, worn dovm by the intensive operations,
early loss of 12 aircraft in a single attack suggests what

might have been accomplished if the programme of counter-air

On 20 September, it had 30 serviceable

The

(l) Of Nos. k7 and 39 Squadrons.
(2) Of the 17th, 315th and 520th Bombardment G-roups,
(3) A.H.B.6,
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operations had been e:ctended to cover the Transport
G-esohvfader* s Italian bases in the vicinity of Pisa,
tunately no time could be found to explore and photograph
the area and no aircraft detached to bomb it.

Unfor-

(1)
Opening phase of the air lift

Transport aircraft flights to Corsica began on
19 September, 1945, the first day of the official evacuation,
and continued vri.thout loss at high pressure until 22 September.
Some aircreTsfs fle?f as many as five sorties a day,
21 and 22 September, single aircraft of No, 328 n'ing of

Coastal Air force operated inconclusively in the area, making
isolated contacts with superior forces and usually raalcing
their escape from small formation of Ju,88s in the coastal
areas.

Although Marauders (No, 14 Squadron) reported the destruction
of three transport aircraft, they only damaged them.

Ml the four druppen continued their day flights, carry
ing out ammunition, fuel, flying and other eqmpment, troops
and woonded.

been withdrawir after 21 September,
of heavy attacks by Mlied aircraft, fighter protection was

\rrgsntly needed but not yet forthcoming.
Fliegerfuhrer thought the increasing attacks by Beaufighters
coMd be overcome by better dj.scipline in close formation, a

suggestion of scant comfort to the poorly defended transport
aircrews.

On 19

They reported no fighter escoi-is for the Ju,52s.

The early Ju.CS protection appears to have
On 23 September, a day

The Transport

Attacks by Coastal Mr Force on the aj-r lift 19 to
“21,. September (sj'"'

The choice of No, 328 Wing for the main effort against
the air lift was well-advised, for it was a well-balanced
force, small though it was, with considerable experience in

maritime operations. It employed for interception
iiarauders of No, 14 Squadron, Baltimores of No, 52 Squadron
and Beaufighters of Nos. 38 and 47 Squadrons, These air
craft vrere based at Protville airfields I and II in Timisia.

On 23, 25 and 27 September, 1945, Coastal Mr Force sent in

the tvro French Croupes de Ghasse 1/3 and Il/7 to Ajaccio
airfield, where they vrent into action.

After the groping effort of the first four days.
Coastal Ad.r Force began to get to grips with the problem on

the 25rd, Two formations of four Beaufighters, one of
three, and three single Eeaufighters all made attacks,
from No, 39 Squadron, they attsnked formations of up to six

transport aircraft and, in one case, two Arado 196s, claiming
eight destroyed in all,
unsuccessfiiL in attacking three of a formation of fourteen

Ju,52s.

destroyed four out of seven Ju.52s encomtered.
admitted the loss of four Ju,52s and two S.H.82s in air

82 and two 323s destroyed and fo’ur Ju,523

Ml

A Marauder of No, 14 Squadron was

On the same day, French Spitfires claimed to have
The Germans

combat and six

and two Me.323s damaged by the air attack on Pisa airfield.

rt

The 24th was another day of serious loss for the
Seventeen Beaufighters of Nos, 39 and 47 SquadronsGermans,

(1 A.H.B06 Doc. No, 8/'..6A0.

N.A.C.A.F./Air Staff and No, 328 Tang 0(2 Bs.
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met foui- formations, three of" them numbering from ten to
fourteen aircraft flying close for defence and claimed to
have shot dovni seven of them for tiie loss of four Beaufightsrs.
One of the Beaufighters was lost iii an attack by two escort
ing Me,109s,

Ju,52s and one S.M.02, all but one on operational flights.
The Transport Ceschwader records the loss of only six Ju,52s.
The total losses since the air attack on Pratica di Mare on

the 17th now stood at 4-6 transport adrci-aft.

The Cenaans recorded the loss of fifteen

Reorgatiisation of the air lift 24-25 September

Vv'hile there was a shortage of fighter cover, the dangers
of mescorted lifts over a straight route were manifest,
the same time, Luftflotte 2 was calling for an acceleration

On the 22f.th, the tvra calls for more
traffic and more seciority were reconciled by reducing the

distance and changing the routes and airfields.

At

the air lift.01

The transports flew down the mainland until in line
with Elba Island, then made for the north-v;estern tip of Elba
and from thence direct to Borgo. The new Corsican airfields
were Bastia/Borgo and Bastia/Poretta, &l:iisonaccia airfield
was abandoned and fell to the French on the 26th. G-erman

evidence indicates that the main transport unloading bases

were temporarily abandoned and that loaded aircraft flew in

to Gampiglia to the 24th and on northward to Cecina from the

25th, On 26’ September, the newly appointed Fliegerfulirer
Luftflotte 2 reported that stocks of aviation fuel were

inadequate, Caxiipiglia airfield was stocked uy and motor

transpoii: detailed to bring fuel up from Orbetello,

On 27 September, the rapidly marshalled forces of the
O.G, Close Support for Convoys were in evidence and the first

sizeable fighter cover was recorded, IIl/JC.77 flew 24
sorties; 2/B.F.G-.I96 flew 0 sorties on auiti-submarine
po-trols while 4(11)12 despatched 2). aircraft on reconnaiissance
of the coastal areas and the roads of Corsica, On the 23th,
fighter sorties rose to 2*0, without loss. 'Aliile the German

organization was being tightened up and strengthened, the

Allied Air effort eigainst the air lift dwindled to zero, so
that it is not possible to measure one against the other.

Decline of .Allied air effort against tlie air lift

Single Beaufighters were proved to be at a disadvantage
Yihexi their approaches to the transport formations were dis

couraged by two or more Me,109 escorts and there were not

sufficient either of them or the Marauders to provide the

strength more serious attacks would have warranted,
only Spitfires available w'ere the French imits now based at

Ajaccio,

The

On the 25th, two Deaufighters were attacked by two
On the 26th, no attacks

On the 27th, a single

Me,10‘^,''s and lost one alrcraf-'-

aga.'nst the airlift were recorded.
Marauder claimed to have shot dov/n one of two iii'ado I963

encountered and to have been attacked by tvm Me,109s.
Germans admit the loss of a Me.109 on an escort flight only.
From 28 to 30 September, no attacks by No, 328 ?2ing were
reported, but the Genaans reported tvro Ju.52s and three

Me.323s destroyed in air combat,
down, while leaving Bastia, 13'- French Spitfires,

The

The Me.3233 were shot
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The interest of the Allied Poroes in Corsica fell off

Indeed, by 27 September, the main part of the
The balance

sharply,
G-erman troops had been carried to the mainland,
were engaged in fighting and could be left to the French,
There was still no intervention by Allied naval surface
units.

Supreme Allied Commander existed in the Salemo-Haples area,
where the Allies had just narrovdy escaped being thrown
back into the sea.

The only tactical emergency recognised by the

(1)
The night air lift in the storm

Bad weather began to develop at sea on the 26th and
The air lift reached a new level

At 1300 ho\n*s on the 27th,
ordered the cessation of day

lifts. The bulk of the Cerman troops was by that time, he

said, on the mainland. From thenceforward, the air evacua

tion T/as to proceed only by night. On the 28th, accordingly,
the only soid;ies, carrying a few troops, were made in the

early morning and evening. This system continued over the

29th and 30th, The full blast of the bad weather had not

yet been felt by the air units.

lasted until the 29th,

on the 26th notwithstanding.
Transport Fliegerfuhrerv^)the

On the 26th, one Ju,52 was lost for reasons not given.
On the 27th, one Me,109 was lost on an escort flight, no

cause being given,
bety;een Corsica and Elba by French Spitfires from Ajaccio,

On the 29th, two Ju,52s were shot down

The air transport position was still comfortable.
Unlimited quantities of Italian fuel were being released at

Leghorn and the pros|)ect of a smooth finish was arising,
when the temporary airfield at Poretta-3orgo was prematurely
blown up yvhile operations were still proceeding.
Fortunately the 20 Ju,52S standing there were undamaged.
Craters were hastily filled in and the field repaired.
But barely had conditions been restoi’ed to near-normal when

bad weather set in and departure was delayed until the
weather improved. Over 700 service men v;ere to be florm

out and, simultaneously, other Ju,52s were to cross from

Italy to collect more. The night flights began at 2300
hoixrs. Operations from Pisa to Corsica were led by the

deschwader Commander thi'ough rain and thunder; the entire
taslc was a complete success.

Final phase of the air lift

The transport units completed the last two days of
operations v/ithout a hitch apart from some compression
towards the end, as the problem of the final lift of front

line troops became tirgent. Nothing v;as left to chance,
A group of heavy anti-aircraft batteries v;as moved into the

mainland base area incase of any repetition of Allied attacks
on Leghorn and the Pisa airfields.

The last air lift flights were made on the night of
1/2 October, The i'inal lift of 3 October - Operation
"Sohlussakkord" was delegated to the naval surface mits.
On 3 October, ordei's were received that the air transport
G-ruppen were to be withdravm, probably for service on the

1) A.H.B.6 Document No. oA,DifO,
2) Major Path,
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eastern, front, and that the G-eschwader was to move to dermany.
On 6 October, Kesseiring sent a message to von Hichthofen
(Ac0,G«-in-C■■ of Liiftflotte 2) e.zpressing Ixis v/arra thanks to
transpor-G units and supporting air forces, v;hose effoi-ts had
"contributed decisively to the successful completion of the
undertaking".

Eina] operations of the supporting air units

On i October a formation of 'i2 He,109s reported an
encounter with Fortresses, probably part of the force
despatched to attack Augsburg, claiming to have dispersed
the formation and shot down one Fortress,
operation was abortive, in any case.

The Portress

During the last intensified effort of the night
1/2 October, Luftflotte 2 ordered maximum fighter protection
for both air and sea transports,
carried out in the Bastia-Elba area and Ioit level a

Freelance patrols were
acks

screened the Bastia bridgehead.
He, 109s of l/j.G-

On 5 October, a, number of
joined in the Corsican land battle and

attacked motor transport near Bastia 'with mor^bar bombs.
On A October, although the evacuation xms ended, 16 fighter
sorties and 1A Arado 195 anti-submarine patrol and convoy
escort sorties z-ere made.

. 53

There .after, the fighter force
v/ere re-deployed and pixrsued the tasks appropriate to the
needs of front line close support ond the interception of
Allied bombing,.

(1)Allied air attsnks on evacuation airfields

Only tvra effective attempts w’ere made to neutralise
PisEy^San G-lusto airfield had been

photographed at 1700 hours on 20 September, when it was
occupied by seven transport aircraft, one Ee.lll, three small
aircraft and thii't3'’“one It&ilan bombers,
the field was still a base for transport aircraft, A1
¥ellingtons(2) bombed it on the night of 2j/2h September for
16 minutes without loss or encounters.

evacuation airfields.

In the belief that

Hany aircraft were
reported burning after the bomb pattern had thoroughljr
covered the dispersal area.s.
loss of two Me.323s and six Savoias and dEmiage to four
Ju,52s, criticising their o;'m anti-aircraft defences as being
little in evidence.

The G-ermans admitted the total

On the nights 2Xy'2^ to 27/25_
to U-boat hunts. On the night 28/29, the heavy rain
rendered tneir airfield unserviceable. They achieved nothing
thereafter until the night 3/A October, when four aircraft
made a last attempt to hindei- the evacuatio.n by dropping
thirty-five 250 r^cmid bombs on Bastia harbour, causing, it
was reported, considerable destruction, Tlals was pi-obable, ■

although the final lifts were made from a point one mile to
northvEards,

ellingtons svAtchedthe

(5)

1 N.A.A.F. Ops. C.E.BSo
Of Nos. 236 and 331 ¥ings.
No confirmation from &erraan records is possible, as the
report on the final operation is missing from the wjir
diaries of Poi't Director Bastia and the Oerman Naval
Command Italy aha the report" oy Capt. voiT Liebenstein
^"es lioTh-efer. The w'ar diary of the German Naval
Command Italy for 1 to 1A Oct. 43, is also missing from
l[dmarralty~j76reign Documents Section's archives.

2
3
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On 25 September, the G-ermans abandoned G-hisonaccia aii>-
field and brought the Borgo and Poretta airfields at Bastia
into fiiLl use. Photographs taken the previous day had
shovred six single-engined fighters, two Do,217s and four
transport aircraft on Ghisonaccia and five transport adrcrafli
seven small aircraft and five Italian bombers on Borgo,

On the 25th, the day of the transfer, % U.S. Mitchells
dropped 53»5 tons of bombs on Borgo airfield. Photographs
showed the East and best sides well covered with scattered

burst in the centre, but the airfield still serviceable.
There is no evidence of losses from German records, indeed,
no record of the attack. On 28 September, a formation of
Portresses, on their way to Bologna and back, passed over
Bastia without bombing and, on their return reported the
presence of one Me.323 and six to ten other aircraft. On

25 September, a mission of 55 Liberators planned to attack
airfields at Pisa and Lucca proved aborbive.

(1)

Summarising the air effort against evacuation airfields,
its almost complete absence of systematic pattern stands out
in relief against the orgaaiized operations by N.A.T.A.P,,
N.A.S.A.F. and the ound forces against the enemy air force
in Southern and Central Italy and points once again to the
complete absorption at the period in the most iimmediate tasks
to the detriment of borderline operations,
recalled that a considerable volume of air effort was being
devoted to the situation in the Eastern Mediterranean, v/here
the Allies v/ere sensitive to the precarious balance in which
their fortunes vrare weighed.

It must also be

(2)Sea ferry operations 16 to 21 September 19A3

The Port Director of Bastia returned to lids post
15 September, when the port fell again into German hands;
on the 16th, he despatched two ships - S,S, Champagne and

Q ~ to Leghorn with men, vehicles, guns and material,
The German Naval Staff Italy recorded at the end of that dajj'-
that about 3*000 men and some material had already been
ferried to the mainland, most of the troops by air,
this so far was the routine transfer of redundant men and

The mass evaluation was to begin on the 19th,
On 17 and 18 September, ships, (escorted by R—boats and
M-boats), naval ferry barges, supply barges and landing
craft ferried 366 men, 200 vehicles, 60 guns, 3 tanks and
587 tons of material to Leghorn,

On 19 September, the mass evacuation began officially,
Luftflotte 2 and the German Naval Command Italy were respon
sible for the task. Conditions were still primitive.
There were no reception centres in Leghorn and Piombino,
In Bastia, loading units vrere getting drixnk on pilfered
^cohol. Patrol boats, minelayers and anti-submarine
(U,J,) vessels v/ere operating in the sea areas and some
special Siebel ferries armed with 88 mm guns were being
assembled as escorts to aid the R-boats,

on

All

supplies.

(1
(

Of the 321 St Bomb Gp,
\lar diaries of Port Director Bastia, German Naval
Command Italy. 2nd, Ath andToth Landing Flotillas
and German Naval Staff Operations Division
(F.D.S. AdmiraltjTyT

2
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(1)On 21 September, the German miiaelayer Brandenburg
and the fighter direction ship Kreta,(2; escorting her, vrere
sunk by an Allied submarine Southwest of Leghorn, The
former loss left the Germans with only one fleet minelayer -
S.3. Pommern,

Sea ferry operations 22 September to 2 October 1943^^^

This period was one of intensified operations in
continuous bad vreather. As many as 14 naval ferry barges
left simultaneously for Piombino, sometimes escorted by an
R-boat or a Plak Siebel Perry, All five Kriegs Transport
ships, some supply barges and a fev; Siebel ferries were also
T/orking on the run,
from the 26th.

Traffic was reorganized and accelerated
On the 27th, Marina di Sisco, a small beach

a few miles North of Bastia, came into use; and on the 27th,
29th and 30th a total of 15 ferry barges left for Piombino
or Elba from thei^. Captain von Liebenstein was surprised
and relieved at the scarcity of air attacks on Bastia, where
the motor transport presented a unique target for aircrafts(4)

From the 29th, cargoes began to be despatched to Elba
Some of the men and material went to strengthen the

island build-up, but most of both were ferried on to Piombino,

Coastal Mitchell attacks on evacuation shipping

The 321st and 325th U,S. Bombardment Group of Mitchell
aircraft, now armed with 75 aim caiinon, were attached to
Coastal Air Force for anti-shipping strikes and it was hoped
that their new armament would show quick results,
formations which coiold be spared from the nuimerous priority
commitments at the time were despatched on armed ’Rover*
patrols duiung the evacuation, intermittently aiad usually in
formations of four aircraft,

on 15 September over the sea areas between Corsica and the
mainland.

Island,

A fevf

They opened a series of sweeps

Three of them shelled a group of three Siebel ferries
on their way empty to Bastia from Leghorn on the 7th, They
damaged one of them but sank nothing. Prom time to time,
these small formations operated up to 30 September, The
nui'flbers of their aircraft carrying 75 cannon were liiaited

and the operations experimental, but the results reported
were interesting. In the fortnight under reviewr they made
33 sorties and 10 attacks, firing 107 shells and scoring
(they claimed) 22 direct hits,
two barges and damaged ten feiry craft, a creditable perform
ance in all, but of course not decisive. As at Messina, the
armament of the enemy craft deflected most projectiles of the
calibres in use.

They claimed to have sunk

The last air atuack on evacuation ports - 24/25 September

On the night of 2V25 September, 80 Wellingtons
dropped 107 tons of mixed bombs between 2157 and 2222|. hours
on Leghorn North basin, concentrating on the small craft and

(5)

1) 3,894 &.E..T. fex Kit a - French) .
2) 2,600 G.R.T. (ex lie de Beaute - French),

Port Director Bastia w'ar diary (F. AS. Admiralty),
(4) IG-/49605 "(ih0• S”/iidmltj'').
(5) Of Nos. 231, 236, 330 and 331 v/ings.
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medium merchant vessels,

and watersystem out of action for several days,
vfater, the merchant vessels covild not operate,
days thereafter, the weight of traffic ifas borne by the
small craft,

not till the 27th that a sliip sailed for Leghorn and, there

after, not until the 29th that tv/o more were on the run.

Tliis attack put the electricity
Vathout

SFor some

Y/ater was ordered from La Spezia, but it was

(1)The storm

Bad weather set in on 26 September and seriously
impeded sea traffic. The S.S. Champagne and S.S, San Pedro
coxiLd not leave Bastia, The two anti-submarine vessels(2T~
7/ere forced back to Leghorn, but some R-boats operated and

the naval ferry barges ran tlirough the storm. Again on the

28th and 29th, a gale blew up, but on both days barges and
ships operated.

The effect of the bad weather on air operations in the

eiffected area was naturally very prejudicial, but G-erman
plans for more air cover and air port defence continued and

the small craft fought through the weather.

(3)
deimian apprehensions and improvements to the service

Damage caused by the Allied air attacks of 21 September,
the lack of craft and installations, bad weather and the
presence of Allied submarines worried the lermans and
increased their difficulties,

had been already destroyed when S.S. Champagne, (of 10,000
G-.R.T.), was torpedoed in the early hours of the 24th and
beached.

Five ships and a minelayer

She was refloated, repaired and lay at anchor
off Bastia in readiness fox' fi'esh operations vintil the 27th,
whan she was again torpedoed by an Allied submarine and
finally went agroxond, (4-) A fex7 ferry barges had also been
sxmik sin.ce submarine and air interference began on the 21st,

The G-erman Naval Command Italy appealed for very stx'oixg
anti-aircraft defences in ports, large sxxrface escort forces,
another minelayer, night air patrols and night air reconnais
sance and for air defence of ports, convoys and escorts.
Most of these were still not forthcoming to any adequate
degree by the 27th, but special flak Siebel ferries with
88 mm guns were sent to Bastia and operated against airxjraft
and ground targets.

The absence of interference by Allied sxxrface craft
was a continued sxxrprise to the G-ermans, They pxrt this
fact down to the G-erman mines sov/n in the Bonifacio Strait

and area to the Allied shoxrtage of available minesweepers.
They considered v/ith concern the lilcelihood of operations
by Allied aircraft from newly-ac-quired bases in Sardinia,
which rroxild perhaps force them on to night crossings.
Luftflotte 2 was asked to anticipate this threat and either
to -destroy the airfields in question or render them
unserviceable. Tliis came to nothing. The chance of
interference by illied sxxrface craft xvas, however, never

(1) Admiralty F.D.S. P.G-/3999S/3.
(2) Th J. 2218 and U.J. 2209.
(3) Rf/39998/3 and PG-74-5220 (Admiralty F.D.S.),
(4-) Von Liebenstein had protested on the 22nd against the

use of big steamers, but had been snubbed.
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lost sight of.
La Spezia - Ostia - Olbia - Bonifacio Strait sea area ¥ifas

organized thrice dailj’-,
phase approached.

Oerman air reconnaissance of the Cape Co

Efforts were redoubled as the f

rse -

inal

The Allied operations in Corsica were regarded by the
Allied Command as an all-French affair. It vms hoped and

expected that those forces v/ould bring the episode to a
successful conclusion ̂ vithout additional, aid and the general
tone of the period indicates a complete preoccupation with

the fighting in Italy, The French v;ere making good progress
meanv/hile, although von Senger skilfully kept open the road

leading to Bastia as long as he needed it. But time was

ruiming out and, as the French pressure increased, the prob
lem of one final transport oper'ation became moi-e urgent.

(1)
Allied air attacks on Bastia and Leghorn

On the third day of the pi aimed evacuation. Allied air
formiations attacked the two main terminals. Between 1 3O8
and 13'10 hoixrs on 21 September, 20 IT. 3. Liberators made ^

surprise attack on Bastia, Five merchant slii-ps were sunic)^;
ammunition dumps were exploded and, about 100 vehicles and

guns damaged. Some 60 people vrere killed a.nd the harbour
rendered temporarily unserviceable for the use of ships of

large or medium tonnage, No depai’-ture of loaded craft vras

possible until 1800 hours, A few more left at 2100 hours,
but loading was again suspended at 0330 hoiors when the

hai'bour was again bombed.

Seventy-five Tfellingtons attacked the harbour from 0330
They reported maiiy fires among the sliipping

The day attack had
The

to 0A45 hours,

before the attack and liits among them,
dealt most of the fatal blovfs on the destroyed ships,
night attack made it certain that none of the vessels would

re-enter semrice.

Liberators.(5;

The next air attack on the ports was not until the night of
the 24/25 and- the last during the evacuation was on the
night of 3/4 October - a very light operation,
attack of 4 October by Ilitchells was too late.

Leghoim was attacked on the 21st by 32
One M„F,F. and one supply barge were sunic.

The final.

(4)
Cjoastal Wellington operations against evacuation sliipping

The activity of G-erman U-boats dirring September and the

great diminution of enemy shipping traffic in the Central
Mediterranean follo¥i'ing the Armistice compelled Ho, 458
Squa.dron to devote almost its entire effort during September
and October to U-boat hunts. Although the G-ennai-is still
controlled a great vol’ome of shipping, it was no longer
observed on the open seaj the loss of Sicily, Sardinia,
Naples, Bari, Brindisi and Taranto and the advance of .cillied

surface, submarine and air forces nortlavTSurds denied them

their former mobility and restricted them to coast crawling

v"*) Port Director Bastia war diary (F.U.S. A.dmiral.ty):
N.A.A.F. and No. 205 G-roup O.k.Bs,

(2) S.S. Nikolaus (6,397 G-.R.T.) Tibe.riade (2,696 &.a.T.)
Kraft, Giglio (1,339) G-.il.T.) and G-abes.

(3) Pai’t of the Liberator forces lent by the .Eighth
U.S.A.A.F. to the 9th UoS,.'\.A.F. The units wliich

bombed Bastia were adso from those groups,
(4) No. 458 Sqdn, O.Ii.Bs.
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between Toulon, Marseilles, G-enoa, La Spesia and Leghorn, on
which routes they enjoyed the protection of shore-based
aircraft. There viere therefore, apaii; from the evacuation,
no suitable targets for the long-range night operating
Wellingtons, which were almost entirely concentrated on anti
submarine convoy escort submarine hunts.

Nevertheless the evident activity between Corsica and
Italy was enough to warrant the employment of a few aircraft.
These operated singly, up to four (and once six) in number
on most nights from the night 'I7/'18 to 29/30 September and
on the nights 2/2 and 3/4 October, making a number of
attacks without any apparent decisive results. Their dif

ficulties were the perennial ones, universally recognized,
of attacking small vessels in motion at night and in face of
anti-aircraft fire.

On the nights I7/I8, 18/19, 19/20, 20/21, 22/23, small
groups of craft, occasionally escorted by B-boats, were
sighted and attaoked with as many as t?/elve bombs but
although a number of near misses were scored it cannot be

definitely traced that any merchant vessels, barges or
E-boats v;ere sunk as a res’jlt. Flak was usually experienced
and night fighters frequently reported. On 23/24 September,
two Wellingtons were chased by night fighters in the vicinity
of four E-boats protecting a craft, but escaped. On the
night 21/22, four Wellingtons cruised for one hour outside
Leghorn but sighted no targets. On the night 22/23 &ptember,
the six aircraft operating ran into IO/IO cloud, rain and
lightning. Returning over the mainland, they saw fires at
Piombino and dropped 12 bombs on them.

The position of the sea lift on the morning of 3 October

By 0345 hours on 3 October, the Sea Transport Officer
Corsica at Bastia had despatched, from 17 September, no less
than 3,958 troops, 971 prisoners-of-war, 2,897 vehicles,
306 guns, 87 tanks and over 4,471 tons of stores and eqioip-
ment to Leghorn, Piombino and Elba, A much greater volume
of the troops had been flown over and its fortunes at the

hands of Alliedaircrev^s have been dealt with sepai'ately.
Taken as a whole, it v/as considered a great success to that
point, but the most difficult operation lay immediately
ahead. With the French artillery almost v;ithin range of
Bastia harbour, there still remained some 2,000 men, 300
vehicles, 50 guns and some stores to lift: the congestion
in Bastia y/as phenomenal.

Operation 'Schi-ussaldc0rd’(1)

The first orders for the final lift by sea were issued
on pO September, It had to finish b;/ twilight on  2 October,
Bastia was the main base, but Sisco y/as to be used if Bastia
fell. Round about midnight on the 2nd, men, vehicles and
stores viere still piling up in Bastia harbour in  a state of
confusion. Discipline was falling off fast and there were

Berman officers werenot enough left for surveillance,

engaged in hand-to-hand struggles to get their personal
effects on board and some tlireatened their comrades y/ith
I'evolvers to get past the traffic blocks.

(1) P(^999y3, P&/3207O, P&/49605 andPG-/322l6
(F.D.S. Admiralty).

6.10,43.
Refer to Appendix 22 for the plan.
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After OAOO hovirs, all arrivals of ferry barges, Siebel
ferries, I-boats and landing craft were earmarked for the/j\

final lift - known as Operation 'Schlussaklcord', S. 11. ^
a fleet patrol vessel, cruised all day outside, with
Captain von Liebenstein controlling operations on board.
S.S . Sassari swept the channel for mines. Telephone oomn
raunioations with the Sorgo airfields had been cut off since

the f4th and land journeys were rendered extremely hazardous

by French partisans. Flak Siebel ferr3.es lay off the port
ready to engage the French mountain batteries or Allied
s\irface oraft or aircraft if they fired on the port. Mine
laying was carried out by two large R-boats,

.(2)At 1600 hoTjrs, Operation ’Schlussaklcord
The K.T.I9 atid S.S. Ciorgio were the first to leave. The

balance of the 90th Panzer Orenadier Division was shipped in
eight naval ferry barges. Ylhon French shells began to fall

on the port, and the whole vicinity was ablaze, the craft
transferred to the new port. The U.J. boats searched the

channels for submarines. Eight large and two small R-boat

and one T.A. boat(4) operated as escorts or mine-sweepers.
S.S, Krebs functioned as the minesweepers parent ship,(5)
Some thirty ferry barges, seven Siebel ferries and ten I -
and L-boatsw) filled and moved out in groups.

began.

At 1615 hours, an Allied reconnaissance aircraft fired
on the harbour from a low altitude. Captain von Liebenstein
ordered the naval ferry barges to complete loading from off

a beach 1 mile North of Bastia for safety; and this was

done in shallow water by a oumbersone process in which
smaller craft co-operated. At 2030 hours., the last loaded

ferry craft left Bastia, At 2200 hours, R,212, with the
staff of the Port Director Bastia on board, sailed for

Piombino, The staff reported at Leghorn at 13'! 5 hours on

4 October. R.162 and R,200 arrived at Leghorn at 0320 hours

on 4 October, with Captain von Liebenstein and the Army
Commander, The traffic from .Elba to the mainland v/as

covered from O64O hours by six Cerman fighters and six
Arado 196's.

In Operation *Schlussakkord’ 2,282 troops, 222 prisoners,
328 vehicles, S'! guns and 77 tons of material v>rere lifted
by see,(7)

2,588 tons displacement (ex-Alice Robert).
The account has been built up from the war diaries of
Port Director Bastia, German Naval Command Italy. Carman
Naval Staff Operations Division, the Landing Flotillas,

the 7th Coastal Security Division P(t/81147 and Capt.
von Liebenstein's”report PG-/49605 (^1 at F.D.S./
Admiralty).
Including R.58. R.162. R.187. R.192 and R,200.
T.A,9 (ex Bombards - Fr.) torpedo boat,
A few M-boat^^l (ex lobster trawlers), also swept.
There is sometimes great difficulty in determining
whether L-boat stands for the landing version of the
M.F.P. or small landing craft,
PG/45220 (F.D.S/Adralty). Capt, von Liebenstein*s

(3
(4

[1]

(7)
figures, given in his report on the evacuation, are
obviously only a rough estimate, although liis daily
totals before 3 Oct. 43 follow those of the Port

Dii-eotor Bastia fairly closely.
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Resiilts and conclusions

(1)
Men and material lifted by air from Corsica

During September 1943» the four transport G-ruppen flew
back 19j196 fit men, 1,045 wounded men and 256,50 tons of
material (including ammunition, fuel, flying and other eq-uip-
ment). During the first two days of October, the three
G-ruppen employed flew back 762 fit men, 104 v/ounded men and
89.575 tons of material. The totals carried by air lift
are therefore, 19,958 fit men, 1,149 wounded and 546.075 tons
of material.

It has not been possible to Isolate the exact number of

evacuation sorties from the figures shown for the over-all
operations of the four G-ruppen for September and October,
which were 2,269, and there is no soiaid basis for an estimate,
Simple calc-ulations are enough to suggest an admirable effort
accomplished in a relatively short space of time,
beginning of the war, the G-ermans had always taken a just
pride in their ability to lift large quantities of men and
materials rapidly by air to desired points: and their air

lift from Corsica, the last of its kind in Italy, was in
keeping with their tradition of high mobility,

G-erman evacuation aircraft losses - 17 September -

On 17 and 18 September, I6 Ju,52s were destroyed (and
3 damaged) on Italian territory, 12 of them definitely by
Allied aircraft.

From the

3 Octobe^*^^

The mass evacuation began officially on 19 September,
From that date to 2 October, the transport groups lost
25 Ju,52s, 9 Savoia Macchi 82s, and 5 Merseburg 323s
destroyed and 6 Ju,52s and 2 Me.323s were damaged,
figures provide a total of 55 destroyed and 11 damaged, most

These

(1) For full details of the transport work undertaken by Transport Gesclwader S
during September and October 1943 (Including the lifts from Corsica), see
Appendix 20,

(2) Details of losses sustained by Air units engaged In the evacuation of
Corsica (Source A,H.B.6/C,934 - 30,5,56),

AircraftDate Destroyed Damaged Remarks
mi

MIS Ju,52 12 3 All due to bombing of
Italian airfields notably
Practlca dl Mare.

On own territory.18/9 Ju,52
Ju,52
Ju.52
Ju,52
Ju.52
S.M.82
S.M.82
Me,323
Ju.52
S.M.82
Ju,52
Ju.52
Me,109
Ju.52
Me.323
Ju,52
Me,109
Ju.52
Me.109

4
20/9 1
22/9 1
23/9 4 In air combat

Bombing of Pisa A/F,
In air combat

Bombing of Pisa A/F.
Bombing of Pisa A/F,
)A11 but one on
)operatlonal flights.)

)

23/9 4
23/9 2

23/9 6
23/9 2 2

24/9 15
24/9 1

25/9 1

26/9 1

27/9 1 Lost on escort flight
In air combat

In air combat

29/9 2

30/9 3
1/10 1

1/10 1 1 In air combat
2/10 1

1 1

Transport Total aircraft
Total Fighter aircraft

55 11

3 2
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If placed againstof them on operations and to air attacks,
the strength on 20 September, the actual losses in aircraft

destroyed represent a percentage of roughly 29 per cent.

In spite of these heavy losses, the transport units were able

to complete their task, for the Allied air attacks on forma
tions and bases were too diffuse in time and place to malce

any really decisive inroads on their strength and. facilities.

The total of fighter aircraft casualties, over this
period v^as only 3 destroyed and 2 damaged. This lov; figure
is easily understandable v/hen it is realised that the Allied

forces pitted against the supporting G-erraan forces were not

comparable in weight of effort: or performance.

Men and materials lifted by sea from Corsica

The German naval authorities were never able to obtain

from the Army precise figures or estimates as to the volume

of traffic they were expected to handle, Vlhen the Port
Director Bastia returned to the base of Bastia from which he

had been ejected, some shipments of redmdant men and stores

estimated by the German Naval Staff Italy as about 3000 men
and an unspecified tonnage of stores had been made by the
close of 16 September, The Fort Director recorded day by
day arrivals,, departure's and loads from 'i6 September to
3 October inclusive. Totals of men and materials shipped
betv/een these last dates vrere:-

621+0 troops,
1193 PsA^.
3225 M/
357 guns.
87 tallies.

4528 plus tons of stores, equipment and
fuel.(2)

German losses in ferry shipping during September and the two

evacuationsTJ)

/m
1. •

German documents give some interesting details on the
operations in September andl/3 October,
Flotilla reported 30 attacks by aircraft, 5 hy torpedo

submarine) and 1 hy submarine (presmably a
in one of

The

The l|.th Landing

(these were by
operation). They took part in 8 gun actions,

which they sank the Italian minelayer Pelagosa.^4)
-loth Landing Flotilla reported 7 attacks by aircraft and 1

by submarine.

gun

The three flotillas lost about I6 craft in five weeks

of operations. Serious as thbse losses were, the Germans

PG/45220 (F.D.S./Admlty).
The Director of Sea Transport Corsica (Capt, von
Liebe’nstein)'reported daily totals commencing on
17 Se-pt. but his estimate of men etc, shipped before
that date is doubtful and his rough estimates for
operation 'Sclilussakkord' dl'ffer from the Port Director
Bastia’s figures.
War diaries of 2nd. 4th and 10th Landing Flotillas,
Port Dire^ot_qr Bastia and German Naval Command Italy
(all at F.D.S.TAdmiralty),
On 9 September, off Genoa.

0)
(2)

(3)

(4)
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were able to bear them, for others were mder construction
in G-erman and Italian sMpyards and the shrinking operational
perimeter made concentration commensurately easier.

The German Naval Command Italy recorded on 6 October

the follov/ing statistics covering the combined operation of
the evacuation Sardinia-Gorsica-Italy.(1) They had lost
by air, submarine and surface attack and by misadventure
one I-boat, seven M.F.P's, two U.J, boats, one tug, three
Siebel ferries, one peniche and three stearaships(2) (of a
total of 16,945 &.R.T.).

They had undergone eight attacks by Allied submarines,
one of which they believed (incorrectly)
They had been attacked on forty occasions by Allied aircraft
(whether at sea or in port v/as not stated) and believed they
had destroyed fifteen Allied aircraft,
were 51 arid 101 wounded.

Effects of Allied concentration of effort in Italy on the
Corsican evacuation

they had sunk.

Naval casualties

y/hen considering the nature of the evacuation system as
an air target and the excellent results of the few and not

very heavy air attacks on the terminal ports of Leghorn and
Bastia and the air lift, it is difficult not to speculate
on the probable results of a sustained, organized air
campaign against the system, or not to feel the keenest
regret that more could not be achieved. This sentiment

may be brought to bear at least equally on the complete
absence throughout of any interference by Allied naval
sui'face craft. Criticism has sometimes been levelled at
the Allies for their occasional inability to concentrate
their forces on the primary object or for the permitted
growth of a dispersal of forces, but if the records of
operations proceeding at the time in Italy are studied, they
may be seen as a major combined attempt under a Supreme
Command to concentrate the forces of the three services on
iraraedia,te objectives of overriding priority. If they are,
then there is no profit in speculating on what might have
been done against the Corsican evacuation. There were
reasons of commitment which appeared valid to the Allied
Command why the landings in Italy should be consolidated and
these reasons were proved by the ultimate victory in May 1945
to have been reasonably well fomded,
Corsica came at a time when the first and highly critical
phase of Operation 'A.valanche* was not concluded. This
phase had to be concluded speedily. The escape of one
enemy division was a risk considered acceptable, although it
was hoped that the French forces would liquidate it.

The evacuation of

(l) PG/52070 (F.D.S./Admiralty),
(2) Six were certainly sunk in air raids, and the

Champagne and Kreta by submarine, but it is not
possible to identify them all vdtli the evacuation
plan.
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PAST C

im SUBMAS.TETE vm

(9 SEPTEMBER TO 31 DECEMBER 1943)

Eerman policy and reinforcements

Intrciuotory

The Italian defection caused only a temporary check to

Eerman submarine operational policy. It had been clearly
foreseen that the loss of Tunisia and Sicily, the opening
of the through sea route and major amphibious operations
v/ould greatly extend the scope of small submarine forces

operating in a spirit of offence; and as the opporbunities
envisaged in the Mediterranean came within the scope of the

whole programme of U-boat Command, seasoned commanders v/ere
selected to continue to reinforce the Mediterranean in bovats

embodying the latest technical improvements.

Unfortunately for the Eermans, their whole policy v/as
bedevilled bjr an inability to keep pace with Allied technical

progress. But work proceeded on a variety of devices.
Some proved successful on occasions, when other circumstances
assisted; other proved failures. Their hopes of inter
vention at Salerno failed owing to the saturation of the

area with Allied aircraft and surface patrols and to
unfavourable weather., The deterrent of continuous ai.r cover

over the assault and follow-up convoys made it impossible
for submarines, surface craft or aircraft to prevent the

enormous lifts of troops and arms from reaching Italy.

(1)
Reinforcements January to August 1943

When 19A3 opened, the Eermans had 23 U-boats in the
Mediterranean, At the end of August, they had only 12.

The history of 1943 reinforcements during that perdod was,
briefly, as follows. One entered in January, none in
February and March and two in April. Eight were sunlc in

those four months, reducing the nunber inside on 30 April
to tvrenty.

On 5 May, in viev/ of the serious situation developing
from the defeats in North Africa, Doenitz detailed two boats

already at sea to make the passage. These two were
one en route to the Strait(2^ by a Hudson(3) and one'
collision with another U-boat, Three more were sunk(5)
inside the Mediterranean in May, one of them by a Hudson of

No. 608 Squadron in the first successful kill with a rocket

projectile in the Mediterranean. Only U.409 got through of
the four detailed in Another was sunk en route to the

Strait on 4 June by a Hudson.(6) The total inside by
9 June was eighteen.

(ini

(1) Naval Staff History - The Defeat of the Enemy attack on
Shipping Vol. I. (A.H.S./Admlty.).

(2) U«i(47.
(3> Of No. 233 Sqn.
(4) ]L"^»
(5) U.~303. U.414. U.7.55.
(6) Of No. 48 Squadron.
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The losses proved discom-aging, especially as no effec
tive counter to Allied detection methods had been foimd.

No boats 7/ere sent in during the next three months, during
which period another six were sunk inside,(l)
of August, only twelve U-boats remained inside.

At the end

(2)
Reinforcements from September to December 1943

On 17 September, Doenitz ordered seven U-boats to enter
Y/ellingtons equipped v/ith Leigh Lights

One

the Mediterranean,

were instrumental in locating the first two aspirants,
boat(3) escaped the air attacks of 23-25 September off the
Strait and was clear inside by 28 September, The second(4)
was attacked off the Strait from 23-25 September by a Leij
Light Wellington,(5) end, on 26 September, by aircraft of
Nos, 233 and 48 Squadrons,

On receipt of the report signalled by U,667, Doenitz
ordered the other boats, on the 26th, to abandon the attempt.
On 27 Sept, 43, Doenitz recorded that unless boats were
fitted with the new Naxos Search Receiver to detect the

centimetric radar transmissions it was suspected that Allied

aircraft y/ere using, further attempts were useless,
attempt was to be made in the October new moon period, using
U-boats equipped vd.th 'Naxos',

Another

Five U-boats v/ere detailed in October for the Mediter-

raneaii and, equipped with 'Naxos* receivers, made the attempt
in the new moon period. The C.-in-G, Mediterranean
received a spate of reports from the Atlantic approaches to
G-ibraltar, leading to the assyiroption that some U-boats were
awaiting a favourable opportunity to force the Strait.
Increased aircraft and surface craft patrols were organised,
and they brought about an almost complete failure of the
project, Ty/o onljr got through,(7) One was sunk in the
Strait by surface patrol on the night of 3I Oct./l Nov, 43(8)
and one 5.n the Strait(9) by
Leigh 'Light WellingtonsCi Oj

the combined efforts o'± two

and H.M. ships, Another(ll)
was svinlc en route by a Leigh Light TTellingtoii of the same

squadron on extended Strait defence patrol on the night of
23/24 October.

The loss of the co-operation of Italian submarines
after the sixrrender compelled the Germans to spread their
effort and extend their normal functions. For example.

(1) Refer to Appendices 7 and 8 for details of enemy
submarine losses throughout the Mediterraiiean war.
The Defeat of the Enemy Attack on Shipping, Vol. I,
(A.H.S./Adiiiiralty):
Vol. W (A.H.B.).
U,223.

U,667,

Of No, 179 Squadron,
Submarine Tracker's Log. C.-in-C. Med. (A.H.S./
Admlty.),
U.A50 and U.642.
U.43T,

(9) U.340.
(10) Of No. 179 Sqdn.
(11) U.566.

(2)
The R.A.E. in Maritime War

(3
4

5

6)

7
O
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at one period in October 1943, there were four boats operat
ing off the Algeriaia coast, one off Calabria, two in the
Tyrrhenian Sea, one off Cyrenaioa and one in the Adriatic,

Unusual radio activity in this latter area betrayed the
presence of one or more U-boats on a succession of minelaying
patrols in the Southern Adriatic,

paid good dividends, for it led to temporary closure of ports
and delayed the Allied build-up("')

This policjr of minelaying

for the armies in Italy,

Further efforts at reinforcement made in November met

with greater success. On the 22nd, U,230 sailed and made

the passage through the Strait on the night of i(/5 December,
This made the total inside 15} but, for various reasons,
the number of boats in operational readiness was insufficient
to deal with more than a fraction of the targets offering,
which included 965 Allied ships in main convoys,
weather was worsening, repairs urgent and Allied patrols in
increasing volume more active.

The

The 29th Flotilla had been hit hard in November by the

Toulon air raid, buttenboats still remained available for

patrols of varying duration off the Algerian coast,
availability quotient of was maintained through December
1945 in spite of the great damage done to the facilities,
there,
on 16 December and U.543 on 26 December for the Strait, and,
with the advantages of winter weather, insufficient Allied

air and surface patrols and the element of surprise, they , «
both got through. The total inside then stood at 15 boatsv-^

An

But more boats were urgently needed. U.952 sailed

Technical and tactical developments in September. November
and December 1943

Radar balloons had occasionally been reported in the
Mediterranean and one was sighted by the Royal Navy in the

Tyrrhenian Sea, This device, kno\vn to the Germans as

'Aphrodite'. gave a radar contact at 5,000 yards producing
an echo very similar to a fully surfaced submarine. It

added to the uncertainties of Allied detection personnel,
who were obliged to keep, as far as possible, a running
watch and to start plots of every suspicious echo, false or

genuine. These balloons were thrown overboard from sub- , .

marines, which carried enough hydrogen to fill 20 balloons;

Since August, U-boats had been painted with anti-infra
red paint. More boats were being fitted with 'Hohentwiel*
radar. Flak armament was being increased. There were , s

signs in September of the use of 37 mm guns against aircrafti^^
The end of the month saw the beginning of the installation of

the improved ’Naxos* search receiver.

The anti-shipping offensive began to pass in this month
to the Geman Air Force, whose torpedo-carrying long-range
aircraft based in the South of France stepped up their attacks

(i)
(

Submarine Trackers' Log, C,-in-C, Med. (A.H.S./Admlty.),
Naval Staff History - The Defeat of the Enemy Attack on
Shipping Vol, I. (A.H.S./Admlty,).
C.B.04050/43(9) (A.H.S./Admlty.).
Ibid and Submarine Tracker’s Log, O.I.C., C.-in-C. Med.
(A.H.S./Admlty.).

2)

(4)
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on the North African convoys, straining seriously the
organization of the Coastal Air Forces, This process
hecame noticeable after the attack by Halifaxes on
24 November on the Toulon base, which resulted in more or
less serious damage to six U-boats,

The Adriatic remained the scene of some effective

minelaying.

The most significant change in tactics in December 1943
v/as exajnplified in the determined series of attacks by
U-boats on Allied naval escort units. The Admiralty summed
up the general situation on 13 Deo, 43. The enemy's three
chief problems were, firstly, the need to avoid or repel
aircraft attack; secondly, to locate convoys; thirdly, to
reduce the effectiveness of escort vessels. They hoped to
solve these problems by the policies of day submersion,
night attacks, improved flalc, listening devices against air
craft, A,S.Y. and radar, long range air reconnaissance to
locate convoys, and acoustic torpedoes for attack on esco41!

Probably all the U-boats in the Mediterranean were now
fitted with the improved and improving 'Naxos' search
receivers and ancillary devices, but commanders found 'Naxos'
cumbersome, aiid, in emergencies, dangerous,
unshipped before diving,
reception,(2)

It had to be

The aerial did not give all-round

(3)U-boat organization and command

The 23rd Flotilla had been dissolved in A.pril 1942,
leaving the 29th Flotilla in command for the rest of

Mediterranean operations. After the heavj'' air attack of
18/19 Apl, 43 on La Spezia, U-boats transferred gradual]y
to Toulon. The flotilla H.O. moved to Toulon on 1 Aug, 43*
La Spezia, Pola and Salamis were then the three auxiliary
bases.

Captain Kreisch, the Captain U-Boats Italy, was
obliged by the Italian surrender to follow the 29th Flotill
to Touloii in September, His title was changed to  Capt ain
U-Boats Mediterranean, a post which he held until late
January 1944, when he was promoted Rear Admiral and left
the Command,

a

Although nominally subordinated to the Uerman Naval
Command Italy for operations, he enjoyed almost complete
independence in U-boat operations, except in so far as the
B,d,U, (Doenitz) Issued general directives on tactics and
policy to all U-boat commands.

By June 1944, La Spezia vms too near the front line,
and v/as aocoi’dingly wound up and its personnel transferred to
Uenoa,

Construction of massive U-boat shelters at Marseilles^

The construction of U-boat shelters was begun at
Marseilles on similar lines to those at Brest and Lorient,

(1) Ibid and File CAF/5/AIR Enel. 5A (N.A.C.A.F. files at
Cabinet Historical Archives. Ref. A.F.H.O. Box 276/3).

(2) C.3.04050/43 (A.H.S./Admlty,).
(3) V/ar diaries of Captain U-Boats Italy (F.D.S./Admlty.)

and information supplied by A.H.B.6.
(4) Submarine Tracker's Log, C,-in-C. Med. (A.H.S./Admlty),
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Construction was proceeding rapidly when, on 2 Deo. h-3)
Allied aircraft bombed the siteso

appeal’d to have no appreciable effect, considerable seepage
resulted, which frustrated everj;" effort to effect complete
drainage of the sit
a change in policy,
finished and probably never used for any leng-th of time,
if at all.

Although the few hits

This caused delay in completion and
The Marseilles shelters were never

0 •

Allied policy

The increase in Allied shipping May to August 1943
(1)

From May 19A3 to May 1944, there v/as a steady increase
It is ofof siu.pping passing through the Mediterranean,

special interest to follow the course of this increase, for

it is in itself an important gauge of the progress of the

whole vjar in the European area,
during the build-up for "Husky" and the occupation of

Sicily, there was a rapid expansion in the number of vessels

convoyed on main shipping routes,
number of ships thus convoyed in the Mediterraiiean exceeded

the cori’esponding number for the Atlantic.

Y/ith temporary checks

By November 1943, the

After rising from 391 ships in May, to 467 in July,
the total for August stood at 400 ships in main Mediter-
rar’.ean convoys.

Shipping increase - Septemoer to December 1943

The Allied occupation of Sicily provided them v;ith
additional bases and facilities for escort,

ments rose steeply as "Avalanche" was mounted and put into

execution and the build-up in Italy increased, 782 ships
Vv’ere convoyed in September, 931 in October, 963 in November
and 1012 in December,

surface craft and air escort resoixrces to their limits:

cannot be said that matters improved until January 19^44,
v/hen the "Svvamp" technique of a combined U-boat hunt by
surface craft escorts and aircraft began to get into its

stride and reinforcements somewhat eased the situation.

(2)

Their commlt-

This huge commitment strained
it

(3)
Mediterranean convoys exceed Atlantic convoys

In January 194ii-, the Admiralty stated that the great
volume of shipping passing tkrough the Mediterranean in that

period might not be generally realized. They gave compara
tive figures for the Mediterranean and the -Atlantic, showing
that vfhile in October 194-3 the Mediterranean total was 203 ships

against the .Atlantic 253, in November the Mediterranean total

(1) Vessels convoyed on main shipping routes in the Mediter
ranean from May 1943 to May 1944 inclusive:-

1244 Jan, 1l60 ships
Feb. 1107 "

Mar. 1294 "

Apl. 1266 "
1244 "

(Source; report of 0,1.0.
Submarine Tracker, C.-in-C, Med.
(A.H.S. Admlty.),

Submarine Trackers Report, C.-in-C„ Med. (A.II.S./Adralty).
Monthly Anti-Submarine Report CB,04050/44/1 (Admiralty).
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1943 May 391 ships
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Aug, 400

Sept. 782
Oct. 951
Nov, 963
Dec. 1012
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exceeded the Atlantic, 231 ships sailing on convoy against
only 212 in the Atlantic, This was not lost on the G-ermans.

(0&rovrfah of air convoy escort commitments

■When Northwest African Coastal Air Force v/as created in
late Marcti 1943., it was only responsible for a coastline
from 3 degrees IFest to the Tunisian border, TdiiCh then
represented a convoy escort route of 530 nautical miles.
The anti-submarine convoy escort work aiid U-boat hvuits were
then covered by ono day and one night Hudson squadron and
one-half Sv/ordfish (fleet Air Arm) squadron,
of the conquest of Tunisia, these areas v^ere carried to the
Tripolitanian border, involving an increase of 480 nautical
miles and so bringing the total to 1010 nautical miles.
During and after Sicilian operation, convoy coverage
increased by 250 miles to a total of 1360 miles and would
be about I65O miles in September 1943.

As a result

After the fall of Tunis, the Coastal Air Force was
reinforced by tv,'o day-operating Bisley squadrons, which
became operational in the first v/eek in June,
tion of N.A.C.A.P.’s squadrons v/as eventually one day and
night and one day squadrons, vlth one-half a Svrordfish
(F.A.A, ) squadron, at Tafaroul, one day and night aiid one day
squadrons at Blida, with a detachment at Bone for day and
night work.

The alloca-

Addibional assistance vras given by one-half a
squadron at Albacores (F.A.A 1

• / •

Prior to Operation ’’Husky'", a Wellington squa.dron from
India(2) v/as loaned to Coastal Air Force, but, ov/ing to its
very old aircraft and sundry delays, v;as not fully operational
until August, Redi-strihution followed the end of Sicilian
operations, A Hudson squadron moved from Blid.a to Protville,
to cover up to 13 East, axid then to Sicily (Borizso). (3)
The two Fleet Air Ai’m units v;ere withdra;wn.

Sir Hugh Lloyd, A.O.C., Coastal Air Force, seeing the
main threat from U-boats to lie in the Western and Central
Mediterranean, stated, on 30 Aug. 2:-3,(4) that mless there
was a corresponding increase in the aclr effort commensurate
with the increase in ship exposures, the Allied ship losses
could not be reduced,

decrease in submarine activity in the Eastern Mediterranean
and he vras short of suitable aircraft, only personnel or
really important convoys shouad be escorted during peak
periods,
from the Eastern to the Westei’n Mediterranean.

He thought that as there Y^as a

This would release a squadron of A.S.V. aircraft

(1) N.A.C.A.?. File AOC/l Enel. 63a (AillQ 271/I at Cabinet
Hist. Archives),
No. 36.
’Huslcy’- commitments were met
2 Bisley squadrons, with 2 F.A,A.
ADC/1 dated 30 Aug'- 43«
Advanced H.q. N.A.A.F. (N.A.C.A.F. File AOC/I .
A.F.H.Q. 271/1

ith only 2 Hudson and
units.

Letter from H.O, N.A.C.A.F. to

C abinet Historical Ai'chive s).at

(2)
( 3)

(4)
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The Mr Forces call for more surface craft for submarine

hutits(1)

The A.O.C. of Coastal Mr Force lid not rest on the

conclusions that his aircraft were inadequate in nimibers.
He went on to claim that they t/ere doing too much in a task

Tliich rightly called for naval support. His letter of

14 Sept. 43 to the C.-in-C. Hediterranean is of great
interestj not only for the statement of viewpoint therein
oontainedj but for the reply it evoked and the moves tov/ards

joint air/naval operations which ensued. Sir Hugh Lloyd
uTote on 11. Sept, 43 to Sir Andrey/ Ciuminghaiii;-

”1 desire to raise the problem of killing more
submarines in the Mediterranean, as I feel syire Vvc can

kill more submarines provided we can hunt together as

laid down in M.J.A.O's,

Lliilst I fully realise the past and present shord-
age of snrface craft and that this has been the one
limiting factor to carrj'-ing out combined hunts,  I feel

that I aiii wasting a good deal of effort at present in

hunting submarines because of the lack of surface craft.
For example, no surface craft have been allocated for
hmts since the 17 Tune, v/hen 6th Destro3''er Flotilla
participated, between O85O and I6IO hours,
attacks on convoys, escort vessels have only been
detached from their convoy for vejrf short perilods, y/ith

the result that although Asdic contact wisrj ha.ve been

obtained, it has been impossible to follow it up OT/ing
to escorts having to rejoin their convoys.

2.

As regards

You. are av/are, of coyu^se, that we cannot cany out
a successful hunt .after an attack on a convoy by our

selves, as once the submarine is dow'n it has complete
freedom of action and can surface either by might or by
day until it is fomid again by the aircraft on the hunt,

I suggest, therefore, for your consideration that when
more surface craft are available a sufficient number is

allocated to hunts, as I feel sure that if vre hunt a
submarine once it has been looo.ted we v/ill drive them

eventually from the Mediterranean,”

3.

On 7 Oct. 43, Fice-Admiral A, Willis replied for the
C.-in-C, Mediterranean:-

”Thank j’-ou for your letter No, AOG/I of
11 September, in which.you raise again the desir
ability of killing more submarines in the Mediterranean.
I couldn't agree with you more. The need for having
surface craft available for hi?nting U-boats is veiy much

in my mind and kept constantly under reviev;, A hmting
group organised on the lines you suggest y;ill be estab
lished to work y/ith Coastal Mr Force as soon as it is

possible to do so.

With the present growing volume of traffic, hoy/ever,
it is unlikely that this will be possible until
unescorted sailings can be adopted, at least over a
part of the Mediterranean convoy routes ”

2.

(1) Letter of I4 Sept, 43 di^om A.O.C., N.A.C.A.F. to C.-
in-C, Med. and of 7 Oct. 43 from C.-in-C. Med to A.O.C

N.A.G.A.F, (N.A.C.A.P. File AOC/l„ A.F.H.Q. 27l/l at
Cabinet Historical Archives).
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(1)
Motor lamich huntinp; ̂ rovcos

There were operating at the time some 60 motor launches
based on Algerian ports. By the end of June, five Hunting
G-roups of Fairraile motor lamches had been established, each

comprising five boats and maintaining a constant patrol of

three M.L's at sea. They patrolled named areas v/ithin
60 miles of the coast between Alboran Island and Bizerta and

were directed daily to the most 'fruitful* areas.

By late June, although they had no submarine kills to

their credit, they had carried out seven U-boat hunts, two

of which, it was reported, resulted in damage to the U-boat.
Aircraft, it is of interest to note, co-operated in each
case. The C,-in-C, Mediterranean, v/hile allowing the
greatest part of the credit for the 1ot7 sinkings of Allied

vessels to aircraft, affirmed, with reason, that the con
tinued pressure of M.L. patrols had contributed to the

harrying and deterring of U-boats on the convoy routes.

At the end of August, the Operations and Intelligence
Centre at C,-in-C, Mediterranean considered that these

flotillas of motor launches, which no¥7 nurabered 59 craft,
wei’e playing a very important role in the submarine V7ar,
In particular thejr helped in denying the enemy the v/aters
close inshore, wrhere the coastal headlands nullified detec
tion by A.S.V. In actual combat they would be at  a serious
disadvantage against an enemy submarine. This v/as realised,
but it was rightly claimed that they functioned to advantage
in denying the U-boats comfortable 'living space*.(2)

Air policy in September

v\liile the search for the right formula for combined
air/navy anti-submarine operations continued, the main
operational, policy in September was absorbed in the Italian
suri’ender and the amphibious landings in Italy. The
special effort left the waters rather thinly covered else
where, bvit once Naples was captured, the pattern ran on more
conventional lines.

A high degree of interest v^as maintained, hov/ever, in
attempted U-boat reinforcements through the Strait of
Gibraltar,

consequences on the mounting volume of traffic,
w’ere expected to move withii:i AO miles of the coastline, so
that shore-based aircraft could cover them effectively.
U-boats knew exactly the lanes to watch and still enjoyed
the advantage of being able to listen in to, or jam, the
Allied metric radar A.S.V, in Mark II aircraft; it was very
rarely that the U-boat was unable to avoid an attack by
submerging in good time. The watch on the surrendering
Italian submarine fleet absorbed a fairly large degree of
interest.

These, if successful, could have disastrous
Convoys

Air policy in October

The Allied policy in October combined the offensive and
The policy of prevention of reinforcementsdefensive.

(1) Letter from C,-in~G, Med. to M.A.G. and N.A.C.A.F. 1958/
Med(w)/00225/4 of 2'j June 45 (file as in Ibid at Cabinet
Historical Archives).

(2) Submarine Tracker*s Log O.I.C., C,-in-C, Med,
August 43 (A,H.3./Admlty.).
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through the Strait of G-lbraltar remained unaltered, \?hile

a narrow viev; might condemn this non-stop effort here and

over a large part of the Mediterranean waters as uneconomical,
it was rendered worthwhile by the occasional kill, the dis

ruption of the enemy’s plans and the loss of mobility thus

forced upon him. This v;as keenly felt v/hen tov/ards the end

of the month, the attempted reinforcement by five U-boats
was largely frustrated.

(1)
Air policy in November

The only notable change in Allied policy during November
vms a return to base bombing on 24 November, v/hen the Toulon

base v.’as attacked vdth very satisfactory results,
only the third attack in any v/eight on Mediterranean U-boat
bases,

resulting fall in U-boat activities, the Allies carried out

more frequent air attacks on Toulon, Marseilles, Einme and

Pola in the follovdng months.

This vms

Impressed by the damage and destruction and the

There vms a steady drop in ship losses during this
month, due to increased air cover and surface craft
protection.

Largely owing to vreather conditions, there v/as less
flying from Gibraltar' and hence less control of U-boat
entries.

The rise in tempo of German aircraft attacks on convoys
had no appreciable effect on anti-submarine policy in

November, The full impact came later.

Air policy in December

The U-boat policy of attacking convoy escorts and
extending his use of aooustio homing torpedoes stimulated
deliveries from the United Kingdom of counter-devices.(2)

Minelaying off Bari continued to cause concern.

The policy of bombing submarine bases was continued to

considerable effect on 2 December, when work on new, heavily
concreted submarine pens at Marseilles was neutralised by
118 Portresses,

be completed, the immunity thus afforded v/ould have enabled

the U-boats to continue operating for probably several months,
covering the highly critical phase of operations against
Southern Prance,

If the Marseilles pens had been allowed to

It was fully realised that the Mediterranean v/as the
The need to combat the U-boat

menace therefore, continued to be a major commitment,
despite the paucity of aircraft and escort and patrol sur
face craft,

the intensity of German air reconnaissance of the Western

life-line to the Par East.

Through November and December, a growth in

(l) Submarine Tracker’s Log, C,-in-C, Med, (A.H.S./Admlty.):
C.B.04050/43(11) Admiralty.

(2) Submarine Traclcer’s Log, O.I.C,, C,-in-C. Med, (A.H.S,/
Admiralty),
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Mediterranean shipping lanes and of ports and harboijrs
suggested that the great value of the Allied convoys was

f\illy appreciated by the enemy and. that he would employ
every means and occasion to attack it.

The co-ordination of air and naval operations

Mediterranean Joint Air Orders0)

In the course of co-operation between the British Naval
Forces, the Royal Air Force, the U.S, Army Air Force and the
U.S. Navy Air Force, difficulties and misunderstanding had
inevitably arisen. It vras, therefore in the best interests
of all concerned in operations in virhich both sea and air
forces were employed that the Mediterranean Joint Air Orders

were drawn up, signed by the C.-in-C,, Mediterranean
Station,(2) the C.-in-C., Levant Station(3) and the Air
C.-in-C,, Mediterranean Air Coramand,(4) on 5 June 43. Those
orders were introduced into the Mediterranean Air Command

with effect from 0001 CMT hours 5 July 43.

M.J.A.O. presented basic information on such subjects
as command, restrictions, liaison, recognition, anti
submarine operations, reconnaissance, ship strikes, fighter
protection, communications, air/sea rescue and exercises, so
that naval and air units woiild know enough about the other

service to co-operate smoothly, V/ith minor alterations,
these orders remained in force.

Order No, 23, concerning combined anti-submarine opera
tions by surface and air forces continued to be of particular
interest to the Admiralty, Coastal Command and the Directorate
of Operations, Naval Co-operation, of the Air Ministry,
Experience on that type of work was being accumulated in the
Bay of Biscay area and it v/as likely that simileir operations
v/ould soon extend to the Horae Fleet area in the  N orth. A
great effort was being made to adjust the lessons from the
Bay area and to evolve firm tactical instructions, a question
on wrhich there was, in August 1943, some difference of
opinion betv/een the Home Fleet, Western Approaches and the
Plymouth area. There were differences in the tactics
employed in the Mediterranean and Home Commands,
was to occupy a position unique in the vrorld* s theatres of
w'ar.

"Swamp

(5)Mediterranean Command changes. May to December 1943

After the end of the North African campaigns, the
pressure of events and the increasing need of vinification
brought about a number of changes in the various commands.
To keep the operations in perspective, a brief recapitulation
of those developments vdll nov^ be given.

On 17 May 43, the French naval squadron at Alexaadria
joined the Allies, bringing a notable accession of strength.

Short title M.J.A.O. (A.H.B.II J.I/78/547).
Admiral of the Fleet A.B, Cunningham,
Admiral J. D. Cunningham,
Air Chief Marshal A. W, Tedder.
Admiralty Draft Narrative - The War at Sea Vol. IV
(A.H, S./Admiralty) ,

1

2

3

(4
(5)
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On 1 June 43, the eastern boundary of the Mediterranean
T<as extended further eastv;ard from that fixed in Eebruary '1943.
It was moved to the meridian of 20° Easto This brought the
area up to the longitude of Benghazi and Corfu v/ithin the
Mediterranean instead of the Levant Command. Oran and

Algeria sub-areas vrere established at the same time.
Oran sub-area began at 02° 13’ Yfest and ended at 01 20* East.
The Mgeria sub-area began at 01° 20* East and ended at
08° 40’ East. The air fighter sector pattern corresponded
roughly to those sub-areas, but of necessity the fighter
sectors multiplied at a much greater rate to conform with

the needs of increasingly mobile v/arfare.(l)

The

On 23 October, the Mediterranean Strategic Air Force
v^as ere ate do

On 21 October, Sir Dudley Pound, the First Sea Lord,
died and v/as succeeded by Admiral A. B. CiKiningham, then
the C.-in-C. Mediterranean.

Sir A. YYillis, commanding Force H. was appointed C.-in-C,
Levant, and on 16 October, Admiral Sir J. Cunningham,
previously C.-in-C. Levant, assumed the office of C."
Mediterranean.

On 18 October, Force H lapsed.

On 14 October, Vice Admiral

in-C.

On 10 December, the Mediterranean air and naval
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces

On 28 December, the Levant Command lapsed.
These were:-

commands v;ere unified,

vms created. (2)
There vrere then four naval sub-comr.iands.

1. Flag Officer Levant and Eastern Mediterranean.
2. Flag Officer C-ibraltar and Mediterranean Approaches.
3. Flag Officer Y/estern Mediterranean (at Algiers).
A. Flag Officer Central Mediterranean (Vice-Adiairal

Malta).

Air Gomriiand affecting naval operations in the Mediterranean
and the G-ibraltar - Morocco area

It is opportune at this point to recapitulate the
responsibilities of the various air groupings as they stood
at the end of October 1943, before the unification moves at

the close of the year.

Inside the Mediterranean, East of 02 13' West, the
normal British practice was followed of mutual co-operation
betvreen air and naval forces in joint pursuit of  a oomraon

Anti-submarine operations, and operational controlaim.

of the reconnaissance and fighter defence of convoy opera

tions were conducted by the air officer commanding concerned

to meet the general requirements of the naval commander.

Inside the Mediterranean, five different air formations
co-operated with naval forces:-

(1) The subject of fighter protection wall be dealt with
later and details of fighter sectors given in appendix
form.

For details of changes in the elements of the Mediter
ranean Air Command refer to A.H.B. narrative (first
draft) on The Italian Campaign Vol, I Chapter 6 (A.H.B.),

(2)
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(a) Northvrest African Coastal Air Force was responsible
for reconnaissance anti-submarine patrols, fighter
defence of ports and shipping and anti-ship striking
operations in the V/e stern Mediterranean, East of
longitude 02° 13* West to a line joining Misurata and
Cape Killini,

(b) Northwest African Strategic Air Force operated
dependently on anti-shipping strikes, acting on intel
ligence information supplied by Northv/est African
Coastal Air Force, Malta or naval and other sources,

(c) Air Defences Eastern Mediterranean v'rere responsible
for the fighter defence of ports and shipping East of a

line joining Misurata and Cape Killini,

(d) No. 201 Naval Go-operation G-roup were responsible
for reconnaissance, anti-submarine patrols and anti
shipping strikes East of a line joining Misurata and
Cape Killini,

(e) R.A.F. Malta were responsible for fighter defence
of shipping v/ithin 100 miles from Malta and operated a

small reconnaissance and anti-ship striking force.

In the G-ibraltar - Morocco area, Vfest of 02° 18* Y/est,
the situation ¥/as a little involved and policy under frequent
discussion,

as folloivs:-
On 29 Oct. 43, the co-operation pattern was

(a) The Flag Officer Commanding, Oibraltar (under the
C,-in-C. Mediterranean) was the officer designated to
exercise co-ordinating control of naval and air anti
submarine operations in the area bounded as follow's:-

-  Latitude 43°^.
- Longitude 40 W,
- Latitude 26° 10* N,
-  Longitude 2° 10’ Y7,

(b) The Air Officer Commanding G-ibraltar, was under
the operational command of the Air C.-in-G., Mediter
ranean Air Command, lie operated his G.R. aircraft and
disembarked Fleet Air Arm aircraft to meet the

requirements of the Flag Officer Commanding, Oibraltar,

(c) The Commander, Moroccan Sea Frontier Forces,
operated aircraft of the U.S, Naval Air Forces based in

Western Morocco in conformity with the sea and air
plans issued by the Flag Officer Commanding, Oibraltar,
Those plans were prepared at Gibraltar by representa
tives of Commander Moroccan Sea Frontier Forces, Air
Officer Commanding Gibraltar and Flag Officer Commanding
Gibraltar, and issued under the authority of the Flag
Officer Commanding, Gibraltar,

(d) General co-ordination of anti-submarine air
operations as required by the Flag Officer Commanding,
Gibraltar was conducted from the combined Navy/Air
Operations Room at Gibraltar by the Air Officer
Commanding Gibraltar, A representative of the
Commander Moroccan Sea Frontier Forces was attached to

the staff of the Flag Officer Commanding, Gibraltar
and vrorked as part of the operational staff.

Notih

West

South

East
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(1)(6 September toG-erman submarine operations

51 December 191^3)

September operations

In the Western and Central BasinSj U-boat operations
were continuous after the Italian Armistice, but not
conspicuously successful. On 6 September, the destroyer
H.M.S, Puckeridp:e. on passage eastv/ard fi-om Gibraltar, at

20 knots, v/as torpedoed by U«617. one of tv/o boats in the
area, in the position 85 Europa Point, 40 miles, and sank
in six minutes. She was not zig-zagging at the time of the
attack. Nine officers aid one hundred aid tTrenty ratings
v;ere picked up by the Spanish ship Antequera. At 0105 hours

on the 12th, U,6l7 was attacked and disabled by a Wellington
aii'craft. She made her way under further air attacks for

the Spanish Moroccan coast and beached herself in 55° 15’ N
05° 29’ W. She was set on fire by the guns of H.M. anti
submarine trav/ler Haarlem. On the question v/hether or not

there had been any violation of neutral vfaters, both the

Admiral and Air Officer Commanding at Gibraltar claimed that

the doctrine of continuous pursuit could be maintained.
The U-boat fired on the aircraft and inflicted casualties

and damage on them vdiile she was in territorial v/aters.

•)

(2)
On 12 September, a U-boat

W.B, Travis off Bone. On 21
scored a hit on S.S.

ither U-boatSeptember,
sai-ik the American S.S, William W. Gerhard in convoy

N.3.S,5 for Salerno in 40^05' N., E., 15 miles S.W.
Her cargo of petrol and ammunition took

On 20 September, U.565
torpedoed and sank the U.3, minesyreeper Skill, on anti

submarine patrol off the southern anchorage in Salerno Bay.
The Skill lost 72 killed, including all her officers,
attempts to locate the U-boat failed.

of Licosa Point,

fire and she became a total loss.

All

On 26 September, the Norvregian S.S. Christian MichelseL. ̂
in convoy U.G.S.17, blev/ up and sank in 57°~T2' N,, 68°
50 miles East of Bone, It is not certain yyhether  a U-boat

or radio-controlled boat v/as the cause. On 50 September,
the British S.S. Fort Howe^p) and the tanlcer S.S. Empire
Commerce^ ̂ ) in convoy K.K,3,26 v/ere torpedoed by U-boat and
sank in 57° 19’ K,, 06° 40* E., off Philippeville.

The only U-boat success in the Eastern Basin y/as the
sinlcing of a schooner on 7 September south of Cyprus,

(1) Nominal list of major British vrarships etc. lost in the

Second World V/ar (A.H.S./Admlty-A.H.B. copy Vidth
Capt. Peyton-Ward): Submarine Tracker's Log, C,-in-C.
Med. (A.H.S./Admlty): The War at Sea Vol. IV
(A.H.S./Adm
Number not determined.

Ibid,

7176 G.R.T.
7176 G.R.T.
7155 G.R.T.

5722 G.R.T.

y).1 4-
-U K/

(2)
(3)
(4)
5
6

7
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October operations ("*)

The U-boats spread their effort in October in an attempt
to cover sea areas previously occupied by the Italians.
Four boats operated off the Algerian coast, one off Calabria,
tv.'o in the Tyrrhenian Sea, one off Cyrenaica and one in the
Adriatic, Those off Algeria had most success,
2 October, one of them sank S.S. Stanmore off Cape Tenez,

On^A October, a U-boat attacked convoy X.T.A in 52° 57’ W.>
21 11' E,, (about 70 miles N.N.E. of Benghazi) and sank the
Norvregian tanlcer S.S.Marit.(2)

On

On 11 October, U,571 torpedoed the British minesweeper
Hythe and fired on her. The latter was attacking  a U-boat
conxact off Bougie when hit, and she sank. On 13 October,
a U-boat sank the U.S. destroyer Bristol, while she was

escorting a convoy off Philippeville, This brought the
Allied destroyer losses for October up to three in five days.
At about 1230 hours on 15 October, a U-boat torpedoed and
sanlc the American S.S. James Russell LoYrell(3) off
Philippeville, She became a total loss.

The U-boat in the Adriatic, based on Pola, made a
as a result of v/hich the

was sunk off Taranto,
succession of minelaying patrols.
British tanker S.S, Laurelv/oodW

The G-ermans lost tv/o U-boats in September. U,431 was

sunk 9^s30 October off Toulon by H.M. submarine Ultimatum.
U.732wi was sunk outside the Mediterranean in the Strait
of G-ibraltar on 31 October bj' H.M, trawler Imperialist and
the destroyer H.M.S, Douglas.

November operations

U-boat activity, appreciably less than in previous
months, wa.s reduced to a nev: low level by the air attack of
24 November on the base at Toulon. The effort was still

widely spread. An average of nine vrere based at Toulon,
four a.t Pola and two at Salamis. The general unavail-
S'bility of boats influenced the Germans in relying more on
torpedo-carrying aircraft to disrupt the increasing flov/ of
shipping along the Algeriaii coast.

A U-boat attacked convoy K,I'J.S.30 on 3 November, about/^’v
40 miles Ifest of Algiers and sank the French S.S, Mont Vise.
On 18 November, a U-boat sank S.S. Empire Dunstan off
Calabria, On 19 November, a U-boat sank the British sub-

She had been ordered on the 5th to patrol
the ajiproaches to the Dardanelles and to leave patrol on the
15th.

marine Simoon.

On the 23rd, she was three days overdue at Beirut.
A German communique claimed that a U-boat sanlc her. This
U-boat may have been the boat detailed to support operations
against Leros. It has not been identified vfith U.407.

(1) The war diaries of Captain U-Boats ItalyAfediterranean
for Oct,, Nov., Dec. 43 have not been recovered
(F.D.S./Admlty.),
5542 G.a.T.

7347 G.a.T.
7176 G.R.T.

Included in A.H.B. statistical volume for this series
under Atlantic U-boat sinlcings,
4531 G.R.T.

(2)
(3
4

5)

(6)
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U.407 scored a notable siiocess when, at 1222 hours on

28 November, she torpedoed the cruiser H.M.S. Birmingham on
her way unescorted through the Mediterranean to join the

Eastern Fleet in 33° 05' N, 21° kV E., about 50 miles N.W.
of Derna,

later reduced to 10 knots, arriving on 50 November drav/ing
33 feet forward and I6 feet aft.
killed and 28 wounded,

for exactly one year,(I)
16th off Haifa.

She proceeded towards Alexandria at 15 knots.

Her casualties v/ere 29

H.M.S, Birmingham vms out of action
The schooner Abis v/as sunk on the

U-boat minelaying in the Adriatic continued to yield
good results, Bari and Barletta ports v/ere closed on

6 November ov/ing to Allied suspicions that aircraft had laid

mines. On the morning of the 15th, the destroyer H.M.S.
Quail was mined off the entrance to Bari, and berthed, badly
damaged. On the 20th, a small schooner was sunk off the

port. Subsequent sv/eeping operations that day produced no

result. The harbour vms closed until the 25rd, virhen it vms

reopened and destroyer patrols in the Adriatic resumed.
Evidence pointed to the fact that the mines vmre laid by
U-boats, as they vmre found to have been laid in line or
lines.

During svreeping operations on 22 November at Bari, the

minesweeper H.M.S. Hebe was suiik in if1 08' N., I6 52' E
although the area had Already been twice covered that day.
There were 38 fatal casualties, and of the 72 siu’vivors,
50 per cent vmre injured,(2)

• f

December operations

The air attack of 24 November on Toulon gTavely impeded
U-boat operations in December. The Mourillon base was
completely disabled and the Misseissey base heavily damaged.
Three oil tanks vmre destroyed. Five U-boats vmre damaged
in varying degrees. These vmre U»595. U,580. U.73. U,571
and U.45O. U.593 vms fit again for service on 1 Deo, 43»
U,380 on 20 Deo, 43, U,73 on Dec, 43, U»371 on 22 January,
and U.450 not until I5 Feb.

The serious effect of the air attack of 2 December on

the massive new pens under construction at Marseilles has

already been noted, A great deal of effort was put in to

restore the situation, but it appears to have never been

possible to complete the task. Notwithstanding the shock

caused by the Marseilles and Toulon air attacks, five of the

ten boats based on Toulon carried out patrols of varying
duration off the Algerian coast.

She laid contact

and magnetic mines off Bari, then proceeded to operate off

the Calabrian coast. On 9 December, she sank the British
S.S. Gap Padaran(4) in convoy H.A.II (Heel of Italy to
Augusta) in 39° 15* N., 17° 30' E,, about 22 miles N,E, of
Cotrone.

A U-boat from Pola was very active.

The U-boat escaped pursuit.

(1) The cruiser H.M.S, Carlisle was disabled on 9 Oct, 43,
by German aircraft in the Aegean,

Submarine Tracker's Log, C.-in-C. Med, (A.H.S./Admlty,),
Report of Joint Admiralty/Air Ministry Historical Sub
committee 1950 - (A.H.B. - copy),
8,009 G.R.T.

P3S
(4)
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U«595 made determined attacks on. 11 and 12 December on

the escorts of K,M,S.34 for tvro days running, sinking tvro
destroyers and damaging a frigate,
attack at 1515 hours on 11 December;
frigate Cuckmere forward,
U»595 renewed her attack on 12 December,

torpedoed the destroyer Tynedale in 37° 10* N, 06° 05’ E,
oif the G-ulf of Bougie and sank her, V/hile a ’Sv/amp’ hunt
v/as proceeding, she torpedoed and sank the destroyer
Holcombe at 1455 hours on the 12th in 37° 20' N, 05° 50’ E
but was herself sunk on the 14th,

On the afternoon of the 16th, U,73 torpedoed the
.^Imerican U.S. John S, Copleyfl) off Oran and submerged.
Her position vms noted by ships and aircraft who immediately
organized a ’Swamp’ hunt, as a result of ’which she \ias sunk.

One U-boat operated in the Eastern Basin and proceeded
along the African coast as far as Port Said before returning
to base,

14 December,

■41.^i6d. anti-submaritxe operations Septemb.er to end of
December 1943

Flying effort East and Uest of Gibraltar (Sent.. Oct
and Dec, 4T) ——

The success of three U-boats despatched in December in
making the Strait entry passage undetected appeared to derive
from the impossibility of maintaining a high density of air/
surface craft patrol with uhe forces available in the vicinity
of the Strait for long periods.(2)

U,593 made her first
she torpedoed the

The frigate Yias tov/ed to Algiers.
This time she

• >

tier only success was a small schooner sunk on

Nov,• 9

Effective measures to

(1) 7,176 O.R.T.
(2) Flying hours to West and East of Gibraltar - Average strength AO aircraft.

Month Type Effective Hrs, Total Hrs. Sightings Attacks Results

(Day 1081 154* U,667 dam.3 3
1943 R.A.F.C (x)

(Nlglit (225(N) L/L
( 20(N)

(280(N) L/L
( 55(N)

5 UL 5 L/L U,617 sunk

(Day 90 135
Sept, F.A.A.C

(Might 39(N) 56(H)

(Day 768 1123 U,340 sunk
R.A.F.(

Oct, (Night (286(N) L/L
( 26(N)

(368(N) L/L
( 39(N)

4 L/L 4 L/L

F.A.A. Nil Nil

639(Day 933
R.A.F.C

(244(N) l/l(NightNov. (314(N) l/l
( 69(N)

1 L/L

F.A.A. Nil Nil

(Day 819 1177
R.A.F.(

Dec. (Night (122(N) L/L (159(N) L/L

F.A.A. Nil Nil

(x) Leigh LIglit,

Source:- R.A.F, narrative (first draft) Tlie R.A.F. in Maritime War -
VoL IV - p,228 (A.H.B.),
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bar the passage depended on prior special intelligence.
The table in the footnote registers the declining sightings
and attacks as 1943 drew to a close.

Combined anti-submarine search

In eas'ly October 1943} before ’Swamp’ was^attempted,
there were two standard combined s’jrface craft/aircraft
anti-submarine searches which could be ordered in signal,
nfiinely Opei’ation ’Broom’ and Operation ’Strangle’,
Operation ’Broom’ applied v;hen the presence of a U-boat v;as

suspected, but no definite position coiiLd be given as datum.

Operation ’Strangle’ applied wiien either a sighting had been

obtained at too great a distance from aircraft bases to

allow a saturating force of aircraft to be maintained in

the area, or when the datum position ¥:as not adjacent to a
coastline.

Neither of these fitted the problem which nov; over-
shadovred all others, namely that of convoys proceeding of

necessity along the North African coastline, \7hich were far
more numerous than all others. It was recognized by the

theati-e Commanders that there T^ere neither enough aircraft

nor enough surface craft to deal with the submarine as

separate forces. The idea of the prolonged hunt to
exhaustion and the development of ’Sw/amp’ combined operations
was, therefore, a perfectly logical growth,

’Sviamp' combined operations w’ere unique; they were
only carried out in the Mediterranean theatre, b’ith the

addition of ’Sv/amp’ operations to ’Broom’ and ’Strangle’,
far greater scope of joint activity and chances of killing
U-boats after first sighting or suspicion vrere opened up,
and the secuxi.ty of convoys noticeabljr increased.(2)

An early hunt to exhaustion

Mention has already been made of the destruction of
U.4Q9 by H.M.S, Inconstant on 12 July 43 in the neighbour
hood of Al.giers, After each of the first five attacks,
H.M.S, Inconstant lost touch with the U-boat, as frequently
happened, but by continuing the hunt incessantly over a

period of 3 hours, she sank it at the sixth attack.(3)

This rew'ard of sustained attack did not pass unnoticed

by the Adrairalty, In the September 1943 issue of their
Monthly Anti-Submarine Report,(4) the following statement
appe ared:-

'In areas v/here U-boats are operating singly in
patrol areas to intercept shipping, they must approach
the escorts vdien approaching the convoys,
U-boat has been located, it is well worth v/hile detacH
ing most of the escorts and as many aircraft as

When the

(1) Mediterranean Joint Air Orders No. 23 (A.H.B.II
J. 1/78/547).

(2) Diagrams showing ‘Swamp’ aircraft search patterns are
given in figure 7,

(3) Monthly Anti-Submarine Report Aug. 43 (C.B.04050/43(8)
Admiralty),

(4) 0.3.04050/43(9) Adairalty.
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possible to destroy it, since the convoy is safe until
it enters the next U-boat patrol area,
important to destroy U-boats operating far from base,
even at the expense of shipping losses.’

The pattern of Operation *Sv;amp

Operation ’Sv/anp’ T;as designed to saturate Tirith aircraft
an area in v/hich a U-boat contact had been obtained,

was based on the assumption that the contact was v/ithin
20 miles of the coast,

vdthin a semi-circle, the centre of which v/as 5 miles inshore
of the contact and the baseline of T;hich ran parallel T/ith
the coast,

accordance v/ith the tine after contact datvmi,(2)

It is most

(1)I

It

The area searched by aircraft lay

The radius of the semi-circle was extended in

The fact that ’Sv/amp’ had been initiated was promulgated
by signal to ships in the area (usually escort craft,
times motor launches) and the time and position of the
incident stated.

some'*

Aircraft participating signalled their
search area and wete not to be diverted by ships except in
an emergency,

patrol became increasingly vital, for the chances of contact
diminished, even if the submarine grev/ progressively shoii:
of air and needful of recharging its batteries,
recharging could be done at night, or by day, at periscope
depth,

still made as a result of visual sightings by experienced
aircrey/s.

As the area increased in size, the aircraft

This

In spite of improvxng equipment, most contacts were

The y/hole ’Swamp' procedure involved a carefully thought
out system of communications, y^hich increased in elaboration
as yyell as chances of efficiency, as the ney; centimetric
radar equipment was fitted. In its simplest terms, the
initial action may be reduced to the folloy;ing measures.
If an aircraft made a sighting or contact by day, it vms to
attack if possible, report, mark the diving position with
marine markers and maintain them until surface forces

arrived. If the sighting or contact vms made at night, the
aircraft vms to make a depth charge attack, (using the Leigh
Light), report and drop flares and flame floats until
surface forces were within 5 miles of the U-boat's estimated
position

communication, aircraft used flares and s-urface craft used
star shells to notify that they yyere in contact with the
U-boat,

If aircraft and surface craft v/ere not in

(1) Mediterranean Joint Air Orders - No. 23 (A.H.B.IIJ1/
78/547).
Table of radius of aircraft search(2)

Time after datum Radius

0-10 hours

10-18 hours

18-26 hours

26 - 34 hours
34 “ k-2 hours

42 - 50 hours

after 50 hours

35 miles

50 miles

65 miles
75 miles
83 miles
90 miles

90 miles
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The first principles of operation *Sv/ainp

On several occasions, 'ST/amp* hunts vfere to prove
abortive because of non-conformity vfith the first principle.
This v/as that all positions in vfhich a U-boat might possiblj''

The patrol area
aircraft could not, therefore, exceed

This ideal

be should be covered every half hour,
covered by any one
Mr -^peed x 2 Yisibility distance

square miles.2

could not aly/ays be maintained,

Mr Force II.Q. to cover an area IX) miles square centred round

the sighting position, using two aircraft for the first six
hours,

dovm from the moment of sighting.

It was usual at Coastal

The assumption was that the U-boat had been kept

In order to achieve the desired result and use a

minimum of aircraft (for they were in short supply) it was
essential to keep the area covered strictly v,athin the limits

of the U-boat’s possible travel calculated at its submerged
speed of 8 knots for the first half hour and 2 knots
thereafter.

Flans for a mobile air circus for ’Swamp* operationsC'^)

Plans for perfecting combined air/sea ’Sv;arap’ hunts went
swiftly ahead during December. Coastal Mr Force earmarked
No, 36 Squadron as a travelling circus for anti-submarine
operations. It might be necessaiy to move up to 12 aircraft

for detacluient at any airfield in the theatre carrying out

’Sv,’amp’ operations of 48 hours duration, Haiiitenanoe
personnel were to be flown in as required. The requirements
for such a circus were Y/orked out and reported to be in all

45 personnel, 910 lb, of tool kits and 1,070 lb. ofequipmenx.

Lloyd explained to Tedder that if he oou].d obtain four

transport aircraft for qiaick lifts and an additional squadron
to No. 36 it would be w'orth Yvlille. If there v/as a sighting,
for example, off Benghazi or in the Adriatic, the squadron
could fly out Y/ith its transport aircraft and remain self-

contained for 48 hours v/hile carr^’-ing out its task of a day
’Swamp’, If No, 458 Squadron could be filled with Leigh
Light Vlellingtons, they co'ild carry on the 'Sy/aimp' by night.

First three ’SY/amp’ hunts inconclusive

The first tvo ’Swamp’ hunts started on 15 and 19 Oct. 43
respectively and involved about 400 hours’ flying in all.

The ’Sv/amp’ of the 15th was begun as a result of the torpedo
ing of a ship in convoy and yielded a sighting 27 hours
later for the expenditure of about 100 hours’ flying. No

attack was made oiving to the failure of the fiircraft to

identify its target in time: the opportunity to follov; up
the contact effectively vyas lost owing to signals delays,(2)

On the night 2/3 November, a ’Sviamp’ hunt was originated
after contacts made by ships escorting convoy ’Horatius’.

(1) N.A.G.A.F, signal A.4y8 19/12/43. Memo BL/S,203/MR.
N.A.C.A.F. 23/12/43 and Letter d6/HPL (134/5) 20/12/43
(all in CAF/3/AIR at Cabinet Hist, Archives Ref.
AiHoy 276/3).

(2) File G.A.P./3/I/MR. End, 4^A (A.F.ri.q./276/5 at
Cabinet Kistorical Archives).
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FIGURE 7

OPERATION 'swamp air search patterns

SCALE

lOO MILES50MILES SO 25 O

J

lA

1CIB

0-10 HOURS FROK/I STARTING

2B2A

2C 2D

10-18 HOURS FROM STARTING

3B3B

3C 3D

18-26 HOURS FROM STARTING

4B4A

4C 4C

4E 4F

26-34 HOURS FROM STARTING

5 B5A

SC 5 D

5 E 5 F

34 -42 HOURS FROM STARTING

6B6 A

6C 6D

6 E 6 F

42 HOURS ONWARDS
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Leigh Light ’Wellingtons of No, % Squadron recorded a total
of 55 hours flying before the first sighting was made and
two were recalled to base on account of bad vreather. The

sighting was by V.'ellington 3/36, the crew of v/hich sighted
the U-boat at 19'I0 hours on 3 November after obtaining a

contact at a range of 6 miles. The aircraft homed to with

in one-half a mile and the Leigh Light was sv/itched on.
The U-boat v;as seen fully surfaced in the position 37° 06’N,
02 10’ E, (off Cherchell). Aircraft S attacked immediately
Vi'ith six depth charges from 50 feet, straddling the U-boat
amidships. The U-boat commander decided to fight it out
and his guns fired a lO-second burst of cannon and machine

gun fire.

Aircraft S adopted baiting tactics and left the area
for 40 minutes. On his return, a contact vfas immediately
obtained at a distance of 3 miles, follov.^ed by  a visual
sighting by the light of heavy and, on the whole, inaccurate
flalc and cannon fire from the U-boat, A second attack was

made from 300 feet, the aircraft diving at an angle of

30 degrees, dropping tv.’o depth charges. No res\jlts were
seen £uid it was thought that the depth charges overshot
their target. Nothing further v;as seen during the folloT/ing
10 minutes and the aircraft returned to base. Its tail

v;heel and hydraulics and the foot of the geodetics forward
of the tail plane on the port side had been shot away and
other parts bore the marks of cannon and machine gun fire.
The area v/as left uncovered for about an hour before the

relief arrived: the U-boat escaped.(l)

The ’Sv/amp* of 12-13 Deo, 43 a^id destruction of U,593(2)

On 12 Dec, 43, H.M, destroyer Holcombe v/as sunk by
U«595 in the position 37° 20’ N, 5° 50’ East, off Djidjelli
while escorting convoy K.M 34..0.

The presence of a U-boat in the area had been disclosed

on the previous day, vjhen the frigate Cuokmere had been

torpedoed. Two Uellingtons of No, 36 Squadron operated in
the sea area 35 miles North of Algiers, one for two hours
and one for three hours at night without sightings. One
returned owing to technical difficulties and the other was
recalled owdng to bad vreather.

At 0855 hours on 12 December, 13 Wellingtons of Nos, 458
(E.,A.A..F, ) and 3 of No, 36 Squadron began an intensive
systematic U-boat hunt in an area North of Gape Bougaron,
Ato1Al|-4 hours, a ’Swamp’ operation conuaenced in the position
37 20’ North, 05 30’ East with the object of destroying
the submarine Vi?hich had hit the Holcombe.

Wellington of No, 458 Squadron s&v the Holcombe sink and the
survivors being picked up,
search until the afternoon of the next day,
cover kept the U-boat submerged for 3I hours.

At 1i^-46 hours, a

The tvro squadrons continued the
Their extensive

The first contact v;ith U.593 was made by aircraft B of

56^Squadron at 0030 hours on the 13th in the position
37 30’ M, 06 0’ E, The pilot decided to use his Leigh
Light, but was unable to lower it fully and did not use it.

(1 ) Ibid and No. 36 Sqn, O.R.B./Appendix 18,
(2) Nos, 36 and 458 (e.,A,A.P. Squadrons O.R.Bs. and

appendices.
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,  The co~pllot sav; an object about one mile ahead. TTtien the

pilot altered coiorse and went in to attack, the U-boat opened
fire. The Wellington was hit tv:ice on the port v/ing and

sirf’fered severe damage to the port tail plane. It fell

av;ay Immediately to port; the pilot v;as unable to drop the
depth charges. The tail gunner fired about 600 rounds at
the soiarce of tha flalc as the aircraft passed over; the
flalc ceased when the aircraft returned fire. The aircraft

made sighting signals, other aircraft arrived and the U-boat

was forced to remain submerged. The hunt v;as renewed.
Although the aircraft was by this time almost non-manageable
and the crev; prepared for ditching, the pilot succeeded by
0037 hours in getting his aircraft under control. They
made a safe landing at 01^0 hours at Bone,

H.M. destroyer Calpe and U.S.N. destroyer Wainwright
hunted the U-boat, H.M.S, Calpe obtained a contact at about

1450 hours on the 15th about 30 miles N.W, of Cape Bougaroun
and delivered a depth charge attack. This forced U,595 to

the siirface, v^here she vms engaged by gunfire. The crew of
the U-boat scuttled their ship and sxarrendered, T\70 Welling
tons of No, 458 Squadron, which ¥7ith No, 36 Squadron was
still engaged in the ’Sv^arap' hunt, v/ere in the area at the

time. At 1507 hours, they sav; the closing phase of the
incident, A dinghy with occupants and several men v/ere in

the v;ater. At 1512 hours, U.593 sank in the position
37° 38* N, 05,58' E, So ended the first successful 'Sv/arap'
operation. A nevf chapter in air/naval co-operation was
opened,(1)
The 'Swamp' of 16 Deo> 43 and destruction of U.73

(2)

The S.S. John Copley(3) was torpedoed at 1515 hoirrs on
16 Deo. 45 by U.73 vfhile en route from Oran to join a convoy,
Hudson F of liow 500 Squadron vias covering the convoy. East

bound, from Y/est of Habibas Island to Cape d'AiquLlle in the
Oran sea area. At 1515 hours, the rear gunner sighted an
explosion from a merohaiit vessel and later a lai-ge hole in

the starboard side and a list to port,
was seen inspecting lifeboats alongside, but no torpedo track
or U-boat vms seen.

An Allied destroyer

The happening was also seen by Hudson B,
This aircraft was divertedescorting a V/est bound convoy,

at 1650 hours to malce a square U-boat search,
and A v/ere also diverted to the 'Swamp* hunt from I65I to
1905 hours, and from 1634 to 1922 hours respectively,
aircraft and four Wellingtons of No. 36 on a Leigh Light
search kept U.73 submerged,
contacts, they dropped depth charges, forcing the U-boat to
the surface soon after 1815 hours,

hours, 4 hours and 20 minutes after she had launched her

torpedo and 15 miles from the point - 15 miles N.N.Y.'. of

Cape falcon - of her none-too-successfuil attack.

Hudsons X

The

WTien surface craft made

She was sunk at 1935

se

The tv/o victories of 13 and I6 December evoked v/arm
congratvilations from the C,-in-C, Hediterranean,

Cost of anti-submarine air effort

All anti-submarine operations, and in particvILar "Sv/amp'',
The cost in aircraftv/ere very expensive in aircraft effort.

(1) Nos. 36 and 458 (R.A.A.F.) Squadrons O.h.Es and
appendices,

(2) N.A.C.A.E., and Nos, 5OO and 36 Squadrons O.Il,:Bs.
(3) 7,000 G-.R.T.
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sorties and hours expended in achieving a few sightings are

clearly shoTm in the table in the footnote.(l) This survey
of the anti-submarine effort from 1 April to 29 September,
'1943> by G-eneral Reconnaissance squadrons of North-West

rican Coastal Air Force is of especial interest in that it

covers a period of intensive effort on both sides during the

season of fair weather and long flying hours.

A
A-i.X

The following facts emerge from study of these totals.
Airorevi^s on patrols, hunts and strikes sighted U-boats much

more frequently than airorev^s on convoy escort,
important reason foi* this is the spread of a.ttentlon imposed
on the escort aircraft in finding and covering the ships in
convoy,

of finding the U-boat,

One

The patrol and hunt aircraft had the single task

There was no appreciable difference in the ratio of
convoy escort sightings by day or nj.ght, but patrol hunt and
strike aircrev/s had almost three times the rate of sightings

at night as in daylight, aided in increasing measure by their
Leigh Lights and their methods of creeping approach.

In six months these aircraft flew 4311 sorties for

35 sightings. Only 21 attacks were made in this period.

This brief review gives an idea of the pattern of miti-
submarine operations \mtil the end of the year; and it is

not proposed to delay the course of this narrative by
presenting a series of statistical tables for the whole of

the Mediterranean sorties. After September, astronomical
and T/eather conditions reduced progressively the flying
houi's and chances of sightings. On the other hand, there

vrere compensatory factors in the pi-omise of 10 cm. radar

detection, in the growing supply of Leigh searchlights for

night flying Wellingtons, improved aircraft and, in December,
the first successful ”S¥;amp" combined hunts.

The position vjould have been more favourable for the

Allies if they had possessed more aircraft of the right kind
in the right places. But reinforcements still fell short

of urgent requirements, ' This was one of the dominant
burdens of Lloyd's report of 1? Dec, 43 to Tedder and his
report of 20 December, 1943 to A.V.M. Robb at N.A.A.F.
Headquarters,

(1) Convoy escorts IC/V) anti-submarine patrols, hunts and strikes (A/S)
i April k3 to 29 Sept. 43,

SORTIES HOIJRSSORTIES SICKTINOSHOURS

perper

fo %CS
70 No. SightNo, No. sight

5  1A3 267 1,288
1,298
1,292

6,1439
3,894
10,333
7,128
3,775
10,903

21,236
13,567
7,669

30.31137 31.0
746 17.3

C/V Day
C/V Night
Total C/V

A/S Day
A/S Night
Totals A/S
Totals C/V & A/S

Totals Day
Totals Night

2498.618.3 3
26048.6 8  22.9

12 34.3
15 42,8
27 77.1
35 100,0
17 48.6
18 51.4

48.32083
5941560 36,2 33,6 130

45668 17.8 25215,5
40451.4

100.0

63.9

832228 51,7
4311 100,0
2897 67.2
1414 32.8

607123
798170
42636.1 79

•J •/ • •
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The airoreJt position at the end of 1>vV3^'* ̂

In late December, Sir Hugh Lloyd revievred the whole
anti-submarine situation and reported that he had insufficient
squadrons, aircraft(2) and equipment to meet his commitments.

On 17 December, 1945, 13 Squadron(3) had left for
the Middle Hast, The other Bisley squadron - No, 6I4 -

was fast running out of aircraft and vrouild be dovm 50 per
cent on operational efficiency in two months time on tha,t

account. No, 13 Squadron had been re-equipping V7ith the
more modern Ventura aircraft. The establisbaent for its

Hudsons had been 24 aircraft per squadron but Air Ministry'"
could only supply 16 aircraft. This number had been
accepted v/ithout modification. fifteen had arrived, but

there vrere no spares, equipment or tools behind them. He
calculated that as it tooh tvro months to re-arm  a squadron,
he would thus be shoid by 354.per cent of aircraft in each
of the two Hudson-Ventvu’a squadrons and be also dovm in

operational efficiency by 30 per cent loss. The Venturas
might fall to the ground for lack cf maintenance. No, SOO

Squadron was being re-equi.pped with Venturas and would talte

over No, 13’s Ventura aircraft.

The Wellington position was also serious. It had been
decided that the four Wellington squadrons were to be at 20

aircraft per squadron, two squadrons wclth Leigh Light oaxd

tvra squadrons with Hark II (metric) A.S.V, but no Leigh
Light, He asserted that all four should be Leigh Light
equipped. The growing success of aircraft fitted with this
searchlight tied in with A.S.V. in the G-ibraltar and other

areas had made a lasting impression on all concerned with

night operations. But the position v/as that only one of

the Leigh Light squadrons had any searchlights: the other

had none, Coastal Air Force had been, he said, promised
deliveries of 10 Leigh Light Wellixxgtons each month, but the

actual deliveries had been 8 in October, 6 in November ar*d
onl,y 5 ixi December so far. The holding of Hudsons v/as very
limited, the Ventura allotment very meagre. The Bisley and
the Baltimore were ''on their l8,st legs", Y/ith the great
promise held out by the two recexitly successful combined
"Swamp" operations, they must have an adequate iroinber of

aircraft. An offer of a French Catalina squadron from
G-ibraltar had unfortunately lapsed.

Sir Hugh Lloyd increases the offensive

Up to mid-September, the Air Officer Commanding had
been mixing the defensive and offensive. Convinced that

"Sw'amp" operations - the most expensive in aircraft sorties

T;ere the best means of converting sightings to kills, and

that kills vxere reall3x what mattered most, he now proposed
to go over on an increasing scale to the offensive. This

would have to be a.t the expense of the defensive, viz, the

(1) File CAi’/3/AIR Encl.13A, 14A. (A.F.K.O. 276/3 at Cabinet
Historical Archives).

(2) A complete statement of N.A.C.A.F. locations is given
at Appendix 28 which v/ill serve not only as background
for this specific topic, but as a soxiroe of information
on the entire structure and disposition of N.A.C.A.F.
in the period.

(3) Bisleys, re-arming with Venturas,
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It vfas his vievf that he shoiELd
This

air protection of convoys,
provide air escort for only really important convoys,
vrould have to he discussed v/ith the C,-in-C, Mediterranean,

v/hose agreement vfas hoped for, but uncertain.

PAST D

ALLIED AIR itETI-SHIPPING- OPERATIONS IN THE CBETML

iviEDITERRAliEAN (1 OCTOBER to 31 DECEMBeF 1943) ”

Attacks on shipping in port

Introductory

In early October 1943* the Allied air forces available
for anti-shipping operations faced a situation simpler than

before in some respects and more difficult in others. It

was simpler inasmuch as that the Oermans had been ejected

from Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica and Southern Italy as far as

the latitude of Naples, This had considerably restricted
the area of search. There were less big shipping units to

attack, for the air and naval units had, in both major and

routine operations, eliminated a high proportion of the

larger merchant and naval shipping units, the Italians had

surrendered or scuttled a grwat deal more and the Germans
themselves had accounted for a further sizeable volume by
air attack. Veiy little shipping was likely to be found
on the open sea. The Mediterranean had been cut into three

areas of operations, viz, the Tyrrhenian, the Adriatio(l)
and the Aegean Seas: passage betvreen the first two vms

practically impossible and between the last two extremely
hazardous for the Germans. It was known that the main

German task was the supply of its armies fighting in Italy
and that a varying proportion of the supplies must pass by
coastal shipping routes. Those routes in the Ligurian and

Tyrrhenian Seas v/ere knovm to lie betv/een the French and

Italian Rivieras in the Worth and Anzio in the South,

On the other hand. Allied air and naval superiority
was driving German merchant shipping progressively off day
on to night traffic, on to the use of vessels of progres
sively lov/er tonnage aaid on to the use of smailler ports for
smaller vessels. The Germans had captured a large number
of smaller craft from the Italians and were turning over

increasingly to the construction and use of specially
designed, strongly-built and well-armed small craft such as

Siebel ferries, naval ferry barges and supply and tanl-cer
barges. From these facts it vd-ll be seen that the target
system of enemy shipping was increasing in complexity and

would present a serious challenge to the Northwest African

Air Force: and tliis challenge would increase with the

Allied air successes against railway communications, v/hich

would automatically drive the Germans off the one medium of

supply on to the other. Furthermore, the hours of daylight
were diminisliing, weather deteriorating and German anti-

aircra,ft port defences thickening at key points.

(l) Anti-shipping operations in the Adriatic v/ill be dealt
with in the next chapter.
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Merchant ahlppinf; sunl: by Allied air attacks on ports

(Octohe'r~ - Peoember

During the lest three months of 1943? all the German
merchant shipping surlc by aircraft v/as in port. In these

opei'ationsj the Taotioal, Strategic and Tactical Bomber
Forces participated. There vrere no sinlcings by Coastal
Air Force, whose effort ?/as devoted to port defence, convoy
escort and anti-submarine operations. No enemy ships,
either merchant or naval, vuere sunk at sea by aircraft
during this period.

In October, three sizeable merchant vessels were stuilc,
all by aircraft of the Strategic Air Force,
three Lightnings(l) attacked Corfu harbour, scoring one
direct hit li/lth a 500 pound bomb on the motor vessel Mario

Roselli (6,835 G.R.T.) £Uid sirJcing her. On the 29th,
thirty-three Fortresses(2) bombed the Genoa area and sank
the motor vessel N.183 (700 G.R.T.) whioh appears to have

been lying in the*Ansaldo fitting works at Sampierdarena.
On the 31st, a formation of Strategic Mitchells hit and

sanlc S,S. Tigrai (1,302 G.R.T.) at Civitavecchia, the most
southerly Important off-loading port.(3)

There was only one significant sinlcing in November;
this was effected by a small mission of R.A.F, Bostoiis(4)
who, on the night 13/l4th, sank S.Sn Lorenz L.M. Russ
(1,448 G.R.T.) at Civitavecchia.XBl

December was also a quiet month, v.lth daylight hours
drawing to the minimum., many units in course of transfer,
the winter campaign hardening to stalemate, and the bulk of
the air effort directed on close support and the painfully
slow task of disrupting land communications.
seventj'-tw'O U.S. Mustangs(6) sank the S.S, GiovcUini
Bottigiiere (950 G.R.T.) in Civitavecchia. On the 8th, a
mission of tv/enty~one Fortresses of the Strategic Air Force

bombed the port of Porto San Stefano, claiming to have
Govei’ed the target well: but San Stefano was of minor
importance at the time and three small vessels were the only
shipping sunlc. These were the sailing vessels Francesco
Sodini (193 G.R.T.) and Angelo Raffaelle(7) (56 gTiItT) and
the auxiliary sailing vessel Principessa.J»1aria (47 G.R.T.).

On the 10th,

On the 19th,

Viev/ed as a whole, the last quarter of 1943 niust be

considered as a traiisitory and not very fruitful period.
There v/ere too many other tasks competing for priority and

too much base movement proceeding for an adequate concen
tration on shipping. The emphasis ?;as shifting from sMp-
ping at sea to sliipping in port, but tha.s alone would never

solve the problem. Far greater weight and continuity must

be applied.

99
(2)

Of S2nd Fighter Group.
Of 2nd, 97th, 99th and 301st Bomb Groups.
On the same day, 35 Mitchells of 320th Bomb Group sank
the fisliing vessel Mar*oantonio (34 G.R.T.) at Anzio,
Of No. 232 Wing.
On 26 November, Mustangs of 27th Fighter Bomber Group
(i'LA.T.A.F.) sank the Italiaii tug Domenico (95 G.R.T.)
at Civitavecchia.

Of 86th Fighter Bomber Group (T.A.F.)
Actually sanJe 10 days later.

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
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Warships sunk by Allied air attacks on ports (October -

December 1945)(1)

No G-erman T/arships v?ere sunlc at sea in the Central
Mediterranean during the last quarter of 1943 by Allied air
craft. For the G-ermans it v:as a busy period of conversion
of captured vessels and reorganisation of their striking,
escort and defence units; for the time being the damage
caused by air attacks on their railway communications had
created no serious shortages and naval movements were
restricted pending the building up of suitable strength.

October passed ?;ithout a single warship being sunk by
Allied aircraft. November Vi^as only slightly more fruitful.
On the night 13/l4th, eight Bostons(2) bombed Civitavecchia,
claiming hits on the outer mole, the chemical works and
buildings near the

a near miss on a 5,000 ton merchant vessel.
as works and causing an explosion, and

They sank
V.P,7014 and Y.P.7650.(5) two small patrol vessels of the
70th Patrol Flotilla. On 24 November, a by-product of the
Fortress attack on the Toulon base was the sinking of 3.56(4)
(for the second time) of the 5rd S-boat Flotilla.

December yielded no results except the slnlcing on the
28/29th at Civitavecchia of the minesweeper M,7009 by
mission of forty-eight U.3. Mustang3,(5) This craft
of a force of approximately tv.pnty craft (ex steam travjlers
or lobster boats) of the 70th Hinesweeping Flotilla vnder
command of the 7th Defence DivisToli^T^jTT) ~~~~

a

was one

It would be premature to say at this point that the
G-erman Navy vms as yet fully oi'ganised to meet the nev/

Their strength had as yet not
nearly reached the considerable dimensions attained in 194ii-;
but the hard core vms forming,
v/ere not serious.

situation in these waters.

The losses recorded above

They profited by the fairly stable
sitviation in Italy to strengthen their port and coastal
defences and to mine channels likely to be used by Allied
surface units probing northvfards.

(1) In the Ligurian and Tyrrhenian Seas only,
air anti-shipping operations v/ill be covered in the
next chapter.
Of No, 232 Wing,
V.P, = Vier Posten (4-Post).
90 tons displacement.
Of 86th Fighter Bomber G-roup.
Ii.Q, Leghorn.

G-erman naval units from PG-/5197I (F.D.S./Admlty.).

Adriatic

(2)

5
6

7
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CHAPTER 6

GERMAN EXPANSION IN THE EASTERN BASIN

Allied strategy

Introduction

Operations in late 1943 in the Dodecanese are seldom
set in their ftill context of military and political grand
strategy. They may appear, accordingly, as a series of
ill-edvised and poorly co-ordinated side-shows hearing within
themselves the seeds of their own defeat. They certainly
appeared in that light at the period to some of the Allied

commanders. Research into the grand strategy of the
period hy a contemporary historian(l) brings out into clear
relief the vadidity of the British plan, the great military
and political issues at stake and the advantages viiiich might
have emerged from an Allied success, -vdiich induced the
Prime Ifinister and the British Chiefs of Staff to accept the
risks.

Paramomt among these considerations were the ideas of

inducing Turkey to enter th.e war on the side of the Allies,
of obtaining airfields in Anatolia for the better prosecu
tion of the air offensive against the German system in

Greece and the Balkans and of occijpying a vital flank area.

But for the Allied decision not to dissipate their
Mediterranean forces, these consummations might have been
realised. It is therefore timely to develop briefly the
characteristics of Allied grand strategy.

Allied strategy aimed at the aquisition of Tijrkish air^elds

In the Autumn of 1943, the British Chiefs of Ptaff
believed that the greatest potential significance of the

capt\ire of the Dodecanese was that it might bring Turkey
into the vtst,

disposal of the Allies a group of air bases, from which to

bomb Greece, Rumania and Bulgaria, as well as some 46 Turkic
divisions,

of the Dardanelles and Bosphorus, the current neutrality
of wHich favoured the Germans; the eneny in Greece woiold

be deprived of supplies from Rumania and the Danube valley;
if the Russian campaign went well, British and American
supplies could be transported in bulk to southern Russia
(as they were not by the existing route through Persia),
instead of to the Arctic by the expensive northern convoys.

Furthermore, a Turkish alliance would upset the Germans’
delicately poised balance of forces throughout Europe,
threatening them with a new, formidable campaign on their
most sensitive flank,

comparison between the contemporary Allied air base system
at extreme, impracticable range from North Africa and
Palestine with that projected in Anatolia, Rhodes and Kos,
to visualise the magnetic attraction it must have had for

British strategists.

They saw that it would at once place at the

It -would give the Allies control of the passage

It needs only the most elementary

Prof, John Ehrman,
Official History of the Second World Vifar, Grand
Strategy, 'Vol, V, by John Ehrman'(Air Ministry Library).
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The Priins Minister vrote on 27 July 43

•I need Rhodes as part of the diplomatic approach
ito Turkey.

Hitler, likemse, saw ?ji successful Allied operations in the
Aegean a powerful inducement to Turkey to Allies:
and it has "been noted that, although he accepted the mili

tary arguments put up by his advisers against Aegean
operations, he put political and prestige considerations
first, took Rhodes and insisted on the reduction of Leros
and all that it implied.

There had been in operation for some time past a system
of supply of materials of war to Turkey, iiiiich cams under
the code name of ’Hardihood*, These supplies were now
used as a lever in Allied negotiations with the T\n*ks.
Relations with Turkey, who had been very co-operative on

occasions, deteriorated markedly as 1943 drew to its close,
Juist before the assault on Leros, talks were held in Cairo

with her representatives and the request for the
cession of air bases in Anatolia pressed,
accepting the principle of co-belligency and admitting some
technicians, the Turks, apprehensive of sefctacks by the now

predominant Germans on their western provinces, as well as

of Russian absorption if the Geimans were driven out, would

concede nothing,
clung to the hope of an operations against Rhodes
(’Hercuiles*) and preparations for Turkey* s ultimate entry
into the war (’Satuim*),
Joint Cliiefs of Staff were throughout in favour of a neutral

Turkey, viewing with suspicion what they saw as dangerous
diversions to operations in Italy and to the iiipendlng
launching of ’Overlord*.

Apart from

The Prime Minister, mdaunted, still

The President and the American

Differences in Bxdtish and American strategic thought

During the critical period of the last four months of

1943> there were marked differences between the strategic
views on Meditei*ranean operations advanced by the British and
the Americans,

national cast of mind;
iTere affected by their national as well as their common
interests,

and the individual approach, influenced by the couirse of

their separate histories and military experience, was con

sistently at variance,
differences.

It would be far-fetched to speak of a
but the policies of the two allies

At the time in question, these two did not ftise

It is inportant to define these

This has been admirably done by Professor John Ehrman
in the fifth volume of his work on Grand Strategy in the

Second World War, so well, indeed, that it would only
lose by paraphrasing,

’To the British, nurtured and confinaed in the
experience, and largely governed by the forms of
maritime warfare, strategy inplied an economy of
effort, best achieved, if circumstances allowed, by
a careful distribution of strength between a nxjiber
of complementary targets, whose geographical
separation from each other itself explained or
reflected their interdependence.
warfare was pragmatic, for it must develop largely

He writes:-

Such a mode of
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as opportunity offered^ aiad the British placed a
oorresponclingly hi^ value on strategic flesdlbility^
in preference to a rigid adherence to a Iceig-prepai^d
piano

'fo the Ainericans;, on the other hand^ strategy
iEoplied concentration of effort, in the Napoleonic
sense. Unused to long wars against numerically
superior Continental powers, and rightly confident
in their application of ingenuity to unparalleled
strength, they had no need for, or experience of the
devious approach. Their strategic lesource and
tactical boldness, the foimer already displayed in
the Pacific, the latter soon to be displayed in
North-west Europe, were accordingly exercised in the
service of a siigle strategic target and of a single
well-prepared design; and they were quick to note and
to fear any sign of an apparent dispersal of force,
or of a departure from plans already agreed.

The Americans thus disliked the "side-shows**
TOiich to the British were an inherent element of -war

fare; and the Mediterranean had always seemed to
them to bear all the marks of a * side-show* »o»

*The Mediterranean* Marshall informed a meeting of the

Conibined Chiefs of Staff in Washington in May 1
*-was a vacuum into T^hich America's great military
mi^t could be drawn off until there was nothing left
with which to deal the decisive blow on the
Con-fcinent* •

Moves foll.owing the Italian surrender )

German negotiations with the Italians

On the announcement of the Italian storrender, the
Germans lost no time. Their first approaches mre dip
lomatic and made late on 8 September. ^ 0130 hours on

9 September agreement (2) had been reached on the
following points. The Italian Eleventh Army was to
maintain defence of the Greek coast for at least 14 days
in oo-operation with German troops and then to ptall out
gradually ai^ return to Italy. If the Allies ordered the
Italian Army to lay down its arms, these were to be
surrendered on German-controlled territary. Shortly

after. Admiral Lange, the Admiral Congaanding Aeg^ean.
secured the hand-over of ali Italian naval fOTOes in the

Aegean.

Swift German moves

Operation *Aohse^, already in force in the Central
Mediterranean, was postponed twice, eventually ocMning into
force at 1200 hours on 9 September.

Precautionary measures taken that ni^t included
orders to lay mines off the Corinth Canal, to post navi

gation vessels at the East of the Corinth Canal, to close

(l) PJD.S. 28/53 (first draft) (PJ).S./Admlty)s
Bragadin: Admiralty Battle Sunsnary No. 3^ (A.H.B.
IIK/18/29).

(2) Between Amry Group E and the Italian Eleventh Army.
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the Pirasus net hoom and for shore batteries to firs on

any vessels attempting to leaveg 1200 hom-s on
9 September^ a smfb swoop on shipping in Piraeiis, Crete
(lai-gely maintained by Italians) and in Leros liad produced
a useful accession of first line naval v^essels and

aindliariesg (1)

On the night S/lO September an A3 Lied mission was
dropped on Rliodos; but at 1220 hours on the 11th^ the
Italian GommariiSer had capitilLated to the G-ermaLiSj(2)
aJ-ttiough his farces outnumbered the G-ermans*
landed on Syra the same day®
on the 14th«

She Germans

Volos and Zante fell to them

In the meantime, the German seivice chiefs had mat on

10 September and decided to abandon neither the soxifchem
chain of islands nor the Aegean islands, for they were
either of value to them or of potential value to the
Allies*, But with their actual forces tliey cou3.d not be

On the 12th, Admiral Pricliie, Kaval Group Commandheld,

SQuth> thou^t the Allies had missed the moment of German
wealmess in relinquishing Rhodes, but he could not resist
a serious attempt to retake it.
looked on the Aegean as the aro that secured their south

eastern flank against Russia and the otlier Allies,
relinquish the area would present the Allies with fresh
bases.

The Germans in the area

To

Their only hope was that the Allies, slow and
methodical in proceeding to action, would hesitate until

Turkish neutrality mi^t then swing init was too late,

the Germans^ favour.

On the 13th, the situation was cz'itical, in spite of

the co&y capture of Sliodes. The Italians wei'e resisting
bitterly in Volos, Chalkis, Salonica, Northern Euboea and

Kephalonia. A landing on Corfu had been beaten back and

Samos had rejected a truce offer,

Tlia battle for Eephalonia Island(3)

At the time of the Armistice, the Ionian Islands
were garrisoned partly by German and partly b^'- It^.an
troops. There appear to have been some leakages of
the *Achse* plans to seize Italian possessions, ports and

shipping, for here, as in a nturber of other areas, a sto\ib
resistance was put . up to German encroachnents. The four

principal islands in the Ionian group are Corfu,
Kephalonia, Zonte and Levkas,

(0 At Pii'aeus, undamaged;- minelayer - Morosinis
destroyers - Turbine and Crigpi; torpedo boats -
Cfll-atafinp. and San MartinoT "l ̂ kas boat, 16 auxiliary
minesweepers aiiE small vessels, S.S. Vesta. Areszo,
and Asoianghi found sunk in liarbour.
In Crete; - torpedo boats - Solfezdno and Castelf1.dardo
and all the anti-sulmiarine and minesv/eeping •vessels
there.

In Leros:- destre^r Euro and all Italian motor
vessels, tugs, salvage and harbour craft.
Hio at the time had a division on the island.

E.DvS, 28/33 (first draft) (P.D.S./Admlty):
L^Aeronautica Italiana nella. Guezra di Tjjberaziane

S)5»/T6o**Air^’Historical Office, Rome, 1950.
(A.H,B.6).

2
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On Kepbalcnia;, the Italians crpsned hostilities on.
13 Sept, hy firing on German units and sinking a
naval ferry "barge, (l ) A Gerinan attempt to land rein
forcements on the 14th was resisted, "but reinforcenents
turned the scale. Open warfare began on the 15th, Air
attacks by Ju,87s turned the scale on the 21st, organized
Italian resistance ceased and, on the 22nd, the Italians
capitulated. Two of the transports carrying prisoners
were sunk by a mine off Argostoli. These were
S.S. Ardena(2) and S,S, Elsi,(3) At least 700 lives were
lost,*(4)

There was no Allied air intervention on behalf of the

Italians,

Andros and Naxos fell to the Germans dm the 23rd,

The battle for Corfu Island(5)

The attack on Corfu opened on 13 September, when three
German bombers (from N.TiTo Greece like the Ju.S'/s that
attacked Kephalonia) attacked Italian naval units in
Ckn-fu port,
end of the 21st,

by landing forces, but the majority of these were repulsed.

On 14 September, after the abortive landing on Corfu,
the German Command gave first priority to the capture of

the Ionian Islands and postponed the s-aggested operation
against Leros.

A second and fin.al German landing was made on

21 September and after a severe struggle, the island
capitulated on 24 September.

These attacks increased in weight until the
The first attack on the 13th was followed

Appeals for air assistance were met by Superaereo»
the Italian Air Command, with contini;©d sorties by small

forma.tions of Me,202s, Me,205s, Re,2002s, but these efforts

were too 3.iglit to change the situation. Several requests
for help "by Mediteiranean Air Command, led to an examina.ticn
of the situation by this latter formation, but the situation

was lost before plans could matuce. As in the case of

Corsica, there were strict limitations to any potential
The Allies were engaged in consolidating theirair raid,

precarious "bridgehead at Salerno,

Rueirer Conference on 24 September(6)

On 24 September, Field Marshal von Weichs reporbed to

Hitler, in the presence of Doenita, on the situation in
the South-East and urged the timely evacuation of German

Doenitzoutposts on the Aegean islands, inc3.uding Crete,
gave as his reason for supporting this recommendation five

Firstly, he thought the next Allied move was toreasons.

Tactical number as yet midentified,

1,092 G.R.T. Ex-Greek.
3) 1,.433 G,R„T„ Ex-Greek.
4) A.H.S, and Lloyds,
5 5 L^Aeronautioa Italiona nella Guerra di Liperazione,

Air Historical Office Rome (AoH«B,6 copyj^
Naval Affairs 1943 (A.H.B.(6) Fuehrer Conferences on

OOP5'- with Capt. Pey’ton-Ward),
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be against the Bal.kans. Secondly^ the G-emoan position in

Greece and the nel.ghboiiring ar-eas of the Adriatic and

Aegean ̂ ms very preoarious. The peninsular forces ■mre
hardly in a position to prevent a landing attempt in force.
The only point where the naval forces possessed any
strength to speak of was in the Aegean area. Thirdly,
they had at sea only small vessels varifit to compete wi'^li
the superior naval forces th-e Allies might bring into play.
Four'thiy, the Allies held undisputed air superi.oi'ity in the
whole area. Fifthly, the advanced island bases could be
by“passed and starved out. He asked for a quick decis.i.on,
as their sea—bome traffic, ali’eady inadequately protccpedj
was in ^jeopardy.

Hitler agreed with these military arguments, but re~
fused to order the evacuation of the is3nnds, especially of
Crete and the Dodecanese, on account of the political
repercussions which would follow* The attitude of Germany's
allies in the South-east, as well as that of Tinice-y, was
determined exclirsively hy their confidence in Geimiaai strength.
To avoid a fatal loss of prestige, they must accept any
losses of troops and material,
assure the supply of the islands*

A].l.ied and German moves in the Dodecanese and Aegean,
September and October.

The Mix Force would

In the hope of influencing Turkey to enter the war and
extcndirig their freedom of sea and air movement in the area,
the Allies landed on a number of islands and organized

albeit on a modest scale and at extreme
These

their defences,
range from Cypi'us and North African air bases, .
islands were, in order of occupation., Castelrizo(l}, Kos
(with the only good airfield outside Hhodes), Samos(2)
and Leros(3)* By 18 Sept. 43s Germans considered the
Dodecanese (except Ehodes) lost to them* By 30 September,
British forces were in control of the islands of Ikaria,
Kal-ymnos, Symi and Stempalia, and co-operating Italians
in control of others.

The Germ.ans moved swiftly into the Cyclades and
Sporades and took up commanding positions threatening any
advaiice by Allied naval forces into the Aegean, By
30 September, they were in control of Ehofes, Santorin and
its neighbours, Scarpanto, Khallqras, Alimnia, Naso, Lemnos,
Mitylene, iGiios, Crete, Ki-hhera, ilntil<ythera, the Sporades
and the Cyclades. B-olgfirian forces vsre in control of
Andros, Thasos and Samotht'ace,

During October’, the Germans took Kos, Kalymnos, Narcos,
, Symi and Staiiroalia, On 27 October, they
s of aa.r attacks on Loros with greatly

Paros, Levitha
opened a serie
strengthened air forces based in Greece,

Operation ^Leopard*

Allied and German military operations centering round
the struggle for the isla.nd of Leros have been described in

11 10 Sept. 43.
2) Both on 13 Sept* 43,
3) 13 Sept* 43*
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official narratives in detail, (1) It mil, however,
clarify the context if the development of the Gerraan plan
is very briefly oubliaed in the light of German doctiments.
Thereafter, the air operations of the Middle East Interpre
tation Unit will be described in greater details than has

hitherto been attempted.

When it was decided on 13 Sept. 43 to push ahead with
operations against Leros, the Germans lacked the necessary
forces, Fliegerkorps X covild provide no air support for the

Wavy as their aircraft ’were fully enplosred elsewhere. On

the 14th, in view of the serious position in the Ionian
Islands, work on the plan for Leros was postponed, brt was

considered both feasible and urgent four days later. The

Italian vessel Ma^„522 returned to Greece from Samos report
ing British occupation of the Dodecanese as weak and that an

exceptional opportimity for siiccess was open,
20 September, there were still no .groxmd or air forces to
spare for the task. On 22 September, Aray Group E advised
Admiral Commanding Aegean of Hitler* s decision -to operate
against the Dodecanese, No air support was promised until

operations in the Adriatic were completed.

Between 24 and 26 September, the operational plan for
An air basecodename * Leopard’ - was drawn up.Leros

for the German Air Force was to be decided on (adequate
airfields in Greece already existed) and the Allied air
forces were to be eliminated,

for Leros was issxaed and Lieut. Gen, Muller appointed in

command, with naval and air forces to assist,
tion was to take Leros and Nikaria first, then Samos,

On 6 October, the direct

The inten

ive

*

Reinforcements for the expedition had been lost in the

S,S, Olympos convoy of 6/7 October and, the S,S, Kari and
Trapani convoy of 15 Octoberj and the presence of Allied
destroyers in the Kos - Leros area proved the risks were

greatly increasing. There were still insufficient aircraft
to ensure success. After several postponements, the
Siipreme Commander South-East received a blunt directive on

17 October from Hitler, The existing plans must be adhered

to and carried out as soon as possible,
forces and an air Geschwader -mre promised.

By the end of October, the losses of ships, troops and

supplies to Britisli surface craft and aircraft, were really
serious.

Additional ligjit

On 6 November, the codename of Operation ’Leopard’ was

changed to Operation ’Taifun’.

By 10 November, reinforcements had been asstired and
The naval forces were to be 3 anti-the plan issued,

submarine (UJ) vessels, 6 GA auxiliary vessels, 2 KPK armed

trawlers, 25 landing craft and one steamship, 2 destroyers,
2 ex-Italian torpedo boats, some R-boats and S~boats and

(1) Admiralty Battle Summary No, 36 (A.H.B,IIiQ/l8/29) and
R,A,F. Narrative (first draft) - Operations in the
Dodecanese Islands: September - November 1943 (A.H.B. ),
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1 I~-boat,(l)
Allied defences for sonie days past, -was to support the
landings hy attacking naval targets in the evening of

11/12 Noveniber and from C600 hours on 12 November, and,
in the morning of 12 November, defences and airfields.

■which had beeia reducing theThe G.A.F • *

It is clear that from time to time the Germans con

sidered their chances of success laalilcely, but that prestige
and political considerations led them to disregard the very
heavy losses and handicaps involved and rapidly concentrate
for their purpose both sufficient air forces to ensure local
air ST^eriority and craft admirably adapted to the taslc.

Allied air operations in the Aegean. September to December

Photographic reconnaissance in September(2)

Daylight reconnaissance over the Eastern Mediterranean
fell into one or more of the following categories: general
sea reconnaissance,(3) coastal reconnaissance(4), armed
reconnaissance,(5) shadowing(6) and photographic
reconnaissance.
the critical autumn of that was most valuable in
the planning of all operations whether by land, sea or air
and provided the Allies with most of the facts relating to
the eneny’s preparations, intentions and movements.

It was photographic reconnaissance, in

The principle agent for photographic reconnaissance
reports in September 1943 was the Middle East Interpretation
Unit,(7} It had liaison officers at Air H,Q, Middle East
and Ar^ H.Q, ItLddle East and a detachment at the Naval
Intelligence Centre in Alexandria,

(1) The following vessels have been identified from German
records at the Admiralty (PG/32217):-
Destroyers: T.A.14 (ex Italian Turbine), T,A,l5f
(ex Italian Crisp!)
Torpedo boats: T,A.l6 fexitalian Catelfidardo), T.Aa17
(ex Italian San Martino), T.A<,19 (ex Itali^ Calatafimi)
R-boats: R.195, R»210. 3-*oats: S,34 (after
initial lancilng)
UJ-boats: U.J.2101, U,J.2102, U.J.2110.
G,Ab42, (raAchh-t G»A,43*
Harbour defence: G.A.01, G.A.02,
Middle East Interpretation 'ifeit O.E.Bs and appendices
Sept, to Dec. 43»
Any patrol along given tracks or in a given area
carried out with the object of locating and repoiting
enemy surface forces at sea. This may be an offensive
patrol to locate an enen^r force which it is intended to
attack, or a defensive patrol to discover enenry forces
•sdiich might menace our o-wn operations.
Any patrol close to the coastline, the object of viiich
is to locate and report enemy shipping cr to observe
eneny activity in harbour and ashore,
A patrol carried out to locate and attack enemy shipping
or a coastal target and generally ordered in an area in
’flhiuh it is not intended to despatch further striking

Q-boats:

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

forces,
^'Then enemy surface forces have been located by recon
naissance, aircraft may be ordered to ‘shadow’ and
report subsequent movements and results of o\jr attacks,

Amendiiient List No, 2 to Middle
(M,E,I.U, 0,R.B,)

Formed on 15 May
East Air Order No,505 of 30 June 42,

(6)

(7)
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Most of the actual photography was carried out hy
No. 680 Squadron, flying Spitfires, This squadron had a

detachment (B Pli^tJ at Tocra on the Egyptian coastline
and one (C Plight) at Nicosia in Cyprus, B Plight (con~
ti’olled hy Air Defences Eastern Mediterranean), covered
Greece, Crete, the Cyclades and Aegean Islands,
detachment at Nicosia interpreted phofcogi'aphs in phases
developing in detail, C fli^t, (controlled by Air H,Q,
Middle East), covered the Dodecanese, the Cyclades aid
Aegean Islands. M.E.I.U, repoi’ted on the oblique photo
graphs talcen by No. 201 Group’s reconnaissance flights and
shipping strikes in the Aegean area.

The

No. 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group employed two squadrons
of Baltimores, (short-range i^connaissance aircraft), on
photographic operations. These were No. 203 Squadron,
based at Berka 3 in Cyrenaica and No. 545 (R.A.A.P.)
Squadron based at St, Jean in Palestine,
in oblique photographs.
No. 205 Group on night bombers to cover night photographs.

Biey si>ecialised
The M.E.IcU, kept an officer with

By the end of August 1943, No, 680 Squadron had photo
graphed all the important ai'eas in Greece, Crete, the Aegean
and the Dodecanese within its range. This extended roughly
as far as the fortieth degree of latitude, including the area

N.E. of Larissa and the island of Lemnos, with Salonika at

exbreiie raijnge.

During September, a full report on Gi^te was issued.
During the second half of this month, the port and airfields

of Rhodes were covered tmce daily, and there was  a daily
reconnaissance of the Piraeus and many of the Greek airfields,

A series of reports by the Shipping Section produced in July
the movement of merchant shipping and tankers was continued.

On the basis of photographs, ooii5)lete surveys of haibours in

Cjrete, Rnodes, Mytilene, Chios, Samos and the Peloponnese
were developed.

Photographic reports on the escpedition against Kos in
Ocboter Cl)

Valuable information, not entirely continuous, was
provided on the assembly and passage of ships and aircraft
engaged in the German attack on Kos island in October,
On 30 September, a convoy of three merchant vessels, three
P~boats and a corvette had been photographed on arrival at

Kolpos Soudhas (Crete) from Piraeus and, on 1 October,
shipping in Cretan waters was reported as further augmented
by the arrival at Heral:leion of a "Citta di Agrigento"
class liner and at Kolpos So’odlias oFs.S. Sin-fra and three
naval ferr^^ barges (P-boats),
left by 1025 hours on 2 October, and on the 3rd were
participating in the operation against Kos, from which they,
together with the aircraft tender Emaj, returned to Piraeus

by 4 and 5 October, The movement of 14 - 19 Ju.87s from
Ai-gos to iksrakleion on 2 October was also photographed.

The ex-Vichy French S,S. Sinfra, for a long time one of

the mainstays of Axis supply in the Aegean, uvas photographed
at Herakleion on 18 October,

morning, photographs sho’wed she had departed:, this

on

They had all, except one.

At 1005 hovirs the next

(1) M.EoI,U. 0,R.Bs.
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information was signalled and that rd^t the Sinfra was

torpedoed and sunk hy aircraft of No. 247 Wing.

Towards the end of the month, the steady biiild-^p of

Ju,88 forces in Crete was photographed, a pointer to
more grave events.

Photographic reports on German preparations for the assault
on Leros

One of the most discoviraging ffeatures of the loss of

Leros was that Allied air intelligence furnished  a clear

picture of the enen^r naval forces and their progress towards
the assembly centres, but there were inadequate operational
aircraft, ships and land forces to prevent a landing. (1)

The contribution towards a clear day-to-day pictxire of

the German preparation made by the three R.A.P.
reconnaissance squadrons employBd(2) was a remarkable one.
The weather was favourable and the operations ran to a

smooth plan,
the eneny naval farces available,
report on their progress.

The first task was to discover the nature of

The second task was to

After the fall of Kos, it was confirmed that the Germans
had five naval ferry barges in the Kos - Kalymnos area,
obviously insufficient to transport and land a suitable
force. Troops had been assembling during September and
October in that area,

and a wealth of varied intelligence pointed clearly to

Geman intentions to persist with the operations,
reconnaissance aircraft proceeded to secure as exact a

picture as possible as to the means likely to be adopted.
There was always a chance that the naval ei’pedition
entailed might be destroyed or diverted.

The prolonged air attacks on Lero

The

s

On 25 October, some 60 foot assault craft(3) were
photographed for the first time in the area in Piraeus.
Their ntinibers increased until 2 November, vhen 13 were

photographed. Some loaded stores and motor transport.
Caiques, either singly or in small groups, very difficult
to detect from the air, supplied the troops assembling in

Kos, One steamship was engaged in operations, but was
photographed. Two navail ferry barges and two Siebel

ferries(4) were photographed at various points in the
islands, accompanying the expedition for a part of their

journey,
the convoy of 13 assault craft and its surface and air
escorts.

Photographic reports on

The pooled evidence provided by the three R.A.P.
squadrons, (6) while not absolutely contintJOiis, threw valuable

(1) P,I, Report No. 3692 l8.12,Zi3 In I-I.E.I.U, Appendlees

(2) No^O^P.R. Squadron (high level), Nos,203 end later No,l+54 Squadron
(visual and obliques),

(3) Uhdecked, with a square stem and rounded bow, forming 2 doors vticii
opened outwards. Apart fron their length they resembled I-boats (Infantry
assault craft),

(A) First appearance In the E<astem tfedlterr^ean of these craft,
(5) The remarkable series of 16 aerial oblique and vertical photographs which

cooempany HaEiUU, P,1 Report No. 3692 (In N,,E,I,U, 0»R,B, Appendices
Dec, ii3) will repay serious study as throwing direct light on this Import
ant operation and as an example of how organized air units and skilled
piiotcgraphlo Interpreters can provide Irreplaceable Intelligence to tlie
armed femes at a time of crisis,

(6) Tlie tvio other squadr-ons employed In phctcgraphlc reccainalssance In the
Eastern Mediterranean, viz No. 13 (Hellenic) and No^lS (S4A,A,F,) did not
figure in the cover of this convoy,
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light on the progress of the convoys, the stratagems of
concealment and deliberate deviations of route resorted to,
as -well as the camposition of, and changes in, the well-
armed escort forces.

The tmarmed Spitfires of No, 680 Scuadron, viiich
specialised in high level vertical photography, co\iLd not

have frjrnished a running report alone, for they, defence
less and insufficient in nunibers, 'vvere handicapped by
weather. On the other hand, the anoed, sturdily built
Baltimores (of Nos. 203 and kdk- Squadrons) could fly below
cloxii with a higher degree of protection against anti
aircraft fire and could perform the dual, function of visual

observation and oblique photography,
photographs wiiich were acted upon by the anti-shipping
strike units and their photographs, as well as those of

No, 680 Sqiiadron, corrected erroneous visual reports by
merchant vessels and revealed the presence of po^TOrfiiLly
armed S-boats, B-boats, ferry barges and vessels of
corvette type. The fact that perfect co-ordination of
evidence was not attained does not detract from the un

doubted value of the joint effort.

The following facts on the convoy*s movements(l)
emerged from the photographs. On 3 November, a single
convoy of 13 assault craft with caique escort left
Piraeiis, Nine put into Lavrion and, with an additional
escort of one sloop, one corvette and one small vessel,
rejoined the others at Paros on 6 November. B'rom thence,
they split up into two convoys of ten and three craft
and were accompanied part of the way by two ferry barges.

They provided the

On 9 November, ten assault craft were photographed
In a bay off Amorgos,
stayed at Aticrgos from 9 to 12 November,
the convoy, now of fourteen assavilt craft, 'vvas seen leaving
Port Maltesana in Northern Stampalia, with three escort
vessels, one R or S—boat, two 50 foot launches and a

Two .iirado 196 aircraft were at

One craft ani a naval ferry barge
On 10 Nevember,

trawler from Kalyranos.
the seaplane station and three aircrai't in fli^t,
this point the convoy dispersed. Three assault craft
probably put back to Imorgosj
fear Levinthos and were photographed on the morning of the

10th heading East towards Ealyraaos: the balance of five
mar^A for the southern part of Eos harbour, -where they, with
two launches, an unserviceable naval ferry barge and five

active ones, one escoii: vessel and t-wo R. or S—boats, were

photographed by Spitfires on the llth,
escort vessels were heavily armed and the 50 foot launches
appeared to be armed -with a hea-vy calibre machine gun on a
platform forward, (2)

At

four sailed by N, by E,

All types of

The picture, therefore, already provided by air
intelligence on the 11th, the day preceding the landing.

Refer to Figure 9 for a diagram of convoy movements
from 2 to 11 November,

For details of the strenuous attempts by air forma
tions to intercept the convoy refer to the A,H,B,
narrative (first draft) on
Dodecanese" pp,2f2-i(ij-e
in Admiralty Battle Summary No,36

CperatiOTis in the
Naval efforts are referred t

(1)

(2)

o

(A.H.B.IIE/18/29).
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gave precise details of the enemy shipping forces
engagedj i.e, five active naval ferry barges and five
60 foot assaxilt craft at Kos and foxm* assault craft at

Kaljmnos, in addition to naval escorts.

Photographic cover for the initial stages of Operation
’Taifijn^ on the morning of 12 November was very scanty
owing to bad weather, but photographs were taken of the

area every day up to 20 November, ■vdxi.ch seemed to provide
evidence of the destruction or damage of four assault
craft, with one inactive at Amorgos, also that the total
naval ferry barges in the area was ninej these nine in
cluded three unserviceable at Kos throughout the period,
one inactive at Amorgos and one inactive at Stauipalia,
The odds against the Allies were too great from the moment
the landing was effected; all the photography could do
now was to record, it could no longer warn or provoke
offensive action,(1)
ted just before midright on 16 November,
on Samos capitulated on 22 November, the whole Dodecanese
was in German hands.

The Allied forces on Leros capitula-
I'Jhen the forces

The air balance sheet(2)

In the course of Aegean operations between 8 Sept,
tnd 16 Nov, 43» R«A,P, aircraft losses amounted to 98
aircraft destroyed (Category 3) 25 damaged
(Category 2),(3) Of those destroyed, the twin-engined
fighters lost 43 and, thg :single-engined fighters 22^, '
Middle East Air Command and Northwest ilfrican Air Force
claimed to have destroyed 77 finemy aircraft in the air and
89 on the ground in attacks on airfields and landing grounds
and anti-aireraft units to have destroyed 19 in the air.

The

The disadvantages under which the R,A,F, labovired in
the Aegean area were great. The only heavy bomber
squadrons on hand were the Liberators and Halifaxes of
No, 240 Wing and although some help had been given by the
Mediterranean Air Command, (/|-) this was severely limited by
the priority given to commitments in Italy, Only one

(1) Betvreea 8 Sept, and 16 Nov, 43 Inclusive, No, 680 Squadron had flown 404
sorties in photograpihlc recsainalssance, and Nc,13 (H), NCwlS (S,A,A.F,),
Nto,454 and No,203 Squadrons 250 sorties between them, all in tlio Aegean
area, (A,H,B,II 2r,l*/'!5S/26 Appendix G),
Operations in the Aegean area by aircraft of the Middle East Coanand
(8 Sept, to 16 Nov, 43) (A<,H,B,II J,1/155/26),

(3) R.«jv«F* casualties in the /legean area 8 Sept, to 16 NcVo 43i>

(2)

Eneny
Actions

Flying
Battle;
Cat, 3

Flying
Battles
Cat, 2

Enasy
Actions
Cat, 2

Typo of
Aiiwaft

Totals
Cat. 3

1 2 1 Cat. 3-3
Cat. 2 - 1
Cat. 3 - 6
Cat. 2-5
Cat, 3-15
Cat, 2-6
Cat. 3 - 43
Cat. 2 - 11
Cat, 3-24
Cat. 2-2

Heavy bomber

41 1 5Medium boitoer

1 10 55Ught bonfcer

634 9T/E fighter

S/E fighter

5

2222

1863 28 Cat, 3-91
Cat, 2-25

7Grand totals

In addition. No, 216 Squadron (Dalcotas) lost 5 aircraft on the ground at
Kgs and 2 Cat, 3 Flying Battle during the period,
(4) Refer to Appendix 32 for details of one of tliese gestures, tIz; the

loan of the 1st and I4tli Lightning Orcups fr-om 4-13 Oct, 43,
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Wellin^on squadron - No, 38 - was available^ and that was
primarily employed on torpedo-dropping*
thrown on the Beaufighter squadrons^ owing to the lack of
f^ilities for operating single-engined fighters, even when
fitted with long-^ange tanks*

Great strain was

37he reconnaissance and ship-
striking forces were inadequate to cover an island—strewn
area such as the Aegean, Tidiere eneny ships normally lay
hidden in island bays ditring daylight and moved only by
night# There were stretches of bad weather that put the
Gambut and other landing groiands out of aLction and inter
fered with operations at critical moments# (l)

Tn. spite of all the disadvantages, however, between
8 Sept, and 16 Nov, MiddJje East Consnand aircraft con—
trib^ed a total of 2,256 sorfcies(2) to Aegean operations,
JJi addition, TJ,S,A,A,P, airoraft of jMeditecranean Air

■ CoEmand oontrib^ed 1,062 sorties, (3) A detailed account
of their operations may be found in a report i^repared by
Operations Eeocn?d HI of H.Q., H.A.F., MicldXB East(4)
and this should be studied in parallel with the Air
HistoricaD. Branches narrative (first draft) entitled

^  Dodecanese Islands, September - Noveniber
19^3’ for a complete survey of Allied air participation.

The failure to obtain Turkish air bases (5)

iliroughout November, Turkey was increasingly apprehen
sive of a German attack on her western provinces
without the guarantees of idiat she considered adequate
si^I)ort and protection# As the Germans invaded the vihole
of the Aegean, her fears grew daily. Talks opened on
5 Ncveniber in Cairo ended in disillusion. On 7 November,
they refused to cede the much desired air bases in Anatolia
to the British without the same guarantees of British
protection as if she declared war. The British had
reluctantly acceded to the American arguments for  a neutral
Turkey, but still wanted the air bases. The Turkish demands
amounted to the same 2»0 squadrons they had originally
^18. out for, but the British would and oould not advance
an offer of 17 squadrons and 30 anti-aircraft batteries.

The British continued to press the Turks through
Deoe^r, but although the latter accepted the latest
British p:^osals in principle, they would not move without
216 Spitfires, 500 tanks and 66,800 tons of petrol as current
aid, with 49 sqrjadrons of aircraft as protection should they
declare war. The Turkish attitude showed a marked
deterioration when it was clear that their dgmflrt<^p ooiold nolj
be net in the face of existing priordties in Italy and for

oh

ai ESxfeetlvs Bosber and PSgbtar Bomber staples —
Effective Fi^bter sorties
Recomaissanoe sorties (sea)
Fhotographie reconnalssanee sorties (land)

Total so3?tles

380
^4

2,256

C3) Effective Bomber sorties (land tax^ets)
mectivB sorties by mt<S»lls (sea tareets)
Effective Fighter sorties (by Ugbtniogs)

860
82

120

Total sflorties 1,062
ih) AaH#a. II J#t/159/26,

S  TofaT. EMto (Otttetal Htatonr of Oa Seamd(S)
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the •Overlord' build-fig?. The ottfcoome of the third week
was still xznoertain and Bcdtlsh hopes for Operation
•Herotiles' f (an assault on Rhodes) faded with the passing
year,

RLnal territorial moves in the Aegean(l)

Leros was surrendered on 16 Nov, 43* On 18, 19 and
20 Nov* respectively, Samos, Seriphos and ly^kcni were
evacmted by the Allies* On 22 November, the Oexmans
landed on Samos and, on 27 November, captured Santorin.
On 23 November, the Allied garrison on Castelrizo was
withdrawn, leaving only a token force* (2)

German naval tasks at the end of 1943(3)

The Germans were now faced with some heavy tasks v^ich
would strain their organir!ation(4) to breaking-point*
These included the transport of thousands of pcrisoners-of-
war and the defence and supply of the islands* Shipping
was an acute problem and it would have to be closely
protected. The moat effective method of protection to that
point had been proved to be strong escort forces, ̂ diich
allowed the anti-s\itoarino (II*J.) vessels to detach in
case of engagement*
naval forces were too meagre, althou^ drastic measures wei^

in progress to reinforce them* The air forces mustered in
Greece and Rhodes for the recent operations were to be

reduced. There was little air escort for convoys, #iioh
might be forced to s^l by day*

With the redustion of German adr forces. Allied air
craft oo\ald operate more freely and would certainly harass

shipping increasingly frcan the air* Adequate air
reconnaissance for giving timely warning to, and diverting
convoys was ordered, coast-watching services extended,
harbours patrolled by surface craft, and minefields laid
off the Gulf of Attica, Suda, Candia, Syros, the Gulf of

Salonioa, the Spcrades and the Dardanelles*

Shipping target patterns for Allied aircraft in December(5)

Here the troiible was that the German

The Allies knew of the immense supply tasks awaiting
the Germans after the fall of Leros and proceeded to
exploit the situation* The German position in the Aegean
was secure, but the shortage of shipping tonnage acute*
During November, 11,828 tons of Upping had been lost -

approximately 25 per o^t of the total available at the
beginning of the month*

The hope of speedy relief from the Adriatic had faded.
It had proved msre dangerous than anticipated* Of ten

(1) For locations in the whole course of Aegean and
Dodecanese operations refer to Figure 8*

(2) Refer to Figure 8 for all locations in the Aegean and
Dodecanese*

(3) F*D*S./Admdralty 26/53*
(4) Refer to Figure 10 for German naval command

organization on 1 Deo* 43*
(5) From infoimati^ supplied by A*H*B«6 and fi*om M*E*I*U*

OoR*B. Appendices Nov* — Deo* 43©
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vessels ■vriiich had made the attenipt in September to pass oxit
to the Aegean, only tvro(l) arrived safely at Piraeus, An
attempt in mid-October to send five Siebel ferries and five
infantry landing craft met with disaster. The state of
shipping repair and construction in the Aegean had reached a
verj'- low ebb and there were barely enough crevra to man the
effective ships. Replacement fz*om the Black Sea was, for
the time being, out of the question} the situation there
was no less strained, with the struggle fcxr the Crimea
approaching a climax. Indeed, the Admiral Black Sea pressed
for, and occasionally obtained, transfers in his favour.
The Aegean managed to hold on to S,S, Peter (ex-iPrench
P,L.M.l6a of 3?754 G.R.T,) a coal transport. There wae an
almost catastrophic shortage of coal in the Aegean at this
period, a situation further aggravated in the middle of
December, -sdien the coal transport S,S. Balkan was
sunk off Lemnos, fully laden, t\h.ile in passage from the
Black Sea to the Aegean with bunlcer coal. As there iTere not
enough sizeable steamers available, the Germans then alloca
ted six auxiliary sailing vessels(2) of about 250 tons for
coal transport.

■’(Thile the tug-of*^ar between xhe Admiral Black Sea
and Aegean continued with Gruppe Sued acting as referee, sea
transport had to be found at any price,
of supply shortages v/ere Crete, Leros, Mitylene, Khios
and Lemnos,

The main areas

To bolster up the general ^stem, nomal
expediency gave way to a more realistic policy based on the
increased use of small craft, A register was compiled in
December 1943 of all vessels over 30 tons (including those
in Western Greece), with a view to using them to the best
advantage.

Ey the t-urn of the year, German shipping movements in
the Aegean were assuming a fairly regular pattern. With
Piraeus as the hub, shipping routes radiated westward to
Patras and the Ionian Islands, southw'ard to the souchem
Peloponnese and Crete (with staging harbours at Moneravasia,
Melos and Thera), eastward to Leros, Rhoxies and islands of
the Sporades (with a staging harbour at Syros), and north
ward via Khallris to Salonika (the latter port meeting most
of the requirements of Mitylene and Lemnos), A secondary
system of routes ran from Salonika to Stratcni (for the
manganese ore mines), Mvdros, Mitylene and Khios,(3)

Allied air check on German shipping

Almost daily. Allied photographic reconnaissance aircraft
operated over the Eastern Medterranean, A consolidated list
of coded eneny vessels in the Mediterranean, (4) was kept lap
to date and by the end of the year it was believed that the
greater part of these ships could be named. A weekly
register was kept of all vessels over 200 feet in len^h.

S,S, Leopardi (3,298 G,R,T,) and S,S, John Enudsen
(9,071 G.R.T.)
Grauerort, Gisela, Seerose^ Luehe, Magda and
Vertrauen,
Refer to Figure 8 for all locations in the Eastern
Mediterranean,
P.I.R. No, 2691 (M.E.I.U. O.R.B. Appendices Dec. 43).

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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8, 15 and 22 r)ec.iq43i 28,In the weeks ending 30 Nov
27, 23, and 28 respectively of siKJh ships were reported
operating in the Eastern Mediterranean,(l)
of the year, it was considered that 35 ships of this
length Ti®re operating in that area, (2) in addition to an
xjnknown, but certainly increasing number of armed caiques of
varyd.ng tonnages.

• »

At the close

No, 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group operations in December 1943

Introduction

After the Allies had lost the Aegean, their air forces
still suffered from lack of nimibers and range and their

operations for some time to come could only be on  a low
scale. The target system of Axis sea supply, as yet only
vaguely grasped as a #iole, was of such a natvre as to call

for continuous attack at a large number of points,
destroy one particular point could never prove decisive;
the viiole intricate pattern would svirvive or fall as a
whole.

To

The only hope of eventioally effecting really mortal
damage to that system was to attack as often and at as many
points as possible, until the true pattern came into clear
relief and aircraft and aircrew reinforcements coifLd be

spared from more pressing engagements in other areas.
During December, most of the difficulties viere keenly felt

in No, 201 Group, Air opposition by Ju,88s and Arado
196s, strong anti-aircraft port and convoy defences, the
short craft of

of small

cliffs in small anchorages, the heavy convoy escort
commitments and shortages of both day and night-operating
aircraft were all factors in the disappointment felt at

the close of 1943,

daylight, the increasing multiplicity
as targets, the hindrance of sheltering

Squadrons, duties and aircraft

The duties of No, 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group during
December comprised reconnaissance, anti-shipping and anti
submarine operations, close convoy cover and minelaying.
Anti-shipping operations were carried out by light or

medim bombers or by fighters and minelaying by heavy or
medium bombers,

viz.. Nos. 235 in the Gambut area, No, 245 in Palestine
and Cypriis and No, 247 in the Berka area, (3)

Reconnaissance and anti-shipping operations were
carried out by Wellingtons(4) snd Baltimoresj (5)
anti-submarine and close cover operations by
Beaufoiijs, (7) Baltimores(8) and occasionally

The Groups was composed of three wings,

Wellingtons,(6)
Venturas,(9)

(M.E.I.U.(1) P.I.RS. Nos. 3680, 3689, 3695 and 3708.
O.R.B, Appendices Dec, 43)•
P,I,R, No, 3713 (M,E.I.U, O.R.B. Appendices Dec, 43).
Refer to Appendix 29 for Order of Battle at 23 Nov, 43.
Of No, 38 Squadron,
Of Nos. 13 (Hellenic) 15 S.A.A.P, and 454 Squadrons.
Of No, 38 Squadron,
Of No, 16 ScA,A,P, Squadron,
Of No. 13, 15 S.A.A.P. and 454 Sqixadrons.
Of No. 17 S,A,A,P. Squadrons,

2

,3
.4,

6

.7
8

9
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Fighter anti-shipping operations m;re carried out by
Beai;ifighters(i ) and minelaying by Wellingtons, (2)

Operations against shipping at sea(3)

Although sweeps were carried out every day of December
and wide areas of the Aegean and Dodeoanes covered by the
Beaufighters^ Baltimore, Blenheims, Hiaisons and Wellingtons,
only on foiir occasions were merchant vessels in convoy
sighted and attacked. On 7 December, two Wellingtons of

No, 38 Squadron attacked a convoy of one merchant vessel
(of some tons), two destroyers iand one other vessel
on a southerly course east of Siphnos, The torpedo of one
aircraft missed and the other* s cottrse coiiLd not be observed.

The moon had gone down by the time the third aircraft
located the convey* There are no admissions of losses in

German records. The same day, four Beaufighters on an

offensive strike sighted a convoy west of Leros consisting
of one merchant vessel (6,000 G,E,T,), two destroyers, three
coasters (about 1,000/1,500 tons each)
vessels on an easterly course, with an air escort of six
Arado 196*s at 250 feet altitude. The Beaufigjiters attacked

the Arad.os, one of which broke off with dense black smoke

coming from the engine. Anti-aircraft fire from both
the ships and from Leros Island did no damage to the
Beaijfighters, There are no admissions of losses in German
records.

and three other small

In the night of 13/14 Deceniber, one of six Wellingtons
of No, 38 Squadron, searching for shipping between Mykonos
and Nikaria, located a convoy of a 1,200 ton vessel and

two others^(probably the escort), in the position 36° 17’ N
23° 46* E,(A-) Flares were dropped and flame floats laid
ten miles east of the convoy for the guidance of other
Wellingtons, A bomber attack was made with uinobseived
resiilts, A second aircraft launched an attack with a

toarpedo which ran well astern. The convoy directed intense

anti-adreraft fire and the Wellington was hit once. Bad

visibility prevented attacks ly two other Wellingtons and

a fifth failed to locate the convoy. The sixth
Wellington sighted another convoy of a 3j000 ton merchant
vessel, a destroyer and two small vessels north of Nikaria,
but weather conditions rendered an attack iinpracticablo.
There are no admissions of losses in German records for

these typical operations in difficTilt niglat conditions.

Caiques, singly or in small groi;q)s, were sighted on

eighteen days of the month and in increasing frequency as

the month proceeded,
programme of reqioisitioning, arming and conversion to naval

supply functions of this purely civilian fishing and trading
vessel,

prefixes, (such
Although they were not so frail as their graceful cut and

lateen sail suggested, and they were well armed. Allied
aircraft had more success in their attacks on them than

on the escorted and well defended convoys.

This pointed to tiie energetic

The Germans gave them tactical nmbers, with
as PIR for Piraeus) indicating their bases.

A few

Of Nos, 47 and 252 Squs.dron,
Of No. 38 Squadron,
All details from No. 201 Group O.RoBs and Tables of
Operations up to 9 Dec, 43 (A.H.B, II J,l/3l/l ),

(4) N,E. of Nisos,
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Mitchells of TvreLfth U,S. Arnrjr Air Pores co-operated in

the search for shipping. As a resiilt of attacks by-
small formations of aircraft on 1, 4^ 5f 8, 10j, 12, 15^1
22, 24, 26 and 28 December, several caiques -were repor-ted
hi-t and either sunk, burnt out or abandoned. German
records are not explicit on details of their caique losses.
The only caique which can actually be identified as lost

to aircraft vias S'ro,680 at Kythera on the 22nd, But
there can be no doubt that Allied aircraft were actually
z'esponsible for a high proportion of the loss of the
twenty caiques admitted lost in December, (l ) Many were
sighted and not attacked: it was sometimes impracticable
or doubtful if they -mere under German Command, or they
were lying or sailing under hi^i cliffs and so immune from
attack.

Tvro Wellingtons flying North of Melos late on the 5th
sank S,511a(2) a small encroachment into the hard-pressed
German E-boat strength: and on the 22nd, Beaufighters sank
the naval tug Peno Vortune a.t Amorgos, Allied surface
craft sanlc the steamships Sonia and Balkan.

Germarx air opposition

The pattern of German air escort and the en^iloyment
of their coastal air units(3) -were partially revealed by
encounters with Arado 196 float planes and Ju,83 twin-
engined fighters, (4) On 4 December, four Bearfighters of
No.47 Squadron on offensive sweeps in the Eastern Aegean,
signted and destroyed an Arado 196 on the water: they then
attacked three more Arado 196s which were circling at

300 feet altitude. One Arado ditched, broke up and sank.

During the combat, a high speed launch was attacked by
three Beaufighters and left smoking. Pour Beaufighters
made a second sweep in the same area, Tvro of them attacked

an 80 ton caique, leaving it smouldering and listing.
Three minutes later, an Arado I96 was seen taxying on the
water towards a 120 ton caique. The Arado was attacked
and burst into flames. The encounters on the 7th, West of

Leros, have already been related above. On the 14th,
four Beaufighters of No, 47 Squadron encountered four
Arado 196s in the Stampalia area. An obsolete tieinkel
in their company was shot do-wn, but the engagement -was

otherwise inconclusive. On the 20th, four Mitchells of
310th Bomb Group escorted by two Beax;f ighters of No, 603
Squadron on an offensive sweep in the S,E, Aegean, sighted
three 150 ton barges in Trianda Bay (Rhodes) c No attack
was made, as four Ju,88s were active at 1500/2000 feet
altitude and foui.' Arado 196s at deck level. Anti-aircraft

shore batteries were firing. A flash, followed by black
smoke, suggesting a collision, -was seen in the region of

P.D.S, 28/53 (P.D.S, Admlty,),
Ibid.

On 10 November, there were 50 coastal adreraft, 34 of
which -were serviceable, based in Greece and the islands.
2/SAG.125
Stab SAG.126
l/SAGTl'gg
27sAGtTgg
3/SAG7T2g
4^^, 12^
Of"ll7z;Gc26

Arado 196 Strength 6
Bv.138
Arado 196 Strength 12
Arado 196 Strength 12
Arado 196 Strength 10
Arado 196 Streng’bh 9
Strength I6 Juo88sa

Serviceability 6
Serviceability 1
Serviceability 8
Serviceability 7
Serviceability 5
Serviceability 7

Strength 1

1

9

,3

(4)
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four* Ju,88s diviiig cr/er Rhcdes, A Baltimore reconnoitring
the Rhodes - Syioi area sighted three 1^0 ton caiqties
escorted by three Arado 196s and two Ju,88s East of Symi,
The Baltimore was attacked and sli^tJy damaged, but took

evasive action and scored macliine gun strikes on the Ju,88sj,
which broke off the engagement.

On the 23rd, two rocket Beaufighters of No» 603 Squadron
sighted two small caiques and three Arado 196s (the latter
moored) in Port Vathi (Samos), As the caiques were so
positioned as to be diiTicult to attack, the Beazjfighters
attacked the Arados, destroying one with rocket and cannon

fire. On the morning of 26 December, a Baltimore, carrying
out a reconnaissance of Rhodes harbour, was attacked and
pirrsued by three Ju.88s and forced to take evasive action,
but not before taking photographs,(l)

Port bombing(2)

With the exception of the Portress attack on Piraeus on

the lif.th, practically all the port bombing in December was
left to small formations of No, 201 Group^s aircraftj and
the majority of this was the work of Wellingtons at night.
These efforts came to an end on the night of 19/20 December,
Thereafter, the weather closed in and port bombing was

abandoned temporarily. Enough was not yet known about the

German system and the flow of reinforcements had not yet
made good the serious losses in the Dodecanese of the autumn.
There were meanwhile otlrier vital tasks on isiiich aircraft

should be employed such as tiis mining of busy harbours and

straits and the escort of convoys.

The areas considered as the most fruitful targets in
December were Salonika, Rhodes, Athens (Salamis and Piraeus),
Lercs, Crete, Symi, Samos and Melos, Salamis was attacked
on the nights of 6/J December by eight Halifaxes of No, 462
(R.A.A.P, ) Squadron, who dropped one hundred and ejght 500
pound bombs. Six aircraft bombed anti~aircraft and search

light positions and two bombed harbour installations as a

diversion dvtring the ndning by aircraft of the harbour, Tiae

searchlight was extinguished and heavy ^flak* positions,
straddled. The aircraft reported heavy and accurate 'flak*.
On 14 December, twenty-seven Portresses of a large force

attacking Greek airfields bombed Piraeus, While these
attacks caused some damage, it was only too well known from

long experience that only weight and continuity of air attacks

could neutralize a big port for any length of time.

There were light attacks on Symi on the 4th (by three
Baltimores of No, 24 Wing) when dock-yax'd buildings were
set on fire, on Salonilta on the night of 5/6th (by eight
strategic Halifaxes of No. 205 RoA.P, Group wtiile three

Liberators laid mines in the harbour), and on Rhodes on
the 5th (by five Hudsons vAio found no shipping there),
Crete came in for attention by light forces on the nights
of 11/12 and 12/13# when Suda harbour was bombed by seven
and nine Halifaxes and Liberators respectively of No, 205

R.A.P, Group, Portolago (Leros), Melos and Candia harbours
were bombed by a few aircraft on one occasion each.

(1) No, 201 Group 0rR,B®s Tables of Operation up to
9,12.43 (A.K.B, II J, 1/3i/0.

(2) No, 201 Group O.R.Bs: Tables of Operations up to
9.12,43 (A,H,B, II J, 1/31/1: T/ar Room Summary.
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When the month* s effort of pocrt Tjcaabing is reviewed
it does not amount to very much, but it undoubtedly
harassed the Germans vd.thin limits and was valxiable

exploratory workj
notable and the Germans were not perturbed, for they coixld

go on requisitioning Gieek caiques and constructing harbour

works and light, armed naval craft for some time to come*
It is hard to suggest viiat alternative to these harassing
operations lay open to the Allies, for the hopes of help
from Central Mediterranean air units was meagre and real

v/eight and continudty of attack impossible to attain*
Hitler*B directive ordering the strengthening of the Greek

and Aegean defences was being carried out with the
customary German speed and thoroughness and the anti
aircraft defences almost everyv/here were arj^le evidence to

aircrews that they could expect stiff resistance from ships
and shore batteries to most of their operations.

Minelaying operations by aircraft (1)

The actual loss inflicted was not

The Allies began laying mines in November in the
Tliey carried out seven small air operations in

mines off Syros, Kalino, Naxos, Lavrion
This effort was stepped up in

Aegean,
that month, laying
and Candia (Crete),
December when eleven operations extended the risks for

German shipping,
supply ships to certain channels, so narrowing down a
little the great ai’ea so far largely inaccessible to the

meagre Allied air forces and increasiing the chances of

strikes, as well as to sink ships entering or leaving
harbour.

The object was to restrict the enemy

The units employed were small formations of
Wellingtons from No. 38 Squadron of No, 201 Group, and of
Liberators from No, 178 Squadron of No* 24-0 Wing of H,Q,

R,A,P, East, the only formation of heavy bombers in
that coimiand.

Between the rJ-ghts of VS and 19/20 December, missions
of one or two aircraft laid mines on one occasion in each

case in Salamis Straits, Salamis harbour and the harbours
of Syra, Salonika, Naxos, Melos, Khalkis, Candia and
Siida, It cannot be traced that any German vessels were

sunk as a res\ilt of these operations. It was only
after several more months of minelaying that results would

be apparent,
were almcst certain to escape and sweeping was being
rapidly organized.

The question of relief ships and the danger from mineg^C^)

Many of the light, shallow draught craft

On 7 Dec 43, almost as soon as air mining operations
had opened, the C.-in-C, Levant pointed out to the
Admiralty the danger to Swedish relief ships using Greek ̂

He approved of mining as he did of port bombing,
and suggested that the Swedes shoxiLd accept both risks and
that while the Allies woxold continue to respect safe

harboxxrs.

Nos, 240 and 201 Groups and Nos, 38 and 178 Sqds,
0,R,Bs,i Tables of Operations up to 9.12,43
(hj. 1/31/1).
Preliminary Narrative Vol. 17 (Admiralty Historical
Section).

(1)

(2)
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conduct routes, they co\ild acce_ijt no resporusihilitj’' for

the safety of relief ships in the loarhotirs themselves.
The Admiralty replied on 2i December that the Cabinet
attached great ii^ortance to the continuance of relief.
The sinking of relief ships by mines in Creek harbours
might have serious repercussions and resiut in an
indefinite suspension of the traffic.

Discussions continued until 21 Jan, 2*4, infcen the
AdiTiiralty ruled that the laying of limited life mines in

ports visited by Swedish relief ships was, on the ifi^ole,
^satisfactory: but as Salonika was only visited at
lengthy intervals, approval was given to lay limited life

mir.es there, end one month’s notice of visits would be given.
No mines ?rere to be laid in Piraeus, Corfu, Preveaa and

other specified ports. In addition, as it was desirable
that at least some of the Cjrclades Islands should be

provisioned, the Plag Officer, Levant named two pcxrts -

Port Naussa (Paros Island) and Port Gavrion (Andros Island)
to be left immined, 'With all these exceptions, the mining
of Greek ports could continue.
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CHAPTER 7

AIR OPERATIONS IN THE

ADRIATIC (OCTOBER 1924-3 TO MAY 1944):
THE ISLMTD OF VIS; CLUm: OF

THE SUBMMiNE WAR

A

THE ADRIATIC

The role and conoentration of the Air Forces

Strategic introduction

To understand the role of the Air Forces in the

Adriatic from the time of the Italian surrender to the

Spring offensive in the course of Allied strategy in
that area must be briefly outlined. The evolution of that

strategy governed closely location of air bases, range of

aircraft and the shipping target patterns,
land operations and the need of both sides to nourish their

forces progressively moulded the form of maritime air opera
tions into one of a war against supply in small ships using
small ports: and the growth of flotillas of these small
enemy ships and craft, (all well-armed), magnified for the
air forces a problem they had not so far solved,
successful evacuations of Sicily and Corsica in small craft

had enhanced the &erman belief in their possibilities; and

as &erman escorts and defences were improved, the situation
for the Allied air forces grew in complexity.

The results of

The

Southern Italy was in Allied hands by the end of 1943
and air units moved in from North Africa and Sicily,

process was slow and gradual, for very large numbers of

aircraft and quantities of material were involved and man

power could only be spared grudgingly for the task.

The

In the Eastern and Northern Adriatic, where the Italian-
based air forces were to find a high proportion of their

targets, the situation was constantly changing. It was

not until the end of January 1944 that anything like a stable

pattern could be assumed. The nature of these changes
followed on the following considerations.

Up to the time of the Italian Armistice, Allied opera
tions in the Balkan area had been governed by the decisions
of the Quadrant Conference of late August 1943. They were

limited to the supply of guerillas by air and sea, minor

Commando raids and bombing of strategic objectives. Although
32 bombers were employed in supplying the two resistance
groups,(1) the actual volume delivered by air in October,
November and December 1943, i.e. after the Armistice, was

still small in comparison writh that delivered by sea.(2)

■'Jhen Italy surrendered, the Partisans rapidly took
over wide areas of the East Adriatic coastline from Istria

(1) The Cetniks, under the command of Draza Mihailovic and
the Partisans under command of Josep Bros (TPrO),

(2) 125 tons by air against 2,050 tons by sea (Quoted in
Crand Strategy Vol. V, John Ehrman, H.M.S.O. 1956),
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in the North to Albania in the South, and large quantities of

Italian arms, supplies and installations,
units joined them,
the coast,

the Allies noted, decisively in favour of Tito's Partisans:
the influence of Mihailovic declined, a process hastened by
internal dissensions,

the /Hies viewed the Partisans as a serious military propo

sition and the developments in Jugoslavia as of real
strategic significance,
task of placing the Partisans on a regular military basis

and intensifying measures to nourish themj these measures
were still further intensified after the Cairo Conference of

early January 1944, but the air support envisaged was to
be undertalcen only in the light of the general situation.
This special supply traffic and air operations over the

inland areas of Jugoslavia and Albania are outside the scope
of this record, which is, however, concerned with
operations over the sea and in the ports of the Adriatic,
The Coastal Air Force itself was, it is to be noted, involved

in operations over the Balkan land areas.

Some Italian

They occupied some of the islands off
The balance of power thereupon began to swing.

In October 1943, for the first time,

In November, they set about the

Realising the threat Tito's new accession of territory
presented to their supply system all down the Adriatic,
both to their Tenth Army in Ital>' and the divisions (which
rose to eighteen) in the Balkans, the G-emans launched with
out delay what came to be known as the Sixth Offensive;
reached a successful climax by the end of January 1944 with

their establishment all the way down the East coast and on

the more important islands. This, vdth their firm hold on

the East coast of Italy as far as Pescara, placed them in a

very strong position territorially and in the light of
their maritime needs. Their weakness lay in the inadequacy
of their air force to fulfil all the tasks required of it

and in shortages of naval escort vessels, minelayers, mine

sweepers and anti-aircraft defences and warning systems.

it

Air anti-shipping forces in late 1943

In periods of static warfare, anti-shipping strikes had
been the task of special Coastal Air Force squadrons of

light bombers or heavy fighters and port bombing the task of
medium bombers of Coastal Air Force or Tactical Air Force

and heavy bombers of Strategic Air Force,
of mobile war and the commitment of a heavy proportion of

Allied air strength to the anti-communications campaign and

similar indirect army support, operations against shipping
were subject to a continuously changing emphasis in direction,
weight and distribution of forces. Hence, as the autumn
advanced. Tactical Bomber Force medium bombers and Desert
Air Force fighters took a large share in the effort against
shipping both at sea and in harbour, for Tactical Air Force
still carried the major responsibility for operations against
the dermans along both coasts of Italy and the Adriatic.
The Coastal Air Force progressively moved its units forward

and increased its strength, so that it could, in time, relieve
Tactical Air Force of its excessive burden of responsibility.

In the Adriatic, this tendency foimd expression in the

settlement of No. 242 G-roup Headquarters in Taranto and the

occupation of G-rottaglie and other convenient airfields in

Southern Italy by its squadrons.(l) Desert Air Force squadrons

¥/ith the advent

(1) Refer to Appendix 38 for No, 242 G-roup locations and
operational orders of battle from October 1943 to June 1944.
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Strategicmoved from Sicily into airfields in the Heel,
bombers filtered slowly into the Poggia area from October
until January: these will be seen attacking Adriatic ports
fjrom time to time when commitments of higher priority were

relaxed or weather presented those ports as alternative
targets.

Coastal Air Poroe moves forward again(l)

Quick advantage was taken by the expanding Coastal Air

Force of the G-erman evacuation of Corsica, Sardinia and

Southern Italy; squadrons were pushed forward in rapid suc

cession to those areas, with all the ancillary services which

were to give radar and other forms of protection to Allied

naval and convoyed forces and control the operations of air

craft over a much greater range of distance than heretofore
and with greater precision. At the same time, realising
that the German retreat northward would probably lead to

long range aircraft concentration on convoys between
Gibraltar and Bone, the Coastal Air Force rightly decided, as

a long term measure, on the retention of day and night fighter
squadrons all along the Northwest African shore.

By November, radar units we3re being withdrawn from
Sousse, Bizerta, Lampedusa, Pantelleria and Sicily, where
the threat of enemy air attacK was now small, and being
transferred to the Naples, Poggia and Corsica areas. The
major moves of ship striking forces were those of the
63rd Fighter Wing to Corsica and of No. 2k2 Group to South

eastern Italy, The concern from this point in the chapter
will be largely with the operations of No, 242 Group in the

Adriatic: the operations of the 63rd Fighter Wing will be

related in a subsequent chapter.

It woiild serve no useful purpose to follow in detail the

routine transfers of Coastal air imits over these months, but

it is appropriate at this point to consult the chart(2)
showing the locations of Coastal Air Force’s squadrons on

4 Jan. 44. By that time, the forward moves were approaching,
if they had not reached, finality, the Coastal Air Farce

strength was at its highest and its greatest effort of the

campaign rising towards the zenith of the month of March,

Especially relevant to Adriatic operations were the assembling
forces of No. 242 Group in the Keel of Italy,

New weapons for aircraft cf the Coastal Air Force(3)

The Hudsons of No, 608 Squadron,, who now operated in the

Adriatic, had carried rocket projectiles as an anti-submarine
weapon since 28 May 43: Lut it was not until November 1943
that the idea of using rocket projectiles as an anti-shipping
weapon became a reality in policy. After carefully studying
the pattern cf German shipping in the Adriatic and the Gulf

of Genoa, the two areas where most of it was likely to be

found at sea, the Coastal Air Poroe decided that the enemy
had largely resorted to seaborne supplies in small lighters,
Kriegs Transport (K.T.) ships and small coastal steamers.
This was true in the main, although a rough simplification

a N.A.C.A.F. and M.A.C.A.F. O.R.Bs and appendices.
Figure 11.

(3) N.A.G.A.F. Air Staff O.R.B. Nov. 43.
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of the facts,

it was stated,

weapon,

torpedo altogether in the Central and Western Mediterranean.

The torpedo units gradually returned their torpedoes to
H.M. Navy and the maintenance personnel became available for
other theatres of war.

There were practically no torpedo targets,(1)
The rocket appeared to be a more suitable

In consequence, it was decided to give up the

No, 39 Squadron, with its Beaufighters, was transferred
from Sidi Amor, where it was not fully employed, to Reghaia,
where training began on the use of rockets(2) as an anti
shipping weapon: the squadron prepared for the additional
role of long range stopper patrols in the Balearic Islands
area to catch enemy reconnaissance aircraft.

Some Mitchell squadrons now carried 75 nim cannon,
11 Jan, 44, Leigh Lights were fitted to a M.A.C.A.F, squadron
of V/ellingtons - No. 458 - No. 36 Squadron already carried
them.

On

In late February 1944, No, 2 42 Oroup, in the Heel of

Italy, was strengthened by the advent of No, 6 Squadron, whose
Hurricanes employed rockets and bagan operating in March,
The same month saw the first employment of 1,000 pound bombs
by Airacobras,

No. 2i^2 R.A.F. &roup(3)

No. 242 Group was transferred on 22 May 43 from the
Tactical to the Coastal Air Force and took over the opera
tional control of No. 328 Wing (reformed after disbandment),
Tunis and Sousse Fighter Sectors and ancillary units,
aircraft of the new Coastal group assembled on the airfields
at Protville, Sebala, Bonnane, Sfax and Monastir.
fimcTions from then on until the surrender of Italy were the
protection of the Northwest African territory from Cap Negro
to the Tunisian - Tripoli boiandary, provision of air cover
and anti-submarine patrols for all convoys in an area VTest of

a line extending from the Tripolitanian border to 340N,,
12°30’E. and thence due North, sea air reconnaissance in
Western Mediterranean enemy waters, control of anti-shipping
strikes in the last-named area end of general Special Air/Sea
Rescue services within its range,
in a combined operations room at Naval Headquarters, Bizerta,
By 14 Jtine, it had been strengthened by the forces of No. 323
Wing and held under command tvro U.S.A.A.F. fighter groups(4)
with six U.S. squadrons, tv/o French Air Force squadrons(5;
and one Fleet Air Arm squadron.(6)

The

Its

The Headouarters worked

(1) There were, in fact, still several large merchant vessels
plying on Adriatic routes.

In April 1944, No, 39 Squadron began developing the use
of double rockets fittea one above the other, an aircraft
then carrying I4 rockets. Note the sinking of
S.S. Kilissi on 12 Mar, 44 by Nos. 39 and 272 Squadrons
rocket projectiles.

No, 242 Group and N.A.C.A.F. O.R.Bs and appendices:
file 242G/S.5/Air No. 242 Group (A.H.B.IIJI/II6/I39).
52nd and 8lst.

V5 and 2/1*
No. 821.

»

(2)

(3)

(4
(5
(6
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Prom 25 July onwards a partial move to Sicily was
carried out and Palermo Fighter Sector was established and
manned,

administered No, 323 and No, 328 Wing and the Tunic Fighter
Sector.

Y/ing.
proceeded to Salerno, thence to Naples on 3 October and

shortly after-»varda to Taranto where they worked in the

Combined Operations Building with the Royal Navy, Taranto,
No, 328 Wing,('l) destined for Sardinian bases, passed from
No. 242 Group’s control.

At the beginning of September, the group

The latter was replaced by a new Wing - No. 286
On 23 September, the No. 242 Group advance party

The process of i-emoval to Italy was a slow one and some

squadrons were borrowed by Tactical Air Force for operations
over V/estem Italy and bared at Monte Corvino and Capodiohino
until the end of the .year 1943. On I3 Deo, 43, No. 286
Wing with Nos. 126,(2) 249(3) and 255(4) R.A.P. squadrons,
detachments of Nos. 14(5) and 608(6) R.A.F, squadrons and the
416th U.S.A.F.(7) squadron were finnly based on Grottaglie
airfield. H.Q. 323 Y/ing, with only one of its three squadrons
squadrons - No, 73 ~ was based at Poggia Main airfield.
No, 1435 squadron was based at Brindisi, An Italian Seaplane
Wing (8) was formed on I5 Oct. 43 and came under command of
No, 242 Group. It was based at Taranto,

During November, the tasks of the group were redefined.
The day and night fi^ater and the general reconnaissance
squadrons were to be employed on offensive sweeps, local

defence, convoy protection, and shipping reconnaissance and
strikes and air/sea rescue.
Adriatic operations, but the pressure of the Italian campaign
delayed its fulfilment for some months to come, Grottaglie
airfield was often unserviceable as winter approached and
squadrons were glad to use the better facilities of Brindisi
airfield.

The aim was to concentrate on

On 20 Feb, 2f4, a detachment of No, 6 Squadron, equipped
with Hurricanes fitted with rocket projectiles, was allotted
to Wo. 242 Group and joined Wo. 286 YiTing at Grottaglie on
22 March, On 26 March, No, 221 Squadron from Malta,
equipped with non-Leigh Light kellingtons, was detailed for

anti-shipping reconnaissance and strike operations in the
Adriatic and the north-west coast of Italy as well as for
operations against submarines on patrol on the convoy route

off the Toe of Italy and on passage through the Adriatic to
and from their base at Pola: but it did not reach

Grottaglie until June,

(1) All information from N.A.C.A.F, and Wo, 242 Group
O.R.Bs and appendices.
Spitfires,
Spitfires.
Night Beaufighters,
Marauders.

Hudsons.

Ni^t Beaufighters,

It was liltimately organized into 4 Gruppe - Nos, 82,
83, 84 and 85.

2

3

4,
5
6

7
8
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By 18 June, the strength of No. 242 G-roup was distri
buted as follows!-(l)

At Brindisi

At Foggia Main
“ 1 squadron Spitfires
- 4 squadrons Spitfires, 1 Night

Beaufighters, 1 Baltimores and
detachment of Warwicks.

- 1 squadron Spitfires,
1 Wellingtons, 1 detachment
Night Beaufighters,
1 detachment Marauders and

1 detachment Day Beaufighters.

At Grottaglie

The role of the air forces on the island of Vis will be

related later: it is to be noted here that on 18 June 14,
No. 3 Forward Fighter Control Unit and three radar stations

were functioning there for defence, naval co-operation,
assistance to offensive fighter operations and aid to

aircraft in distress.

With the gromd advances of the a rmies in the Italian
Spring offensive pointing to Rimini, the Genaans’ field of
action was shrinking and increasingly under the supervision
of No. 22^2 Group and those forces which could occasionally
be spared by the Desert and Strategic Air Forces to intensify
the attack on ports and shipping at sea.

The successes of No. 242 Group in this latter field
between October and December have been seen to justify their

emplo3naent, although making no decisive difference to the

enemy's ?d.ll to war: they made further calls on his
manpower and materials and generally harassed him, as the

situation reports by Admiral Adriatic(2) testify,
exercising pressure on his supply routes they created a need
for anti-aircraft defences and air and surface escort

forces which it became impossible to meet.

Before proceeding to the account of Coastal Air Force
operations in the Adriatic, it will be necessary to relate

briefly the course of military events in that area and to

present the shipping target problem as it faced the
Mediterranean Air Command from soon after the Italian

surrender until January 192*4.

The pattern of enemy sea supply

German expansion (September and October 1945)

By

Before the Italian Armistice, the Germans had exercised
very little influence in the Adriatic, their principal con

cern being with the U-boat base and repair facilities at Pola.
The Armistice confronted them v;ith an entirely different
situation in that sea from those in the Western Mediterranean

and Aegean, Their only available surface forces were four

S-boats:(3) the tv/o in Taranto left hurriedly for Venice
after sowing the mines which probably sank H.M.S. Abdiel on

the day of the Operation 'Slapstick' landings in Taranto.

(1) See Appendix 36 for numbers of squadrons.
(2) Refer to the series of situation reports by Admiral Adria

in Appendix 3^*-
(3) S.30 and S.33 at Pola and S.54 and S,6l at Taranto.

All four had been cut off from the 5rd S-Boat Flotilla

by hhe closing of the Messina Straits,
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merchant shippingBy the 20th, some 51,000 tons of large
space was ready for use in Venice.(l)

In Eastern Italy, the occupation of the ports ordered
under Operation *Achse' proceeded smoothly except at Bari,
Brindisi and ports to the south of them, where Allied forces
forestalled them,

dc nothing to intercept the surrendering Italian warships
and merchant vessels,

war of attrition among the islands of the Eastern Adriatic
and compelled them to seize control of the major part of the
sea and land oommxinioations.

At sea in the Adriatic, the dermans coul

The loss of Italian support led to a

d

By the end of September, the ports of Zara, Sibenik,
Dubrovnik, Kotor, Durazzo and Valona were occupied by Geiman
troops, but in uneasy tenure, for they were dominated by
those Dalmatian islands held by the Jugoslav Partisans, who

also held the important port of Split and the province of
Istria.

entirely built up from the bottom,
aircraft defences, reconnaissance or escort services and no
staffs to set all this in motion.

Coastal defence and shipping systems had to be
There were no anti**

First, all Italian prisoners-of-war were transported
from the Dalmatian area to Italy, Then, lines of communi
cation for the supply of German troops in Jugoslavia were

established. The most important islands were cleared of

partisans. Between the middle of October and the end of

November, all the northex-n Dalmatian Islands were cleai-ed.

In mid-October, the islands off Sibenik were cleared, so

permitting shipping northwards from that port.

German expansion in November. December and January

These operations were followed, in early November, by
the clearance of the islands covering the approaches to

Split, a move which opened the route between Sibenik
and Split; and, during the latter half of November, by the
occupation of islands to the North and South of Zara,(2)
which cleared the routes from Zara northward.s to Fiume and

Pola and southward to Sibenik. By the end of November,
they held the entire stretch from Piume to Split and at

once planned to get supplies through to Split and the South,

With Split as a base, they embarked on a series of
operations aimed at the occupation of the larger islands in

the Central Adriatic, viz. Sxxlet, Brae, Hvar, Korcula, I/Hjet,
Lagosta and Vis. In Mid-November, as a preliminary, they
overran the hotly-contested strip of country, between Split
and Dubrovnik, in the Peljesao Peninsula covering the
approaches to Metkovio and Mostar,(3) Korcul.a
on 28 December, liljet on the 31st, Sulet on 13 Jan. AiA, Brae
on 1A Jan. 2+4 and Hvar on the night 18/19 Jan. 2+4. After a
temporary set-back in the islands off Zara, farther north,
the route through the Pasman Strait was reopened to shipping

was overcome

(1) Information from A,H.B.6;
War Diary and German Operations in the Mediterranean
(both at PDS/Admltyryr"^
Pasman, Uljan, Rivanj, Sestrunj, Dugi, Pag, E.ab, Vir,
Asinello, Sansego, Unie, Lussino, Cherso and Krk.
Isolated operations continued into January and February
194if.

Both important tovms on the Neretva River.
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on 25 Jan. 44.

31 Jan. and 2 Eet. respectively.
Zara area was completed on 3 Feb. 44.

Eermans landed on Uljan and Dugi on
The clearing-up of the

The end of January marked the limit of Eerman expansion
in the Adriatic theatre. By then, they were secure on the

west coast north of the front line (just north of Pescara),
along the entire east coast and on most of the important off-

lying islands, with the exception of Lagosta and Vis.
Their organization was complete and working to some effect

in spite of Allied offensive operations; and the commission
ing of ex-Italian naval and merchant vessels v/as proceeding
to the limits of personnel available.

Sea transport between East Italian ports(l)
TSeptember to December

At the end of September, many of the main ports on the

As larger shipseast coast of Italy were in Eerman hands,
were more vulnerable to attack by air and sea, supply of

the east coast would have to be maintained by small vessels.

In early October, a ban was placed on the sailing of ships
from Trieste to the East Italian coast, but as the needs of

the Tenth Army (facing the Allied Eighth Army) grew rapidly,
the ban was lifted so that some of the essentials could be

transpoi’ted by sea from Trieste and Venice to Pescara and

Eiulianova. Allied air and sea attacks on shipping, at

first desultory, began to get into their stride as autumn

passed. The Annies were making do with much less than had

been planned, but, in November, it v?as estimated that 7,000
tons per month would have to be lifted from Trieste or Venice

to San Benedetto del Tronto. Demolitions had already been

carried out in Pescara harbour in anticipation of the Allied

attack across the Sangro River. By 28 December, the day
Ortona fell to the Allies, Pescara was closely threatened.
The entry into first-line importance of small ports such as

San Benedetto, previously never even mentioned, is an

indication of the changing pattern of maritime and air

operations. It was becoming rapidly a war against small
ships using small ports.

For the protection of sea traffic South of San Benedetto,
the Eermans decided to provide a patrol service between
Ancona, Rimini and Venice and harbour defence vessels and

armed fishing vessels for the Po Delta, where they used the

elaborate system of canals radiating fix)m the Chioggia area

for inland water transport: they mined the coast wherever
they considered an Allied landing likely - at Eiulianova,
Civitanova, Ancona and between Cattolica and Rimini, These

precautions proved inadequate against the increasing tempo
of Allied air and surface attacks. Four of the six auxiliary
sailing vessels working between Ancona and San Benedetto were

sunk by destroyer gunfire on 2 December,(2) Sailings were
cancelled. Coastal and harbour defences in the Civitanova -

Pescara area were very weak cind the naval units not yet

(1) Deutsche Kriegsfuhrung Mittelmeer - Naval War Diary
of TTskl. and *The Division of Forces between tne
Y/estern Mediterranean and Adriatic’ Pe732217. (a11 at
FDS/Admlty.”).

(2) The Regina B, Alba, Cinque Sorelle and Eemma.
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adequately organized.to retaliate against Allied surface
vessels.(1) Supplies were "badly needed, so the service was
reopened on 6 December, and vessels sailed singly. The
system was still makeshift and the lifts inadequate.

G-erman redisposition of merchant shipping (2)

Before assessing the impact of Allied air operations
against seaborne supplies in the Adriatic, account must be

taken briefly of &ennan moves to solve the complex shipping
problems facing them after the defection of their Italian
Allies.

The G-erman Navy in the Mediterranean had, since the
opening of hostilities, never disposed of large surface
fleets and their policy had been largely concentrated on the

effective use of merchant ships,
units, all of low tonnage, had been the pixitection of

merchant ships, by static defence in the form of minefields
and minesweeping, by mobile defence by escorts, harbour
repair, new construction and fuel facilities,
tormage supplied the war fronts and the rear occupied areas,
in particular with civilian and industrial goods and coal
and fuel oil from the Black Sea.

The functions of the nava

The merchant

l

These objectives remained: they were even more diffi
cult than before to attain. The G-ermans had enough Italian

merchant shipping to fulfil their needs, but there were

complications. Firstly, Allied progress had split the
Mediterranean into three minor theatres of war. If there

was insufficient tonnage in one area, shipping was immo

bilised in the others: secoiidly. Allied air attacks on ports
and shipping threw a high light on the dangers of life in

ships and led to increasing difficulty in finding crews:
thirdly, lack of fuel: fourthly, lack of port facilities:
fifthly, lack of shipyard building and repair facilities:
sixthly, the unsuitability of some ships for the tasks
r-equired of them and lastly, the lack of escorts and
minesweepers.

The first major task was the redisposition of shipping
out of the over-flowing pool of the Y/estem and Central
Mediterranean to the needy areas of the Aegean and Adriatic.

It has already been noted how attempts were made to nourish

the Aegean. The Adriatic problem was more easily soluble,
although the Strait of Messina had been sealed. They began
to transfer peniches, Siebel ferries, naval ferry barges and
infantry landing craft overland from Genoa to Venice, There

were steady arrivals of peniches at Marseilles and Toulon via

the Rhine - Rhone route; naval ferry barges were built both

in the Western Mediterranean and in the Adriatic with parts
sent from Germany,(3)

It was decided on 14 September to retain 18,000 tons of
shipping in the Adriatic and transfer the balance to the

Aegean, There was a surplus of large ships and a shortage

(l) Allied air sinkings of Adriatic shipping October to
December 1943 follow shortly.

2) PG/32217 (F.D.S./Admlty.),
3) They planned the building of 110 at Monfaloone. By

March 1944, a monthly production of 10 boats was expected.
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of small ships in the Adriatic,
sible to sail the large ships out through the Strait of

Strenuous efforts were made to recruit foreign
nationals (such as French and Italians), to man the ships,
but as there were never sufficient crews there were never

sufficient operational escorts.

Redisposition of naval forces(l)

But it was almost impos-

Otranto.

The paramount need of the G-erman naval forces was to

set and maintain in motion the seaborne supply traffic down

the west coast as far as Ancona and along the Dalmatian
coast. The traffic from Trieste along the Dalmatian coast
was expected to play a decisive part in the Balkans, for
land transport was not to be relied on owing to lack of

roads and railways and to partisan activity,
situation arose the clearance of the islands all the way
south, and the instalment of coast and anti-aircraft
defences.

From this

Then followed the formation of light naval
surface units for offensive operation against Allied vessels

and the partisans and for escort,
concentrate for safety off the Balkan coast;
were accordingly neglected.

These forces had to

other areas

The 3rd S-boat Flotilla was to concentrate its forces

and transfer to the Aegean: it was to be replaced by the
6th and 7th S-boat Flotillas; the 6th R-boat Flotilla

"(then in the Western Mediterranean) was to transfer to the
Adriatic and the six boats of the 12th R-boat Flotilla were

to transfer from the Western Mediterranean to the Adriatic

for onward passage to the Aegean,
reinforced by naval ferry barges after the evacuation of
Corsica and Elba,

auxiliary warships were to be taken over.

Admiral Adriatic(2)

The Adriatic was to be

All available naval vessels and

When the Italians surrendered, the &ermans abolished
the command of Sea Defence Commandant Italian East Coast

and divided the area along the line of the Isonzo River into
two new commands - Sea Defence Commandant Western Adriatio(3)
and Sea Defence Commandant Northern Adriatio.TAl For the”
east coast of the Adriatic, the new command of Admiral
Commanding Adriatic (Admiral Adria) was created in late
September(5) and began to fimction on 21 October,
divided into three areas under Sea Defence Commandants

Northern Adriatic. Dalmatia, and Southern Adriatic and in

practice he supervised operations over the whole sea.
transport operations initially controlled by Split, Kotor and
Zara, were controlled from 26 Nov. 43 by the Principal Sea
Transport Office at Trieste,

dividing line between the areas of G-erman Naval Command Italy

and Admiral Adria.(6)

It was

Sea

The Isonzo River was the new

PG/52217 (F.D.S ./Admlty. ) .
Admiral Adriatic PG/465II and G-erman Naval Command Italy
war diaries (fId.S./Admlty.).
H.Q. Venice.

H.Q. Trieste.

Advanced H.Q. Belgrade: Rear H.Q. Sofia.
Refer to Figure 10 for command areas for the whole
Mediterranean,

1

2

(3
(4
5
6
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Allied anti-shippinig: operations (October 1945 to December 1943)

The first Cerman break-out(1)

On iA Sept. 43, Hitler decided to transfer as many as

possible of the larger cargo vessels from the Adriatic to the
Aegean,
make a dash through the Strait of Otranto,
of Siebel ferries and infantry landing craft were to follow

by the same route and others to be transported overland from

Genoa to Salonika,(2)

Large, fast ships, sailing independently, were to
Small nvimbers

Nine cargo vessels and three tankers were chosen for
the initial break-cut. The cargo vessels were

S.S, Cagliari.(3) Giovanni Boccaccio,(4) Mario Roselli.(5)
Merano.(6) Pea MazellaTTTT Leopardi.(S) Olimpia.
ArgentinaUO) and Tunisino; the tankers were the Po2arioa(l1)
(ex-Mexican), John Knud5en(l2) and Prometheus.(’13) The
ambitious plan was almost completely frustrated by Allied

aircraft, surface craft and submarines. Allied aircraft had
a hand in the destruction of five of these ships. The
Prometheus and Cagliari did not sail. The Pea Mazella

was destroyed on 30 September by Partisans,

At 1114 hours on 14 October, Marauder Y of No, I4
Squadron (No. 242 Group) reported sighting the Pozarica off
Pugi Otok Island, She appeared to be in ballast and fired

light flak(l4) at the Marauder without effect; acting on
this report. Allied naval surface units located her the next

day well down the Central Adriatic, 5 miles off Cazza Island

(near Koroula Island), seized and towed her into Bari.

The same Marauder's crew sighted a smaller merchant
vessel on the same course. This was probably S.S. Merano.
sighted by surface craft the next day nob far from the^
Pozarica, She had some 500 tons of bauxite (iron ore) on
board - a very valuable cargo at that time. The German
armed guard sabotaged her to avoid capture and she was sunk

by the Allied vessels. At 0947 hours on I6 October,
Marauder H of No. I4 Squadron sighted the Argentina
(5014 G.R.T.) (loaded with hay) and the Olimpia sailing
southwards. On the strength of the report, II.M. destroyers
Tyrian and Tumult Intercepted them off BILjet (Meleda) Island,
northwest of Dubrovnik. The Argentina was taken into Bari:

the Olimpia was sabotaged, cauglit fire and was sunk.

(1) P&/32217 (P.D.S./Admltyi): Enemy Shipping losses in the
Mediterranean, Nominal List (A.H.B.): Navi Perdute by
Italian Admiralty (A.PI.B.6 copy): The Vilar at Sea
(A.H.S./Admlty.).
7 infantry landing craft left Genoa in January 1944 and

were ready for operations in Salonika by mid—March,

5) 2,522 G.R.T.
4) 2,322 G.R.T.
5) 4,572 G.R.T.
6) 9,071 G.R.T.
7) 3,082 G.R.T.
8) 5,014 G.R.T.
9) 7,800 G.R.T.
10) 6,040 G.R.T.
11) 3,705 G.R.T.
12) 6,835 G.R.T.
13) 3,141 G.R.T.
14) No, 14 Squadron O.R.B.

(2)
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On 10 October, four lightnings of the 82nd Fighter Group
of the Strategic Air Force, (part of a joint anti-shipping
sweep), scored a direct hit with a bomb on the torio Roselli
in Corfu harbour,

the end of I948.
Central Adriatic,

having being taken prize on or about 12 September;
probably the vessel.

She capsized and was not refloated until
The Tunisino was reported missing in the
Lloyds report a Tunisino (997 &.R.T.) as

this is

■i.'he Giovanni Boccaccio reached Greece, only to be sunk
by H.M. Submarine Sickle on 19 November.(1) Only the Leopardi
and John Knudsen reached Piraeus safely and went to strengthen
the shaky German position in the Aegean.

Port bombing on the East Italian coast (October to
December 19R3)

Although Ancona, Pescara and Giulianova were bombed a
few times from IR to 25 October, the targets were road and
railway communications, not harbours,
of any shipping having been sunk in the course of those
attacks.

There is no evidence

In Italy, the Allied Army's situation was critical;
every effort was called for from the Tactical Air Force in
November to interfere with the enemy's supplies and reinforce
ments.

West coast ports, but bombers of the Tactical Bomber Force
diverted some attention to Ancona and Pescara,
five attacks on Ancona were directed on the harbour,
crews in the first attack, on 1 November, by % Mitchells,(2)
reported that their entire bomb load fell on the harbour,
A fortunate direct hit caused the loss of the ex-Italian
cruiser Ottaviano

The greater part of the weigiit of bombing fell on

Four of the
The

£»(3) which had been captured by the
Germans in mid-Septembei’ when three months short of
completion.(r) A potential menace to Allied surface forces
was thus removed,

records; but it was claimed that five large fires were
started. On the 7th, 30 Mitchells of the Tactical Bomber
Force(5) claimed to have hit a ship and dock installations
at Ancona.(6) This port was not visited again iintil
25 November, on that occasion by 23 Mitchells,
mission was a relative failure, for the majority of the
180 bombs fell in the water off the harbour.

No other losses can be traced in German

This

Mitchells

returned the next day, but the few hits on the docks and a
near miss on a merchant vessel were merely asides to the
more successful main attack on the marshalling yards.
Pescara was attacked on the night 28/29 November by 14-
Tactical Bostons,
North and South of the river;
destruction of shipping.

Some bombs fell on harbour installation

but there is no trace of any
s

An even lighter weight of effort could be spared in
Adriatic shipping was still a minor commitment.December.

(1) One report states at Monemvasia and another the Gulf
of Salamina (Salamis?).
340th Bomb. Group: dropped 172 x 250 and 210 x 500
pound bombs.
5,362 tons displacement.
Navi Perdute (A,H.B.6 copy).
340th Bomb. Group (Tactical Air Force).
No admission of losses in German records.

(2)

(4
(5)
(6)
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The hack of the railv/ay system was very far from being broken,

Jugoslav partisans were still fighting a rearguard action

and the G-erman tenure of the sea was so strong that nothing

short of a campaign of all forces would dislodge them. The

true position was not yet clear to Intelligence: air
reconnaissance was too meagre (although evidence was being
steadily photographed) and the weather was worsening.

On the night I6/I7 December, a single Boston (of No. 232
Wing) was sent on a search for shipping reported north of
Ancona. It did not return to base; but German records
mention the loss to aircraft attack of a small vessel - the

Stella Satuma(l) at Ancona on the l6th, which cannot be
linked with any other mission. The only other German
admission in December of H.oss to aircraft is of another

small ex-Italian fishing vessel - the Cristoforo Colombo(2)
at Pescara on the 3'lst.

It cannot be traced in German records that Allied air

craft sank any warships in November 1943 apart from the

Ottaviano Augusto, or any in December.

The last quarter of 1943 ended with only minor results
In this it resembledfor a good deal of scattered effort,

comparable transitional periods preceding it, when the main

emphasis of the battle was elsewhere and the ultimate signi
ficance of the Adriatic was unrealised. It was still

something of an unexplored flank,

status it was later to acquire, much had to happen and

decisions on the highest strategic level to be taken.

Before it assumed the

Allied air successes against merchant shipping along the

Adriatic coast TOctober to December"1943)

During October, the Allied air effort was closely
linked with the struggle to consolidate the foothold in

Italy: bombing attacks of any weight on Adriatic Balkan
ports were not possible until the last night of the month,

when 12 Bostons and 12 Baltimores of No, 3 Wing (S.A.A.P.)
of the Tactical Bomber Force attacked Split and sank
S.S, Marco,(3) Yifhile Split had been still in Partisan
hands, German aircraft had badly damaged S.S. Baloic.(4)
Little had yet been learned by air and other sources of

Intelligence of the whole pattern of German supply or of

the u?.timate scope of their plans for territorial expansion.
There were no other offensive operations in October against
the Balkan ports,
entirely defensive, deterrent and exploratory,
shipping was sunk by aircraft at sea during October,
German’s strength in larger cargo vessels was still
considerable.

No, 242 Group's activities were almost
No merchant

The

In November, in view of the methodical German advance
southwards, Mediterranean Air Command switched a heavier
bombing effort to the Balkan ports.
Tactical Bomber Force and fighter bombers of No, 242 Group
attacked Dubrovnik once, Zara twice. Split five times and

Mitchells of the

(1) 32 G.R.T.
(2) 29 G.R.T.

a sweep.

1,AS7 G.R.T.
On 15 Oct. 43 - 3,494 G.R.T.

Probably by Dese

U)

rt Air Force aircraft on
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Sibenik six times. The greatest weight of bombs fell
Sibenik,(l) Split(2) and Zara.(3) On the 28th, attacks
Sibenik and the adjacent port of Zara were co-ordinated.
Serious damage to facilities and installations was inflicted.
For the cumulative effects of these and successive operations
the best evidence is to be sought in the periodic situation
reports .4;^:^l_Adria.(4) No shipping was sunk in the air
attaoxs on those ports.

on

on

The Air Forces had, however, a few successes at sea,
of them of temporaiy importance. Again, a Marauder^of

No. Squadron was initially responsible. During its
reooraaissance flight on A November from Lagosta to
Tagliamento, the crew sighted a merchant vessel at sea.
Following this report, six Beaufighters of No. 39 Squadron
were despatched to strike the ship - HambIIl(5) then func
tioning as a store ship,
torpedoes and two with

records her as a loss on that date.

one

Six of the aircraft attacked with
The Italian Admiralty
j  Although out of service

lor some weeks, she was salvaged, renamed Pelikan and con
verted to minelaying.(6) The only other sinkings in November
were those of the tug Sicam on the 9th off Saseno Island,(7)
of the small steamer Cavtat(8) on the 28th in Dubrovnik by
2A Tactical Bomber Force Mitchells and of S.S. Balcic
(already damaged).

cannon.

or about 16 November.(9)on

Port bombing continued through December on a heavier
scale, but not nearly heavy enough to be decisive. It
created great difficulties at Zara, but elsewhere traffic
continued to flow. Operations were mainly concentrated
the key ports of Sibenik, Split and Zara. Sibenik was
attacked six times,(10) Split four timesOl) and Zara three
times,(12) All these attacks were the work of Mitchell units
of the Tactical Bomber Force,(l3) devoting a maximum effort
against land and sea communications.

on

Supplementary to these
aerations was the employment of small formations of Bostons
(of No. 232 Wing) night intruding over the Dalmatian coast,
where they bombed any sign of enemy activity.(14)

1 91.1 tons.
46.0 tons.
34.9 tons.

Refer to Appendix 34.
3,667 G.E.T.
Later her name was again changed to Kiebitz and she was
sunk 4/5 Nov. 44 in an R.A.F. attack on Fiume.
Claimed by D.A.F. Kittyhawks: it is possible that
Spitfires of No. I435 Squadron had a hand in the sinking,
too, ^

115 &.R.T.

Admiral Adria records in his war diary (PG/465II FDS/
Adraltyjthat S.S. Balcio was sunk by aircraft
16 Nov. 43 at Split and became a total loss,
^possible to say whether U.S. Y/arhawks in the Sinj area
(North of Split) on the 16th or Warhawks and Spitfires
over Marina (W. of Split) on the 14th were responsible.
Neither formation reported an attack or sinking in Split
Harbour and no other aircraft appear to have operated
there at the time.

104143.9 tons.
11) 80.8 tons.
12J 130,4 tons.

13) Of 12th, 321st and 340th Bombardment Groups (U.S.A.A.F.)
1*+) T.B.F, N.A.A.E',, N.A.C.A.F, and No, 242 Group O.R.Bs;

Admiral Adria war diary (Refer Appendix 34).
SECRET
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Zara partially immobilised by air attacks.(1)

The most successful port bomhing of December was effected
on the 16th, when Taotical Bomber Force’s twelve missions of
1lf7 aircraft devoted their main effor-t to support of the

Partisans. The primary targets for 75 Mitchells(2) inland
being obscured by cloud, they were diverted to shipping and
harbour installations at Sibenik and Zara. The 24 aircraft

attacking Sibenik reported good coverage, but those attacking
Zara vrere unusually successful,

dropped their bombs (including fifty-four of 1,000 pounds) from
8,500/10,000 feet. They reported a large explosion with
black smoke, hits on two ships, (one of which exploded) and
on another anchored off the peninsula, followed by a’terrific

explosion*, and on the barracks and mole. One of the ships
hit was S.S. Mar Bianco, of 8,446 tons, one of the largest
vessels operating in the Adriatic. On 7 December, she had

hit a mine in the Srednje Channel(3) and had run into Zara
for repairs. This most fortunate hit was followed by others.

On that night of I6/I7 December, eight Bostons of No. 232 Wing
reported a direct hit on a large vessel and a ’tremendous
explosion’. She was believed hit again in the Mitchell
attacks of the 27th and 30th: as a result of this succession

of mishaps she was written off as a loss.(4)

At 1358 hours, 51 Mitchells

The Admiral Adriatic reported the full extent of the
damage to Zara, the rear supply base for island operations,
as considerable,

the town and harbour areas; 80 metres of the pier, all the

storage sheds and warehouses in the harbour, also the army
engineers’ stores were all completely destroyed,
afterwards, the cumulative effect of the air attacks led to

the port becoming untenable for a period; for one reason, all

the wells in the town had either been destroyed or had dried

This result, achieved by a combination of favourable
visibility, accurate navigation and bomb release, an element

of good luck and steady application of v/eight and pressure
was yet another pointer to the right rhythm in air operations
against busy ports,
was that, a proportion of bombs must almost inevitably fall

harmlessly in the vrater,
weight of bombs as possible.

Air effort against enemy warships in the Eastern Adriatic
(November and December 1943)

There was much destruction inflicted in

Soon

up.

One of the accepted margins of error

Hence the need for as great a

November air attacks on Adriatic ports made no impres
sion on the steadily groiving Oerman Navy beyond the sinking
on the 28th by 1 2 Tactical Bomber Force Mitchells of A.S.0.5.

a harbour defence vessel, at Sibenik: in addition, three

small naval craft(5) were sunk by the Navy; a small
ex-Italian gunboat - Lido (of 226 tons) was lost from unknown
causes v;hile lying as harbour defence vessel off San Benedetto,

December paid better dividends to air xinits looking for

shipping, clearly seen as of increasing importance as

(1) N.A.A.F. andT.B.F. O.R.Bs and appendices: Admiral Adria
war diary (PG-/2)^511 F.D.S./Admlty.).

2) Of 321st, 12th and 340th Bomb Groups,
3) In 43° 54’N. - 21° 04'E.

Admiral Adria war diary (P&/465II FDS/Admlty,).
(5) S.D.li2, F.483 and Mas.431 ’(PDS/Admlty.).
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the anti-railway offensive grew in intensity.
Oermans were carrying a growing volme in small vessels
under naval command, naval and merchant shipping targets
overlapped more and more frequently.

Now that the

On 2 December, 72 U.S. Warhawks of the Tactical Air
Ebrce, escorted by 1+ Spitfires, on armed reconnaissance over

the Omis - Trau - Drvenik area, blew up Siebel ferry S.F.263
at Klein Drvenik and reported damage to other craft,
3 December, Tactical Bomber Force aircraft destroyed
A.S.0.1 (a harbour def
On 30 December, Tactical Bomber Force Mitchells destroyed
two small patrol vessels - &.101 and &,1C^.
retarded, even if slightDy, the energetTo Oerman build-up of
naval forces for escort and defensive purposes.

On

vessel) and the ex-Italian Mas.A30ence

These efforts

.

A notable naval success must be recorded here,

some time, the activities of the ageing, but very mobile gun
boat Niobe(l) (the ex-Jugoslav cruiser Dalmaci.la) had been

She had run

For

the cause of anxiety and many fruitless patrols,
aground near Silba Island during a German assault.
22 December, M.T.Bs 226 and 298 attacked and completely
disabled her.

were working from a base on Vis Island, were continuously
engaged on a variety of enterprising operations.
Further naval successes in December included the sinking of

one Siebel ferry(2) and two Zara defence vessels(3) and the
capture of two motof boats,(4)

On

These small Coastal Forces, some of which

The effect of air attacks on sea supplies for the Southern

Balkans

The pressure of the Allied air and naval forces and the

Jugoslav partisans dominated the course of supplies for the

German divisions in Jugoslavia and cut the optimistic
estimates down to bare minimums. It took weeks to set the

aircraft and surface craft took

In October, of the 15,000
sea lift in motion;
appreciable toll from the onset,
tons of cargo despatched to the South, only 6,000 tons
reached its destination. Ships sailing to northern, securer

arrivals were \inpredictable;waters were intercepted:
locations were n()t reported and great care had to be taken

by German Air Force units not to attack their own ships.
German aircz’aft v/ould have been profitably employed in

attacking Allied ships, escorting German convoys or harassing
the partisans, but the gradual growth of the numbers and
activity of Allied fighters in all areas deprived those air

units of mobility and led to the sinking or damaging of ships
and destruction in harbours. Schedule delays of up to a

fortnight's duration were frequent all over the Adriatic.(5)

Admiral Adriatic, in his reports to 0.K.M.. underlined
all the difficulties and, pessimistic of ever obtaining the

material, reinforcements and defences he knew the situation
required, placed his demands unrealisably high, giving the

2,398 tons.

A.Z.8 and A.Z.9.
Mas.A32 and A34.

Admiral Adria war diaries P&/A65II (FDS Admlty);
Information supplied by A.H,B.6,

(3
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impression that the Allied forces were complete masters of
the situation and that his supply organization was almost

■unworkable,(1) This was not the case.

Patrols, port defence and convoy cover by No. 242 G-roup(2)
(October. No-^^ber and December 1943)

Although No, 242 Group did not arrive in Taranto until
18 October, its Beaufighters(3) patrolled Taranto, Brindisi
and Bari from the 1 st onv^ards daily and provided escorts
for convoys engaged in the build—up of the Eighth Army and
Desert Air Force, The four Marauders of N0.I4 Squadron did
valuable reconnaissance over areas from Corfu northwards,
alternating between close observation of southerly ports

Durazzo) and the Northern Adriatic, Their great(such as
range was of special advantage, but as their numbers remained
low, there were strict limits to what they could achieve.
Apart from sighting the four cargo vessels engaged in the
first German break-out to the Aegean, they gave useufl
reports on the enemy shipping system and defences,
22 October, a Marauder of this squadron photographed suspected
radar installations on the Albanian coast,
one of its aircraft witnessed and photographed an attack on
a Freya radar station some 5 miles north of Durazzo by
22 Spitfires,(4) As a result of forty-four individual attacks
in three formations, the buildings and aerial frame were
repeatedly hit, emi-tting vivid blue flashes: they were left
in flames 100 feet high.

On

On 2 November,

On 27 October, the Italian Seaplane Wing began operations.
Four Cant Z,506s carried out a TJ—boat sweep between Cape
Stilo and Cape Colonne, The next day, they entered the
Adriatic for the first time with a U-boat hunt South of
Brindisi,

Spitfires were first employed on harbour protection from
7 October, at first at fairly long intervals, but, as the
month proceeded, with increasing frequency, although still
nat daily: the average number engaged was about ten aircraft,
but on 20 October, thirty patrolled Bari and Brindisi from
dawn till dusk,
reconnaissance aircraft was on 15 October, when a Me,210,
sighted at 22,000 feet over Bari, was destroyed by aircraft
of Noo 1 S.A.A.F. Squadron (Desert Air Force), No, 232
Squadron Spitfires IXs damaged a Me,210 in the Bari area on
the 23r’d and later destroyed two Me,109a 60 miles N,E, of
Bari,
prevented practically all operations by No, 242 Group,
Such periods throughout the winter afforded profitable
respite to the Germans,

The first successful interception of enemy

The weather on the last three days of October

Convoy escort in October, November and December was a
constant commitment clusely linked with the steady flow of
men and supplies for the armies, air forces and naval
parties. As the Army advanced, new ports had to be manned
and brought into use, additional air force units established
on airfields and radar and other warning and control instal
lations set up and operated along the increasing coastline

1) Ibid.
2) No, 242 Group O.E.B,

,3) 416th (U.S.) Squadron.
(4) Of Nos, 126 and 1435 Squadrons.
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captured,

offensively and on supply missions to the Partisans, but,
before long, French light cruisers were penetrating into the

North Adriatic. Hudsons,(l) Wellingtons,(2) Beaufighters,(3)
Spitfires(A) and Cant 506s(5) all co-operated with the Navy

At first, only small naval vessels operated

through to the end of

By 1 December, as No. 242 G-roup grew more firmly
established in Italy, the protection afforded convoys was

made more frequently continuous over the 24 hours,
end of the year, as many as 38 Spitfires, 9 Hudsons and
7 Cants were engaged on convoy protection in the Bari-
Otrantc area in a single day.(6)

Allied anti-shipping operations (January to May 1944)

By the

Introduction

By January 1944, the pattern of G-erman sea supply had
assumed firmer outlines and the Allied air and naval forces

were better placed, although not yet fully informed or

equipped, to pursue their campaign against the units of

smaller ships using smaller ports and harbours,
another problem presented itself, namely the steady oon-

struotion of naval surface craft and special underwater
weapons in the Italian shipyards at Trieste and Monfalcone.

Yet

Owing to the diffusion of air effort dictated by the
strong German defence in Italy and the priority accorded to

other strategic air targets in Europe, nothing approaching a

decisive application of weight to the problems presented in

the Adriatic had been attainable. Along the eastern
Italian seaboard, adequate supplies continued to feed the

German army. Along the Balkan seaboard, the Germans were

in secure possession of almost all the vital ports and

harbours. The only break in their territorial stranglehold
was the island of Vis.(7) Certain material gains could
however be pointed to. The air and naval forces had so

harassed shipping as to prevent the German Navy fulfilling
its primary function of supplying the armies. Routes were

restricted, which confined ships to known channels: air

convoy support in the southern areas was inhibited; in

November, the sailing of large ships to Split had been for

bidden; transhipment from Sibenik into small motor coasters

of all cargo for southern harbours had become necessary;
only two or three ships were allowed in harbour at a time on

acco\int of air attacks; in early December, it vfas impossible
to discharge all the ships in Sibenik owing to those same

risks and sailings to that port had been temporarily suspended:
Zara had been partially immobilised: in mid-January, it

was agreed between the German naval and army authorities that

no more ships over 1,000 tons were to be loaded for Zara,

(1 Of No. 608 Squadron detaoiiment.
Of No. 458 Squadron.
Of 416th U.S.A.A.F, Squadron (Night Beaufighters),
Of Nos, 1435, 2lj.9 and 126 Squadrons,
Of Italian Seaplane Wing.
30 Deo, 43.

The Allied air, sea and land occupation of Vis,
operations therefrom and the German threat to it are
discussed fully in a later section.

(2
3
4

5)
6

7
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Sitenik, Split or harbours to southward. The small growing
fleet of R~ and S-boats and other small craft were clearly
doomed, unless something could be done to offset the weak

ness in anti-aircraft defences and escorts, both sea and
airj this led to a policy of building camouflaged, bomb
proof shelters all along the Eastern Adriatic, which gave
the infant Navy a new lease of life.(l)

Port bombing of East Italian ports (January to May 1944)

Air attacks in strength of ten aircraft upwards on the
supply ports on the coast of Eastern Italy will now be
briefly summarised and details of the shipping sunk examined.
Operations in the first two months of 1944 were limited every
where by weather conditions and shorter hours of daylight.
The night bomber force, committed to Strategic Air Force
policy, was in no position to ensure decisive round-the-
clock bombing, either at this period or any other.

In January, Ancona was attacked once,(2) Civitanova
once(3) and San Benedetto(4) tv/ice. In February, Ancona
was attacked twice(5) and San Benedetto once,(6) In March,
Ancona port was attacked once(7) and Civitanova onoe(8).
These two ports, as well as San Benedetto, Fano, Siulianova
and Porto Recanati, were also attacked by a total of thirteen
small formations ranging in strength from one to six aircraft:
the growing awareness of the significance of the smaller
ports is to be noted. In April, Ancona was attacked five
times,(9) Civitanova three times(lO) and San Benedetto
tv/ice,(ll) Early in the month, the G-ermans demolished and
evacuated Giulianova port. In May, only Ancona was
attacked, on four occasions,(12) The timing of attacks
three days running on the 15th, I6th and 17th, was a step
in the direction of non-stop effort, which alone could
materially retard enemy unloading operations and
turn-round. In both April and May, scattered attacks
by single or a few aircraft, both by day and night, v;ere made

(1) Details from Admiral Adria war diary
(P&/465II F,D'X7Admlt7tT’
On the 9th by 24 Mitchells of the 321st Bomb. Group
(T.A.F.)
On the 15th by 8 Fortresses,
On the 2nd by 33 D.A.F. Warhawks and on the 29th by
70 Mitchells of 12th, 321st and 340th Bomb. Groups.
On the 2nd by 30 Kittyhawks and on the 12th by
12 Kittyhawks (all of No. 239 Wing).
On the 3rd by 12 Kittyhawks,
On the 2nd by 11 Kittyhavto, escorted by 6 Spitfires
(No, 7 S.A.A.F. Wing),
On the 4th by 11 Kittyhawks.
On the 11th by 24 Kittyhawks, on the 12th by 12
Kittyhawks, on the night 18/I9th by Bostons (number
unspecified) of Nos, 18 and II4 Squadrons, on the
night 19/20th by 10 A-20 Bostons of 114th Squadron;
and on the 23rd by 12 Tactical Marauders,

(10) On the night 1st/2nd by 6 Bostons (No, 18 Squadron),
on the 7th by 1 2 Kittyhawks and on the 15th by
12 Marauders.

(11) On the 15th by 24 Baltimores (T.A.F.) and on the 20th
by 12 Kittyhawks.

(12) On the 15th by a force of 12 Kittyhawks, 24 Spitfires
and 12 Marauders, on the l6th by 24 Spitbcmbers (D.A.F.),

the 17th by 24 Spitbombers (D.A.F.), and on the 21st
by 11 Mustangs and 38 Spitfires (D.A.F.)

(2)

(5)

on
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on Ancona, Civitanova and San Benedetto,
attacks exclude operations against railway and road
communications.

These recorded

Allied air successes against merchant and naval shipping in
East Italian ports^l^ (January to May

Among the 38 merchant ships and 52 warships identified
as sunk by Allied aircraft in Adriatic ports from  1 Jan. to
31 May 44, it is worth recording first the details of those
merchant vessels of 300 tons upv^ards and secondly the
warships. Those sunk in Italian ports will be recorded
first. Attacks on the ports of the North Adriatic engaged
in ship building will be dealt with under a separate heading.

In the attack on San Benedetto on 2 January, 33 Warhawks
of Desert Air Force dropped thirteen 1,000 pound and twenty
500 pound bombs on shipping. They claimed near misses on a
schooner and direct hits on the warehouse. The only ship
sunk was the schooner Alfio D.(2) One small schooner(3) was
the only ship sunk in the attack of the 9th on Ancona. None

were sunk in the second attack of the 29th, The only other
sinking recorded in the attacks on other Adriatic Italian
ports was that of a small auxiliary sailing vessel(4) on the
21st at Rimini, where the marshalling yards and bridge were
under attack by Portresses. This was a poor return for the
extended effort, but it must be remembered that it was

January and visibility often unfavourable. An example will
illustrate contemporary events. On 29 January, a force of
70 Mitchells(5) attacked San Benedetto, One formation of
48 aircraft reported that the majority of their bombs fell
in the water. Only the south mole was hit in the harbour
area.

In February, in the five attacks in various strengths
on East Italian ports, the only identifiable suoces3(6) was
on the 28th when 12 Kittyhawks of No. 239 Wing (Desert Air
Force) scored direct hits with one 1,000 pound and two
250 pound bombs on S.S. Bice (l,459 &.R.T.) in Ancona and
sank her.

to Allied aircraft was that of U.J.207 (the ex-Italian
Corvette Carabina) which was, according to the Italian
Admiralty, destroyed in an air attack on Venice in
February

February 1944 and, at present, no indications of the true
time and position.

The only other loss in Italian waters ascribed

There were no air attacks on Venice in

Results in terms of shipping destroyed in March air
attacks on Italian ports was only slightly less disappoint
ing than in January and February,
mind, however, that the attacks often combined railway and

road communications with harbours as targets,
vessel of any importance was sunk.

It must be borne in

Only one
This was the

(1) Enemy Shipping Losses in the Mediterranean, Nominal
List (A.H.B.)
92 G.R.T.

Corrado (35 &.R.T.)
£2,SrTT37 G.R.T.)
Of 12th, 321st and 340th Bomb Group.
Apart from the sinking of the auxiliary fishing vessel
Sabina (ijB G.R.T.) in the Faloonara area on 2 Feb, 44,
probably by No. 239 Wing Kittyha7fks.

(2
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anti-submarine vessel U.J.205 (the ex-Italian corvette
Colubrina) (565 tons), almost certainly sunk on the 29th in

(opposite Venice) by a force of 126
.(O

the attack on Mestre

Liberators of the Strategic Air Force

Successes came more freely in April, as the weather
improved and the Kittyhawks of No, 239 Vfing used their
growing experience to greater effect. Two ships over 500
tons were sunk in port. The first was S.S. Eneo,(2)
(545 G-.R.T.) hit by 12 Kittyhawks (of No. 112 Squadron)
the 7th in Civitanova, The other was S.S. Mariannina

(1,262 G-.R.T.) sunlc on the 12th in Ancona by 12 Kittyhawks
(of No, 250 Squadron). Four other small cargo vessels were
sunk in harbour.(3) Apart from the valuable results of day
strategic bombing of northern Adriatic shipyards, only one

sinking of a naval craft was recorded.(4)

on

May was inconspicuous as regards results, in spite of

the use of a total of 159 sorties against East Italian ports.
Only four schooners and a tug were sunk(5) during the montn.

Assessment of success of East Italian port bombing by

31 May 194^j-

The apparently inconspicuous results of so many air
attacks on East Italian ports in terms of tonnage sunk are
not in themselves a reliable index of the overall effect

on the enemy supply system. When the period under review
opened, sailings between Ancona and San Benedetto had been

temporarily cancelled on account of the pressure of attack

by aircraft and surface craft; and the coastal and harbour
defences in the area betv/een Civitanova and Pescara had

almost completely collapsed. Traffic v/as restored, hov/ever,
and vessels sailed singly at four-hourly intervals. Low
scale seaborne traffic continued on makeshift lines. As

19ii4 progressed, the threat increased with occasional days
of respite. In January 1944; it was reported that 1,300
tons of supplies had been discharged at Ancona from 25
coastal auxiliary sailing vessels, now playing an increasingly
active role. By March, Allied air and naval attacks had

led to a dangerous acctimulatlon of cargoes awaiting shipment
in Trieste and Venice. The value of this coastal shipping
had been enhanced by the mouting toll of air attacks on the

railways and roads. In April, the required quota of
shipments to Ancona was therefore raised to 9,000 tons, of

which at least 3,000 tons were to be transported on to

San Benedetto. In the Northern Adriatic, heavy shipping
traffic was carried on with greater immunity, as few of the

Allied aircraft available for anti-shipping operations had

the necessary range to interfere with it.

(1) 5 other small vessels were sunk by aircraft during the month,
the EmanI (80 G.R.T,) and the Domenico Elizabeth  V (71 C.R.T.)
both sunk'by Ho, 239 Wing, the first near Chloggla and the second near
Civitanova, the Assunta„C.(4t G.R.T.) sunk on the 5th at San Benedetto,

PelFho sunk on'thc'Tth at Clvltancva and the Olga Oil ana (100 tons)
sunk’one'mlle off Civitanova on the itth (both the latter naval auxiliaries).
Ex - Soca (Y.S.)
Hie auxiliaiy sailing vessels Mlrla or Marla (106 G.R.T.) on the 11th In
Ancona and the Ausonla (58 G.R,T,r"and the Homa<ie__B (55 G.R.T.) and the
Wai^ie, a naval auxiliary (30 tons) on the 13^1*10 Civitanova,
totcElp^C (tonnage unknavn), a small auxiliary, on the 25th In
Smi Benedetto.

The Sant'Alesslo (65 G. R.T.), Buona Marla (57 C. R.T.), Tull la Hives
{104'G.“Fi.T.'')'' and Marla G, (4l G.'r. T.T'and the naval tug Callld'per “

These were

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)
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Renewed Allied progress along the Italian coast threatened
G-iulianova felland overwhelmed one port after another,

early in April, San Benedetto in early Jvme, and Ancona,
Senigallia and Fano in mid-July, after which the front was
again stabilised.

There were tvro points relating to air operations which
One is that up to the end ofmerit consideration here.

May 19-44, port bombing by day or night Strategic Air Force
bombers was rare and spasmodic,
results emphasise the fact that precision in bombing and the

employment of suitable weapons such as the 1,000 pounds bombs
by small formations of, for example, Kittyhawk fighter
bombers may achieve as much as high level bombing by much
larger formations of heavier aircraft, provided the anti
aircraft defences are not prohibitive.

The other is that the

Shipping construction in the Northern Adriatic

The remnant of the Italian Navy which remained loyal
to the Axis placed at the disposal of the German Navy its

communication lines, harbour and lighthouse facilities, and
(this v/as of far reaching importance) arsenal and dockyard
concerns. This offer was accepted and, in addition to the

yards at Genoa and elsewhere in the Ligurian Sea, Mor*falcone,
Trieste and other Italian yards were soon concentrating, as
has already been noted, on the production of the small,
heavily-armed craft with which the Germans hoped to solve

their sea supply problems, as well as on offensive and escort
vessels.

The situation at the end of 1943 was reasonably satis
factory, although the shortage of cx^ws enforced  a drastic

limitation of output. In Italian shipyards, prominent
among them those at Monfalcone, there were 20 TA-boats
(torpedo boats), 19 corvettes and 37 R-boats under construc
tion, in addition to others already allocated for
commissioning. Four destroyers were almost completed,(l)

Cargo ships were also steadily constructed in the German-
controlled shipyards of the Adriatic,
the Italians understood that at the end of 1944 the following
ships were under construction:-

13 cargo ships of over 6,000 G.R.T, including 12 tankers
3,000
1,000
500

203 minor units of various types

It is reported that

6 n It

M ff n If ft
6 1 tanker

1 tankern II n II n
19

Air attacks on the shipyards and torpedo factories

Tjanuary to May 1944)

Monfalcone and Trieste were the most important centres
of ship construction. Both had extensive repair and
berthing facilities, Pola had always been a naval base and

had repair facilities: it was a U-boat base. Fiume was the

hub of supplies for the Balkan armies and also had extensive

facilities for shipping, a torpedo factory and oil refinery.

(l) For details of the naval shipbuilding programme for the
second half of 1944 refer to Appendix 36.
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Monfalcone was attacked once in March,(1) three times
in April(2) and once in May. (3) Pola was attacked once in
January(4) and once in Eebruary(5) Eiume was attacked twice
in January,(6) twice in February,(?) and once in March.(8)
The only attack on Trieste in the five months under review

was on the night 3'! January/1 February by a single aircraft,
when no shipping was sink.

In January, the attack of the 9th on Pola by 10?
Fortresses, escorted by 47 Thunderbolts and 34 Lightnings(9)
met no enemy aircraft and only moderate and inaccurate flak.

They sank the ex-Italian submarine Mautilo.(1O) which, when

captured at Venice on 11 Sept. 43, was unseaworthy and
sabotaged. The fact that it had reached Pola in the mean

time suggests that effordis to repair her may have been

proceeding. They also sank U,8l(l1) (a source of annoyance
for some time), and R.87(l2) a small tug. The object of
the attack on Fiume of 9 January by 21 Fortresses was the

torpedo factory but the main buildings were not hit, A

second attack on the torpedo factory was made, this time by
43 Wellingtons of No, 205 Group on the night 21/22 January.
Among the 72 tons dropped figured two 4>000 pound bombs;
these, with some 500 pound bombs, straddled the target. An

enormous explosion, with fires visible for 100 miles, were

i-eported. They met with no air opposition. The flak was

moderate and inaccurate and quickly died down.

A whole month passed before any fresh attacks on the
naval bases were made. On 24 February, 24 Fortresses,
unable to penetrate the bad 7.’eather between them and their

primary target, hit the torpedo works and oil refinery at

Fiume, meeting a handful of retiring enemy aircraft and

shooting down a He.109. When, on the following day,
16 Liberators(l3) bombed Fiume port and marshalling yards,

reported)25-50 enemy fighters were met, including (it was
3 to 6 Me.21 Os equipped with rockets. The presence of
these fighters may have been connected with the concentra
tion of some 230 fighters which met the main Strategic force

from Trieste northwards on its way to bomb an aircraft
factory at Regensburg. They were reported as very
aggressive. Pola was attacked the same day by
27 Fortresses(l4) of the main Regensburg force as an
alternative. Strike photographs showed direct hits on the

(1) On the night 19/20th by 38 Wellingtons, Liberators and
Halifaxes of No. 205 Group.

(2) On the night 1l/l2th by 10 Y/ellingtons; on the 20th by
64 Liberators: and on the night 30tlV’lst May by
7 Halifaxes.

On the 25th by 61 Liberators,
On the 9th by 107 Portresses.
On the 25th by 27 Fortresses.
On the 7th by 21 Fortresses: and on the night 2l/22nd
by 43 Wellingtons.
On the 24th by 27 Fortresses (as a weather alternative)
and on the 25th by I6 Liberators (as an alternative).

8) On the 26th by 27 Portresses (as an alternative).
9) No record of Units in A.H.B.
10) 746 tons.
11) 769 tons.

(12) 37 tons.
(13) No record of Units in A.H.B.
(14) Ibid.

3

4.
5
6

(7)
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quay, torpedo factory and navy yard, but there is no record

of any shipping sunk, as is also the case with the two other
Pebruaiy attacks mentioned above.

In March 1944, Monfaloone began to attract Allied
On the night 19/20th, No. 205 R.A.E. Oroupattention,

despatched a mixed force of 38 ’.fellingtons, Liberators and
Halifaxes to bomb the base. They concentrated their bombs

(which included three 4,000 pound and fifty-two 1,000 poixnd
bombs) on the ship building ships of the Cantiere Navale
Triestino Company, warehouses and the Cant aircraft works,
starting numerous fires. Only a few heavy anti-aircraft
batteries responded and no airctaft were lost. No shipping
was sunk. Three more attacks were launched against
Monfalcone in April. The first was a small attack by
10 Wellingtons on the night of 1l/l2 April on the shipyards.
The second was by a force of 64 Liberatoi's on 20 April,
Only 26 aircraft reported hitting the docks. Various set
backs affected the rest of the aircraft. The activities of

some 20 enemy aircraft (four of which were reported shot
down for the loss of one Liberator) made operations
difficult. Two warships were sunk, the IJ.J.205 (an anti
submarine vessel) (ex-Italian corvette Tersioore of 565 tons)
and an ex-Italian midget submarine - the C.B.15 ~ of % tons.
The third attack on Monfalcone was a small one by  7 Halifaxes

of Wo. 205 Oroup on the last night of April, in which although
many hits were observed, cloud obscured the observation of

results. No comments were made on the flak, no ships were

sunk and no enemy aircraft reported. Another month had

almost elapsed when, on 25 May, Monfalcone harbour was

attacked by 6l Liberators escorted by 47 Lightnings.
Many hits were claimed and some were successful. The
vessels sunk were the U.J,204- (the ex-Italian corvette
Euridice of 565 tons), two S-boats viz: S.622 and S.62A.
AZ.12 (a small harbour defence vessel), and, most probably,
the ex-Italian submarine Beilul(l) (615 tons).

The only other attack on the naval centres all through
March, April and May was the attack of 26 March on Piume.
Forced back from their target of Steyr aircraft factory, a

small group of 27 Portresses, (2) out of a much larger force,
bombed Fiume pore with poor results, as an alternative,
the return journey from Steyr over Jugoslavia, the escort

reported some 90 enemy aircraft between Piume and Maribor,
They engaged 25 of them and claimed to have destroyed 5»

Over Piume itself, 10 enemy aircraft were reported.

On

The aircraft reported on these operations from January
to May 1944 reflect the G-erman anxiety to protect their

strategic targets and their increasing concentration on

heavy bomber formations on their way to, and return from,
centres of war industry in Germany, Austria and the Balkans:

their positions assist in explaining why so little was

available for the e scort of shipping in the Adriatic.

(1) The Italian Admiralty, in their volume 'Navi Perdute',
do not record the date in May of its loss to aircraft,
but it can only be related to the Liberator attack
on the 25th.

(2) No record of units in A.H.B.
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An unusual and difficult target was attacked, apparently
fruitlessly, on 20 April, when 54 Strategic LiteratorsCl)
TDomled Venice hartour.

There were minor shipyard facilities at Porto Marghera,
near Venice, on the mainlandc Two successes by aircraft
wore worthy of mention as causing additional inroads into

the Cei-man anti^-submarine service and so aiding our ovm

submarines. U.J.206 (the ex-Italian corvette Bombarda of
565 tons) was probably sunk in the attack of 20 April by
54 Liberators of the fifteenth Air Force; and U.J.209

(the ex-Italian corvette Scure of 565 tons) was sunk during
May in one of the four attacks on that port.(2)

Allied air attacks on East Adriatic shipping
Tjanuary and February 1944)

In spite of unfavourable weather, further inroads were
made in Januai'^'- and February into Cerman supply and naval
forces,

sinkings of naval craft and of merchant vessels of 3OO tons

upwards, and names, dates and positions of smaller vessels

sunk are given in footnotes.

Details will now be given of the circumstances of

For the Cermans, January was a month of great offensive
activity in which they cleared the mainland and the last of

the offshore islands of partisans, employing newly-built,
converted and repaired vessels as soon as available.
February, for them, was a month of consolidation, improve
ments in their defences and repairing damage inflicted by
air attacks. They also planned for the second break-out
of shipping to the Aegean (which came to disaster on 1 March)
and the capture of the island of Vis,

Allied air forces carried on their attacks on enemy

supply shipping, reinforced by the Kitt^/'hawk squadrons of

No, 239 Wing of the Desert Air Foi’ce. No. 242 Nroup of
Coastal Air Force had its hands too full with its commitments

of naval protection and co-operation to provide continuous
armed sweeps along the Eastern Adriatic: as the Kittyhawk
squadrons got into their stride, the weather improved and

hours of daylight lengthened; reinforced occasionally by
Spitfires and rocket-firing Hurricanes of No. 242 &roup,
Italian Air Force Macchis and Desert Air Force Spitfires,
they carried the war into the remotest harbours and havens,
hampering the enemy's inter-island and mining operations,
holding up supplies for his armies and scotching his
attempts at offensive naval operations.

On 14 Jan, i+4j No, 5 Squadron of No. 239 Wing made a

very successful attack on shipping at Sibenik and sunk
S.S. Milano (4,028 &.R.T.) and S.S. Arborea (4,959 &.R.T.):
again on the 16th, Sibenik was visited by Kittyhawks
(of No. 260 Squadron) who sank S.S, Spalato (896 G-.R.T.)

(1) No record of units in A.H.B.

Intops Summary issued by M.A.S.A.P. which have
survived the war in Air Ministry records are not com
plete.
Tables of Operations was scrapped,
summaries do not give units on strategic operations.
Full records of M.A..S.A,F. operations only exist in the
U.S.A.F. records in America.

14, 19, 22 and 25 May Mm

The copies of the daily

In . the autumn of 1943 fbe system of compiling
M.A.A.F.'s daily

(2)
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Six other small merchant vessels v/ere sunk during the month

hy aircraft,

and a small motor tanker during January in the eastern
waters of the iuiriatic, (1 )

Allied surface craft sunJc five small schooners

Turning to aii* successes e-mong German naval craft,
Kittyhawks of Ho, 239 Wing played some part in the sinlcing
of all five vessels destroyed. On 8 Jan,if4» Metkovic was

attacl'.ed by H Kittyhaivks, as well as by kB Strategic
Mitchells,(2) Two small 1-boats - 1,03 and I.A3(3) -

were destroyed. On 10 Jan.2ii),39 Kittyhawks attacked
shipping at Kurzola Island and sank S,35, one of the few

E-boats in operation, which hiid been drafted to the Adriatic

after the Leros operations in November, and damaged S.36,
On the nth, AS Kittyhawks and 12 Warhawks and 12
Thunderbolts of Desert Air Force carried out sweeps, but

the only naval craft sunlc was ^ naval ferry barge - E, 268 -
at Trau (Trogir), On the 21st, the same combined sweeps
that led to the sinJcing of the small merchant vessel Norma

and the schooner Pinarosa. sanlc a Siebel ferry - S,E,2^7«
These losses in naval craft, schooners and merchant
vessels represented, when added to the sinlcing of the

torpedo boat T,7 by Allied m.t,b*s a serious blovir to the
German supply organization; but they did not prevent the

Germans completing the occupation of all the vital coastline

and islands along the entire eastern seaboard.

The total effort against Dalmation ports in i'ebruary
and March vras AS aircraft on Hetkovic, 32 on Makarska,
11 on Ploca, 79 on Sibenik, 59 on Split, 71 on Zara and 10

on Dugi, There is no point in quoting individual reports.
The general damage effected may be assimed from a great
deal of previous material. The point at which to appre
ciate its part in the vdiole pattern of Adriatic operations
vdll be when the Germans began to v;ithdraw. Then, all

the contributory causes will be seen to have played a part
in defeating the German plans to feed the South.

The second German break-out(A)

At this point a brief digression must be made in favour
of an account of the second German attempt to transfer ship

ping from the Adriatic to the Aegean, where the shipping
position remained critical.

Two 15 Icnot motor ships, ICapitaon Diedriohsen (the
ex-Italian Sebastiano Venier) of 5,023 &,R,T.(5) and Citta
di T\misi of 5,A19 G.E.T,, were chosen for the break-out
in the new-raoon period at the end of February, preferably
during bad weather. ;,ith reini’orced anti-aircraft aimament.

(1) S,S. Federico either near Metcovic or Hakarska, the
NipumaHn^tiTaux. s.v. ) at Metcovic, 3,3, lagosta at
Zara, the Rubio one (iti,v, ) in the Canale di Place,
Metcovio, the I-dnarosa (aiuc,s.v.) and the Norma (m.v,)
in unidentified positions.
Of 12th and 321st Bomb &ro;ip.
Infantry landing craft,
Admi3:‘al Adria war diary (PG/ii.6511 I'.D.S./Admlty, )
Lloyd’s figure; but Italian sources give 6,310 G.R.T,

2

,4
5
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they were to proceed in three stages; Troni Trieste to

Sihenilc, Sihenilt to Kotor and Kotor to Corfu, lying cdmaa-

flaged by day and sailing by night, Tlrree ll-boats,(l) just
arrived from the Western Kediterranean, v/ere to transfer v/ith

them to the Aegean, Escort was to be augmented by the tvfo

torpedo boats T''A»36 and TA>57 and the t?/o corvettes UJ, 201
and UJ.205, together with all available S-boats as an offen-

It was originaLly intended that the break-out
should be synclironisod with an attack on the Allied-held
island of Vis,

operations and the la.nding was to distract attention from the

convoy for the Aegean, The attack on Vis \?as postponed and

the fighter squadron transferred to Germany before the

attempt. Only three or four S-boats were available (air
attacks had put two out of a.ction in January, as related) for
screening at the most dangerous zone of the passage 

-

south of Sibenik and Split, v/here no protection was afforded

by the islands. Here the destroyers, motor torpedo boats

and motor gimboats of the Allied Coastal Forces maintained
almost continuous patrols, cutting the supply route to the

South, An interesting point is that the most elaborate
internal security precautions ?/ere taken to prevent leakages
to anyone outside the grade of Senior Officer,
25 Februai’y, the postponement of the Vis operations caused

the collapse of a major part of the plan for the breakout.
But the uhase of the moon becoming hoiirly more favourable.

On 28 February,

new

sive screen.

A German fighter squadron was to cover both

that

On

arrangements were pushed forw/ard speedily,
the Citta di Timisi failed to complete the loading of her

cargo of coal and departure was postponed 21\. hotirs on account

of engine trouble. The convoy sailed at 1o30 hours on

29 Februc'.ry without her. It comprised Kaptain Oiedrichsen,
TA.36, TA.37, UJ,20i . K.19O. 11.191 and later, UJ,209.
S-boats were unable to sail ov/ing to the bo-d weather.

The

aircraft

on patrol, the Free French light cruisers Le Malin and
Le Terrible overtook the convoy about 30 miles northwest
of Zara(2)" and engaged it.
Died.richsen and UJ.201 (the ex-Italian Corvette Egeria of

5S5 tons) were sunk and TA»37 damaged, i/ithout the Germans

having any clue as to the rea.1 source of the atta.ck, (3)

The third German break-out

Unobserved by the two German i-econnaissance

As the result of the action.

After the failure of the Kapitan Diedrichsen episode,
another attempt yms planned to pass three boats of the
12 B-boat Flotilla (R.I8S, R.I90 and R.-191 ) into the A.egean.

■ his -vms postponed to allow the boats to operate against ̂
Allied coastal forces and partisan vessels in the Dalmatian

until the 6th R-Boat Flotilla vras ready for operations.area

Wl'iile carrying out these tasks, they ivere attacked on
27 March off Brae Island by lattjhawks of I'To,239 Wing
operating from Cutella.,
damaged and v.u’itten off, and R.190 slightly damaged.

R,191 was destroyed, R.188 heavily

l/Aien the plans for the captiare of Yla lapsed, the
12th E-Boat Flotilla became redundant and v/as ordered on

26 Iilay kh to proceed into the ilegean. The only four

(1 Of the 12th E-Boat Flotilla.

(2) In the position 20
They attributed it to shore batteries firing in the
dii-ection of the island 1st,

1A° 30» E,' T'T

(3
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effective boats of the flotilla (R.38. h.178, 11.185 and

^..190) sailed from Pola on 28 April; after two attempts to
make the passage from Kotor to Corfu during the nights l/2
and 2/2 Ivky, the operation was again postponed, first until
15 Hay, then until the night I8/13 Hay. On this occasion,
the four ll-boats escorted by G.36 and G.61. sailed from
Kotor to hxirazso and rea,ched Ilorthwest Greece the following
night, R.190 was sunk on 20 Hay by aircraft(1) at Sarande
(near Corfu), It vjas thus proved that, in spite of Allied
intelligence and air and naval alertness, it was still
possible for surface craft to breaic out of the Adriatic.

T>

Allied air attacks on East Adriatic shipping (March '\ShU)

illlied air and naval maritime operations in March 19l|l!-
The first consisted of routinefell into two groupings,

sv/eeps against the sea supply routes and ports nourishing
them. The second consisted of air and naval operations
in support of iillied commaiido landings on the Dalmatian
islands from 19 to 51 March,

lapped,
by the routine s^Yeeps and strikes, the /illied raids on
German-held islands virill be examined.

These two groupings over-
iifter having summarised the successes attained

During March, the offensive against the ports continued,
but on a subdued scale, as the land campaign in Italy and

strategic bomber priorities in Central Europe and elsevAere
left very little over for maritime commmications targets,
Dubrovnik was attacked twice(2) (by the Italian fighter
■-/ing) Sibenik twice (3)
times,(5) Zara once(6)
of these attacks will be considered below in connection
with the record of /CLlied commando raids.

Metkovic once,(Zf.) Split three
and Kotor tliree times. (7) Some

In terms of shipping suiik, the results of these air
attacks were much more fruitful than anything preceding
them. The month opened v/ith attacks by 10 Spitfires and
12 Thunderbolts of Desert Air force on a large number of
small craft. Although the damage v/as reported as high,
oiily four small coasters can be certified as sunk and these
were betiveen Kui'zola Island and the Peljesac peninsula.
Seven Italian Me.205s of rTo,2';.2 Group also claimed to
have damaged several landing barges off Kurzola,
2nd, a large harbour defence vessel - the Elettra -(8)

On the

(1) Spitfires of Mo. 2i!.9 Sqdn. It had been damaged by
destroyers the previous night.
On the 17th by 8 Reggiani 2002s of the Italian
fighter Ting (239 Squadriglia based at Palata
(foggia)). The targets wei’e the oil dumps and
refinery, L*Aei'onautica Italiana nella Guerra di
Liberazione - A,H.B.^ cop;.' for this and other ~
references to Italian nir force Operations); and
on the 29th by 8 Re,2002s,
On the 2nd by 12 Thmiderbolts and on the l6th by 12
Kittyh£u;ks,
On the 19th by 53 Liberators,
On the 3itl by 22 Kittyhawks, on the 11th by 10
Spitfires and on the 19th by 22 Kittyhav;ks.
On the night 3/Rth by 27 uellingtons.
On the 5rd, Kth 29th and 31st by very small formations.
633 G.R.T,

(2)

(3)

(4
(5

(6
(7
(8)
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vjas sunk (probably by 12 Thunderbolts of ’'Ooo7 Group) at
Sibenilc, On the 5rd, the ex-Jugoslav S.S. Jadran(l ) and
the schooner Ponente(2) \7ere sunk by ItittyhawkJ(TJ at Split
and AZ.13i a harbour defence vessel, sunk either in Zara or

Biograd, probably by 7 Italian He.205s of ITo,232 Vring,

On 11 March, a formation of 15 Italian, fighters reported
t;70 hits on a sinal.1 merchant vessel near Dubrovnil::.

reconnaissance on the 17th coni'irmed one as sunk,

Italian Admiralty records the loss of S.S, Sangigi of

5,666 G.R.T, on the 10th at Ombla, near Dubrovnik; in the

absence of any other relevant evidence, it may be assumed
the Sangigd. ¥7as sunk by these Macchis of the Italian Fighter
'.ing (laTer to be absoi'bed by Balkan Air Force, after its
creation in dime 152^4), On 15 March, 20 Spitfires of
Desert Air Force and 12 Kittyhavdes on offensive reconnais
sance claimed to have destroyed a Siebel ferry at Omis
(unconfirmed), Tv/o infantry landing craft were sunlc at

Kurzola - I.,34 and 1,72 - probably by these same formations.

Air

The

From then on to the end of the month. Allied air
Soma of theseformations recorded almost daily successes,

will be recorded below as centering round the Allied amphi
bious operations. The balance came about as follows,
the 15th, 36 Kittyhawks sanlv trro Siebel ferries  - S.F.192
and S.F.276 - out of three bombed at Jelsa on livar Island,

This was to hurt the Germans a few days later, ¥/hen
Commandos landed and initiated bitter fightiiig. Two

days Isber, Kittyha.wks sanl: the harbour defence vessel
AZ.01 at Zara and 8 Spitfires of Ho,12|.35 125
Squadrons(4) machnne-gumied and sanlc the harbour defence
vessel AC,07 (70 tons) at ;Booana near the Fiver Drin and

L;'ke Scutari (Albania), On I8 March, the schooner
Giacomo S,(3) was s'unk in the Sibenilc Canal, probably by
ii4 Kittyhawks operating in the Prlmosten area,
21st, two Siebel Ferries - S.X'
by 28 Spitfires of Desert inr Force at Tkon i^Pasraan

,000 pound bomb, the
On the 26th, four small pionier

O

On the

" F.277 and S.F.278 - were sank
r- Island

one of them by a direct hit with a
other by cannon fire,

n

),I

boats (small infantry landing craft) were sunk in the Zara

area, (6) On the 27th, a formation of 58 Kittyl-iawks sank

a large schooner - the Yirtus(7) " "febe Diat Ca,nal near
Sibenik,

Ajn support for Commando landings on Solta (Sulet) Island(8)
(19 IvIaS 19iidi-)

The iillied occupation of the
made itself felt not only by the rad.ar.

Yis (or Lisa) Island
staging and

(1) 179 G.k.T.

66 G.k.T.)
Unless othei’vase stated in this chs-pter, it may be
taken that all Kitt;hawks quoted came from Ko,239 V/ing.
No.242 Group,
162 G.R.T.

niroraft responsible untraceable to date.
377 G.A.T.

No. 239 V/ing 0.1.Bs: Commander Land Forces Aduiatio
Deport (Cabinet liistorioal Section 5001/367).

(^)
(5
(6
(7)
(8)
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refuelling facilities for aircraft, smoother evacuation of

wounded end sweeps by light naval surface craft, but also,
from mid-lvlarch onwards, by the launching of frequent
Commando attacks on the Cerman-held islands laiovm as the

Southern Dalmatians,

The first of these raids was on the night I8/19 March,
when British and iunerican forces landed on Solta (or Sulet)
Island, oveCT/helraed the garrison and withdre?/. No,239 king
of Desert Air Foi-ce, briefed to reduce the defences before

the o,ssault, laimched the first attack at 0550 hours on

19 March, when Wo.3 Squadron bombed the village of
Grohote,(2) Five similar attacks on the same target
followed. The local air control described the results as

'very good indeed' and 'just a case of waUcing in now'.
The Army commented on the highly accurate bombing. The

adjacent mainland supply port of Split w^as attacked by
t\Yenty-six other Itittyhawks of Desert Air Force, No ship
ping appears to have been sunk by our forces that day.

Air support for Commando landing on Hvar Island; Operation

"Endowment VI-~(22 March'194!^KsT"

On the basis of information that the German garrison
on Kvar Island was evacuating from the port of Jelsa on the

north coast, a landing with the code name of Operation
"Endowment VI", by Royal Marine Commandoes and a brigade of

Partisans, v;as planned. Its object xms to destroy the
Desert Mr Force provided air support bygarrison,

allocating three squadrons with 36 aircraft from No,239
The whole operation suffered iik'om being mounted at

However; air photographic cover of the area
V/ing.
short notice,

had been obtained and so all ranlcs had been "put into ohe

picture" as to the terrain,(3)

Ihe Land Force Commander had asked for Jelsa to be

bombed betiveen 16OO and ISOO houi’s, under the impression
that the force would be ashore by tliat time,
bombed at about I6OO hours by 36 ICitt3/hawks,
vrere located cleverly camouflaged v/ith branches and blended

in with the coast vegetation. They set one on fire (with
out destroying it) and obtained near misses on the other two.

Jelsa was

Three E-boats

The force sailed from Vis, the L.C.I.s at 12i-20 hours
with m,t,b, escort, and the schooners at approximately
1515 houz's,
mines along the South coast of Scedro Island, which proved
to be justified,
Dolac until 1730 hours and the schooners not until 2000

The force was therefore not in a good position (as

The expedition ¥;as delayed by a svreep for

The L.C.I's did not beach at Goromin

hours,

it should have been) at the time of the bombing to take
advantage of it; but it pressed on and surro'unded the town.

The Germans were reported as some?:hat demoralised by the
Afterattack, but had broken up and d3.spersed.R.A.F.

i.here the German garrison, 100 strong, v/as concentrated,
concentrated.

No,239 Ning O.R.Bs:
42/2/3/Air (A. 11.E. II.J. 1/116/36):
ivdriatio Commander's Report (Cabinet Historical
Section 5001/367),
Enel, 5a in Ai.H.B. II.J,l/ll6/36,
Refer to Figure 12
Dalmatian Islands,

No. 22^2 Grp, File 2li.2 G/MS,
Land Forces

For outline of Mr plan see

all operations in the Southern
.r-

or

(3)

(4)
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stubborn fighting for two days, I50 of them ¥/ere either
killed or captured,
second day, leaving the Partisans to hold the island.

On 23 1,larch, 16 Spitfires (1) on a sweep over the area,
destroyed the Siebel ferry
eastern tip, and a small infantry landing craft at Jelsa.

The same foi’ination probably saiik S.P.I6S in the Split area.

The Comiiiando re-embarked late on the

272 at Euciiraj e-t the

The iillied landing on Brae Island (25/2k March )

The third Commando raid was on the night 23/24 Mar,4^i-,
v/hen a landing was effected on Erac (Brazza) Island, which,
lilce the rest of the Southern Dalme.tians, lay in the area

the 110th Jaeger Division.

Air successes against enemy shipping: in la,te Harch in the

Island aiea

There v/as no air support.01

Air activities in the last week of March vrere directed

in particular at naval craft, on which the G-ermans relied

for all their island operations, 'The results, although
not impressive by some standards, helped to hasten a state

of mortal unserviceability in the enemy naval forces which

marked a turning point in their previous good fortune.
They also created a more favourable situation for the
series of area Commando and Partisan operations planned to

follow.

On 27 March, a formation of 58 Kittyhavdes of Desert
Mr force came on a concentrsAion of shipping off Pvolja,
(on the North coast of Brae) and sank two R-boats  - R,188
and R, 191 - and a landing craft - I.’:-5, The Liguria,, a

small tanicer, was sunk in the area, probably by the same

aircraft. On 29 March, Siebel ferry G,F.271 and 1,08 were
sunlc by Kittyhawks of No, 239 Ning at MaJearska, the a.djacent
mainland port; and on 30 March, the patrol vessel J»o5 and

the ferry SA,273 vrei’e sunl: at Bol (on Brae) either by a
formation of six Italian Macchis of Ho.242 Croup or by

No, 239 L'ing Kittyhawks, (2)

In addition to the above-named and previously men
tioned sinlcings in March by aircraft, the .'-llied Navy had
sunk UJ.201, VP.7023 (patrol vessel), one coaster and the
ferry barge F,4729, No,III Repair' Vessel had been
stranded off the coast of Dagas Island,
a long list of cases of that marine factor of misadventure
to which a fleet of smeRl ships is particulai.rly subject in

adverse conditions.

Crisis in Cerman naval situation at the end of March 194!-i-(3)

This was one of

The Cermans recorded their serious naval losses during

the period of the above recorded amphibious and air opera
tions, i,e, from 23 to 31 March in the area of 118th
Jeager Division, as:-

(1 } No. 7 v.'ing,
(2) D.A.F., ii.A.C.A.P., lio,242 Croup end No.239 Bing

O.R.Bs,

(3) Cerman Operations in the Mediterranean, Captured
Cerman document (pC/33051a» f.D.S./Admlty),
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2 R-boats

3 Siebel ferries

3 Infantry Isjiding craft
4 combined operations boats
7 motor coasters

The only effective boats then left to them in the area were;-

1 assatilt boat

3 combined operations boats
2 infantry land craft
1 motor coaster.

This disastrous v/eakening of local forces was only one

aspect of a grave overall breach in his system, effected
primarily by the air forces and secondarily by the surface

craft of the Coastal Forces. A situation report of 23 March
by O.K.M, summarised the facts,(1) Allied superiority was
being exercised day and night in the Central and Southern
Adriatic, Air attacks, often in force, were directed
against even the smallest craft along the coastal routes and

in the bays and harbours. Their caitrol of the Northern
Adriatic, although by no means complete owing to its extreme

range, was growing. Allied air reconnaissance, long-range
signals stations and agents provided the Allies with a

fairly clear picture of almost all sea movement. Using Vis

or islands temporarily occupied by Partisans, the Jillied
Navy was employing 8 to 10 E-boats and gunboats and some
armed Partisan craft, German land communications in Bosnia,
Dalmatia and Mbania v/ere poor, difficult and under constant

air attacks: for tlriat reason coastal sea supply was espe
cially vital. The anti-aircraft defences urgently pleaded
for had not been forthcoming and air attacks liad eaten into

what had already been organized. There v/ere no heavy bat

teries anywhere up the eastern seaboard until one reached
Polaj and even there, after bomber attacks, there were only
four heavy batterien(2) and no searchlights remaining,
Venice was excluded, there were only five large and eight
small flalc batterien for the defence of forty laarbours and

300 miles of coastline. Nor v/as the air force position any

more promising. In theoiy, tv/elve fighters were available,
but for various reasons (Allied air superiority among them)
they were seldom in evidence,(3)

If

Shipping losses, it v/as recorded, since mid-September,
32 steamships of a total tonnage ofhad been serious,

69,023 &,Pl.T. had been destroyed and 35 coasters of a total
tonnage of 4,937 G.R.T, so heavily damaged as to be written

off as losses: in addition, 18 steamships of a total
tonnage of 22,34^!- G.R.T, and 32 coasters of a total tonnage
of 2,408 G.R.T. had been damaged in varying degrees.(4)

See also Appendix 34» p.11»
The establishment of a Luftv/affe heavy batterie was
four (occasionally six) 88 mm, and three 20 mm, guns
of a medium batterie twelve 37 mm, guns and of a light
batterie twelve 20 mm, guns,

captured Flak records in A,H.B,6),
See also Appendix 3^1-,
Ibid,

(information from

(2:-
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For the y^hole of this critical situation, the participating
aircraft of the Coastal and Desert Air Forces (including
the expanding formations of the co-belligerent Italian Air

Force), must be accorded the major share of the credit.
The Allied Coastal Forces worked admirably and to great
effect, but their efforts y/ere limited by lov/ strength and

their range by the steadily e^rpanding German programme of

minela3d.ng over v/ide areas of the Adriatic,

Air support for raids on the islands (April and May 19AA)(1)

Between 21 and 24 Apl,Z.ji!-» Partisans based on Vis landed

raiding parties on ID.jet and Korzula Islands ?;ithout any
close air support and returned to Vis, On 10 May, Partisans
fi'om Vis raided Solta,

On the night 22/23 May, the 2nd Special Service Brigade,
with a force of Commandoes, anti-aircraft units and an

American OcS.S. Operational Group landed on illjet,(2),
At 0455 hours, on the 23rd, 8 Spitfires of ilo, 249 Squadron
and 3 Spitfires of ITo, 185 Squadron were airborne from

Southeast Ita,ly and bombed the G-erraan positions ;vith appa
rently good results. Two Spitfires based on Vis patrolled
during the forenoon over lEjet, but encoimtered no enemy
aircraft. The Jlllied force never caught up with the enemy,

vdio disappeared in the dense scrub. This operation con
cluded the offensive activities of the forces oii Vis until

the over-rimning of Tito's headquarters on the mainland led

to a major diversionary raid against Brae,

Air Support for the Brae diversion (Operation “Flounced")
(1 to 4 June

On 25 May Idi-f Marshal Tito ’ s headquarters at Drvar in

Bosnia ’./as attacked by superior G-erman forces and compelled
to evacuate. Tito ordered the Partisans on Vis to carry

out an immediate offensive, vyith Allied co-operation, in
order to draw off German forces and facilitate his escape.

He and his staff, as v/ell as elements of Allied missions,
were rescued by fillied and Aussian aircraft in the nick of

time, between the nights 3/4 and 5/^ June.

On receipt of Tito's appeal for a diversion, all
available troops and ships on Vis were employed in an

unplanned scramble to reach Brae Island, where the Germans

were strongly entrenched. Mo,22;-2 Group of the Coastal
Air Force, now firmly established in the Brindisi  - Foggia -
Grottaglie area, was called on for close support and cover;
and Desert Air Force and Strategic Air Force vjere asked to

put in some sharp attacks on the mainland ports of Split
and Omis, the lilcely reinforcement bases.

The enemy held strong iDositions at Supetar, Sumartin,
The Allied forces lacked artillerjr;

Naval
Bol, and Nerezisce.
co-ordination ?/ith the Partisans was difficult.

No. 242 Grp. O.ll.Bs: Cabinet Hist. Sec. 5OOI/367,
Operation "Forthoutid”,
Appendix 25 of the A.H.B. narrative on the Italian
Campaign Vol. II: IIo. :V:-2 Grp, File T.S.42/2/8/Air
(A.II.B. IIJ. 1/116/41).

(1)
(2)
(3)
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cover for the assault on 1 June was provided by H.M.
destroyers Teri:)sichore and Tuscan and units of the Coastal

Forces.

Partisans ?/ere engaged in the landing, Icnovm by the code name

of Operation "Flounced,
importa.nt air contribution, but M,A,A,F. Mvanoed H.Q, and

No, 242 G-roup, feeling the tug of Italian operations very
keenly at the time, felt they could do no more than afford

some cover for what was hai’dly a major operation.

About 1,000 British, 100 Americans and 2,500

Force 266 in Bari asked for an

Air support began on 2 June, All the rocket-firing
Hurricanes were from No, 6 Squadron and Spitfires from Nos

73 and 253 Squadrons, Soon after daybreak, 4 Hurricanes
attacked gun positions with rocket projectiles. They were

followed about noon by 4 Spitfires, who claimed hits on

Supetar town and quays, Gupetar v;as again visited during
the afternoon, on this occasion by 4 Hurricanes: and 2

Spitfires bombed and machine-gunned a hilltop, which was

reported as captured soon after by Allied troops. Every
day the area w&s patrolled by 2 Spitfires, ivho broke up small
formations of Me.109s,

On 3 June, operations ran more to a plan: 38 Liberators
and 21i. Ealtimores attacked Split; and 3^ Liberators and 30
Baltimores attacked Omis, iUthough the results cannot be

defined, confusion and delay may certainly be assumed imposed
on enemy shipping facilities during the crisis, for there is

no trace of any German reini’orceraents reaching Brae until the

Anglo-Meric an force wlthdrev;. Eight Spitfires T/ere patrol
ling during the day. Two Hurricanes carried out sweeps and

two others afforded close support, AT I645 hoiirs, 2 Spit
fires attacked a German lieadquarters, which was repeatedly
attacked by 6 other Spitfires during the evening. Some of
these aircraft used the landing strip on Vis, On  4 June,
as iillied troops pressed against the strong German defences,
14 Spitfires gave cover, and destroyed 2 Me.109s which tried

to interfere. Night reconnaissance vras carried out by 2
V/ellingtons of No, 221 Squadron,

On 4 June, the bulk of the force v/ithdrew, having, in

the opinion of the Commander Land Forces Adriatic, more

or less achieved its object as a diversion. Soon thereafter,
German forces v/ere withdrawn from the mainland to Brae, As

a military operation, many ingredients of tactical success

v;ere absent. The Germans were vrell organized; the i'GLlies

were not. There had been no time for preparing w’ell
organized air support and inadequate forces were available
if there had been. In the confused fighting conditions,
on the scrubby terrain and with poor communications it is

surprising that the troops were able to profit by the close

air support. It is difficult to visualise any other out
come to the effort than enforced retirement. But valuable

lessons were learned., which were put to good effect later

in the campaign: and Tito and his staff lived to fight
another day.

The Limitations of air effort in the Adriatic (April,
May and June 19441

ol of the strategic islands was
assuming more definite form, the air effort in Italy was

being progressively absorbed in the major interdictory cam

paign loiown as Operation ’Strangle’,
attempt to neutralise the Germans communications in

'hile the battle for con

This was an all-out
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preparation for the Allied Spring offensive (Operation
’Diadem’)# This offensive was launched in mid-May and its

rapid progress until the halt on the Trasimene Line imposed
the maximuia of strain on the resources of the Tactical and

Coastal ii±r Forces, Events defeated earlier hopes of

simplified control, dictated new alignments of forces and
restricted the scope of anti-shipping operations in the

In June, when a special command was created to
deal with Ballcan and Adriatic problems. Desert Air Force

parted with its responsibilities over
Its activities v/ere confined to the East Italian coast and

possibly,
constant movement ii&s straining their signals resources to

the uttermost and they could not deal with the stream of

reports on shipping and aircraft movements which No,
286 i/ing of No. 2-A2 Croup fed to them in the interests of

operation. 0) In April and May 19i4, the responsi-_
bility i'or anti-shipping operations was falling increasingly
on No. 2A2 Croup of the Coastal A±r Force, whose organiza
tion v'hen it stood at its pea,k on 18 June kl<r is given
below,(2)

Adriatic,

the Jugoslavian coast.

Theiras they put it, to the Central Adriatic,

CO

East Adjiatic shipning (April amidA.11 led air attacks on

support for island raids in April 19^:-,
Cermnn supply and naval craft.

Apart from air
which led to losses among

air attacks on shipping in that month were on a reduced
scale. There was only one attack on a major supply port,
namely that of 10 April on Dibenilc by 12 Kittyha?dcs, who
claimed the sinking of 4 barges (unconfirmed). There vere

light attacks, usually as part of extended sweeps deep into
enemy-held territory on Tivat, Loviste, Oberislav aM Port

Cruz, in v/hich no shipping was sunk. But these, like so
many other sweeps, fitted into the growing pattern of
hindrance and damage which a multitude of small operations,
not recorded day bj" day in this narrative, all part of 'che

signal I'lo, 2/42 Grp, to D.A.F. 21,6,4+ {End, 71a In A.H.B. IIJ1/1l6/34c),
(2) No, 2h2 Grp. (M.A.C.A.F.),_H.Q. Taranto Town
(1)

Grottaglle Village
Grottaglle
Grottaglle
Grottaglie
Grottaglle
Grottaglle
Grottaglle
Brindisi

No. 286 Hlng H.Q.

No, 6 Sqh,
No, 14 Sqn, Det,
No, 59 Sqn, Det,
No, 221 Sqn,
No*2A9 Sqn,
No.255 Sqn, Det,
No, 1i+35 Sqn.

Hurricanes R.P,

I-iarauders

Beaus,

Wellingtons

Spitfires
Night Beaus,
Spitfires

Foggla Main
Foggia Main
Foggla Main
Foggla Main
Foggla Main
Foggia Main
Foggla Main
Foggla Main

No. 323 Wing H. Q,
■ No, 23 A./„C.U.
No, 52 Sqn,
No, 73 Sqn,
No, 87 Sqn,
No,253 Sqn,
No.255 Sqn.
No,293 Sqn,
(Air Sea Rescue)

Baltlmctt’es

Spitfires
Spitfires
Spitfires
Spitfires
Nlglit Beaus,
WarvAcks

Crottaglle

San Vito dl Normanl

G.R, Operations

No,2/+2 Grp, Conrniunlcatlon Flight

Taranto Town

Taranto Town
ItEllan Seaplane H.

Gruppe
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air offensive, were imposing on the enemy supply system.
There virere a few oarefifLly selected attacks on radar stations

along the coast.

The few traceable losses among German vessels arose
mostly from air operations over the sea or small havens.
These were, in clironological order, as follows,
5 landing craft(1) in Tarn Bay (Brae) by Spitfires; on
8 April, 3 tanlc barges(2) about 7 miles Tlorth of Zara by
Spitfires: On 13 April, 1 schooner(3) at Korzula: on
24 April, 1 tug at Kotor: on 23 April, S.S. Lastvar(2t.) in
Kotor, probeibly by liittyhawks on a sweep; and, lastly, a

small landing craft(3) on 27 npril at Trpanj (Peljesac),

On 1 April,

kesults in May were hardly more encouraging on paper,
although air and sea attacks v/ere eating into the bare margin
bet?;een needs and strength of the German sea supply system.
The diminishing effort by Desert Air Force w'as partly offset

by the groTiring participation of the Italian Fighter Uing,

There ;vere no attacks on the major supply ports in May,
v/ith the sole exception of four light attacks on Durazzo
(Albania) in which no shipping sinkings can be traced,
remaining port attacks, all in lov/ strength, -were on Ploca

on the 2nd and 3rd, Komat on the 11th, Bar on the night
1/I2th and Velaluka

The

the night 1i)/l3th, The following

vessels were surJe by aircraft, either at sea or in small

harbours. On 3 May, a motor raft(6) by Spitfires; on 14
May, a schooner(2) nes,r ICarlobag by Italian Macchis; on 19
May, attacks were made off Loviste on tviro small oil barges (8)
by 16 Spitfires(9) and probably by 10 Italian Macchis 202 and
203, and by MGB.66I and H,T.B.667,
them was claimed as damaged by the surface craft,
success in May was the sinking of S.F»264, laden with troops
on the 30th off :i?iume by Hurricane s', (10)

on

Both were sunk. One of
The least

Tvro E-boats claimed sunk by surface craft and aircraft
20 ApiTir;

In the .letter half of May, two more interesting oases
of air/naval co-operation developed which led to the destruc
tion of an E-boat,

Coastal Faroes reported enemy sea traffic harder to find.
No contacts were made betv?een 2 and 19 May,

success on 13/12;. May, nothing occurred until the night of
18/19 Hay, when M.G.B.661 and M.T.B.667 engaged an enemy
convoy off the Peljesao Peninsula; they claimed to have sunk

a heavily-armed k-boat and damaged a 700 tons coaster and one

of two I-boats in company, but M.G.B.66I was nearly lost

In spite of better weather. Allied

After a small

(1) 1,2^2, Pionier boats 309, 310. 311 and 312 of c, 20 tons

each,

Hummel, Grille and Fliege of c.20 tons each.

The Heyduckvelko, tonnage unknovn,
138 G.R.T.
1,37 of c, 20 tons.

100 tons.

2

2

4

3
O

7 Adriana., of m^nown tonnage,
Veronika and I'elix, of 23 tons.

Nos, 07 and ^249 Squadrons,
No, 69 Squadron,

8

(9)
(10)
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At 0350 hours on 19 May, a Wellington(l)through fire,
was airborne and searched the Kotor area for 'E-boats

sighted by destroyers' on the previous night, from 0523
hours, extensive searches were carried out during the day
from the Oiflf of Kotor to Valona, entailing eight missions
of sixteen Spitfires, (2) No E-boats v;ere seen by either
the Wellington or Spitfires, On 20 Hay, four rocket-firing
Hurrica.n.es(5) and a Spitfires 1^(4) v;hich were airborne from
Vis sighted what they took for a stationary E-boat in

03' N, 17° 01' E, (at Loviste on the tip of the Peljesac
Peninsula), The Hurricanes scored direct hits on the vessel
and reported leaving it lying on the bottom and disinte
grating,

set two landing craft on fire at Loviste,
six Spitfires,(5) in two attacks.A little later.

Unfortunately, Admiral ndria did not record the loss
This mustof anj'" R, or S-boat round the,t date anyrdiere,

accordingly be v/i’itten off as a series of .Allied observa
tional errors. The vessel in question may have been a
large landing barge or schooner.

On the night 19/20 May, H.H, destroyer Termagant and
Tonacious encountered five enemy E- or B.-boats, reporting
the destruction of one and possible damage to t?<o.
were part of the escorted convoy of four B.-boats of the 12th

R-Boat Flotilla breaking out of the Adriatic to reinforce
the iiegean station,
damaged R.I9O.
areas to south^/ards.

These

In the event, they sank nothing, but
On 20 May, Spitfires searched the sea

At 0519 hours, they caught up v/ith
R.190, which by then had reached the vicinity of Corfu
Island, At 0612 hours, four Spitfires Vs(6) sighted R.I90
in the position 39° 50* IT, 19° 58* S. (off Sarande, on the
frreek mainland opposite North Corfu) going south at an
estimated speed of 10 loiots,
leaving her smoking eind heading for the mainland,
return fire was heavy and one pilot was forced to bale out.

About three and one-half hours later, five Spitfires(?) and
iring Hurricanes,(8) despatched to administ

a grey simlcen vessel
sin’rounded by a large spreading oil patch*, in the position
39° 52' N, 20° 01 * E, just offshore at Sarande,

They fired on and damaged he

four rocket-f

the coup de grace, sighted her.

er

r.
The

B.

^September 19-'i-3 to May 19^4-)1The Island of Vis

The Island of Vis (or Lissa)(9)

Adriatic off the Southern

ely 30 miles south-west of the

Vis lies well into the

Dalmatian coast, approximat

(1 No, 221 Squadron,
15 of No, 22:-9 Squadi’on and 1 of No, 07 Squadron,
No. 6 Squadron,
I'O. 32 .Squadnon,
No, 73 Sqpiadron,
Ho. 224.9 Squadron,
3 of No, 22|.9 Squadron and 2 of No, 07 Squadron,
No. 6 Squadron,
A.F.H.Q. G-2 Provisional topographical study
(Enel. 2A. A.n.B. IIJ1/9Q/59)o

(2
J

L

(5)
(6
(7)
(8)
(9)
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port of Split (Spalato), It is the most westerly of the
larger of the South Dalmatian group of islands,(1) The
small island of Bisevo lies some 3 miles to the southv/est.

Vis is generally hilly, with much tree and scrub. The
western coast is broken by the large bight Lago Komiska, on

the shores of which stands the small town and port of Komiza,

The northern coast is indented by Lago Vista, at the head of

which stands Vis, the principal port and town. In September
1945, anchorage v/as available for medivim sized vessels in

Porto San G-iorgio (the port of Vis) and in Komiska Bay,
Motor transport roads were limited. There was at that
time no suitable landing strip for conten^iorary aircraft,
V/ater vms scarce. The island was difficult to seize by

assault (owing to terrain and lack of landing beaches)
except by frontal attacks on Komiza and Vis,

Strategic background to its occupation by the Allies(2)

To the Germans, the importance of the Dalmatian islands
lay not only in their potential role in preventing sea

supply to the Partisans, They must maintain their cvm
supplies and guard against an Allied thrust across the

Adriatic, In November, they were in a strong position on

the mainland for an offensive against the southern Dalmatian

Islands, By 21 Jan, lA, Korzula, Brae and Hvar had been

captured. There remained in Partisan hands only Lagosta
and Vis, to which most of them had withdrawn as the other
islands fell.

Vis had been occupied by the British from 1812 to 1815
and was used by them as an advanced naval base. Its value

for the same purpose was already being considered in
December 194'3» It was of the utmost importance to the

Partisans as a supply staging point and they were determined
to hold it, iilthough there was no landing ground for air~

craft, there was a suita'i^le valley v/hich might be developed
into a landing strip. On the strength of reports by
reconnaissance parties, it became clear that arms and rein
forcements must be sent there if the island was to be held

and defended. The .Allies found themselves oaommitted to

its maintenance.

At the time, Balkan policy v/as still contrclled by the

C’s-in-C, Middle .East, although since the occupation of

Soutnern Italy by the Lillies, operations in the western
Ballcans and the Adriatic had become progressively more

closely linked with those in the Central Mediterranean,
Poroe 155 in the Middle East set an advanced base at
Bai-i and il,A,P, units moved steadily (as has been recorded)
into the Heel of Italy, The changing situation made it

necessary on 12 Apl, J-A for Allied Forces Headquarters to

assume direct control in Albaiaia, Jugoslavia and Hungary,
Accordingly Advanced Headquarters Force 135 was severed
from the Middle East and renamed Force 266, It was in

this ca.pacity that it assumed control of the British forces
in Vis,

(l) Area approximately 40 square miles, average length
10 miles (E.W,), average“width 42 miles (n,S,),

(2) Report of Commander Land Forces Adriatic, (Cabinet
Historical Section 5OOI/567, courtesy of
Major F, Jones),
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IVlien it was first decided to occupy Vis fully, the
iidr forcefirst moves ?/ere made by the Arny and Nav^?-,

ideas on its possibilities were still in the realm of specu
lation. Before long, the needs of the other tvro Services
for defence vmrning devices and air support for amphibious
operations set up a process of air force occupation and
development: and for a long time Vis continued to yield
handsome profits as an ad hoc air base,
from most other air bases in the peculiar pattern of its
functions, but its strategic role certainly proved to be a
real one.

It ?/as different

Enti-y of Land and Naval Forces

Between 20 and 25 Jan, AJj., a British Commando from
Italy and a detachment of an Operational Oroup of the
Office of Strategic Services (U,S, forces) v/ere lc?nded at
Vis,(l) The Allied and Jugoslav commands were separate.

On 29 Jan, 42.'-, a nava.1 officer a-rrived at Komiza as

Senior '"aval Officer Vis(2) (SITOVIS) 'tvith a force of small 1
craft (3) which he operated undei- Hag Officer Taranto from
IComisa Harbour,(2^) Support by some ten ships of the 22!.th
Destroyer flotilla at Bari was arranged.

Air Liaison was carried out between Brigadier H.&.P,
Miles of Force 133 in Bari and Air Commodore &. Harcourt

Smith, A,0,C, No, '21i.2 Croup, at Taranto,
for operations mounted from Vis was carried out on the
island under the O.C. 2nd Commando’s direction with the

N.O.I.C. and a squadron leader of
liaison was maintained in the early stages with the Forward

Fighter Control Unit as soon as it was set up,
zation outlined above operated until the regrouping of

forces in early June 192d!-»

Later, planning

22.-2 Croup, Localo.

The organi-

diT/ar-d Fighter Control(5)Establishment of a

At the end of January 192:-';-, No, 221-2 Croup was given the
responsibilities of the air protection of Vis and shipping
sailing to and fi-om it.

On 4 Feb, 2.4-, the first il,A,F, unit landed on Vis,
This was No, 3 Fonvard Fighter Control Unit of ■'i'o, 242
Croup.(6) It began operating from a trailer sited in the
west end of the island and was strengthened in late March,
Dvirlng the month of March, tliree Mr Ministry Experimental
Stations(7) were set up on Vis: two of them were light

Under Command of Lt. Col, J.M.T,F, Churchill (2 Commando)
Wfho 'was lander the control of Brigadier H.C.P. Miles,
C.O. of Force 133 Advanced H.Q, at Bari,
Source: The Davy Eeport (Cabinet Hist. Sec,500l/367)o
Lt, Cdr, Morgan Giles, ■'
A fuelling point vaas set up on Bisevo Island,

0, Case 8925.
Section, A.H.S./Admiralty)
Noo 22f2 Croup O.B.Bs and appendices.
From 5 Apl, 2iii. kncvni as Ponvard Fighter Sector No,22^2 Group
Nos. SOO5, u008 and 6l09 A

G,-in-C, Med, L'ar Diary (.decordsT,
IL,

iP o
• o •o ia •

(1)

2)
3
4

(5
(6
(7
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These extended the coverage furnished hywarning sets.
No, 323 'v/ing's(l) radar and a.ir raid warning sta,tions in
Italy and, although handicapx^ed by the presence of high land
masses to the eastward, provided an essential link in the

radar, direction finding and control system, both in the
island’s defences and in the direction of aircraft landing,

refuelling and taking-off.

Construction of landing- strips(2)

Soon after No, 3 Porv/ard Fighter Control opened its
headquarters, work was begim on the clearance by hand of a

crash strip for aircraft, 1,500 feet long,
responsible for the saving of the lives of pilots in dis

tress on many occasions thereafter.

This strip was

The growth of xillied coimnando operations against the

islands called for air support: the need for a permanent
operational landing strip became urgent,
'were called in and by 1 2 Hay they had constructed a strip
1,000 yards long(3) in one of the few level valleys with
taxiv/ays and dispersal, (4)
escpected at first to refuel was between 25 and 30 daily;
but when it came to the point of the Brae Diversion of 1 -

4 June, as many as 120 aircraft fuelled there in  a day,(5)

U.S. engineers

The maximum nimtiber of aircraft

The future of Vis as an advanced air base.

Coastal Mr Force, foreseeing an active role for the
facilities on Vis, were in favour of using the fighter strip
for refuelling on offensive operations(6) but it ?;as some
time before Mediterranean Allied Air Forces Rear Headquarters
could see eye to eye 'Mth them,
touch 7/ith the rapid developments on Vis, maintained that it

was not intended to build it up, but siirply to provide the

minimum facilities to give some air assistance to the
Partisans defending that island in the event of attack,
there v/ere not only Partisans on Vis,

out ofM,A.A.F-• t • f

But

On 29 A.pl. iji;., at a meeting of the ^Supreme Mlied
Commander, Air L.arshal Slessor was invited to initiate action

v/ith a view to developing Vis as an advanced air base;
on 3 May, action was still suspended a-ifaiting a decision by
General Faker, C,-in-C, M.A.A,F,(7) But events such as the
use cf the strip by Spitfires supporting amphibious operations
in May and dime, the refuelling, signals and radar services
and the anti-aircraft defence all justified its operation,

defence and growth; end, in the autumn of 1944, it was

formally handed over to the control of the Balkan Mr Force,

but

1) Their controlling formation,
2) ilo. 242 Group O.R,B,
3) With 15c yerds overrun at each end of 15O yards wide,
A[.) Reported fit for emergency wheels dovvn landing

1 May (signal No, 242 Group to H.A,A,?. 1 May,
(A.H.B.IIJI/273/7/42 Bncl. 6A),

(5) M.A,C,A,F. Ops. O.R.Bs/Appendices,
(6) File JCS.20if5 End. 6A (a,H.B.IIJ1/SO/39).

M.xT.A.F. Pile J.L, 99 End, la, 1b,
(A.H.B. IIJI/273/7/42).

(7 6a, 7a, 8a,
9a.
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Geman plans to reoaptiire Vis(l)

The Germans, their ?Iavy in particular, regarded the
Southern Dalmatian islands as a hridgehead for a possible
Allied invasion of the Eastern Adriatic coast, an idea which
haunted certain command quarters until a late stage of the
war. Everjrfching seemed to some to point to the need to

occupy all the big strategic islands# In spite of the great
Allied air superiority, the major part of this conception
was carried out# It has been seen how their scanty naval

forces were being worn down in the imequal struggle with the

Allied Air Forces and Navies to supply their armies and
retain their bases# The German efforts suffered from inter

nal misunderstandings between the three branches of the
¥ehrmacht. particularly betvfeen Naval Group South and
C.-in-C. South East# The German Air Force was never able to

provide anything like adequate support#

Most of the islands were occupied by the Germans by
the end of January, at the cost of some shipping to air
craft and surface craft# Planning for Operation*Freischuta*,
the capture of Vis (the Germans a?i‘/ays referred to it as
Lissa) began on 1 Jan# kk* Within a fortnight, the diffi
culties 77ere thrust i^on Admiral Adriatic by the loss to

Allied fighters of an E-boat and the prize vessel it was

towing# There was no fighter cover for convoys and the

anti-aircraft defences, as already related, were lamentably
weak# ;\fter some wrangling as to how far the Army and

Navy should go in maintaining the hold on Vis if it wore
captured, Admiral Adria managed to gather a small fleet con

sisting of 2 large and 2 small torpedo boats, 1 escort
vessel, 2 corvettes, 6 E-boats, 5 R-boats, k. - 6 Siebel
ferries, 14 I landing craft and 25 other landing craft#

The plan to land on the south-east coast of Vis v/as
postponed, first to 17 March and then to 4 April# Over all
their deliberations and movements hung the ever-present
threat of Allied fighter operations, which made any movement
most difficult to conceal# The German Naval Staff gradxmlly
realised that .Allied air superiority was lilcely either to

kill the execution of the plan or to render it impossible
to maintain any forces landed# Matters grew steadily worse#

The Luftwaffe failed to co-operate; losses increased
steadily# On 25 April, 0#K«W. announced the Fuhrer’s deci
sion that, owing to lack of forces, the capture of Vis was

to be postponed, although the Luft^mffe was to continue
to bomb the island to the limit of its power. This amounted

in fact, to the final abandonment of the idea* The few
air attacks that could be staged were on a low scale and
futile#

Allied plans to recapture Vis if lost

Allied Intelligence was aware of the German inten
tions: reconnaissance of their shipping, a study of their

progress among their islands and consideration of the

(l ) Refer to Appendix 31 for an exhaustive study by the
Foreign Documents Section, ilclmiralty from German
sources of German reactions to the Allied occupation
of Vis and their plans for its capture#
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obvious advantages the tenure of Vis afforded to the party in
control led to a series of planning conferences. In late
January, No* 21{^ &roup planned to provide air defence for the
island and shipping operating in its defence, and air support
for the naval and land forces engaged in its recapture by
attacking enemy shipping, troop concentrations and so forth.
No* 323 Vising, reinforced by ITos* 00, 274, 22}.9 (or 126)
Squadrons and 37th lighter Bomber G-roup of Desert Air Eoroe
were to be made available. On news being received at
Combined Headquarters tha,t a German invasion had started, the
code v/ord •Ft’ang* was to be issued* Desert Air Force was to
maintain a patrol over Vis under the Forward Fighter Control

and No, 323 V/ing (of No, 2i!.2 G-roup, M.A.C#A,F,) was to pro
vide escort for naval forces and operate 37th Fighter Bomber
G-roup in direct support. Desert Air Force was to provide
defensive shipping patrols up to a radius of 100 miles of
ViSo(l)

On 18 Feb, a conference of air and naval officers was

held and it was confirmed that the A.O.C. No, 242 Groiq) should
be the responsible air officer in command. Planning on the

highest level was proceeding at the same time, and among the
suggestions put forward was that of an airborne landing as

well as direct air support if operations in Italy allowed.

On 10 April, the Joint Intelligence Committee at Allied
Force H,Q, considered the invasion of Vis did not appear
imminent and pointed out the folly of ary attempt to capture
it without adequate air cover before, during and after the

landing. Even a destructive raid in force was an extremely
doubtful proposition. But while the possibility of ary form
of attack existed, air cover v/as essential. On 13 April,
Slessor thought the A.0,C, No* 2i.j2 G-roiq> should be authorised

to keep on Vis during the day any aircraft he thcught neces

sary or desirable without permanently locating any squadrons
there*(2)

C

THB CLIMAX OF TIIB SUBMARINE Xm

(JAIUARY TO MAY 19A.4)

Introduction

The method adopted in the following account of the deci
sive ivllied anti-submarine operations in early 1 S'V:* is

designed to cover each of the most important aspects
separately, avoiding undue repetition*

The first section gives a progressive account of U-boat
reinforcements, statistics of the air effort devoted to reduce
them, and of U-boat tactics*
successes against Allied naval and merchant shipping, so that
an exact measure of the menace from this quarter emerges.
Counter-operations by Allied air and naval formations do

not figure at tliis stage.

Details follow of U-boat

(1) No* 22}.2 G-roi:p Operation Order No, 1 (undated) in No*
2i|.2 G-roup 0,R,Bs Janmiy 1

(2) Signal JCS.397 to H.Q. li.il.A.F. (Pile J.C,S. 2043 Enel,
7a,A.H.B. IIJI/9O/39).
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The second section deals va-th the reorganization and
re-equipment of the air anti-submai’ine forces.

The third section deMs exclusively ?/ith the series of
It is here that

many operations arising from sinlcings mentioned in the first
section will he found,

for dealing v/ith the organic development of this most inter
esting example of air/naval co-operation from crude beginnings
to a formula proving successful under given conditions.

The fourth section covers the destruction of U-boats by
methods other than the 'Swamp* hunt, and 'I'ence' operations
in the Strait of Otranto.

fourteen combined Swamp' himts in 1944,

The method adopted is the logical one

The fifth and last section records the advent of the

German Small Battle Units v/ith their midget submai-ines and one-
man torpedoes into the field of submarine operations.

German policy and operational successes

j-leinforcements (January to ay i944)(l)i.i

..hen 1944 opened, fifteen U-boats were stationed in the
Hedit erranean. During Januaiy, three boats - U. 4-551 U, 952
and U, 343 - succeeded in passing tJnrough the Strait by night
in deep dives in spite of the Gibraltar air patrols,(2)
(which now included a U.S.N. Catalina Squadron, equipped
v/ith the Magnetic Air Detector) and naval vigilance,
total inside by 22 January 1 9Z;4 was fifteen,
boats detailed in January one
Three got through in Eebrustrj'',
U,967o

The

Of the four

(U.4-55) got through in January.
These were U,9^9, U,586 and

Gibraltar patrols were temporarily weakened during

(1) For a detailed account of operations centering on L'-boat transit of the
Strait of Gibraltar refer to Vol, IV of this series, pp,487-495o
'Analysis of flying hours from Gibraltar in January 1944.

U-boats

getting
tlirough^

A/CTotal

Hours
Effective Hours Sights Attacks Results

Loss
the

StraitI

188Day 121Ocean

Convoy
Escort Night 32(N) 104(N)

Patrols

off Gib, Day 1,562
Strait

Includ-

2,018 O

U.952
043
055

ing Night 557(N)
934{L/L)

707(N)
1,05'8(L/L)

U.343 )
dSiiaged)

1 N 1 N 1 N
U.S.N. 4 L/L2 L/L 3 L/L
Sqns,

Day 206 306Patrols

ofi

Night 176(N)
90(L/L)

Cape 233(N)
130(L/L) 1 -Fini-

sterre
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this critical period by the loss of Hudson Squadrons Nos, 48
and 233, v/ithdj:avm to the U,K.(1)

five U-toats ivere detailed in February to make the
.  These were U,761. U.t-21. U.618. U.302 and VJiM,
them got throu^^h (U.421 and U.2^b^) in March:

(U.761 and U.392) v/ere sank in the Strait in combined
operations by M.A.D. equipped aircraft and H.M. Ships and

one gave up the attempt. Five U-boats were destroyed
during March, The total inside at the end of Mai'ch 2f4 v;as
fifteen boats. Only one reinforcement - U,471 - vms
detailed in March and it got tlirough on the night 3Q/31,
The air patrols during I;Iarch(2) v/ere denser in February,
as more aircraft became available and made the passage
increasingly hazardous. The new M,A.D. attacks vrere being
carried out more smoothly in Virhat v/as an ideal zone for its

operation, Wellingtons profited by the slowly increasing
flow of Leigh Lights to extend the hours of night patrols.

passage.
Two of ■ two

Tvra more boats were detailed to enter in April - U.731
and U.96O - U.73'1 was sunlc in the Strait on 15 May by H,A,D,
aircraft and H.M, ships and U.96O got through,
the twelve boats detailed to enter in 1 Sl\J+, eight got
through, tlxree were sunlc in the Strait and one gave up the
attempt.

Thus, of

(1) Analysis of flying hours In the Gibraltar area for February ISMt,

»■ U-boats
getting
throughA/CTotal

Hours
Sights! Attacks ResultsEffective Hours

Loss the
Strait

Day 22 27Ocean
Convoy
Escort

!  -

Night 3(N) 5(N)

Patrols Day 1,828
off Gib,
Strait Night 165(N)
Includ- l,0i»6(L/

U.761
shared

3 U,2,255

32D(N)
1,210(L/L)

5

sunk
L) 1 L/L 2 L/L 2 L/L

Ing
U.S.K.
Sqns

Patrols
off

NIL NILCape
Finl-
sterre

(2) /inah'sis of flying hours in the Gibraltar area for March 1944*

U-boats
getting
throughA/CTotal

Hours
Effective Hours Sights! Attacks Results

Loss the
Strait

Ocean
Convoy
Escort

Day 52

Night 25(N)

97

75 (N)

1,374

964(N)
1,000(L/L)

i 4 U.466D^ 1,035

Night 81 UN)
862(L/L)

U.392
shared

3Patrols
offGIb.
Strait
Includ-

silnk ill
U7ST8

returnedIng
U.S.N.
Sqns,

44Day NILPatrols
off

33(N)
66 (L/L)

Cape Night 16 \‘SmFlnl- h3
sterre
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Doenitz abandons reinforcement

Nothing had heen heard of U. 751 at U-Boat Command(B. d^U.')
since 22 April, four days after sailinA'* Ua 960 reported
clearing into the Mediterranean on 17 May, but all efforts

to raise U.731 on radio failed, for she had been sunlc on

15 May, On 20 May, she iras given up as lost and posted
missing.

This loss, added to recent ones, underlined the increas
ing tlireat from the strong air svu^faoe defences in the Strait
of G-ibraltar,

to attempt the passage,
during May reduced the total inside to eleven boats,

Anzio(l)

Doenitz ordered that no more U-boats were

Sinkings inside the Mediterranean

The Cerman Naval Command Italy v/as caught unprepared vhen

the iillies effected their siirprise landing at iinzio on

22 Jan, Iilj.: the only part they coifLd play in the coionter

offensive was in laying mines, in light attacks vri.th a few

small surface craft and in the employment of submarines,
Thei=e v/ere on that date 15 U-boats in the Mediterranean

(incliK.ing the one which liad passed through G-ibraltar Strait
the previous night) and about tliree-quajrters of them vrare in
the western area. But none were in the vicinity of Anzio,
January was a particiilarly unfortimate month for- the U-boat

command, for the number of U-boats laid up for repair v/as

_  , On 12 January, there was only one effective boat
(U,6l6) in the western basin and there were none in the
eastern basin,

12 January and five in Toulon by 21 January,
the bcirrel, two boats were expected to arrive in the assault

the 22t-th, (2) but a third boat vvhich left ToiiLon on

very high.

One was expected to be ready in Pola by
By scraping

area on

the 22nd to join them was forced to return the following day.
By the end of January, all three were on patrol in the beach

head area, while a fourth was to leave Toulon on the 30th,
This was the limit; in answer to the urgent demands of

German Naval Command Italy for more U-boats, none vfere forth

coming, as there i?ere no more operationa.lly effective boats
in the western liediterraneein.

Cautious tactics

The Submarine Tracking Room at C.-in-C, Mediterranean
.  H.Q, reported at the end of January that U-boats were dis

playing less determination in pressing home their attacks and

that, except in isolated instances, self-preservation appeared
to be the primary characteristic of U-boat commanders,(3)
For the reasons for this pessimistic attitude one must look

to several developments. These included the /MLlied

(1) Captain U-Boats Mediteri-^anean war diary January 1944.

( F . d' . 3,/Admiralty ) , ~~~
The first D/P of a U-boat occurred on 26 Jan, 4-4 -
(Adjairalty CB.0Z^050(4i.,)(l )).
ubmarine Tracker's Log C,-in-C. Med, (Admlty Hist,

Sec.): Admiralty CB.02^050(iji-)(4),
U

(2)

.(5)
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superiority in radar device3^ a slov^ but steady increase in

Allied surface craft escorts for convoys, the weight of air

patrols, the efforts towards improving co-ordination of

Allied air and sea anti-submarine operations and  a formidable

backlog of repairs and re-equipment projects in the U-boat
flotilla.

Yet the U-boat menace had by no means been overcome in

January, The utmost vigilance and radical improvements in

air/sea co-operation were still needed. Caution and
ingenuity continued, hovrever, to be noticeable in U-boat

operations, Siarvival vms not only important for its own

salce, but because the great array of Allied shipping
offered unrepeatable opportunities for enterprise.

On 2 June, conclusions from U-boat tactics were sum
marised by the C,-in-C, Mediterranean,(l) bhen hunted,
the U-boat v/ould seek to surface soon after dark to charge.

If forced to dive by aircraft, it would probably surface
again within 30 minutes to v/ithdrav/ from the area before

the arrival of surface hunting forces. It would not dive

deep until the surface forces gained Asdic contact, but
then it wovild dive tc about 500 feet. It v;ould hide belo;r

density layers if they were present, U-boats virere probably
aware of the principles of creeping attack and could be

e2q)ected to seek evasion by a burst of speed under helm.

Except v;hen evading attacks, they would maintain the mini

mum speed, probably 2 knots or less. They would be
dangerous when surfacing and could be expected to fire a

torpedo then. Contact was groT;ing more difficult owing to

a noticeable decrease in radio signallling from U-boats,

U-Boat successes against Allied warships(2)

It was not until I6 February that a U-boat scored the
first success of the year against Allied warships with the

sinking of L.S.T.AI8 off Anzio, This was quickly followed
by a much more spectacular effort. On I8 February, the
cruiser H.H.S. Penelope was torpedoed by U.410(5) in
2,0° 55’ N, 13 25 in the swept channel some 35 miles
v^est of Naples and sank 10 minutes later after a violent
explosion. There were about 25O survivors, but the great
part of her officers and ship’s company, including the

Captain and Commander, were lost. She had been operating
off jlnzio in support of the land forces and was the second

cruiser lost in operations off the beachhead:
vms H.M.S, Spartan siuilc by aircraft on 29 January,
naval losses off iuizio were added those of the destroyers

H.H.S, Janus, sunk by aircraft on 23 January, and H.H.S,
InA'lefield, simk by aircraft on 25 February , and of five

major assault vessels,
by U-boat,

the first

To the

L.S.T.32,8 was sunlc on 20 February

(1) Pile M/.Ciip/l06//iIE Enel, 36A (kef. AFK'y292 at
Cabinet Historical Archives),
Major British v/arships and iUlied (othei- than U,S,)
vmrships lost in the Second borld bar (Admiralty)
(A,H.B.IIF/113/2(a)).
Commander Horst - Arno Penski, Ober Leut, Zur-See;
(idiights Cross), an ace credited with the sinking of

70,000 tons of shipping, including H.M.Sc, Penelope,
Transferred to U,371, sunk on 3 I'iay

(2)

(3)
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The next important success came on 30 March, ¥;hen U« 223»
cornered in a ’Swamp' hunt, torpedoed the destroyer H.M.S.
Laforey in 38 30' N, 14° 18’ E,

April vras a quiet month in the 1/estern Basin, but, in
May, operations flared up. On 3 Ma^r^ U,371 , with Penski in
command, sank the U.S.II. destroyer Llenges and the french
destroyer Senegalais on the 4th, both off Djidjeli: on 3 May,
Uj_9§7 sank IT,S,H. destroyer Pechteler off Alboran; on 9 May,
M.230 sanlc the U.S, P.0.558 north of Palermo^

Most of these sinkings ?iere only isolated incidents in
extended operations which v/ill be fully related in the follow
ing section,

U-boat successes in sinlcing Allied merchant vessels, is the
high potentiality for destruction reto,ined to the very limit
of their resources and strength by the small, but very deter
mined force of U-boat commanders and cre?/s in the spring of

them in this period is vfeighed against their achievements and
their will-to-survive, the historian is forced to allow them
unqualified praise,

U-boat successes against iULlied merchant ships(1)

The point made here, as in the record of

Uhen the full measure of the handicaps mounted against

Januar-y 1944 was the first month of the iiediterraneanwar

during which there were no merchant shipping casualties to
U-boats, On tvv'o occasions, ho?/ever, ships reported under-
v/ater explosions in their vicinity: these v/ere probably
torpedoes exploding at the end of their run.
reported by H.M.S. Cleveland on 9 January off Bougie, Tirhile
she was escorting five surfaced Italian submarines to

Gibraltar, Although no damage vias inflicted, a German
communique claimed the sinlcing of two iillied submarines, (2)

The first vras

In February, U-boats sanlc six ships of a total tonnage
of 21,706 G.a.T,
off Bone and one off Latalcia,

In March, U-boats(3) sank four ships (two in convoy) of
a total tonnage of 33,724 &,Il.T.

Several merchant ships v/ere damaged, t'wo

(1) Submarine orackeris Log, C,-In-C, Mecl^ (A.H.S./Admlty): British, Allied and
Neutral Merchant Shipping losses 1939-19^+5 (A.H.3./A(l!nIralty;B.F.IIZ./A.H.B. (1))

(2) Ibido

British, Allied and Neutral nierchant ship losses to 1>-boats - Medltsiranean.
January to May inclusive 194+7 "

Month Flag G.R.T. Ships

Jan. British

Allied

Neutral

nil nil

nil nil
nil nil

Total nil nil

Feb, 7,15i+
1ii,352

British

Allied

Neutral

1

2

200 3

21^206Total 6

March British

Allied
Neutral

nil nil

30,365
3,359

3
1

33,72i+Total k
April British

Allied

Neutral

nil nil

14,386 2

nil nil

Total 14,386 2

May 7,147British

ailed

Neutral

1

nil nil

nil nil

7,147Total 1

For details of sinkings due to aircraft and mines refer to Appendix 30,
Source; Admiralty Historical Section, 23 Jan, 57,
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In April, a U-boat, based on Salamis, torpedoed two
ships off Derna - S.S, Meyer London and S.S, Thomas Masaryk-
sinking the first, damaging the second,
that month to U-boats were two ships - 14,386 G-.R.T,
Hay, U-boats scored their last successes. On 9 May, U,2:.35
sanlc S.S, Fort Missenabie (7,147 &.R.T.) off Calabria and on
14 May, U,6l6 torpedoed S.S. bialdron and S.S. Fort Fiddler
off Cape Tenez, damaging them both.

Total sinlcings in the first five months of 194^- from
all causes are given in footnote (3) of the previous page.

Y/hen punitive operations by aircraft and/or surface
craft followed any of the above-mentioned sinkings, full
details will be rela,ted later in one of the tv/o sections on

Allied anti-submarine operations,(l)

Allied policy (January to May 1944)

Anti-submarine aircraft units move forward and re-equip(2)

To meet the needs of Anzio convoys and adjust the
Coastal Air Force to changing conditions, a series of forward

moves and programmes of re-equipment v/as initiated,
came a setback,

was ordered to return to the U,K,

(R.A.F.) and the 2|.17th (UrG.) Squadrons the only night
Beaufighter squadrons on the Northwest African coast,
small detachment of No, 153 Squadron was maintained at Bone

v/hile other detachments were moved up and down the coast

line as required.

On 11 Jan, hj+f No, ii-58 Squa,dron commenced re-equipping
t.dth Leigh Light Y/ellingtons to replace their Mark XIII

Y/ellingtons,
off ibnzio, eight Leigh Light V.ellingtons of No, 36 Squadron
vrere detached to the 62nd Fighter Ydng to operate from
Hontecorvino; all serviceable Hudsons of No, 6O8 Squadron
were moved there from Grottaglie (in the Heel) to maintain
day and night patrols off the beach-head,
detachment of four Marauders was held at Ghisone-ccia for

reconnaissance for the Mitchell G*s and Spitfires on medium
altitude strikes.

Total losses

In

First

On 7 Jan, No. 219 Beaufighter Squadron
This left No. 153

A

On 22 Janmry, to counter the U-boat threat

In Corsica, a

On 5 Feb, 42i- the operational boundary between Malta
(now mder the operational command of the Coastal Air Force)
and the 62nd Fighter ■.Ying was altered so that the whole of
the Tyrrhenian Sea (except the area near the coastlines of
Corsica and Sardinia) was under the control of 62nd Fighter
\(ing. M.A.C,A..P. Command Post closed down. No, 325 Y/ing
was moved from Borizzo (in Sicily) to Montecorvino and
absorbed Nos, 69 and 608 Squadrons, Gibraltar lost two
Hudson Squadrons to the U.K. The Coastal A.ir Force was
instructed to give up one General Reconnaissance Squadron
as part replacement. They sent No. 52 Squadron to
Gibraltar, partially replacing it at Borizzo by a Flight

(1) 'Swamp* operations and other operations (including
port bombing) against submai'ines,

(2) M.A.C.A.F. O.R.Bs,
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of No, 500 Squadron (Hudsons), On 22 Mar, No, 6
Squadron was transferred from ItLddle East to M,A.C.A,F. It

was equipped with Hurricanes with rocket projectiles and

detached to Borgo and Grottaglie,

It had been found that the Baltimore was an extremely

inefficient type of general reconnaissance aircraft, with

inadequate range and depth charge load and no A.S.V. Two

squadrons (Nos, 52 and 69) were therefore sent back in April
to the U.K. A welcome reinforcement was that on -15 April of
No, 17 S.A.A.F, Squadron from the Middle East, Equipped
v/ith 16 Venturas, it began operations at C,A,F, Bone to

relieve No, A58 Leigh Light Wellington Squadron for service
in Sardinia,

The Mediterranean netvrork of D/F Stations xvas steadily
improved in this period; U-boat commanders* ca.ution in the

use of radio vras doubtless largely traceable to this fact.

No opportunity was lost of covering the area of a D/F fix
with aircraft in order to deny the U-boat all but the hrielbst

periods on the surface. In March, nevr stations were opened
at Alghero and Naples, both in good strategical positions
for fixing U-boat transmissions.

Tvro hunting groups of destroyers v/ere formed in January
Americanand did yeoman service during the Anzio operation,

patrol boats (p.C,s) vjere also used to good effect in that
area and, on 29 April, frustrated the first offensive opera
tions of the G-erman Small Battle Units employing one-man

torpedoes.

Detection and retro-bc.mbs(l)Magnetic Air»

The 63rd U.S.N. Catalina Squadron, which formed part
of the U,S, reinforcement to the Bay of Biscay operations in

July 1945, was fitted with M,A.D, The characteristics of

this equipment v;ere not suitable for the extended patrols in
the deep open waters of the Bay, In January 19'W-> the

squadron vas moved to the Moroccan Sea Frontier and
inmiediately proved the full advantages of M,A..D. and retro-

bombs when used against submerged U-boats attempting to pene
trate the Strait of Uibraltar. Three U-boats had been sunk

or shared v^ith surface craft by mid-Hay kli-i
patrols carried out by this Squadron were a major contribu
tion to Doenitz’s decision to abandon attempts to reinforce
the U-boat strength in the Mediterranean,(2)

the block

Drop in ship losses to U-boats among increasing convoys

The nimiber of merchant vessels convoyed in the
Mediterranean increased from 1160 in January to the record

The figures were maintained infigure of 1294 in March.
April and S.ay, when 1266 and 121(2^. vessels respectively
passed in the main convoys.

(1) A detailed account of these weapons and equipment
is to be found in Appendix V of Volume TV of this
series.

Appendix V in Vol. IV of this series*(2)
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Against these massive totals, the complete absence of

casualties to U-boats in January was a vselcome relief,
Janmry ims the first month, indeed, of the entire
Mediterranean war, with a clesji sheet. The figures from

February to May exclusive v/ere v/ell belo?/ the average, and
provided evidence of the efficacy of the air force and
naval methods then in current use.

Allied ’S?famp* operations (1 JanucLry to 31 May 19V!-)

The ’Svfamp* of 7 to i 2 Jan, 44(l) - the Oran hunt

On 7 Janmry, at 0035 hours, in a position approximafeely
30 miles north-v/est of Oran (Algeria), the biggest 'Swamp’
hunt yet undertaken in the Mediterranean was begun. Four
main areas were involved. These will be referred to as the

Oran, Cape de Oata, /id.icante and Balearic Hunts,
Mediterranean Allied Coastal Air Force (the new title dating
from 1 Jan, 1^4 of Northv/est African Coastal Air Force) -

which \yith 50 aircraft flev/ 150 sorties and nearly 1,000
hours in five days, played the largest part, but generous
aid was given by Oibraltar-based aircraft and surface craft

of the Royal Navy,

The Oran hunt started with a D/F fix at 0035 hours on
7 Jan, 44, in the position 36° 00’ N, 01° 00’ V/, (2) A
Hudson on convoy escort ?/as signalled to proceed to this

position, but the aircraft was not contacted owing to

atmospherics and so a valuable period was lost. It viaa

known that a U-boat had been patrolling in the area(3) and
that two others (U,343 and U,952) were attempting the
passage of the Strait at about that time. The issue was
therefore confused at the outset and the fix was  a false

one. Operation ’Swamp’ was ordered from La Senia, vyith
three Hudsons of No, 500 Squadron covering the first area of

the search. Two destroyers and one minesweeper were ordered

out from Oran to co-operate. Although the area was covered

by them within two and one-half hours of the first sighting,
naturally no contacts were made,
zone was extended and four more destroyers ordered out from

Oran, The sweep continued through the hoin^s of daylight,
with Hudsons searching and four Latecoeres of 2S Squadron
patrolling the perimeter of the area. At 1700 hoiars, four

Leigh Light V/ellingtons of No, 36 Squadron widened the field
and extended the search into the night. In the meantime,
Gibraltar-based Wellingtons were dispatched to search the

’waters off the southern Spanish coast for the U-boats
suspected of having forced the Strait, This expansion of

the net led the Allies into the actual area of possible
contact.

At 0900 hours, the himt

Alt 2225 ho\irs on 7 Jan, ̂4!!-, the first aircraft attack

Wellington 'K'/No, 36 Squadron made a contactv/as made,

at 6 miles in a position 15 miles E,S,E, of Cape de Gata

File CAF/3/4/AIR Enel. 3A and 6A (A.F.H.Q./277/3
at Cabinet Historical Archives

There was no U-boat in this position at the time
according to the logs of the three U-boats and
F.d.U, (Foreign Boos♦/Admiralty),
This was U,380, lying close off the Southern Spanish
coast at the time.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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on the Spanish coast, (1 ) The pilot turned avray, keeping
contact at 4 miles range, manoeuvred for an approach and an

attack up-moon. At 2290 hours, U,545 v/as sighted on the

surface, travelling at 18-20 knots; she had machine guns
and 20 mm guns on and abaft the conning tower. Then folloTOd
an attack to v/hioh the U-boat fought back energetically.
Some depth charges undershot; two straddled the U-boat’s
stern and two exploded on the starboard quarter, U»345
opened up with tracer fire v;hich increased in accuracy as
the range closed and continued after the attack. The

V/ellington rear gunner returned the fire, scoring hits on
the conning tower. The U-boat remained on the surface for

14 minutes after the attack, during v;hich time ’H*/36 dropped
markers. Contact was then lost, probably during the fev/

seconds of the crash-dive. At 2550 hours, three destroyers
were making for the position of attack.

At hours, approximately 15 minutes after aircraft
’H’/36's attack, Wellington of No, 179 Squadron from
Gibraltar made an A.S.Y. contact 10 miles west of the posi
tion reported by *H’ and, switching on its Leigh Light,
discovered a surfaced U-boat - U.38O - v/hich had moved

westward and south?/ard, with decks av;ash,
heavy fire, which damaged the port v/ing and compelled his

return to base, the pilot pressed home his attack and saw six

of his depth charges(2) explode across the U-boat's stern;
he left her with bows high and stern submerged,
first thought, but later disproved, that this y/as U,343»
attacked earlier by
extended operations were concentrated off the Spanish
coastg vyith a gradual drift to the north-east tovrards Ibiza

Island and ToiELon, the U-boat base.

Subjected to

It y/as

tTTt

From this period, the whole of the

the Cape de data hymt

Tt/o Leigh Light Uellingtons of the fotir already air
borne on the original 'Swamp' vrere diverted to the position
of the attack by 'H', both having intercepted the sighting
report;
re-start a

datum.

Hunt,

the area by 0300 hours on 8 January,

The 'Svfarop' of 7 to 12 Jan.

and three more Wellingtons were dispatched to
a  'Swamp' with the position 38° 40' N, 02° 05' L as
This second hunt became known as the Cape de data

The Navy reported that five destroyers would be in

At 23^0 hours/7th, aircraft 'd'/36 made an Asdic con
tact in 38 41' N, 02 17* V.', which disappeared on homing.

At 0128 hours/8th, the Polish destroyer Slazak signalled
that she had witnessed an attack in the position 38 34' N,
02 50' W. and proceeded to hunt this position. At

05^0 hours/8th, she found U.38O surfaced in 38° 28* N,
02 53' W, but, before she could attack the U-boat sumerged;
a Hudson was diverted to co-operate with the Slazak,
further contact y/as made y;ith U. 380,

No

At 0340 hours, 8 January, V/ellington 'R' from
Gibraltar reported a fully-surfaced U-boat approaching
Alicente, This T/as U. 552, which sighted the aircraft.

(1) 38° 40' N, 02° 05'
(2) Mark XI, 250 lb.

V/
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The aircraft passed over at 1,000 feet altitude; hut vifhile
it was preparing to attack, the U-hoat dived and v/as lost,
A Leigh Light ITellington on transit from Blida to La Senia
was immediately diverted to the area to carry out  a square
search, but U.952 completed its journey to Toulon without
further incidents.

iiiere were now three distinct centres of himt - the Cape
de G-ata area, the iilicante area and the *blazak* position.
The Coastal Air force, realising tx-at its available aircraft
could not effectively cover all tliree, requested A,H,Q,
Gibraltar to assume responsibility for U.38Q, sighted by the
destroyer Slazak.

The first flight of V'ellingtons on the Cape de Gata
hunt was relieved by three Hudsons,
extended the search during the afternoon to the East and
Northeast,

Tv;o more Hudsons

Nothing materialised. At 1930 hours, the zone
v/as again widened and three Leigh Light wellingtons of No,
36 Squadron virere added to the search party along the Spanish
coast.

Island on 12 January without molestation.
U, 3OO pursued a zigzag course, reaching iLlboran

U-boat movements 7-12 January off So^rthern Spain(l)

The record of this long series of hijnts becomes intelli-
The follow-gible as soon as the U-boat logs are examined,

ing brief outline of the movements of the three U-boats
involved v;ill underline the value or otherwise of the Allied

effort and throv/ light on the reasons why dispersal of that
effort led to failure.

On 7 January, all three U-boats were lying close in to
the Spanish coast. The tv/o boats, U.952 and U,343 which had
recently forced the Strait were making for their new base at

Toulon; and they never deviated, except for tactical submer
sion, from that course, Un952 Viras several hours ahead of
U,343 and this difference in time itself was one of the

causes v;hy the tenuous Allied search pattern was stretched
beyond the capabilities of the combined Allied hunting forces
as time pi-ooeeded.

U«380 left Spanish irnters early on the 8th,
hours, she was already mvare of the presence of destroyers
and aircraft and from thence on to 12 Januai'y, she pursued an
intricate zigzag pattern, mostly submerged, which led her to
the area of her normal billet off Alboran Island, on the
convoy route,

safe enough to fire a torpedo at a ship in convoy, well
aware that the pattern of 'STfarap’ had by then moved up towards
Ibiza,

By 1000

Indeed, at 0728 hours on 11 Januaiy she felt

Obviously, a fev/ aircraft from Gibraltar, with no
co-operating surface forces, could not inaugurate  a *S\vamp',

Uith this general view of the three U-boats working
in three distinct areas, the Allied confusion, heightened by
a number of misleading fixes, tactical errors, long gaps
in communications and lack of jjractice in co-operation on
that scale is easier to understand,

why v/hen three separate hunts v;ere developing simialtaneously,
It is not apparent

(1) 'Jar Diary of F,d.U, Mediterranean and logs of U,3A3,
U,580 and U.952 (e,D.S,/Admiraltv).
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cll resources were not pooled and concentrated on one datum;
but due allowance must be made tor the fact that Spanish
territorial waters and the presence of numerous fishing craft
in the area constituted a very severe handicap.

The * Swamp * of 7 to 12 Jan, iiJj.; the Alicante hunt

The third of the three hunts, each of which constituted
a 'Swamp' in its ovm right, began at dam on 8 January, As
the three U-boats changed position, and as new datum points
y/ere used after nearly every sighting, the hunts soon lost
their identity and merged into one too vast in extent for a
reasonable jjrospect of success.

The Alicante Hunt, started at davm on 8 January by two
Leigh Light Wellingtons, was extended at 1500 hours with foixr
more Wellingtons, No sightings were made. At 0100 hours
on 9 January, a further five Wellingtons were airborne to
extend the search still further. There was one fading con
tact, a report of a blue oil-patch and a report(l) at 1021
hours of a long thin streak of brown oil.

In the closing hours of 8 January, U,54-5. discovered
a few miles East of Cape Eata, fought out a battle with six
•aircraft, shot down tyro and escaped. The contest opened at
2114 hours on 8 January, when Wellington 'N'/No, 36 Squadron
made an A.S.V. contact and, at 2 miles range, found U,343
fully-surfaced in the position 36° 54' N, 01® 45'  A good
deal of fire was exchanged, but the U-boat remained surfaced,
Wellington *N', V;fhich had expended 6OO rounds of ammunition,
broke off action and commenced to shadov/. Twenty minutes
later, Wellington 'Y' made a contact and reported the U-boat
at 36° 52' N, 01° 50' W,
attack U.343, it (the aircraft) passed over another uniden
tified vessel, which opened fire. The aircraft attacked
U»343 and released a stick of depth charges. Moonlight was
sufficient and the Leigh Light vras not used, U,343 opened
fire hitting 'Y's* port wing and setting fire to the air
craft, It was ditched; four dC the crevr were picked up by
a Spanish cutter. The survivors' belief that there were two

U-boats half a mile apart, one probably damaged, was
incorrect, U,952 was already in the Alicante area.

The sighting signal broadcast by aircraft 'Y' vms
recei/ed by Y/ellington 'B' and 'll* of the same squadron.
They located U.343 in the stated position, 'B' attacked
first yvith eight depth charges spaced at 40 feet. Three
minutes later, 'M', observing the U-boat still surfaced,
attacked with eight depth charges. The first depth charge
undershot. The result of the remainder was not observed

owing to strong opposition from the U-boat, which yyounded
the rear gunner, A mile ayyay, oil streaks a mile long
could be seen, U,343 remained surfaced v^hile 'B' was

homing and dropping markers.

As the aircraft closed in to

Tyvo more attacks were made against this highly
from &ibralta.r) havingresistant U-boat,

intercepted a radio message, sighted flak at 6 miles.
Catalina 'J*

At

(1) Receipt unconfirmed.
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22/f5 hours/8th, U.343 was seen circling at 10 Icnots, appa
rently disabled, in 36 53' N, 01° 45' h'. The Catalina
attacked immediately with depth charges, estimating a
straddle or slight over-shoot: the front gunner got a
burst of 100 rounds into and around the conning tov/er,
aircraft sustained damage from cannon fire v/hich forced it
to retiam to base.

T

tJ. 343 still remained surfaced.

he

The last to attack was ..ellington *4’, who arrived a
few minutes after the Catalina attack. Heavy accurate fire
met the aircraft when it was a mile array: at 80 feet -
iramedia.tely before the depth charges were released - the
port wing was hit and set on fire and the elevator control
put out of action. The aircraft came dorm in the sea.
The captain, the only surrlvor, on regaining consciousness
in the r/ater, found a dinghy afloat, but no sign of the
V/ellington or crew,

boarded the dinghy, it was ramiaed by the U-boat. Feigning
unconsciousness, the captain sav/ six members of its crew in
the conning tower. They ignored him. He watched U.3A.3.
still sur-faced, head off on a vresterly course, (l) He was
picked up and taken to Gibraltar,

Some three or four minutes after he

•..'ellington I

had remained over its U-boat until 2303
hours, rvhen it left to contact destroyers, thereby commit
ting em error of judgement. Failing in this attempt, it
ret’urned to the scene, but the U-boat had vanished,
0100 and 1424 hours/9th, destroyers reported that they
hunting the position,

ordered to hunt the U-boat sighted by »Z‘/Ho. 458 Squadron
at 0808 hours on the 9th: then, at 1250 hours, they were
ordered to abandon this h'unt and to proceed to the position
of the sighting by 'N'/Ho. 458 Squadron,

At

were

These destroyers had first been

At 2320 hours/8th. La Senia was ordered to dispatch
.ellington to make a square search and to drop markers.

At midnight, two Hudsons v/ere airborne to attack VYith rocket
projectiles,

tacts or sightings.

a I

Neither destroyers nor aircraft made any con-

^  Operation 'Swamp* was recommenced with 37° 01' H,
01 47' as datum. Two \7ellingtons of Ho, 36 Squadron
were airborne to cover the first 8-hour phase,
the account of the six attacks vj-hich formed part of the Cape
de Gata lumt. The course of the Alicante hunt, v/hich had
started at. davm on the 3th, can nov^ be resumed.

This closes

It is worthy of note that at the time, the Group Captain
in charge of General Reconnaissance Operations recorded
that neither the Submarine Tracker v/ith the Operations and
Intelligence Centre of C,-in-C, Mediterranean nor anyone
else had anything but a very vague idea of the identity and
movements of the various U«boats,

iLt 075'1 hoirrs on 9 January, V/ellington *N'/No, 458
Squadron found a submerging U-boat in 38° 00* N, 00° 07* E,
straddled it ;vith depth charges, v/ithout observing ar^F
results, dropped a smoke float and continued to search the
area for two hours. This was U.343,

(1) Repeat westerly. But, v/ith long periods of submer
sion and resting on the bottom U,343 followed
general north-easterly course and eventually reached
Toulon, badly damaged.

a
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At 0808 hours, V.ellington 1'7 f
of the same squadron

si£;hted a U-boat three miles av;ay with decks awash in the

position 37 34' U, 00° 35' ̂ 4 but lost it, A Oibraltar
Catalina saw the same U-boat, but, again, it had submerged
before attack v/as possible. Homing was carried out. At
1400 hours, destroyers arrived and v/ere given search bearings
by the Catalina,

To follovi- the sighting of aircraft ’Z' and 'll’, another
h'ellington was sent at 1008 hours on 9 January, and tv/o more
'..ellingtons before mid-day, to search the area. In the

evening, two further Uellingtons were dispatched to continue
the hunt. Meanwhile, five wellingtons of ITo, 3^ Squadron
carried out a new area search extending from Alicante to
the ,wouth-west approaches to Ibiza Island, This search
joined up v;ith the liorth-Easterly extension of the hunt
between Cape de Gata and Cape Palos,

At 0100 hours on 10 January, a signal was received from
the destroyer H.U.S, Ajherstone that she had attacked a good
contact in position 38° 36' N, 00° 30' E, that is in the
most north-easterly search area covered by aircraft. She
remained in contact for some time and dropped a considerable
number of depth charges, V/ellingtons were in the area and

aircraft 'L'/No, 36 Squadron established a contact in
38 02' H, 00° 24' E, which disappeared. The aircraft
signalled to two destroyers in the vicinity and to base.

These contacts were in fact, misleading, for neither U,S52
nor U«343 were in those positions at the time quoted.

The 'Swamp' of 7 to 12 Jan, 44: the Ealearic hunt

xiS a result of declining aircraft serviceability and
accumulating evidence of the north-easterly progress of the

U-boats, it was decided at 1415 hours on 10 January to aban

don the southerly searches around Cape de Gata and Cape Palos,
and to concentrate on an area South-West, best and North-

Uest of Ibiza (Balearic Islands), At 12|-30 hours/lOth,
Hudsons were withdrawn from the Ca.pe Palos hunt, and later,
wAllingtons were recalled from their search off Cape de la
Nao, They were replaced and two further search areas North
and South of Ibiza vrere initiated: Blidah station was

instructed to cover those two zones until dawn of the 11th,

From the time when aircraft acted on H,M» S, Atherstone's

attack, through the remainder of the night 9/1O and
the following day, the 10th, a total of seventeen iTellingtons
and tv^slve Hudsons were engaged on the tr/o searches, (l )

The final sighting in these protracted operations was
reported by Wellington V'No, 458 Squadron at 1706 hours on
10 January due West of Ibiza, The conning tower of a U-boat
^vas reported sighted at 4 miles in the position 39° 00* N,
00 53' E, By the time the aircraft had reached the posi
tion, the U-boat had submerged, it was stated,
in fact, no U-boat there,
'K* searched the area,

they had been since the first hunt began, insufficient in

numbers and those engaged gave insufficiently frequent situa
tion reports.

There was,
I'or four and one-half hours.

The naval forces v;ere still, as

For some reason unexplained, perhaps by

(1) Alicante to the S and the

N,E, extension of the Cape de Gata and Cape Palos
approaches of Ibiza;

area.
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reason of ignorance of the composition and whereahouts of

the co-operating siarface force, it was not vintil 2008 hours/
10th that ’K’ signalled the position to two destroyers on

patrol and to two of the returning T.ellingtons.
latter aircraft returned to the area and the patrolling
Wellington v/as diverted to it, hut no further incidents
occurred.

These

A total of eighteen Y/ellingtons patrolled the waters
roimd Ibiza during the night and the follovdng day - 11

January, In the morning of 11 January, the searches South
and South-West of Ibiza were abandoned and the search con

tinued in the area of the last sightings and North of it.

During the night 1l/l2 January, three V/ellingtons searched
along the estimated track wf the U-boat for 180 miles tov/ards

the base at Toulon, flying very lov/ and svdtching off their

A.S.V. v/henever moonlight was sufficient for a sighting.
But they saw nothing. At 1015 hours on 12 January, the

hunt was terminated.

In addition to the fev/ sorties flown by G-ibraltar air

craft, a total of 150 sorties amounting to 984 hours was

flown by aircraft of the Coastal Air Force,(1)

I
Improvements in combined himting methods after the ’Swamp
of 7-12 Jan, 44

FiILl vent v/as given to the universal disappointment
felt at the escape of the U-boats after such an expense of

effort, A meeting was held on 14 January at Coastal Air

Force Headquarters in Algiers, The Naval and Air members
called were those most directly concerned in co-operation
against the U-boat threat,(2) From their deliberations and
some constructive internal criticism, the following appraisal
of the problems involved and decisions directed to the

radical improvement of combined anti-submarine operations
viere made, (3)

(1) No, of
SortiesSquadron Hours FlounType

No, 36
No, 458
No, 500

No, 14

412 hours 33 minutes
267 " 25 II

59Wellingtons

Wellingtons
Hudsons

Marauders

Latecoeres

36
45 261 24It It

4 27 " 15 It

6 452.S. 15

984 hours 22 minutesTotals 150

(2) NavPl Members;

Captain R.M, Dick (C.O.S, to C,-in-C., Med.)
Commander W, A. Adair, R.N, (S.O, Operations)
Prof, E, J, Williams (Scientific Adviser A,C,M,S,(U,T,))
Mr, V:, H, Way (U-Boat Tracking Officer)
Lieut, Cdr, J, Clutton-Baker, R.N. (F.A./S.O.)
Lieut, Cdr. P. A, Aubrey, R,N, (F.S.A.)
Lieut, Cdr. H, B, Pollock, U.SJ^, (A/S Officer Staff of Com. Nav, Navv)
Lieut. (3p.) W. D. Wllkenden, R.N.V.R. (S.O.(Y)),

Air Members:

A. V, M. H. P. Lloyd, R.A.F. {A.O.C., M.A.C.A.F.)
Gp, Capt. J, H. Edwardes-Jones, R.A.F. (D/3.A.S.0,)
Cp, Capt, L, J, Bates, R.A.F. (Gp, Capt, G.R, Ops)
Op, Capt, T,R, Vickers, R.A.F. (C.sy.O,)
Wg, Cdr, D. P. Marvin, R.A.F, (C.O, No, 36 Sqn,)
Sqn, Ldr, L. L, Pearman, R.A.F. (Ops, Research)
Sqn, Ldr. C. J, Williams, R.A.F. (Air Training)

(3) File CAF/3/4/AIR Minutes and Enel, 3A and 6A (A.F.H.ri.277 - at
Cabinet Hist, Archives),
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The main problems v;ere realised to be:-

(a) The reconciliation of time-lag between sighting
and attack.

(b) The difficulty of maintaining air patrols at
sirfficient altitude for ivide-arc observation, yet
positioning for low-level action before the air
craft is seen and the submarine allowed an oppor
tunity to submerge.

(c) Securing quick and efficient co-operation with
surface craft at a period when convoy escort has
a priority call on the Navy’s resources.

(d) Communications.

(e) The drain on serviceability provoked by an
extended hunt.

(f) The necessity for exact judgement directed on the
attainment of maximum intensity and accuracy of
attack.

A short, sharp combined operation resulting in success
woiild have left the major part of these problems unexposed
and hence unresolved. But this was a different matter,

Bight sightings and three disappearing Asdic contacts were

made by aircraft;(l) and one sighting and one Asdic contact
were made by surface vessels, v/ith depth charge attacks
folloxving the contact. Nine aircraft(2) had attacked
with depth charges; eight of the attacks were against the

same U-boat and three were by single aircraft. The U-boat

attacked by six aircraft (U.34-3) had remained surfaced for
about 2 hours and fought out a gun battle, shooting down

two aircraft and escaping. Aircraft had flown for about
1000 hours. Allied naval forces were too thinly spread

and inadequate communications had prevented them coming
into full play. The hunt had lasted 5 days, 9 hours,
li-O minutes.

The U-boats had been very successful in their evasive
The question of aircraft camouflage was there

fore seen to have an important bearing on the period of

warning available to the U-boat,
majority of Mediterranean anti-submarine aircraft had been

painted black, both on day and night operations, whereas,
Coastal Command had used v/hite paint since

Black was the accepted camouflage for night bombers

measures.

Up to thin date, the

in the U,K

19V1.

as a protection from searchlights, but clearly not the best

for flinlng over the sea either by day or night,
decided after the conference to paint the undersides of

aircraft vdiite and the sides matt white or light blue, so

as to reduce materially the range at vndch an aircraft
could be picked out by eye in daylight,
make the aircraft more visible at night,
made on 15 March on T/ellingtons and Venturas, (3)

*>

It T<as

It should not

A start was

(1) 5 by M.A.C.A.F. aircraft and 3 by Gibraltar aircraft,
(2) 5 M.A.C.A.-F. and 4 Gibraltar aircraft,
(3) M.A.C.A.F, Air Staff O.k.Bs,
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Important increases were made in the altitude of flying,
so as to give greater chances of sighting a U-hoat vfhile

remaining undetected,

craft flew at 1,500 feet by day and 500 feet by night.
After it, they flew at 5>000 feet by day (subject to consi
derations of cloud height and cloud cover) and at 500 feet
at night: but this latter average was 500 to 800 feet in
the case of Leigh Light aircraft with radio altimeters.

In the attack by Ho. 36 Squadron, all the aircraft
dropped sticks of eight depth charges spaced at AO feet.

This, although intended to inflict the maximum damage, Virent

beyond the contemporary instructions for six charges at 60
feet spacing,
longer stick and more lethal attack, and, if it had been

used, v;ould have left the aircraft v/ith a reserve of depth
charges and probably deceived the U-boat crew into surfacing
in the belief that the aircraft had dropped its full load.

Before this 'Swamp', hunting air-

Such a pattern had been found to give a

Some of the most far-reaching decisions affected co-
Besidesopereition between aircraft and surface vessels,

tightening up signals procedure and increasing the speed,
volume and circulation of reports both by aircraft and sur

face vessels, it was decided that aircraft should drop groups
of three marine markers for the guidance of surface craft to

a reported position,
presence at night in Spanish territorial waters of numerous

fishing vessels carrying lights,
markers were still in use, but the improved Hark III markers

would soon become more plentiful,
carry twelve markers in future.

The issue had been confused by the

The old Hark I and II

Each aircraft was to

The whole machinery of operational control of naval
vessels was improved so that a tight hand could be kept on
their movements and continuous, up-to-date information be at

the disposal of the controlling unit. A combined vmr room

at Allied Force Headquarters, manned by officers of the tvro

services, v/as to establish and maintain a combined air/sea
tactical plot of the situation. In this way, instead of

aircraft having to leave a U-boat to find destroyers, the

war room v/ould be able to direct units to the critical posi

tion without delay.

The 'Sv/amp' of 20-22 Feb, 4A off Ischia Island(l )

The second 'Swamp' of 19AA» (and the seventh since their
inauginration on 15 Oct, A5), took place under completely dif
ferent conditions,
the seas round Ischia,

The area vms the rleapolitan coast and
The time was in late February,

Suitable aircraft, although mostly conveniently located,
vrere under strength.

Naval surface forces, although denser and more
highly organized, did not act on the assumption of the pre
sence of U-boats until it was too late.

Enemy aircraft were active in the
area.

It developed in
the proximity of broken enemy coastline, of minefields and

a constant stream of /SLlied vessels plying to and from the
Anzio beachhead,

H,Q, in Algiers and the controlling local air unit - 62nd
U.S, Fighter Ling, v;ere poor, ov/ing to the great

Communications between Coastal Air Force

(l) File CAI.’/5A/AIR Enel, 7a and 11a (Cabinet Hist,
Archives iurH'y277/3).
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About the only constant factor wasintervero-ng distance,

the ingenuity of the U-boat commander, who completely
deceived the hunt organizers by operating among the mine

fields inshore of the 'Swamp’ area.

Prom October 1943 to 15 Peb, there had been no

U-boat attacks in the Tyrrhenian Sea, although the presence
of as many as tlii-ee boats patrolling had been observed,
h&d not been reported to him, stated the Commanding Officer

of the 62nd Fighter Wing, that midget submarines, night
fighters and torpedo bombers v/ere operating in the Anzio
area,

for some weeks preceding mid-Pebruary to a dog leg patrol by
day by Baltimores and Hudsons running roughly from Ischia

Island outside (V/est) of Ponza Island, thence bending North
to come within about 15 miles of the coast, just on the

parallel of Anzio,
out by Hudsons, reinforced, y/hen a threat from submarines
seemed immediate, by a parallel dog leg 10 miles westvmrd by
Leigh Light V7ellingtons of I'Toi 36 Squadron, (l )
Naval patrols had been operating in that area with Asdic

searching.

It

For those reasons, air activity had been confined

By night, this patrol had been carried

In addition.

It cannot be said that Coastal Air Force was unprepared
for surprise U-boat attacks, for only ten days previously,
i.e, on 12 Peb, 44, they had issued a directive to the

Officer Commanding 62nd Fighter Wing assigning him No. 325
V'ing, (stationed at Monte Corvino), for general reconnais
sance and anti-submarine operations in the area:-

Civitavecchia coastline via Naples and the Strait of
Messina to 38° 40’ N, 10° 30’ E, to 40° 00’ N,
10° 30’ E, to Civitavecchia,

No, 325 Wing comprised No, 6O8 Squadron (equipped with
Hudsons with rocket projectiles and A.S.V, Mark II), and No,
69 Squadron (equipped with Baltimores Harks III and IV, with
out A.S.V., armed ’with 250 pound depth charges). No, 52
Squadron, based at Bo Rizzo in Sicily, (equipped with
Baltimores Marks III and IV, armed with 250 pound depth
charges and expected to be supplied shortly with Diark II

A.S.V,) was assigned to him for operations only and admini
stered by the A.O.C, Malta, Its role was to be naval
co-operation and anti-submarine v/arfare by day vintil such

time as, equipped with A.C.V., it could undertake night, in

addition to day operations. The prior importance of ’Swamp’
operations was emphasised and the basic instructions recalled,
V.'hen his resources yyere insufficient to carry out a ’Sviramp
on a good sighting, he was to ask Coastal Aii- Force Head-

q’uarters for reinforcements. The co-operation of surface
craft vTas essential and he vms to maintain the closest

relations with the naval authorities,(2)

On 20 February, No. 36 Squadron (the ’travelling
circus’) flew from Blidah to Monte Corvino as reinforcements.
The totals of aircraft available dynring this 'Swamp' were

«

(1) Based then at Blidah in Algiera and functioning as a
flying circus for ’Swaiip’ hunts,

(2) File CAP/3/AIR Enel. 6la (A.F.H.Q.276/3 at Cabinet
Historical Archives),
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11 Hudsons, 9 Ealtimores and 8 V/ellingtons.
and 69 Squadrons v/ere below establishment in aircraft;
608 v/as belov/ establishment in crews,
eight Leigh Light bellingtons if a long hunt should develop.

The naval craft available were, according to the 62nd
Fighter Uing:-

Both ITos, 608
No.

There were only

5 destroyers on patrol, co-operating,
2 travelers on a Ponza-Ventotene patrol,
3 M.L's on an Ischia - Ventontene patrol,
2 M.L's (Harbour Defence) on a search inshore,
2 M.L's and 2 P.C.‘s(l) on a Ponza-Anzio patrol,
2 further destroyers in the North area as the 'Swamp
extended,

7 SvYeepers on anti-submarine patrol seav/ard of Ponza-
Ischia and in the &ulf of daeta.

j

Some important shipping had been proceeding without
This was because of the bad weather and theair cover,

strong, gusty cross wind over the Monte Corvino runway, both

of which occasionally prevented aircraft from leaving and
operating.

At 1715 hours on 15 February, the motor vessel Fort St.
Nicholas(2) v/as reported torpedoed in the &ulf of Salerno(3)
At the Navy's request, a 'Broom'(4) was begun, wliich con
tinued until 1035 hours on the l6th, when the Naval Authori
ties expressed the opinion that the sinking was not the
result of a torpedo. North and South air patrols v/ere
reintroduced, but at I815 hours on I6 February, the aircraft
were recalled oY/ing to bad vreather. At 2020 hours on

16 February, L.5.T.418 v/as sunk 15 miles south of Anzio from
an unknovm cause, but bad weather precluded any investiga
tion by aircraft.

At 0415 hours on 17 February, a signal from Coastal
Air Force was intercepted, giving a fix(5) on U-boats about
140 miles U, by S, of Salerno(6) at 2333 hours on I6 February.
Thus, 4 hours 42 minutes had elapsed since the actual fix
and reception of its data by 62nd Fighter Wing, No air
patrols were up at the time, Tyyo Hudsons were airborne at

0700 hours/l7th. At 0935 hours/17th, at the request of the
Navy, the search area vras altered. The search continued
until 1506 hours/l7th when, owing to uncertainty as to cause
of sinlcing and failure to make contacts or sightings, the
hvint was abandoned.

At 2330 hours/l7th, a Coastal Air Force signal to all
No, 608 Squadron aircraft still airborne was intercepted,
giving a U-boat fix about 90 miles N.U. by N. of Palermo.(7)
The strike aircraft of No. 6O8 Squadron, airborne at C008
hours on the I8th, found nothing.

(1 U,S, submarine chaser,

7,154^&.R_ -
In 40° 34’ N., 14 37’ D.
A search operation applied when the presence of a
Ur^boat v/as suspected, but no definite position could
be given as datum,
A 3rd class D/F fix.
In 40° 40' il,, 11° 40' E.
In 39° 30* H., 12° 10» E,

rn

« A. •(2

(7
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Ilevra that the cruicer H»McS«_ Penelope had been tnitfcCl )
sr/e-pt oiimnel sense 33 rdt-es

At 0904 hours.
at about 07t-0 hours/l Sth in
T/est of Naples v/as received at 0835 hours®
a Hudson v/as diverted to search the area for U-boats and,
at 1031 hours, a * Broom* v;as started with Baltimores,
1630 hours, all aircraft v/cre again recalled to base owing
to bad v^eather. It was not until 0300 hours/lSth that
fl^^ing became practicable; throe Hudsons were airborne on

a sweep Virhich lasted until 1750 hours, when a strong wind

across the I'unway forced the cancellation of sorties due to

begin at 1915 and 2050 hours,
will be noted as confusing and patternless.

At

The clues up to this time

Up to the close of 20 february. Naval Intelligence
(stated 62nd fighter V/ing) \7ere prepared to a,ttribute the
sinkings to either floating mines, sabotage or E-boats
(several of which were Icnown to be operating),
tion changed abruptly after 0035 hours on the 20th, when a

ship vras torpedoed about 5 miles S.’./. by S, of Ventotene
Isltmde (2)
Operations were ordered off the ivindswept runway,
finally airborne at 0525 hours on 20 February,

decided to organize a modified ’Swamp*,
m-ost, if not all, the recent sinkings had been due to U-

boats and that, despite difficulties of operating along
broken enemy coastline and consequent irregularities of the

’Swamp' areas, this agreement made a 'Sviramp* imperative.

The situa-

Strike crews from No, 3 General Reconnaissance

They we

It was agreed tha

re
It was then

t

One handicap y/as that the D/E fixes from Coastal Air
Force H,Q, did not usually arrive in the Operations Room at

62nd Fighter ting for at least one hour and, more often, tyro
hours after the time of origin, a factor likely to lead air

units to exaggerate the area of search. Another handicap
(already mentioned) was the Allied surface vessel traffic in
the vicinity, A shore line had to be assumed to begin a

Swamp', so the 50 fathom line was taken as the edge of the

swept shipping route. Ho attempt was to be made to sweep
shorey/ard of this area during the night, but by day, an air

craft was detailed for a standing search of this area in

addition. As datum, the point just outside the shipping
lane and minefields nearest to the point of sinking of the

latest casualty vfas chosen, the base line running along the
Jlllied shipping route in a general Northwest-Southeast direc

tion, Later, in the third stage, an additional slice of

area was added to cover the area alongside the shipping
route.

f

An initial jiremise for inauguration of the 'Sv;amp' was

the assumption that the U-boat v/ould run seawards and not

shorey/ards among the minefields. The Na'';y yvas reasonably
sure that no extensive enemy svreeping had taken place along
the coastal area.

The 'Swamp* developed in six phases,
four phases, which lasted from* 0920 hours on 20 February
until 1100 hours on 21 February, Hudsons flew 9 sorties,
i/ellrngtons 8 and Baltimores 6,

In the first

In the la,3t tvro phases.

(1 ) By U,4'10
(2) In 400 56' N

o

13 20' E
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Hudsons fleviT 8 sorties, Hellingtons 4 and Baltimores 6,
Thej^ flev/ to the limit of their capacity, as the fl3''ing
times will confirm,(1)

The only positive results achieved were as follows.
At 2125 hours on 20 February, the area was enlarged from

the position I6 miles S
Direction Ship LaS.T«305 was torpedoed,
fix was obtained on a reported U-boat in the vicinity of

this torpedoeing. At 1944 hours on the same day, surface
craft found and attacked with depth charges a contact in

the vicinity in the position 41° 17* U, 12° 20' E, but lost
contact after the first attack. At 0015 hours on 21

February, surface craft reported the sighting of  a possible
midget submarine to the northward of Anzio, This was all.

The air units engaged had put out an admirable effort
against heavy odds, but the ;veather and exhaustion ruled

out any chance of success.

On the night 2l/22 February, 62nd Fighter V/'ing, who
had perhaps prematiu-ely expanded the search phases, signal
led t'O Coastal Air Force that, for the successful prosecu
tion of the 'Swamp' a second night, more Leigh Light
L'ellingtons were needed. During this night of 2l/22
February, one aircraft force landed away from base, leaving
onlj’' seven for the second night. The Hudsons, flown to

exhaustion, could not assist at night to any appreciable
degree: but when five additional reinforcement aircraft
were asked for, they v;ere not available. It v/as decided,
in view of the shortage of aircraft at the conclusion of

the first full night sortie of the Leigh Light Uellingtons,
to relieve them by a 'bastard' patrol covering the northern

portion of the full 'Sv/amp' area, consisting of three
Wellingtons and one Hudson, One V.'ellington went unser

viceable; therefore this plan was abandoned and Horth-
South patrols resumed as 'Svramp' relief at 2300 hours on

21 February.

of Aiizio where the lighter
A second class

The 'Swamp' areas, all six phases, liad been aovered
according to plan. But lack of aircraft, bad weather and
the state of exhaustion of the crev/s led to abandonment

of the hunt after 38^ hours. Phase 6, the last, ended at
0300 hours on 22 February,

Enemy air opposition during the 'Sv/amp' of 20-22 Feb, 44

On 21 Febi’uary, eleven Baltimores (of No, 69 fjquadron)
were searching in the Gulf of Gaeta area when one of them

was attacked by a German fighter,
replied, reporting hits on the enemy aircraft, which broke

off smoking and disappeared,
fired on and hit by an Allied merchant vessel, in spite

The turret gunner

The same Baltimore was

(1) Phases Gne to Four
Hudsons 9 sorties 53 hours, 22 mins, total flying
time,

wellingtons 8 sorties 59 hours 33 mins, total flying
time,

Baltimores 6 sorties 25 hours 10 mins, total flying
time.

Phases Five and Six

Hudsons 8 sorties 47 hours 35 mins, total flying time,
V/ellingtons 4 sorties 25 hours 21 mins, total flying
time,

Baltimores 6 sorties 17 hours 25 mins, total flying
time.
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On 22 February, whenof identification signals being given®
normal patrols had been resumed betv/een Isc-hia and Ponsa

Islands, a Baltimore sighted a JUi.88 off the coast b'est of
Rome and attacked it until the feed belt fell out of the gun®
I'ortunately thie Ju®88 ma,de no attack,
sighted best of Ponsa made no attacks®

Tvfo other Ju®883

Unsensational as these encounters were, they were a
sharp reminder of what would have to be vn'itten into the

formula for the perfect 'Swamp’, if air oppesition and fire

from o;i^n ships \;ere likely,
62nd Fighter Y/'ir^' that if the 'Swamp' area spread to the

area of enemy coastline. Tactical Air Force should be asked
to provide fighter cover.

Coastal Air Force agreed with

'Sv/amp' of 20-22 Feb, idt-Lessons from the

It was unwise to extend the air search area on any but

firm evidence of U-bcat positions; othervj-ise the maximum

area involving six aircraft would be reached too soon (i,e,
before 2A hours had elapsed) and squadrons involved fly them
selves to exhaustion® xYlthough not admitted at Headquarters^
Coastal Air Force, it seemed clear that more Leigh Light
V.'ellingtcns v/ould have helped in a long 'Sx^arnp’, But this

v/as another case of supply shortage® It was agreed that the

50 fathom, line vj-as the best base to adopt. The suggestion
that it should never be necessary to sweep closer inshore
T;as due to a lack of appreciation of the U-boat commander’s
tactical skill, for he evaded the search by retreating
inshore deep into the Gulf of Gaeta,(l) Aircraft and air-
crev;s should be up to establislrment.

Facilities for establishing fixes must be the best
obtainable and adequate installations wAthin range,
great distances were involved, some form of disestablishment
of control with improved loce.l inter-exchange of service
intelligence vras advisable,
Naples T;as not yet functioning®

Yihere

ibrea Combined Headquarters at

Svjamp’ of 22---2A Feb, AA off Bone(2)The

The next 'Swamp’ followed almost immediately, again in

different conditions, off Bone (Algeria). Owing to a series
of mishaps, bad weather, the presence of a British submarine

and technical deficiencies in the organisation at Bone air

station, it failed®

events, the lessons will emerge without
From the folloxTing brief outline of

jny underlining.

It \'i8.3 nobody’s fault that the ’Swamp’ got off to a

bad start from a clean datimi point. It so happened that,
on the very day it opened, H.M. submarine Universal was

returning from repairs in Malta to the Flotilla base at

La iviaddalena off north-east Sardinia by a very roundabout
route.(3) This route cut into a rectangular area between

(1 nog of U,410 (F.D.S,/Admiralty),
ile CiiF/3/^/AIRo Enclo 8a and Ian®6 (At Cabinet

Hist, ilrchives. iLFHO/277/5)•
Naval

(C.B.3506(2) AJhB’, Copy),

1'

Submarines, Vol II p.193aff History;

(2

(3)
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07° 23' E, and 07° 50’ E, v/hich v;as declared a total bombing
restriction area nortlnvards during her transit.

At 1215 hours on 22 Feb, liij., tv/o merchiint ships -

S.S, Peter S, 0A'den(l) and S.S. George Cleave(2) in the west
bound convoy "Rmp" (g,U,S,21) were torpedoed by U«6l6 in
the position 37 22' T, 07 12' E, (just Horth of Cape de
Per (Algeria)), A "Sv/amp" ?ras ordered forthwith, to be
carried out from Coastal ̂ iir Force Station Bone, on the
above-named position and v^ith 1200 hours as datum time: but
OT/ing to the bombing restriction covering the movements of
H.M, submarine Universal, aii-craft were not to bomb before

dusk(3) - a serious setback during a critical period.
Earlier in the day, at 1016 hours, the pilot of a Dakota air
craft of 267th Squadron had reported sighting a north-bound
submarine, surfaced in a position well within the restricted
area, which let off a white magnesium flare and vfas asstimed
to be H,H, submarine Universal,

In Phase One, six -./ellingtons/Ho, 450 Squadron covered
in stages the patrol from 1405 to 2200 hours. One of these
aircraft returned to base v/ith Asdic and radio receiver

trouble; the first replacement aircraft v/ent unserviceable
on the runvifay; the second vfent unserviceable v/hile airborne

en route to the area; the third did not arrive on patrol
until 0230 hours/23rd,
by aircraft for 4 hours, .40 minutes. Phase Two came into
force at 2200 hours/22nd and ended at 0600 hours/23rd,
Dm'ing these tv/o phases, one frigate and tiiree corvettes
carried out a triangular search to 30' North of the datum
point and four motor launches pa.trolled inshore of the
'Sv.-amp' area. Surface craft were in the area for 3'S' hours
of the period not covered by aircraft. So far, the contin-
unity of air/sea co-operation had hardly existed in the full
sense required i'or the perfect 'Swamp',

The third 'Sv/amp' phase came into force at O6OO hours/
23rd, At 0607 hours, a U-boat was reported by ships to
have signalled, A fix was obtained on the position
37 50' N, 07 00' E, well within the area of two aircraft
patrolling one of the four legs. The 'Swamp' area was
moved further ’.'est; y/hen the fourth 'Swamp' phase was intro
duced at 1400 hours, the datum point was moved to 7°E,
During this fourth phase, three of the six legs were left
uncovered by aircraft for vaiying periods of 1 to 1^ hours,
owing to engine nnd/or Asdic defects.

The area was thus left unconvered

The naval search units, reinforced by H.M. destroyer
Blankney, continued patrolling,
'Swamp' phase y/as brought into force: duiring its duration,
one area was uncovered for 2-^ hours virhen one aircraft ran
out of fuel and had to land at Taher,

Five v/as enlarged by 15 miles in all directions (except
eastward) to form Phase Six,
(Ho. 36
contact,(4)

At 2200 hours, the fifth

At 0600/24th, Phase

At 0615 hoiirs, a Wellington
Squadron) received a suspicious disapppearing

I  At 0622 hours, a poorly defined D/F fix on a

Uhich sank at Herbillon port, Cape Tukush,
Tovred into Bone,

3) Tshen the T.B.R, for the Universal was removed South
of 38° 20' N.

(4) In 38° 07’ H

1

2

06° 12' E.• >
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U~boat was o'btained(l ) and the hunt was modified: at
0950 hours, four of the six aircraft were recalled and the
remaining tv/o instructed to carry out a square search.
Later, at 1015 hours/2ifth, a nevf phase was signalled - Phase
Seven - and enlarged at 14OO hours, (still covered by two
aircraft), to become Phase Eight, The naval search
(codename ’Tonic’) continued. At 0700 hours, the naval
unit signalled its intention to remain in the vicinity
of a westbound convoy route during the day and its search
was divided.

Phase Nine was a failure. At 2000 hours/24.th, six
more aircraft were intended to relieve the two and open
Phase Nine, Owing to a series of mishaps at Bone, it was
not until 2100 hours that all six were airborne. Two

landed v;ith instrument trouble, two r/ere forced back by bad
Y/eather, and the remainder v/ere recalled at 2355 hours.
Rain fell continuously; cloud base was at 500 - 1000 feet.
During the night, the front passed and two aircraft covered
the tv;o northernmost sectors of the last patrol over the
pre-dawn period of 25 February, Thereafter, the hunt was
abandoned and the aircraft recalled at 0750 hours.

The squadrons involved - Nos, 36, 293, 458 and 5OO had
flovm a total of 2f.9 sorties, but bad v^eather and faulty
equipment had defeated the object of the effort by creating
blanks in the cover.

Throughout the search, U, 6l 6 v/as in the area and there-
The U-boat head-after proceeded to the Salerno area,

quarters recorded its movements vifithout any comment suggest
ing any strenvious operations, (2)

Lessons from the ’SvYamp* of 22-24 Feb,

Bad Y/eather could defeat a ’Swamp', The critical

period of this hunt, reported the 0,C, No, 458 Squadron
(v/hen pressed for explanations of the numerous mechanical
breakdov/ns), was immediately after the contact by aircraft
T/No, 36 Squadron during the sixth phase,
believed genuine; the U-boat v/as held dovm in a definite

It was fair to claim that had the Y/eather not

deteriorated the U-boat Y/ould have been forced up and
attacked.

The contact wa

area.

As it v/as, she probably surfaced at about mid

s

night and left the area during the bad weather,
craft were flying in very bad navigating conditions, bumpy
air, bad visibility and shifting v/inds,
check by astro; high frequency radio was almost useless.

Air'

They could not

It had been a continuous battle for serviceability.
The actual concentration of forces had been speedy. No,
500 Squadron Detachment brought skeleton ground crews and
v/ere largely self-supporting for maintenance. No. 36
Squadron (the ’travelling circus’) did not bring ground
crews in their aircraft; this resulted in a lack of
specialised fitters. No, 453 Squadron ¥/as caught at a
very awkward juncture from 22 to 25 February in the middle

In 38° 00' N., 07° 00’ E, approximately,
P.&./30982/(p.D.S./Admlty) and F.d.U, war diary.as
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Some four to six air-of conversion to superior equipment,
craft v/ere detached and two or three ivere mserviceable.

The Special Equipment Section had to repair No, 3^ Squadron’s
A.S.Vs for them,

equipment, more aircraft and self-contained mobile squadrons
were some of the solutions indicated.

More trained personnel, more reserves of

The Swamp of 17 - 20 Mar, kU off Bou,qie(l )

The next ’Sv/amp’ lasted from 17 until 20 Mar, kk-*
Several lessons learned from previous ’Swamps* were applied.
The U-boat U,571 was fixed, seen and attacked twice by air
craft and several times by naval vessels, but escaped.

In this case, it is proposed to dispense with complete
chronological ti’eatment, confine attention to a bare outline

of the pattern of the ’Swamp’ and briefly recapitulate the

reasons for its failure: for it v/as through careful study
of the residual faults in the series culminating in this

’Swamp’, added to a modicum of good luck, that an almost
unbroken series of successes followed thereon.

It began at 0947 hours on 17 March, when two ships(2)
in the convoy UGE,34 were torpedoed by a U-boat off Bougie,
Algeria, (3) A V»ellington(4) escorting the convoy reported
the attack at 1013 hotu’s and proceeded to hunt,
Vontura(5) mald.ng an anti-submarine sweep ahead of the con
voy was diverted to the scene and Coastal Air Force Bone

were ordered to dispatch tvfo strike aircraft on Operation
’Swamp’, Aircraft were ti’ansferred from La Senia to
Blidah, The search ivas divided between Blidah Station, v/ho

covered the western half, and Bone Station, who covered the

eastern half. This T;as a logical arrangement, as the datum

lay roughly betv/een the two sectors.

A

The area of

search was only left uncovered for a few' and insignificant
periods.

The weather y/as generally satisfactory.

Naval surface craft v/ere in some strength and very

active in following up the periodic, and often delayed,
information received. The Po3.ish destroyer Slazak (carry
ing the Senior Officer of the convoy escort) first reported
the torpedo attack, H.M, destroyers Catterick and Mendip
were immediately detached from the escort to hunt. In

succession, light surface forces from Bougie, Bone, Algiers
and Bizerta joined the hunt.

The material circumstances of the start were therefore

favourable,

thing that had preceded it,
and Blidah ’,;ere given the following special instructions :-

Moreover, the briefing y;as an advance on any-
The air controllers at Bone

File C.'U?/3/it/AIR Enel, 15A (A.F.H,Q, 277/3 at
Cabinet Hist, ilrchives),
S,S,. Dempo (17,000 &,R,T,) and S
(3,000 &,R,T.)
In 37° 08’ IT
No, Squadron
No, 500 Squadron,

Maiden Cr

05° 27’ E.• 9

(1)

(2) eek

a] J
(5)
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(1) illl aircraft were to establish radio telephone
contact with surface craft v/hen arriving in the
area.

(2) Aircraft were to remain on patrol in the case of
Asdic failure a,nd s-sk for instructions.

(5) Lavish use was to be made of marine markers.

(1|-) Vdien homing surface ci'aftj, aircraft were to drop
parachute flares when ships approached within
about 15 miles.

Some of the surface forces operated to seav/ard, but some

(remembering the U~boat off Clnzio in the LSwamp’ of 20 to 22
February) operated close inshore,
report their position, coiarse, speed and intentions every 7+
hours,

craft.

drum on the quarterdeck to assist in recognition by aircraft.

Surface craft were to

Eight destroyer patrol lines were given to the air-
Sui'face craft displayed a red light screened in a

The ■*Swamp' failed for the following reasons,
navigation was sometimes faulty, inasmuch as the lines
follovi'ed were not those mathematically calculated to give the
best cover.

Aircraft

There were omissions in reporting by aircraft
and, ov/ing to poor communications, there vrere failures in
reception by surface craft, whose radio watches, it was
suggested, should be reorganised,
charges dropped ¥iras k-O feet, instead of the regulation 60
feet and this shortening of the length of the stick may have
resulted in over or undershooting,
lights on deck were a failureo
comings resided, then, in instrument trouble, lack of prac
tice by signals staff in highly mobile combined operations
and the failure to achieve the ideal navigational pattern of
air search and tne true tempo of its expansion.

The spacing of the depth

The red recognition
The pith of . these short-

U«571 remained in the Philippeville - Bougie area
throughoiit the operations, (1 )

The 'Swamp' of 29 to 30 Mar, Llf and destruction of U,233(2)

The next 'Swamp' differed from all those preceding it.
/□.though a feiY aircraft participated and assisted in keeping
the U-boat submerged, most of the cx'edit for the successful
conclusion goes to the four hunting ships,
leader of the lAth Destroyer j/lotilla, held the contact for
20 hours, praotically without a break and passed invaluable
information to other ships when they ha.d lost contact.

H.M.S, Laforey,

U,223» coimiianded by Ober-Leutnant zur See, Peter
713) left Toulon on 16 Iviarch for the Tyrrhenian Sea,Gerlach

In the middle ws,tch of 29 March, 1)4, H.H. Ships Laforey,
TumiTLt and Ulster v;ere carrying out an anti-submarine
ST^eep off the northern Sicilian coast betvreen Ustica and

(1) PG-/3O9O2 (F.D,S./Admlty,)
(2) Admiralty C.B.OAOuO/iiiiX?): M.A.C.A.P

ilos, 36, 59 and 6O8 Squadrons 0,S,Bs,
A very skilled and experienced officer.

,,

(3)

H.A.A.P,
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Alioudi Islands, At 0A50 hours, H.M.S, Ulster obtained an
Asdic contact,(l) A series of attacks began which attained
an ultimate total of tv/enty-tvro. The number of ships enga
ged increased with the arrival of R.N, and U.S.N, reinforce

ments and the hunt continued until the approach of darkness,
with contact retained with hardly a break. Air patrols
helped to keep the U-boat down, although they v/ere not so
dense as the occasion demanded.

U»223. went deep when first detected; she remained at

about 700 feet throughout the hunt; but this was tinknown to
H,M, Ships, who had difficulty throughout for this reason in
carrying out accurate attacks. Although Asdic conditions
were average throughout, contact was lost at great range.

The determination and control of the Captain of H.M.S,
Laforey and the excellent teamvrark of the ships were the
deciding factors leading to the final sinking of U.223 about
26 miles almost due North of Alicudi Island,

The moon set at midnight, H.M.S, Laforey correctly
calculated the approximate time at which U.225 would surface

to re-charge her batteries. Some degree of warning was

obtained at 0050/3Cth hours, v/hen fast hydrophone effect was
heard. H.M.S, Laforey switched on her searchlights and,
three minutes later, illuminated the U-boat as she surfaced.
All ships opened fire, U.223 fired a torpedo at H.M.S,
Laforey and sank her, 0nl3r69 survivors were picked up.
After being repeatedly hit by gunfire, U,223 was sunk at
0110 hours/30th,(2)

Coastal Air Force took little credit for this sinking.
The position was a difficult one to cover at short notice.
During daylight, only one Wellington of No, 36 Squadron (the
‘travelling circus’) was available, but at night two
Wellingtons of that squadron and three Hudsons of No, 608
Squadron searched between Ustica and iilioudi in company with
the four destroyers according to the principles of ’Swamp*
and, in addition, six Hudsons of No, 6O8 Squadron and two
Baltimores of No, 69 Squadron extended the pattern. The
almost unbroken contact retained by the destroyers ruled out
any spectacular intervention by the aircraft who made no

sightings or attacks. The operation bore more resemblance
to a "Strangle" than to a "Swamp",

The ’Swamp* of 1 to 2 Apl, A4 off Cape Tenez(3)

At 0310 hoirrs on 1 April, a ’Swamp’ opened off Cape
Kalah (near Cape Tenez) following attacks on a contact by the
siirfaoe escort of convoy "Tennant", In spite of combined
air/sea patrols the search was a failure and was abandoned at
1615 hours on 2 April,

U.S.S. Tominch and H.M.S, Black Swan opened operations
about 0300 hours with a depth charge attack on the U-boat
contact in the position 36° 45* N,, 01° 05’ E (off Cape
Kalah (Algeria)), Venturas of No, 500 Squadron(4) and

13° 43* E.
2) In approximately 38 54’ N., 14° 18’ E.
3) M.A.C.A.P, and IIos, 36 and 5OO Squadrons O.R.Bs,
4) Based at La Senia,

1) In 38° 31 »  1\Tn..
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Tv'ellingtons of I'Io,136 Squadron(1 ) carried out a  *Sv/amp'
T/hich lasted until O615 on 3 April, the i/ellingtons covering
the nights,
was lost in the hours of darkness and neither aircraft nor

ships were able to recover it.
dived very deep and lay on the bottom,
that surface forces hunted in any strength,
on another cozivoy were engaging greater interest and conoen-^
tration,

co-operation on a large scale that characterised seme of

the preceding 'Swamps*.

Swamp * of 3-A May liM- and the destruction of U.371( 2)

The operation never developed because contact

It may be that the U-boat
It does /not appear

Air attacks

There is certainly no evidence of the intimate

The

By the time the month of Jiay opened, most of the weak
points in the 'Swamp* hunting methods had been noted and

corrected and most of the enemy's evasion tactics allowed
It was reasonable to hope, after a run of failuresfor.

and a few successes, that a 'cast-iron* method might soon
be evolved. This came about in the month of May in the

It is of great importance, as well as ofWestern Basin,

interest, to follov; precisely the course of these operations,
WThere possible, diagrams(3) have been constructed as a guide
to the understanding of the formulae for this ultimate
triumph of combined operations against submarines in the
Mediterranean,

In the evening of 23 Apl, 2di-> U«371 left Toulon for
the African coast, where she patrolled for some days between

Cape Bengut and Cape Sigli from 10 to 15 miles off shore.

On 29 April, she received a signal from Control giving
details of three convoys. On the night of 2 May at about

2000 hours, the Commander - E, H, Penski(4) decided to sur
face and top up his batteries in preparation for an attack

some hours later on the convoy. But sere?/ noises were
heard and before long the convoy ?/as over him. Once the

screw noises were inaudiblej she surfaced to complete
charging. This she never succeeded in doing,
aftenyards, realising that surface craft had detected her,
she changed course and attempted to escape on the surface
while re-charging. At about 011^ hours on 3 May, she

Shortly

torpedoed U.S, destroyer Merges (who had made a radar con
tact) off Djidjelli in the position 36 57* M.> 05 26' E

A fighter escort's report of the attack reached
Operation 'Sv/amp*

and dived.

Coastal Air force H.Q, at 0137 hotirs,
was immediately initiated.

The air forces available ?/ere: I'lo, 458 Squadron
Leigh Light Wellingtons) and No, 17 (S.A.A.F.) Squadron
.Vezituras), both at Bone; No, 36 Squadron (Leigh Light
Wellingtons) at keghaia and No, 500 Squadron (Venturas)

(1
(

Based at Blidah,

M.A.C.A.F. Operations O.R.B. Appendix F/INT. 10
6 June 2d(.: Admiralty C.B,04050/4t!-/5).
Figures 14 and I5,
Vfho had sunk H.M.S, Penelope and had been trans
ferred to U,371 when U,410 was seriously damaged
in an air attack on Toulon,

2

(3
(4
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at La Senia,

half of the ’Swamp’ areas:(l) the Eeghaia sqimdron,
forced by five Venturas of the La Senia squadron, covered
the western half.

Surface forces available were: firstly, U,S, destroyers
Campbell and Pride (detached from the convoy to hunt); H.M,
destroyer Blanfaiey. U.S.S. Sustain and the French destroyers
L’Alcyon and SCn^galais vrere ordered to the ‘ Sv/amp * area
from Algiers, together with four M.L’s (v/ho were to patrol
inshore of the ’Swamp’ area,). Pour more U,S, destroyers
were ordered from Oran to take over on 1+ May, U.S.S,
Mehges was tovred to Bougie to unload wounded.

It was at first assumed that U.371 would head North,
away from the scene of its attack, to make a radio report to
Flotilla H.Q. Operation ’Swamp’ v/as intended to prevent
this happening.

The two Bone souadrons covered the eastern
rein-

Immediately after receipt of the fighter's report, a
Vifellington of No, 458 Squadron was diverted from convoy
A.C.F,28 and strike aircraft v/ere ordered out from Bone and
Reghaia; they covered Area I iV’om 0335 hours,
several A.S.V, contacts were reported by aircraft, they '
quickly cancelled. No incidents took place lontil 0550
hours/3rd, when U.S.S, Campbell made creeping attacks on
what she believed to be the U-boat,(2) U.S.S. Campbell
and Pride and H.M.S,

of a very deep submarine and made five attacks v/ith depth
charges. At 0034 hours, the contact

Although
wer

Blanlcney continued to hold the contact

lost,(3)was

e

At 1515 hours, a message from U.S.S. Campbell explained
that it was thought that the first depth charge attacks had
driven the U-boat into shallow water close inshore, and the
Destroyer Force, six strong, was conducting the hunt
parallel to the coast,
of the contact.

The aircraft were patrolling north
In fact, Fenski had headed for the coast,

on the assumption that her a-tta,ckers would expect the oppo
site course and in the loiov/ledge that Allied radar would
be thereby confused. He lay on the bottom, imimolested and
still in touch with the convoy until at about 2000 hours,
I'vhen distant depth charges v;ere heard.

’Sv/arap’ ilrea I had been changed to Area II at 1130
hourt; this was patrolled v;ithout incident, except for
unreliable A,S,V, contacts. At 1645 hours, having
received confirmation of the reliability of the ships’ ^
tacts, the ’Sv/amp’ datum point was moved 10 miles east
ward and the zero hour for the operation changed from
0130 hours/3rd to 0830 hours/3rd,
.Area II was prolonged until 0230 hours/4th.(4) This shift

con-

In so doing, time on

(1) No, 17 Squadron during the day and No, 2i.58 Squadron
during the night,

2) In 36° 59’ N., 05° 31* E.
3) In 36 53' N., 05° 37' E.

Instead of changing to Aur'ea II at 1930 hours,
will be i-ecalled that air units had been criticised

for ejqpanding the search phases prematurely.

It,4
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of area was signalled successfully to aircraft of Nos, 17
and 500 Squadrons already airborne.

Phase II began at 0230 hours/4thj when a third area was
A.S.V. contactsopened, 16 hours after the neTif zero time,

v/ere still being obtained, but were assessed as doubtful.

At about 0300 hours/4th, Penski loaded his stern torpedo
tube. The air inside 11,371 was bad and he decided that his

only chance lay in siu?facing while it vms still dark and

escaping on his Diesels, They reached the surface with the

batteries almost exliausted and headed for open water. On

coming up. Captain Penski soon found himself surrounded and

gave the order 'Prepare to scuttle ship’, but at the same
time fired the torpedo in the stern tube at the S6n4galais,
who had first illuminated her on a radar contact, and hit
her. Ounfire of a half-hour’s diiration continued while the

crew vms abaiidcning ship. At 0358 hours, the U-boat iias

scuttled by some of her orew. Two more depth charge attacks
¥rere made on the v/reck to mke certain; of the kill. The

position was 238 degrees 3*5 miles from Eas iifia li£iit, •

The first definite report of the sinJeing came from U,3.S,
Campbell at C635 hoiors, over two and one-half hours later,
T]io ’Swamp* was cancelled ht'0700 hours.

This 'Swamp* succeeded because all the material ingre
dients were present, namely, adequate s'jrface and air forces

in the vicinity and their rapid deplojmient to a sound plan;
sound and well-maintained comm’jnications bet’ween aircraft and

surface craft and betv/een both and shorej unbroken continudty
of air patrols, even v7hen mechanical faults developed.

As a result of the air effort, which totalled 22 sorties
entailing 133 flying hours, and the vigilance of the hunting
ships, U.37I(1) ’was forced to remain under water for 27 hours
fi'om tlie tirae of the initial, attack.

*Sv>ramps* of 5—7, 9-10 and 12 May klj-.

Then follovired three unsuccessful, unremarkable ‘Svmmps*,
to v/hich only brief reference is intended.

On 5 Hny, convoy ’Numerator* was attacked by U,967(2) on
its v;est?/ard passage and the U.S, destroyer ’Pechteler* v;as

torpedoed and sunk about 25 miles N.E, of Alboran Island,
A 'Swamp* ’was initiated from La Senia and five aircraft of

No, 56 Squadron on the 5th, four on the 6th and eight on the
7th co-operated in the search with naval units hunting in

four oonvoy routes north of Oran,
four aircraft carried out sweeps.

The

Every night thereafber.
In spite of fleeting

0) Her £a:»maifient vfas 1 37 mm gun and 2 twin-mount 20 mm

guns, 12 torpedoes,
radar, Jio Sclmorchel.
radar buoys and two 8-man, one 6-man and fifth-three
1-man boats.

No special comment was recorded in E.d,U*s war
diary (P.D,S,/Admlty.),

She was fitted with Naxos,
She carried Thetis and anti-

no

(2)
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contacts, combined efforts of aircraft and surface craft
were in vain. On 7 May, the ’Swamp’ was abandoned.

On 9 May, a ’Swamp
area North of Palermo for the U-boat(1 ) which sanlc U.S.S,
P.C,558, but this hmt was in £in awkward area and  a failure.

Late in the morning of 12 May, a l.'ellington of No, 458
Squadron located a U-boat about 80 miles N, of Cape Bon

and attacked it, with a possible dii-ect hit,
the U-boat, surfaced all the time, for one and a half hours,
then returned to base,

owing to bad weather,
the U-boat,

hunt was carried out in the sea

It shadowed

The ’Swamp’ initiated was abortive
There was no fixrther contact with

Formation of a U,S.N. Hunting Croup in the Western
Mediterranean

Reports and logs concerning ’Swamp’ operations were
examined by the A,0.C, Coastal Air Force, his senior Air

Staff Officer and the O.C, General Reconnaissance Operations
and strenuous efforts arising from their criticism were

made at all levels to eliminate v/hat they referred to as

"booberies” and to produce a foolproof, flexible plan on

matheraatica-1 lines v/hich must, so they strongly felt, lead
to the inevitable destruction of any hunted U-boat,

It may be argued with some force that too great a
reliance vras placed on machines and insufficient allowance
made for the very frequent absence of fa-vourable circum
stances or for the human element on both sides. The fairly

frequent failures were often as much due to the ingenuity of

the U-boat commanders as to non-conformity to the estab
lished rule by Allied personnel. The U-boat logs prove
this. Notv/ithstanding, praise is due to the Service
commanders of the period for their untiring improvements
of the organisation and their successes in May 1944»

One especial move by the Navy cannot be passed over
unrecorded. This vras the formation of Task Unit 80,6,1,
the iinti-Submarine Group imder command of the Eighth U,S,
Fleet in early May 2|i|., (2)

Task Unit 80,6,1(3) operated in two groups of two
ships each, so as to increase the probability of being very
near areas in which contact with eneny submarines might be

expected - notably by anti-submarine aircraft or by convoy
escorts. Throughout the instructions issued on 12 May Vi-,
the closest co-operation with air units vms directed and the

need for the most efficient signals system underlined.

(1) The evidence in F,d,U,’s war diary suggests that this
was U,455a but the entries are laconic and do not

suggest her awareness of any hunt proceeding,
A similar group was formed in the Tyrrhenian,
For the full Operation Plan for Task Unit 80,6,1

to the Eighth Fleet FC4-IO/A4-3 of 12 May Zdt-
(on File C;u?/3/l/iaH Enel. 15A in AFIi:y276/6 at
Cabinet Historical Archives),

rerer

(2)
(5)
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Particular attention was to be paid to the areas near

Alhoran Island, near Tenez and hetween Bougie and Bone*
ships allocated to the group were U,S, Ships Ellyson (Plag-
ship) Hambleton, Macomb, Rodman and Emmons,

I:utcracker"(l )

T

Oneration

he

During the successful "Svramp'' of 14-17 May 2^4, this
force carried out a form of attack loiov.n as Operation

"Nutcracker", dependent on, (among other things), close
operation vd-th the air forces, and a surfaced U-boat,
Admiralty considered that Operation "Nutcracker" held great
possibilities for operations anyv/here, especially as a

defence against the "Onat" acoustic torpedo.

The 'Swamp* of 1 -1 7 May 42!-: (2) preparations

00-

The

The morning of 12j. May saw the opening of the most bril

liantly executed ’Swamp' hunt of the submarine v/ar in the

Mediterranean,(3) To understand the reasons for its success,
the evolution of this type , of hunt related in the preceding
pages must have been read and understood. From this point,
it will be readily seen that the preparations, co-operation
and execution vrere the fruits of much constructive thought at
the Ai'ea Combined Headquarters of Coastal AJu’ Force and a

highly commendable degree of liaison betv/een the crews of the

aircraft and surface craft engaged. It may be fairly des

cribed as a near-perfect operation.

The Area Combined Headquarters was now fully fumctioning
at Algiers, and it was here that the tactical plotting board
in the Combined i/ar Room was used to co-ordinate forces

engaged,
forecast was made of the time at ?liich ships vrould arrive at

the position and aircraft vrere instructed to illuminate and

carry out honing procedure accordingly,
tact ?/as assessed at Headquarters and ships informed whether

it need be investigated or not,
loiow Y/hat ships to ej^pect in their respective areas, Senior

Officers of surface forces mere instructed to report, everj'-

2i. hours, their positions and intentions to Control, which

briefed aircrevjs accordingly.

7hen a sighting by aircraft had been reported, a

EachA,S.V. con-

To enable aircraft to

The Senior Officer of the ships hunting U.616 carried an
R.A.F. Signals Officer,(4) who rendered such valuable services
in expediting air/sea communications that the Admiralty
expressed their intention in future al^vays to embark an air

force Sig-nals Officer or N,C.O. in ships of a hunting group.

(1) For full, details refer to Annex to the file mentioned

in Footnote (3)p.3l6.
Admii-’al'cy C.B.02i.050/2i4(6): M.A.C.A.F. Operations
O.R.B, Appendix F/IUT.12: Nos, 3^j 17, 500 and
2(.5o Squadrons O.R.Bs,
See Figure 14 for a complete diagram of the progress of

this hunt, v/hich was sometimes referred to as Operation
’Monstrous’, an appellation taken from the codename
for tvro groups of hunting destroyers engaged,
F,0,R, Follers, Signals Officer of Ho, 500 Squadron.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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The *Swafflp' of 14--17 May i-i4; operations and the destruction
of U.ol^ off Cape Santa PolaCTl

At 0410 hours on 14 May, U.S.S, Bibb, one of the escort
of convey G-.U.C„39, then off Cape Tenez, attacked an iisdic
contact in the position 36° 46’ N,, 00° 52' E, with depth
charges, U,6l6, v/hich had left Toulon on 2 May, surfaced.
She was engaged by ships and dived, torpedoeing S.S, G-.S.
h'alden and S C.) Fort Eidler as she did so.• U«

At 0625 hours, a 'Sv/ainp' v;as laid on, the datum point
being the position of the attack and the base line orientated

22 degrees anti-olodavise to rmi parallel to the coast, as
it was assumed that the submarine -would try to head North
and East towards Toulon, westi/ard to the shelter of Alboran

or Northv/est to Cartagena, where she would hide among the
fishing craft, so preventing contact.

The available air forces at that time v/ere stretched

all along the Northivest African coast. They v?ere quickly
concentrated as follows:- No, 36 Squadron’s Y/ellingtcns
were divided between Heghaia and Senia; No, 17's (S.A.A
Venturas between La Senia and Bone; a flight of No, 500
Squadron lay at La Senia, detachments of IVo, 458 Squadron's
Y.-'ellingtons (one from Malta) at Bone and Reghaia, The tliree
preceding abortive 'Swamps' had proved -i/hat happened when
there were insiifficient aircraft to saturate the area.

)F• J.’,

Surface forces at the time (apart from the four U.S.
ships detached from the convoy and later relieved) were four

from Oran and three

s;?itched from an anti-submarine

'Monstrous 1'destroyers
destroyers 2'

sv/eep near Alboran Island,

'Monstrous

No, 337 Wing dispatched its two stz’ike aircraft and
these were on patrol at 0730 hours and 0755 hours respec
tively, three hours after the attack.
Time had been lost, but the ares, had been well covered by
destroyers since the attack,
carried out an attack at 1226 hours without result,

the force was diverted to make a square search on  a likely

contact by an aircraft of No, 500 Bquadron.
Crete action did not eventuate until 2139 hours/l4th, when
"X"/lTo, 36 Squadron sighted a U-boat in the position
yf •19* I'/j 00° 59* E, His report was relayed by ''IN'/No, 36
Squadron (a very timely move), 'X' attacked v^ith depth
charges which straddled the target, and estimated two hits.

Survivors claimed no damage to U,6l6, which submerged to
20 metres,

craft and surface forces to the area,

dorm; two aircraft experienced mechanical trouble and were
recalled to base,

U.S.S. Elly3on made an attack at 2243 hours in the position
reported by aircraft 'X'.

Weather ?ms bad.

One of the hunting groups
Half

The first oon-

'X' marked the position and homed other air-
The weather closed

This forced a gap in the air cover.

(1) Refer to Figure I4 for a diagram of air and naval
operations.

Ships Elly5on. Hambleton. Rodman and Emmons,
Ships Oleaves. Nields and Macomb,

(2) U
(3) u

C?

• o*
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This attack led to air Phase III. The previous ’Swamp’
areas were temporarily ahandoned. Two aircraft of No, 36
Squadron patrolled continuously a square of 40 miles centred

romd the attack position. At 0130 hoiirs, a ship in
’Monstrous I' reported a stronf; smell of oil and  a large oil
slick in the area of the attacks; these both proved reliable

pieces of evidence.

Phase III lapsed into Phase Illii., at O7OO hours on the
was15fh; in this phase, iirea I of the^original ’Swamp'

recommenced with the datum point 37 20' N,, 01 00’ E

two French Latecoeres vrere laid on to sweep South of this

area. More oil slicks indicated the slow northwesterly pro

gress of U0616, Phase I'/ (/irea II) came into force at 1230
hours/l5th and Phase V at 2230 hours.

and
* >

At 2330 hours, H/No, 3^ Squadron followed up an A.S.V,
The

The position proved that the
patrols had kept the U-boat down. Before the area could be

reinforced, ''T"/No, % Squadron homed on to a contact in the
position 37° 48’ N., 00° 10' E. at 0210 hours on I6 May.
His searchlight was slow in functioning and v/hen it did, the
beam pointed to starboard, U»6l6 opened fire immedia,tely
with 20 mm guns, but registered no hits on 'T',
returned without his light, nothing was visible. In his

excitement, he neither dropped markers nor carried out

bombing procedinre. Signals from the puzzled control were

intercepted by other aircraft, who, on reaching the position,
dropped markers.

contact, but arrived too late to attack the U-boat,
surface forces were iriformed.

Uhen 'T'

Phase VI developed from these data and the search con
centrated on the areas to T/estward off the Spanish coast and
north?/ards toT/ards the Ibiza Channel,

enabling the hunt by ships and aircraft to continue unbroken.

On a dubious sighting by aircraft J/No, 500 Squadron,
'Monstrous I’ moved to westvrard.

The weather cleared.

Par from proving unecono

mical, this manoeuvre actually extended the areas covered
by the hunting forces,
groups to the extent that while trying later to escape from

one it was illuminated on the surface by a ship of the other.

U,6l6 was boxed between the tv/o

U.616 lay deeply submerged all the l6th.
Phase VII -were planned to cover dioring the night 1^17th a
total area between 37° 10* li and 38° 20' N, and 00 40’ W,
and 00° 50’ E, with six ifellingtons at a time. Surface
forces were to patrol North and South of Cape Santa Pola

(Southern Spaing

Areas in

At 2150 hoinrs/l6th, ii/ilo, 38 Squadron reported his
V, unserviceable,

accoi’ding to instructions, until relieved,
nate for the outcome of the w/hole hunt, for, at 2220 hours,
U.616 betrayed her presence by firing on him,
wake, was fired on again, and on losing the diving U-boat,
dropped markers and commenced homing procedure,
forces 30 miles to the Tfest and five other aircraft were

/i’ter various manoeuvres, it was

He stayed in the area, correctly,
This was fortu

AX a •

He sav; the

Surface

directed to the area,

-

decided at 2340 hours/l6th to concentrate the maximiun pos-
Pive Yfellingtonssible aircraft over a 2i-0 mile square,

were now patrolling an area of 1,600 square miles,
this way every point in the area was covei''ed once every
15 minutes.

In
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At about midnight, the Captain of U.661 surfaced in
second effort to re-charge his batteries and made northeast—
v/ards at 11 knots. He was quickly caught by U.S.S. Macomb’s
searchlights(l) and engaged by gunfire. Surprised by
destroyers approaching from two directions, U,66l crash-dived
and was attacked by Macomb and Cleaves, They depth—charged
her, forcing her to make short avoiding bursts of speed,
OQ07 on 17 May, a depth charge attack by U,S.S. Hambleton
forced the Captain to surface and scuttle the boat,

»-iwamp‘' of 17-19 May kl^ and the destruction

a

At

The if ̂

U,960(2)

No sooner ha-d Uc6l6 been sunlc than an other U-boat made its
presence Icnown in the area and a fresh "Swamp" was initiated,

Hour hours after the survivors of U,6l6 were picked up,
the "Monstrous"(3) force of seven destroyers was on its
course for Oran,

been ordered back to their home bases,

17 May, U.S.S, Ellyson was missed astern by three torpedoes.
The Force contacted No,337 Uing at La Senia, requesting anti
submarine patrols in the position 36° 43* N, 00° 33* V/. This
message was received at 1315 hovirs at the same time

naval signal giving the information but quoting a slightly
different position - 36 2|.0’ N, 00° 23* U, The strike air
craft were soon airborne, the available units reorganized for
action and a force of five destroyers was sent from Oran
under the original code name of "Montrous
returning mits,

U.960. according to prisoners, left La Pallice
27 April, She appears to have passed Gibraltar Strait on or
about the night 14/15 May, so that she had no time to reach
her new base at Toulon,

vms aware of the previous hunt for U.616 and kept well out of
the way during its progress, surfacing ?/hen he thought the
coast was clear and making a
he found himself close to the destroyers.

01

Some of the aircraft units mustered had

At 1250 hours on

as a

to relieve the

on

It is probable that her Captain

snap" decision to attack when

No, 17 (S,A,A,r',) Squadron detachment with nine Venturas,
and No, 36 Squadron detachment of eight Uellingtons were held
back at La Senia, There were already eight aircraft of No,
500 Squadron there and the remainder of that squadron at
Gibraltar, Four unserviceable aircraft of No,458 Squadron
at keghaia were replaced by four Nellingtons from Bone,

Vvhile the tvro strike aircraft patrolled the attack
a full-scale hunt was organized. It was not a "Swamp"
according to the book, for the sighting was too far from the
shore for that, but it was an improved version to meet a ney;
set of conditions. The modified patrol areas ordered
covered a circle, first of 35 miles -and then of 40 miles
radius, as, in the absence of exa-ct information on the

U-boat’s recent history, its course was impossible to fore
cast.

area.

In 37° 53’ N, 00° 07’ E,
M,A.C,A,F. Operations O.R.B. Appendix INT/F.14;
Admiralty C.B,04050/44(6), Refer to Figure I5 for
a diagram of air and naval operations.
Force 80,6,1, (Capt, Converse, U.S,N,)

(1)
(2)

(5)
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One aircraft suffered instrument trouble and left patrol
at 2205 hoiirs/l7th« During the time of about one hour that
his area v/as left uncovered, U» 960 found the gap and, at
18 knots, might have escaped altogether had not a relief
aircraft - MlJTo. 36 Squadron, on its course to one of the
northern areas, chanced upon her at 0347 hours/l8th.

This A. S*Ve contact by "M" was obtained in the position
37° 21 * N, 00^ 38* E. and classified in his signal as a pro
bable U-boat. At Area Headquarters, due allowance was not

made for the probability that U.960 had been running on the
surface. It was 30 miles outside the "Sv/amp” area. They
were sceptical and might have discounted his contact alto

gether, but for a mistake by U. 960. Aircraft "M" homed on
to his contact from 5 miles, and at three-quarters of a mile

sv/itohed on his searchlight. Tliis called forth concentrated,
but not very accurate flak and eixplosive shells, which ceased

He lost U.96O, but
The

as soon as the light v/as extinguished,
dropped a marker and homed aircraft to the position,
weather at the time and during the night had been particularly
bad, cloud base lov/ering at times tolOO feet, the whole of

Swamp" was reoentredthe slgr covered and visibility poor,
on the position of his sighting.

In the next phase, the centra.! search pattern was a

40 mile square, with sub-areas to East and North of it to

cover the U-boat*s track tov/ards Toulon, either round the

Balearic Islands or through tlie Ibiza Channel. The patrols
were reinforced by Erench Lateooeres of 2/S Squadron,
weather grew threatening in the evening of the 18th and
abeiidonment for the night seemed probable,
available night-flying aircraft(l;

At 2228 hours, "U"/No.55 Squadron, patrolling the north
eastern area adjacent to the 40-mile square, obtained con

tacts on a position which proved that U. 96O had changed her
course to starboard to escape detection. labile aircraft
and destroyers concentrated, the aircraft areas were re

designed to cover the probable new track of the U-boat.
Acting on fxirther evidence, aircraft reported a contact 10
miles ahead of U.S.S, Niblick and dropped markers at 0240

hours. Destroyers depth-charged U.960a but she did not
surface until O708 hours. She was thereupon enegaged by
gunfire from the destroyers and attacked by aircraft "V"/
No.500 Squadron with depth-charges. These straddled U.960„
which was seen to sink 10 seconds after the explosions.
Some of the crew were swimming in the water.(2
destroyers believed U.96O had not yet been abandoned and

was attempting to dive. U.S.S. Niblick therefore delivered
another depth-charge attack which ended the action. Some

of the twenty survivors claimed they were fired at after

hoisting the white flag, otherwise the full complement would
have been saved. U.96O was sunk, in the position 37 20* N,
01° 35* E, soon after 0724 hours on 19 May.

Although there had been minor imperfections in the
maintenance of air cover, the unhesitating direction of

the various phases of both this hunt, and its forerunner,
the improving use of signals, the boldness shown in
stretching the old "Swanq)" patterns beyond their original

The

But all the

operated.

The

(1) Except the 2 strike aircraft at Iceghaia, which were
used for an earUy morning sortie on the 19th.

(2) No. 500 Squadron O.R.Bs.
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moulds and the enthusiastic manner in which naval and air
units co-operated all went to ensure these two well-earned
successes*

It was made clear once more that U-boat commanders
developing their tactics to match the rapidly improving
Allied measures* They plotted the pattern of* air cover and
escaped from the net as soon as it was lifted. They would
surface after dark and^ if possible^ proceed at mn-yi nmm
speed out of the area*

were

Eurthei*more, they v/ould, in spite of
their customary caution, stay s\irfaoed and fight it out with
aircraft* A survivor of U«960 stated that when aircraft
were picked t^) on the instruments and recognised as such,
the Captain gave the order "Reran kommen las sen" ("Let them
come on")* Coastal Air Force‘s attention had first been
drawn to these tactics on 19 Oct* 45 and commented that
U-boat defences had been improved for that purpose*(1)

The planning had made great strides since the fumbling
inauguration of the’ "Swaa^)" hunt in October 1943, but the
principal point that emerged was the crucial importance of
the individual member of the aircrew. On the aouiiy of
one man*s reactions the success of the whole enterprise
often depended* It would be going too far to suggest that a
golden rule had been devised, for there were still imponder
ables such as bad weather, breaks in communications and
human factors influenced by fatigue or lack of practice*
The achievement had been in learning the lessons, eliminating
possible errors and "snags" and isolating the irreducible
factors due to chanoe*

The "Swamp" of 19 - 21 May and the destruction of U*453(2)

The next "Swamp"’ was the exception that proved the rule
that there must be plenty of aircraft available and that
they must get into the area vTithin 2 hours. The ingredients
for success were largely missing, but in this case the com
bined surface and air deterrent persuaded the U-boat Captain
to remain submerged. His movements at 2 knots were
correctly estimated and the hunt resulted in a kill* A

more seasoned Captain would have surfaced at night and
escaped through the gap in air cover.

U» _433 left Pola in early Hay. During the morning of
the 19th, the southbound convoy H*A.43(3) had been escorted
by a \7ellington,(4) and tv/o Italian aircraft - an Il,S.14 and
a Cant Z.50l(5)
area controlled by Air H*Q. Malta,
by aircraft, only by the Italian destroyers Urania, Danaide
and torpedo boat Monzambano*

At 1245 hours, the convoy passed into the
It was now not escorted

Si M.A.C.A.F• Ops. O.R.B. Oot.43*
M.A.C.A.P. O.R.Bs and Appendix IWT/P,17:
and Nos. 221 and 283 Squadrons O.R.Bs;
C.B.a^050/44(6)*
Codename "Hippopotamus".
Ho. 221 Squadron from 0213 - 0943 hours*
Italian Seaplane ¥ing/No* 242 Group, from 0943 •"
1305 hours*

No*248 Wing
Admiralty

,3
.4
5
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At 1745 hours, U«453 toi'pedoed and sank S<,S. Fort
Missenabie# ’ The Admiralty stated(l ) that the Italian
vessels made Asdic contact, attacked and searched, v/ithout
specifying the period. The Coastal Air Force stated, hov^-

ever, that the cause of the explosion was not decided on
until approximately 2130 hours on the 19th. This uncer
tainty was the reason for a delay of 8^ hours before the
first aircraft was in the area. (The presence of  a U-boat
in the area, be it noted, had been knoivn for some time past.)

The disposition of air forces at the time was an awk
ward one for the oooasion:-

(a) Pto.242 Group; 4 V^ellingtons of ITo.221 Squadron
(2 of them airborne on anti-shipping
operations) and a few Cants and
R.S.I4S (of limited endurance) of
the Italian Seaplane Y/ing.

1 w'ellington of No. 221 Squadron
Detachment and a few V/a27wicks of

No9 283 Air/Sea Rescue/Anti-submarine
Squadron.

H.M. Ships Termagant and Tenacious were diverted from
the Strait of Otranto and H.H.3* Liddesdale sailed from

Malta, but these three ships did not reach the area until
about 1030 hours/20tho

There v^ere not enou^ aircraft for a full ’’Swamp". At

2200 hoin*s, just after the decision that a U-boat was

responsible, Malta initiated a himt with the one aircraft
available. This i^ellington, however, had difficulties and

v/as not on a patrol until 0130 hours/20th. No. 242 Group
took over the area of 35 miles radius from the position of

the sinking. Coastal Air Force v/as appealed to for rein

forcements for the hopelessly inadequate local forces, but

v/as compelled to reply in the negative, as all aircraft were

fully engaged.

(b) Malta:

No. 242 Group began co-operating by dispatching a
Wellington at 0545 hours/20th to relieve the Malta Wellington.
At 0718 hours, he sighted the wreckage of the merchant
vessel off Point Stilo.

to a depth of 60 miles off the Calabrian coast betv/een Point
Stilo and Crotone,

This aircraft patrolled the area

No. 242 Group then provided another
Wellington(2) of ITo. 221 Squ8.dron, which patrolled an area
to the North from 1300 to 2000 hours, and two Cant. Z.501 *s
which patrolled it from 1300 to 1915 hours.

In the meantime, ITo. ,22|i3 ¥ing carried put patrols from

Malta in three large areas, each being covered once in every
2 hours. The hunt was now in the nature of a modified

"Swamp". During the 20th, they provided two V/arwioks and

four wellingtons, supplementary to No, 22}^ Group’s
effort.(3)
extended by 15 miles;

iifter 1900 hours, the search areas were
the intention was to cover these

1) Admiralty 0.5,021.050/2:450(6) p,9.
2) ITo. 221 Squadron.
3) These aircraft flew a total of 57 hours 41 minutes.
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areas until 0600 hours on the 21 st^ with an average ot four
sorties a patrol# Experience in the Ifestern Basin had
already proved that cover of large areas by a handful of
aircraft by day was lilce3y to prove useless; concentration
by night over reduced areas being the real solution.

In the meantime, the three ships of the Royal Navy had
been searching the areas since about 1130 hours on the 20th
and, after obtaining contacts in a position about 12 miles
from v/here the Italian ships were still searching, made
eleven attacks between 1250 and 20k0 hours/20th#

Five YiTellingtons (l) were on patrol in the Point Stilo
area until past midnight. At 0044 hours/21 st, they
reported gunfire. 11.455 surfaced at 002ii/21st and
destroyed by ship's guns about 32 miles N.E. of Cape
Spartivento.(2)

was

Another valioable crew were taken prisoners.
This was a fortxmate outcome to a late-starting hunt, for
it was already apparent that the few aircraft could not have
continued the hxmt on anything lilce an adeqtiate scale for
another day and night.

The conclusions from this hunt should be compared with
V.hatthe consolidated conclusions from its predecessors,

•emerged from this partioiilar case was that there must be
prompt decisions and prompt action after the U-boat revealed
its presence; there must be plenty of aircraft handy;
areas of patrol should be covered once every halfrhour
during the night; search patterns should be wide and loose
by day and concentrated by ni^t.

The last “Swamp”; 26 - 28 May 44.(3)

The last "Swamp” hunt - the nineteenth in the series -

began off Cape San Vito (N.W. Sicily) on 26 May and was aban
doned on 28 May 44-» It developed, as had those of 20-22
February, 29-30 March and 9-10 May in an area difficult for
aircraft concentration, v/here air and naval forces had feir
occasions for concerted hunts and at extended signals range
from the Coastal Air Force Headq^uarters ab Algiers. The
aircraft operated from Borizzo in Sicily. Liaison between
that station and authorities in Palermo were poor.

At 1401 hours on 26 May, Hudson "S" of i:o.608 Squadron,
in transit from Monte Corvino to Borizzo, sighted the swirl
of a U-boat in the position 3S° 1G * N, 12° 50* E. (about 10
miles N.S. by.N. of Cape Vito) from 5 miles distance. The
course could not be established; no attack was possible
as the U-boat had disappeared before the range was closed.
The Hudson flew over the swirl and saw a disturbed oval

shaped oily patch of water 100 yards wide. Ho marker was
dropped.(4) The sighting report was received at Area
Combined Headquarters at Naples 3^ minutes later.

Lengthy discussions as to the authenticity of the
sighting led to its ultimate acceptance by the Navy at
1512 hours, when a "Swamp" was laid on. One hour and

(1) 4 of No. 221 Sqdn. raid 1 of No. 221 Detachment in
Malta.

In 38 13' N, 16° 36* E.
File MACAF/3A/6/'AIR (At Cabinet Hist. Archives
AiHQ/277/9).

(4) Reason not given.
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The ere?/ was aneleven minutes had already been lost,
experienced one and insisted that it was a U-boat they had
seen and not shell splashes from destroyers carrying out

practice firing, .

Naval Intelligence had indicated that a U-boat v/as to

be expected in that area* A hunting group of five
destroyers had sailed from Palermo to ST/eep ahead(l ) of the
convoy "Almanac" in anticipation of this and a hunt had

been maintained in this general area for over a week,
M.L.S.(2) were patrolling in the area.

Three

The datum point was the position of the sighting and
It was decided to

Swamp" from Borizzo Station because of unsatis-
the base line ran due East and v/est.

control the

factory communications from there to Naples, because all the
limited resoiiroes of

and sent from lionte Corvino to Borizzo and No. 221 Squadron

Detachment (at Urottaglie) had also been ??arned to proceed
The total air forces available were:-

608 Squadron v/ere being mustered:o

there.

Borizzo

Monte Corvino

to Borizzo

Malta to Boi’izzo

Grottaglie -
Borizzo

2 Hudsons No, 6O8 Squadron Uetacliment
6 Hudsons Ho, 6O8 Squadron

5 Uellingtons Ho. 221 Squadron
1 Y/ellington No, 221 Squadron

1  l'7arv;ick of No, 293 Squadron at Pomigliano was at

strike readiness in case of emergency in the Naples area.

Coastal Air Force o:udei’ed No. 338 Y/ing to send 10 Leigh

Light Lellingtons to Borizzo (Sicily) on the morning of 27
62nd Fighter Y/ing counted on these reinforcements andMay.

planned accordingly.

During the 26th, until 2215 hours. Phase I of the air/
naval hunt followed an uneventful course.

At 2100 hours, Coastal Air Force sent a signal to Col
Robert S. Israel, Jnr, (commanding 62nd Fighter Uing) cancel
ling the reinforcement of 10 Leigh Light Uellingtons without

This signal took no less than 20 hours 15explanation,
minutes to reach his headquarters.

In the meantime, the air cover continued ?/ith a break
?dder compensatory sweep).of only one hour (covered by a

Phase II, III and IV lapsed without incident, except for

a depth-charge attack by a destroyer on a false contact.
Phase V lasted from 2200 hours on 27 May until 0300 hours on

28 May, when the air limit had to be called off owing to the
shortage cf aircraft and crews,
tinned wdth a sweep to north??ards and thence southwards
again ahead of the southbound convoy
too, found no trace of the U-boa.t.

The "Circus" force con-

Stinker", but it.

If only M.A.C.A.F.’s signal had reached 62nd Fighter
Y/ing in reasonable time, they could have recalled their

(1 ) Code
(2) Code

name "Circus",

Name "Bayonet",
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handful of aircraft from the fruitless search,
Wellingtons had been

If the 10

spared, a continuation of the search by-
IE hours or more might have resulted in a sighting.
Lessons from no

bv/amp" operations

When the last successful "Swamp" of May had ended.
Coastal Air force issued what it believed to be the master
list of lessons of general application in all the areas it
controlled, as far as Malta, These must be recapitulated.
Contributions on these lines from the Naples area will then
be given to illustrate the difference that area made to out
look. The Naval view v/ill follow.

Coastal Mr force's formula for the perfect "Swamp" was
a balance of precise, accurately-timed movements. Crews
must be briefed in writing: markers must be dropped on all
good contacts and units concerned advised: exact homing
signals must be broadcast: aircraft with A,S,V, troubles
were to stay on patrol unless recalled:
troubles were to

aircraft with radio

remain on patrol if weather permitted and
recourse made to alternative signals apparatus if any one
went unserviceable: reports and instructions should be sent
in plain language for speed and amplifying reports and relays
made on e-yery relevant occasion: controlling formations
such as wings should be kept "in the picture": there should
be a general concentration of aircraft at dusk and, after
night attacks, concentra.tion in the target area, (l)

Turning to the area of the flag Officer Lestern Italy
and the 62nd fighter Wing at Naples, the crying need was
clearly for more aircraft and better communications,
giving instructions 'that the air formation should apply to
them for reinforcements if needed. Coastal Air force had
failed to supply these reinforcements or tv/o critical occa
sions and as the area was intimately affected by the course
of land operations and the continuous movements forward of
air unitsp their formula appeared rather academic to 62nd

;  and yet the basic principles were sound - the
four triumphs in May had proved that, but only under current
conditions in the Western Mediterranean,

After

fighter T/ing;

Ha-ying been let down in the matter of air reinforcements,
and having failed to achieve a true "Swamp
coastline or in more open sea areas, the C.O, of 62nd fighter
i/ing discussed the U-boat problem with the flag Officer
Western Italy and the staffs of the C-in-C, Mediterranean
at Naples, They produced a joint plan of considerable
interest, which, although never put into practice during the
Second World War, must be recorded as a rider to the "Swamp"

This plan went to Coastal Air force and the

either near a

formula,

C-in-C, Mediterranean for examination.

Briefly it sought to remedy the deficiency in centi-
raetrio radar apparatus in aircraft by an operation with the
code name of "Hencoop"
heavier deptii charges and delayed—fused bombs were to strike
positions fixed by naval surface craft, who would only
attack thereafter.

in v/hich strike aircraft armed wath

Nothing came of the plan, as the

(l) M.A.C.A.F. Signal 231ii45B in file CAf/l06/AIR
(A.P.H»Q*/£d94^3 at Cabinet Historical Archives).
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American aircraft capable of carrying deep-set depth charges
xvere not available,

of six dropping depth charges., followed by bombing vias, on
the face of it, an intelligent method of saturating an area

of some 300 by 2j.00 yards*
sore points in air force economy: one of them was the ever

green one of the shortage of night-flying aircraft; the
other was the absence in most aircraft of centimetric radar,

which gave the "!Taxos"-fitted U-boats an inestimable
advantage,(1 )

The idea of t?;elve aircraft in two waves

The Eaval plan emphasised two

-

A few days later, the C-in-G, Mediterranean pointed out
to his o?7n station and to Coastal Air force that  a recent

exercise in Home ̂ "aters confirmed his own belief in the

effectiveness of flooding an area y/ith anti-submarine air
craft. Only recently, he wrote, a U-boat finally surfaced
after spending 72 out of 73 hours submerged,
must be continuous.

The air cover

iny interruption jeopardised the whole
operation.

There yras never another chance to experiment with the

"Sy/amp" formula. Although it was not realised at the time,
the Hay operations broke the back of the 29th U-boat Flotilla,
The balance of eleven boats was greatly reduced by the con

stant vigilance of air and naval patrols and air attacks on

their bases,(2) Their operations were never again conducted
in the same spirit of enterprise.

Other operations against U-boats (1 Jan, to 31 May A4-)

Port bombing

The series of air attacks carried out between late

January and late April 1944 on U-boat bases, dockyards and

torpedo factories gave striking confirmation of the valuable

role the heavy bomber formations might have assumed in the

anti-submarine campaign if more urgent policies had not pre
vented greater frequency.

It has already been noted in the section of this chapter
covering air operations in the Adriatic that the attack on
Fiume on 21 Jan, and those on Pola on 9 Jan. and 25 Feb,

2f4 had caused yvidespread damage to installations, the U-boat

base at Pola and the torpedo factory at Piume,
sunk at Pola on 9 January in company y;ith the Italian sub
marine Eautilo, .

U.8I was

The heavier attacks on Toulon during the period under
review paid much bigger dividends. On 4 Feb, 44> U,S. heavy
bombers carried out their only attack of the month on Toulon,

Seventy-one Fortresses bombed harbour installations in bad

weather and. against opposition by some thirty enemy aircraft.

They damaged three U-boats, vis,, U,34-3,(3) U.64.2(4) and
U,380, (3) On 7 March, Fortresses attacked Toulon

Letter FOUIT 654 of 15 Hay 4-4 in File CiiP/3/l/AIR
Encl.25A (A.F.H,Q. 276/6 at Cabinet Historical
Archives),
The closing phases of the submarine war will be related
in a later chapter.
Fit for service again 3 Har, 44i3
Paid off 12 Jly,
Sunk in air raid 11 i,Iar,1i4,

(1)

(2)

3

(5
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doclcyard, inflicting only slight damage. They lost three

of their Lightning; escort to some tvYeuty-five aircraft
defending the port. On 11 Mar, 122 Liberators(l) made
a successful attach on Toulon dry docks, submarine base,
reps,ir shops and arsenal, U.380 v/as sunlc, IJ.410 hit and
written off as a total loss,(2) U,586, U,9(^7 and 11,642
were damaged, (5) T/elcome aid to Allied submarines was
afforded by the destruction of U,J,6o8Q (ex K.T.42)»(4) an
anti-submarine vessel.

The last U.SoA.A.E, attack on Toulon in this period
came on 20 Apl, 44 when 178 fortresses and 310 Liberators,
escorted by 172 Lightnings and 42 Black V/idows penetrated
the bad weather and bombed through a dense smoke screen,
A bitter air battle with .ome 60 aggressive G-erman fighters
added to intense heavy anti-aircraft fire over the target
complicated the issue. Against olal-ras of 10 enemy
fighters destroyed the Strategic Air force had to list 11

Liberators, 3 Lightnings and 1 Black ITidow as lost. The

submarine installations were damaged, U.421 and a french sub

marine sunk and U,642 damaged,(5)

U -boats sunk by surface craft and mine

The i'lavy sank two U-boats in this period. On 9 Mar./jit,
U.45O was sunk in 40° 53' N, 12° 28» E, S,Y/. of Anzio, by
the U.S. destroyer Madison and the British destroyers Exmoor,

Blankney, Blencathra and Brecon, The captain, three other

officers and forty-seven ratings were picked up. The next

day, 10 Mar,2(4, U,32i-3 was sunk by H,M.S, travder Mull S, off
Sardinia,(6)

TJ.455 was p/ritten off as lost, probably by mine.
There are no claims suggesting she was sunk by

on

6 Apl,V
aircraft or surface craft.

!-•

The number of U-boats, active or under repair, at the
close of May 1942|- in the Mediterranean vms eleven.

Operations against Uerman Small Battle Units (April 1944)(7)

Advent of the German Human Torpedo

On the night 20/21 April Jilh, JYllied patrol boats
detected the first group of G-erman one-man human torpedoes
and their "mother ship" off ihizio. The "chariots" as the

1) Escorted by 51 Lightnings,
Paid off 22 Mar, 44*

U, 586 was ready service again on 9 May 42;-,
U.%7 on 12 Apl,2i4, U,62|.2 was paid off on 12 Jly.2di.,
A case of a '.ar Transport freighter (795 G-.R.T.)
converted to anti-submarine duties.

Report of Joint Admiral/Air Ministry Sub-Committee
Sept.1950, (A.H.B.)
For details of the accurate initial attack by the

sitigle-handed Hull refer to C.-in-C, Mediterranean
imti-U-Boat summary for March 192i-4j (0025Q/8,
Admiralty File Ij]/036760/%2i.),
Mediterranean i\nti-U-Boat Summary April 1 9244. Itef,
C,~in-C. Med/00250/17 - Admiralty pile M/0571322/2f4);
AHS/Admlty preliminary narrative: C-in-C, Med.
report on midget U-boats dated copy Pile
C/lB/3/i/AIR. (APHoy276/6 at Cabinet Historical
Ar ch3.ve s ): F. D. S ./Adi'nlty,
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huraan torpedoes Tfere usually ca-lled, made an abortive attack
Depth charj^es were dropped in their vicinity

One "mother ship" and
Six torpedoes v/ere destroyed
our prisoners were taken.

on shipping,
forcing coxsY/ains to a.'ba.ndon ship,
two torpedoes were recovered,
by P.358, PC.651 and PC.626,
S.S. John ilrmstrong appeau-s to have been the only Allied

casualty.

The Small Battle Units Command(1 ) of the C-erraan ITavy,
of v/hich they formed a unit Xi''i.S.K.73) thus gave another
proof of its determination to offset the Havy's weakness in

more orthodox warships in the mediterranean y;ith  a product
offering the most favourable prospect of reducing the dis

parity in circumstances best suited to its component wea-
In this respect, the development of the Smallpons.

Battle Unit bears comparison with that of the pilotless
aircraft, the explosive rocket and the heavily armed naval

Lessons from these operations were applied
gainst the Allies in Northwest

ferr:/ barge,
to operations in the summer
Europe,

were of a-new type, of G-erman manufao-
On 23 Hay, 1(4, after experimen-

The "chariots

ture and G-ei’mo,n manned,

tation, the C,-in-C, Meditei’ranean considered it unlikely
that this weapon would be detected by radar (exeept by
certain type or similar sets in perfect weather conditions),
by asdic, or by hydrophone,
be defeated by a high degree of alertness on the pa.rt of

patrol vessels and the liberal use of depth charges of all

a

The v/eapons .could, however,

sizes.

German plans for the Anzio operation

Great imi^ortance \ias attacked by the Carmans to early
Prom these firstexperiments with specialised vreapons,

efforts, a pov/erful, elaborate organization grev; to extend

operations until the end of the war in several areas, A

base forti’sio-man torpedo boats, (2) vyas established at
ilettuno; from it units T/ere transferred by land to a

jumping-off point at Terracino for harassing operations
against Allied shipping in the Naples area.

Gruppe r[ord/}j’lotte(3) planned for the Anzio attack
with li-O special weapons, Kesse3-ring provided an advisory
engineer officer, Consigriuents of human torpedoes (minus
the crew) were sent from Germany to Nettuno by rail on

31 Harch/1 April,

The Allies had only a vague idea of German plans and
the majority of German authorities knev/ very little more,
for the whole plan was shrouded in secrecy and its

hommando der ICLeiiikgjnpf-verbande - abbreviated title
K.d.K, from 22 Api.Id!-# previously Naval Spdoial
Operations Detachment or Marine Binsatz Abteilung -
abbreviated title M.E.A..

M.T.S.M*s - the Italian Piotoscafo turismo silurante
modificato.

At Kiel.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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The organizationexecution proceeded by trial and error,
was, it was loiown, an Italo-G-erman one, but details of
functions and the terms of the alliaiioe only became known

in their entirety much later,
evidence to be gleaned in the Adriatic area, where the

organization did not become effective, until October 19W-«

There was little or no

The problem of Special 't/eapons

Prom time to time, iillied air units found their targets
among these specialised weapons and installations. Allied

na.val forces found their operations increasingly hampered
by stirprise attacks by entirely new craft. Enemy agents
vrere planted by these means behind the Allied lines.
Concern was felt for the safety of w/arships, for bitter
experience at iilexsaidria at the hands of Italian limpeteers
had infused a wholesome respect for 'insidious v;eapons' of
all kinds into the Navy’s councils. That these methods did

did not go unappreciated is borne out by the many successful
Allied operations vath them, aided by instructors recruited
from Italian prisoners-of-war. In Jme Allied
’charioteers' entered La Spezia harbour and damaged the
Italian cruiser Bolzano.

;,'hile, for various reasons, the Small Battle Units
Command hardly fulfilled the high hopes of its creators, it

would be completely misreading the mood of the period to

pretend the problem w'as anything less than a difficult one
for the Air Forces and Navies,

END OF PAI^T I
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DaNNITZ«S REPORT CN KES VISIT TO ROME

(12 to 15 Ikiv 19k5)

May 12, 1945.

0800 hrs,
1500 hrs.

Departure from Berlin.
Arrival in Rome,

Conference at Hotel Excelsior with Vice-Admiral Ruge,
Rear-Admiral Meen^sen^feoifLken, and Rear-Admiral Loewisch (the German
Naval commanders in Italy),

The commanders gave a brief simmiary o.f the situation. The Commander-
in-Ohief, Navy, discusses the immediate probleiiu whicli is more in^ortant,
Sicily or Sardinia? After Imch, Admiral Doenitz asks the commanders viiat
they think is the best solution for the present situation, where Gez'man
interests are represented by two naval commands, who thus cannot be
effective in dealing v/ith the Italians and do not guarantee smooth and close
collaboration.

Both commanders are convinced that the present dualism ■vid-ll have to
Rear-Admiral Ifeendsen-Bohlken does not consider this solution

Admiral Doenitz reserves his decision
end • • •

possible for technical reasons
for the present; it has already been influenced by the fact that
Admiral Riccardi has asked him that Vice-Admiral Ruge should be ai-jpointed
the sole representative of Germany with the Sijpermarina (the Italian Navy
High Command).

• • • •

1650 to 1930 hrs. Conferenoe at Supermarina

Admiral Doenitz states that the purpose of his visit is to discuss
matters personally and exchange info-’cmation, since it is difficult to do
this from a distance or by post.

Ad]iniral Riocardi gives a summary of the present situation from the
The enemy is preparing for fxirther operations in

at tlie same time he is systematically
Italian point of view,
the .Algerian coastal harbours;
destroying the Italian harbours; since the fall of Tunisia, an attack on
the Italian islands has been expected any day. There are three ways of
meeting the enemy invasion:-

(a) .Air attack on the African embarkation points,

(b) Attack on the approaching invasion fleet at sea,

(o) Local defence at the point of invasion.

The enemy v/ill most likely employ forces strong enough to malce his first
It is therefore necessary that our own

It has become difficult to
Rail traffic to it has come to a complete standstill

The only way

attempt a certain success,
weak forces should be consolidated
supjply Sicily,
and supplies have had to be sent by sea from Naples,
to improve transport on the island itself would be by an increased use
of lorries.

To-day there isBefore the war Sicily had supplies for 43 days,
enough for only 7 days. The question of supplies is becoming more and

difficult every day because “the enemy Air Eorce is constantly
The same sitmtion prevails in Sardinia,

more

Most of theincreasing,
piers at Cagliari have been destroyed. Porto Torres is of very little
use, so only Olbia remains. Railways in Sardinia are badly crippled;
lorries are the only solution.
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Bear-Admijal Sansgietti explains the plans of the Italian Navy in
greats detail, • •.. ' Chese sttuiies showed that
expect an invasion of Sicily, Of course the enemy knows of the minefields
between Sicily and North Africa, but these minefields divide his lines of
approach, M invasion of Sardinia is more likely at this time,,.,
is invaded the Italian battle fleet will be used, but
large battleships are actually available in La Speziaj there are as well
three cruisers and ei^t destrcyers
German Admirals stationed in Rome, Admiral Doenitz states that he believes
the enemy will attack soon and that otir own forces are too weak to foil the
enemy's plan either by destroying his embarkation points or the approaching
invasion fleet. He is going to send more U-boats to the Mediterranean,
although he is convinced that U-boats will never be able to stop an
invasion - they woiold only be of nuisance value
alone is decisive;
is to make battle on land possible, which means safeguarding the supply

We must vise every available means to get as
much material to the islands as possible. Even small vessels will have
to be used for shallow harbovirs and open bays. If there are not enough
small vessels, U-boats will have to be vised.

Admiral Riccardi interrupts: To transport supplies?

there is no reason to• • ♦ •

If it

only three• • • •

After hearing the views of the• •••

The battle on land

therefore the most inport ant part of the Navy's task
• • • •

lines across the sea

Admiral Doenitz: Yes, because U-boats are not decisive in battle.

Cruisers, too, must frequently make fast trips with svpplies
Harbovir facilities must be exploited to the fullest extent. The responsible
Italian officers must have the ri^t to draft civilians for this. It must
not happen again, as it did in North Africa, that we were defeated because
ovir supply system failed
fight the enemy at sea we must realize that ovir farces are too limited and
that maintenance of supplies in ovir main task.

• • • «

Even though a naval officer wovld prefer to• • • •

Admiral Riccardi states that he will use sill available means to help
solve the transport problems. However, he asks Admiral Doenitz to use his
inflvience to increase the Air Force,

Admiral Doenitz replies that he had only taken vp naval matters,
return to Berlin, he would stress the absolute necessity of increasing the
number of aircraft

Up

Once the eneny obtains airfields near the front,

on

it mi^t again b^too late for many things. The sacrifice of the Italian
Fleet mi^t have heipe'd considerably if it had come earlier; later on,
the effect was dissipated by the increased enemy air force.

• • • • •

(At this point a misunderstanding is cavised by the faulty translation
of the Italian interpreter, \Tiiich makes it clear that Admiral Riccardi took
these remarks as a reproach to the Italian Navy,
Admiral as a reflection of Italian opinion was very enlightening).

Admiral Sansonetti interjects that the Italian Admiral Barone in
Sicily reported yesterday that there would be nothing left on the island
in a month's time unless the strongest efforts were made for defence
against enemy air attack

Admiral Doenitz asks Admiral Riccardi if troops were still being
transferred to Sardinia.

Qhe reaction of the

• • •

Admiral Riccardi replies that the transfer itself poses no
The real obstacle is the availability of ships for heavydifficulties.

equipment.
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Mndral Doenit.z points out that the main consideration is the cargo
space in small ships o»o. Everything shall be done to meet Admiral Riocardi*s
requirements He wi.ll empjhasiae that increases in air* potver and
AA batteries are most urgently needed«

Admiral Eiccardi replies that the above is already a large order,
Wliatever Germany will provide mil be most useful. As far as he knoiras,
the Duce has telegraphed the Fuehrer about the question of the Air Foree,
He is aware that Germany, too, is having great difficxilties « o « « o

May .13, 1943

Continuation of conferences xvith representatives of various German
Visit to General Ambrosio,1100 hrs.« • • •offices

General impression: Polite but formal reception.

Admiral Doe nit 2 explains that, at the moment, the chief \7ealcness in
the defence of the large Italian inlands is a lack of reinforcements and

supplies. No time should be lost in sending these, because the enemy is
constantly increasing pressure on our supply lines

ing ntimerous unloading positions, it may be necessary to press into service
submarines, cruisers and other vessels to coniplete the transport of men and
supplies as quickly as possible. It is more important for the navy to
svipply transports than to engage the eueny in battle.

After establish-• • • •

General Ambrosiq did not fixLly agree with the above j
submarines and cruisers should fight.

Admiral Doenitz replied that naval forces have already ceased fighting,
ii/hen the serious need for transport is coirpared with what may be gained by
engaging the enemy, the former takes precedence.

he felt that

11.30 hrs. Interview with the Duce,

Ihe Qice is well, optimistic, composed, very frank.General inpression:
sincere, and amicable.

The only
result of British air raids on Italy will be that the people 7?ill learn to

This lielps in
If there is one Italian who hates the British,

He is happy that his people are now learning the meaning

The Duce states that he is confident about the future.

hate the British, which has not always been' the case,
carrying on the war,
it is he himself,

of the word hate as well. He has answered the Fuehrer’s offer of five

divisions by stating he only wants three. This refusal came as a

surprise to Doenitz, The Pipe explains that he had asked that these
three divisions should include six panzer battalions with 300 tanksj two
of the battalions are detailed for Sardinia, three for Sicily, and one for
Southern Italy. He believes Sicily is in the greatest danger and supports
his contention by referring to the British Press, which had repeatedly
stated that a free route thx'ou^ the Mediterranean would mean a gain in
two million tons of cargo space for the Allies,

j\.^m-iral Doenitz gives his opinion of the general situation to the
Duce.

The Duce immediately reacts to this by stressing the necessity for
improvisation and considers this easily possible, particiaarly becavise of
favourable weather conditions during the simmer.
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1630 hrs* Conference mth Vice-Admiral Huge and Rear«^(3mlral
Meend3en~Bohlken.

Admiral Doenitz announces his decision that Admiral Huge is to take
over the German Naval Command and still to maintain the Operations Staff at
Supermarina,

duties,

Rear-Admiral Ifeendsen-Bohlken,

Rear Admiral Meendsen-Eohllcen mil he recalled for other

Admiral Doenitz explains his reasons fcr the decision to

Later, drive to Nemi Lake; inspection of the old Roman ships

1930 hrs. Conference with German ̂ Transport Ministry ,,,,.

2200 hr a. Conference with Field-Marshal Kesselring,

Field M^shal Kesselring states that the Fuehrer is considering
transfer oi* ihe Hermann' Goerxi^ Division and the 7th Airborne Division to
Italy,

The Italian Commando Supremo* s refusal of the Fuehrer’s offer of five

divisions was reported direct to the German Supreme Command without inform

ing him (Field*4fershal Eesselring), Kesselring considers this an act of
political importance, inasmuch as it proves that the Italians want to remain
masters in their own house. Relations between him and General Arabrosio

are not vei-y cordial. If his person represents an obstacle to better

relations with the Commando Supremo, he is going to express his willingness
to make way for another German Commander-in-Chief,

On his tour of inspection in Sicily, Field-Marshal Kesselzujig noticed
that Italian defence preparations were very incon^ilete and impressed this
fact on the Italian Commander-in-Chief, General Roatta,
of Sardinia is planned during the next few days.

A similar totr

Kesselring agrees with the Duce that an attack on Sicily is more

probable than an attack on Sardinia,

Iberian peninsula the best way of bringing relief to the Mediterranean

sitmtion and intends to submit such a plan to the Fuehrer,

He considers an attack on the

Admiral Doenitz repeatedly stresses that the crvix of the problem is
the transport of supplies and that these must be broiJght to the islands

speedily and in large quantities
Italians are accustomed to work in a leisurely manner

The one drawback is that the• # • •

0930 hrs. Audience with the King,

warm reception, agreeable, impressive, a wiseGeneral impressionj
experienced person, lively, vivacious and has a good memory.

Admiral Doenitz gives his opinion of the general situation to the
He is convinced that Tunisia’s fall was due only to the lack of

If we master the supply situation we will defeat the enemy.
King,
supplies.

The icing points otcfc that unfortunately most of the land routes an

Italy are also close to the shore and are therefore subject to attack
from the sea.

to Spitsbergen and Norway,

The audience was ended with stoiu.es about his travels
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1030 hrs. Departure from Rome,

1630 hrs. Arx*ival at 'Wolfsschanze*,

1830 hrs. Departure for Berlin,

2045 hrs. Arrival at Tempelhof,

The problem of Sicily or Sardinia was still unresolved. The

Italians for the most part had guessed Sicily, but -while Doenitz had been
in Italy, some Allied papers, -vi^ich described Allied plans for invading
Sardinia and the Peloponnesus, had been discovered by the Germans in
convincing circumstances. They -were immediately shewn to Hitler who

accepted them at their face value. He had in any case believed that
Sardinia -vrould be the next Allied objecti-ve,

Doenitz* s meeting with Hitler h-3)

Even more important that the problem of -where were the Allies going
to strike next, was the qi;iestion of vhether the Italians would remain

loyal to the Axis, and Hitler awaited Doenitz* s report -with some anxiety.
He saw Doenitz within an ho-ur of his arrival at *¥olfssohanze*,

*The Commander~in~Chief 9 Navy, reports the progress and ovrbeome of his
conference with the Dvice,

The Fuehrer does not agree -with the Doce that the most likely invasion
point is Sicily, He believes that the discovered Anglo-Saxon order con

firms the assifflipticn that the planned attacks -will be directed mainly
against Sardinia and the Peloponnesus • • • •

Havy, has come away fr'-'m -fehese conferences with the

impression that the Italians -will do nothing about increasing shipping
facilities.

The C.-in-CL£,

He was therefore very pleased to note that Captain Engelhardt,
Coromar.dlng Officer of Supply and Transport, had already begun to make the
necessary arrangements.

Ca-ptain Engelhardt reports

asks Admiral Doenitz -i-Aiether he thinks that the Duce is

determined to carry on to the end.

Admiral Doenitz answers that he accepts this as certain, but that he

cannot, of course, be sure. He gained -the impression that the primary
failing of the Italians is their lack of initiative.

^ehrer asserts that he does not trust the Italian uppei- class.

He believes that a man like Ambrosio would be happy if Italy could become
a Britisli dominion,

Adn-iT'al Doenitz states that since his return from Rome, he has come to
the conclusion that -fche plan to hold the Italian islands will result in a

purely defensive operation and will consume much energy -without getting the
Axis out of its defensive position. The Anglo-Saxon poiTOrs have gained two
million tons in shipping space since the Mediterranean was cleared.

The Ptiel-UT'ert *lhich o-ur trusty U—boats will now have to sink,*

The C,-in-C., Navy; Vfe are facing the greatest crisis in U-boat

For the first time, fixating has been in^jossible and wewarfare

are suffering heavy losses, 15—17 boats per month.
• • • «

Something must be doneThe Fuehier; *These losses are too high.
about it,*
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fThe TTa-yys In vieTiT of this situation the occupation
of Spain, including Gibraltar, ivoiild be the best strategic solution,
would ccnsbitufce an attack against the flank of the Anglo-Saxon offensive,
the Axis would regain the initiative, a radical change would take place in
the Mediterranean, and U'-boat warfare could be given a much broader basis.

This

I

The Fiaehrer states that we are not capable of an operation of this

kind, since it would require first-class divisions. Occupation of Spain
without the consent of the Spaniards is out of the question, as they are
the only tough Latin people and would carry on guerilla warfare in oin*

rear. In 1940, it mi^t have been possible to get Spain to agree to such
a move. However, the Italian attack on Greece in the autumn of 1940
shocked Spain, The Axis is sadd].ed with Italy, Therefore, shipping and
transport of supplies must be handled according to the stggestions made by
Captain Engelhardt,*

Pot the moment, there the situation rested. Preparations were made

for receiving the Allies in Sardinia, and Hitler began to turn over in

his mind various sctemes for dealing with, the Italians, Nothing con

crete emerged, but he started hinting darkly about the appalling state of
Italian leadership and the need for German inspiration. He had not yet
decided to intervene actively, Doenitz, for his part had acquitted himr-
self well in his first major State duty, but his strategical conceptions
had been ̂ reak, and, for a naval officer, his refutation of sea power had

Prom Hitler’s point cfbeen as incredible as it was to prove disastrous,
view, however, Doenitz had faced and dealt Tdth the situation

realistically. He did not appreciate the fact that had Doenitz offered

the Italians adequate supplies of fuel oil and some measure of air protection,
they woiild probably have still been willing to pit their Fleet against the
British, even at this late hour, ■ The obvious contempt of Doenitz and other

German officers was the very opposite of wha.t was required to encotirage the
Italians to fight. But Hitler, too, felt the same conten5)t for the

Italians, and, instead of chiding Doenitz for mishandling his mission, he
praised him for his success^ He was pleased to see his protege shaping so
well.
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DOSNITZ^S REPORT ON TliB ITAIJM ARiVlED FORCES

17 JULY 1943

"The Cominander»«-ln’-Chief« Nayv« says that he is making this report
because he feels that it is his duty to give the Fuehrer his opinion
about the situation in Italy* Generally speaking, his views are the
same as those submitted by Jodi in writing*

He happens to know that the your;ger officers of the Italian Navy
vho have really seen action, for example with the Tunisian convoys, and
also the young sutmarine commanders, are opposed to the Supermarina,
Even when he first visited Rome, these young officers were expecting a
change in the high command of the Italian Navy, since it was completely
out of touch with vihat was going on at the front and was therefore not
recognised by most of the youngest officers, YJiat is more, he is of the
opinion that the Italian Navy would have been of much greater help to us
if it had been under German leadership. This holds true today. He
believes that there are quite a few Italian officers who sincerely want
to fight on our side and who have proved their willingness in action,
but who would at the same time welcome a change in leadership. He
believes it would be advisable to place a young Italian admiral in command,
who has the confidence of the Italian Navy, to be assisted by a German

The attitude of the Supermarina is infamous. In spite of

all his efforts, he was unable to get Admiral Riccardi to use his light
forces to drive the enemy out of the Stratis of Messina - an intolerable
situation since he has the forces available to do so,

is hoarding these light forces in case the battleships should put to sea.
Admiral Doenitz believes that that will never happen. However, he has no

way of doing anything about the situation except to send telegrams,
Riccardi replies to these that he vdll subnit them to the Dixie,

The Fuehrer; ‘The Duce is not getting them*.

Grand«aA.dTiTir-al Doenitz continues: *Later an answer arrives that for

very subtle reasons it is impossible to taka the necessairy steps. Hie
situation would be greatly improved if the present Supermarina could be
done away with and a new command with a good German staff put in its
place If we want to hold Italy, German troops and German naval
coastal artillery must take over the harbours. Otherwise Taranto and
Naples will meet the same fate as Augusta,

The Fuehrer replies that he has himself been considering how to do
this. The greatest problem is the demoralization of the Italian Aray,
Only very severe n^asures, like those applied by Stalin in 1

the French in 1917, will be of any use. If only individual units were
affected, we could appeal to their sense of honour by offering medals,
etc,, but the whole amy is in a state of collapse and only barbaric
measures can help to save the nation, A sort of directoi-Bte, tribunal,

court-4nartial must be set up in Italy to remove undesirable elements.

There must still be some capable people in Italy,
consulted Ambassador Mackensen, but he could suggest no one capable of
taking over the leadership,

Grand~.A<^'i'i~al Doenitz: *I believe that we must either do without

the Italian Arny altogether or we must try to strengthen it with
German troops,’

staff

Admiral Riccardi

1

or

He has already

‘Withoub the Italian Array we cannot defend the entire
We would have to withdraw to a relatively short line.

The Fuehrer:

peninsula.
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Lt»~G^eral Jodi points out that this 1)70111(1 have very serioiis
reperciissions in the Ballcans,

Grand-Admjjal Doenitg; ‘That is why I believe we must infiltrate
our men into the Italian Arny*.

A.t this point Pield^-Marshal Rommel enters and the Fuehrer him
Tfliiether he knows of any really capable person in the Italian Amy who is
fully co-operating with Germany,

F^ld-ivlarshal Rommel replies that there is no such person*
Ferrari Orsi would have *qualifled, but he was killed in action. At the
moment, Roatta would probably come closest, although he is not to be
trusted and is without character.

Grand—Admiral Doe nit 2 says that he will ask again in naval circles
and see whether they know of a suitable Amy man.

The Fmhrer declares that everything depends on a radical change in
the Italian sitviation,

taking the risk,

German troops and thus committing the last reserves

Grand—Admiral. Doenitz says that Germany ought to give the British
something new to worry about* He suggests that they begin laying the
new mines in great numbers at the and of August,

The Fuehrer repeatedly assearts that he is very much worried that the
eneny in turn might use these new types of mines if he finds them. This
could easily happen if the Air Force made a mistake in dropping them.
He is willing to let the Navy lay the new mines at any time, but you can
never tell -viiere the Air Force will drop tliem,

GrandrAdtairal Doenita points out that expeidenced units of the
Luftwaffe, for example IX Fliegerkorps, were very successful in laying
mines .....

If this cannot be brought about, it will be worth
If not, there is no point in throwing in additional

The Fuehrer; ‘All right, I agree. But if the British shotild get
hold of these mines and drop them in the Baltic Sea, we shall be finished, *

SECRET
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EXTRACTS FROM DOENITZ»S DIARY OP

EVENTS CJELY AND AUGUST 1^3)

July 30, 1%3i

¥ord is received ft*om the Adalr^^ Fuehrer Headgyigcrters,, • that relations
■with Italy are becoming more straineSTsiSe''there are^Ka^her indications
that the Italian Govemment is double-crossing us« Nevertheless,
Operation •Sch'warz* is to be deferred in order to pour as mary troops
into Italy as possible vshile co-operation still continues*

Ai;ig;iist 1

At a conference -with the Fuehrer, information is obtained from
Orders are

The movement of German troops
Engineer Desauer about the Duce‘s possible viiereabouts,
issued to proceed -with Operation *Eiche*,
into northern Itady continues.

August 2*

Reports from Rome
help of strong military forces, Kesselring has not yet decided
general in^sression is that the various German officers understand the task
in hand. They are, however, somewhat oa'erwhelmed by the difficulties that
must be dealt with and because of the \'videly scattered lanits of the German
Navy in the event of Operation *Achse*<, In the afternoon, the Fuehrer
again sees Engineer Desauer, -who reports that a column of cars heavily
gi;iarded by Carabinieri was sighted, but the Duce himself ■was not seen.
He mentions Petty Officer Laurich as an additional witness. The order is
given to bring Petty Officer Laurich unobtrusively from Gaeta to head
quarters via Berlin, Reports indicate that -the Duce is being held on
Yentotene Island,

.Italian ■warships can be seized only ■'wi^th the• » • #

The• o • e

August 3,

Jodi reports that the Italians have completely ceased resistance to
o^ur measures. During the discussion of the possible reasons for this,
the Fuehrer pubs forward the theory that they may be biding their
time in order to come to terms with the Anglo-Saxons before an open break
with Germany, Jodi and the Gommander-in-Chief, Navy, suggest that the
Italians may feel helpless and therefore want to rely on us again,
remains to be seen i/tfiat the actual situation is, and meanvdiile Operations
*Eiche*, *Achse* and ^Sch-warz’ are not to be undertalcen,

August 6.

It

The Admiral at Fuehrer Headquarters reports that Himmler has sent
information that the Italians are holding a destroyer in readiness to

the ^valuable object* (Mussolini) in case of emergency. Theremove

Fuehrer informs the Commander-in-Chief,, Navy, at once, asking him to
re-examine the distribution of Italian destroyers. Preventive measures

He suggests that a submarine should be tisedmust be taken immediately,
to blockade the harbo^ur of Ventotene.

An inconspiouo\as blockade of theGrand-Admiral Doenitz replies:
harbour, even with U-boats, it in^ossible since it would have to stand

There is no inconspicuous way of rendering
A blockade wDxdd there-

just off the harbour entrance
the destroyer harmless in its present anchorage,
fore be in^visable.
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Ai^st 8

.  Off±cser Lavarich* reports to the Commander-in-chief, Navy, who
decides that Lavjrioh shall fly with him the next day to Fuehrer Headquarters.
He is put under oath to observe absolute secrecy.

August 9

At Ftjehrer Headquarter;^..
The entry of our troops into Italy has been marked by

increasing number of incidents of minor importance,
vinced that bo'bh the King and Badoglio are planning treachery,
strtick by the increased activity of the Italian Navy

A report was made on the gener
tion.

The Fueh

In

al war situa
an ever—

rer is coU'

He is

 the afternoon,
after the noon situation conference. Petty Officer Laurich makes his report.
Besides the Fuelxrer and the Commander-in-Chief, Navy^ Ribbentrop, Goerdng,
Himmler, Keitel, Ambassador Hevel, and the Adm-iral at Fuehrer Headquarters
are also present. The Ftiehrer dismisses Laurich with the words ^Well done,
my boy,'

# o • •

t

An early execution of *Eiche’ appears necessary,
tion is that Ifussolini is on San Stefano,
confined to the island

used
Parachute troops Tirill pr« • • • •

« • • ♦

The general convic-
The action Tidll therefore be

obably have to be

The Fuehrer expresses his views on the Italian situation in detail. He
calls it shamefxil the way the Duce has been treated after he had directed the

destinies of Italy for twenty years and had been hailed by the whole of Italy
during this time. He criticizes especiaily the attitude of the King and
speaks about lack of responsibility among many rulers who rely upon
unscrupuloijis historians to touch up their record and who therefore fail to

recognise their accountability to histciy, Tiie Fuehrer feels the predica
ment of the Duce all the more because of tne close ties of friendship which
exist between them. He still considers the Italian government to be
extremely unreliable and believes it capable of almost any kind of treason.

Axjgust 11

After the noon situation conference, the Italian problem is discussed

again at great length.

The Fuehrer states: ‘The Italians will not show their true colours

until after Grandi‘s trip to Lisbon or the meeting of Churchill and

Roosevelt in Canada has prodxsoed results. The Italians are going ahead with
their negotiations at full speed, Th^ will be taken in any promise of
tlie Anglo-Saxons if only the continued rule of the Royal House is guaranteed.
The negotiations are treasonable,....

During otm* last meeting at the station, the Duce suddenly remarked: *'I
don't know/ how ny Generals reason, or where they want to defend Italy, or
why they keep such strong forces in northern Italyl'', They are becoming
frightened as they realize that they face two great dangers - capitulation
or communism. The only point that spealcs against treason is the fact that
the Crown Prince has sent his children to north-western upper Italy, If the
government remains on our side, however, there will still be the danger of
an tp>rising among the people

I

Subsequently the Fuehrer discussed indications which point to growing
the recall ofdifferences between the Anglo-Saxons and the Russians:

Maisky and Litvinoff, the meeting of Churchill and Roosevelt without Stalin,
The Anglo-Saxons do not wash to see Russia in Finland, nor, under any cir-
cmstances, that Russia should improve her sea communications in the North,

the Russians will not be allowed to con® near

the Bosphorus, and they will be kept out of the Balkans as wrell as Iran and
These reasons are enough to nettle Stalin:

Poland is to be restored;

Iraq.

* La’irich had struck up a friendship iwith an Italian Naval officer, vAio had
told him that Mussolini had been taken to Ventotene, Laxirich had zealously

passed this information on to his Commanding Officer, who in turn had
informed Doenitz,
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(1)
ALLED AMD KET3TBAL I>ERCHAICT SHIPS

SUKK E'l THB MEDITEEBAJEAIT (2)
CTn

1%0-i945o

CD

AircraftSubmarines

TotalMines Other CausesYear Surface Vessels"

BombTorpedoTorpedo G-unfire

Tonnage
G-.R.T.

Tons No,Tons No. Tons No.rn
i No.Tons No. Tons No.No. Tons No. ons

63,23515,360 9,555 1 2,900 134 34,375 41 1,0451940 3

498,67518347,650 81,080 47,210 30,195 1548,325 1097 32,4701941 1 9 231,745

6816,900 6,715157,845 373,7456 8 4 443,950 231942 4 37,570 19 109,425 1,340

CO

613,14529,1858  51,755 4 12046 240,235 980 195,73515 115,255 407a 1943
o

1-3

157,84519,870 2576,760 6 41,285 19,930 541944 10 Ha

23,92532  14,3751945 1 9,550

(4)(5)(3)
36^^) 232,96088 485,075 16 18045,895 31 ; 159,665 27 68,995 383 1,730,570Total] 5 4,445 755,535

1) Excluding vessels under 100 &.R.T.
2) Excluding the Red and Black Seas; including the Strait of &ibraltar as far as 6 w.
3) 83 were sunk in harbour. (3A) 2 in harbour.
4) British I65, Greek 98, U.S.A. 38, Norwegian 20, Dutch 14, French 8, Egyptian 7, Palestinian 6, Panamanian 4, Jugoslav 4,

Polish, Spanish, Siredish, Turk, 3 each, Belgian, Italian, 2 each,.Lebanese, Syrian, Russian, 1 each.
(5) Other causes; under water weapons 6, Captured 8, Not Kho^ra I3.

3
Mediterranean Statistics Second liforld War, by Hist. Sec. Admiralty January 1954.
(a.h.b. 11^113/5).

Source.
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THE EFFECTS OP ALLIED AIR SUPREMACY ON

GERMAN SUBMARINE WARFARE

A memorandum 'by Admiral Doenitz dated 8,6.19A3

The war at sea is at present characterised by a decrease in the victories
of our Navy against enemy merchant shipping. The principal exponent of this
type of warfare, the submarine, is limited in operational capacity by the ever
growing strength of the enemy's anti-submarine-defences and in particular by
the enemy Air Force, using as yet unknovm equipment and weapons.

Consequently, our hitherto successful tactics against convoys on the
main enemy shipping routes in the North Atlantic have had to be abandoned for

the time being, and our submarines are compelled to withdrav/ to sea areas which
are not so strongly defended until such time as effective counter-measures
against the new enemy v/eapons have been discovered. It is to be hoped that
the submarine will eventually regain its striking power: in the meantime, we
must expect a decline in submarine victories, consequent on the necessity of
evacuating the principal area of operations in order to avoid unbearably
high losses.

This situation has been appreciated by the enemy. 'Whereas until a few
weeks ago official pronouncements described the general war situation as being
eveiywhere favourable, with the exception of the shipping war which hampered
all enemy plans and constituted the gravest menace for the future, successftil
defensive actions against G-erman submarines and the resulting gain in merchant
shipping tonnage now form the most important news concerning the conduct of
the war.

This fact and the evolution of the war until now reveal the drastic

effect T/hich our operations against merchant shipping have had on the overall
position of the enemy. This effect can only be assessed in the light of
experiences during the first v/orld War, and of the fact that only relatively
weak forces have been employed against the Reich in the present war.
Conclusions may however be drawn from the fact that approximately
9,8 million tons of steel have been used alone by the Anglo-Saxon merchant-
shipping fleet of 15,3 million &.R.T., an amount that would satisfy the overall
requirements of the Uerman Navjr (sea-going and on shore) for five full years,
and also from the fact that in the U.S.A. merchant shipping requirements
planned for 1943 have taken up l/8 of the total steel production.

Even greater are the figures of men and materials engaged on active anti

submarine operationsj the elimination of the submarine menace would certainly
release an enemy war potential of incalculable size for operations on other
fronts. Consequently, as far as the naval situation is Concerned, - apart
from the effects on the ground and air situation,  - considerable light naval
forces would be available for operations against our own sea communications:
the resiilting enemy supremacy in German coastal waters woiold be more than a

match for the already inadequate German defences, so that Norway, for example,
dependent on sea-borne supplies, could be neutralised without an invasion by
means of a blockade.

The maintenance of anti-shipping warfare is therefore an important factor
in the German conduct of the war. Measures necessary for the regaining of
submarine striking power are at present being taken or under preparation.
Even if submarine warfare cannot fully overcome the present difficulties and
win the same successes as formerly, all possible efforts in this direction

must nevertheless be made, since our operations will destroy or tie down a
large part of the enemy war potential.

The employment of the new mine-fuse-apparatus is expected to produce
the increase in sinkings that is so urgently needed. This weapon cannot be
effectively used by naval forces alone; they must be supported by strong Air
Force elements in maritime areas beyond the range of the surface craft.
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A well-planned mine-offensive carried out by the Air Force and Navy in close
co-operation could seriously interfere with the sea lanes, particularly those
around the English Isles, along which, at present, a huge volume of sea
traffic sails in comparative immunity from attack.

The operational employment of the Eerman Air Force in sea warfare has,
apart from minelaying operations, been very slight up till now because of the
great demands placed on our air units for other tasks and because of the

rapid shrinking of the small Naval Air Forces available at the beginning of
the war.

The fact that the Eerman Air Force has been slowly forced back on to the

defensive by the growing material superiority of the enemy is largely respon
sible for the present position, in which Eermany is waging the war at sea
practically without an Air Force. The enemy, on the other hand, confronts
us with large Air Force formations specially trained and experienced in sea
warfare, and equipped with weapons brought to a high level of perfection.

The air-sea warfare waged by the Allies, Italy and Japan, has also
differed from ours in its development. V/hereas the Italian Air Force after
initial successes at the beginning of the war was slowly paralysed by the
increasing material and numerical superiority of the enemy, the excellently
trained and equipped Japanese Naval Air Force has affected the whole course
of the sea war in South East Asia and is continuing to do so at present.

The Eerman position, on the other hand, is characterised by:-

the absence of operations against merchant shipping,

the lack of extensive long range reconnaissance over sea, and of
adequate protection in coastal waters for our own shipping and

submarine movements,

the lack of torpedo bombing units ready for combat, and

the inadequacy of the training given in air sea warfare.

Exper3.ence gained until nov; has clearly shown that the Air Force is

destined to play an important part in sea warfare. While in the open sea,
sea supremacy is no longer possible without simultaneous air supremacy, in
coastal vmters the Air Force has become a weapon of decisive importance.

We have experienced this ourselves during operations in the Mediterranean,
(favourably in Crete, and unfavourably in Tunisia), and also in the North Sea.

During recent weexs remarkable successes have been achieved in bombing
attacks by single aircraft operating off the Spanish coast. It is also
known that our air attacks on ports and wharves, have had considerable indirect

effect on enemy sea power.

Even more instructive have been the lessons to be learned from the

employment of the enemy Air Force, The British have so far deliberately
directed their heaviest attacks against sea communication lines, and, even
when advancing with their land forces, concentrated on throttling sea supply
channels. The bridgehead of the Axis Pov/ers in North Africa was lost because:-

our supply lines could no longer be effectively defended against the
enemy air attacks

enem^r supply lines in the Mediterranean could not be disrupted,

extensive long range reconnaissance was not available to direct our

numerically strong submarine forces against convoys in the Atlantic,

(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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The non-existence of a Naval Air Force has gravely affected submarine
In view of thewarfare, which is the most vital task of the German Navy,

fact that the main difficulty experienced hitherto has not been the submarine
attack itself, but the location of the objective,
long range reconnaissance would have multiplied o

T  it is clear that adequate
our successes.

The enemy has employed his Air Force v/ith considerable effect against
our submarines, and at the present time devotes a large proportion of his
effectives to the protection of the convoy routes in the Bay of Biscay,
to these measures, enemy suoooases have grown to such an extent that the
enemy aircraft is the most dangerous opponent of our submarines,

Tne crisis in submarine warfare is therefore due to enemy air supremacy
in the Atlantic, and we must remedy this defect in the conduct of the war at
sea as quickly as possible by providing our submarines with relief and
better reconnaissance.

Due

No military decision can be expected as a result of dislocation and
The reaction of ourterror-attacks of the German Air Force on England,

population to even the heaviest air attacks has proved that as long as morale
remains imbroken, such attacks tend to strengthen the defensive spirit of the
nation. Particularly where the British character is concerned, little
psychological effect will be achieved by isolated air attacks,
are far more disturbed by losses of naval and merchant shipping, in which
they rightly see a threat to their very existence.

The British

Our aim must therefore be to exploit the enemy’s dependence on sea-
communication lines b3? employing all aircraft not urgently required for the
defence of the European position against enemy sea power, that is against
ships and ports.

(signed) DOENITZ.

TRANSLATED BY;

a.h,b,6. air ministry
15.9.19R7

TRANSLATION NO, VIlA2,
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&LOSSARY OF ITALIAif I'liLVAL TSRIvIS-

Italian

Admiralty-
Abbreviation

Italian term English equivalent

Avviso Veloce Sloop type vessel (escort etc.)

Brigantine brigantine Brg,

Cacciatorpediniere destroyer Ct.

Cannoniere gunboat

Cistema tanker

Corazzata battleship Cr.

Corvetta corvette

Dragamine minesweeper Drag.

Goletta goelette Gol.

G-uardia de Einanza customs guard

Incrociatore cruiser

Mezzo D’Assalto midget explosive craft and weapons
used by Ital, iO M.A.S. Flotilla
(See Kle irhiampfmitt el)

motor ship

M.B. (anti-sub and general
purposes)

explosive motor boat (ital)

20 tons

M/nI'lotona've

Motoscafo Silurante

Mas.

Motoscafo Turismo Modificatc M.T.M.

Motoscafo Turismo Silurante II II It

(later version) M.T.S.M.

Motosilurante M.T.B. — 60 tons Ms.

s.v. (aux, motor) vessel

motor landing craft

Motoveliero

Motozattera Mz.

Naveidrografiche E Posacavi survey and cable ship

Navetrasporto Material! supply ship

P/fo.Piroscafo steamship

Posamine minelayer

Porbaerei aircraft carrier

Mmorchiatore tug Bin

Eimorchiatore Dragamine minesweeping tug R.D.

Sm.Senaaergibile

Torpediniera

Trabaucolo

Vedetta Anti-Sommergibile

Veliero

( 62)+0-i) 587

submarine

torpedo boat

lugger

anti-submarine vedette

sailing vessel

Torp.

Trab.

Vas.

Vel
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G-ERM&]}! U-BOATS DETAILED FOR THE MBDlTEKRAI'IEIAN
AND THE ACCOUlNlT OP THEIR PATE

SEPTEMBER 1941 TO "SEPTEMBER 1944

Note:-» U—boats damaged on passage to the Mediterranean are marked X,

Prom B.d U^s

War Diary giving
the estimated night
on which final

passage through
Strait was made

When, known by
B.d U. to be

clear and

Chronological
No.

Results and

totals inside

Mediterranean

When

detailed
Sailed

7 Sept. kA

2^25 Sept,
27/28 Sept.
27/28 Sept.
29/30 Sept,
30 Sept,/1 Oct,
2/3 Oct.

16 Sept,
20 Sept.
20 Sept,
2U. Sept.
27 Sept.
28 Sept.

30 Sept. (1)
30 Sept
30 Sept
30 Sept
1 Oct.

10 Oct. (6

: ??)
■  [5

Sept,/Oct.
6 detailed as

U.371

IL92
U.559 Oroup 6-oeben

All got through

U.79

Total in Mediterranean c 6By 10 Oct.

h. Nov. A1

11/12 Nov.
10/11 Nov.

13/1A Nov.
IVI5 Nov.

:
U.81 5 Nov.

already
at sea

8 Nov.

8 Nov,

13 Nov
12 Nov

Torpedoed H.M.S,
Ark Royal on 13 Nov.P.205

1A Nov. (9)
did not report
before being
s\mk 16 Nov,

(10)

11 Nov, hi of the 14- detailed
in November

24/25 Nov.
25/26 Nov.

24 Nov. (11)
did not report
before being
sunk

28 Nov. (12)

16 Nov,
19 Nov.

U.431 7 got through
3 were sunkU.95

3 were forced back
1 returned -

engine trouble

18 Nov. 41

u75^

I

i25/26 Nov.
’27/28 Nov.

27/28 Nov. >■ Night air patrols started in Strait by P.A.A. Swordfish
(Mk, II A.S.V, with illuminating cartridge^

.  (13)

. 04)
i 28 Nov
I 28 Nov

19 Nov,
20 Nov. i

28 Nov. 41

29 Nov. (15)U.652 23/29 Nov.already
W. of &ib

already (attacked and damaged on ni^t 30 Nov. in the Strait
W. of Gib. (by Swordfish A/812 P.A.A. and forced to return to

(St, Nazaire.
Sunk en route in Bay cf Biscay by B/502 R.A.P. on 50 Nov.
attacked and damaged en route in Bay of Biscay
by T/502 R.A.P. on 1 Dec, and forced to return to Lorient,

29 Nov.
29 Nov,

U.96 X

U,206
U.565 X
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From B.d U*3

War Diary giving
estimated night
on which final

passage through
Strait was made

Y/hen known hy
B.d U. to be

clear and

Chronological
No.

Results and

totals inside

Mediterranean

YVhen

detailed
Sad-led

(attacked and damaged on night 1/2 Dec. in the
Strait by Swordfish k/B\2 P.A.A. and forced to
return to France

returned to port 5 Dec. with engine trouble

Meanwhile U.453 was sunk inside the Med. off Malaga on 16 Nov. by
H.M.S. Marigold on passage to a convoy: on 28 Nov. U.95 was sunk N, of
Alboran Island by H.M.N.S./M.0.21 when returning to G-ib. from operations.

already
ViT. of &ib

• 1
29 Nov.

U.558 X

U.71

13Total in the Mediterranean at end of Nov.

6 & 7 Dec. 4-1

U»372

U. 375

alr 9 Dec, (16)

9 Dec. (17)

9 Dec. (18)

11 Dec. (19)

11 Deo. (20)

7/8 Deo.

(failed night 6/7
(made passage 7/8
7/8 Dec.

9/10 Dec.

eady
W. of Gib.

already
YV. ef Gib.

already
YT. of Gib.

sailed

2f Dec,
sailed

6 Deo.

sailed

3 Dec.

( 7 Deo.
(11 Dec.

U.568

9/10 Deo.

(Sunk
(escorting C.G.77
but turned back 8 Deo. with defects,

and made passage about 18/19 Dec,
23 Deo. (24)

route to Strait night 11/1en

liilSt

2 by H.M.S. Bluebell

Sailed again on)

U.208

11 Dec. 41

ILI2
U.432 X

U.569 X

:iaabout 16/17 Dec.
about 16/17 Deo.
attacked and damaged in Strait by Swordfish A/812
F.A.A. and forced to return night I5/16)
attacked and damaged in Strait night I5/16 by
Swordfish A/812 F.A.A. and forced to return

19 Deo

19 Dec
9 Dec.
10 Deo.

10 Deo.

10 Deo,

18 Deo, 41

23 Dec. (25)21/22 Dec.

sunk in Strait ni^t 21/22 by Swordfish A/812 F.A.A,

sailed

16 Dec.

already
Yif.of Gib.

19 Dec, 41

M3 20 Dec. (23)18/19 Deo.sailed

11 Dec,
sailed

13 Deo.
16 Deo.

(attacked and damaged in Strait night 19/20 by
(Swordfish A/812 F.A.A. and forced to return

i  23 Deo. (26)21/22 Deo.

U.202 X

U.577
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From B.d U*s

War Diary giving
estimated night
on v/hich final

passage through
Strait was made

lichen known by
B.d.U. to be

clear and

Chronological
Wo,

Snsuits and

totals inside

Mediterranean

When Sailed
detailed

During the latter half of December 19U-1 ̂  the following boats were sunk inside
the Mediterranean;-

16 Dec, -> U.557 off Crete

23 Dec. - U.79 off Bardia
28 Dec. - U.75 off Solium

So that the number of U-boats in the Mediterranean on 3'1 Deo, M was 21

(Orders to make the passage during the next new moon period were
signalled to these boats on 9 January).

13/l2f Jan.
1iyi5 Jan,
(arrived West of Strait about
6th and gave up on 19th after
unsuccessful attempts.

16 Jan. (27)
17 Jan. (28)

of the 3 detailedh- Jan.

3 Jan.

7 Jan.

2 Jan.A2

in

Jan, h-2
2 got through
1 was forced back

U.56I

U.572

Note: Swordfish night

air patrols ceased
26 Jan,

On 9 January U.577 and on 12 January U.374 had been sunk inside the Mediterranean,
so that the total number inside on 18 January 42 was 21. 21

Thereafter, during the Spring and Summer of 1942, the following were sunk
inside; _
U.652 on 2 June and U.372 on 4 August, and there were left inside the

Mediterranean - U^, ]1_, 97, 331, 571, 37^, 431, 561 .

U.133 on 14 March, U.573 on 1 May, U.74 on 2 May, U.568 on 28 May,

15,

On 19 September 42, the German Naval Staff considered that reinforcements were

necessary in view of the drop in numbers and the general Mediterranean

situation. Accordingly, Doenitz was instructed to send in six boats during
the October new moon period. These were organized under the name of

Operation ‘Tuemmler’.

of the 6 detailed

in 0 ct .42
4 got through
2 turned back

^Tuemmler*

28 Sept.42

10/11 Oct,
10/11 Oct.
10/11 Oct,
10/11 Oct.
(The Metox Search Receiver
(was found to be defective and boats
(ordered to remain in Atlantic. j

13 Oct. (29)
13 Oct. (30)
13 Oct. (31)
13 Oct. (32)

U.458
U.605

U.660

1 Oct.

1 Oct.

3 Octo

3 Oct.
4 Oct.
6 Oct,

U,89

ILdt38

19Total in Mediterranean =

On 30 October U.559 was sunk off Pori; Said, reducing total to 18.

(6240")391 SECE2T
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Erom B.d U*s

Vfar Diary giving
estimated night
on vmioh final

passage through
Strait was made

V7hen known hy
B.d Ur to be

clear and

Chronological
No.

Results and

totals Inside

Mediterranean

When

detailed
Sailed

G-roup Delnhin was formed on 4 November 42 to reinforce the Mediterranean in

view of the rising tempo of land, sea and air operations in the Central and
Eastern areas.

of the 9 detailed
in Nov,

&roup Delphin

4 Nov. 42

8 Ncv. (33)

9 Nov. (34)

.  (35)

.  (36)
9 Nov

9 Nov

6/7 Nov.

7/8 Nov.

7/8 Nov.
7/8 Nov.

7 got through
2 not fit

U»595

U.407

U.596
U.617

sailed

31 Oct.
sailed

2 Nov.

4 Nov.
sailed

2 Nov.

W.of Q.b.
U.

engine trouble, cancelled attempt.

11 Nov, (38)9/10 Nov.
U,

U.755 sailed

1 Nov.

I

5 Nov. 42-2 boats in lieu of lj4-0 and 662

8/9 Nov.
9/10 Nov.

10U.259

U.38O
5 Nov,

5 Nov. : S'!
Nov

11 Nov

25Total inside Mediterraneein

Subsequently in November, five more U-boats were sunk inside the Mediterranean.

U.66O on 12th, U.605 on 13th, U.595 on 14th, U.259 on 15th, and U.331 on 17th,
and from 18 November the total inside the Mediterranean was once more down to 20,

Another batch was detailed on 3 December 42 - &roup ’Taucher*

Group ’Taucher* of the 5 detailed
in Dec, 423 Dec, 42

.  (40)

.  (41)
W. of Gib, 3/4 Dec.
sailed 7/8 Dec,
1 Dec,

3 Dec, 8/9 Dec.
(sailed 2 Dec. Turned back on 4 Dec, owing to
(illness of C.O. U.257 detailed in lieu.
7 Dec. Returned to port with leak.

5 Dec
9 Dec

10 Dec. (42)

3 got through
1 returned - C.O. ill

U„

U.602

1 returned with leakU.30I

U.258

U.257

No further sinkings of U-boats took place up to 31 December 42, and there
remained inside the Mediterranean: U^
380. 407. 431 . 412, 453, 4^, 56J., 562

^7L-77,
2, 593, 60S

301, 371, 372,
12,1^ = 23.

On 2 January 43 a boat was detailed in lieu of U.257

2 Jan. 43

11: Jan. (43)9/10 Jan.3 Jan,

However, on 13th this boat (U.224) was sunk off Cape Tenes, leaving the total
inside unchanged at 23.
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From B.d U-3

V/ar Diary, giv
ing estimated
night on which
final passage
was made

Vdien knOT/n by
B.d U. to be

clear and

Chronological
No.

Results and

totals inside

Mediterranean

Y/hen

detailed
Sailed

No,further U—boats were sent in until April A5, but in the interim another six
had been sunk inside the Mediterranean:- U.50i on 21 Jan., U,20,5 on
17 February, U.562 on 19 February, UcAii..3 on 23 February, _U.8^ on 4 March and
U,77 on 28 Mar-ch. This reduced the number inside to 17» 17

1 Apl, 1.3

11 Apl. (aO
12 Apl. (A5)

9/10 Apl.
10/11 Apl.

1 Apl,
1 Apl.

U.A1A

U.303

19Total in Mediterranean =19

In the last week in April, U.602 was lost the YTestem Mediterranean from
Tonknown. causes (last message from her was on 21+ April), This reduced the
niffliber to 18, 18

3/4 May
h/3 May

6 May
7 May

U.616
U.410

19 Apl.
26 Apl.

2020Total in Mediterranean

On 5 May, in view of the serious situation in the Mediterranean,  Doenitz
detailed two boats already at sea to make the passage:- j

i

5 May 43

(Sunlc en route to Strait by Hudson V^235 R.A.F.
(on 7 May in 35.30N x 11.55?^.

25 April. Sunk in collision with U.439 on 3 Hay.

of &ib.U.4i^7

U.659 Had sailed

Later in May, the follo?/ing boats were sunk inside the Mediterranean:- U.3Q^
on 21st, U.414 on 25th and U.755 on 28th, bringing the number down to 17.

17

About 22 May, two boats were detailed instead of 2f47 and 659

of the 4 detailed

in i'iay 43
22 May 43

1  got through
2 sunk en route

S;mk en route to Strait on

4 June by Hudson F/48 R.A.F. in
35.5.5N X O9.25W.
24/5 0‘une 9 June (2f8)

U.594 23 May

1  gunk in collision26 MayU.409

1818.Total inside Mediterranean

No boats were sent through for the next three months. During this time,
another six U-boats were sunk inside the Mediterranean:- U.97 on I6 June,

U.409 and U.56I on 12 Jioly, U-375 on 30 July, U^it§B on 22 August and Uo6l7
on 11 September, By 12 September 43 only 12 inside.
This reduced the total inside the Mediterranean to 12 U-boats. 12
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Prom B.d U* s

War Diary, giving
estin^ated night
on which final

passage v/as made

VJhen known by
B.d U, to be
clear and

Chronological

Results and

totals inside

Mediterranean

When

detailed
Sailed

No.

In order to make up numbers, Doenitz gave orders on 17 September 43 for seven
boats to enter the Mediterranean,

the others were not ready for immediate departure.
With the exception of one already at sea.

17 Sept, 43

U,223 outward bound

in Bay.
(attacked off the Strait 23-25 September by L/L
(Wellingtons/l79 R.A.P,
25/26 Sept,

attacked off Stiait 23-25 September by L/L
Wellingtoi"/l 79 R.A.F. and while withdrawing,
26 September by T and N of Nos. 233 and 48 R.A.P,
On receipt of her signalled report 26/9, Doenitz
^ordered the other boats to abandon the attempt and
withdraw to v^estward.)

(arrived off Strait about
(25 September and v/ithdrew.

28 Sept. (49)

1 on

of the 7 detail

U.667 X 18 Sept,

U.145 20 Sept. ed

in Sept, 43

U.264
U.420'

22 Sept.
Had not sailed before 26th.
cancelled

Vfithdrew

Operat ion 1 got through
1 forced back

2 recalled

3 cancelled

U.450

U.466

On 27 September, Doenitz recorded that unless boats had the new Naxos Search
Receiver to detect 10 c.m. A.S.7, transmissions, further attempts were useless.
Another attempt vrould be made in the October new moon period using U-boats so
equipped.

Total inside the Mediterranean =13 13

On 30 October, U.431 was sunk inside the Med,, making the total inside = 12

about 30/31 Oct,
S;^ in Strait - Shared betv/een night attacks by
L/TTWellingtona, W. and R/179 and H.M. Ships night
1/2 Nov.
Sunk in Strait by surface patrol night
31 Oct./l Nov.

2/3 Nov.
S\mk en route by L/L Well.
A/179 night 2^24 Oct.
extended Strait defences.

1 Nov. (50)

6 Nov. (50) Of the 5 detai

on

2 got through

ILiiSO
U.340

14 Oct.

17 Oct.

U.732 17 Oct.

U.642 18 Oct.

18 Oct,
led

in Oct. 43U

2 sunk in Strait

1 sunk en route

Total inside the Mediterranean =14 14

Nov. 43

k/3 Dec. 8 Deo. (52)22 Nov. The 1 detailed in

Nov, 43 got through

Total inside the Mediterranean =15 15
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From B,d U* s

War Diary, giving
the estimated

night on v/hioh
final passage

was made

When known hy
B.d U. to he

clear and

Chronological
No,

Results and

totals inside

Mediterranean

When

detailed
Sailed

During December, the following were sunk inside the Mediterranean:-

U,593 on ■15th and U.75 on I6th, leaving number reduced to 1 5 U-boats,

Dec, A3
and Jan. lA

.  (55)
7 Jan. (54)
(12 day trip)

7 J anj/4 Jan,
5/6 Jan.

16 Deo,
26 Dec.

The 2 detailed in

Deo, 43 got through

15Total inside the Mediterranean =15

On 9 Jan. U,81 was destroyed in Pola by a U.S. air raid, leaving I4,

6 Jan. ^44
24 Jan.
29 Jan.
20 Jan,

30 Jan. (55
8 Feb. ■ (56
19 Feb. (57
21 Feb. (58

Ur4^

U.586
U.967

21/22 Jan.
2/-b Feb.
11/12 Feb.
12/13 Feb.

The 4 detailed in
Jan, 44 all got
through.

1818Total inside the Mediterranean

Feb. 44

(Sunk in Strait 24 Feb. by
aircraft (including some fitted
with M.A.D.) and H.M. Ships

After 2 aircraft attacks.

19/20 Mar.
After many attempts, gave it
up on 25th and returned
to France.

SSunk in Strait I6 Mar. byM.A.D. equipped aircraft and
^H.M. Ships.
21/22 Mar.

28 Mar. (60)

25 Mar. (59)

U.76I 12 Feb.

19 Feb.U.421
Of the 5 detailed in
Feb. 44U.6I8 23 Feb.

2 got through
2 sunk in Strait

1 gave up
29 Feb.U.392

U.466 4 Mar.

Meanwhile, inside the Mediterranean the following U-boats had been destroyed:
U.45O and U.3A3 on 10 Mar., U.38O and U.4IO in an air raid on Toulon by
U.S.A.A.F. on 11 Mar., and U.223 on 29 Mar., leaving a net total by end of
March 44 inside the Mediteri'anean of only I5. 15

This was reduced on 6 April by the loss of U.455 through unloiown cause off
La Spezia to 14> 14

Mar. 44

8 Apl. (61)30/31 Mar.16 Mar.Ur471 The 1 detailed in
Mar, i4i). got through

This addition was cancelled out on 29 April by the destruction of U.421 in an
air raid on Toulon by the U.S.A.A.F.

14Total still In the Mediterranean = 14
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From B.d U*s

War Diary, giving
the estimated

night on which

final passage
was made

■ifhen kno’.m hy
B.d IE to he
clear and

Chronological
No.

Results and
totals inside
Mediterranean

When
detailed

Sailed

Apl. hU

18 Apl.U^X Sunk in Strait 15
and H.M. Ships.

May hy M.A.D. equipped aircraft

Of the 2 detailed in
Apl. 2A

U.960 about 114/15 Mar. 17 May (62)27 Apl. 1 got through
1 sunk in Strait

X U.751 was posted missing and given up by Doenitz on 20 May.
ordered that no more U-boats were to try to enter the Mediterranean owing to
the strong AIR/SURFACE defences in the Strait of Gibraltar.

He then

Meanwhile inside the Mediterranean another batch of boats had been sunk;-
U.37I on 4 May, U,61 6 on .14 May, U.96O
the number inside the Med. as only 11.

19 May and U.453 on 21 May, leavon

11
ing

There was little further operational activity by any of the 11 surviving
U-boats and during the next few/ months they were all disposed of as under:-

U.586 Destroyed on 5 July 44 by an air raid on To^iLon by the U.S.A.A.E.

U.471
U.g42

mu
Destroyed on 6 August 44 by an air raid on Toulon by the U.S.A.A.E.

U.466)
U.967)
U.230

HH)
U.596)
Leaving no U-boats afloat inside the Mediterranean.

Scuttled in Toulon on I9 August 44-

Scuttled in Toulon on 21 August 44.
Sunk by H.M. Ships near Crete on 19 September 44.

Destroyed on 24 September 44 by an air raid on Salamis by the U.S.A.A.E.

Source: Naval Staff History - The Defeat of the Enemy Attack on Shipping Vol.I.
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GSEI/iM U-BOATS AND THE MEDITEBBAl'IEM
VD
-vj

AHMUAL SUIvSvIARY SEFTBHBER 1941 TO SEPTEMBER 1944

Damaged
and

forced

back by
the

Strait's

Defence

Forces

Total sunk,
damaged etc.
by the

Strait's

Inner

Defence

Forces

Sailing
cancelled

due to

the

Strait's

Defences

Sunk by
the

Strait's

Inner

Defence

Forces

&ave up
the

attempt
due to

the

Strait's

Defences

Damaged Returned

owing to
defects

or sunk

Total inside

the

Mediterranean

at the end of

the year

Sunk en

route

to the

Strait

andNo. of

German

U-boats

detailed

Got clean
S-unk inside

the

Mediterranean

forced

to return

while en

route

through intoYear

the

Mediterranean
accident

w
o

tsl
o

6 2636 5■194-1 2 1 1 1 5 21 f-3

6 16 231 1 14-1942 23

3/ 8X 2024 2 1 2 3 10 131943 1

1 4 10 23 nil1944 12 3

6 626 628Totals 95 1 4 3 19X

/ Thi-ee sunk by Strait Distant Air Patrols, X Three more were sunk by Strait Outer Air Patrols. Kjn
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AIR RAIDS ON U-BO.AT BASES ENT THE liiSDlTERRANKAN

Date U“boat base Damap;e

3C/31.12.41 Salamis No damge to U-boat,

18/19. 4.43 Spezia Widespread damage to dociyard,
U-boat repair dock con^iletely
disabled,
transfer of some U—boats to

Toixlon and Pola,

This necessitated the

5. 6.43 H„8 sunkSpezia

24.11.43 Toulon Mova^illon U—boat base completely
disabled,

heavily damaged,
destroyed, 5 U-boats damaged:-

Msseissey U-boat baise
3 oil tanks

Again fit for Service

1.12.43

U-boat

5931.

380 20.12.432.

4.12.433. 13

22. 1.443.

450 15. 2.445.

2.12.43 Damage to U-boat installations and
pens.

Ivlarseilles

Tfidespread damage to dock area.
Torpedo factory 40^ disabled.

21. 1.44 Eiijme

*U.81«.Heavy damage to U-boat base,
sunk (did not return to service).

9. 1.44 Pola

3 U-boats damaged:-4. 2.44 Toulon

Again fit for serviceU-boat

3. 3.44

2. 642 Paid off 12. 7,44

Sunk in raid

11. 3.44
3. 380

Heavy damage to U-boat base,

Sli^t damage to doclcjrard.

25. 2.2,4 Pola

Toulon7. 3.44
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Date U-boat Base Damage

11. 3.44 Toulon
sunk. U.410 total loss.

(PaM off 22.3.44)." Three
U-boats damaged:-

U-boat ■Again fit fear Service

1. ^86

2* ^

3. 642

9. 5.44

12. 4.44

Paid off 12. 7.44

29* 4.44 Toulon Damage to U-^oat installations.
*U.421* sunk (did not return to
service), *U,642< damaged (paid
off 12*7.44) 1 French U-boat
sunk.

5. 7.44 Toulon *U«586* svink.
service.

Did not retxim to
6 U-boats damaged:-

U-boat

6421. Paid off 12.7,44 (Sunk
6,8,44)

Again damaged 11,7,44.
Scuttled 19.8,44.

Sunk in air raid 6,8,44,

Paid off 8.7,44.

Sunk in air raid 6,8,44,

Scuttled 19,8.44.

■U.967 damaged - Scuttled 19,8,44.

421

iS2

2^

466

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

11. 7.44 Toudon

6, 8.44 Toulon U»47l» U.642. U.969 and U, 952 sunk,

U.596 sunk, U.565 damaged.
Scuttled 30.9.W (but Submarine
Tracker, G,-in-C, Med, says sunk
24.9.44).

24. 9.44 Salamis

Source: Joint Historical Sub-Committee I950 report (a,H.B.)*
Navi Perdute (A.H.B.6) and -Admlty/Poreign Docs. *Sec,
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1 APPENDIX 9

NORTHWEST AFRICAN COASTAL AIR PORCE

OPERATIONAL ORPEItS OF BATTLE ON 11 MAY, y) MAY AND 26 JUNE 19i<.3

11 MAY 19^3

No.323 Fighter Wing R.A.P.

No.255 Squadron (Night Beaufighters)
No.283 Squadron (a/s/R Walruses)

No. 325 El^ter Wing R.A.E.

N0V6OO Squadron (Night Beaufighters)
No.153 Squadron
Pieter Pilots* Practice Plight

No.328 G-eneral Reoomaissanoe Wing

No.500 Squadron (Hudsons)
No.608 Squadron "
No.12f Squadron (Marauders)

tt

H.Q. Maison Blanche
Setif

Algiers
H.Q. Setif
Setif

Maison Blanche

Setif

H.Q. Blida
Tafaroui

Blida

Bone

iBlida, Bone, Djidjelli,Maison Blanche, Philippeville,
Tafaroui

Maison Blanche

Taher

Jemappes
Tafaroui

Bone

Bone

R.A.P. Stations

No. 32 Squadron (Hurricanes)
No. 87 Squadron "
No.253 Squadron ”
No,813 Squadron (Fleet Air ArmKSwordfish)
No,836 Squadron (Fleet Air Aim)(Albaoores)
No.985 Balloon Squadron

Crawfield

Crawfield

Crawfield

2037 Anti"Suhmarine Wing

1st Anti-Submarine Squadron
2nd Anti-Submarine Squadron

:!
1st Air Defence Wing (U.S,A.A,P

81 st Pieter Group (U.S.A.A.P
91st Fighter Squadron
93rd Fighter Squadron

2nd Air Defence Wing (U,S.A,A,P.)
350th Fighter G-roup

3h3th Fighter Squadron
346th Fighter Squadron
347th Fighter Squadron

Airao Tingley

Tingley

obras

La Senia

La Senia

Orleansville

Le Zera

30 MAY 1943

No.242 G-roup (ex-Tactioal Air Force)
No.323 Wing R.A.F.

No.219 Squadron
No,255 Squadron
No.283 Squadron A/S.R.(Walrus)
52nd Fighter G-roup (U.S.A.A.F.)
2nd Filter Squadron (Spitfires)
4th & 5th Filter Sq\iadrons (Spitfires)

1st Air Defence V/ing (U.S.A.A.P.)
81 st Fighter G-roup

91st Squadron
93ri Squadron

No.328 Wing (R.A.F.)
14 Squadron
47 Squadron
57 Squadron

12^4 Squadron
458 Squadron

(Night Beaiifighte

Airaoobras

Airaoobras

Marauders)
T/B Beaufi^ters

T/B Beaufighters
Wellingtons)

irs
(Night Beaufighters

)
Baltimores)

)
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2nd Air Defence Wing (U.S.A.A.P.)
350th Filter G-roup

JWi-Sth Fighter Squadron
3h6th Fighter Squadron
3i».7th Filter Squadron
No,153 Squadron

Aireusobras

,Airaoobras
^Airaoobras,
.Night Beaufighters)

Under direct oontrol of N.A.C.A.F.

1V5 I'renoh Squadron (Warhawks)
11/7 French Squadron (Spitfires)
Lafayette Esoadrille (Warhawks)
727 (Fleet Air Arm) Squadron (Defiants)

Bone Sector

No,32 Squadron
No,87 Squadron
No,253 Squadron
No,600 Squadron

Hurricanes)

Hurricanes)

Hurricanes)
Night Beaufighters)

Oran Sector

92nd Fighter Squadron (U.S.A.A.F,) (Airaoobras)
203/th Anti-Submarine Wing (U.S.A,A,F,) (Casablanoa Fighter Sector)
1st Anti-Submarine Squadron (Liberators)
2nd Anti-Submarine Squadron (Libeiutors)

C.A.F, Station. Tafaroui

No,500 Squadron
No,61 If Squadron
No.813 '
No,826

(F.A.A.)
(F.A.A.)

Hudsons)
Blenheims^

Squadron (Swordfish'
Squadron (Albaoores|

C.A.F, Station. Blida

No.^08 Squadron
No, 13 Squadron

C.A.F, Station. Bone

No,608 Squadron Detachment
No,821 (F.A.A.) Squadron

No, 325 Wing. R.A.F.

Future policy not yet decided.
Balloon Squadron

(Hudsons)
(Blenheims)

(Hudsons)
(Albaoores)(ex Malta)

26 JUNE 19k3

H.Q. No.2A2 G-roup
H.Q, No,328 Wing

No,Zf58 Squadron
No, 52 Squadron
No,1iflf Squadron
No, 39 Squadron
No, 12f Squadron
No, V7 Squadron
No,221 ^ Squadron

Bizerta

Protville

Protville

Protville

Protville

PrCtville

Protville

Protville

Protville

Wellingtons)
Baltimores)
Torp
Soi^
Marauders)
Torp, Beaufighters)
V/ellingtons)

, Beaufighters)
, Beaufighters)

TUNIS FK^HTER SECTOR - No,323 Wing

No,255 Squadron (Ni^t Beaufighters)
No, 73 Squadron (Hurricanes)
13/5 and 13/7 French Squadrons (Warhawks and Spitfires) Sidi Aohmed

La Sebala

La Sebala

La Sebala

La Sebala

Bizerta

Bizerta

La Sebala

La Sebala

La Sebala

52nd Fighter G-roup

^d Fighter Squadron
Ifth Fighter Squadron
5th Fighter Squadron

No,275 Balloon Wing

No.981 Balloon Squadron

Spitfires
Spitfires
Spitfires
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SOUSSE EI&mER SECTOR (H.Q. 1 st Air Defence Wing)
81st Fighter &roup
91st Tighter Squadron
93rd Tighter Squadron
No.87 Squadron
A15th Night Tighter Squadron
821 Squadron (P.A.A.'
828 Squadron (P.A.A.

Airacohras

Airacobras

Hurricanes,
,Beaufighters)
(Albacores
(Swordfish

Bourdjine
Monastir

Sfax

Monastir

Monastir

Monastir

Monastir

Monastir

R.A.T. Station LAMPEDUSA

No,253 Squadron (Hurricanes) Lampedusa

R.A.T. Station. BONE TIG-mER SECTOR

No.219 Squadron
No, 32 Squadron
No.983 Squadron (Balloon)

AL&IERS TI&HTER SECTOR

2nd Air Defence Wing
H.Q. 350th Tighter Oroup
3if5th Tighter Squadron
346th Tighter Squadron
347th Tighter Squadron
414th Night Tighter Squadron
No,153 Squadron

ORAN TI&HTER SECTOR

H.Q. 2689th Oran Air Defence Region (Provisional)
92nd Tighter Squadron ('Airacobras)

CASABLANCA TI&HTER SECTOR

H.Q. 2686th Casablanca Air Defence Region
jj-SO-^h Anti-Submarine Oroup
1st Anti-Submarine Squadron
2nd Anti-Submarine Squadron

R.A.T. Station ELIDA

No.608 Squadron
No. 36 Squadixin
No. 13 Squadron
727 (R.A.T.) Squadron
1575 Tlight

C.A.T. STATION. BONE AERODROME

C.A.T. STATION, TATAROUI

No.500 Squadron
815 (T.A.A.) Squadron
614 Squadron

(Beaufighters)
(Hurricanes)

Airacobras

Airacobras

Airacobras,
.Beaufighters)
(Night Beaufight

(Hudsons)
Wellingtons)
Bisleys)
.Defiants)

(Halifaxes and Vent

Hudsons)
Swordfish)
Bisleys)

Bone

Tingley
Bone

Maison Blanche

Reghaia
Maison Blanche

Reghaia
Maison Blanche

Taher

Reghaia
Maison Blancheers)

Oran

Oran

Yifamier

Casablanca

Casablanca

Port Lyautey
Port Lyautey
Port Lyautey

Blida

Blida

Blida

Blida

Blida

Blidauras)

Bone

Tafaroui

Tafaroui

Tafaroui

Tafaroui
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AIR HMDQUMTSSS MALTA

"b
ORDER OE BATTLE

U1
15 MY ■\9L,3

Unit Base Aircraft I.S. Function Remarks

A.H.Q. MALTA - VM^ETTA

25 Squadron !  Luqa Mosquito II

Beaufort l/ll X

T.E. Fighter
Reccs/Bomber
Torpedo bomber Detachment to Egypt (201 Group)

To re-arm Beaufighters
,.1 Flight at 10 U.E
(squadron - I6 U,E,

Full

1639 Squadron

69 Squadron

108 Squadron Det. (l
126 Squadron
185 Squadron
221 Squadron
229 Squadron
2A9 Squadron
ASS Squadron

j  Luqa

I Luqa

Flight) Luqa
Luqa

i Hal Far
! Luqa
1 Krandi

j Krandi
1  (Luqa (moving
i  (Tunisia
I  (shortly)

Luqa
Luqa
Hal Far

Baltimore III 10 G.R.

8Beaufighter VI
Spitfire VB/c/IZ
Spitfire VB/C
V/ellington Xll etc.
Spitfire ‘'TB/C
Spitfire VB/C
Wellington IC/lIl/VII]/X

T.S. Night fighter
S.E. fighter
S.E. fighter
T.E./G.R.
S.E. filter
S.S. fighter
T.B./G.R.

D

D

o C2

16 rd

16 etachment in Egypt. 201 Gi-oup
16
16
16 etachment in Egypt.

+ One Flight Bomber,
201 Group,

685 Squadron
1A35 Squadron

Comm. Flight
Command Reserve

Ex 69 Squadron DetachmentSpitfire
Spitfire VB/C
Blenheim TV/Vars,

(Hurricane II B/c/ )
(Spitfire )

12 P.R.U.

S.E. fighter
C ommunication

16

9 aircraft on strength

(Defence of Valetta harbour and
(submarine base.
Detachment in Egypt. 201 Group

Valetta/Marsa

Takali

Luqa/Hal Far

985 Squadron Balloons

Beaufighter l/VT
Fxilmar/Walrus

16272 Squadron
Sea Rescue Unit

T.S. Day fighter
Air Sea Rescue

. d

(Per Op rest) oU.S.A.A.F. Lightning P.R.U.



ON

I' Unit TBase Aircraft Fmction Remarks

f:
ON

Re-fonning in Malta to operate )
such T-B/A.S.V., G-.R. and R.A.A.)
Squadrons as are allotted. )

2kB Wing (ex 201 Group) mLINGTON VIII NAVAL CO-OPERATIONVALETTA

COITFROL;- C » —m^-C m MED»,

through A.H.Q. IvLALTA.

FLEET AIR ARI.!

821 Squadron
828 Squadron

12A.lbacore

Albacore
Shipping strike
Fighter protection

Hal Far

Hal Far 12
CO
&3

Co

o

(Fighter protection
o

fS \3

830 Squadron Hal Far Swordfish 121-3 and torpedo

H
X

O

(I ) ) )
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MALTAo G-OZO AITD PMTELLERIA.

ORDER OP BATTLE

11 JULY 19L5

LUQA No. 2hh Win^

Sqn, Noso

T^ mi No. 322 Vfing

'Sqn» Nos,

1616 811 S.A.A.P. Spit.
Spita
Spit.
Spit.
Spit.
N/Beau.
N/Beau.
Mosquito
Mosquito
Hurricane

Spit, Tao./R,
Spit. P.R.U.
Well.

Baltimore

92

23

40

Spit,
Spit.
Spit,
Spit,
Spit.
R.A.A.P. Kitty
Albaoore

16 16152
1616145 * 154

* 601 16 16232
16 16417 * 242

108 (i) 1610 5
600 X 826

815 (^) Albacore
20 10

16 4

256 a)
73(1)

6

72 Hqns. 110 a/c8

6

685 15
6221 SAPI

8

16* 111

126

<*=1435

Spit.
Spit,
Spit.
Kibty

11 ^ Sqns. 185 a/o 16
16

16112

HAL FAR No, 324 Wing

64 a/c4 Sqns,
1643 Spit.

Spit,
Spit,
Spit.
Kitty
Comm,

1672
16* 93 KRBNDI

16243
16 162292B0

a/s Rescue
Spit.
Spit,
Spit,

1615 249
16iS 185

95 a/c6 Sqns,
48 a/o3 Sqns.

KALAPRARA

1

3 a/oCatalina Sqn.2

GOZO

Sqn,31st Group U,S.A.A.P..

Sqn, 307th
308th
309th

Spit,
Spit.
Spit.

3

Malta 32-g- Sqns,
= 505 a/c.

25 Total:

25

25

75 a/c3 Sqns,

PAHTELLBRIA

33rd Group U.S.A.A.P.

Malta and G020 -

35^ Sqns. = 580 a/c.

Sqn. 58th
59th
6 0 th

Warhawk

Warhavdo

Warhawk

30

30

30

90 a/c3 Sqns.

Grand Total under control of A.H.Q. Malta 38-g- Squadrons - 67O aircraft.

Squadron operating 6 Spitfire IX.
/ Includes 5 Walrus 282^ Squadron,
X Non'-operational.

*

(Source A.H.Q. Malta report M.S.5050/Air 26 July 1943)
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AIR HEADQUARTERS MALTA

ORDERS OF BATTLE OF OPERATIONAL AIRCRAET

SEPTEMBER. OCTOBER. NOVElffiER AND DECEMBER 1945

On 30 September 19^3

Squadron Type of Aircraft Location

Malta Wing

No. 126 (e) Sqdn.
No. i85 (P) Sqdn.
No. 229 (F) Sqdn.
No. 249 (P) Sqdn.
No. 1435 (f) Sqdn.

Spitfires
Spitfires
Spitfires
Spitfires
Spitfires

Safi

Hal Par

Hal Far

Hal Par

Safi

No. 248 (&.R.) Wing

No. 69 (&.R.} Sqdn.
No. 221 (&.R.) Sqdn.

Valetta

Baltimores

A.S.Y. V/ellingtons
Luqa
Luqa

Miscellaneous

No. 23 (P) Sqdn,
No. 108 (NP) Sqdn. 1 Plight
No. 256 (P) Sqdn.
No. 683 (P.R.) Sqdn.
Air/S ea Rescue
728 (P.A.A.^ Sqdn. (Detachment)
826 (p.A.A.) Sqdn, 1 Plight
815 (p.A.A.) Sqdn.

Mosquitoes
Beaufighters
Mosquitoes
Spitfires
Miscellaneous

Defiants, Albacores
Albaoores

Albaoores

Luqa
Luqa
Luqa
Luqa
Ta Kali

Ta Kali

Ta Kali

Ta Kali

On 14 October 1943

Malta Wing

No. 185 Sqdn.
No. 229 Sqdn.

Spitfires
Spitfires

Hal Par

Hal Par

No. 248 (&.R.) Wing

No. 69
No. 221 VT.il* )

Sqdn

Valetta

,
Sqdn.

Baltimores

A.S.V. Wellingtons
Luqa
Luqa

Miscellaneous

No. 23 (P) Sqdn.
No. 108 (np) Sqdn. 1 Flight
No. 256 (F) Sqdn.
No. 683 (PRU) Sqdn,
Air/Sea Rescue
728 (p.A.A.) Sqdn, Detachment

Mosquitoes
Beaufighters
Mosquitoes
Spitfires
Miscellaneous

Defiants, Albacores

Luqa
Luqa
Luqa
Luo a

Ta Kali

Ta Kali
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Handover of N.A.C.A.F. responsibilities in Sicily to Air H.Q. Malta

A.H.Q. Malta Operation Instruction No. 66 of 24 October 43 quoted M.A.C.
Directif S,6l/0ps/MAC dated 18 October 43 on the assumption by Malta of
operational and administrative control of all N.A.A.P. units previously
controlled by N.A.C.A.P. in Sicily.

15 October was the day of handover.
Malta Cemmand on 30 November 43 was:-

On 30 November 43

As a i-esult the order of battle of

Squadron Type of Aircraft Location

Malta Win^

No. 185 Squadron
No. 229 Squadron

Spitfires
Spitfires

Hal Far

Hal Far

No. 248 (q.K.) Wing H.Q.

No. 69
No. 221 (g.r.)

Sqdn.
Sqdn.

Valetta

Baltimores

A.S.V. Wellingtons
Luqa
Luqa

Miscellaneous

(nf)

(NF)
No. 108

No. 256
Air/Sea Rescue
Communications Flight
728 (F.A.A.) Sqdn. Det.

Sqdn. Det.
Sqdn. Det.

Beaufighters
Mosquitoes
Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous

Defiants, Albacores

Luqa
Luqa
Ta Kali

Ta Kali

Ta Kali

Sicily

No. 325 Wing H.Q.

No. 52 f&.R
No. 614 (G.R
No. 87 (P)

No. 335 Wing H.Q.

No. 272 (T.E.F.) Sqdn.

No. 335 Wing Satellite Sector

No. 87 (f) Sqdn. Det.
No. 283 (a.S.R.) Det.

.) Sqdn.

.) Sqdn.
Sqdn. Det.

Borizzo

Baltimores

Bisleys
Hurricanes

Borizzo

Borizzo

Borizzo

Catania

Beaufighters Catania

Palermo

Hurricanes

IFalrus

Bocca di Falco

Bocoa di Falco
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ALLIED AIR OPERATIONS ASAMST THE AXIS EVACUATION OF SICILY

Operation Instruction No„l6

Tactical Air Force

6 August 1943

H,Q ® 9

Reference; TAF/3VAIR

To: Commanding G-eneral, XII Air Support Command.
Air Officer Commanding, Desert Air Force.
Air Officer Commanding, Tactical Bomber Force.

Information

The enemy may be expected to evacuate Sicily in the near future,
his exit he may use at the outset any or all of the beaches from Milazzo to
Taormina; at a later stage the beaches from Torre di Faro to Messina are
likely to be the main evacuation area owing to the short channel crossing and
the high scale of A,A, protection that can be given to this restricted area.

Under pressure from the land forces the enemy may evacuate by day, but it
may be expected that he will endeavour to carry out the bulk of his movement
under cover of darkness.

1. For

2.

Aim of the Air Forces

3. The aim of the air forces will be to inflict maximum destruction on the
enemy prior to and during his evacuation.

Air Forces available

4. All units of Tactical A.ir i'orce.

Proportion of Strategic Air Force as allocated to assist by Air Commander-^
in-Chief (see paragraphs 7 and IO).

Enemy Air Situation

5. It is estimated that the enemy air force will have available 100 fighters
and fighter bombers which can operate to cover the evacuation by day from the
Crotone and Scales areas, and 15 night fighters based in the Naples area.
Additionally, 100 long range bombers are available in the Heel of Italy and
Foggia area which can be used by day or night to assist the evacuation; it is
probable that the bomber aircraft will operate mainly at night.

Employment of our Air Forces

Tactical Air Force

Prior to evacuation

(a) Reconnaissance6»

The main requirement is to determine the commencement of the enemy
evacuation.

Commencing from the receipt of this instruction. Air Officer Commanding
Desert Air Force and Commanding Ueneral XIJ Air Support Command are to
initiate daily reconnaissance to meet this requirement, using their own
resources,

and XIT Air Support Command is as specified in this Headquarters* Operation
Instruction No, I5,

The division of operational], ar’eas between Desert Air Force
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The Air Officer Commanding Tactical Bomber Force will be required to
initiate a plan for night reconnaissance in the ai’ea from Milazzo to Taormina,
The date of commencement of this reconnaissance will be Issued separately.

Reports indicating the commencement of the enemy evacuation are to

be made known by the quickest means to this Headquarters,

(b) Assistance to Land forces

The advance of the land forces is the primary requirement to impose
In consequence, the full efforts of the Tacticalevacuation on the enemy.

Air Force are to be employed to this end under existing operational arrangements
by Tactical Commands.

Strategic Air Force

7, (a) In accordance with arrangements made with Strategic Air Force,
Vifellingtons (60 to 90 sorties) are attacking Messina and the barge anchorages
to the North on the nights 5/6, and 7/8 August,
be continued if indications show the target justifies it;
a recommendation will be made to Mediterranean Air Command by this Headquarters
concerning the continuation of attacks,

(b) By day, B-17 formations will be directed from objectives in southern
Italy to attack Messina by the Air Commander-in--Chief occasionally,

(o) Strategic Air Force medium groups will attack airfields in the
Ci-otone and Scalea areas when P.R.U. reconnaissance determines a profitable
objective.

This scale of attack will

in this connection

(d) P-38 aircraft are being allocated for attack of movement in the Toe
of Italy.

Commenoement of Evacuation

8. Tactical Air Force Headquarbers will inform Strategic Air Force and all

subordinate formations of the commencement of enemy evacuation.

Employment of Air Forces - During Eneniv Evacuation

Tactical Air Force

(^) Reconnaissance9.

Reconnaissance to determine evacuation points is to be undertaken by
Desert Air Force and XII Air Support Command,
be made known to this Headquarters by quickest means,

(ii) Offensive air action

Results of reconnaissance to

By day

Desert Air Force, XII Support Command and Tactical Bomber Force to attack
all movement to evacuation points and concentrations of troops in evacuation
areas.

Messina.

Attacks to be extended to landing area on Eastern side of Strait of

Additionally, Desert Air Force and XII Air Support Command to extend

operational area to include movement on the Toe of Italy. Co-operation with
Strategic Air Force for fighter bomber attacks is specified in paragraph 8,
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Tactical Bomber Force during this stage is to continue under operational
control of Desert Air Force,

By Night

Tactical Bomber Force is to operate at maximum intensity during
evacuation period.

The following principles are to guide employment:-

Tactical Bomber Force to attack evacuation areas at maximimi strength

shortly after last light and up to 2300 hours ("B")* A similar second
attack is to be made after O4OO hours (*'B*')* Normally B-25 Oroups are to be
employed on these attacks using 326 vifing as pathfinders. The remainder of

the Tactical Bomber Force is to be employed against road movement on the Toe

of Italy.

Strategic Air Force

10, By day

The Strategic Air Force will require 12 hours notice as a minimimi to

operate against enemy evacuation targets. This notice will be given by this
Headquarters. On information being received by Strategic Air Force the
following co-ordinated plan with Tactical Air Force will come into force.

At 0900 hours 72 B-I7 aircraft will attack enemy evaciaation area. This

attack is to be followed by a prolonged figliter bomber attack on the same

area. A second B-I7 attack will follow approximately 2 hours afterwards and

this in turn is to be continued by a second fighter bomber attack. After

this point a medium bomber group will be at readiness to undertake a third

bomber attack and will be dispatched by Strategic Air Force on request by this
Headquart e rs.

If time permits an air courier will be dispatched by Strategic Air Force
to this Headquarters to obtain full briefing on the tactical situation of
Strategic Air Force crews.

Strategic Air Force will arrange to continue attack by medium groups on
airfields in Crotone and Soalea areas and by P-38 &roups against movement on
the Toe of Italy,

By night

Strategic Air Force are arranging for Welling-tons to attack the evacua

tion area continuously from 2300 hours ("B”) to OROO hours ("B”),

Further instructions will be issued as the situation develops.11,

Air Officer Commanding
Tactical Air Force

(A.H.B. reference IIM/A4i/l(B))
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ANALYSIS OF OPEEATIONAL AIRCRAET ̂  THE STEEN&TH OE

NoiaHWEST "aerican strath&ic and tactical air' forces
OmT AUGUST 1943

T.A.P.S.A.F.

Unit Aircraft

R.A.F. U.S.A.A.F.R.A.F. U.Q(J.A.A.F.

Heavy bombers
I
I

482nd B, Up.
97th B. &p.
99th B. &p.
301st B. Gp.

Fort.

Fold:.

Fort.

Fort.

48
48
37

181

Medium bombers

310th B. Gp,
321st B. Up.
17th B, Gp.

I  319th B. Gp.
320th B. Gp.

I No. 37 Sqdn.
I No. 40 Sqdn.
I No. 70 Sqdn.
I No.104 Sqdn.
I No.142 Sqdn.
No.150 Sqdn,
No.420 Bqdn.
No.424 Sqdn.
No.425 Sqdn.
12th B. Gp.
359th B. Gp.

57Mitchell

Mitchell

Marauder

Marauder

Marauder

Well.

’Well.

Well.

Well.

Well.

Well.

Well.

Well.

Well.

Mitchell

Mitchell

57

57
56
51

12

15
16

14

13
12

17
16

15

57
55

278 112130

Light bombers

4347th B, Gp.
No. 18 Sqdn.
No.114 Sqdn.
No, 12 Sqdn.
No. 21 Sqdn,
No. 24 Sqdn,
No. 55 Sqdn.
No.223 Sqdn.

8Boston

Boston

Boston

Balt.

Boston

Balt.

Balt.

12

14

17

15
14

14

I  4394
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AIIilED AIR OPERAIICNS AGAINST THS SICIIJAN EVACUATION SYSTEM

ANALYSIS OE SORTIES AND TARGETS

(1 to J6/17 ALU-UST 1943)

Introduction

Allied air operations against the Axis evacuation system involved not

only attacks on shipping afloat in the Straits of Messina^ hut on the whole

conplex of movement Sj maintenance, defence and ooramunic at ictus in the Ecrtaress
Area, as far as the refuelling station sch Marina di Vibo Valentia in Calabria*

Sccrtie totals are listed under three of the target groupings adopted by
HeQo, N*AcA,P, in their recoa.'ds, namely:- ports and hasesj camps, positions
and lines of coninunioationsj evacuation shipping* Specific locations are
given in almost all cases, with the date of attack and category of aircraft
participating.

The period recorded includes 3 to ni^t I6/17 August 1943; fhe actual
official tin© occupied in ferrying and landing the Gorman ard Italian troops,
material and equipment on the Italian mainland. Figures for 1 and 2 Aiogust
are inclined, as dgys of heavy traffic frem Sicily*

Details of the aircraft enployed and their units are appended.

EFFECTIVE SORTIES - PORTS AND BASES

Number of Effective Sorties

P/Bomber TotalsModi;mi LightTarget Date

12123 Aug.
4 Aug.

Bagnara
15 15

11 1115 Aug,Gioia

13/14 Aug. 1717Marina di Viho

Valentia

5252Messina 1 Augo

2 Aug.
4/5 Aug.
5

6 Aug.
7 Aug.
13 Aiag,
14 Aug.
15 Aug. ^
16 Atig*

2323
1515
4141

24 24

5353
12 2311

2424
24 24

211011

24 7123241 Aug.
2 Aug.
3 Aug,
5 Aug.
6 Aug,
8 Aug.
9 Aug.

10 Aug.
14 Avig.
15 Aug.

Milazzo

2323
2222

1212
1010

3232
3030
1212

1111

16 16
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Number of Effective Soarfcies (oontd.

E/BomberTarget Date Medium Light Totals

16 16Palmi 9 Aug,
10 Aug.
11 Aug.
15 Aug.
14 Aug.

8 8

88

8 8

31 31

Pizao 15 Aug, 12 12

Reggio 12 1215 Aug,

2 Aug.Riposta 11 11

12Scilla 5 Aug,
16 Aug.

12

9 9

62078 23 731Totals

ENEMY CAMPS, POSITICNS MD LINES CE COmOTICATICNS

Number of Effective Sorties

P/BomberMedium Light TotalTarget Date Heavy

16 166 Aug.
13/14 Aug.

4Bagnara
4

7/8 Aug. 14 14Barbi, Cape

16 Aug. 1212Ganzirri

12124 Aug.
5 Aug.

12/13 Aug.
13 AtJig,

13/1A Aug,
14 Aug,
15 Aug.

Gioia Tauro

1010

44
11 11

44
22 22

3232

12121 Aug,
4/5 Aug.
5 Aug.

5/6 Aug.
6 Aug.

6/7 Aug,
7/8 Avg^
8/9 Aug.
^ 9 Aug.

9/10 Aug.
10 Aug,

10/11 A^ug,
11/12 Aug.
1^13 Aug,

13 Aug,
14 Aug.

iVlS Aug,
15 Aug.
16 Aug,

Ivlessina
4141
6969
2121

722052
2525
1616
2626
2121

3939
1010

4141
4141
40liD
88

12 12

66

79 79
5151
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ENEIvg CAlvIPS« POSITICMS .AIID LIKES OF COMvfflNICATIClTS (oontd. )

UvEiiber of Effective Sorties

P/BoniberTarget Date Heavy Medium I Li^t Total

23Milazzo 231 Aug,
7 Aug.
10 Axog,
15 Aug,

11 11

10 10

12 12

7/8 Atig,
10 Augo

13/12). Aug,
12). Ai:ig,

12)/15 Aug.
16/17 Aug,

19Palmi 19
10 10

2k 2k
6612kl 7
66
2010 10

V6 Aug,
6/7 Aug,
8/9 Aug,
9/10 Aug.
10/11 Aug,
11/12 Aug.
12/13 Augo

16 A^ug.

6k 6kPeloro, Cape
1212

5656
klkl

47 47
liQ48
5050
2k2k

13/12). Aug,
14/15 Aug.

77pizzo

2525

6/7 Aug,
8/9 Aug.

12/13 Augo

66Reggio
1111

66

5/6 Aug,
7/8 Aug,

12)/15 Aug,

33Scaletta

3535
55

12)/13 Aug.
15 Aug.

1818San Giovanni
22

368 1438855 73;  142Totals

H.A.Sf,A.P. Lightninfc Operations in.^he_Toe^ of Italy

Pi^j;L3r/?igb:fcer bomberDateTarget

46 (P)

15 (F)

34 (F)

8 Aug,Angitola

10 Aug,Bovalino

10 Aug,CatariZaro

- Locri

13 (F)10 Aug,C.Spartivento
- Sidemo

12 (P)
1

12). Aug.Sambiase

- Rosamo

21 (p/b)

2k (F/b)

15 Aug,

15 Aug,

Toe of Italy

Punta di Staletti

45117

(622)D1 )k29 SECRET
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5

Grand Totals of Sortiea Agal-nst the S.ic:i.li.an. Evacuation System

Targets

Total, Effeotl.ve Sc7:^ies

Light
bcj.»ibers

Ei^ater
Dcitibers

MediiKH

■bombers
Heairy

■bouibox’s
Fighters Totals

620 72173 25Ports and "bases

368 1438Gati^JSj positions and )
lines of commLciication)

855 75142

1098 113912 29Evaouation shipping

16245 117Lightning operations in,
the Toe of Italy

34602131 1179h5 125142

A low nimher of entries against the evacuation system given in the
table of operations have "been omitted in the light of current
information.

Note:

AIECRAFT HiPLaYIiiD

Fortresses of 2nd^ 97thj 99fch and 301st Bomber Groups.Heavy Bombers:—

Mitchells of I2th and 340'th Bomber Groups.
'Wellingtons of Nos<, 37? 40;, 70? 104? 142 and 150 (R.A.F.)
and Nos. 420? 424 and 425 (R.C.A.F.) Squadrons,

Bostons (A,20s) of 47th Bomber Group? Nos,, 12 and 24
Squadrons (No. 3 S.A..1.F, Yil'ing) and'Nos, 18 and 114
Sq,Xia.d.rons (No. ^326 Wing),
223 Squadrons (No, 2.32 Wing) and No, 21 Squadron
(No. 3 S.A.A.F. Wing),

rA.36s)
(P.¥)s)

Baltimores of Nos, 55 and

of 27th and 86th Bomber Groups,
of 33rd? 57th and 7^h Jitter Groups

Ldistangs
Warhawks

Medium BcmToers: ~

Light Boniber/s; -

and 99th Fighter Squadron, Eittyhawks of Nos, 3
(R.A.A.F.)? 112? 250 and 260 aid 450 Squadrons,

Fighter Bombers;-•

Lightnings of 1st? 14th and 82nd Fighter Groups.

N.A.A.P. Tables of operations (A.H,,B,II J,l/l25
(J & K))o

Fighters:

So\irce: -

(62A01)431 SECRET
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SECRET

APPENDIX 16
2

1 August 19A5 Operations

2n.(i Landing Craft Flotilla and Ath Landing CrajPt Flotilla

F 610, F 615 arrived Galileo from Milazzo forenoon.
F 588# F 608, F IhSOf F 522 returned to Gallico in evening
after discharging at Ifessina,

Ferry Service, Messina Strait

3 ferry barges on route I North,

10th Landj.ng Craft Flotilla

8 Siebel Perries in ferry service, Ifessina Strait,
Anti-Aircraft Siebel Ferry SF I69 arrived Catena forenoon
from Ivlilazzo after escorting F 6IO, F 615,
SP shot down one aircraft making low-level attack
during crossing.

Engineer Landing Battalion 771

9 landing craft in ferry service Messina Strait,

Ferry Performarce, Messina Strait

22)2 men

103 vehicles

198 tons ammunition
51 tons fuel

70 tons food and equipment

To Sicily:

975 men
600 wounded

263 vehicles
11 tons ammxaiition

5 tons fuel

390 tons equipment

Pl-om Sicily:

Total transport performance to Sicily: 319 tens.

During the day, three low-level attacks were made against
ferry points ani craft in the Messina Strait, No damage.
During the forenoon a meeting was held at Sicily H,Q, and

questions concerning the withdrawal of tix)ops from Sicily
discussed. On the way back an unsuccessful low-level
attack was made against the Siebel Perry in vdiich I was

sailing, Unfortmately, ei^t of -the barrage balloons
in use have been lost as a result of squalls. Others have

been lost throijigh becoming entangled tdien boats have

approached too near each other. Consequently only two
more landing craft can be equipped with ballo.ons.

2 Ai;gust 192f3 Operations

2nd and 2).th Landing Craft FlotHdas

F 607j F S09, P 61 P 589 are diadiarging supplies
for the Amy at Messina, Under an XIV Panzerkorps
regulation, only the jetties in or north of Messina
may be used for discharging cargo. This amounts to
only Faro Centi’e and Salvatore, as the others are vised

by ferry traffic. To enable four barges to discharge,
the whole vinloading process will have to be speeded up.

SECRET
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3

2 Augiist 1%3
(contd, )

so that two can discharge in the forenoon and. two in the
afternoon,

a-.7a.yf there being a shortage of lorries.
The main difficiiL-ty is getting the material

By request of the Supply Staff, P 430, carrying a cargo
of fuel, is to discharge at Paola,
there.

She has sailed for

Ferry service, Messina Straitt

4 ferry barges between Para North and Cannitello South,

10th Landing Craft Flotilla

Perry service, IVfessina Strait:

3 Siebel ferries between Ganzirri and Pezzoj
ferries between Paradiso and Catena North.

5 Siebel

Engineer Landing Battalion 771

Perry service, ifessina Strait:

9 landing craft between Faro South and Cannitello South,

2 Enginee.r Siebel ferries betrireen Ganzirri and Pezzo, but
these are used only in emergency, as they are very slow
and difficui-t to manoeuvre.

Sea Transport Office, Reggio

Lt» Reichardt, sailing the tTJO oil lighters "Drossel” and

"Zeisig" from Bagnara to Bari, made a short unannounced call
at Gallico, and then, without informing me, put to sea again
with the two lighters during the ni^t, southbound. As a

result, the preliminary measures ordered by German Naval

Command, Italy, for this operation, that is, ;^ore batteries

to be warned, have not been taken. He had definitely been

told to pick up orders before sailing.

Perry Performance, Messina Strait

To Sicily: 153 men
59 vehicles
80 tons amnumition

53 tons fuel
75 tons food

932 men
377 vehicles

Prom Sicily:

TotaJ. transport performance to Sicily; 178 tons.

During the day, several low-level attacks on the Messina
Strait.

necessary for roads to be laid to the shore at Gioia Tauro.

200 men of Construction Battalion 430, which has been
T/ithdrawn from Palermo, have been moved to Gioia Tauro to

set up the depots, lay roads and construct ferry points.

Withdrawal of the supply depots has made it

(62401 )435 SECRET
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3 A-ogasst 1%.3 Operaticana

2nd and i^th Landing GraTt Flotillas

Perry service, Messina Strait; 4- ferry bargee betiijeen
Caimitello North and Faro North*

P 430 sailed from Scilla for Paola to discharge cargo,

P 350, P 611 arrived at Catena from Naples, carrying
fuel,

P 522, P 617 sailed from Gallico for Naples,
P 522 is to take on radar equipment at Vibo Valentia,
P 617 mil accompany P 350 to Paola to discharge evacuation
cargo from the Messina Equipment Administration Office
(Inteit^antia?),

P 450, P 523, P 609 sailed from Gallico for Naples,
P 450 carrying abovit 50 empty gas cylinders from the
2nd Naval Balloon Barrage Section, P 609 -with 129 Trounded,
P 588, F 589 are being sent to Pellaro to take in tow the
oil lifters "Drossel" and •’Zeisig”, idiich have run aground
t^re. The two lighters ran aground off Pellaro Krtien they
sighted enemy MTBs at three miles^ range in the moming
half-light.

P 615 is towing "sea serpent" sections belonging to
Engineer Landing Battalion 771 from Vibo Valentia to the
Messina Strait,

10th Landing Flotilla

Ferry service, Ivfeasina Strait;

3 Siebel ferries between Peazo and Ganzirri,
5 Siebel ferries between Catena Noorth and Paradise,

Engineer Landing Battalion 771

10 La;^ng craft between Cannitello and Paro,
2 Engineer Siebel ferries between Pezzo and Ganzirri,

Ferry Performance, Messina Strait

0600

1500

0700

1500

260 men

94 vehicles

220 tons ammunition
4 tons fuel
28 tons food

To Sicily;

Prom Sicily; 888 men

684 vehicles
10 tons ammunition

44 tons fuel

663 tons equipment

Total transport performance, Messina Strait, to Sicily;
283 tcKns,

During the day, several low-level attacks were again made
against ferry points and ferry vessels. One U.S, filter-
bomber was shot down. During an edr raid on Bagnara a fuel
train was hit.

(62401 )436 SECRET
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3 August 1943
(contd,)

P 430 "was severely damaged at the stem during an air raid on
Paola, It will still he possible to discharge the carge.
The jetty at Pezzo North is being enlarged to taloe ferry
barges, and the jetties at Catena South and Gallico South
•widened so that vehicles can move on and off -vyithout

difficiilty.

2215

4 August 1943 Operations

Ferry service, Messina Strait;

2i. ferry barges between Cannitello North and Faro Northe
10 landing craft between Cannitello Sotith and Faro South,
3 Siebel ferries, 2 Engineer Siebel ferries bet-ween
Pezzo and Ganzirri,

5 Siebel ferries bet'ween Catena North and Paraxiisoo

The box-girder jetty at Cannitello Centre, which is being
built by the Engineer Construction Compary, Italy, is
now at the stage T/diere filling can begin. As the
conpletion of this jetty is a matter of great ■urgency in
the present situation, a -working party of 100 men -with
10 lorries has been put on the job at the expense of other
■work on hand, so that the jetty can be finished in
2 “ 3 days. At the same time the jetty at Pezzo North
is being enlarged.

0500 2nd and 4th Iiarding F].otilIas

P 350 sailed for Paola, -where she -will discharge her fuel
cargo. F 607 has been sent as escort,
P 440 and P 454 were due to discharge -their cargoes of
food at Messina during the forenoon, but orders received
from XIV Panzeikoxps by radio during the night stated that
henceforth no food was to be unloaded at Messina, The
tvro vessels have therefore been sent to Gioia Tauro to

discharge their cargo.
P 617 arrived at Catona from Vibo with the four mits of
the "B'’ pontoon bridge ("sea serpent"),
P 588 and. F 589 -will make another atten^t to refloat
"Drossel" and "Zeisig". At the moment only "Zeisig" is
clear.

Perry Performance

80 men
28 vehicles
17 tons ammunition

3 tons fiiel
10 tons food

To Sicily;

1601 men
700 vromded
559 vehicles
46 tons ammunition
11 tons fuel

962 tons equipment

From Sicily;

188 tons
1019 tons

Total ferry performance to Sicily;
Total ferry performance from Sicily;

During the day continual low-level attacks on the Messina
Strait, but ferry traffic -was not intei'rupted,
track T/as hit during a raid on Gioia Taiaro,

A fuel

(62401 )437 SECRET
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2f. August 1943
(contd,)

The Director of Sea Transport, Italy has radioed the follow^
ing enq.uiries connected 'Vid.th the expansion of ferry traffic
for the special commitment ahead of us#

1) How effective are the harrage balloons, and is it desired
to continue with them? Allocation of 24 spare balloons
with supply and maintenance will be annovinced.

2) St^)plies of urgently needed 20 in.m. quadriiple A.A,
■■jnder way. Also ten 20 m,m„ A,A. machine guns for I-boats,
Report -whether further gun crews needed#

3) Is assistance still needed for the emergency lighting of
jetties at night?

Is assignment of personnel sixfficient in view of
casualties or are more crews required?

% answer to (1) is that more barrage balloons will be much
appreciated, then all craft can be equipped with them, or at
least all ferry barges. The balloons have already been very
useful against low-level attacks in the Messina Strait,
despite the disadvantage that they make the vessels more
conspicuous.

Re (2), I have asked whether quadruple A.A. might be con
sidered for fexry barges as -well, I ask because of the
excellent results -which the Siebel ferries equipped -with
these guns have had in bringing do-wn aircraft.

are

4)

Re (3): As the je-tties are lit at night only by oil lamps
-with malceshift screening, a isethod that is not very
effective, further assis-tance in this respect wouild be
appreciated.

Re (4): A reserve crew for ferry barges and Siebel ferries
is requested.

The diesel oil situation for ferry barges and Siebel
ferries is stiJ.l very serious, I am informing the
Director of Sea Transport, Italy that there are still
about 50 cubic metres of B 4 in store for the 10th Landing
Flotilla in Reggio, This represents 3-4 d^s’ consump
tion, 120 cubic metres of B 4 are supposed to be coming
up in four truckloads in the next few days. But in view
of sharp fighter-bomber raids on railway stations we must
expect losses, I have therefore urged that the flow of
supplies be speeded up and facilities be given for storage,
Diesel oil, too, of which only 50 cubic metres are available,
and -which ferry barges and laiding craft consume at a rate
of 12 - 15 cubic metres a day, is urgently needed, I
have requested that two oil lighters now in Naples should
be sent at once to the Messina Strait with Diesel oil and

B 4» As it is probable that ferry vessels will shortly
have to carry large nuimbers of troops, it will be necessary
to equiip landing craft, Siebel ferries and terry barges -with
sufficient lifebelts and floats, 3000 lifeboats and 20
floats are being distributed to Engineer Landing Battalion
771, the 2nd, 4th and 10th Landing Flotillas. A further
1500 lifebel-ts and 20 floats are required, ho-wever, and
these have been ordered by radio from the Director of Sea
Transport, Italy, Their despatch was confirmed -the
same day.

(62401 )438 SECRET
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4 August 1943
(contdo)

Dixectcr of Sea Transport, Italy has ordered that, if
recessary, the two lighters "Drossel" and "Zeisig”
shoiad sail without cargo and ballast. Both lifters have
now been refloated and have retijmed to Gallico,
Lt, Reichardt has been instructed and has tiiiied the operation
for l/jlX) on 5 August,

At a meeting with the Operations Officer, Lt, Col, Birk,
at HeadquarberSj, approval was given to a request from
XIV Panzerkorps that jetties 1-4 shoifLd be divided among
individual divisions in Sicily,
the unequal capacity of individual fex'iy points,
NcO, i/c, Sea Transport will reserve the right to switch
movement between various ferry points, if the genex'al
situation makes such a measure necessary,
the q'uestion whether XTV Panzerkorps still insists
having 12 ferry barges at its disposal in the Messina
Strait,

Attention was drawn to

The

I also broached

on

TiTith supply problems becoming more complex every
day due to the eneny*s air superiority, the time fcr with
drawing troops cannot be far o:ff, and in my opinion we
sho\ald not dispense with this important reserve, even
though there is little requirement for the shipment of
siQjplies to Sicily from now on.

The Panzerkorps is of the same opinion,
of Sea Transport, Italy has therefore been informed by
signal that 12 ferr^r barges must remain here for special
dutiesx and that the order to sail eupty ferry barges from.
Sicily to Naples for supply pmposes in groups of not
less than four can only be carried out in respect of barges
ever and above these twelve.

German Director

Supplies of ammunition to the front, in particular 20 m.m,
and 37 m,m. A,A, ammunition, were classed as very urgent.

The Catania - Messina road has been temporarily out near
Taormina as a result of bombardment by heavy naval units.

5 Aijigust 1943 Operations

4 ferry barges in service between Cannitello North and
Faro North,

10 landing oraft beti/veen Cannitello South and Faro South.
3 Siebel ferries, 2 Engineer Siebel ferries between Pezzo
and Ganzirri,

5 Siebel ferries betv/een Catena Ncrth and Paradise,

Work is continuing on the box-girder at Cannitello
Centre and on the jetty at Pezzo North.

2nd and 4th Landing Craft Flotillas

F 434 is engaged on evacuating A,A. ammunition from
Ganzirri to Catena,

F 588, F 608, P 622 are tald.ng on evaciiation cargoes
for Naples at Catena and Gallico,

Ferry Performance^ Messina Straj.t

1l6 men

37 vehicles
58 tons ammunition
10 tons equipment

To Sicily:

(62401)21-39 SECRET
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5 August 1%.3
(contd. )

Erom Sioilyi J+.96 men
553 vehicles

78 tons ammunition
31 tons fuel

589 tons equipment
500 •wounded

Total transport performance to Sicily; 68 tons

Continuous low-level attacks on the lifessina Strait again.
Very heavy air raid on Messina, hits principally on, or in
the vicinity of, -fche road to Milazzo,

SP 177 damaged duiring low-level attack, 7 injured.

Operation Reichardt -with "Drossel" and "Zeisig" 7d.ll begin
at 1lf00 so that the vessels pass Cape Spartivento before
dark, as it is known from experience that there is no

guarantee that the vessels will not be fired at by Italian
shore batteries, even if advance waaming is given. During
the hours of darkness the vessels TJill proceed to Grotone,
then in the follo7d.ng nigjit to Taranto, and then on to
Brindisi and Bari,

As, however, the officer in command of the opei*ation,
Lt. Reichardt, has not equipped the ships with the necessary
recognition signals, life-saving gear or emergency provisions,
sailing has been postponed tTTenty-four hoimrs.

Commander-in-Chief, South has decided that the order for all

ferry barges to be sent back to Naples in groups as they
become enpty shall remain in force,
be taken to ship back valuable evacuation cargo and Tvounded

to Naples,
has also been drawn to the fact that it 7d.ll take at least

five days before a group of barges is back from Naples. In

order to maintain the minimimi ferry performance 7'iiich I

guaranteed tne Korps, I shall retain Tihere possible
some empty ferry barges, certainly not less than six, and

use them for ferry purposes in the Messina Strait idien an

emergency occurs (in that way there 7ri.ll be no unnecessary
consumption of fuel).

The opport-unity 7d.ll

XIV Panzerkorps has been ini'ormed. Attention

6 August 19^5 Operaiions

4 ferry barges in service betTveen Cannitello North and
Paro Nortn,

11 landing craft betTveen Cannitello South and Paro South,
3 Siebel ferries bet^Yeen Pezzo and G-anairri..
4 Siebel ferries betvreen Catena North and Paradise.

The jetty at Cannitello Centre, a box~girder jetty for

Siebel ferries, 7ri.ll be conpleted today,
continuing on 'the jetty at Pezzo Narth*

¥crk is

2nd and 4th Landing Craft Flotillas

F 451 and P 6l 1 Tvith Tirounded, SF 6O8 7ri.th food and
medical supplies, P 615 Trith radar equipment, F 588
and P 622 Tvith Luftwaffe equipment, P I50 Tvith flotilla
equipment, all sailed for Naples via Vibo Valentia.

1500
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6 August 19A3
(contd,)

Sea Transport OfTice» Reggio

Tankers "Drossel" and "Zeiaig" sanded ftnom G-allico,
About 1700 both vessels were sunlc by low-level air
attack off Cape dell*Ami,

overboard at the first attack, have been rescued.

Perry Performance ̂ Messina Strait

The crews, who jumped

1i}00

To Sicily: 157 laen
77 vehicles
6 guns

228 tons ammunition
2 tons fuel

1A tons equipment

860 men

500 woixnded
2^42 vehicles

59 tons ammunition
16 tons fi»3l

30A tons eqiiipment

Prom Sicily:

Total transport performance to Sicily; 2if1 tons.

Perry vessels and jetties were attacked by low-flying
aircraft throughout the da5’'.

Just before midday another heavy air raid on the Messina
Strait, hits once again principally on, ard. in the vicinity
of, the road to Milazzo, Enemy air attacks are now being
concentrated towards the north, and repeated attacks are
being made on the jetties at Pare and Cannitello and the

berths at Gioaa Tauro and Bagnara,

Par the purpose of ferrying across the units in Sicily, the
ferry routes have been numbered I to IV,

Cannitello - Paro, route II Pezzo - Ganzirri, route III
Catena North - Paradiso and route IV Gallico-Salvatore,

Route I is

1st Paratroop Division, which is entrusted with the defence

of South Calabria, has been requested to provide A,A,
protection for the ferry points at Eagnara and Gioia Tauro,

Operations7 August 1%.3

Perry service, Messina Strait;

4 ferry barges between Cannitello North and Paro North,
2 Siebel ferries between Pezzo and Ganzirri,
5 Siebel ferries between Catena North and Paradiso,
10 landing craft between Cannitello South and Paro South,
In the early morning 3 ferry barges were ergaged on
ferrying tanks across between Pistunina and Gallico,

P 412, P 437# F 398, P 434, P 6I8 sailed from Gallico
for Naples via Gioia Tauro and Vibo Valentia,
P 412 has evacuation cargo for the Arny Supply Staff,
P 457 bas evacuation cargo for the Lxxftwaffe,
P 398 has evacuation cargo for Special Task Unit ferry.

0900
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F 43!i. and P 6l8 -with isrounded,
taking 472 v;ounded.
central dressing station at Semlnari,
F 350 and P 454 entered Gallico after discharging cargo,
P 440 discharged cargo at Gioia Tauro^ 1 dead and
1  -wounded in low-level attack.

The group going 'back is
This has considerably relieved the

7 August 1943
(contd, )

10th Landing Craft Flotilla

SP 86 hit during low-level attack, burnt out, beached,
I 60, I 61, I 62, I 98 arrived at Catena from Naples with
14 tons of 37 A,A. ammunition.

Unfortmately there is stiil a shortage of 20 nan A,A,
ammunition, -vdiile sufficient 37 is available,
expenditure of 20 mm ammunition is heavy because of the
continual air attacks.

The

Engineer Landing Battalion 771

Landing craft No,4 has been sunk by lo-w-level attack on
the ferry route Cannitello - Faro,

Ferry Performance, Messina Strait

61 men

40 vehicles

70 tons ammunition
6 tons equipment

To Sicily:

Prom Sicily: 829 men
468 vehicles
27 tons ammunition
29 tons f-uel

705 tons equipment

Total transport performance to Sicily: 7^ tons

During the day continuous hea-vy air attacks on ferry traffic

and on Gioia Tauro. Li^t A,A. fire is becoming visibly
less with the shortage of ammunition. During the evening
heavy air attacks on the southern approach road to Messina,

Mii.le inspecting the ferry points in an Engineer assault
craft together with the Fcr'tress Commandant, Ivlessina Strait

(Colonel Baade), I was macliine-gunned by fighter-bombers.
No d:amage was done. The approach roads to the ferry points
at Gallico and Catona are being -widered, and the approach
road to Fezzo North finished.

8 Augiust 1943 Operations

4 ferry barges betTreen Cannitello North and Faro North,
6 landing craft between Cannitello South and Faro South,
At the request of Colonel Baade the remaining landing
craft have been withdrawn from service to form a

reserve, in view of increasing enemy air attacks,
3 Engineer Siebel ferries between Pezzo and Ganairri,
5 Siebel ferries between Catona North and Paradiso,
In the early morning three more ferry barges were
engaged on ferrj.i.ng across tanks between Pistunina and
Gallico,

finished, and also the approach road to Catona South,
The road to the Pezzo North ferry point is
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8 August 1943
(contd.)

2Kd and 4th Landing Craft Flotillas

P 350 ferry ammmiition for the Lviftwaffe ftom Galileo to
Messina,

F 429 sailed Nicotera 6 Augiast, sunk by air attack,
P 585, F 611, P 615, P 622 sailed Vibo Valentla for Naples,
P 435 has run aground on a reef at Vibo Valentia,
Attempts at refloating without success. Salvage party
is proceeding to Vibo Valentia,
P iflfO destro3red by fi^ter~bomber attack on the beach at
Palmi,

I’ecover valuable equipment and material.
A salvage party has been sent there also, to

Sea Transport Office, Reggio

Oil lighter "Nicolaus*' has been sunk by fighter-bombers off
Palmi,

was very slow and it vms hoped that the eneir^r would leave it
alone as a harmless fisiiing boat.

Oil lighters "Gertrud" and "Frieda
\?ith a cargo of Italian fuel.

This fishing boat had been sent out alone, as it

are in Vibo Valentia

Perry Performancej Messina Strait

76 men
51 vehicles

1666 tons ammunition

25 tons equipment

To Sicily:

611 men

339 vehicles

91 tons ammunition

38 tons fuel

417 tons equipment

Prom Sicily:

Total transport I'e^^'ormance to Sicily: I9I tons.

A system of lights at ferry points has been devised for
night ferry traf'fic.
marked vnth two xdiite lights at the end of the jetty,
before 2100, heavy air raid on San Giovanni, and Faro,
Damage slight.

Jetties for Siebel ferries will be

Just

Upon receipt of the order "Prepare for LEHRGATTG", a radio
message w'as sent to Director of Sea Transport, Italy
requesting that all available empty ferry barges be sent

back to the Messina Strait, the barges to carry A,A,
ammunition and lifebelts. Special value was attached to

empty ferry barges, as barges covild not discharge their

cargoes in the Messina Strait after the evacuation of all

depots. At Gioia Tauro there are only small mloading
parties. That is unfortunate becauise the necessity for

A,A, protection has forced a group of barges to discharge
there, German Naval Command, Italy has ordered that
these barges shall proceed into tlie Messina Strait by
night, escorted by motor minesweepers, Triey will not
be able to sail until the entire group han been unloaded,
vAiich may mean a considerable delay in view of the con

tinuous fighter-bomber attacks, Suich a waste wovild be

insupportable, German Director of Sea Transport has
been informed of this matter.
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9 August 1911-3 Operations

if ferry targes between Cannitello North and Paro North,
2 Siebel ferries between Pezzo and Ganzirri,
5 Siebel ferries between Catena North and Paradise,
6 landing craft between Cannitello South and Parc South,

2nd and ifth Landing Craft Plotm

P 350 sailed Gallico for Ganzirri to carry ammunition for
the Lirftwaffe.

P if82, P if32 arrived Vibo Valentia.
P 6l8, P if3if, P ifl2, P 391 attacked by 60 aircraft during
afternoon north of Pizzo, P if3if sunk, other boats
beached, probably total loss. Casualties slight, most
of wounded fled ashore and are continuing northwards by
devious means,

if ferry barges in service on route IV and secondary
landing points.

.as

10th Landing Craft Plotilia

1400 3 I-boats ferrying ammunition from Messina to Catona,

2 A.A. Siebel femes, SP 224 and SP 230, sailed for Vibo
Valentia to escort the oil lighters "Gertrud" and "Prieda"
to the Messina Strait,

Enginee.r Landing Battalion 771

I landing craft sent to Gioia Tauro to transfer wounded
to the hospital ship "Toscana".

Sea Transport Office, Reggio

Oil lifters "Gertrud" and "Prieda" are lying at Vibo Valenbia

with cargo of Italian fuel. At the request of the Army-
Supply Staff, one ligihter is to discharge at Gioia Tauro, As
"Prieda" has been damaged in a fighter-bomber attack, she
will be sent to Gioia Tauro,

Perry Performance, Messina Strait

To Sicily: 139 raen
88 vehicles

125 tons ammunition
3 tons equipment

1423
338 vehicles
3 tanks
62 tons anmunition

26 tons fuel

329 tons equipment
400 wounded

Prom Sicily;

Total, transport performance to Sicily: 128 tons.
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9 Aijgust 1%3
(contd,)

Hospital ship "Toscana" arrived at Gioia Tauro, Embarkation
of ■'bounded by means of a landing craft is proceeding slowly,
only about 250 wounded have been ferried oxit to the ship,
A second landing craft has been sent to Gioia Tauro to speed

eiribarkatione The oil lighter "Bussard", ?^iich sailed from
Vibo Valentia vd.thoufc orders, has been sunk. Oil lifters
have orders to wait at Vibo Valentia until sailing orders
from Director of Sea Transport, Italy are received.

Director of Sea Transport, Italy has ordered ships to avoid
sailing betxveen the south and Vibo Valentia duidng dayli^t.
Also, 2 cm A,A. ammunition xvas mentioned. As a result of
this order. Sea Transport Office, Vibo Valentia has been
instructed by telephone to postpone sailing of the convoy
due to leave in the morning of 10 Auigust until the evening
of the same day. Motor minesweeper group R 38 has been
ordered to take over the escort in the evening of 10 Augxist
and to proceed so that the convoy passes Bagnara by day
break, so as to avoid the fire of shore batteries.

Oil lighter "Gertrud" is to discharge cargo at Messina,
Radio message has been received from the Director of Sea
Transport divertirg to Sc ale a the oil lighters "Waltraud",
"Kitty", "Etha" and "Lola", ipiiich are at present on their
way south from Naples, Sea Transport Office, Vibo has
been instructed to attempt to divert these lighters by
means of messenger in one of the northerly intermediate
ports.

1000

10 August 19^3 Shipping Movements

4 ferry barges betvreen Cannitello and Paro,
8 landing craft betvreen Cannitello and Paro,
3 Engineer landing craft on the route Pezzo —
Canitello Centre,
6 Siebel feivies on the roxite Paradise — Catena North,

2nd and 4th Landing Craft Flotillas

F 350 carrjd-ng A,A, ammunition between Messina and Gallico,
P 435j 482 will sail with the A,A, Siebel ferries 230
and 224 from Vibo Valentia to Gioia Taxiro, where the two
barges and oil lighter will discharge their cargoes, as
instructed by Array Supply Staff, Becaxise fighter-boniber
activity has made the voyage soxithward very dangeroxis,
the two ferry barges, which are urgently needed for ferry
traffic on 11 Axagust, are sailing xvith esccsrt and will
unload dxiring the night, A working party of 50 men with
Lt, Schlipphage in charge is being sent to Gioia Tauro,

Oil lighter "Gertrxxd" will discharge cargo at Vibo
Valentia ly order of Army Sxjpply Staff, ard. not, as
previoxisiy instrxocted, at Gioia Tauro,

Tanker "Frieda", v/hich is lying damaged at Vibo
Valentia, will be xinloaded there.

Perry Performance, Messina Strait

139
88 vehicles
3,5 tons ammunition

To Sicily:
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10 August 1943 Prom Sioilyz
(contd,)

728 -srounded
305 vehicles
62 tons ammunition

337 tons fuel
796 tons equipment

2 landing craft are being used at Gioia Tauro to embark 6OO
■wDxaaded on the hospital ship "Toscana.".

During the afternoon, orders mre received from XEV
Panaerkorpjs for the operation called LSHH5-AM3- to begin on
11 August, This operation is the graduail withdrawal of
German troops from Sicily as they break away from the enemy.
It will be carried out in five nights, during which time
mainly other ranks will be ferried across to the mainland.
As far as possible, the vessels will be brought back during
the day. The estimated ferry performance is about 12,500
men per night. Despite opposition from me, the Araiy High
Command feels that night operations are essential, for
reasons of camouflage. My objections are as follows:
Neither the ships* crews nor the troops are accvistomed to
sailing by night. The night will be very dark ~ it is the
first quarter of the moon - and as no illumination can be
used, the ten^o of ferry traffic is bound to be slowed down
considerably. For some days now, between 2100 and dawn the
enemy has regularly carried out heavy bombing attacks against
both sides of the Messina Strait and has paid particular
attention to the nortiiem jetties at Faro and Cannitello.
One must therefore reckon on frequent interruptions, and
not least on the loss of indispensable ferry craft.
Worst of all, continual air attacks would create disorder
among the troops embarked. In coinparison, there are few
air attacks during the day, and these can be warded off
hy heavy A,A. fire.

All preparations were discussed once more at a final meeting
with the Commandant, Messina. Strait. The preparations I
had made were finally checked, and responsible officers
were instructed in their ^here of activity.

It is regrettable that, as a result of a decision by
C.-in-C., South the ferry barges retained by me for the
imminent commitment have had to be sent back to Naples,
As a result of the reserve of ferry barges being moved
northward by Director of Sea Transport, Italy, at the
monsant only 5 ferry bax-ges are available, instead of the
14 planned.

Loading and mloading of cargo and embarkation and disembark
ation will be supervised by officers of the following units;

At Faro North, the Sea Transport Office, Messina;
at Faro Centre and South, Engineer Landing Battalion 771,
Overall responsibility at Faro will rest with the very
reliable commanding officer of Sea Transporb Office, Messina:
Lt, Cdr, Neumann;
at Ganzirri, Engineer Landing Battalion 771J
at Paradise, lOth Landing Craft Flotilla;
at Salvatore, 2nd Landing Craft Flotilla,

those t alongThe jetties will be marked \vith white li^ts:
Siebel ferries with two lights at the end of the jetty,
those taking ferry barges and other craft with one white
light, those taking landing craft with coloured li^ts.
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10 August 194-3
(ccjntd,)

The ;Jetties of routes II to IV will be marked with correspond—
xng T/diite flashing lights (2 — 4) at intervals.

Road commandants from the Army are re^onsible for road
discipline and maintenanoe..

To maintain approach roads and the jetties themselves,
especially in the event of damage from air attack, I have
detailed for the daytime one mobile working parby from
1/25 with eqtdpmsnt, and for nighttime, two,
working parties can be sent at any time on demand to
scenes of damage. To meet the contingency of damage to
telephone cables, radio cammunication has been established
between the Operations Room of Naval Cfficer—in-Charge,
Sea Transport and the Battle H,Q, of Engineer landing
Battalion 771,

with the most important and most distant jetty.

The problem of fuel supplies hats become as acute as that
of AoA, amraunition, following the destruction of various
fuel depots by air attack and the absence, or loss, of
oil lighters and fuel trains.

These

In this way, conraunication is ensured

The Supply Staff and the Luftwaffe have guaranteed
sufficient fuel for five days and nights and the loading
of all stoclcs, ̂ ^hile units have undertaken to disperse
supplies and store them as safely as possible against air
attack.

11 Aijgust 1943 gerry Movements, Messina Strait

Cannitello.- Faro South:

Ganzirri — Cannitello Centre:
11 landing craft
4 Engineer Siebel
fe-rries

6 Siebel ferries

2 ferry barges
3 ferry barges

F 432 and F 485 are discharging the remainder of theii'
cargo at Gioia Tauro, as there was insufficient time
available in the first night to con^ilete the job.

Catona North — Paradise:

Gallico North - Salvatore:
Gallico South - Pistunina:

There is a danger that the boats and their escort will
suffer fresh damage from the daily fighter-bomber attacks.

,  On the other hand, the dangers of sailing south of Vibo
discing daylight are so great that the task of the boats

being further damaged in port will have to be taken,
otherwise the #iole convoy might be lost at sea. Cargo
is being discharged during the day, in the face of continvial

filter-bomber attack. P.423 has heen wi-ecked by bombing,
there ai’e seven injijred on one of the A,A, ferries. Orders

from German Naval Coim'nand, Italy state that ships sailing
to Messina w? 11 proceed at night, escorted by motor
minesvreepers. As the motor minesweepers are lying at

Messina waiting to escort the steamship "Zeno" to Vibo
Valentia, and the ferry barges are urgently needed in the

Messina Strait, for the withdrawal of our troops, motor
minesweeper escort will have to be dispensed with.
Orders have been given for the craft to sail in coapany
with the oil lifter "Kitty", v^ich is loaded with A.A,
ammunition, at such time as to allow them to pass
Scilla by daybreak.

Engineer landing craft No. 4 has been destroyed by bombing,
no casualties.
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11 August 'I94-3
(ccantd,)

Ferry Performance, Messina Strait

264 iiBn
76 vehicles
98 teas ammunition
12 tons equipment

To Sicily:

Prom Sicily: 3^31 men
801 vehicles

35 tons ammunition
48 tons fuel

1128 tons equipnent

Night raids between 2100 and G500 were repeated on a very
heavy scale, especially against Faro and Ganairrlo

At 1800 today Operation lEHRGANG, the steady witb.drawal of

troops from Sicily, began. Preparations were made for ni^t
ferrying, biib in the north they were handicapped by very
heavy air attack. Ferry traffic on routes III and IV was

on a small scale as the Amy vehicles arrived only sporadically,
and their drivers spent most of the time in the air raid

shelterso The cougarat ively high ferry performance must be

attributed to the following points:

1) As there is no more traffic to Sicily, no time is
spent loading on the mainland.

About 5^ ~ 10/^ of the motor vehicle figures refer to
motor cycles and motor cycle combinations.

2)

3) The newly completed a-d very efficient Siebel ferry
points at Ganzirri ~ Pezzo and Faro Centre ~ Cannitello
Centre are producing good results.

Radio message from German Director of Sea Transport received:

"For your special operation today 12 ferry barges outside
Messina Strait p3.us 8 as reserve proceeding from north.
Calculate that with 4 jetties apart from I~boats and W-boats

total of 16 Siebel ferries and ferry barges continuously
required,
possible near A.A, Battery,
be there within 12 hours,

feiry traffic by night, or independently by day.

Anchor suipilus in bay close inshore, if
This reserve near enough to

Ready for operations. Assume

C.-in-C

South has guaranteed immediate assignment of 10 lorries for

fuelling naval craft, as fuelling by lighter not reliable
enoTo^,.

Diesel lighter lying Vibo Valentia afternoon 11 August,

Numiber of feriy barges in ferry service:

3-4Route I

Route II

Route III

Route IV

43

4-5
4-5

As the largest possibleThat is, 14 ~ 18 ferry barges,
number of vehicles is to be ferried across ~ there are

thousands of them - full use can be made of these ferry

barges, as well as the Siebel ferries and landing craft.
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11 Atigust 1943
(contd,)

Essential factor is that the ferry harges shoxxld arrive
here en^tyj, as for reasons stated above the discharge of
cargo takes so long that loaded barges would not be at the

centre of operations in timSo As a request with a short
explanation on the subject of empty ferry barges was sent
to German Director of Sea Transport two days ago, further
mention does not seem necessary.

Following the departure to Piihrer HoQ. of the Senior Officer,
Patrol Services, Messira Strait, Captain von Kamptz, I have
assumed command of the ships of the 12th I'iotor Minesweeper
Flotilla, A signal has been received announcing his
successor. Captain Dr. Diederich, % far the majority of

commitments in the Iviessina Strait are the responsibility
anyway of the Naval ©fficer-in^Charge, Sea Transport,
Iifessina Strait, with udiom the responsible j\rmy authorities -
XXV Panzerkorps, 1st Paratroop Division, Colonel Baade’s
Staff -have a]wa3;'s dealt directly, The intervention of a higher
naval authority, a position which mil be occupied by an
officer con^letely new to local conditions and without
special knowledge of the responsibilities involved, just at
the moirent when the final 5**day operation is beginning,
can only create practical difficultieso

Quartermaster General, C,-in-C., South has reported that
150 drums of smoke screen chemical and ancillary equipment
has been loaded on to F 451. I made a signal to German
Director of Sea Transport, Italy: •'No xise in Messina Strait
for smoke screen apparatus on F 451. If apparatus not
needed in north please recall barge to Naples and unload
there". Received following reply: "Unload F 451 there, so
that barge available other purposes early as possible," I

signal backs "No opportunity for unloading here, vn.thout
two days’ delay and corresponding danger of air raid damage,'
The barge would nave to be unloaded at Vibo Valentia, where

there is no unloading party, and no transport facilities for

getting one there at short notice. Waiting there for other

barges to form a convey would be just as dangerous as

proceeding independently, Miich is forbidden.

12 August 1943 Ferry Service, Messina Strait

Route I North

Route I South
1 ferry barge
13 landing craft plus
1 landing craft for wounded

Route II

Ganzirri ~ Canniteilo

Centre

Ganzirri — Pezzo
4 Engineer Siebel ferries
2 Siebel ferries and

1 ferry barge

5 Siebel ferriesRoute III

4 ferry bargesRoute IV

0800 F 482 and oil lighter "Kitty" arrived Catena from Gioia Tauro

escorted by A,A. ferries 224 and 230,

Ferry Performance, Messina Strait

To Sicily: nil,.
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12 August 1943
(contd,)

Prom Sicily: 3249 men
950 vehicles

103 tons ammunition
101 tons fuel

1370 tons eqviipment

2nd, 4th and 1 9th Landing Craft Flotillas and Engineer Landing
Battalion 771 are provided with sufficient fuel to maintain
ferry traffic in the Messina Strait for 5 days and 5 nights.
They also have full stocks to meet further requirements.
S'opplies of A,A. ammunition are still extremely sTnal'l,
the quota of 20 mm A-„A. ammunition required, the 2nd Landing
Craft Flotilla has only 45^^ the 4th Landing Craft Flotilla
only 15^, the 10th Landing Craft Flotilla only I8f^ and
Engineer Landing Battalion 771 only 60^.

From 2100 to 05OO very heavy air attacks weie again carried
out on the Messina Strait, in particular on Faro, San Giovanni
and Ganzirri,

II was suspended after 2100,

Shortly after 2100, I 60 was destroyed hy a direct hit.

Of

Ferry traffic on the northern routes I and

Oil lighter "Kitty" is discharging her cargo at Gallico,
It has Been discovered that the cargo of 20 mm A.A, ammuni

tion is not the C 38 type required hy my units, hut C 30,
which is of no use for the guns in ny ships
offered immediately to A.A. Brigade 22.

The cargo was

Further orders have been received from German Naval Command,
Italy stating that motor minesweepers of the 6th Motor Mine

sweeper Flotilla are to be detailed to escort ferry barges
between Vibo and Naples, Night sailing is advised in the

zone of enemy air activity and no operations are permitted
south of Vibo. For the moment no northbound convoys of

ferry barges are envisaged, as all available vessels will

be urgently needed in the Messina Strait,

R 38 sailed from the Messira Strait for Vibo in company with
R 185, R 187 an<3. R I88, and arrived there at 2300, I
intend to leave these ships there to provide imroediate
escort to the Messina Strait for any ferry barges arriving
there. Senior Officer, Patrol Services, Messina Strait has

resumed command of the sliips of 12th Motor Minesweeper
Flotilla,

2030

I have ordered Sea Transport Office, Vibo to discharge cargo
of oii lighter "Gertrud" for Amy supply Staff,
and F 411 have not yet arrived at Vibo, an enquiry has been
sent to the Gerriian Chief of Staff in Naples regarding their

exact time of sailing.

As P 450

In view of the abandonnBnt of Sicily and the great con

centration of troops in the Gioia Tauro area, to which the

depots of Army Supply Staff, Reggio have already been with

drawn, it is imperative that adequate unloading facilities
should be created in the harbours in question,
known, however, no decirion has yet been made as to wiiether

South Calabria is to be held for some time, or whether it

will be necessary shortly to direct the main flow of
supplies much further northv/ard.

As far is
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12 August 1943
(contd„)

The unloading stations in question for the Gioia Tauro area
are the beach at Gioia Tauro and the harbour at Yibo Valentia,

It woiiLd also be possible to ujtiload at Tropea, but experience
gained at Gioia Tauro and Bagnara has shown that it is not
easy with the means available to provide effective AoA,
protection for an open beach such as the one at Trope a.
Another disadvantage of the open beach is that vessels have
virtually no pi'otection against naval bombardment at ni^t,
for an attacking ship would always be withi.1 the blind spot
of the 75 mm guns of o\ir barges. The solid mole at Vibo

Valentia would be good protection against naval bombardment
but here there is a serious risk of mass bombing. Neverthe
less, Vibo Valentia and the neighbouring beach seem to offer
the best facilities for un'^cading in the Gioia Tauro area.
I have made a signal to the 1st Paratroop Division: "Most

ic^^ortant harbour for unloading supplies in future Vibo

Valentia. Therefore request very strong A.A. protection.
A,A. defences Gioia Tauj,'o have proved not strong enough." I
have entrusted the direction of the Sea Transport Office,
Idessina, Lt. Cdr, Neumann, an experienced and reliable
officer, and I have also placed the Gioia Tauro area under

his command. I am assigning to him the Harbour Company,
Messina and the Kaxiers Construction Cotpany as harbovtr works

persornel and have made a signal to German Director of Sea

Transport requesting approval for these measures.

The Sea Transport Office, Vibo Valentia has no unloading
personnel at the moment, but because various ferry barges have
sailed from Naples Miich cannot be vmloaded south of Vibo

Valentia, Sea Tr-ansport Office, Vibo Valentia has received

the following signal: "P 411, P 451, P 462, P522,  P 588,
P 609 will discharge thei’e. If necessary, make use of

Paetz small engineer unit from Engineer Landing Battalion 771
(25 men). Apply Army Supply Staff for further personnel."

The fact that, despite my request, the vessels coming from

the north ai’e not empty but are in fact carrying fiall cargo
means, unfortunately, that it will be virtually inpossible to
xase them for EEHRGAWG in the Messina Strait, In any case

the first group of barges will not arrive- in the Messina
Strait before the last day of LEHRGANG,

13 Avgxist 1 943 Perry Movements

Route I North

Route I Centre

Route 'I South

Route II North

Route II

Route III

Route IV

3 ferry barges
2i- Engineer Siebel ferries
9 landing craft
2 ferry barges
2 Siebel ferries

5 Siebel ferries

2 ferry barges
1 naval gun barge

As the heavy air attacks on the Messina Strait during the

nigiht make it doubtful ■vdiether ferrying can take place,
the corm'^encement of operations has been postponed until
0500, as the air raids usually cease just before O5OO,
Routes I and II have been closed bet^ween 2100 and O5OO to
avoid serious losses.

Ni^t traffic is continuing on routes III and IV,
a result of last nigiht’s experien-'e, traffic was on a
reduced scale.

B

There was a tem],c.-rary pause, which m

ut as

ade
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13 Atsgust 19^{.3
(contclo )

itself felt viien an unexpectedly large nxmiber of vehicles
began to arrive and the situation was not brought under
control again until shortly before O3OO,

Perry Performance Lfessina Strait

6142 Ejsn
440 wounded

1131 vehicles

36 guns
7 tanks

97 tons ammunition
53 fuel

1673 tons equipment

Prom Sicily;.

This performance is the maximum achievement so far, although
during the night routes I and II were out of action and owing
to a mismde::-sbanding routes III and IV were working only
part of the time,
the number of craft I have at my disposal.

During the day, ferrying is restricted by

Puel stocks are adequate. The amount in hand is

45 cbm Diesel

24 cbm Diesel

72 cbm B 4
21 cbm Otto

Engineer Landing Battalion 771 - 57 cbm Diesel
71 cbm Otto

A.A, ammunition stocks of authorised basic alloTrance);

~ 35^

2nd Landing Craft Plotilla
4th Landing Craft Flotilla
10th Landing Craft Plotilla

2nd Landing Craft Plotilla
4th Landing Craft Plotilla
10th Landing Craft Plotilla

Engineer Landing Battalion 771 - ~13%

^5%
23fo

This means, unfortunately, extremely careful use of ammuni

tion in combating low-level attacks.

Prom 2100 to 0500 there were again heavy air raids against
Messina, Gansirri and Paro,

Durii..g the day a landing craft used for transporting womded

was damaged by fighter-bomber machine-gun fire. The craft

has had to be taken out of service. It was displaying a

Red Cross flag. Engineer Siebel feriy Wo, 1 shot down one
aircraft.

High-level raids have seriously damaged the roads in Sicily
used hy our troops to withdraw.

A further signal has been made to German Director of Sea

Transport, Italy containing an urgent request that empty
ferry barges be sailed back and the reason why they are
needed,

ing, only empty barges would be available in time, and

those only if, as is exp>ected, the operation is
prolonged.

With the i>resent limited facilities for laaload
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13 August 19A3
(contd,)

German Director of Sea Transport has ordered: "As oil.
lighters are now directed mainly to Scalea, there must he
separate sea transport representation for Scalea,
further:

Office, Messina the farmer Sea Transport Office, Catania
and Catania Radio Station vri.ll move to Scalea and will

report hy radio their arrival there.
Radio Station is going to Viho,
Italy has ordered craft to he dispersed, eien outside the
harbour moles.

Ani

Following the withdrawal to Viho of Sea Transp

Assume that Messina

Geman Naval Coimiand,

ort

This order corresponds to the basic landing orders which I

have given my ships, hut for safety’s sake I am relaying it
to Sea Transport Office, Viho inhere a. concentration of

ferry barges is expected in the next few days.

According to radio reports from Naples, three groups of

ferry barges are heading south, all loaded. The barges in

question are apparently: P 450 and P 411, sailing date
unknown; P 451# P 462, P 522, P 588, P 619 sailed 11 August;
S’ 387.0 S’ 459# P 616, P 624 sailed 12 August, and P 61/,
P 611, P 615, P 523 also sailed 12 August. As no reports
have been received, from Vibo of their arrival, I have made
the follo;ving signal to Vibo:

1) Have ferry barges arrived there?

2) Report to Quartermaster Abteilung of XIV Panzerkorps
regarding disposal if any have arrived,
without authority of Quartermaster Abteilung,

Report immediately any barges beconie empty so that
preparations can be made for escort by 12th Motor
liinesweeper Flotilla to the Messina Strait,

Do not unload

3)

German Director of Sea Transport, Italy has sent  a signal
to Sea Transport Office, Vibo ordering that all the ferry
barges shall be unloaded there as quickly as possible and

sent empty to the Messina Strait, That is no longer
possible in the case of ferry barges carrying cargo. The

continioal interruption of unloading by figliter-bomber raids

has to be taken into account. It is regrettable that my

request for en5)ty ferry barges was not complied with. The

destination of the 15 ferry barges is not given, but it can

only be Vibo Valentia, A concentration of 15 ferry barges
there, iriiere circumstances maJce unloading so difficult, is

a matter of grave concern,in view of the day and night
attacks on the harbour, and the hi^-level bombing.
One has the ii:mj:’ession that it is not fiolly realised in
Rome how the air situation has deteriorated for us here

since the enemy has captured Catania airfield, the effects

of that, too, will be felt in the next few days. It is

only in the Messina Strait that the enemy displays caution
and avoids acttial lov^-level attacks, as there he is

brouight under fire from all sides.

Following order received from German Naval Command, Italy:
"Ships of 6th Motor Minesweeper Flotilla will put in to
Vibo to escort groups of ferry larges. Escort of two per
group to off Scalea, then return Vibo, Group of 4 ferry
barges and more deep channel to Naples," That can only
be carried out when the withdrawal operation across the

Messina Strait is completed.
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13 August 1943
(contd,)

Signal frcm Geician IJaval Ccsnnand, Italy;

"1730 air/sea rescue needed 10 miles NNE. Spartafera, Pour
airmen drifting in rubber dinghy.
Battalion has been ordered to organise a search -with a large
assault craft. The assault craft, accompanied by three gmali

assault craft, saw red 7erey lights in the area in qxKsticm
and a British air/sea rescue aircraft escorted by four
fighters. One fighter broke away and headed off the assaiilt
boat by firing across her bows. The air crew seems there

fore to have been taken prisoner by the British,  A later
search of the same area to see if there was another din^y
produced no resxalt.

Engineer Landing

2nd Pliegerkorps thinks,, however, that the British were
rescuing their own men and has asked for a further search the

following morning, as it concerned Lt, Eeichart with I56
"kills". This request has been agreed to.

14 August 1943 Operations

During the night of 13th/l4th;

Ro\ite III

Route 17

4 Siebel ferries

3 ferry barges

During the day;

2 ferry barges
3 engineer Siebel ferries
9 landing craft
1 ferry barge
3 Siebel ferries
3 Siebel ferries

3 ferry barges

Route

Route

Roxite

Route II North

Route II Centre

Route III

Route 17

I North

I Centre

I South

Night traffic at jetties III and 17 is proceeding rapidly and
smoothly in bri^t moonlight. There are no air attacks and

the , ferry craft are able to proceed without interruptian.
Sufficient vehicles are also reaching Messina, Periying is

continuing smoothly throughout the day, with hardly any inter
ference from the lasual filter-bomber raids. Destruction of

the northern road west of Messina during the afternoon checked

the flow of vehicles to ferry stations I and H, Perry
operations went so well thro-ughout the day that no hold-ups
occurred and the best ferry performance to date v;as achieved.

The nuniber of men and the quantity of material ferried from

Sicily to the mainland amounted to;

7424 inen
600 wounded

1380 vehicles
39 tanks

42 guns
214 tons ammunition

155 tons fuel

1728 tons equipment
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14 August 1943
(cantd.)

Orders from Director of Sea Transport, Italy:

1) 1st Con^pany, Constri:iction Battalion 432 tri-11 transfer to

Sc ale a;

As frr as can "be foreseen, after IIIHRGANG 2nd and 10th

Landing Craft I'lotillas will he stationed in the Naples
area and 4th Landing Craft Plotilla in the Sardinia area.

2)

3) 2nd Landing Division will then transfer to the area
hetTifsen Leghorn and Spezia and 4th Landing Flotilla to

the Leghorn area.

In accordance with icy instructions, 2^1 and 10th Landing
Craft Flotillas have nKved all men not required for Operation
LEHRGANG and all dispensable equipment to the first transit

camp at Ta^lria Nova,

Sea Transport Office, Vibo has signalled?

"After consultation with Quartermaster Abteilung, XEV
Panzerkorps, decision taken to discharge cargo of  F 451,
F 462, F 522, F 588, F 609, F 61?, F 523, F 6l1,  F 615.
barges will probably discharge 15 Augvist."

On the basis of an order from Director of Sea Transport,

Italy, the Officer Commanding, 112 Construction Party has
ordered Construction Battalion 430 to move from Gioia Tauro

to Vibo Valentia.

Office there. "

included"

Transport, Italy to an enquiry regarding the future enploy-
ment of this formation.

Al

They will report to the Sea Transport
Engineer Construction Cocpany, Italy is
the roplj>' received from Director of Sea'vas

l

Senior Officer of 4th Landing Craft Flotilla will arrive at

Vibo by car in the evening of 15 Axogust.
command and administration of ferry barges in the area north
of the Messina Strait,

On the subject of the A,A. ammunition crisis. Director of

Sea Transport has announced from Rome that Luftflotte 2 has
directed Air Force Field Equipment Group, Naples to make an

allocation of a further 20,000 rounds of 20 mm A.A. 38
ammunition, and that immediate shipment han been arranged.
Unfortunately, this ammunition will bC' too late for use in
the Messina Strait,

Duty will be the

Orders will be passed throuigh Vibo.

A large assault craft continued the air/sea rescue search.
This craft was reported overdue, and two small assault craft

set out to search for it, without success,
evening the crew of the large assault craft was picked up by

Their vessel had

During the

the Italian hospital ship "Aquileia”.
been sunk by fighter-bombers.

At the request of the Herman Goring Di-xrision F 503 sailed at
e600 on 14 August for Galati, under the command of the
Flotilla medical officer, to embark 80 - 100 seriously
wounded men,

machine-guns vhich had been promised was not to hand, and
the ferry barge had to defend itself with its own guns
against a bombing and machine-gun attack by 8 filter-
bombers. Onlj'- 10 men with serious wounds and 21
with slight vrounds were embarked, and three ambuilances
and two lorries with medical equipment put aboard, A

The A.A. cover of four 20 mm quadruple
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14 August 1945
(centdo)

request from the medical officer of the Divisicn for a

ship to he detailed to Galati to pick other medical
eqtaipment was turned down, attenticn being drawn to the
official ferry points.

Operations

During the ni^t of lVl5 Augaast, 3 Siebel ferries
Route m, 2 Siebel ferries after 0100,

On Route IV 2 ferry barges, and mval gun barge No, 7
in reseiwe to take off any men.

on

15 August 1943

On the basis of the previous night’s e:jq>erience, ferry
traffic is being resumed on the northern routes in
accordance with the orders of XIV Panzerkorps,
following ships have been detailed:

The

Route I North 1 ferry barge

2 Engineer Siebel ferriesRoute I Centre

Route I South 4 landing craft

II NorthRoute 1 ferry barge

Route II South 1 Siebel ferry

Traffic on the northern routes is scheduled to begin at

2300, if it is felt at that time that the air situation
permits,
will be in control of operations.

Captain Paul of Engineer Landing Battalion 771

Ferrying commenced as ordered, but the ships sailed empty,
as neither men nor vehicles arrived. Operations T/ere sus

pended at 0100 in consequerrie. Very little arrived for

ferrying on the southern routes. Nevertheless, in con
trast to yesterday, telephone communication was established
with the Operations Officer of XIV Panzerkorps at Messina,
so that systematic cooperation was possible. During the

day, ferry traffic was resimaed with the following vessels:

2 ferry barges

4 Engineer Siebel ferries

Route I North

Route I Centre

9 landing craftRoute I South

2 ferry bargesRoute H North

2 Siebel ferriesRoute II

5 Siebel ferriesRoute III

3 ferry barges and
1 naval gun barge.

Route IV

Oil lighter "Kitty" has a miscellaneouis cargo of evacua
tion material for the Sea Transport Office, Reggio. The

narrowness of the hatches restricted the type of cargo
that could be loaded,

ing an escort, the ship will have to proceed independently,
for she is exposed to danger here.
At the slow speed of 4
juist before dawn.

As there is no chance of provid--

She will sail at I8OO.

3 knots, "Kitty" will be at Vibo
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15 Avigust 1543
(contd, )

Perry operations proceeded without hindrance throughout
the day,
ccnsequence were cairied out^ although flares were dropped
continually ever the Messina Strait*

During the ni^t one cr two air attacks of no

Jtast before morning one landing craft siiffered  1 dead and

4 wotinded in a fighter-bomber attack* The landing craft
brought down one aircraft and a ferry barge another.

Fezry Performance

Prom Si cily: 4810 men
200 wounded

923 vehicles
1 tank

16 guns
86 tons ammunition

9 tons fuel

956 tons eqid.pment

Pviel stocks are sufficient:

2nd Landing Graft Flotilla
4th Landing Craft Flotilla
10th Landing Craft Flotilla

30 tons
20 tons

36 tons B 4
17 tons Otto

Engineer Landing Battalion 77'! ^ 5Q tons Diesel
61 tons Otto

The continuoTjs heavj'- air attacks reported from Vibo are

creating serious problems in the harboxr and disorganising
supplies. Cnly those ferry barges on absolutely essential
duty may enter the harbour. The Operations Officer of

XIV Panzerkorps is reckoning on three more coc^lete days of
ferryd-ng. It is therefore conceivable that I shall be able

to move some ferry barges to the Messina Strait for the last

day, to replace losses. It is astonishing that the enemy
has not made stronger attacks in the past days. There has

frequently been a patise of 1 - 2 hours between individual
fighter-bomber raids, while hi^-level attacks have been

practically non-existent. It is only during the night
that raids are frequently incessant.

Colonel Baade*s Staff has relayed the XIV Panzerkorps
order to evactaate the 105 mm A.A. guns of four Batterien

by ferry barge. That means 16-20 guns, and will re
quire, in addition to the ferry barges in the Messina
Strait, 5 more at Vibo Valentia, Tshich is to be the
destination of the guns* With the 5 ferry barges being held
there in reserve for the Messina Strait, that will mean a

strong concentration for a harbour so exposed to air attack.

The other ferry barges wHl, in any case, have to sail back
to Naples immediately, I have therefore made a signal to

the Senior Officer, 4th Landing Craft Flotilla at
Vibo Valentia: "End of LEHRGANG probably not before
18 August, Keep 5 empty ferry barges standing by to
sail to Messina Strait to replace losses here, 5 others
to take 105 mm A.A. guns to Naples on conclusion of
LEHRGANG, Other feiry barges not required here,"
A.A. Brigade 22 has enquired whether A,A. defences are

still req-uired for Gioia Tauro. As there is no further
need to discharge cargo there, the ans^ver "no" was given.
The A.A. defences for Vibo requested of 1st Paratroop
Division have not materialised. Perhaps they have not
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15 August 1943
(contd,) ^eiyed signal, Th© absence of an AxvQr radio station

^re IS hav^ unpleasant repercussions these days, I
have accordingly made a signal to the Gennan Director of
Sea Transport;

"A.A, defences for Vibo Valentia applied for by
far not been provided. Request you arrange for

us have so

 A,A.
imiiediately, as protection largently needed for 15 feny
barges about to discharge cargo the2*e,''

Signal received from German Naval Comnani, Italy:

If short of ferry craft, recall Vibo ferry barge
the moment, unfortunately, there are no enpty ferry barges
there, A recent telephone conversation with the Panserkorps

disclosed, however, that the bulk of men ani material
has already been ferried across. The all-out effort ard
self-s^rifice of our crews, -v^o sailed their ships day and
ni^t in the face of almost continual fighter-bomber
attacks, has achieved results considerably in excess of
those escpected by the Amy High Command. I have therefore
ordered Sea Transport Office, Vibo Valentia to sail 5 enroty
feiry barges to Naples by night, via the deep channel,
escorted by two motor minesweepers. The motor minesweepers
will accompany the barges as far as off Scalea and then re-
tvim to Vibo.

remove the 105 mm A.A.

Ats.

Only 5 ferry barges need remain there to
-  . guns.

As a result of the overcrowding of transit hospitals in
the Palmi area, hospital ships are urgently needed to
transport wounded to Naples. German Naval Command, Italy
has teen requested to detail the Italian hospital ship
Aquilea*'^ at present lying empty at Messina, to Gioia Taxxro,
to embark 750 wounded there on 16 A^ugiiist,

Operations16 August 1943

During the night of I5/16 Avigustj

Route III
Route IV

3 Sietel ferries

3 ferry barges

Just before 2300, in the corirse of an action involving
ships of the 12th Motor Mines;’reeper Flotilla on oatrol, a
Sietel ferry was fired on by a shore batteiy at Messina,
despite her making recognition signals, I immediately
ordered ferry traffic to stop. As, hovrever, nearly 200
v^icles were waiting at Messina, ferrying was resumed
Just before OO30,
Panzerkorps,

A conplaint has been sent to XIV

Just before 2300, SP 175 began to sink off San Giovanni,
as a result of leaks and blast damage sustained in the
last bonbing attack, dtiring the afternoon. The feriy
may yet be beached, but she has run agromd about 20
metres from the shore, and so it is impossible to imload
her cargo of vehicles. Those that are not alreat^
submerged by the vessel*s list are being transferred to
SF 92, which has gone alongside.
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16 August 1943
(contd,)

At 0500, day traffic T7as resuaaed on all ferry rovrtes:

Route ~ 2 ferry barges
- 4 Engineer Siebel ferries
- 5 *- 6 landing craft
~ 2 Siebel ferries

^ 2 Siebel ferries

— 4 Siebel ferries

3 ferry barges and
1 naval gun barge

2 landing craft are being sent to Gioia Tauro to move woiuided.
The hospital ship which was requested has not arrived there.
A signal has been made to German Na.-al Command^ Italy,
urgently requesting the ship for 17 August.

The 4th Naval M/t Abteilung has not arrived. Its duties in
the area of tlie Messina Strait will cease to exist vdthin

the next day or so. As my duties also cease on 17 August,
I cannot take over command of the company, I have therefore
made the following signal to German Naval Command, Italy;
"Leaving Messina Strait with 2nd and 10th Landing Craft
Flotillas probably I7 Augiist. Yi/ho will then take over

command of 4th Naval I.'/T Abteilung? 20 lorries are
required here for 616 Naval G\jnnery Abteilung. Using
other vehicles at first for evaemtion of naval establishments

from here to the Naples area,"

I North

I Centre

I South

II North

II South

III

IT

The transfer of Construction Battalion 432 initially to

Vibo. Valentia has been arranged for 16 Ax:igusto Only the

working parties for the ferry points, 60 men in all, will
have to remain behind \jntil the afternoon of 17 Augiast, Virhen

ferrying has ended. Sea Transport Office, Vibo has been

instructed; "Unload from F 450 as many gas cylinders of
Seagoing A.A. Command South as required for Balloon sites

there. Send remainder back to Naples togethei' with life

belts, rafts, canteen goods of ICth Landing Craft Flotilla,
Keep 2 cm ammunition there for ferry barges calling, if not

immediately sent here by lorry," Also; "Only 2-3 ferry
barges required for loading 105 mm A,A., but not
immediately. Therefore consult Quartermaster Abteilung,
XIV Panzerkorps and load ferry barges returning to Naples
with the exception of 3 for task mentionedc Sail always
at night, with motor minesweeper escort as far as off
Scalea."

As a result of talks with A,A, Brigade 22, it is now
known that there are no more than 12 guns.

Colonel Baade has agreed that the flotillas, engineers
and. my own staff shall withdraw on 17 August, when
LEHRGANG is completed,
it will probably be over between O9OO and 1000,

During the afternoon I received the following order from

XIV Panzex’korps;
important that all ferries sho-uld sail continuously on

all 4 routes, so as to evacuate the last units of XTV
Panzerkorps to the mainland,
ferries have nothing to do for hours and have to wait

xrv Panzerkorps has stated that

During the coming ni^t it is vitally

It may happen that the
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16 August 194.3
(contd,)

a nevr contingent of men and vehicles arrives at the
ferry points, Ferry craft vdll probably cease operating
just before OJOO tomorrow, after idiich only assault craft

need be used. But ferrying tomorrow morning cannot cease

without the authorisation of Engineer Captain Holzapfel at

ferry points I and II, and of Panzer Captain Rossmann at
ferry points III and IV, These two officers are the only
persons authorised to order a ferry not to return to the

west side after discharging cargo* After the splendid
ferry performance to date, I expect that ferry personnel
will cariy out their duty in the sane exemplary fashion
during the last vital night," (Signed) Hiibe:
General der Panzertrt^pen,"

Senior Officer, Patrol Services, Messina Strait has
informed German Naval Command, Italy by signal that

1) Naval Radio Station, San Gicr/’-anni has closed down
and has moved to Scale a;

2) He himself has withdrawn to Rome following the
completion of his duties.

Sea Transport Office, Reggio is moving to Paola,

A signal has been received from German Naval Command,
Italy: "N.O. i/c. Sea Transport, Messina Strait will
not leave until authorised by XXV Panzerkorps via S.O
Patrol Services, Messina Strait. Pour trains allotted.
Naval Iv^/T Abteilung will remain there. Hand over vehicles
required for 616 Naval Artillery Abteilimig to Senior
Coastal Artillery Commander, Messina Strait," Apparently
they thinlc in Rome that I might leave my post withotrt
consTolting the appropriate authorities! The Senior
Officer, Patrol Services, Messina Strait has already
gone. So far, all questions concerning feiry operations
have alT/ays been handed directly between XTV Panzerkorps
and myself.

•3

In the course of the day, fighter-bomber attacks became
more intense. There were also nuimerous high-level attacks,

jTist before I6OO, P 607 was badly damaged by a near miss off
the ship*s side, and 2 Siebel ferries as well, Salvatore,
the .lorthern jetty for ferry barges at Messina, was put out
of action by bombing, A relief ferry point is being used.
Perry operations have been distributed accordingly. There

is no Siebel ferry left with two engines in ■p/orking order.
As there will be extensive troop ferrying to do today,
A,A. Siebel ferries and I-boats will be used.

Ferrying continued throughout the entire night of
16/17 August,

It is expected that the last troops will leave Messina
tomorrow morning between G300 and 1000, Following an
order from XIV Panzerkorps, the order to cease ferrying at
Messina will be given by Captain Holzapfel for routes I
and II, and by Captain Rossmann for X’outes III and IV,
I have instructed my staff officers to see that ferrying
at Messina is stopped at the correct time,,
moonlight is helping operations considerably,
night-attacks have had no particiiLar effect.

The bright
Hi^i-level
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17 August 19^1-3 The laist ferries left Messina jxast before 0600, In the
early hours of the morning British artillery fired on
Messina from the south without causing any damage, I
have issued the following daily order:

"The time for operations in the Messina Strait is over.
Following the movement, first of material, then troops,
and then material again to Sicily, in the end troops and
material have had to be ferried back in the face of con

tinuous and mounting enemy action, A loyal sense of duty
has enabled the ferry performance to be raised from small

beginnings to a pitch of efficiency which surpassed all

expectations, and the final figirres represent an achieve
ment, of which everybody participating ivithin the command

of N.O. i/c. Sea Transport, Messina Strait may justly be
proud. This achievement is due to the part played by the

crews of the naval ferry barges and Siebel ferries,
the crews of tlie craft operated by Engineer Landing
Battalion 771 and its staffs, the officers and men of the

Construction Battalion and the Harbour Con^ianies, of the

Engineer Constr\jction Company, Italy, the Sea Transport
Offices, and the Army and Air Force Supply Staffs, It

required not only good organisation, but endurance, hard

work and fighting spirit to carry out this operation of

historic importance. And I have noted with pleasure
that these qualities were always in evidence where they
were most needed. Such cooperation made it possible
to wdthdraw our comrades from Sicily almost to a man, and

to bring back far more material than was ever expected.
We mourn our comrades vAio have died, and our thoughts
turn to the siafferings of our wounded, but we know that

their sacrifice has not been in vain. To them first,
and to all other comrades, I wish to express my thanlcs at

this moment when -we are obliged to leave the Messina
Strait, We shall now employ our strength elsewhere,
fully triisting in the final victory of our Fatherland,

(Sigped) von Liebenstein,

San Giuseppe, 17 August 1943»

The "Hohlstab" gear v/as picked up at Sicily and Tra.s to

be towed by landing craft to Vibo Valentia before being
talcen on to Naples. It is, hovrever, so tightly jauired
between the rocks that there is no chance of towing it

away.

Very heavy, continuous fighter-bomber attacks were
resumed at dawn. Roads, as well, are under continuous
fighter-bomber attack.

Since midday yesterday the Messina Strait has been under

slight fire from eneny artillery, apparently 150 mm.
The only time left for vinloading and transshipment is

this forenoon, as there may be artillery’- bombardment
from the Messina side by this afternoon. The evacuation
will therefore end at an awkward time for me to withdraw

my ships. They cannot get away dircing the day because
of fighter-bombers, ard. will have to haul around the
comer at Cannitello as best they can to gain shelter
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17 August 1943
(contd.)

firom the enemy artilleiy, I have ordered A»A. defences
to he strengthened from there* There is not a single
Siehel ferry left mth two serviceable engines. The
only ones that can be withdravm are 3 A,A. Siebel ferries,
for the others could only raise 4 Icnots on one engine,
viaich is too slew in the circumstances.

Until further notice, Vibo Valentia will remain the
southernmost port for unloading, with Paola and Scalea
the next towards the north,

vd.ll be purely Sea Transport Office matters, and  I shall
not be required.

Signal received from German Naval Command, Italy:

"Make sure that even the non-operational craft are moved
from the Messina Strait and that they are all loaded
with evacuation material,"

are concerned, this has been done,
damaged tanks and 105 mm,A,A. guns,
"non-operational" craft in the sense conveyed in the
signal, i,e, damaged but still able to proceed under their
own steam. In any case, there can be no question of
towing the Siebel ferries viiich have only one serviceable
engine. And these craft have all suffered bomb-splinter
damage as well.

A report has been received from the ferry points stating
that the last ferries have arrived. The ferry crews and
the engineers of Engineer Landing Battalion 771 have done a
v/onderful job. For days on end they have carried out
their onerous task in the face of almost incessant day and
night air attack, and are now suffering from extreme
exhaiustion.

The duties in these harbours

As far as the ferry barges
They have taken away
There are no more

Ships of the 2nd, 4th and 10th Landing Craft Flotillas are
assembling in the area between Carnitello and Scilla, so
as to sail north at nightfall.

In the course of the day the only eneny action observed
took the form of numero-us fighter-bomber attacks and
sporadic artillery fire. The caiiq) at San Guiseppe was
evacuated during the forenoon and the remainder of
flotilla stores taken away by lorry.

At 1700 I left the Ifessina Strait together with my staff
in t^TO cars, a motor cycle combination and a lorry,
travelling via Gambari,

(signed) v, Liebenstein.
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CONCLUSIONS

Initial Sittiation

At the end of the Africa cai]:5)aigny the ships of the 2nd Landing Craft
Flotilla and the Air Force Ferry units -v^hich had been operating in that
can^aign were engaged in the Messina Sti'ait, where a transport problem
affecting German material, vehicles and troops had arisen as a result of
the Italian ferry steamers being lost through air attacko The Engineer
Landing Battalion, Africa (later renamed Engineer Landing Battalion 'JJ1)
was already using landing craft as ferries there. Understandably, the
independent operation of various units vd.th no werall command did not
prove siKscessful, As the result of a report which 1 submitted to German

Director of Sea Transport, Italy in ny capacity as Senior Officer, 2nd
Landing Craft Flotilla, a new coimmnd was created to deal with this traffic.
The officer appointed to this command in the first instance was

Lto Col, Schiller, the Officer Comaanding, Air Force Ferry Flotillas,
Mien his vessels (Siebel ferries) were absorbed by the 10th Landing Craft
Flotilla, I was to be his relief, Wlien I took over on 25 May 1943# the
situation was as follows;

a) 3 ferry routes -vrere in operation;

1) Cannitello - Faro for landing craft

2) Catena - Salvatore for ferrj’- barges

3) Gallico - Salvatore (hospital) for Siebel ferries,

b) By order of C,—in-C., South, the Chief of Army Supply Staff, Reggio
(I'iajor Schiele) had been appointed 0,C., Armed Forces Supplies, Regular
meetings were held between his office and that of the 0,0,, Air Force
Perry Flotillas, at which available shipping space for the following day
was divided up among the various units concerned with supplies, according
to requirement,

c) The Sea Transport Office, Reggio was concerned exclusively with the
loading of ferry barges and vessels of the Ifediterranean Shipping Company
at the port of Reggio, The loading of ferry barges, Siebel ferries and

Ergineer Landing craft elsewhere in the Ifessina Strait and their unloading
on the Sicilian side was the direct respcnsibiliby of the Service units

concerned. Because of the shortage of personnel at the Army Simply Staff,
Messina, a ferry barge woiild lie several days at Faro before being unloaded.
First of all, then, mj position with regard to the 0,0,, Armed Forces
Supplies, Reggio, the Sea Transport Office, Reggio and the newly
established Sea Transport Office, Messina had to be clarified. To

achieve maximvim efficiency, it seemed to me that  I should be given some
authority over the Army and Air Force taiits engaged in ferrying,
was rejected. However, under a directive from Yice Admiral Ruge, the
Flag Officer, German Naval Command, Italy, ny particular ferry operations
were made exclusively a naval matter. There vras, therefore, no question
of coming under an Army conunand. It was a matter of cooperation,
German Director of Sea Transport, Italy gave me authority over the Sea

Transport Offices at Reggio and Messina, so that there was at least
unified representation for the Navy,

That

Commitments and Resources

A ferry service of small craft had to be maintained across the Messina

Strait, the target quota of material to be carried to Sicily being
27,000 tons a month. Taking into account the fact that some days would
be lost by bad weather, that meant a daily quota of some 1,000 tons,
including quantities of material taken to Sicilian ports outside the
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After a short T^hile the direction of ferry operationsMessina Strait,

was placed in my hands, as the sittiation could he seen better from the
Messina Strait than from Rome, The possibility of fighting in Sicily
itself was taken into account when the ferry operations were planned,
and allowance had to be made for increased eneniy activity by air and sea.

The naval resources available for the task were an average of 8 Siebel
ferries, 2 A,A, ferries and about 10 I-boats and W-boats,r all of the 10th

Landing Craft Flotilla, and 20 ferry barges and 2 naval gun barges of the
2nd Landing Craft Flotilla. Of these, only the Siobel ferries and ferry
barges were engaged on direct ferry operations. The latter were also

used for traffic to Sicilian ports outside the Messina Strait and for

fetching material from the Naples area. After figlating had begin in
Sicily, extensive use was also made of the 4th Landing Craft Flotilla,
I was also given operational command of the following units i;^on their
arrival in the Messina Strait:

1) Engineer Landing Battalion 771 (originally Engineer Landing
Battalion, Africa) under Captain Paul consisting of one coirpany
for landing craft, one for Siebel ferries, ani one for “sea serpent*',

2) The Maurus Construction Battalion and, after that was transferred.
Construction Battalion 132 (Captain Schritter),

3) Engineer Construction Company, Italy (Lieutenant Froehlich),

l) Harbour Cortpany, Messina,

And towards the end:

5) Construction Battalion 430 (Major Schnell),

6) Lieutenant Kauers* Construction Company,

I also had authority over the Sea Transport Offices at Reggio and Ivfessina,
lIThile Engineer Lar.ding Battalion 771 used its craft to maintain a ferry
service on the northern ferry route, the function of the Construction
Battalions and the Harbour Company, Messina was to provide vrorking parties
for the feriy points and to develop approach roads to the jetties.
Engineer Construction Coripany, Italy took over the task of constructing
jetties, although a start could not be made until towards the end of June
because the requisite equipment, notably pile drivers, did not arrive at

the right time.

The

Daily Conference

In order to secure cooperation, contact had first to be established with
all the Service units concerned, with supplies. This meant, in addition
to the Sea Transport Offices and the 0,0., Armed Forces Supplies, Reggio
(Amy Supply Staff), the out station of C.-in-C, South Transport Staff at
Reggio, the main supply station of the Air Force and corresponding stations
on the Sicilian side,

each other,

and natutrally enou^ individual stations were out: to seciire all they could
for their own branch of the Service, so that there was continual friction.

The absence of a unified command was having a disturbing effect on planning
the allocation of shipping space and the question of routes to be used,
especially as communications were bad at the outset.

The expedient course therefore seemed to be to extend the daily conferences
and call in representatives of all mits directly or indirectly concerned
in ferry traffic.

None of these authesrities had much contact with

Their spheres of responsibility were not clearly defined.
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At these conTerences, Servoxje requirements in respect of shipping space
and targets to he achieved were ascertained, and priorities established
in the event of a shortage of shipping spacer After that the transport
programme was drawn up. At the same time, all questions concerned mth
preparations and subsidiary matters were discussed and appropriate
directives issued,

of N.O, i/c
Service imits as the responsible authority for directing the movement
of German supplies at sea in the Sicily area. The conference also
served a useful purpose in instructing all those present in the general
situation locally.

This daily conference gradually turned the office
Sea Transport into a central authority recognised by all

Dally conferences v/ere held right up to the last day of ferry operations
and proved most successful.

Cooperation with the Italians

N.O. i/c, Sea Transport viewed I’elations with oiir Italian ally in the
light of sober reality. With all the goodwill existing on both sides,
an Italian effort or contribution to sea transport was no more expected
than any other military achievement.

On the other hand, the Italians were cordially invited to make use of the

German organisation. For a time, from about mid-June to mid-July,
Italian repiesentatives made fairly regular, if unpmctual, appearances
at the daily conferences. Under an order from Co-in-C. South, up to
25^0 of Siebel ferry space was placed at their disposal. This allocation

was never used to the f-uU., Only on one or two days did Italian ferries

sail with more than 20 vehicles; in ger^ral they confined their demands

to the ferrying of single lorries, and in the course of the month these
too ceased. On the other hand they had quite a contingent of individuals,
both civilian and Service, using the Cannitello - Faro routeo

Relations with Italian authorities in Calabria were good right up to the
last moment, Tnose primarily concerned were the representative of the

Comarido Marina at Reggio, Captain Tesi, and his liaison officer
Count Pavoncelli, Collaboraticn with the Comando Marina at Messina was

not so good. It was just possible to get on with Admiral Barone, but
there was always friction with his Chief of Staff, Captain Cei Ifertini,
vrtio gave the impression of being definitely anti-German,

Method of Ferrjd-ng

The quantity of supplies moved to Sicily was conditioned by the amount
of shipping space available, Tiie loading of supplies directly on to the
ferry boats would certainly have meant that a much greater weight of
supplies was carried, but the loading and unloading involved made only
one crossing a day possible. It therefore proved more practicable to
secure a direct run between the supply depot on the mainland and the

supply depot in Sicily by ferrying over the lorries complete with their
loads. Once the organisation 'vvas running smoothly, up to 8C^ of the
lorries engaged on this work were able to make two crossings a day.
Unfortunately, only about 'iCO lorries at the most were available for the
routine movement of supplies across the Strait, With more lorries, the
ferry performance could have been more than doubled straightaway.

Detailed organisation by each flotilla, with a carefully worked out sign
signalling and berthing system for each ferry, gradually redticed the time
spent in loading: very fine performances viere achieved with a bare

20 minutes for a Siebel ferry (9-12 vehicles according to size) and
6-8 minutes for a ferry barge (5 ~ 6 vehicles).
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Type of ferry

The best vessels for the purpose pro\»-ed to be the Siebel ferr-ies, because
they could take a large number of vehicles, especially those with

trailers, for which the engineers* landing craih: were less suited. The
Siebel ferry, too, by going alongside a jetty, largely fulfils the

requirement that as many vehicles as possible shoiild drive straight ahead on
to the ferry and straight ahead off it, A more expedient design of super
structure (moving it aft) would reduce the amount of arranging at present

It is also important that the crews* quarters should be
It was for this reason that

necessary,

accessible when the ferry is fully loaded,
it was not possible to load a Siebel ferry jiist befere dark and sail her

first thing in the morning.

The ferry barge is less svdted for loading with vehicles because of the
wear and tear.

Ferry Points

At the outset there wax; only

771)
The movement of supplies started slowly,
one pontoon jetty (the "sea serpent" of Engineer Landing Battalion
for Siebel ferries at Gallico and one at Paradise, Messina, one jetty
for landing craft at Cannitsllo and one at Faro, and one ferry point for
ferry barges at Catona and one at San Salvatore, Messina,

An immediate stairfc was made with the construction of sufficient ferry
points to meet the demands of heavy traffic and growing enemy air attacks.
Berths also had to be found for ferry barges on long distance traffic.

The principles follovred in the construction of these ferry points and
jetties are contained in tlie Appendix,

At the end the following ferry points were available in the Messina Strait
for the final withdrawal:.

Reggio SideMessina Side

Route I

Cannitello NcarthFaro North Ferry Barges

Cannitello Centre (jetty)Siebel FerriesFaro Centre

(jetty)

Cannitello SouthLanding CraftFaro South,

Route II

Pezzo NorthFerry Barges and
Landing Craft

Ganzirri North

Pezzo South (jetty)Siebel FerriesGanzirri South

(Sea Serpent)

Route III

Paradise

(Sea Serpent) Catona North (jetty)Siebel Perries

Ferry Barges )
)

Catona Centre

Catona South
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Reggio SideMessina Side

Route IV

San Salvatore and

two subsidiary
landing stages

Gallico North

Gallico Centre (jetty)
Ferry Barges
Siebel Perries

Route V

Gallico SouthPerry BargesPistunina

Also for berthing ferry barges:

Occhio (3 jetties)Perry BargesGalati

Ponte Schiavo

Plans were drawn up for establishing stations for ferry barges between
Messina and Catania at Cape Molini, Ionia and Giardird, and north of

Ifessina at a point 2 km west of Milazzoo After fighting had begun on
the island, these stations were tised as long as the military sitmtion
permitted. They ware never fuil]y developed. At Bagnara a fuel

station was set up, idiioh operated well until the railway line was
destroyed. Two jetties fcui' ferry barges, with approach roads, were
also set up at Gioia Tauro,

**Sea Serpents'

of Engineer Landing Battalion 771 proved a useful
They also prcnrided an emergency reserve

The %ea serpents
jetty for Siebel ferries,
against the possibility of a jetty being destroyed ty bombing, although
in practice they were not needed. Before the first jetties were set up,
Siebel ferries would have had no wall to go alongside, had. it not been

The "sea serpents” also proved indispensable wherefor this expedient,
a reeky bottom prevented piles being driven.

The Engineer Landing Battalion had to rely #iolly on the Navy for its
stores and accessories (ropes, anchors, fuel, etc,). In my opinion this
raises the question as to whether this Battalion should not be taken over

by the Nayy, \*ere it vrould be easier to recruit reserve personnel for it.
In my opinion, the Battalion can be engaged anywhere where Siebel ferries
operate, and its "sea serpent" company is a necessary adjunct to these
craft.

Steel Landing Strips and Derricks

It was obviouis, especially at the end of the ferry period, that some more
convenient v?ay must be found of berthing ferry barges on the beach than
making approach roads over the sands, which are often 50 metres or more
wide. This laborious operation takes days, even weeks, to complete.

A requisition was made for themThe ans\7er is a steel landing strip,
right at the beginning, but one difficulty after another arose and they
never raaterialised. In my opinion all ferry barges should be equipped
writh several (10 - 20) metres of steel landing strip so that, idierever
they are, they can put their landing strips together and discharge or
talce on vehicles.

Derricks should also be provided to facilitate the loading and unloading
Industry has plenty of them and they would only need

Sven mth a large labour force, a barge cannot be
of ferry barges,
slight modification.
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xaaloaded as quickly eis it can "be mechanically, 'because not enotigh men can
get into the small space. But apart from this, men are usually not on
tap Tivhen a "barge arrives unexpectedly. The whole ferry pro'blem in the
Messina Strait would pro'ba'bly have taken on a different look if sufficient
mechanical devices had "been available. Goods could have been ferried

over instead of loaded lorries, thus relieving the shortage of these
vehicles.

Communic ations

Communications were a permanent problem right up to the end. There were

naval radio stations at Reggio, Messina, Palermo, Catania, They carried
out their duties up to the very last minute, and at times, during the
temporary breakdown of other Armed Forces radio stations, had to take
over all Service radio traffic. The naval radio station at Reggio, in
particular, was so rushed for a time after the Reggio teleprinter office
has ceased to fimction that the rapid transmission of important signals
was serioxisly jeopardised. At times the despatch of telegrams took up
to 36 hours. At that time the pressure of work was so great that all
signails su'hnf-tted by the different units for transmission had to be

closely examined to see v/hether it was absolutely necessaiy to send them
as signals. As early as the end of July, the teleprinter office at Reggio
was knocked out by eneny action and played no f inrther part in comm'unications.
The nearest radio station was at Naples; that proved extremely avdcward
#ien Reggio ceased to function, A proposal made by N.O. i/c, Sea
Transport to the affect that a terminal fbr radio stations should be set

up somewhere near Vibo Vadentia could not be put into effect, although the
proposal was recommended by the Staff Officer, Cominunications vAth.

C.-in-C., South, The daily courier service to Rome operated by Garrison
Conmander, Reggio was of no use to us 'because Garrison Comnander, Reggio
moved to Gioia Tauro in mid-July, T/hen Reggio radio station ceased

operating we ran our own courier service to Naples, There was no direct
telephone comrauni-cation with Messina, Ihe only line was by way of
Catania, and was practically loseless beca\;ise conversation was never

intelligible. Another trouble was that there were practically no

facilities for telephoning the authorities in Rome. The only connection,
that via Catania, was scarcely intelligible and later ceased altogether.
It would be an advantage if the Navy were provided vath beam transmitters
such as the Air Force has.

Another seriovis disadvantage was the bad communications between XIV

Pahzerkorps and other army units, especially the 1st Paratroop Division
in Calabria, Signals could only be transmitted, and then not always,
over the naval radio system to Rome and relayed from there over the army
radio system. But that meant intolerable delay. An effort must be made

to secure good radio communications between the Armed Forces HoQ. and the
Navy H,Q. in combined operations. In my opinion, such communications can

only “be established by fitting out the naval radio stations with arny
eq-uipment and instructing them in arny signals procedirre.
this question is so important that it should be made the subject of
detailed investigation* A number of failures v/hich arose would not
have arisen with good communications.

I consider that

A "THF lini: was established by means of army stations betvreen N.O. i/c
and Sea Transport Office, Messina. This link went some way towards
remedying the lack of rapid communications between both sides of the

Messina Strait and especially with the German Chief of Staff at Messina,

In order to transmit secret information by VHF, a requisition for the

Naval Signal Code was made, but it did not arrive in time. For
practical reasons the "use of Code M was out of the question. An
enKrgency code was introduced and was later used for communication by

radio between N.O. d/c and Cannitello, Faro and Gioia Taura (by
For such purposes, however, there

army

Engineer Landing Battalion TT'l)*
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shoiald be a simple code available and the imit shoiJ.d not be left to
its oTOi devices,
Conmiunications Officers miist know of them,

help, however, the Naval Conmvmications Officers could do nothing but
point out that this procedure (based on Foreign Office systems)
inadmissible,

not established until the last days, so that little was felt of tl^ir
beneficial effect,

in the Ifessina Strait were extraordinarily bad,

breakdowns, and not only because of enoiy action. Nevertheless, in
course telephone communication was established with all units in

the Messina Strait directly or indirectly concerned with ferry traffic.
In seme cases this was done by joining up with the circuit of A,A,

Brigade 22, althou^ at the price of frequent interruption -vdien the
On the other side, telephone communications were

If there are such procedures in existence the Senior
Instead of being able to

was

Unfortunately, the amry communications mentioned were

Telephone communications between individual imits
There were continual

guns were in action,
established in this way with Messina in the end, and in particular
with the Operations Officer of XEV Panzerkorps, who was there towards
the end. These communications provided an excellent service, little
tise could be made of motor cyclists for communications purposes,

partly because of a shortage of serviceable cycles and partly because
of the long distance separating units and ferry points.

The Operational Side

The first requirement of some importance was to ferry across the Hermann
600 - 800 vehicles and the corresponding number of

Although from previous experience
Goring Division,
men had to be taken across daily,
there was no guarantee that the target figures could be achieved, in
actual fact the 420 vehicles that arrived on the first day were all
ferried over without hitch. On subsequent days the Division did not

require the f\all ferry capacity, and so the remaining ferry space was
\ised for moving other supplies.

Throu^out the period of operations all requirements for fer:^ space
met. On the other hand, there were instances where the estimat^ demand
was far in excess of iMiat was actually needed. The Hermann Goring
Division was a particularly crass exam^ple, and later there was the
29th Panzer Division, and others as well. It applied equally to
quantities and to timetables set. The repeated outcome was that not
only was urgently needed shipping space blocked, but crews and working
parties were put to unnecessary strain.

The daily ferry performance increased considerably during June and JiiLy,
days reaching loore than 1000 tons. Not once, hovrever, was the

Tnfl-iriTmim ferry capacity achieved.

Considerable difficulties lay in the way of making a precise calcvdation
of ferry performances, Althou^ a count was made both on board the ferry
craft and ashore, considerable variations in the totals given by different
stations could not be avoided. These variations, wixph were dre to
different methods of estimating as well as to errors in the rapid loading
and unloading, cannot have assumed any great ii:5)ortance in the fin^

the figures given are definitely less than the
actual ferry performance. Moreover, the figures for the first wreks
refer to pure ferry traffic and do not include long range shipments.

were

on some

result. In any case.
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The follo-ming are the figures for transport to Sicily, oon5)iled from the
data available:

Supplies

"(tons)’ '

11,964

15,815

1,840

Vehicles

{noTT

6,059

6,889

Men

^loT)

17,773

40,116

1,687

June

July

741Ai;igust

29,61913,68959,576Total

And. from Sicily to the mainland:

58,846

67,000

Also from 15 to 17 Atigust, 15,500 -viroianded in landing craft.

With the beginning of figjating in Sicily, the movement of supplies across
the water soon entered a nev/ stage, For when it became obvious that at

least a large part of the island would have to be given up, plans had to
be TTifldft for the withdrawal of material stoi-ed there. The first places

for consideration were the large depots at I^alermo, containing about
15,000 tons of very valuable Armed Forces supplies of all kindsc
prevailing situation, only ferry barges could be \as3d. Perry barges,
#iich had been taking materia] to Palermo only a few days before, had now,
where available, to be used for bringing material back. Unfortunately,
although every effort was made, it did not prove possible to sail the few

ferry barges engaged on this work more than twice. The last group of
ferry barges lost three of their number throtigh low-level air attack while
orjtward bound and had to abandon the operation off Cape St.vStephano
because of the sudden and unexpected surrender of Palermo,
point onward, low-flying aircraft steadily intensified their attacks

against our vessels and supply lines, at first in Sicily and then soon in
Calabria as well. Our ferry barges came under intense low-level air
attack and naval bombardment on the route to Catania, and once Catania

harbour had been put out of action they could only discharge at Molini and
Ionia during the nigjit. That also put the ferry points at Occhio, Galati
and Ponte Schiave out of action.

14,946

24,000

10,3561-17 August

19,550J;me - August

In the

Prom this

A.A, Defence

Once again, the A,A, defence ordered by the Air Force was completely
inadequate. The problem of A,A. defence fcxr ferry traffic had become
increasingly important since the beginning of heavy eneny air activity
and the almost complete absence of German fighters. At the outset

the Air Force did not appreciate the need for strong A,A, protection for
ferries to the extent that the Navy did, but subsequent events justified
the Navy’s demands. Eight up to the end, however, with the exception
of the Messina Strait, the Air Force was unable to ijrovide adequate A,A,
defence for the unloading stations. Naval A,A,, from the ferry barges
in particular, v/as by no means adeqiuate defence against the many low^
level attacks, although a fair number of aircraft was shot down. The

eneny v/as unable to achieve any notable sxjccesses against ferry points
wiiere adequate light A,A, was in action, such as Catena, Gallico,
Paradiso and Cannitello, If there had been sufficient supplies of

ammunition, the A,A, defences in the Messina Strait woxild certainly have
been able to achieve much greater success. The enemy^s task was made

enormoiisly easier by the fact that the heavy A,A. Batterien had literally
only a few rounds of ammunition available towards the end,
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A most unfortunate feature in this connection was that incoming barges
often did not know exactly what cargo they were carrying, or there was
no means of finding out. One barge arriving with "88 mm A,A, ammunition"
was-sent first to Ionia and then to Messina, and finally had to be
unloaded on the mainland because it was the C 41 type of 88 mm ammunition,
which could only be used there. Similarly, a barge ivith "2 cm ammunition"
was sent to Gallico; the cargo ¥^as 20 mm ammunition, but of type C 30,
vinle the ferry barges for which the ammunition was intended co\ald only
use type C 38, These are only a few examples of the wastage that could
have been avoided if accurate cargo lists had been made known at ■ijae
proper time. Not only was material lost and vessels were exposed
unnecessarily to danger but forces and ferry points were tied dovm often
at the expense of more important transports.

Muldled demands conoerning unloading points inadequate A.A, defences for
ferry stations and preparations for the withdrawal made it imperative
that there should be frequent and direct contact with the commander~in'
chief in Sicily,
took over command. Immediately, disciplined organisation and a sense of
purpose were apparent in the direction of feriy traffic. Close cooperation
sprang up between the N. 0, i/c. Sea Transport and the Quartermaster Abteilung
of XIV Panzerkorps, and in the end continual personal and telephone contact
between the two established the mutual confidence necessary for the
successful conclx;ision of the operation.

This contact was put on a firm footing when General Hube

Organisation

Not only was recognition accorded to the position of N.O, i/c. Sea
Transport by the Army authorities, but full use was made of the N.O, i/c
by Army units within the framework of their own operations. The fact
that N»0, i/cf Sea Transport came directly under XTV Panzerkorps acted
as a comterbaJ-arce against other Army and Air Force ■uni-ts. It would
therefore have been in the Navy’s interest to maintain this position
and strengthen it as much as possible. There was no change in this
position -vdien the appointment of Colonel Baade as Portress Commandant,
Messina Strait was made and all formations in the Messina Strait were

brought under his command in matters of operational administration.
Colonel Baade had no powers to intervene in ferry traffic. But then
the Navy appointed a Senior Officer, Patrol Forces, Messina Strait and
a Senior Coastal Artillery Commander, Messina Strait, with the result that
in the end, counting the German Chief of Staff, Messina, there were four
naval stations. As Senior Officer, Patrol Forces, Captain von Karaptz
felt that these stations should be merged into one organisation and on his
own siaggestion was made the senior naval authority. Unfortunately, at
the same time he was put under the Portress Conmandant, Messina Strait,
viiich meant that the Navy was relegated from its position of parity with
the Army divisions to a much lower status. The disadvantages of havirg
such devious service channels (XIV Panzei-korps - 1st Paratroop Division -
N.O, i/c, Sea Transport) soon became apparent in the form of contradictoiy
orders, excessive delay, and so on. Things were aggravated by the
frequent absence of Captain von Kamptz, who was unable to attend any of
the vital Panzerkorps meetings and was therefore never projperly informed
about the situation. Matters were not put right until three days after
EEHRGMG had begun, when direct telephone communication with the
Operations Officer of XIV Panzerkorps succeeded in eliminating all the
intermediate stations (the 1st Paratroop Division had been eliminated in
the meantime). In my opinion, it is absolutely essential in combined
operations of this nature that the senior naval station should ceme
directly under the army HoQ,; and I feel it is my duty to point out the
drawback that inevitably occur when a station which has gairsd experience
in a special job is subordinated at the last minute to one not acquainted
with the circumstances. In this respect, certain disadvantages were

already evident in the serdority of S.O., Patrol Forces, Messina Strait,
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btifc even worse was the appointment of Captain Diederich as the deputy of
Captain Kamptz, for he arrived in the Ifessina Strait after lEHEGANG had
begun and in the fotr or five days that ho was there naturally cotild not
make any impression, but could only play the role of an intermediary
■viiiolly dependent upon the N.O. i/c. Sea Traiosport, This intermediate
office was bound to produce confusion in the Army as to the delineation
of authority in the naval stationso Even in Sicily traffic, the Amy -
as was only natural ~ did not always show a complete understariding far
the necessity of naval commands. It is true that misunderstandings and
differences of opinion could always be put right by personal interviewj
but the new organisation provided an oppoirtunity for playing off
naval station against another, which imdoubtedly contributed to the
prevailing lack of understanding, and only the successful outcome of
ferrying convinced Army authorities of the rightriess of naval orders.

one

If a senior naval authority was to be created, in the opinion of this
command only the N,0, i/c^. Sea Transport should have been considered, for
it was he who had to work most closely with the army authorities and he
who coxild never be by-passed. It must also be stated that the army
authorities usually saw local breakdowns of a ten^orary nature and
generalised on that. It is obvious that difficiPLties and breakdowns are
permanently arising in such a large operation. The Navy cannot and must
not be held responsible for eveiy tiny wheel running smoothly. The amy
officer embarking on the spot is always able to ensure that loading and
unloading proceed more quickly if he intervenes in the proper way.
should be taken into account is that tilings look different to someone who
wants to be ferried over quickly himself than to those who aare ferrying
continuously day and night for days on end. Par instance, soiaetimes it
was objected that the ferries did not always shove off again inmediately
from the mainland, whereas in actual fact they were waiting until there
was a berth free on the other side, Tiiere there Ti^ere always one or
two ferries hove to* The Navy^s achievement was to have created
with the smallest resources an, organisation capable of fulfilling the
most esaeting demands^ and fulfilling them on a scale previously not
considered possible:
to the full.

What

much so, in fact, that the Arny never taxed itso

The crucial moment came when it became necessary to evacuate all oim*
troops from Sicily, N.O* i/o. Sea Transport guaranteed XIV Panzerkorps
that 12,500 men would be ferried over per day, together vdth some of
their material. Ferrying was to be carried out at night only.
Probably both the Amy and the Navy were going on the assun^tion that
daylight ferrying would not be possible because of fighter~bomber
attacks,
bring over vehicles. The other vehicles were to be destroyed. The
Panzerkorps drew up a plan of operations along these lines, allowing for
five nights of ferrying. Sufficient time was available for the prepara
tion of this operation, which had the code name "Lehrgang”, The Ariry
wanted ferry routes I — IV, Routes I and H were to be eillocated to
the 2^h and 15th Panzerdivision, routes III and IV to the Herman Goering
Division, the 1st Paratroop Division and Corpus H,Q. of XIV Panzerkorps,

Those in charge of sea transport expressed certain objections, based on
experience, to night ferrying. In the first place, darkness presented
difficulties in the matter of in-shore movement and the loading and
unloading of cargo, Tnen there was the inevitable strain on crews and
engines, and the possibility of high-level air attacks had to be taken
into accomt at night.

If daylight I'errying did prove feasible it was to be used to
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Ihen it ttimed out that daylight ferrying was perfectly feasible, a
request was made for night ferr3ring to stop. The Army, however,
insisted that there should be ni^t fertying. Nevertheless, the

experience of ni^t ferrying during Operation '‘Lehrgang" fully justified
the misgivings of the sea transport authorities. Although the ferry
nights came during the period of full moon because "Lehrgang" started
late, not enough Amy units arrived during the night - except for the
second night - and the overall night performance remained considerably
less than that of the day. Moreover, the jetties at Faro and Ganzirri

(routes I and II) were so badly damaged by high-level air attacks that
lasted from 2100 to 0500 that ferry traffic at these points had to be
suspended for the first three nights. The devotion to duty of all
crews succeeded in mastering the difficulties arising from engine strain.
The craft assigned for Operation "Lehrgang" were 14 ferry barges,
8 Siebel ferries, 10 landing craft, 3 Engineer Siebel ferries, 2 A.A,
ferries, 1 naval gun barge, 6 I-boats and 30 Engineer assault craft.
On 7 8 August, however, for urgent supply reasons, an order was

given from Rome for 9 ferry barges to be sent to Naples, That meant

that at the beginning of Operation "Lehrgang" only 5 ferry barges were
available. On 13 August the number rose to 7, Ihen "Lehrgang"
commenced at 1800 on 11 August the follov/ing craft were availablei

5 ferry barges, 7 Siebel ferries, 4 Engineer Siebel ferries, 10 landing
craft,

were used as reserve,

7 ferry barges, 6 Siebel ferries, 6 landing craft, 3 Engineer Siebel
ferries, the naval gun barge, 3 A,A, ferries, 6 I*-boats and W—boats,
30 assault craft. On the last day one ferry barge and 2 Siebel ferries

were destroyed by bombs. The withdrawal of troops v/as carried out so

brilliantly that the enemy did not realise the real nature of the

operation until the third day of ferrying and did not make an all-out
attack until the fourth day. The operation ended at O7OO on 17 August,
Ferrying was stolidly maintained in the face of increasing day and ni^t
attacks bj”- the eneiiy air force. Two circumstances which told considerably
in the final effort are worth mentioning:

The A,A, ferries, naval gur. barge, I-boats and assault craft

On 16 August the following were available:

1) The improvement introduced by German Director of Sea Transport,
Italy in the armament of ferry barges, many of which vrere equipped with
37 mm and 20 mm C 38, partly from Naval Seagoing A.A. Command, South

These afforded quiet andand the provision of shields for these guns,
security to the gun crews and vrere an essential factor in the successes
achieved,

barges and it is also considered essential that ferry barges should be
In this

Both these measures should be implemented for all ferry

equipped with a 20 mm quadruple A.A, mounting in the bows,

context, attention is drawn to the fine successes which Siebel ferries
achieved against enenry aircraft with tlieir quadruple A.A,

The equipping of ferry craft with barrage balloons also proved very
These were filled and manipulated ashore and handed over

Only in the case of landing

2)
successful,

complete to the ferries, or lovrered again,
craft did balloons prove Impracticable, as these craft berthed so closely
together that the balloon cables fouled those of neighbouring craft and
the balloons broke adrift. Definite observations were made to the effect

that balloons acted as a deterrent to the enen^r and I consider that the

ferries were more effectively protected by the balloons than the landing
stages were by A.A hoTiever strong the latter defences may have been.•)
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Although considsrable losses •were sustained among ferry craft, the
aim of the operation, that of withdravTing all men and vehicles to the

mainland, was successfully accon^ilished. Tribute was paid to this
achievement by the Officer Commanding, XIV Panzerkorps, General Hube, in
the following signal;

"To: N,0, i/cf Sea Transport, Messina Strait,
Captain von Liebenstein,

Weeks of severe testing, c\ilminating in the last few days in ceaseless
operations in the face of'unremitting air attacks, have distinguished the
self-sacrifice and devotion to duty of the imits under your commando
them today, on the occasion of the successful completion of the withdrawal

from Sicily, I extend i^y special appreciation and gratitudes
finest rev/ard is the proud knawledge that through their sacrifice not a

single German soldier, gun or vehicle has been surrendered to the enemy.

To

Their

-A
Signed; Hube

General der Panzertruppen,

(signed) Ereiherr von Liebenstein,
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The Choice of Sites far Ferry Points in the
I'fesslna Strait

The movement of Anaed Potrces supplies to Sicily devolved upon finding
suitable points irafaere ferry craft could load suid unload. The ports at the
narro^, San Giovanni and Reggio di Calabria on the noainland and Ifessina on
the Sicilian side, -were spacious and provided with up-to-date installations.
But they were continually subjected to high-level bomber attacks, and very
soon it became impossible to use them. The vessels used for ferrying, how^
ever, - naval ferry barges, Siebel ferries, naval gun barges, landing craft and
and I-boats - are not dependent upon properly constructed harbours. If the
coastline allows, they can tie anyvrfiere there is a suitable ferry point.
These ferry points had to be found in the Messina Strait,
depended vpon the following factors:

(a) the two points must lie approximately opposite each other,
(b) Jetties to be linked by road to the main trunk roads running parallel
to the Messina Strait, Both in Calabria and south of Messina the railway
line runs mostly between the shore and the main road. There are only a
few tunnels under it and it v^as near these that the ferry points had to
be situated,

(c) An essential factor in the choice of site was that some of the jetties
shoifLd be to leeward in bad weather (either northerly or southerly winds),

(d) Changeable and difficiilt cxxrrents had to be taken into account,

(e) As a precaution against air attack, jetties load to be dispersed over
a wide area and also sitiiated apart at the actual ferry points, so as to
avoid serious bomb damage,

(f) In the case of Siebel ferries it was necessaiy to liave loading jetties
1,4 metoces deep (half-tide mark).

All this vras taken into consideration wdien the project was started to set up 12
ferry points on each side of the Messina Strait, Cf these, 2 on each side were
meant for landing craft, ,5 for ferry barges and naval gun barges and 5 for
Siebel ferries.

There was no difficvilty about berths for landing craft and ferry barges.

It wras sufficient to have connecting roads wide enough at the point of loading
for large vehicles to manoeuvre.

Prom the start, one of the most difficult problems seemed to be to keep the few
nairow connecting roads clear. Right \:ip to 17 August 1943j however, no connec
ting roads were so badly damaged that they could not be repaired within a few
hours.

The provision made for bad v/eather proved justified. Even in a strong wind,
either the southern or northern ferry points had enough shelter for traffic to
be maintained.

Choice of site

At the outset Siebel ferries were loaded from *'sea serpents”, but there was
only one on each side of the Strait, and so it was essential that jetties
should be erected. Two different types of landing stage were considered.

Box-Girder Pier

In this type of constnxjtion, the piles driven into the bed were connected

by planks and the resulting box form filled with stones and gravel. The
advantage of this constinction was that it required less wood and could be

put up in a very short time. The drawback v/as, however, that with a strong
current simsh as that at the northern end of the Messina Strait there was a

danger of the pier being xmdeimined or its efficierry impaired by silting.
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Trestle Piers

The provision of standard piers with driven-in piles, balks and wooden
decked top elinmiated the problem of currents but required very much

As against four box-
Both

more wood and considerably longer to construct,
girder piers, therefore, only one trestle pier was erected,
designs answered well.

According to the Pilot, the difference between high and low water in the
Messina Strait is about 50 cm. But the tide gauges indicated the

possibility of a difference of up to 150 cm. As, however, all reports
were unaminous in stating that such a great difference only occur:red on
rare occasions in exceptional weather conditions, the pier was built for
the normal difference, that is, upper edge of the pier 50 cm above water
level. Both types of pier were only emergency solutions for such time

the tide level remained more or less stationary, and in the coxjrse of

time would have had to be replaced by other piers more suitable to the

changing level of water.

as

(signed) Freiherr von Liebenstein,
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GLOSSARY-

B 4 Aviation spirit. Used in Siebel ferries.

Ferry barges. Nos, 100 to 80), type A -
C: length 47 metres, breadth 6.5 metres,
freeboard 2,3 metres, armament 1 x 75 mm or
1 X 37 mm gm, 1 or 2 x 2C mm qiiadmple
turret A,A, gun, 20 mm steel plating on
steering house and machine room above deck.

Displacement: 155 tons. Speed 10„5 knots.

P (with number)

Hohlstab Type of towed mines-vTeeping gear, used for
sweeping acoustic mines.

Small craft. (20 tons) armed with one 20 mm
A, A. gun,
carrying 40 soldiers equipped or 1 to 2
tons equipment

Used for ferrying, capable of

Speed 7 knots.

I (with nuniber)
I--boat

Naval Ferry Barge see P

Naval Gun Barge Type employed in this operation v/as of
130 tons displacement. Armament: 1 x 37
and 2 X 20 mm (4 turret) A,A, and probably
steel plating. Speed 8 knots.

Normal ll/^ fuelOtto

Type of pontoon bridgeSea Serpent

SP (with number) Type emplojred in this operation had das
placencnt of 130 tons,
4 X 37 gvms, 2 X 20 mti twin tvirr^t A.A,
gims, no steel plating.
Speed 8 knots.

Armament: 2 or

W-boat Whaler
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OF FORTRESS COMviANDAMT. MESSINA STRAIT

(Colonel Baade)

1Ath July to 25th August. 1945

OriginalDocument Reference;
Aj&0(CES*) Washington, No’ 35746/1
and No. 35746/2

TRANSLATED BY;

AIR MINISTRY. A.H.B.6

December. 195b

TRANSLATION VII/I6I
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EDITOR'S NOTE

The Allied landings in Sicily (Operation "Husl^r") took place on the
19th July, 19‘4-3, after nine days of devastating air attacks against Axis
installations on the Island with particular emphasis on the airfields,

a month the German forces offered tenacious resistance, hut were steadily
pushed back into the north-east comer of the Island.

1.

For

2. The vital importance of maintaining supplies across the Messina Strait

was early realised by the German Commander-in-Chief South

(Field Marshal Kesselring) and on the 1Ath July, he appointed Oberst (Colonel)
Baade as Fortress Commandant, Messina Strait, to be responsible for the
defence of the area. The actual traffic across the Strait was controlled

by the Naval Officer in Charge, Sea Transport (Captain von Liebenstein),

3. With the Allied capture of Catania on the 5th August, and Adrano on the
7th, full-scale evacuation of the Axis forces became inevitable and on the

8th August, orders were issued to prepare for a planned withdrawa?,
acriss the Strait, "Operation Lehrgang", as the German plan v/as called,
started on the 11th August, and continued until the early hours of the
17th August. During this pei'iod ferries and landing craft, using four
routes across the Strait, carried approximately 40,000 men, 10,000 vehicles
and tanks and 15,000 tons of equipment to the Italian mainland. This
remarkable achievement was due primarily to extremely careful planning and
a highly efficient organisation; but the fighting qualities of the German
ferry crews and Flak gunners were also an important factor. As
Captain von Liebenstein said in his final Order of the Day "It required not
only good organisation but endiiranoe, hard work and fighting spirit to carry
out this operation of historic importance
possible to withdraw our comrades from Sicily almost to a man and to bring
back far more material than v^s ever expected",

it-. Captain von Liebenstein* s Viar Diary covering the period of evacuation
has already been issued as A.H.B. Translation No, VII/156 and this publication
includes a map showing the German ferry routes; a post-war essay on the
evacuation, written by General Fries, is contained in A.H.B. Translation

VIl/94. The War Diary of the Commandant, Messina Strait (Colonel Baade) has
recently become available to us and provides valuable confirmatory and
complementary evidence, especially on the measures taken to ensure the safe
passage of the ferries. The implementation of these measures, in particular
the powerful concentration of Flak batteries and the heavy armament of the
ferries themselves, played a vital part in the success of the operation.

Such co-operation made it

5. It remains to be said that the evacuation of Italian troops and equipment
was carried out, also successfully, as a separate operation under Italian
control.
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ORDER

C. in C., South (Naval Operations Division)
No. 389^43 14 July, 1943

1. The maintenance of supplies across the Messina Strait and the defence of

the Strait itself are matters of vital importance in the battle for Sicily.
I expect all H.Q. personnel and units engaged in operations to do their utmost

and to impress upon all men that what they do is of importance to the
successful outcome of the fighting,

(a) A unified and disciplined command is essential to the defence of the
Strait,

the authority of a Portress Commandant.
Commandant of the German Armed Forces in Sicily,
tion to the Italian military authorities is still being determined.

2.

I appoint Oberst Baade German Commandant, Messina Strait, with
He will be subordinated to the

His position in rela-

(b) Command limits:

a line Divisto - Roraetta - S. Teresa;
Scilla  along

On the west side:

On the east side:

demarcation line between 6th and 7th Italian Army.
Calanna and continuing  the

(c) The follov7ing are subordinated to the Commandant, Messina Strait;

The German task forces engaged in his command, naval units and Flak

Batterieh** within the command, Naval Gunnery Abteilung 616, which is
being brought up; also, in the event of a direct attack on the

Messina Strait, N.O. ±/c Sea Transport, Messina Strait and all
other troops and stations of the German Armed Forces.

(a) The duty of the Commandant, Messina Strait is to defend the area
The movement of ferry traffic and supplies, andunder his command,

all matters connected therewith, will continue to be the responsibility
of the authorities entrusted with these tasks,

direct attack on the Messina Strait, no units engaged on these tasks may
be withdrawn without the approval of these authorities.

Except in the event of

(e) The staff of the Commandant, Messina Strait is to be set up through
Headquarters channels. It is to be kept as small as possible,

(f) Oberst Baade will take up duties immediately. He will report to
his H.Q. and will submit his communications requirements to the Officer-

in-Command, Armed Forces Communications with C. in C., South.

3. German Naval Command, Italy will consider measures to protect the
Messina Strait against enemy attack from the south. They will collaborate
with Supermarina and will report decisions made.

Lirftflottenkommando 2 will consider measures for reinforcing A.A.4.

defences and will report its intentions without delay.

German General with H.Q. Italian Armed Forces is requested tc inform the

Commando Supremo of the appointment of a German Commandant, Messina Strait.

Kesselring

5.

(signed) Neubauer
Kapt.z.See

* The German terms "Batterie" has no exact Ihiglish equivalent, and has
therefore been retained in the original throughout this translation,

corresponded roughly to a British A.A. troop.

It
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Commandant, Messina Strait
(Oberst Baade) Battle H.Q.

19 July, 1943

Orders for the Defence of the Messina Strait

(Mainland Zone)

In my capacity as Commandant, Messina Strait, I am in command of the

&erman combat troops, the emergency units and the G-erman Flak Batterien

stationed in this area and, in the event of a direct attack on the

Messina Strait, the Naval Officer i/c sea transport and all other troops and
installations of the German armed forces woiild come under my command.

At present, the following units are available on the mainland:-

(a) Fortress Battalion 926 (c<mnprising 4 companies),

(b) 5 Flak Abteilungen,

(c) Emergency units.

A line linking Scilla, Calanna and Cape dell'Armi marks the limit of the
29th Infantry Division's sector,
3 defence sectors, as follows

Tne mainland zone is subdivided into

Northern defence sector

C.O.; Major Roeske

The sector extends from Scilla up to (but not including) Reggio,

(a) Flak

3 10.5 cm. Batterien,

3 8.8 cm, Batterien A"!

1 8.8 ora. Batterie (half Italian)

1 four-barrelled gun section (at Cannitello)

1 four-barrelled gun section (at Gallico)

(b) Emergency units

Officer a/c the Scilla -
Villa San Giovanni area

Officer i/c the Catena area

Officer i/c the Arohi

Central defence sector

Oberleutnant F

area

rohlich (Engineers)

Leutnant Rossler (Array Supply Staff)

an Army Supply Staff officer.

Major Muckenberger

The sector extends from Reggio up to (but not including) Occhio.

C.O.:

(a) Flak

1 8,8 cm. Batterie 41

1 8.8 cm. Batterie (half Italian)

1 2 cm, Batterie (12 guns, half Italian)
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(b) Emergency units

Officer j/c all emergency units in the central sector:
Hauptmann Rupp

Southern defence sector

Hauptmann Schv/eigerC.O.:

The sector extends from Occhio to Cape dell'Armi and includes the strong
points of Melito and Cape Spartivento.

(a) flak

1  10.5 cm, Batterie

2 8,8 cm. Batterien (half Italian)

1 8.8 cm. Batterie (unmanned)

1 four-barrelled gun section (6 guns: unmanned)

1 four-barrelled gun section (at Melito)

1 foirr-barrelled gun section (at Cape Spartivento),

1 8.8 cm. Batterie

One company from Fortress Battalion 926 is being transferred to the
southern defence sector and v/ill come under the command of Hauptmann SclEveiger.
The rest of this battalion will remain at my disposal in the central sector.

It will be responsible for the reconnaissance of the whole sector from the

point of view of potential enemy operations and approach routes,
also block the streams which flow out near Reggio and vdll barricade the roads
which lead from this toTO into the cotintryside.

The Flak guns are to be set up in such a way that it will be possible to
fire either out to sea or on to the coastline from each gun position,

must be readily adaptable to ground fighting if air fighting ceases,
essential that not one Englishman be allowed to land in my coastal sector.

These orders do not entail any changes as regards the duties of Flak in

air defence.

Flak Untergruppe 5, under the command of Major Roeske, will continue to
control the Flak in the Virhole area.

It will

They
It is

Sector C.OcSare responsible for defences in their individual sectors and
Arrangements forthe emergency units are at their disposal for this purpose,

the bringing up and utilisation of these imits are to be made with Major Sem,
the Rerman G-arrison Officer, in accordance with the time schedule already fixed.
In the event of an emergency, sector C.0.3 will immediately instruct officers

i/c emergency units to appoint two representatives for the purpose of
receiving orders.

Orders will follow concerning the bringing up of transport in the event

of an emergency,

original orders issued by the &erman G-eneral in Rome,

Sector C.0,swill report positions of their battle H.Q.s and what means

of signals communication they have.

After air raids, sector C.O.s will be responsible for seeing that the
roads in their sectors are cleared of debris.

The basic conditions for this are laid doTm in the
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AT 1 ranks have permission to stop vehicles in order to obtain lifts.

Fortress Battalion 926 and the sector C.O.s will each send a representa

tive to my battle H.Q. daily at 18.00 hours for the purpose of receiving
orders.

My battle H.Q. is in Campo Piale (near Major Roeske’s H.Q.),

These orders are not to be passed on, either wholly or in extract form.
Y/here no facilities exist for the safe keeping of top secret documents, this
communication is to be destroyed after its contents have been noted.

Signed; BAADE

Distribution;-

Northern sector

Central sector

Southern sector

G-erman Garrison Officer, Reggio
Fortress Battalion 926

Commandant, Messina Strait

Commandant, Messina Strait
- Oberst Baade - Battle H.Q,

23 July, 1943

Orders for the Defence of the Messina Strait

risland Zone)

In my capacity as Commandant, Messina Strait, I am in command of the

German combatant troops, the emergency units and the German Flak Batterien

stationed in this area and, in the event of a direct attack on the Messina

Strait, the officer i/c sea transport and all other troops and units of the
German armed forces would come under my command.

1,

The follov'ing xmits are available for duty on the island:-

(a) 2 Flak Untergruppen, v/ith a total of 12 heavy and 5 light Batterien,
(Further Batterien are being brought up from Palermo),

(b) Emergency units. (Arrangements for the utilisation of these units
are to be made with Major Geusgen, the German Garrison Officer).

A line linking Divieto, Rometta and Santa Teresa marks the limit of the

XIV Panzer Korps sector. A Flak Untergruppe, comprising four heavy Batterien
and one liglit Batterie, is stationed north-west of the sector for pusposes of
coastal defence.

2. Oberstleutnant Fischer is in charge of all defences on the island.

His zone is subdivided into two defence sectors, as follov^s:-

Northern defence sector

Hauptmann Menner (O.C. Heavy Flalc iibteilimg 281)C.O.:
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The boundary of the sector is marked by a line between Dlvieto, Rometta
and Messina harbour (the lighthouse).

Strength: -

(a) Elak artillery

1st Special Batterie lA , Messina

1st Batterie, Abteilung 231

2nd Batterie, Abteilung 281

1st Batterie, Abteilxong 334

8.8 cm.

8,8 cm,

8.0 cm.

8,8 cm.

8,8 cm.2nd Batterie, Abteilung 334

2nd Batterie, Abteilung 334 A

2nd Batterie, Abteilung 304

Special Heavy Batterie 1571(S)

Special Light Batterie 2022

2nd Batterie, Abteilimg 507

Special Light Batterie Merkelbach

(b) Emergency units

8.8 cm.

8,8 cm.

8,8 cm.

3*7 cm.

2 cm.

2 cm.

Arrangements for the utilisation of these units in the northerti
defence sector are to be made with Major &eusgen.

Southern defence sector

C,0.: Major Uhsemann (O.C. Heavy Flak Abteilung 304)

The boundary of the sector is marked by a line between Messina

harbour (the lighthouse), Rometta and Santa Teresa,

Strength:-

(a) Flak artillery

10.5 cm.1st Batterie, Abteilung 523

2nd Special Batterie 41, Messina 8.8 cm,

2nd Batterie, Abteilung 281 A 8,8 cm,

8.8 cm.3rd Batterie, Abteilung 237 A

4th Batterie, Abteilung 354 3,7 cm.

Special Liglit Batterie 2023

Emergency units

Arrangements for the utilisation of these units in the southern
defence sector are to be made with Major &eusgen.

2 cm.

(b)
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The Flak guns are to be set up in such a way that it will be possible
to fire either out to sea or on to the coastline from each gun position.

They must be readily adaptable to ground fighting if air fighting ceases.
It is essential that not one Englishman is allowed to land in my coastal
sector.

3.

These orders do not entail any changes as regards the duties of Flak in
air defence.

The Flak artillery on both sides of the Messina Strait will continue to

come under the command of the regimental commander, Oberstleutnant Fischer,

A, Sector C.O.s are responsible for defences in their individual sectors

and the emergency units are at their dispose! for this purpose.
Arrangements for the bringing up and utilisation of these units are to be

mads v^ith Major &eusgen, the Eerman G-arrison Officer, in accordance with the

time schedule already fixed. Major Geusgen is subordinate to

Oberstleutnant Fischer. In the event of an emergency, sector C.O.s will
immediately instruct officers i/c emergency units to appoint two
representati’.’es for the purpose of receiving orders.

Orders will follow concerning the bringing up of transport in the event
The basic conditions for this are laid dovrn in theof an emergency,

organisational order issued by the German General in Rome,

At night, a zone of the Strait, about 3 km, broad  - the exact limits of

will be immune from gunfire. The southern boundary
5.
which will be notified

of this zone will be lit by searchlights during the hours of darkness.

6. After air raids, sector C.O.s are responsible for seeing that the through-
The release of men to do thisroads in their sectors are cleared of debris.

work is to be arranged through the German Garrison Officer.

All ranks have permission to stop vehicles in order to obtain lifts.

Sector C.O.s will send a representative at 17.00 hours daily to
Regimental Battle H.Q. at Santa Agata, Villa Giuseppina (Flak Regiment
135 H.Q.), for the purpose of receiving orders.

My Battle H.Q. on the mainland is in Campo Piale (near Major Roeske's
H.Q.) and my Battle H.Q. on the island is at Flak Regiment 135 H.Q.

10. These orders are not to be passed on, either wholly or in extract form,
Vfhere no facilities exist for the safe keeping of top secret documents, this
commiinication is to be destroyed after its contents have been noted.

7.

8.

9.

Distribution;-

Flak Regiment 135

Heavy Flak Abteilung 281
Heavy Flak Abteilung 30A
Heavy Flak Abteilung 21 2
German Garrison Officer

File copy
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Op.H.Q. 1 August, 1943S.O. Patrol Forces, Messina Strait

Order for Patrol Forces for Messina Strait

Ferry Traffic

A. Command Organisation for Messina Strait patrol forces:

Patrol organisation on land, at sea and in the air is the main responsi
bility of both G-erman and Italian Array, Air Force and Navy units engaged in
the Messina Strait.

1.

2. Orders for German-Italian naval units will be given by Commando Marina;
Messina.

S.O. Patrol Forces, Messina Strait will be responsible for the protection
of German shipping against naval attack,
Messina Strait will be subordinated to this command.

3.
All German naval units in the

S.O. Patrol Forces, Messina Strait is, in turn, subordinated to the
Fortress Commandant, Messina Strait.
4.

B, Ferry Protection by Day:

Ferrying will be carried out on set routes between prepared jetties.

The protection of ferry traffic against naval attack is the responsibility
of coastal artillery and the Air Force.

1.

2.

V/here possible, preparations will be made for torpedo and mining
operations.

3.

4. Air attacks will be opposed by Flak ashore and afloat.

5. In the event of land attacks the ferry area will be defended to the
very last.

C. Ferry Protection by Night:

it the enemy situation demands it, ferrying will also be carried out1.

by night.

The protection of ferry traffic against attack by land and air is the
responsibility of Army and Flak.

2.

3. Three wanring signals for defending ferry traffic against naval attack,

(a) On the approach of enemy naval forces, the coast will fire three
white (small enemy units) or three yellow (heavy enemy units) single
flares, one after the other. Coastal artillery 'vvill then open fire
against the sea targets. There must be no firing into or illuminating
of the ferry area. Ferry traffic will continue, but ferry vessels will
carry position lights,

(b) If there is a danger of enemy vessels penetrating the ferry area,
guard ships or the coastal defences in the vicinity will fire four green
single flares. Thereupon all ferry craft and guar^i ships will set course
immediately for the coast so as to leave a free field of fire. Coastal

artiller;,'' may then open fire on the enemy, even in the ferry area. Ferry
vessels will use their armament if necessary,

(c) The all-clear will be signalled by-three red single flares.
Ferry traffic v/ill then be resumed.

(62401)187 SSCEH
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k- These warning signals will not affeot Army and Flak operations against
attacks on land or from the air.

(signed)von Kampta
Kapt.z.See

2 August, 1943

08.00 hours: Commanding Officers’ conference

Ceneral Heidrioh asks what steps have been taken to accommodate troops on the
mainland in the event of the island beisig evacuated.

Oberst Baade gives a detailed account of his duties as Fortress Commandant,
Messina Strait. The demarcation lines of the sector are defined. The

main resistance will be provided by the Flak. Sixty five heavy Flak
Batterien have been assigned the task of concentrating on air and sea targets,
whilst some Batterien are to be used exclusively for ground fighting. In
addition to these, the follovdng auxiliary units are stationed in the sector:

1 well-armed Fortress Construction Battalion (Army) with 40,light machine
guns, 10 heavy machine gims and sixteen 8 cm. mortars;
1 poorly armed Construction Battalion and 1 company of a Luftwaffe
Construction Battalion.

The Flak units on the mainland are subdivided into task forces and the C.O, of
each task force is responsible for the defence of his sector. One 8,8 cm.
and three 2 cm. Flak units are stationed near Melito for defence purposes further
to the south. Outside the sector, defences are concentrated on
Cape Spartivento, A Flak task force and an anaoured reconnaissance patrol
belonging to the LXXVI Panzer Korps are stationed near Locri.

Our main strength on the island is concentrated in the Flak, which is
also being used for ground fighting. We depend upon the Flak for communica
tions and for our link with the XU/' Panzer Koi^s and the 26th Panzer Division,

We are co-operating with the Italian G-eneral Carbona and with
Admiral Baroni (Messina).

Auxiliary units in the fortification area are no longer controlled from

the Wehrj^acht garrison at &ioia Tauro, but come under the command of
Oberst Vullers, Kapitan von Kampts and Freg. Kapitan Jasper report on the
defence measures taken by the G-eman .Navy. The projected setting up of naval
artillery positions is being delayed because of interference with railway
transport. The plan is to provide the sector with 10 coastal Batterien

(with calibres ranging from 10.5 cm. to 24 cm.) and one railway Batterie.
Eight 10.5 cm. and three 21 cm. guns are already in Italy, but their w’here-
abouts are not knovm as a result of the railway disaster. Transport north
of the Brenner Pass has been stopped and there is no knowing v/hen it will get
through. There are good Italian- batteries in Caperina,. Belaro* and Ali.
The first two have infantry support, but in the case of the Ali battery there
is a shortage of gun-crews. The. railway artillery section which was to have

been,installed near Catanzaro is held up in the Naples area.

This should probably read Pellaro (translator).i!«

(62400 488 SECBET
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In the sector there is a 900 ton Aviso equipped with radar to guard
against sudden attacks. 6 minesweepers are protecting the ferrying from
surprise attack. It is suggested that torpedo batteries be set up in the
Messina area to strengthen the defences. It is not expected that the
Italian Navy will participate.

Freg, Kptn. von Liebenstein reports on the organisation of the ferry service.
The following vessels are available for the evacuation:

9 Siebel ferries

12 landing craft
1A naval ferry barges
and one floating crane.

In reserve there are If1 assault craft, 40 rubber landing dinghies and 10 rubber
dinghies,

not be possible to allocate one ferrying point per division, as large vehicles
with trailers can only be transported on a certain tjrpe of ferry.

Oberst Baade reports on the following:

(a) the steps that have been taken on the mainland for the reception and
furt;her transit of evacuated troops and vehicles,

the organisation of road traffic,

Crews must be provided by the divisions on the island. It will

(t)

(c) the unloading stations for heavy cargoes.

(d) the distribution of divisions on the road network.

(e) the employment of military police.

(f) Organisation on thethe steps taken to avoid road congestion etc.
island is the responsibility of the individual divisions.

G-eneral Heidrich says that the most rigid organisation is necessary on the
island. The evacuation plan must be drawn up and practised, since, if it had
to be put into operation, many complications vrauld aruse which cannot be fore
seen at the moment,

officers are entrusted with the task of organisation on the island at once.
Static officers v;ill have to be installed on the mainland for the reconnais

sance of reception areas, the control of water supplies etc.
established vfith the G-eneral’s H.Q.

He will take steps at Corps H.Q. to ensure that reliable

Links must be

Divisions must report daily the arrival of officers and men, cars,
lorries, tanks, assault gms and anti-tank guns. Reports will be sent by
radio. This will also apply to those sections of the 29th Division which are
under the command of LXXVI Korps. A reporting centre will be set up in the
Villa San Liovanni area to co-ordinate signals traffic. It is everybody's
duty to resist the enemy paratroop units and landing troops with all available
means.

(62i,ci)409 SECRET
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Orders issued by Oberst Baade on 6 August. 1 9hy>
for the Defence of the Messina Strait, ^

1_Q.«30 hours. Battle H.Q. (Hauptmann Paul)

The Flak commandant will continue to he the officer responsible for
An infantry officer will co-operate with him in matters

the infantry'' and its duties.

defenceSi
concerning

Officer i/c Defence Infantry Officer

Northern sector:
Oberleutnant FrohlichMajor EoeslQr

Central sector: Hauptmann Zimmermann Hauptmann Rupp

The officer i/c the
recently attached

Paratroop Company,

necessary decisions in the matter of general
He will assist and advise the Flak commandant.

Hauptmann SchweigerSouthern sector:

Oberst Vullers will make the
defence measures.

Si^al^; Everyone will be sent a copy of a plan showing radio communica-
tions, of which each responsible officer is to make use in the course of his
individual duties. The Flak have 3 W/T stations at their disposal. Direct
communication exists between sectors. All sectors are linked with the Flak
regiment. The stations are only to be used for sending reports on the

Officers Vc sectors are asked to instruct radio personnel in the useenemy,

of code tables etc.

be disse^LatS^^^ intercept stations so that reliable reports may

By order of the general, demolition points and mines are to be guarded.

l£nX^^±£ici Korps (i.e. XIV Panzer Koi-ps - translator) intends
to evacuate the troops by night. Experience has sho:vn that the enemy has a
healthy respect for our heavy concentrations of Flak in the Messina Strait.
Oberst Baade s suggestion;- Evacuate by day and move up by night.

gb|rstl^u^nan^i^er; asks whether the Flak will be evacuated from the
island before or after the infantly guard units.

replies that the decision v?ill be taken jointly by the local
Fl^ and Infantry commanders. Details concerning battle headquarters are
under consideration. The Panzer Korps must send liaison officers

14 August. 1943.

07-00 hours Morning report: Three enemy destroyers shelled the Pellaro
from off Saline,

returned the fire.

No other incidents.

Italian coastal batterie
area

s
The destroyers mads off.

Baade.

(6240^490 SECEIH?
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16 August. 19A3

1 A.00hours Battle Report. 5th Panzer Artillery/ Reigrb« 55

On 16 August, bot^veen 07^05 and O7o35 hours the Batterie fired 1A rounds
at enemy destroyers, a medium-sized ship (presumably a cruiser), and at several
boats which were trying to enter the Messina Strait. As a result of accurate

fire, the vessels spread a smoke screen and were forced to writhdraw.

At 09.20hours Oberst Baade reported by telephone that the enemy had
reached Scaletta, about 22 km. S.¥. of the 5th Batterie's observation post.
The Batterie received orders to fire and from 09.55 to 10.05 hours heavy
concentrations of enemy vehicles on the road near Scaletta were attacked,
11 roiinds being fired,
to be our main target.

The firing was accurate and this detachment continued

Details of Ferrying Duties performed by engineer Landing Battalion 771

(Hauptmann Paul) from August 1 to 1 1943

The follov;ing ?/ere ferried from Sicily to the mainland:-

(Landing craft
and ferry barges
were used.

Average;

10 landing craft,
5 ferry barges).

5,505 lorries
1,255 cars

A83 motor-cycles
37 tractors

6 tanks, Mark 1+
55 guns

27,81 A men*
9,936 tons

*Including 15j532 wounded evacuated to Scilla.

Durang the last night the following were evacuated on A ferry barges;

)A15 men

55 lorries

5A 8.8 cm. guns
8 tractors

i trailer

1 tank, Mark A )

Out of a total of 18 landing craft, 11 were lost,  A of v/hich were

hospital boats.

)
Totalling
626.5 tons

)

(62A01)a91 SECEST



Disposition of Units belonging to the Messina Strait Defence SectorON
o

o

Sub

Machine

Guns

Large
Assault

Weapons

Small

Assavilt

Weapons

P-
VD Machine

Gms

2 cm. Trucks Landing
Craft

Unit Off'rs Off’els KCO’s Men Carbine Ferriesto AA
98

Engineer Landing
Battalion 771 8212 2 510 837 14 17 4 4 41

(55i tons)

Engineer Construction
Battalion Italy 2 15 140 144 3 2 1

(3 tons)

AuxiJ-iary Units

N.O. i/c Sea Transport 62 30 31 3 2

(6 tons)CO
oqt?q

o
o

Construction Battalion

432

•F-

622 48 212 ha

Supply Kompanie (Air
Force) 5AlI 1 12032 130 3 2 3

(9 tons)

Supply Control Staff
(Air Force) 4A1I 2 20 30 45 2 2 1

(3 tons)

II Paratroop Regt.
7 Kompanie

Anti-tank

rifle 41
Light
Mortar

Verey
pistol
cart

ridge

Dis

charger

cup
rd

1 630 59 27 21 10 1 2 4

) ) )



) )))

CT\
Assault

Siebel

Ferries

Naval

G-un

Barges

IV) Heavy-
Lorries

Ferry
Barges

Siebel

Ferries
Trucks TrailersWhalers LossesI-BoatsVessels engaged

■F:

2nd Landing Craft
Flotilla 1 25 ferry barges 5212

4-th Landing Craft
Flotilla 2 ferry barges24

10th Landing Craft
Flotilla 5 Siebel ferries

2 I“Boats
347 5 7

Armament of Vessels
CO

CO a
c-J D3R

Equipment
(Radar)

Sub-
Machine

C-uns

Four -
barrelled

VJl
o 8.8 cm.

A.A.
Machine

Cuns
3.7 cm,
A.A.

2 cm.
A.A.

7*5 cm. Pistols
A.A.

A.A.

2nd Landing Craft
Flotilla 828 175 212 2  ■4

4th Landing Craft
Flotilla hB24

10-fch Landing Craft
Flotilla 6 2hr5 3 11

Each man is also equipped with rifle and hand grenades.
t)

-vl
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Strength of Elak in the Messina Strait area on 25 1i9A5,
(based on map supplements to Oberst Baade’s
War Diary and entries in the Diary itself)

Mainland Zone1.

Unter^ruppe Re^sio (heavy 8.8A1 .
four-barrelled, Messina)

(Central Sector)

Untergimpped San G-iovanni

(Res. 167)

(Northern Sector)

No. No.

Calibre ofCalibre of UnitUnit

&unsGuns

8.8/41
2 om.

3./28IA
I./507 (4~barrelled)
1601 (Italian)
Italian

1546 z.b.V.
(Special Batt.)
1555 z.b.V.

(Special Batt.)

2./167
2./167A
1 ./287
2./287
4-/287
3./523
1545 z.b.V.
(Special Batt.)
1554 z.b.V.

(Special Batt.)
1599 (Italian)
1600 (Italian)
2029 z.b.V.

(Special Batt.)

8.8 4 4
8,8 124

a-6)
(4-6)

8.810.5

10.5

10.5
10.5

8.8/41

4

8.8/41
8.8/41

8.8/41

4
64

4
6 5

8.8/41 6

8.8 4
8.8

2 cm.

4
6

Unterfiruppe Bocale (363, heavy)

(Southern Sector)

Bittihn’ emplacement:-

8.81577 z.b.V.

(Special Batt.)
5

I
Bencard* emplacement;-

I./I67A 8.8

2 cm.

5
)?

2

« Meller' emplacement:-

4./452 8.8
2 cm.

5
It

2

’Vetter’ emplacement;-

363 8.8 3
ti

2 cm. 2

Beel’ emplacement (Melito):»

2029 z.b.V.

(Special 4-barrelled Batt.)

3./264

2 cm. 3

8.8

2 cm.

6
I!

2

Cape Spartivento;-

V,/5237 (4-barreIled) 2 cm. 3

(62401)494 SECEET
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Strength of Flak in the Messj.na Strait area on 25 1 9U5

Island Zone

Untergruppe Messina-Sud (304)

(Southern Sector)

Unt e rg ruppe Me s s ina-No rd (281)

(Northern Sector)

No. No.

CalihreUnit Calihre of Unit of

Suns Guns

5/.237A
2./281A
1 .if./354

1 ./281
2./281
Pour“harrelled M,

(Naval)
Il/M. (Naval)
III/M. (Naval)
IV/M. (Naval)
2./30if
1 ./334
2./334
2./33U
2./507
I.2./507
II.2.7507
III.2./507
rv-.2./507
I./2022
III./2022
r7./2022
I.z.b.Y.M

(Special Batt.)

8.88.8 44
8.88.8

2 cm.

33
2 3.7 3

1/523 10.5

2023 (4~barrelled)| 2 cm.
II./2023
r/»/2025
2.z.b.V.41

(Special Batt

2 cm.

2 cm.

8,8/4
•)

422 cm.

2 cm,

2 cm.

8.8
8.8

8.8

32

2

1

3
34
44

4
8.8 2

52 cm.

2 cm,

2 cm.

2 cm.

2 cm.

2

Untergruppe Milazzo (212)

(Northern coast of Sicily to the
rear of Untergruppe Messina-Nord)

3
3
4

35.7

3.7 5

3.7 3

8.8/41 1 ./212
3./212
1573

ri./2022
20^ (4‘-'barrelled)
I./2024
II./2024
III./2024
IV,/2024

8.8 24
8.8 4

8.8 4

3.7 5

32 cm.

2 cm.

2 cm.

2 cm.

2 cm.

3

3

5
3

(62401)495 SSCEET
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State of Elak and Ammunition on 11; Augusts 1945

Proportion of
Ammo. Issue held*No. of Guns

Messina )4-7 2 cm.

1.5
5 four-barrelled guns

10 3.7 cm. 1.7

31 8.8 cm. 3

Mainland

2 Untergnappen 35 2 cm.

0.8

25 four-barrelled guns

kB 8.8 cm. 3.4

20 8.8 cm. 41

16 10.5 cm.

2

1.8

A.r!n.y Flak 302 29 2 cm. 0.5

24 four-barrelled guns 0.5

6 3.7 0.1cm.

2,700 rounds are held in addition to this

Navy )28 2 cm.

) 1.1

11 four-barrelled guns)

10.35 hours Report from llachtmeister Bamberger, received by Hanstein.

*

Note: The back issue of ammunition (Mvmitionsausstatung) was as follows

2 cm.

3.7
1200 rounds per gun
800 rounds per gun
240 rounds per gun
175 rounds per gun

8.8 cm.

10.5 cm.

(62401)496 SECRET
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FI&HTER PE.CTECTION OP SALERNO CONVOYS ON

8 SEPTEMBER. 1943

BY THE A.U&IENTED PAlEKvIO SECTOR

Times
Type of
Aircraft

Sortie

Strength
Convoy Code Name

On Off

16 0600

1400
1600

1700
1800

1900
0600

1400

1500
1600

1700
1800

1900
0600

0600
1100

1300

1400

1500
-.600

1700
1800

1900
0600

0600

1200

1700
1800

0600
0600

0900
1000

1100

1200

1300
li^O

1500
1600

1700
1800

1900
0600

NSF.1 Oladstone Beaufighter
Spitfix-e
Lightning

1400
1600

1800

1900
2000

2000

1400
1600

1700
1800

1900
2000

2000

1100

1100

1300
1500
IdOO

1700
1800

1900
2000

2000

1200

1200

1700

1900
2000

0900

0900
1100

1200

12

4

4

4

2

TSF.1 Ferguson Spitfire
Lightning

32
4

4

4
I.

4

4
FSM.1

F3S.2

F.S.M.1 & FSS.2

Kraal I

Rockfield
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire

Li^tning
Lightning
Lightning
Lightning
Lightning
Lightning
Lightning
Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Lightning
Lightning
Spitfire
Spitfire
Lightning

10

10

8

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

T.S.M.1

TSS.2

TSM.1 5: T3S.2

12Ropsley
Liege II 12

20

4

4
FSS.1

TSS.1

FSS.1 & TSS.1

Rockfield I

Liege I

o

6

4

4

13004

1400

1500

4

4
16004
1700
1800

4

4

1900
2000

2000

2000

4

4
I,

28Rockfield Hi SpitfireFSS.3

Spitfire patrols were of 2 hour's duration.
Beaiifighters' and Lightnings' were of 2 hours' duration.
Sections of 4 Lightnings were dispatched every hour, so that after

the first hour of patrol theire were 8 aircraft on each convoy or
pair of convo3''s.

Notes:

(52401)497 SECPJYD
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OPERATIONAL ITALIMT WARSHIPS AND SUBMRBTES SUHKENDDBED TO THE AIjLIES

SEPTEMBER. 19R.3

Tonnage
(standard
Displacement)

Type Name

Italia (ex Littoria)
Vittoria "Veneto
Andrea Doria

Caio Duilio

G-iulio Cesare

Battleships 41,556
42,100
23,622
23,622
23,622

4,880Miraglia (ex Citta di Messina)Aircraft -

tender/transpoid:

Cruisers (heavy) Duca degli Abruzzi
Caribaldi

Montecuocoli

Savoia

Duca D’Aosta

Cadoma

7,874
7,874
6,841
7,283
7,283
5,008

3,362
3,362

1,675
1,675
1,620
1,568
1,449

1,383 I

Cruisers (light) Pompeo Magno
Scipione Africano

Destroyers Legionario
Velite

G-ranatiere

Oriai

Creoale

Riboty
Monzambano 967

Torpedo Boats Orione

Ariete

Aliseo

Animoso

Ardimentoso

Eortmale

Indomito

Clio

Calliope
Libra

Aretusa

Cassiopea
Sagittario
Sirio

Nicola Pabrizi

Oiacinto Carini

Antonio Mosto

Giuseppe C Abba

855
o 850
c 850
0 850
c 850
c 850

I
I

860

679
679
679
679
652
642
6l^2
655
635
616

616

(622*01)498 SECHET
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Tonnage
(Standard

Displacement)
Types Name

Corvettes (escort
vessels)

Ape
Chimera

Cormorano

Danaide

Driade

Penice

Flora

Polaga
Cabbiano

G-ru

Ibis

Minerva

Baionetta (ex Partigiana)
Pellicano

Pomona

Regina Elena
Scimitarra

Sfinge
Sibilia

Urania

565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565
565

E-Boats (Mas.) 11, 33, 54-, 55, 56, 61, 64, 74, 433,
516, 540, 54B. 12 at 20 tons 240

182Cunboat

Minelayers

Ernesto Ciovannini

Azio

Barletta

615
1,975 gross

3,988Clierso (ex Amalfi)(Austrian)Survey vessel

Tankers (fuel) Tarvisio

Ureno

Nettuno

10,910
10,555
9,555

3,336Tanker (water) Po

Training Ships Vespucci
Colombo

3,545
2,790

8,955
9,442

1,461
1,190
1,121

Principessa G-iovanna
Toscana

Hospital ships

Ammiraglio Cagni

Atropo
Zoea

Dandolo

Marea

Vortioe

Benedetto Brin

Otaria

Menotti

Fratelli Bandiera

Manara

Squalo
Bragadino
Corridoni

Submarines

941
900

900
896
863
815
815
815
810

803
803

(62401)499 SECRET
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Tonnage
(standard
Displacement)

Type Name

Submarines (contd.) Ruggero Settimo
Vettor Pisani

Mameli (ex Masaniello)
Speri
Platino

Nichelio

Alagi
&iada

Onice

Turchese

Diaspro
Jalea

Ealatea

Settembrini

Da Prooida

Axun

797
791

770

770

71 if
620

620

620

620
620

599

591

797
770
615

H.1 336
H,2 336
H.ii- 336

Notes:-

(1) The submarine Bronzo was

captured by the Allies
on 12/7A3.
The Toti was disarmed and

became non-operational
1 May 43. (Navi Perdute)

(2)

Submarines (midp:et) C.B.8

C.B.9
C.B.10

C.B.11

C.B.12

36
36
36
36
36

C.B.1815 (A.pl,44) Admiralty.Source for the above details

(62401)500 SECRET
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THE CORSIGAI'I EVACUATION AIR DIET

Sm&fiARY OF TRANSPOBT WSK UND33TAKBN BY TR/LNSPOBTFLIE&EEfi-SSCffi/ADER 5

DUEIN& SEHI?HMBEEji 9W

GomHined
III./T.G-.lj.III./T.G-.2II./T.G-.5 II./T.&.2&RUPPE Total

1561,528 2,213if8247No. of sorties

1,026,540518,600 193,700266,75047,490No. of Ion. flown

Matejrial moved; -
■ Amrrn in it 1 on (t ons ) 166.33103.8332.5030.00

265.7056.60Fuel (cubic metres) 13.60195.50

369.104.00Flying equipment (tons) 289.9054.2021.00

42.76 529.10219.60Other equipment (tons) 122.50144.20

Total weight of
materials moved (tons) 598.60 1,529.25150.59190.30590.70

1,851849 100628274No. of men flown out

No. of unv/ounded men

flown back 19,1962,8204,098 12,24535

No. of wounded men

flown back 1,045699 3429022

Amount of material

flown back (tons) 256.50171.80 45.7039.00

Amount of fuel used

(cu. m.) 1,233.16s 459.110 2,553.019585.800294.940

SECRET(62.'tOl)50l
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THE CORSICM EVACUATION AIR LIFT

SUMMARY OF TRAI^SPORT WORK UMDERTilCEN BY TRANSPOETELIEOER&ESCB7ADER 5

DURIN& OCTOBER. 19A3

Combined
III./T.g.AI./T.&.5 II./T.&.5G-RUPFE

Total

6 56No. of sorties 27 25

38,135 3,800No. of kra. flown 9,200 51,135 Ii

Material moved:-

Ammunit iorTXt ons ) 20.50 20.50

Fuel (cubic metres) 66.20 66.20
I

Flying equipment (tons) 6.00 45.9539.95

Other equipment (tons) 57.835 !27.835 29.10 1.00
4-

Army equipment (tons) 10.14 9.00 ! 19.14

Total weight of material
moved (tons) 164.625 35.100 ! 10.000 209.725

186No. of men flown out 173 13
I

762 :No, of men flown back 421 341

No. of wounded men flown back 104 104 i
I

t

Amount of material flown back

(tons) 89,575 89,575

Amount of fuel used

(cubic metres) 325.0823.28279.10 20.70

CORSICAN EVACUATION AIR LIFT TOTALS

September October Total

76219,196 19,958Men unwounded

Men wounded 1,045 104 1,149

Material (in tor^) 256.50 89.575 346.075
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THE &ERMAN AIR EOBCE

M THE EVACUATION OF CORSICA

(19 September to 2 October 194-3)

CONTENTS

Chain of CommandPage 2

Transport Fliegergeschwader 5 - Order of Battle

Transport Fliegergesohwader 5 - Strength

Page 3

Page A

Supporting Air Units - Strength and Order of BattlePage 5
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THE EVACUATION OP CORSICA
CA

CHAIN OF GERMAN AIR FORCE COIfllAND

A.O.C.-M-C. LUFTFLOTTS 2

PLIS&EEFUHRER LUFTFLOTTE 2

I TRANSPORT FLIE&ERFUHRSR 1FIGHTER DIRECTION

SHIP 'KRETA'

O.C. TRANSPORT FLIEGERGESCffiYADER 5 (FOR OPERATIONS)
O.C. AIR ESCORT

FOR COWOYS

T oa
Itij

II/T.G.2 III/T.G.2 III/T.G.A II/T.G.5o o

I
ro

w
■-3

II/T.G.1
operational in area

but affiliation
undeterminedII/S.G.2 I/J.G.53 I/J.&.77 III/J.G,77 lf(Hjl2

Mine-

detecting
Staffed

2/B.F.G.196

2/K.F.G.128

I
a

War Diary of T.G.5 and G.A.F. records (A.H.B.6 Document No. 8A.6i’JO and
C.931+ 30 5.56 etc.)

Source:
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G-ERIMN AIR EORCE

TBMSPORT FLEB&ERG-ESCHffADER 5

ORDER OF BATTLE

Superior
Authority

Subordinate

Formations
BasePeriod during 1943

I./T.G.5 Pomigliano. From July
onwards: Pist oia.

Note: no aircraft in

Italy

1 June-15 Oct. Transport Flieger-
fuhrer 1; Rome,
later Viareggio.

II./T.&.5 Pisa or Airasca

(near Turin)
25 Aug.—15 Oct.

in./T.&.l Pratica di Mare or Pistoia,

Note; did not participate
in the evacuation

1 June-15 Oct.

III./T.&.2 Lucca30 July~15 Oct.

IV./T.&.3 Metato or South Siena.

Note; no aircraft.
1 June-22 Sept.

II./T.&.2 Metato. From 15 Sept,
onvif ards: F e rrara.

23 Aug.-15 Oct.

III./T.&.4 To 24 Sept, Pratica di
Mare. 25 Sept. Pisa

23 Sept.-13 Oct.

Notes:

(i) The Gruppen underlined participated in the evacuation of
Corsica: the bases used for that operation are also underlined.

From 24 September, aircraft used forward bases at Ceoina and

Campiglia,

(ii) Although it does not appear in the above Order of Battle,
it would appear that II.T.G.I also participated in the

evacuation of Corsica, as it sustained some losses in the

evacuation area (Elba etc.). Its base cannot be determined,
but was pi-obably in the Pisa area.

Source: War Diary T.G.5 (A.H.B,6 Document No. 8A 640).
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C-ERl'IAN AIR FORCE

TRAI^SPORT FLIB&ER&ESCHMER 5

STRENGTH - (20 AND 50 SEPTEMBER 1945)

2IE£
of

a7o

Total No.

of a/ c
20 Sept»

Serviceable!
I

Serviceable Total No.

UTttT aircraft oi* a/o

50 Sept.

aircraft i

20 Sept, 30 Sept,

i

III./T.&.1

II./T.&.2 (**)

Nil (*) Nil (=«0S.M.82 20 9

Ju.52 50 27 hh. 25

ISA&eg. 0-=*)

JV./T.&.5

III./T.&.A (*'5')

4S 2f8Ju.52 32 31

Ju.52 Nil Nil Nil Nil

Ju.52 37 30 35 15

I./T.&.5 Nil (rOMe.323 Nil Nil Nil

II./T.&.5 («*) 16Me.323 25 17 4

(*) This Gruppe had handed over its Ju.52s to II. and IIT.«/T . 0.2.

(/) The only operational aircraft were those in Staffel 3 on the Russian
front.

(**) The If Gruppen which participated in the evacuation of Corsica.

Note;-

Although not appearing in the Order of Battle of T.G.5 (which controlled
), it would appear that II./T.G.1 was also operating, as

it sustained some losses in the evacuation area (Elba etc.). This Gruppe
had a strength of ilf4 Ju.52's, of which 15 were serviceable. (30 Sept.).

the above units

Source

War Diary of T.G.5 (A.K.B.6 Docioment No. 8A.62fO).
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&SBMM AIR FORCE

SUPPORTBT& UIITTS - CORSICA EVACUATION

STREN&TH - ON 30 SEPTEMBER 1943

Total No»

"of a/c
30 Sept.

Serviceable

Type of a/cUNIT aircraft

50 Sept.

II./S.&.2

Mills

2./B.F.&.196

2.K.F.&.128

13FJ/.190 & Hs.129 25

3Me.109

Ar.196 12 5

Ar.196 12 3

I./J.&.77

III./J.&.77

28 18Me.109

1626Me.109

I./J.&.53 2339Me.109

146 81Total

ORDER OF BATTLE

ON 28 SEPTEMBER 1945

Formation Base

PisaFliegerfuhrer Luftflotte 2

PisaO.C, Air Escort for Convoys

II./S.G-.2

III./J.&.77

Crosseto

Crosseto

Metato

4(H)12 Metato

I./J.C.77

2/B.F.C.196

2/K.F.C.128

Cecina

La Spezia

La Spezia

PisaMine-detecting Staffel
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OPBPJglON "SCHLUSSAKKOBD"

THE FINAL SPUPPIMG OPERATION PI THE .EVACUATION OP CORSICA

(3 October 1%3)

CAPTAIN VON LIEBENSTEIN'S PLAN

1. Pgr S.S. Brigade and R.estbattalion 906
At 1900 hours, 15 M.pTp's 'in 3 groups of 5 in the New Harbour.

Por 90th Panzer Grenadier Division (except Battalion 906). plus
200 Pioneers (Yforks) yiO men
At ISOO hours, 8 M.P.P's in 2 groups of 4 in New Harbour.

1469 men

2.

3. Por Plak personnel 400 men
2 Siebel Perries

2 Kampf Siebel Perries
3 I-boats
I ¥-boat

4 L-boats
1 P.L.B-boat

At 1900 hours 80 men

50 men
60 men

10 men

120 men

100 men

420 men

4. Sea Transport Office Staff and demolition squads
at 2200 hours 4 E-boats 100 men

4 I-boats 100 men

200 men

5. Army Commander, Sea-Transport Director and Naval Signals units

2 R-boats

1 M.P.P.

6. Reserve: — S.&.11

4 L-boats
I M.P.P.

4 R-boats

50 men
120 men

100 men

120 men

390 men

All M.P.P's, S.P's, I.-?/-and L-boats to Piombiiio.
All R-boats and the P.L.B.-boat to Leghorn, via north of Elba and
then coastwise.

Source: Sea Transport Director Corsica*s report in P&/4960,5
(pTb .S ./AdmiraltyJT"
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THE GEBim SPECIAL gSERY SERVICE

OFEBATIONS BT THE t.fSDITEEBAI'IBM

AU&UST TO DECEMESRI^

Colonel Fritz Siebel

Translation of Report prepared for H.Q, European Command
Office of the Chief Historian in May 1947

(Cabinet Office Enemy Documents Section A.L.1666/D-159)

CONTENTS

Pase

21 Jme to 17 September 1943

418 September to 3 October 1943

4 October to 3I December 1943 5
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1 June to 17 September 1945

Upon completion of the African campaign, 3 Siebel ferries, 1 flak ferry
(ferry equipped for flak defence) and 1 infantry transport of the remaining
Siehel ferries and infantry transports vrere, after 31 May ly-J), committed to

in the harbour of Olbia (Terranova),Sardinia,

German forces on Sardinia were made up of the 90th Panzer Grenadier
Division, elements of the Moelders Fighter Wing and flak units of regimental
strength, as well as various attached batteries.

During that period, the provisioning of Sardinia was for the most part
handled via Olbia harbour. A Luftwaffe supply depot was set up a few
kilometres South of Olbia, and there v/as a naval ration supply depot near
Palau in the vicinity of the 01bia~Santa Teresa road. Olbia itself had been

virtually cleared of all civilians, while public conveyances were no longer
functioning, which was also the case throughout the norbhem paid; of the
island. It was no longer possible to call on the harbour of Olbia, because
of the ships which had been sunk in air attacks right at the pier. These
attacks had also destroyed the harbour installations; no further clearance

operations were effected. Consequently, the ships were anchored in a road“

stead, while the lighterage was handled by the Siebel ferries, protected by
the flak ferry.

Besides this transportation by water, a daily supply service to Olbia by
air was conducted by transportation units stationed at Naples.

Owing to the daily air attacks and the ever-increasing subniarine menace,
the shipping traffic using Olbia harbour was re-routed to the ai’ea formed by
the islands of Corsica, Sardinia, Maddalena end Caprera, which ccnstituted one

of the most important Italian defensive regions,
operations in the harbour of Olbia of the vessels of the Special Ferry Service.
Begirning 10 June 43, these vessels were stationed at Bonifacio on Corsica,
from where they conducted ferry operations between Bonifacio and Santa Teresa.
Additional Siebel ferries and infantry transports handled the lighterage at
Palau.

This also pub an end to the

Supplies for Corsica viere, as a rule, transported by sea from Leghorn to
Bastia. In addition to the naval tank landing craft, larger ships were also
utilized for this transportation service. Transportation by air was limited
and was routed from Leghorn, Pisa and Florence to Borgo airfield (14 kilometres
South of Bastia).

Except for one S.S. supply in the Aulene-Quenza area, there were no
German ration supply depots on Corsica. On the occasion of the evacuation of

Sardinia, the naval supply depot located at Palau was transferred from there

to Bonifacio, while at the beginning of August, a large ration supply depot
was transported by naval tank landing craft from Genoa and set up within a
short time at Porto Vecchio, after a number of piers had been constructed
there.

The Bastia

Porto Vecchio railway line, a narrow' gauge railway - which ran once a day,
was not used for transporting German supplies. After the Badcglio coup,
railway traffic was suspended.

The traffic on the island was handled by motor vehicles.

At first, there was but little ferry traffic between Sardinia and Corsica
via the Strait of Bonifacio,

was 10 sea miles,

via Bastia did the ferry traffic assume greater proportions.

The distance between Bonifacio and Santa Teresa

Not until some of the supplies for Sardinia were routed

After the Naples workshops had been dismantled and transferred to

Port St. Louis (at the mouth of the Rhone River) the mmiber of Siebel ferries
and infantry transports committed at Bonifacio and Maddalena was constantly
on the increase. On 21 June 43, 5 infantry transports and 1 repair ship
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(this was an infantry transport which had been equipped as a floating workshop)
arrived in 01bia,at the disposal of the naval transportation centre, while
2 vessels were transferred to Maddalena, and ^ repair ship to Bonifacio.
On 8 July 2 Siebel ferries and 1+ infantry transports arrived in Maddalena,
where they were assigned to lighterage duties. On 14 July 1945, ”1 flak ferry
and 1 Siebel ferry departed for Naples. On 1 2 August 1943, the flak ferry
returned to Bonifacio and, in days ?;hich followed was responsible for protec
tion of the Strait of Bonifacio, while the Siebel ferry was converted at
Naples for use as a flak ferry and assigned to service in the Strait of
Messina. On 15 August, 1943, 2 Siebel ferries and  5 infantry transports
arrived at Bonifacio. The infantry transports were transferred to Maddalena.
Consequently, the various vessels were committed as follows:-

(a) In Bonifacio. 1 flak ferry, 6 Siebel ferries,  1 repair ship

(b) In Maddalena 12 infantry transports.

(c) In Olbia 1 infantry transport

At the end of July, the evacuation of Sardinia v/as started on a small

At the same time, 2 Siebel ferries which, until then, had beenscale,

stationed at Maddalena, were also pressed into service for ferry operations.
Not until the Badoglio coup did the transportation problem become acute.

Beginning on 11 September, all vessels of the Special Ferry Service,
including the infantry transports stationed at Maddalena, were committed for
continuous day and night service between Palau and Bonifacio, regardless of
prevailing weather conditions. Necessary engine repairs were taken care of
while ferry operations were proceeding. Leaks in pontoons were plugged by
means of empty canisters or tree trunks. The flak I’erry was responsible for
protecting the Strait of Bonifacio. By IS September ,1943, the evacuation of
Sardinia bod been completed, and all troops with their weapons and equipment
ferried across to Corsica (Bonifacio). The pursuing enemy forces at that
time had reached Palau,

Up to 10 September, the Siebel ferries and infantry transports in the
Strait of Bonifacio had handled the following;-

4,388 troops
11,525 tons of equipment

967 tons of ammunition
306,000 ro\mds of carbine

ammunition

7,298 75 nun. shells
327 mortar shells

12 field kitchens

3,600 oannisters of gasoline
4,500 containers of oil

670 cubic metres of fuel
252 cases of hand grenades
24 guns

After* that date, no firrther records were kept, concerning the transporta
tion performances of the ferry service. However, during the period from 11 to
18 September, 1943, the entire 90th Panzer G-renadier Division, as well as the
chief of anti-aircraft forces on Sardinia, with armament and equipment, were
transported from Sardinia to Corsica.

The only Italian units transported from Sardinia to Corsica were those of

the Nembo Parachute Di3rijj.on. who crossed on an Italian ferry,
ment disarmed the crew of the Bonifacio fortress, and a short while later was
transferred to Italy.

This detach-

During the entire operation 1 infantry transport was lost.
9 September, 1943, while crossing from Maddalena to Palau, this vessel was
attacked by Italian batteries of various calibre up to approximately 88 mm.
and sunk.

On

The crew' swimming in the water was fired on with machine guns.
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The Italian submarines, which were still operating up to the time of the
Badoglio coup, were demolished by the G-erraan Navy, because, owing to the lack
of personnel, it was impossible to transfer these ships.

•  It is noteworthy that beginning v/ith the middle of July '1943, the
young male population left their villages to join the Maquis (the undergro'und
movement). These elements were provided by air with weapons, animunition and
supplies from America, and were also furnished with Italian tanks and artillery.
The partisans raided the S.S. hospital near Quenza in the centre of the island,
and looted the S.S. ration supply depot.

18 SEPTEMBER to 3 OCTOBEB. 1943

On the morning of 18 September, 1943, all Siebel ferries and infantry
transports were transferred from Bonifacio via Porto Vecchio to Bastia, from
whence, reinforced by Siebel ferries and infantry transports T/hich had been

used for operations in Sicily, and in conjunction with naval vessels ~ mostly
tank landing craft ~ they continued the evacuation of Corsica, which had
already started. The ferry service functioned between Bastia and Leghorn and
Bastia and Piombino, and in some instances, in order to gain time, the vessels
also ran for a period to Porto Eerraio (Elba), Travelling between Bastia and
Leghorn, it was necessary to cover a distance of 67 nautical miles,(1) while
the distance between Bastia and Piombino amoionted to i+S nautical miles. The

Siebel ferries operated without escort, and, in conjunction with infantry
transports, travelled betvreen Corsica and Italy,

On 21 September, at 1315 hours, while the evacuation of Corsica was u:ider
way, a heavy air attack was launched on the harbour of Bastia, during which
several transports caught fire, and v/hich caused serious damage and conflagra-
tions in the city proper. During the night of 22 September, 1943, from 0540
to 0430 hours, another heavy air attack on city and harbour caused considera

bly greater damage that the preceding attack. At the same time, enemy
submarine activity v/as intensified. For instance, on September 1943, the
transport Champagne. a re-converted 10,000 ton tanker (which, hov/ever, was
able to cariy only 80 to 90 motor vehicles owing to the lack of between-
decks), while still docked in Bastia harbour, was slightly damaged by a torpedo.
In days to follow, other torpedoes detonated in the harbour, v^ithout however,
causing any damage. On 27 September, 1943, the transport Chemnagne which,
unprotected, was beached outside the harbour, was torpedoed once more and

rendered unnavigable after it had been under steam for 36 hours, and had
failed to sail for lack of convoy escorts. On 25 and 28 September 1943, at
about 1400 hours, air attacks were launched on the Borgo airfield which was
not occupied.(2)

Towards the end of September, Bastia was the only city in Corsica still

On 30 September 1943, the city outskirts, were already umder

fire from machine guns and mortars; however, we succeeded in driv^uig the
enemy forces (Moroccan troops) back to the mountains.

in Oeiman hands.

On the evening of 3 October, 1943, the evacuation of Corsica came to an

end with the loading on a Siebel ferry of the last 88 mm. flak battery, which
the same afternoon had been engaged in ground combat. From 1 700 hours,

Bastia harbour was under constant bombardment by heavy mortars which, hov/ever,
did not cause any damage. By then, the enemy had entered the city. The
Oerman ships in the roadstead provided protection for the last Siebel ferry.
Approximately 50 motor vehicles were left behind.

(1 One nautical mile = 6,080 feet.
G-hisonaccia ?/as used up to 25 September and the Borgo and Poretta fields
from the 26th.

(2
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In spite of air and torpedo attacks, the Special Perry Service lost no
vessels at sea.

overloaded by the Navy sank while en route from Bastia to Leghorn;
were lost,

described above, 2 Siebel ferries T/ere destroyed by bomb hits.

Operations on Sardinia and Corsica were particularly handicapped by the
lack of spare parts for ferries and infantry transports, which wei-e impossible
to obtain on Sardinia or Corsica; even the procurement of oxygen carbide was
attended with considerable difficulties,

the fact that road conditions on Sardinia were extremely poor.

26 August hid any appreciable quantities of spare parts
Bonifacio, That alone made it possible to complete the evacuation of

Sardinia, which was handled exclusively by the vessels of the Special Eerg
Service. Moreover, the unhealthy climate of Sardinia, and particularly the
southern tip of Corsica, which was a notorious malaria region, caused
nmerous malaria cases among the troops.

One Siebel ferry v^hich, in spite of leaking pontoons, was
no lives

During the air attack on Bastia harbour on 22 September, ̂ 9h3, as

This was further complicated by
Not until

arrive in

A OCTOBER to 31 DECEIffiER

After the evacuation of Corsica had been concluded on 3 October 1943, all

vessels, totalling 11 Siebel ferries and about 30 infantry transports, were
assigned to transporting supplies to Elba and outposts along the Italian
coast from Piombino to San Remo,

Eor the moment, there were no German troops on Elba or any defensive
installations which might have interfered virith an enemy landing. Generally
such fortifications, constructed on a small scale and temporary basis, consisted.
of nothing but barbed wire entanglements. The old-model Italian guns on
Elba were, as a rule, manned by Italian volunteers who had received
insufficient training.

After the Badoglio coup, all outpost duty ceased along the west coast of

Thus, by the beginning of October, the Italian speedboats in the
I am not able to cite

however in view of

Italy,
harbour of Eiombino had not yet resumed operations,
any figures concerning the supplies transported to Elba;
the small garrison, the amount was inconsiderable.

On 15 October 1943, 2 flak ferries were set on fire while engaged in
night combat in the Strait of Piombino with enemy gimboats superior to them
in number, armament and speed. On the previous day, these flak ferries had
received orders concerning departure and position from the 6th Security
Division;

and, in some instances, Italian circuits were pressed into service.

In anticipation of a new assignment, all infantry transports in Piombino

were pulled ashore for general overhaul by means of a mobile slip which had
been repaired by the Special Ferry Service. This made it possible, at the
end of December 1943, when the order was given to dismantle, to load all

infantry transport on railway trucks a.t Genoa, so as to make them available
for new commitments in the Adriatic and Aegean Seas. The remaining 9 Siebel
ferries were taken apart at Port St, Louis, loaded on railway trucks and
overhaiHed at Antwerp; subsequently they were assigned to new operations in
the Adriatic and Aegean Seas.

Thus, the operations of the Special Ferry Service in this part of the
Mediterranean came to an end on 31 December 1943*

these orders were transmitted by telephone from Leghorn to Piombino
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&BEI4AW U-BOAT KILLS

ET THE

MEDITEIffiANEiEI COMvIAND

NTJMERICIL AND CHRONOLO&ICAL

NUIffiRICAL LIST

C.O.

Sunk 16.12.A3 Wolsey ~ Trippe. off Oran
Ta/c G of 202 &p.. N. of Oran, and
(Wishart & Wrestler

28.12.A1 Kipling of*f Mersa Matruh 30 POWs

28. 3.A3 aTcTlAS L233 V2tS), off Alicante
23.1 2.A1 Hasty. Hotspur, off Bardia A5 POv/s
9. 1.AA Air raid on Pola - was raised

22. .Aii-

A. 3.A3 A/C (rap), E. of Oran
28.11.A1 Neth Sub. 0.21.. E. of Gib. POWs

16. 6.A3 A/C (Hudson) 2^59 Sq. EAAE,
N. of Haifa

Mined off C. Phleves (Aegean)

2, 5.A2

1A. 3.A3

Rosenbaum

(Lindburg
(Keutrat
Ringlemann
Schouder

Kai’fmanr

Guggenberger
Krieg
Woerisshoffer

Sohreiber

Heilmann

Trot

Mohr

Hesse

Reaohke

Burgel
Waechter

Gerlach

Kosbadt

Siegmann
Eberbach

Koepke

1

U. 73

U. 7A

U. 75

U. 77

U. 79
U. 81

H. 83
U. 95

U. 97

Paladinj A/C W (Bisley) of
“^isTSAAE, POWs
Laforey. Tumult. Blencathra.

Hambledon - N. of Sicily, POY/s
Ville de Quebec. W. of Algiers, POWs
Scuttled after grounding off

Hyeres (Toulon)
A/G 'S' (Hudson) of 500 Sq.
30 N of Algiers

P.212 (Sahib). W. of Bonifacio, POWs
Sickle, off Toulon

a/c of Formidable & 5OO Sq,
820 Sq. 'Z' 'L* 'C, off Algiers,
POWs

U.205 17. 2.A3

29/30. 3.AAU.223

13. 1.A3
21. 8.AA

U.22A

H.23O

U.259 15.11.A2

Koerner

Heine

Thiesenhausen

21. 1.A5
21. 5.A5

17.11.A2

IkSOi
]Lti03

Eahn

iMehl
Finski

Newmann

Trawler Mull. S. of Sardinia

Pride. Campbell. Blankney. Sustain.
Senegalais. off Djijelli

Sikh, Creome, Zulu. Tetcott and A/C
of 231 Sq.,,S.W. of Haifa, POWs

Unbeaten. S. of Messina

P.C.62A. Sicilian Channel
Touion air raid - U.S.A.A.F.

10. 3.AA

A. 5.iWf
y.3AJ
H.371

A. 8.A2]Li22

Von Fischel

Koenenkamp

(Roether
Brandi

Brueller

(Kolbus
Wassmann

Finski

12. 1.A2

30. 7.A3
11. 3.4A

H.37A

U^Z5
U.380

U.AO7 Garland. Troubridge. Terpischore.

Zetland. Brecon - Aegean
E. of Algiers, POWs

Toulon air raid - U.S.A.A.F.

Inconstant

19. 9.A^h

12. 7.A3

11. 3.A+

U.A09

U.A10
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MEDITEREMEAN BOATS

Huth
Kolbus
Schoeneboom

Vitch, W. of Tenes
Toulon air raid U.S.S, A.E,
Ultimatum, off Toulon
Marigold, Off Malaga POWs
Bioester, Vvheatland, Lament on off
Algiers

Blankeney, Maddison, Exmoor -
Blencathra, Brecon, Tyrrlienian Sea

Leddesdale, Termagent, Tenacious.
Central Med.

Not known - prob, mined
Easton, Pindos, off Pantellaria, POW
Scuttled off St. Mandrier (Toulon)
Scuttled Toiilon - after severe damage
Air raid U.S.S.A.E.

Rammed and sunk by Ital, TB Orione
off Crete

Pakenham. Petard, Hero. Pulverton,
Hurworth and ii/c N. of P. Said

MTB.Sj .
Isis, Hursley, and A/C off Gyre
Salamis Air raid (U.S.A.A.F.)
Bridge, Hero, Hunvorth. N. of Tobruk
Damaged by A/C of 233 Sq, Interned
Cartagena

A/C of 230 Sq. E. of Solium
Toulon air raid U.S.S.A.E.
Calpe, WainTjright, off Jijelli
Damaged by a/c of 500 Sq. causing
scuttling off Oran

Salamis Air raid (U.S.A.A.E.)
A/c ’N* 500 Sq. off Oran
Lotus & Poppy off Algiers
Macot, Bebb, Cleaves. Ellison,

Hambledon, and a/c VA* ’T* *H’ of
36 Sq. S.E. Alicante

a/c •179 Sq. and Haarlem - Shelled
U-boat causing scuttling off Melilla

Toulon air raid (U.S.A.A.E.)
A/c of 815 and 203 Sqs. off Solium -

causing scuttling
Stanrort and Lotus off Oran
A/C ’M' 608 Sq. with R.P. . of Baleares
Toulon air raid U.S.A.A.F.
Ludlow, Niblack and A/C *M* 'U* of

36 ^ 500 Sq. ,N. of Oran
Scuttled Toulon after severe damage

raid 1l/7 U.S.A.A.F.
Toulon air raid U.S.A.A.F.

Str. of Messina
naica

air

25. 5.A3
29. A.44
30.10.A3
16.11.A1
23. 2.A3

U.A1A
U.A21
U.A31

U.A43
Ey

Pattkammer

9. 3.AAILhm
Boehme

20. 5.AAiyhS3

U.A55
U.A58
UoA6^
U.A71

Luehrs
Scheibe

Diggens
Thaeter

6. A.AA
22. 8.A3
19. 8.AA
6. 8.AA

Kloevekom

16.12. A12^
Paulisen

30.10.A2U.539
Heidtmann

Henning
Heamm

Henning
Preuss

u7^
13. 7.W
19. 2.A3
2A. 9.AA
28. 5.A2
1. 5.k2

2^
2i2Z3

Heinsolm

Schauenburg
Coetze

Kelbling

9. 1.A2
6. 7.AA

13.12.A3
1A.11.A2

U.
u.
U.593

2i525
Quaet Faslem
Kolbus
Schueler
Sohutze
Koitschka

U.596
U.602
U.605
U.6I6

2A. 9.AA
23. A.A3
13.11 .A2
17. 5.1A

U.617 11. 9.A3
Brandi
Bruenning
Fraatz

6. 8.AA
2. 6.A2

U.6A2
U.652

Baur

Coeing
Cario

U.660 12.11.A2
28. 5.A3
6. 8.AA

19. 5.AA
U.952
U.960

Heinrich

(EDei'bach
(Brandi
Dobbert

19. 8.AAU.96

6. 8.AAU.969

Totals sunk:-

62Inside Mediterranean
■yVest of Strait of Cibraltar 6  111)

68

U.I79, U.A11 and U.597 were sunk in the Atlantic.

(Source Admiralty TSD/FDS/X3A2/50 6 Sept. 50)
SECRET

Note:
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CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OP GEMIAN U-BOAT LOSSES
CA

b

19441942 19431941

16.11.41
28.11.41
16.12.41

U.819. 1,42
12. 1.42

14. 3.42
1. 5.42

2. 5.42

28. 5.42
2. 6.42
4. 8.42

13. 1.43
21. 1.43

17. 2.43

19. 2.43

23. 2.43

4. 3.43

28, 5.43
23. 4.43

21. 5.43

25. 5.43

28. 5.43
16. 6.43
12. 7.43

13. 7.43
30. 7.43
22. 8.43

11/12. 9.45
50.10.43

U.224

U.301

9. 1.44

1195
U.557

11577
U.574

11575
U.74

U.568
U.652
U.572

w
o

8 10. 3.44

10. 3.44

11. 3.44

11. 3.44

U.343
U.450

U.380

CD

129 Uli?
U.83
U.77
U.602

U.414

U.755

HIL
U.4-09

IL-lii
U.375

U.458

U.431

23.12.41
28.12.41 U.410U.75D3

a

29/30. 3.44
6. 4.4ih
29. 4.^4
4. 5.44

U.223

H.455

U.421

GQ

30.10.42
12.11.42

13.11.42
14.11.42

11559
U.660

U.6Q5
U.595

U.371

5.
I ^

CO
U.616

U.960
U.455

U.586
U.642
U.471

U.952

U.9g7
U.a-66
U.230
U.407

U.5^

17. 5.44
19. 5.44

20. 6.44
5/6. 7.44
6. 8.44
6. 8.44
6. 8.44
6. 8.44
19. 8.44
19. 8.44
21. 8.44
19. 9.44
24. 9.44

24. 9.44

o

I ? 15.11.42

17.11.42

U.259
a

U.331
CO

Is*

c+

C U.59313.12.43

16.12.43 U.73

Total = 62
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APPENDIX 25

C-EHIfM U-BOAT ARRPfAIE MD LOSSES IN TIIE ?jIEDZPEKRANSAIT

Xf'rom Eennan records! ~

Date Arrived Lost Date Arrived Lost

19A1 1943

J anuary(4) U.559 (1) (2) 221,
301

(3) 205

September 224

371

97 Eebruary nil

562331

(2)October 75 V(-3

(2) 83

(1) 602

(3) 303

77

79 March nil

(8) (2) 43381November

(2)205 95 414April
565 303

(2) 616433 May
431 410 755
95 414

(1) (1)
(

557 409June

July
97

3) 409562 nil

(12) (3) 561December

372 557 375

1) 458453 79 August
September
October

November

December

nil

(1 617375 75 223 1

83 4311 450 1

642133 1

(2) 593577 1 230

573 73
652

19i44.74
77

(4) (1) 81568 January 343I
I

374 952

455

9671942

(2) 969February(2) (2)J anuary 73 577
586

561 374
(5) 450(2) 466March

February
March

April

nil nil
421 343(1)nil

nil

nil

133
nil

380
410

(3)May 573
223

74
(1) (2) 455

(4) 371
421

April 471
568

(1) 652June

July
August
September
October

nil

nil

nil

nil

(1) 960Maynil
616

(1) 372
960

nil
453(4) (1)605 559
nil

(1) 586
(7) 642

June

July
August

nil

nil

nil

438
660

I 593
952(7) (5)!November 595 595
471

617 605
969

596 660
466

407 331
967

259 259
230

755
(3) 407September nil

380
565

(3)December 443 nil
596

602

301

Total arrived 62 lost 62

TSD/FDS/X.342/50. Appendix I.

(624n)5l9 SECEST
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APPENDIX 26

AIRCMFT EtJPLOYSD EJ t^LARZCBIE WAR Il\r THE ?,CI:DCTERRA]MM 19l4-3”194^

Typical AmanientAircraft Endurance

Anti-sutmarine

k- X 250 Ids, D.C's (a few
carry rockets).

J+ X 250 lbs, D.C’s
6 X 250 lbs. D.C's
5 X 250 lbs. D.C's
8 X 250 lbs. D.C's
2 X 250 lbs. A/s B's

250 lbs. D.C's
14 X 250 lbs. D.C’s

6 hoursHudson

5 hours
8 hours

hours

7 hours

5 hours
10 hours

12 hours

Beaufort or Bisley
v/elliaigton VIII & XI
Baltimore

Ventura

Beaufighter
Halifax

Liberator

Fighters

1 hr, 30 m.

1 hr, 30 m,

3 hrs. 30 m.
2 hrs.

4 hrs,

2 hrs. 30 m.

1 hr, 30 m.
2 hrs, 45 ni.

i  hr. 30 m.

1 hr, 30 m,
1 hr, 30 m.
1 hr. 45 m,

3 hrs,
1 hr, 45 m.

2 hrs, 45 ni,

1 hr, 45 m,

4 hrs. 45
2 hrs.

Hurricane Mark I

Hurricane Mark II

Hurricane L.E.,

P-40 Tomahawk

Beaufighter
Fulmar

Seafire

F4F Martlet

Spitfire Mark I
Spitfire Mark II
Spitfire Jlark V
Spitfire Mark IX
Spitfire L.R.
P-40 Kittyhawk S.R.
P-40 Kittyha?;k L.R.
P-40 Warhawk

P-'38 Lightning
P~39 Airocobra

(624'->0521 SECRET
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1 APPEEDIX 27

OEDERS OF BATTLE

SQUADROI>lS OE R.A,F. MTDDT.E EA-^T COMIAND

opeem'e:t& m the ae&sae area

A. ON 8 SEPTEMBER 19A5

Service

ability
Squadron Aircraft Base Function Strength

No.7 S.A.A.F.
Det,

S/E FighterSpitfire Cyprus-
destined for

Kos.

12 12

■No.13 Hellenic Blenheim
Baltimore

Eambut &.R. 15 5

N0.I5 S.A.A.F. Baltimore Matruh West
Det. Gambut

G.R. 14 12

jNo.38 R.A.F.
Dets.I

Wellington Amriya South
St, Jean

Torp.
Bomber

17 9

|No,A6 e.a.f.
I  Det.

T/S Night
Fighter

S/E Fighter

Beaufighter Nicosia 5 3
I

! No.7if R.A.F. Spitfire
Hurricane

Edcu 21 15

No.89 R,A.F. T/E Night
Fighter

Beaufighter Edcu
Det,
Lakatamia

(Cyprus)

21 17

No.213 R.A.F.
Det.

S/E FighterHurricane Paphos
(Cyprus)

13 13

No.227 R.A.P. T/e Day
Fighter

S/E Fighter

Beaufighter Liinmassol

(Cyprus)
18 14

No.237 Rhodesian Hurricane Edcu

Det, Paphos
15

No.252 R.A.F. t/e Day
Fighter

S/E Fighter

Beaufighter Limassol 14 5

No.274 R.A.F.
Det.

Spitfire
Hurricane

Paphos 15 7

No.454 R.A.A.F. Baltimore Amriya South
St. Jean

G.R. 17 13

No.459 R.A.A.F. Hudson Gambut G.R. 14 12

No,680 R.A.F. Spitfire Matariya P.R.U. 5 5

Totals, 214 150

(6240^)523 SECRET
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iPPIWDIX 27

B. ON it- OCTOBER

Service

ability
Squadron Aircraft Base Function Strength

No.15 Hellenic Baltimore Camhut G-.E 817

No,15 S.A.A.P. Baltimore Matruh Viest

Det, G-ambut

G-.R. 13 11

No.38 R.A.P. Wellington Berka.

Bets. Amriya S.)
and St, Jean )

18Torq).
Bomber

12

N0.A6 R.A.P.
Bets.

T/E Night
Fighter

S/E Fighter

T/e Night
Fighter

Beaufighter Nicosia

Bet. Edcu

10 5

INo.74 R.A.P. Spitfire Nicosia 10 10

No.89 R.A.P. Beaufighter Edou

Bet. St, Jean
16 3

No.178 R.A.P. Liberator Hose Ruai Heavy Bomber 12 3

No.203 R.A.P. Baltimore Berka

Bet. Edcu

&.R. 14 9

S/E FighterNo.213 R.A.F. Hurricane Paphos
Bet. Edcu

17 5

T/e Bay
Fighter

S/E Fi&hter

T/e Bay-
Filter

S/E Fighter

No.227 R.A.F. Beaufighter Lakatamia

(Cyprus)
610

No.237 Rhodesian Hurricane 16Edcu 10

No,252 R.A.P. Beaufighter Lakatamia 13 4

No.274 R.A.F. Spitfire Paphos
Bet, Bema

16 8

No.454 R.A.A.P. Baltimore Amriya South
Bet, St. Jean

&.R. 12 11

No,459 R.A.A.F. Hudson Gambut

Bet, Matruh

West

G.R. 15 15

N^.462 R.A.A.F. Halifax Hose Ruai 8Heavy Bomber 7

No.600 R.A.P. Spitfire Matariya
Bets. Toora and

Cyprus

P.R.U. 12 12

Totals 229 139

(62401)524 SECRET
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C. ON 16 NOVEMBER 194-3

Serviae-

ability
Squadron Aircraft Base Function Strength

No.7 S.A.A.P. G-audl (port
Said)

Spitfire S/E Pieter 7 4

No.13 Hellenic

N0.I5 S.A.A.F.

No,38 R.A.F.

Baltimore

Baltimore

Wellington

SamBut

Matruh West

Berka

Det, St. Jean

Nicosia

(C3rprus)
St. Jean

El Adem

&.R.

G.R.

Torp.
Bomber

T/E Night
Fighter

19 8

11 11

12 7

No.4£ R.A.F,
Det.

Beaufighter 5 2

No.47 R.A.F. Beaufighter T/E Day^
Fighter

S/e Fighter

11 5

No.74 R.A.F. Spitfire Almazo

Det, Nicosia

Terria

6 4

No.178 R.A.F. Liberator 6Heavy-
Bomber

s/e Fighter |
T/e Day-
Fighter

s/e Fighter

No.213 R.A.F.

No.227 R.A.F.

Hurricane

Beaufighter

Edcu

Lakatamia

(Cyprus)

Paphos
(Cyprus)
Det. Edou.

Amriya South
Air echelon

at Lakatamia,

Edcu

Berka

St, Jean

Gambut ■

7 7

12 7

No.237 Rhodesian Hurricane 13 12

No.252 R.A.F. Beaufighter t/e Day
Filter

612

No.274 R.A.F.

No,454 R.A.A.F.

Spitfire

Baltimore

s/e Fighter 16 13

G.R. 22 18

No.459 R.A.A.F.

N0.462 R.A.A.F.

Hudson G.R.

Heavy
Bomber

t/e Day
Fighter

P.R.U.

4 4

Halifax Terria 18 10

No.603 R.A.F. Beaufighter Gambut 16 11

No.680 R.A.F. Spitfire Matariya 6 3

Totals 203 132

A.H.B. II.J.1/159/26 Appendices I, J and K,Souroe:-

(62401)525 SECRET
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APPENDIX 28

PAET I

DETAILED SUMMARY OF R.A.F. UNIIS IN N.A.C.A.F.

CONTROL

UNIT LOCATION

mm. OPER.

COMIAND AND FORI^TION HEADQUARTERS

H.Q., N.A.C.A.F.

N.A.C.A.F. Command Post

(No. 1 &.R. Ops. Unit)

A.H.Q. MALTA

No.2 G.R. Ops. Unit

Algiers

Naples

NAAF.

242 Grp.

NAAF.

NACAF.

Valetta NAAE' NACAF

63rd Ftr. W.
(U.S.A.A.F.)

328 WingBastia

GROUP HEADQUARTERS

No.210 Group

No.242 Group

Alma Marina

Taranto

NACAF

NACAF

NACAF

NACAF

W3NG HEADQUARTERS

No.286 Wing (f)

No.286 Wing (Satellite)
(At present number
only basis)

No.287 Wing (f)
(Moving shortly to
Sidi Amour)

No.323 Wing (f)
(Moving Foggia Area)

No.325 Wing (G.R.)

No.328 Wing (GR.)

Grottaglie 242 Grp.

242 Grp.

242 Grp.

242 Grp.

Sidi Aohmed NACAF NACAF’

NACAF. CP.Monte Corvino 21i2 Grp.

Borizzo Malta

NACAF.

Malta

63rd Ftr. W.
(U.S.A.A.F.)

NACAF.

Ghisonnacia

No.332 Wing (f)
(Formerly 2 S.O.R.,
M.E.)

No.335 Wing (F)

Djidjelli (Taher) NACAF.

Catania (Biscari
Palice)

Palermo

Malta Malta

No.335 Wing (Satellite)
(Being reformed as
No.lOi M.A.R.U.)

No.337 Wing (F)
(Formerly Oran Sector -
Forming)
No.338 Wing (f/G.R.)
(Formerly 1 S.O.R.,M.E.)

Malta Malta

NACAF. NACAF.Oran

NACAF.Reghaia NACAF.

STATIONS

NACAF. NACAF.

NACAF.

NACAF.

C.A.F. Station Bone

NACAF.

NACAF.

BlidaC.A.F. Station

TafaraouiC.A.F. Station

' (62401 j528 SECRET
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R.A.F. SQUADRONS

CONTROL

Ul^IT LOCATION

OPER.ADMIN.

No,13 Sqdn. (Bisley)_ ; 287 Wing287 WingSidi Amour
(Ventura) (Re-arming with Venturas)

328 WingNo.1A Sqdn. (Marauder)
(1 Pit. at G-rottaglie -

No.23 Sqdii. (Mosq. N/p)
(Detachment at Naples)

No,32 Sqdn. (Spit.V)

No.36 Sqdn. (\Yell)

No.39 Sqdn, (Beau)

N®.2fO Sqdn, (Spit)(SAAP) Philippeville
(Local Admin, control only - moving shortly)

No,52 Sqdn, (Baltimore)

No,69 Sqdn, (Baltimore)

No,73 Sqdn. (Spit)
(Moving Poggia shortly)

!No.87Sqdn. (Hurri)

!No.108 Sqdn. (N/Beau)
No.126 Sqdn. (Spit)

No.153 Sqdn. (Beau)
i

No.219 Sqdn. (Beau)

No.221 Sqdn. (Well)

No.229 Sqdn. (Spit)

Ohisonaccia

Maint, & Trg, Pit. a

Alghero

Reghaia

Blida

Reghaia

Boriszo

Malta

Monte Corvino

Borizzo

Malta

G-rottaglie

Reghaia

Sidi Amour

Malta

Malta

328 Wing
t Blida)

63rd P.W.
(USAAP)

338 Wing

Blida

338 Wing

NATAP

328 Wing

338 Wing

Blida

338 Wing

NATAP

325 Wing

Malta

323 Wing

325 Wing

Malta

323 Wing

355 Wing

Malta

286 Wing

338 Wing

287 Wing

Malta

Malta

NATAP

335 Wing

Malta

286 Wing

338 Wing

287 Wing

Malta

Malta

NATAPNo.241 Sqdn. (Hurr-Bomb) Philippeville
(Local Admin, control only - moving shortly)

286 Wing

323 Wing

286 Wing

323 Wing

No.249 Sqdn. (Spit)

No.253 Sqdn. (Spit)
(En route to Capodichino)

No,255 Sqdn, (Beau)
(Detachment at Borizzo)

No,256 Sqdn. (Mosq.)

No.272 Sqdn, (Day Beau)

No,283 Sqdn. (Walrus)
HQ. moving to Bastia shortly
Dets. at Ajaccio & Monte Corvino)

G-rottagl

G-rotta^

Malta

Catania

Palermo

)
s

ie

Monte Corvino

286 Y/ing286 Wingie

Malta

335 Wing

63rd P.W.
(U.S.A.A.P.)

Malta

335 Wing

328 Wing

No.284 Sqdn. (Walrus)

No.293 Sqdn. ('Warwick)

No.458 Sqdn. (Well.)

No.500 Sqdn. (Hudson)
(1 Pit. en route to G-hisonaccia - 5 a/c at Monte Corvino)
Det. 512 Sqdn. (Dakota)

No,608 Sqdn. (Hudson)

2h-2 G-rpI Brindisi

BoneBone

BoneiBone

TafaraoTafaraoui

NACAP

286 Win

Blida

Monte Corvino

242 G-rp,

Bone

.

Bone

Tafaraouiui

MAC

g 286 Yfing

SECRET(624C10529
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R.A.F. SQUADRONS (contd.)
CONTROL

LOCATIONUNIT

ADMIN. OPER.

No.614 Sqdn, (Bisley)

No.624 Sqdn. (Halifax)
(S.D.)(Ventura)

No.727 Sqdn. (Defiant)(FAA)
(Local Admin, control only

No.728 Sqdn. (Albacore)(FAA)
(Local Admin, control only

No.1455 Sqdn. (Spit)

No.1578 Cal. Fit. (Beau)

N0.I A.S.R. Flight (Hudson)

Defence Flight (Spit)

Mk.VIII Con. Fit. (Beau)

525 Wing

334 Wing
(Local Admin, control only - Det.

F.A.A.

Borizzo

Sidi Amour

Blida

325 Wing

MG

at Blida)

F.A.A.

N.A.C.A.F.)
Malta

Malta)

G-rottaglie

Blida

Blida

F.A.A.F.A.A.

286 Wing

Blida

Blida

286 V/ing

N.A.C.A.F.

N.A.C.A.F.

Gib.

338 Wing

NACAF

358 Wing

Gibraltar

Reghaia

FRENCH AIR FORCE SQUADRONS

1/3 Sqdn. (Spit) 63rd Ftr. W.
(USAAF)

338 Wing

337 Wing

332 Wing

338 Wing

Bone

63rd Ftr , W.
(USAAF)

337 Wing

Tafaraoui

63rd Ftr. vV.
(USAAF)

FAF.Ajaccio

1/4 Sqdn. (P.39)

1/5 Sqdn. (P.39)

1/7 Sqdn. (Spit)

IV3 Sqdn. (Hurri)

IV5 Sqdn. (P.40)

II/7 Sqdn. (Spit)

FAF.

FAF.

Reghaia

Tafaraoui

Taher

Reghaia

Bone

Ajaccio

FAF.

FAF.

FAF.

FAF.

III/6 Sqdn. (P.39)

2S Naval Sqdn. (Lateooere)

4S Naval Sqdn, (VTalrus)

FAF.La Passet

Tafaraoui

Ajaccio

FAF.

FAF.

BALLOON SQUADRONS AND DETACHMENTS

242 Grp.242 Grp.CerignolaNo.972 Sqdn. SHQ
(Non operational)

No.975 Sqdn. SHQ
"A" Detachment

"B" Detachment

"C" Detachment

No.977 Sqdn. SHQ
(Non operational)
"A” Detachment

"B" Detachment

No.981 Sqdn. SHQ
"A" Detachment

"B” Detachment

”C" Detachment

242 Grp.
242 Grp.
975 Sq. Hq.
975 Sq. Hq.

242 Grp.

242 Grp.
242 Grp.
242 Grp.
242 Grp.

Bari

Bari

Barletta

Manfredonia

Naples 62nd Ftr. W.

(USAAF)
62nd Tr. W.977 Sqn. HQ

977 Sqn. HQJ 62nd Ftr. W.
Castellamare

Anmmziata

Tindja (Ferryville)
Bone

Bizerta

Tindja (Ferryville)

287 Wing
Bone

287 Wing
287 Wing

287 Wing
981 Sqn. HQ
981 Sqn. HQ
287 Wing

I
I
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CONTROL

LOCATIONUNIT

OPER.ADMIN.

338 Wing
62nd Ftr. W.

337 Wing
63rd Ptr. W.
338 Wing

Malta

24.2 &rp.
242 &rp.
242 &rp.

335 Wing

No.982 Sqdn. 3HQ
"A" Detachment

"B" Detachment

"C" Detachment

D" Detachment

No.983 Sqdn, SHQ & Det.

No.985 Sqdn. SHQ
"A” Detachment

B" Detachment

"K" Balloon SHJ & Det.

II

11

338 Wing
982 Sqn. HQ
982 Sqn. HQ
982 Sqn. HQ
338 Wing

Malta

242 Grp.
2k.2 Grp.

982 Sq.HQ

Malta

Algiers
Bastia

Oran

Maddalena

Algiers

Malta

Taranto

Taranto

Brindisi

Augusta

REGIOl^ PLYING CONTROL CENTPJ^S

323 Wing NACAPMonte CorvinoN0.I R.P.C.C.

(Moving to Pomigliano)

No.2 R.P.C.C.

No.3 R.P.C.C.

No.4 R.P.C.C.

No.5 R.P.C.C.

No.6 R.P.C.C.

328 Wing

286 Wing

287 Wing

Blida

Malta

NACAPGhisonaccia

NACAPGrottaglie

Sidi Amour NACAP

NACAPBlida

MaltaMalta

Aia STORES PARKS

328 Wing NACAPNo.33 A.S.P.

(Moving to Sassari - Det. Moving to Alghero)

No.136 A.S.P.
(Moving to Poggia - Det, at Monte Corvino)

323 Wing323 Wing

REPAIR AND SALVAGE UNITS

(S.E. A/c) 242 Grp.2A-2 Grp.Grottaglie

at Poggia c/o 323 Wing)
No.110 R.S.U.

(Detachment

(T.E. Repairs) c/o N0.I B.P.D.
proceeding to Corsica. Detachment proceeding to

NACAP NAGAP

Sardinia)
N0.III R.S.U.

(Detachment

REPUELLMG AND RE>-ARIjIIN& PARTIES

335 Wing335 WingCrotoneNo.30 R. & R. Party

MOBILE SERVICniG UNITS

No.4 M.S.U. (Torp.)

No.5 M.S.U. (Torp.)

BlidaBlidaBlida

242 Grp.242 Grp.Grotta^ie
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CONTROL
UNIT LOCATION

0PM.ADMIN.

AIR SEA BBSCIIE MARINE CRAET UNITS

No.204 A.S.R.M.C.U. Malta Malta Malta

No.205 A.S.R.M.C.U. Malta Malta Malta

287 Wing 287 Wing

62nd Ftr. W.

(USAAF)

No.223 A.S.R.M.C.U. Bizerta

No.224 A.S.R.M.C.U. Naples MCAP

287 WingNo.225 A.S.R.M.C.U. 287 Wing

63rd Ptr. W.
(USAAP)

Bizerta

No.251 A.S.R.M.C.U. Cagliari NACAP

No.252 A.S.R.M.C.U. Bone Bone Bone

No.255 A.S.R.M.C.U. Bari 242 &rp. 242 &rp.

63rd Ptr. W.
(USAAP)

NACAPNo.254 A.S.R.M.C.U. Ajaooio

SUPPLY AND TRANSPORT COLIUNS

N0.I6 S. & T.

(Detachment at Blida)
242 Grp.Taranto Area 242 Grp.

R.A.P. REGMENT AND L.A.A. SQUADRON

No.2864 L.A.A.

No.2865 L.A.A.

242 Grp.

286 Wing

63rd Ptr. W.
(USAAP)

Taranto 242 Grp.

286 WingTaranto

No.2866 L.A.A.

(En route Corsica)

No.2867 L.A.A.

No. 2868 L.A.A.

328 WingAlgiers

323 WingCapodichino 323 Wing

335 Wing 335 Wing

63rd Ftr. W.
(USAAP)

Palermo

No.2869 L.A.A. 328 WingN, Cagliari

MISCELLANEOUS W/T UI’JITS

328 WingNo.7 ”J" Section
(En route to Corsica)

No.87 W.O.U.
(To be reduced to

No.14 H.M. W/T

NAAP

MaltaArchirafi Riposto
a number only basis)

Malta

242 Grp. MAC.Taranto

(62401'>552 SECEET
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CONTROL

UNIT LOCITIQN

ADMU'I. OPER.

AIR MINISTRY EXPERIMS'iTALJSTATIOI©

N0.2IR A.M.E.S. Lake Verano 323 Wing

338 Wing

2A2 Gip.

No.216 A.M.E.S. 338 WingAlma Marine

No.226 A.M.E.S. Djidjelli

Cap Rizzuto

N0.I B.P.D.

(To be reduced to a number only basis)

332 Wing 332 Wing

No.235 A.M.E.S. 355 Wing335 Wing

: No.252 A.M.E.S. i  NACAF

No.256 A.M.E.S. 62nd Ptr. ViT.

(usaae)
3. of Lake Patria 242 Gip.

286 Wing 286 Wing

63rd Ftr. W.
(USAAP)

No.274 A.M.E.S. San Cataldo

328 VfingNo.275 A.M.E.S. Port Palmas

(Alghero)

iNo.283 A.H.E.S. Sj^racuse 335 Wing 335 Wing

i No.285 A.M.E.S. 338 Wing 338 WingNovi

No.286 A.M.E.S. 337 Wing

63rd Ftr. W.
(USAAF)

62nd Ptr. W.

(usaaf)

I  El Marsa
I

N0.I B.P.D.

(Leaving shortly for Cap.jSt. Marco)

337 Wing

328 WingNo.294 A.M.E.S.

No.330 A.M.E.S. Accia Rolli 242 Grp.

No.331 A.M.E.S. 335 Wing

63rd Ftr. W.
(usaaf)

Cap. St. Vito

Spano (Calvi)

335 'fing

328 WingNo.372 A.M.E.S.

No.381 A.M.E.S. 337 WingEl Marsa 337 Wing

No.387 A.M.E.S. 338 Wing

287 Wing

338 WingPort Gueydon

No.388 A.M.E.S. 287 WingCap Blanc

No.389 A.M.E.S. Philippeville

Sagone (Ajaccio)

BoneBone

63rd Ptr. W,
(USAilF)

63rd Ftr. W.
(usaaf)

328 WingNo.392 A.M.E.S.

328 WingNo,295 A.M.E.S. A.leria

No.522 A.M.E.S.

(Being disbanded forthwith)

No.602 A.M.E.S.

No,2 Base Area

335 Wing335 WingPalermo

(62401^533 SECRET
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AIR MINISTRY EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS (contd.)

CONTROL

UNIT LOCATION

ADMIN. OPER.

No.621 A.M.E.S.

(Being reduced to numter

No.622 A.M.E.S.

No.1 B.P.D.

only basis)
NACAP

63rd Ftr. W.
(USAAP)

62nd Ftr. ¥.

(usaaf)

286 lYing

328 V/ingDecimomannu

No.623 A.M.E.S. Ischia Isle 323 Wing

N0.62A A.M.E.S. 286 WingOtranto

No.630 A.M.E.S.
(Being reduced to number

No.631 A.M.E.S.

No.1 B.P.D.

only basis)
NACAF

63rd Ftr. V'/.
(USAAF)

328 Y/ingPula

No.675 A.M.E.S.
(Being reduced to' number

No.1 B.P.D.

only basis)
NACAF

No.82)4 A.M.E.S.

(Moving to Trapani)

No.880 A.M.E.S.

335 Wing335 Wing

328 Wduig 63rd Ftr. W.
(usaaf)

63rd Ftr. W*
(usaaf)

63rd Ftr. YT.
(usaaf)

62nd Ftr. W.

(usaaf)

63rd Ftr. W.
(usaaf)

338 'Wing

Isle of Maddolena

No.881 A.M.E.S. I 7

(Moving shortly to Cap Mannu)

No.889 A.M.E.S.

V

A

328 Wingillasor

328 Wingleria

No.890 A.M.E.S. Ischia Isle 242 &rp.

No.892 A.M.E.S. 328 WingBorgo

No.893 A.M.E.S. 338 \/ingSurcouf

No.894 A.M.E.S. Morris Bone Bone

No.895 A.M.E.S. Cap Rosa Bone Bone

No.896 A.M.E.S. Ustioa Isle 335 YYing 335 Wing

No.897 A.M.E.S. Cap Spartivento 335 Wing 335 Y/ing

63rd Ftr. W.
(usaaf)

286 Wing

No.898 A.M.E.S. 328 WingAlghero

No.899 A.M.E.S. 286 Wing&ulf of Manfredonia

c/o H.Q. N.A.C.A.F.No.6000 A.M.E.S.

No.6001 A.M.E.S. Cap Callo 335 V/ing 335 Wing

(6 22,D1'>534 SECRET
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AIR MINISTRY EXFBREIEDITAL STATIONS ( Gontd» )

CONTROL

UNIT LOCATION

OPSR.ADMIN.

No.6005 A.M.E.S. 63rd Etr. W.
(USAAE)

338 Wing

328 WingNr. Bastia

No.6006 A.M.E.S. 338 WingNovi

No.6007 A.M.E.S. No.i B.P.D. NACAE

No.6009 A.M.E.S. 335 Wing 335 WingCap Zaffarano

No.6010 A.M.E.S. N0.I B.P.D. NACAE’

No.6062 A.M.E.S. 355 Wing

286 Wing

555 Wing

286 Wing

Cap Cefalu

No.6109 A.M.E.S.
(D.A.E. Unit temporary control of N.A.C.A.E.)

No.8000 A.M.E.S.

Rossa Point

Cap Rizzurto 335 Wing

63rd Etr. W.
(USAAE)

335 Wing

328 Y/ingNo.8001 A.M.E.S. Ajaccio

332 Y/ing

63rd Etr. W.
(usaae)

No.8002 A.M.E.S. 352 WingCap Cavail0

Spano (Calvi) 328 VfingNo.8003 A.M.E.S.

557 WingN0.8OOA A.M.E.S. 537 WingCap Ivi

Cap Caxine
(doing to S. G-iovanni Region, 63rd Etr. Wing (USiiAE)

338 358 'Wing WingNo.8005 A.M.E.S.

338 Yfing

62nd Etr. YT.

(USAAE)

358 WingNo.8006 A.M.E.S. Cap Tedles

2A2 dip.No.8009 A.M.E.S. Pisciotta

286 vYing286 WingNo.8010 A.M.E.S. Bari

287 Wing287 WingCap SerratNo.8011 A.M.E.S.

335 Wing335 Wing

286 Wing

No.8012 A.M.E.S. Aspra

286 YYing

62nd Etr. W.

(USAAE)

No.8016 A.M.E.S. Peschisi

2if2 drp.No.8020 A.M.E.S. Maddeloni

335 Wing335 WingNo.8023 A.M.E.S. Augusta

335 Wing335 WingCap VaticanoNo.8031 A.M.E.S.

286 Wing

286 Wing

286 Yfing

Cap San Mari de Luca 286 Wing

BrindisiNo.8032 A.M.E.S.

N0.8OAI A.M.E.S.

335 WingN0.80A3 A.M.E.S.

No.SOMi- A.M.E.S.

(62i^'rt)555

335 WingCap Murro di Porco

323 Wing2A2 dip.Lake Lesina
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AIR MPTISTRY EXPERIMEINTAL STATIONS (contd.)

CONTROL

LOCATIONUIJIT

OPER.ADMIN.

jNo.11000 A.M.S.S. No.2 Base Area
(To be assic'ned to N.A.C.A.P. - Macnaggio Area)

No.1 B.P.D.

Nr, Bastia)

Taranto

No.11001 A.M.E.S.

(Ponning proposed to go to

No.14027 A.M.E.S. 242 Croup

286 Wing 286 lllngNo.1i^J028 A.M.E.S. Nr, Bari

No.2 B.A. M.A.C.No.16004 A.M.E.S. Maddalena

(Proposed for Lmio - E.T.A, late Jan, 1944)I

SIGNAL SERVICIN& UNITS AND SECTIONS

Pochville (Megrine) 28? Wing 287 WingNo.302 M.S.S.U.

(To be reduced to number only basis)

MaltaMaltaNo.305 M.S.S.U. Palermo

D.A.F.Naples Area
only basis)

No.304 M.S.S.U.
(To be reduced to number

352 Wing

286 Wing

332 WingDjidjelliNo.1 Radar S.S.

286 WingNo.2 Radar S.S, Bari

335 Wing335 WingPalermoNo.3 Radar S.S.

63rd Ptr. W.o/o 63rd Ftr, Wing 328 WingNo.4 Radar S.S.
(USAAF)

BoneBoneBoneNo,5 Radar S.S.

62nd Ftr. Tf,

(USAAF)
242 G-rp.No.6 Radar S.S.

(En route)
Naples

PERSONNEL TRANSCT CENTRES

MaltaMaltaCataniaNo.52 P.T.C.

MaltMaltaTaorminaAircrew Rest House a

MISCELLANEOUS UNITS

242 &rp.242 G-rp.TarantoNo.1 Hydrogen Supply Unit

M.A.C.975 Sqdn.BariFilm Production Unit

(62AO0536 SSCRST
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PAST II

DETAILED STOffilMY OF U.S.A.A.F. UNITS 3N N.A.C.A.E,

CONTROL

mzr LOCATION

ADMM. OPBR.

COM/iAND HEADQUARTERS

Xllth Fighter Command Algiers XII Air Force NACAF

W3N& HEADQUARTERS

62nd Fighter Wing

63rd Fighter Wing

Naples Xllth F.C. Xllth F.C.

Bastia Xllth F.C. Xllth F.C.

CROUP I-ISADQU/aRTEBE

52nd Fighter Croup

8lst Fighter Croup

350th Fighter Croup

2688th HQ. & HQ. Sqdn.

2689th HQ. & HQ. Sqdn.

310th Bombardment Croup

63rd Ftr. ¥. 63rd Ftr. W.Ajaccio

62nd Ftr. W. 62nd Ftr. ¥.Sidi Achmad

63rd Ftr. W. 63rd Ftr. Vf.Alghero

163rd Ftr. W. ^ 63rd Ftr. W.Ajaccio

Oran jXllth F.C. Xllth F.C.

Philippeville Xllth F.C. Xllth F.C.

FICHTER SQUADRONS

2nd Ftr. Sqdn, (Spit)
Air Echelon

Cround Echelon
52nd Ftr. Cp, 52nd Ftr. Cp.Borgo

Bocca di Falco

4th Ftr. Sqdn. (Spit)
Air Echelon

Cround Echelon
52nd Ftr. Cp.Calvi

Bocca di Falco

52nd Ftr. Cp.

5th Ftr, Sqdn. (Spit)
A-ir Echelon

Cround Echelon
Borgo
Bocca di Falco

52nd Ftr. Cp„ 52nd Ftr, Cp.

91st Ftr, Sqdn, (P.39)
Air Echelon

Croxmd Echelon
81 st Ftr. Cp. 81st Ftr. Cp,Monte Corvino

Sidi Achmed

92nd Ftr. Sqdn. (P.39)
Air Echelon

Cround Echelon
81st Ftr. Cp.81st Ftr. Cp.Castelvatrano

Sidi Achmed

I 93rd Ftr, Sqdn. (P.39) 287 Wing
(R.A.F.)

81st Ftr. Cp,Sidi Achmed

1

345th Ftr. Sqdn. (P.39)

I 346th Ftr. Sqn. (P,39)
i  (Detachment at Reghaia)

347th Ftr. Sqdn. (P.39)

'  (62411)537

350th Ftr. Cp. 350th Ftr. Cp,Alghero

350th Ftr. Cp. 350th Ftr, Cp.ElmaSj Cagliari

350th Ftr. Cp. 350th Ftr. Cp.Ajaccio

SECRET
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FIGHTER SQUADRONS (contd.)

CONTROL

UNIT LOCATION

Ji-DMIN. OEER.

A14th N/Ftr. Sqdn, (Beau)
(Rear Party at Reghaia)

416th N/Ftr. Sqdn. (Beau)

417th N/Ftr, Sqdn. (Beau)

63rd Ftr. M. 63rd Ftr. T/.Simas

286 lllng
(R.A.F.)

2689th HQ. cS:
HQ. Sqdn.

Grottaglie Xllth F.C.

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqdn,

Tafaraoui

BOMBER SQUADRONS

Phi.lippeville379th Bomb* Sqdn. (Bi25)

380th Bomb. Sqdn. (B,25)

381st Bomb. Sqdn. (B.25)

428th Bomb, Sqdn. (B,25)

310th B. Gp. 310th B. Gp.

Philipp eville 310th B. Gp, 310th B. Gp.

510th B. Gp. 310th B, Gp,Philippeville

Philippeville 310th B. Gp. 310th B. Gp.

AIR SEA RESCUE LTOTS

287 Wing (rap)Catalina A.S.R. Det. Sidi Aohmed Xllth F.C.

FIGHTER CONTROL SQUADRONS

62nd Ftr. W. 62nd Ftr, W.15th Ftr, Cont. Sqdn. Naples

63rd Ftr. W. 63rd Ftr. W.78th Ftr. Cont. Sqdn. Alghero

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqdn.

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqdn.

311th Ftr. Cont, Sqdn.
(Detachment at Ferme
Caroline)

2685th Ftr. Cont. Sqdn.

Oran

63rd Ftr. W.63rd Ftr,Ajaccio

QUARTERMASTER'S BOAT CRS^VS

63rd Ftr. W.

63rd Ftr. W,

63rd Ftr. W.1545bh Q.M’s Boat Crew Algiers

63rd Ftr. W.1546th Q.M's Boat Crew Algiers

1547th Q.M’s Boat Crew Philippeville 310th B. Gp. 310th B. Gp.

1548th Q.M's Boat Crew 310th B. Gp. 310th B. Gp.Philippeville

1566th Q.M's Boat Crew
(Not yet operational)

Xllth F.C.La Senia Xllth F.C.

1567th Q.M’s Boat Crew
(Not yet operational)

Xllth F.C. Xllth F.C.La Senia

SIGNiiLS HEADQUARTERS

Maison Carree Xllth F.C. Xllth F.C.Sigs, HQ. Co. AT/S .Xllth
F.C.
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COETROL
LOCATION

ADMBI. OPER.

SIGNAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALIONS

62nd Etr. W.

63rd Etr. v7.
62nd Etr. W.

62nd Etr. V/.

63rd Etr. ?7.
62nd Etr. ¥.

A37th Sig. Cont. Bn.
Company ”A"
Company ”B"

Naples
Ajaccio

Naples

SISTAL COKiPANY ̂ rrNGS

63rd Etr. W.308th Si 63rd Etr. ¥.Co, Wing BastiaP*
O*

62nd Etr. W. 62nd Etr. W.318th Sig. Co. Wing Naples

SIGNAL AIR WARNING BATTALIONS

63rd Ftr. W. j
63rd Ftr. W.

560th Sig. A,¥. Bn,
H.Q. & Plot. Co

63rd Etr. W.
63rd Etr. W.! Reghaia

Advanced Party at Reghaia)
Company "A"
Company "B”
(Det, at Reghaia)

Reghaia
Sardinia

560th SAW Bn.
560th SAW Bn,
560th SAW Bn.

338 Wing
63rd E.W.
338 Wing ̂ )

2689th HQ.
2689th HQ.

2689th HQ.
561 st SAW. Bn.

561st Sig. A.W. Bn.
HQ. & Plot. Co. Cape Falcon
(Detachment at Casahlanoa)

Company "C"
Company ”D"
Company "E"

Cape Falcon
Gape Falcon
Cape Falcon

2689th HQ.
2689th HQ.
2689th HQ.

561 st SAW, Bn.
561st SAW. Bn.
561st SA Bn.

62nd Etr. W.
62nd F.W.

562nd SA:W, Bn,

562nd Sig. A.W. Bn.
K.Q. & Plot. Co.

Company “A"
(1 Pit. in Sicily)

Company *'B" (2 Pits. Sard.inia)
4 Pits. Corsica)
2 Pits, Algiers for training)

i

V.H.E. INSTALLATION CREWS

Naples
Naples

62nd Etr. W.

562nd SAW. Bn.
562nd SAW. Bn.

562nd SAW. Bn.
562nd SAW. Bn.
562nd SAW. Bn.

562nd SAW. Bn.
562nd SA/. Bn.

15th E.C. Sq.

78th E.C. Sq.

I Naples

Alghero

15th F.C. Sq.

78th F.C. Sq,

2nd V.H.E, Inst, CrevJo

4th V.H.E. Inst. Crew,

RADAR STATIONS

XII AESC Depot
Algiers

XII AESC,US.3

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sq.

62nd Ftr.W.

561st Co.EAin Siemia

Casablanca

US. 5

562nd Co.AUS.6 Castro Voltumo

Naples

XII AESC Depot,
Naples

XII AESCUS.202

(Non.-operational)

US.203

US.530

62nd Etr, W.562nd Co.ATarenarova, Naples

Cap Bougaroun,
Taher

338 Wing
(rap)

560th Co,A
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COOTROL
UNIT LOCATION

ADMIN. OPER.

US. 531 338 Wing (rap)

2689th HQ. &
HQ Sqn.

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

287 Wing (rap)

560tb. Co.ACap Caxine, Algiers

US.532 561st Co.D,Pleurus, Oran

560th Co.D.US.53it- Cap Carbon, Oran

560th Co.D.US.535 Cap Tennes, Oran

US.536 560th Co.A.Cap Sigli, Oran

560th Co.A.US,537 Kelipia, Tunis

US.538 560th Co.A.Cap Takouoh, Bone Bone

561 St Co.D. 2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn,

287 Wing (rap)

■  338 Wing (rap)

US.5A2 Pedhala, Casablanca

560th Co.A.US.547 El Azib, Txjnis

US.576
(Non-operational)

US.578
(Under construction)

561st Co.C.Cap Caxine, Algiers

338 Wing (RAP)560th Co.A.Rouiba, Algiers

US.1009 Xllth AAPC Depot

562nd Co.B. 63rd Ptr. W.
2688 HQ. &
HQ, Sqn.

US.1010

(Non-ope rational)
Tertenia, Alghero

562nd Co.B.US.1013

(Non-ope rational)

US.1014

(To nove to Cap Amis)

US.1015

Solenzara, Ajaccio

561st Co.E, 2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn,

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

63rd Ptr.W.

Cap Ivi, Oran

5613t Co.E,Cap Pigalo, Oran

US. 1026 561st CooC.Ain Siemia, Casablanca

561st Co.C.US.1028 Cap Falcon, Oran

560th Co.B.US.1029 Argentiera, Alghero

562nd Co.B. 63rd Ptr.W.
2688th HQ. cS:
HQ. Sqn.

63rd Ftr. W.

Anticco, CagliariUS.1030

560th Co.B.US. 1031 San Lucia, A.lghero
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RADAR STATIONS (contd.)
SQSCaOL

UNIT LOCATION
ADMTO. PEER.

US.1037 Ruvo di Puglia, Eoggia 562nd Co.A. 62nd Ftr. Y/.
286 ¥ing (RAP)

62nd Ptr. W.US.1038 562nd Co.A.

560th Co.B.

Qualiano, Naples

Dellys, AlgiersUS.1121 338 Wing (RAP)

338 Wing (RAP)

63rd Ptr. W.
2688 HQ. &
HQ. Sqn,

62nd Ptr. W.
286 Wing (rap)

62nd Ptr. W.
335 Wing (rap)

62nd Ptr. W.
286 Wing (RAP)

62nd Ptr. ¥,

US.1122 Cherchell, Algiers 560th Co.B.

US.1124 Calvi, Borgo 562nd Co.B,

US.1168 Sistemo, Taranto 562naoCo,A.

US.1169 Cap San Vito, Borizzo 562nd Co.A.

US.1171 Ruvo di Puglia, Poggia 562nd Co.A.

US.117A
(Non-operational)

US.6600

US.6601
(Non-operational)

Amalfi, Naples 560th Co.A.

560th Co.A. 338 Wing (rap)

63rd Ptr. W.
2688th HQ. cS:
HQ. Sqn.

287 YYing (rap)

65rd Ptr. W.

Bouzarea, Algiers

Longa 562nd Co.B.

US.6602 Cap Blanc, Tunis 560th Co.A.

US.6603
(Non—operational)

US.6604
(Non-operational)

US.6605
(En route from
Cagliari)

US.6606
(En route Bastia from
Cagliari)

US.6607

Cap Rera, Alghero 56Cth Co.B.

Cap Tennes, Oran 561st Co, 2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn,

63rd Ftr. W.Ajaccio Sector 560th Co.

Borgo Sector 562hd Co.B. 63rd Ptr.W.
2688th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

335 Wing (RAP)

Oran 561st Co.

US.6608 Termini Imerese, Borizzo Navy Ops.
Palermo

APO. Navy 157

US.6609 335 Wing (RAP)Cap San Vito, Borizzo Navy Oper.
Palermo

APO. Navy 157
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RAMR STATIONS (contd.)

CONTROL
UNIT LOCATION

ADMIN. OEER

US. 6610

(En route Bastia from
Algiers)

562nd Co.Cap Corse, Borgo 63rd Ptr. Wing
2688th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

US.6611 Cap Zaffarano, Borizzo Navy Ops.
Palermo

APO. Navy 157

335 Wing
(rap)

US.6612 Cap &allo, Borizzo Navy Ops.
Palermo

APO. Navy 157

335 Wing
(rap)

US. 6615 561st Co.Casablanca 2689th HQ. &
HQ. Sqn.

MISCELLANEOUS TPIITS

Co. "A" 73Ath M.P. Bn. 63rd Ptr, W. 63rd Ptr. W.Ajaccio

6728th Admin. Pit,

AP. Rest Camp.
Naples Xllth P.C. xnth P.C.
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NO. 201 (naval COOFERfJICTT) GROUP
cr\

QKDER OP BATTIE

AT 25 NOVEIffiER 19^3

04

REMARKSFUNCTIONI.E.AIRCRAFTAIVAIICEDBASEUNIT

Beechcraft/Wellingtox/
Blenheim V/Various

Commjnication

(No. 201 Gp)
7Mariutj Comm. Plight

NAVAL CO-OPERATIONDeta Matmih

West*^
El Adem

GAMBUT 3NO. 255 TONG
TOBRUK AREA

G.R. (short Range)

G.R. (Short Range)
T.E, Fighter

Blenheim v/Baltimore IIIA/

Baltimore IIl/jV
Beaufighter IX

IV

16
'No. 13 (Hellenic) Sqdn
;No,15 S.A.A.P. Sq(3n
|No.ii7 Sqcin

Gambut 3
Matruh West

Gamhut 3
1 Originally Light Bombers
Ex N,W. Africa. On

strength M.E. Command
w.e.f. 29.10.43'
To re-arm Venturas

2 Plights of L.E. R.P.
8 each.

NAVAL CO-OPERATION Control of Reconnaissance
and Striking Force Units (Under No,201 ~Gp,')
from Txirkish border to Delta

G.R. (Short Range)
T.E. Fighter

16

16

Hudson IIIA/v/VI
Beaiofighter X/X T.P.

16Gambut 3
Gambut 3

:No.459 R.A.A.F. Sqdn
I No.603 Sqdn

16

ST. JEAN Let.No. 245 WING
Amriyah S.

Pitted with Sulenoid

Ring.
Wellington D.W. IA/IC

Ventura V

Wellington VIIl/lX

Wellington IC/Walrus/
Blenheim V.

Beaufighter l/ll/XI

G.R.3IsmailiaNo. 1 G.R.U,

G.R./S.R.
g.r./l.r.
Signals
Air Sea Rescue

16
St, Jean

St. Jean
lNo,l7 S.A, Sqdn.
I No, 38 Sqdn. Pet,
No, 168 Sqdn
No,294 Sqdn

See H.Q,, M.E.
Dets, Berka 3 and
Lakatamia

Move to India in

abeyance

L.G.91

L.G.9I
12

T.E. Day Pieter16

IGround Party
Arariya South

Air Party,
Lakatamia

No.252 Sqin



EEMAEKSFIJMCTICNI.S.AIRdlSPTADVMCEDUNITcs

rHSNGHAZI area)
To re~arm Beaufighter
X and change ever to
T.E.

Fighter Shipping
Strike,

I.E.20.
Ten5)orary

o NAVAL CO>OEERATIC!HBSRKA 3

Berka 3
No,247 TOTS

No,16 S,A, Sqdn, Beaufort l/u/Beaiifighter I 20 G.R, Short RangeVT1

f-

G.R./Long Range
Torpedo Bomhers
Air Sea Rescue

Wellington Xl/XIII

Wellingi;or/Walrus

Baltimore lllA/lV/V

16Berka 3 Det, St. JeanNo,38 Sqdn,

Berka 3No,294 Air Sea Resctie
Sqn. Det,

No.454 R.A.A.P. Sqdn G.R. (Short Range)16 Originally light
bomhers.

Berka 3

(Source: A.H.B. II J.I/31/1)
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HgTISH, AIiLTED MD HBUTRAL LiERCHANT SHIPPING LOSSES
IN THE AND TNHLAN OCRfiN

DUE TO ENEMY ACTION

ANALYSIS BY AREAS

Year and Month Indian OceanMediterrane an

19t^3

47,506 (14)

52,718 (14)

91,452 (17)

13,972 (6)

32,300 (6)

24,533 (7)

80,309 (14)

43,351 (ll)

52,426 (11)

45,767 (9)

67,846 (10)

83,480 (18)

Jantxary

February

March

April

15,787 (3)

62,303 (10)

43,007 (6)

28,058 (6)

67,929 (12)

97,214 (17)

46,401 (7)

39,471 (6)

25,833 (6)

29,148 (4)

31,173 (5)

l&y

June

July

Augvist

September

October

November

December

2^86,324 (82)635,658 (137)Total

1944

56,213 (8)
64,169 (10)

75,498 (12)

31,413 (5)

36,059 (8)

40,900 (5)

34,141 (5)

10,020 (2)

2,037 (1)

January

February

March

April

May

19,319 (3)

30,176 (5)

57,732 (9)

5,670 (1)

Jme

July

August

September

October

November

53 (1)

1,437 (1)

2,77® (1)

14,025 (2)

716 (1)December

322,802 (50)159,545 (30)Total

1^

January

February

March

April

7,176 (1)

May

7,176 (1)
7,198 (1)

June

Jtdy

AugTist
1,806 (2)<?

8,982 (3)14,374 (2)Total

(62431 )545 SECRET
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■flMTIAL LOSSES

Year Mediterranean Indian Ocean

1939 706 (1)

173,416 (24)

73,155 (20)

72,485 (205)

486,324 (82)

322,802 (50)

8,982 (3)

1940 64,183 (13)

501,363 (158)

365,127 (73)

635,658 (137)

159,545 (30)

14,374 (2)

1941

1942

1943

Wi.

1945

1,74C,250 (413)Total 1,789,870 (385)

Per Mensem

(72 months) 24,170 (5.7) 24,859 (5.3)

Per cent of
Total Loss
in all waters

8.1 (8.0) 8.3 (7.5)

Notes, Indian Ocean includes the Eed Sea and extends to
the East Irdia Station ‘boundary line.

Mediterranean includes Suez and the Gulf of Suez,

These figures are provisional.

Source: Merchant Ship Losses Analysis by Causes and Areas
(Restricted) (Admiralty Historical Section July 1956
and amendments dated 2o11.56 and 23,1,57).
(a.h.b.(i)/2/V3 b/p).
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MediterrajieanBritish, Allied and Neutral Ivferchant Ship Losses:

Analysis of Causes

Aircraft TotalSutanarine Mine Other1943

(4)
0)

23,979 (4,
23,362 (7;

165 (3,

23,979
1,524

Jan, B,

2,926 (1) 6,943 (2)11,969A.

165N,

6,943 (2) 47,506 (14)25,505 (5) 2,926 (1)12,134 (6)T.

15,831 (3,
36,560 (7,

427 (4,

15,851 (3
11,790 (3

352 (3

Peb, Bo

20^022 (3) 4,6Z^ (1)A.

75 (1)N.

52,718 (14)20,022 (3) 4,648 (1)75 (1)27,973 (9)T.

78,578 (1.1
12,429 'B

35,671 (7
9,551 (1
A45 (3

42,907 (4,
2,878 (2

Mar, B,

A.

445N.

I  91,452 (17)45,785 (6)45,667 (11)T.

1,858 (1)
12,076 (4)

1,858
12,076

38

1

A,
1

Apl# B*

38 (1)N,

13,972 (6)13,934 (5) 38 (1)T.

5,979 (1) 14,255 (3) %,875
=7,19!

25,109
7,191

May. Bo
A.

N.

12.066 (2)| 32,300 (6)14,255 (3)5,979 (1)To

19,537 (4)
4,921 (2)

75 (1)

813 (1)18,724 (3)
4,921 ( ‘

Jm. B.

A.

75N,

24,533 (7)813 (1)23,720 (6)T.

60,232 (3)
19,978 (3)

97 (2)
80,307 (14)

25,904 (4) 34,32s
19,978

Jul. B,

A.

97 (2)w.

54,306 (8)26,001 (6)T.

5,397 (2) 11,472

31,556 (4
323 (2,

6,075 (3
14,436 (2

183 C1

Aug. B,

*17,120 (2)A.

140 (1)N.

43,351 (11)17,120 (2)5,537 (3)20,694 (6)T.

4,178 (2) 21,824
28,734 (4;
1,868 (2,

52,426 (11)

6,791
7,191
1,788 (1

1

1
10,855 (2
21,543 (3

80 (1

B.

A.

N.

15,770 (3) 4,178 (2)32,478 (6)To

(1)
(2)

23,052 (4)
22,050 (5)

10,908
4,596

7,174
4,736
665

4,970
12,718

1

1

1

Oct, B,

A.

665 1N.

45,767 (9)12,575 (3)17,688 (3) 15,504 (3)T.

25,227 (4)
42,556 (5)

6

1)2,887
4,531

22,340 p
35,707 (3

Nov. B.

2,318 (1)A.
3 (163N.

67,846 (10)2,318 (1)58,047 (6)7,^1 (3)To

22,677 M
60,803 (13)

8,009 (1) 14,668
60,803

Dec, B.

Ao

N.

83,480 (18)75,471 (17)8,009 (1)T.

* Italian Assault Craft.
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.^rj:ti3h. Allied and Neutral Me.rchant Ship Losses; Mediterranean 1%3«

Analysis of Causes (Contd,)

1945 Submarine Aircraft Mine Other Total

156,763 (27
103,535 (21

1,460 (15
176,386 (29
132,677 (24,

2,041 (4.

G.T. B. 11,352 (3)
30,002 6

(1) 329,376 (60)
(6) 302,116 (57)

4,166 (20)

4,875
35,902A,

N. 665 1

241,758 (63) 311,104 (57) 42,019 (10)T. ho,Tn (7) 635,658 (137)

There i,vere no losses due to Surface Raiders or E-boats.

(62’^01 )54S SECRET
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6

BRITISH. AIJLIBD & KSUTRAL MSHHAMT SHIP LOSSES-

ANALYSIS OF CAUSES (Contd.)

I^IDITEBRANEAN im.

19A4 Submarine Aircraft lline Total

20,653 (3
40,564 (6

G.T. B. 14,301 (2
59,103 (7
3,612 (5

716 (1
17,122 h
3,472 (2

35,670 (7)
116,789 (l6)
7,086 (7)

A.

N.

77,016 (14) 61,217 (10) 21,312 (6) 159,5^5 (30)T.

There were no losses due to Surface Raiders, E-boats or Other,

B - Eritish

A -

N - Neutral.
Allied (i,e, other than British)

Figures in brackets indicate the number of ships.

Source; Admiralty Historical Section 23 Jan. 57«>
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THE ISLAND OF VIS (USSA)

GERMAN REACTIONS TO THE ALLIED OCCUPAnON

AITO PLAI-IS FOR ITS CAPTURE

rSEPTEMER 19^3 TO APRIL 19^.)

Ca study “by the PoreiCT. Docxjnents Seoticai,

Adimralty, Tarepared from captxared German

naval records - Ref, N.I.D,22b/x/l97)

The dominating factor in the German attitude to the Dalmatian Islands
situation was the ovenriielming Allied air superiority which, coupled vfith the
already scanty German naval and air forces in tliat area, rohbed them of all
prospect of securing these islands tdiich were regarded, by the Navy in
partictilar, as a bridgehead for a possible Allied invasion of the Eastern
Adriatic coast.

Consequmtly there vrere frequent misunderstandings between the th2?ee
branches of the Wshrmacht, particularly between the I^ayal Group South and
the C-dn-C for the South East, iidiete the Naval Liaison ’aCfioer f^led entirely
to achieve co-operation and was recalled by the Naval War Staff. No
reference was fomd in the file s to the fact that the High Command of the

Wehrmanht sent an officer to investigate the sitxiation in iiliis' area as 'it'
affected all branches of the Nehrmacht,

The following is a more detailed sunanary of the German reactions to
Allied activities in the Adriatic from September 194-3 until April 1944?
when the idea of capturing Vis was abandoned by the Germans,

September-November 194-3i Necessity for a German ocoupa.tion of the
islands becomes obvious.

1.

As early as September 1943# when the war in the Adriatic was growing in
intensity, Vice-Admiral Lietzmann, the Admiral in Command in the Adriatic,
realised the io^jortance of a German occupation of the Dalmatian Islands,
especially Vis, Lagosta and Cazza, It was also realised that, while the
naval forces available were unable to carry out this task, the Amy was
likewise unable to undertake it without the Navy*s help.

The Navy was asked to state how many landing craft, motor coasters and
fishing vessels could be made available. Attacks by Allied batteries on

the German shipping along the Dalmatian coast were becoming so serious that
in October 1943 the Amy requested the co-operation of the Luftwaffe in

destroying these batteries. The Navy also called for air support for its
transport activities, which were being seriously hankered by Allied air and
submarine attacks, but the Luftwaffe was unable to provide air cover for
more than four hours a day owing to its own operations in the Aegean Sea,

The native partisans were causing the Germans considerable embarrassment
and the NOIC Split said in his October report: "Railway communications are

cut and land transport, already con^jlicated by a shortage of vehicles, is
further han5)ered by the continuous activities of partisans, who conipletely
surround Split to landwrard and whose artillery occupies commanding positions
on the islands. There is constant British air reconnaissance in co

operation with the island garrisons,"

The occupation of the islands off the Dalmatian coast was stressed again
11 October by IDIO South but, althovigh between 21 and 23 October a ntanber

of pman off'uxbenlk were occupied by the Germans with little or no
resistance, the lack of escort vessels and adequate air si:5)port prevented
the occupation of these islands by the Germans fircm making it any easier for
them to carry on their shipping and coastal convoys.

on
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A German agent reported on 1 November that the island of Hvar was being
supplied from a submarine which also took depth soundings for the approach
of larger ships. Another repcsrt on 11 Novembei' spoke of a British ship
which every other night put into KQrz^ila with supplies and ammunition.
British and Russian agents were also said to be having disctissions here with
Marshal Tito,

There had o‘bvlo\asly been serious disturbance of the German organisation,
for on several occasions German batteries had engaged their own ships and
aircraft.

The Germans continued to take every opportunity of occupying the other
islands and took many prisionez's including partisans and British and American
Commandosj but, as invariably they failed to remain on the islands after
clearing out the hostile elements, partisans and Allied troops re-occupied
them within a short time. The German Admaral j^udriatic commented in his
diary on the futility of these methods and the unnecessary strain imposed
on the scanty resources in naval vessels,

Further "reliable" reports came in about the Allies’ intentions to land
on the Albanian or Dalmatian coast, but it wais realised that no regular
watch could be kept in that area. However, the Germans decided to attempt
the clearance of the southern Dalmatian islands by the end of 194-3 in the
hope of freeing their shipping for other emergencies.

An agent reported on 20 November that Allied ships were about to
transport material from Yis to Sali (S.W, of Zara) and the Naval Yfar Staff
asked the opinion of Admiral Adriatic on the occupation of the islands,
His reply advocated the occupation of all the larger islands on the east

coast of the Adriatic, because the enemy might at any time infiltrate and
use them not only as bases for small naval craft and submarines, but also
as jumping off points for Commando operations. As naval forces were

inadequate for garrisoning any of the islands, the proposal was made to
use Croats for that purpose, in spite of their doubtful reliability.

The Germans were well aware that tlze Allies were carrying on a very
active inter-island traffic in November, but before Zara was occupied they
could do nothing to stop this.
Brigade was almost exclusively supplied by the British,

It was stated that the South Dalmatian

This regular
supply of the partisans made it all ttie more urgent for the Germaiis to

occupy the islands before these could be used by the enemy for operations
against the German-held coast.

A small German force consisting of the Pl^ cmziser "Cattaro". an
ex-Italian torpedo boat and t;vo auxiliaries, watching for movements of

partisans betvreen the islands, managed to sink a few small craft on

23 November and, on 27 November, an E-boat attempted a surprise attack
on the harbour of Yis, but failed owing to engine trouble and the appearance
of IrE-B’s, The German measures did not succeed in preventing the
partisans from re-appearing at various points on the islands and shooting
up German shipping, A i'urther seriouos handicap was the complete air
superiority of the Allies, .vho made low level attacks at mil and inflicted
such heavy losses on German shipping that it became iii5)ossible to escort the
transport shipping as well as carry out operations against tire islands,

n» Operation "Freischutz" (Capture cf Yis (Pissa)); planning begins

Admiral Adriatic, convinced of the strategic necessity of occupying

the Dalmatian islands, made another suggestion early in December 194-5 that
all available naval forces, co-operating with strong forces of fighter
aircraft, should attempt the operation,
of such an undertaking was recognised by the German War Staff aand the naval

authorities accordingly began concentrating their shipping for the capt\jre
of Korsula, Hvar, and Brae, to be followed by Lagosta and Yis, This naturally
involved the Germans in further damage to their shipping, as the Allies

.'jiineciiately intensified their air attacks,

SEOEET

On 11 December, the importance
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On 21 December, there were reports of Allied forces on Vis (Lissa) and
Lagosta and the Germans believed that landings on Korzula and Bar were
imminent. They therefore occupied Korzula on 23 December, losirig some

valuable shipping in the process.

German plan.s for the occupation of Vis (Lissa) began on 1 Janxiary 1944;
within a fortnight, the hopelessness of the task v/as impressed on them yet
again. An E-boat, with the prise vessel which it was towing to Korzula,
were both sunk by Allied fighter planes and Admiral Adriatic pointed out in
his diary that this v/as due to the lack of fighter and A.A. defence, about
which he had been complaining for months.

On 18 January, the partisans evacuated the island of Hvar and on the
nert day the Germans took it over. According to Army opinion, the Navy’s
needs were now satisfied, for the sea route from Dubrovnik to Cattaro was
clear. In order to stamp out the supply of the partisans, the Army was
prepared to clear the island of Vis (Lissa) and use it as a base as well as
for the defence of the coast; but the Navy was required to provide a
garrison of at least 1 battalion and 3 coastal batteries. This was

iii5>ossible and POIO South pointed out that a continuous occupation of the
island was in the interest of all the forces in the whole coastal area

and not of the Navy alone.
4

After much discussion on the garrisoning question, a date was fixed

for the attack, viz, between 20 February and 1 March 1 92t4.
Adm-iral Adriatic managed to gather together the following vessels; 2 large
and 2 small torpedo boats, 1 escort ship, 2 corvettes, 6 E-boats, 3 R-bcats,
4“6 Siebel ferries, 14 I-boats (landing craft) and 25 other landing craft,

then 4 April,III, Operation "Freischutz” postponed until 17 March:
Summary of situation in Vis by Admiral Adriatic

At a conference of all three branches of the Tfehrmacht on 22/23 February,
operation "Freischutz" was postponed \jntil 17 March and then, at the Army’s
request, until 4 April, Subsequently, a naval representative of
Admiral Adriatic attended a conference at the headquarters of the Second

Panzer Army and Admiral Adriatic summarised the results as follows:

"Since the enemy has converted this island into a naval base, he will
probably use correspondingly stronger forces for its defence, (Naval and
Air forces, Jugoslav Brigades, and possibly English and American units).
The island is also a supply centre for the Tito partisans and there are

probably D/F and Radar stations there. It is possible that the capture of
Vis may prove as difficult as that of Leros, because there are air bases
very near and conditions for enemy naval forces are more favourable in the
Adriatic then in the Aegean Islands,

"Enemy forces, which will probably be commanded by General Miles, are
estimated at three partisan-brigades (3-5^000 men) and one American or
English battalion (800 - 1,000 men). According to prisoner-of-war statements,
there may be a further 3-5,000 English and 200-300 Americans,

"Naval forces probably consist of 2 Jugoslav destroyers (type
L.iubljana), a maximum of 4 "Argus" class destroyers, and 4-6 English MTB’s
based on Bisevo Island (SW. of Vis),

"It is almost certain that any number of bombers and fighters would be
available to the enemy within a very short time,"

"The partisans are determined to defend the island stubbornly if they
adequately supported by Allied air and naval forces,"are

(62401)553 SECRET
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"Our attacking farces would approach betv/een 0000 and 0200, steering
to the north of Korzula so as to evade obsexvation from Lagosta,
would be made on the SE, of Vis«

passage in relation to the speed of our ships and it is therefore advisable
to take as much material as possible aver with the first wave of the attack."

The shortage of naval craft was revealed in the request for the transfer
of the 12th R-boat Flotilla from the Adriatic to the Aegean owing to the
postponement of operation "Preischirfcz",
5 March that POIC Group South would have to be asked "to return the f2.otilla
as it would be needed" fS^ mine sweeping operations between the G-reater
Dalmatian Islands.

On 5 March, Adiplral Adriatic referred to •‘■he enemy’s systematic attacks
on German shipping in the ports and bays along the coast, saying that under
the present programme of construction it was impossible 'to make good the
lossesj the lack of A.A. posts was making itself felt very severely,
attacks, coupled with the increasing number of agents* reports, led to
speoulatiom about the hope of a German occupation of Vis ha-ving been
discovered by the eneny, who would do all in his power to maiaitain his hold
on the island. According to reports, there were on the island about 4,000
partisans belonging to an international partisan organisation.

The steamer "Kapitan Diedrichsen" had been lost on 29 February and this
wais at'txibuted to the failure of the Luftwaffe to sight Allied destroyers
south of Istria; the superiority of the Allied air force was demonstrated
on 7 March, when three R~boats on passage south from Pola were bombed during
the night.

Landings
The chief difficul-fy is the length of the

Admiral Adriatic commented on

These

Admiral Adriatic reported on 7 iiaroh that there wus a radar station
C'Dubravnik") ready for operations, but he thought it v/ould soon fall a prey
to the eneuy as, although there was a dumtiy station, there was no A,A, defence
at all. Appeals made to POIC Groxip South on this subject had had no success.

On 8 March, the S»0, of the 12th R^-Ixtat Ploti3.1a asked for the minesweep
ing operation to be postponed, for 8 days till the full moon period was aver,
as "the task woiold be hopeless then in -view of enemy air strength. Commenting
on the preliminaries for the German attack on Vis, POIC Group South considered
the use of a minimum of 6-8 E-boats essential jtis't before the operation was
launched. As these ships were the only weapon against enemy destroyers, it
was necessary to suspend E-boat operations until that time to avoid losses
which would necessitate further postponement of the main operation.

Differences between G-in-C South Bast and the Navyr/.

On 29 March, POIC Group Soirth set out his views on Operation "Ereischutz"
and referred to the three-forces conference of 22/23 February, He said the
situation had altered and that fewer transport ships were now available,
although it was hoped to have 20 more motor coasters by 15 April, He pointed
out that naval forces were intended to be used solely for the navigational
guidance of the main force of landing boats and for protection against
partisan ships and that the Amy and the Luftwaffe resp3ctively were to be
responsible for supplying transport vessels and escorting them diring
crossing. He did not know if it would be possible for the Engineer AssauJLt
Battalion to bring up further landing craft, but was very sceptical of the
possibility of transporting all the troops in one wave. The Navy could
provide a landing company of 120 men and small assault boats for their
transport, (At the beginning of ilpril there had bem ftirther heavy losses
in naval -vessels involving an A/S vessel and 3 R“boats), The state of
escort vessels on 29 March was 1 T-boat, 4 armed escort vessels and 3 E-boatsj
from 15 April there would be 1 new and 3 T-boats, possibly one a/s
vessel, 4 E-boats, 6 R-boats and 4 armed fei'ries. He considered this just
sufficient for the task, provided there -was adequate protection by the
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Luftwaffe, He therefore expressed the opinion that this operation depended
upon the Army and the Luftwaffe, the latter particularly being indispensable
for securing the supply of the island after it had been occupied.

To this the C-in-G South East retorted that the statement did not accord

with the facts. The minimum shipping space agreed on at the conference had
never been made availablej otherwise the Army would have fulfilled its

obligations. Since the Na''/y*s preparations took longer, it was obvious that
these must be completed before the other branches of the Wehrmacht assembled
their forces. The additional 20 motor coasters offered by FOIC Group South
were rejected as being too slow for the 50~mile passage. He did not agree
that the Navy’s responsibility stopped at navigation and protection against
small craft. As the operation would be launched in darkness the Lviftwaffe
could not give adequate cover, as the pilots were inadequately trained for
ni^t operations. The Army and the Luftwaffe could not undertake taslcs
appropriate to the Navy. It was impossible to reduce the amount of shipping
space agreed upon in February as the enemy’s defences had been strengthened
in the meantime. Hence the decision did not rest with the Army and the
Luftwaffe but depended on the measures taken by the Navy.

The German Naval Staff, commenting on these remarks, considered that the

dominating problem, namely that of Allied air superiority, had been ign^ed,
in spite of the fact that it was this #iich explained the Navy’s inability
to provide the requisite amount of shipping on which the other braipches of
the Wehrmacht insisted before fulfilling their own obligations. They
repeated their convictions! regarding the importance of the Dalmatian Islands,
stressing that the evacuation of Vis and Lagosta amounted virtually to
supplying the enemy with a bridgehead. With the serious losses in naval
forces, it would be impossible to recapti.ure any islands which were evacuated.
To leave Korzula and Ml jet was tantamount to surrendering the port of
Dubrovnik.

EVen if it proved impossible to occupy Vis, the Naval War Staff
insisted on the retention of those islands already held by Germany, if the
Wehrmacht south of Split was to receive supplies and if the transport of
"bauxite v/as to be maintained. They pointed out that the effects of such
evacuation would be felt most by the Army, which would gradually, in their
opinion, have to give up bases, which was a snowball process.

It was all the more difficult to understand such an attitude, since
FOIG Group South had pressed for the operation to be carried out in spite of
depleted naval forces. Events had provided full confirmation for the Naval
T/ar Staff’s view that Vis and Lagosta should be captured as soon as possi"ble,
owing to the increasing air superiority of the Allies, It was this
which had led them to oppose the postponement of the date agreed on at the
conference, and not simply the fact that the new date fell in the full moon
period - a condition required by the Army for the parachute troops,

A footnote to this comment by the Naval War Staff recommended the
immediate recall of the Naval Liaison Officer with G-in-D gouth_Ea,st.
was considered that he was not equal to the task of obtaining better co

operation betvreen C-in::C_South^^ and FOIG Group South, although it was
admitted that the utterances of the latter did little to help, while the
former showed a marked inability to understand the Navy’s requirements.

It

Allied reinforcements cause further postponement until 10 AprilV.

On 31 March, the Headquarters of the Second Panzer Ar^ sent a signal
to Admiral Adriatic informing him that, owing to Allied reinforcenents on

Vis (about 10,000 men including 2,500 Anglo-Americans) ̂ d improvements to
the defences, it woiold be necessary for the German landing troops to be
strengthened by a further battalion, when he thought the German troops would
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"be aTale to repulse the eneiirsr which, although superic^' in numbers, was not
expected to show particularly higli fighting qualities® A primary condition
for sxiccess was co-operation from the Luftwaffe, in ordor to provide at
least sufficient hindrance to enemy figjhter aircraft to allow the German
landing craft to be assembled® Additional forces would be required from
both the Luftwaffe and the Na-«/y to permit the operation to be carried otrt
in one wave® Hie opjraon of the o1;her forces vjure asked on his proposal
for 10 April as the new date foi' the operation.

Admiral Adriatic replied, on 2 April, that the necessity for an

occupation of Vis and Lagosta vra-s thoroxaghly appreciated® It vr&s not,
however, possible to place the entire responsibility on one branch of the

Wehrmacht® In theory, the following naval vessels would be available for

7 April: 1 new and 2 old T-boats, 3 E-boats, 1 Siebsl ferry, 2f armed ferries,
5 I-boats and 7 R-boats® These could not be guaranteed and would possibly
have been stilt further reduced unless the Luftyreffe transferred its centre

of activity to the Adriatic at once. It wae obvioimsly quite impossible to
increase the amount of shipping for transport, still less so to provide
extra escort vessels, Unfortimately, the idea of having German fighter
protection for the assembly of the ships did not accord with recent experience*
He concluded that, althou^ in the past he had been glad to accept respon
sibility, he could not advocate launching the operation at present unless
adequate air cover could be guaranteed®

On 5 April, the expressed their opinion that operation "Ek’eischutz”

was inqprac tic able at the moment, Hie General of the 5th SS-Mountain Company
had said it might be better to evacuate all islands except those essential
for the protection of German sliipping. Forces of  a battalion to a con^any
strong, concentrated in safe places, could then defend these islands and

could also send out raiding parties to keep the others under control®

On 6 April, the Naval War Staff thought it might just be possible to
trensport the 1,500 troops involved by concentrating on that operation, but,
owing to inability to deal with enemy surface forces if these should be

directed against this operation, it was absolutely essential to surprise
the enemy. It wajs also realised that the subsequent supply of the island
must be assured and that this involved keeping eneny air force in check.

An alternative to the operation, in the form of a raid, was put fervrard fer
consideration.

FOIC Group Southa replying, pointed out that a raid would involve the
same forces for all three branches of the Wehrmacht and would also expose
these forces to the same zdsks® This could ordy be justified if it
resulted in the pennaiient occupation of the island and it was stressed

again that the subsequent holding of the island was a weightier matter than
its actual capture.

VI, Rumours of Allied Inr^ings on the East Adriatic Coast

Adm-iraJ^ Adrl-atis commented on 2 April on "reliable” reports of Allied
intention to land at Piume and advance towards the Slovene-Ntxngarian

frontier. At the same time, 5^000 parachiifcists were to land in the

Sarajevo area® It was expected that the Cetniks would remain, neutral

during the fighting, but, as soon as a landing had been effected, they
would turn against the German troops. He remarked that according to
Allied political agreements, the Balkans was in the Soviet spliere of
interest and that, as this was one of man;j'’ similar "reliable" icports it
could not be certain whethei' such a large scale landing was to be expected®

Further agents’ reports were mentioned on 15 AprdJU On a report from
the Headquarters of the Second PaB-ggr Army concernirjg talk of lmrair.ent

eneny operations against ICLjet and Soita, oz>ders were given for all shipping
in the Dalmatian area to be assemijled near Dubrovnik in readiness for any

possible attacks and the South Easterm Comm.and of the Luji't^yaffe was aslied to
attack shipping and other enemy preparations on the island of Vis®
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A(3cording to the Senior Naval Officer of Albania, these were only
rumoTjrs and it might be that the British proroises and instructions to the
partisans were likewise only ruses to tie down German forces^

consider a large scale landing likely and his view that there was probably
no serious intention on the part of the enenry to open up the Balkans ard
leave it to the Russians was shared by Admira.! Adriatio»

He did not

Reports about eneny landing intentions increased in number^ two focal
points being recognisable. The first was Corfu and the coastal area behind
it and the second was the sea area of the central Dalmatian islands and the

coastal area around Split, Reports varied considerably as to the strength
of the landing forces. The personnel v/as thought to consist chiefly of
Jugoslav refugees, Tito supporters from Italy, and English and Americans for
specialised jobs only. It was expected that arms, equipment and training
woiold be o-f* a high standardj and that good support would be given by Allied
air and sea farces. Special force was given to these reports by the fact
that the RAP was concentrating on German supply routes and traffic junctions
and that air supplies to the partisans were being increased. The increased

activity of enemy surface forces v;as obvious and the objective was presumed
to be the German supply routes, although there was the alternative object of
opening up supply routes for the Tito-partisans, -who were said to be badly
situated in this respect; and the Army was able to block the supply channels
after they had been created by the partisans.

The conclusion was therefore that the landing rumours wer.’e probably
not only true bxrt about to be put into effect.

On 17 April, the Senior Haval Officer of Dalmatia reported that the
The island of Murter was

occupied by partisans, but the swing bridge between the island and the
mainland remained in German hands.

Luftwaffe had attacked Vis and started fires.

An agent* s report on 21 April said that the partisans were keeping a
•watch on German vessels and reporting their position and covirse to enecy
surface pa-ferols and to Vis. SN'O Dalmatia at-tributed to this activity the
sinking of coastal motor vessels near Sibenilc,

VII, Allied landings on Kccrzula and Mljet

Enemy landings in force having been made on Korzula and Mljet, further
orders had to be given for all available shipping to be rushed to Dubrovnik,
as the order of 15 April had apparently not been carried out,
during these operations the enemy's shipping movements took place dmiring the
day -was attributed to the fact that he held a greater respect for the
E-boats than for the Luft'waffe,

The fact that

By 1150 on 26 April, it was reported in Admiral Adriatic's diary that,
after five days of stubborn and often fImotviat'ing' ̂ghtirig 'bhe situation
on the islands had been restored. Acknowledgement was made of SjNTO South

Dalmatia's services in transporting troops with the very limited shipping
at kis' disposal. Admiral Adriatic said that the reason for such a large
scale COTimando operation cculd not be seen at first. He tho-ught the enemy
may have had -two objects, the first being to test the German's capacity for
resistance and counter-a'ttack and the seocond being to wear down the

Germans’ small forces ly a series of such attacks. He -went on; "As usual,
the English took part in this type of warfare from the backgrovtnd -without
shedding their o'wn blood. In this case, too, the forces consisted of a
mixture of nationalities trained in South Italy for guerilla -warfare, then
sent into the front line ly the English, There is no doubt that the island

of Vis is the junping-off point in this extensive commando operation and
that a repetition can be expected. The lesson for the Army is that the
islands must al-ways be occupied strongly enough to repel a landing. In
the end this saves bloodshed more than the contin-ual moving of troops
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back and forth at critical moments,

Luftwaffe must "bomb Vis day and ni^t and weaken it, since Operation
"Plreischuti* cajnnot be counted on for some considerable time”.

It must be en^hasised again that the

VUI. Final abardoment of Operation ”Freischtz”

In fact, on 25 April, the _0rai7 had issued the Fuhrer*s proclamation
annotjncing that, owing to lack of forces, the capture of Vis v/as to be
postponed, although the Luftwaffe was to continue to bomb the island to the

limit of its power. Before the number of occupation troops was reduced, or
individioal islands given up, the entire civil poptilation was to be evacuated

and an efficient communications and agent's information seDTvice established.

As regards the disposition of forces in the Dalmatian coastal area, the
main line of defence was to be the mainland coast,

batteries were to be disposed so as to repulse the enemy before he co\ild
land.

Forces and coastal

The islands nearest the coast took on the role of advance posts,
were to be garrisoned only sidTficiently to prevent light enemy forces
obtaining a hold and also to ensiare that reconnissance could be carried out

along the main line of defence.

They

C~in~C South East was to notify his intention as regards strength and
disposition of Forces and was not to carry out any re-organise.tion until
authoidty had heen ohtainecU
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THE LOAN OE THE 1ST AND 14TH LI&HTiaNG- GROUPS
to' the MTODLE east llR COMyiMTO

flt- T? 13 "OCTOBER 1943) ‘

Two Oroups of Lightnings (P-38s) of U.S. Bomber Command of the Twelfth
Air Eorce were detailed for loan to the Middle East for Aegean operations in
early October 1943.

These two groups were the 1st and 14th U.S. Fighter Groups of the 26S6th
U.S. Fighter Wing and were a part of the Northvrest African Strategic Air
Force as well as of the U.S. Twelfth Air Force. Their composition was as
follows:-

1st Group: 27th, 7"! st and 94th Squadrons.

14th Group; 37th, 4Sth and 49th Squadrons.

The total cf aircraft that transferred to Gambut was 128.

The two groups arrived at Gambut airfield in Cyrenaica on 4 Oct. 45 and
operated from 6 to 10 October inclusive under a controlling unit especially
created for the occasion, known as the •1202nd Provisional Fighter V/ing,
Gambut 2* and attached to No. 201 (Naval Co-operation) Group.

They carried out the following operations:-

36 on sweeps over Crete and Leros,

65 escort to naval units

6-8 Oct. 43.

7 Oct. 43.

8 Oct. 43. 40 escort to naval units

9 Oct, 45. 60 escort to naval units

18 attacked Antimachia (Kos) landing ground

219 - total sorties

10 Oct. 43

On 10 Oct. 43
12 Oct. 43.

they were ordered to return to their Tunisian bases on

On 13 Oct. 43, they returned to their Timisian bases.

On 20 Oct. 43, they returned to their normal duties and escorted bombers
attacking targets in the Rome area.

Sources: File S.E.S.O., H.Q, R.A.F. M.E. N0.I64/3 (A.H.B.II.J.1/246/44):
N.A.A.F. AIR 1. O.R.B's October 1943:
R.A.F. Narrative on Operations in the Dodecanese Islands (A.H.B.):
File H.Q. M.E. (0P£)/S.53613 Pt,15. (A.H.B.II.J.I/I5O/5I(P)).
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THE ADMIRALTY’S CALL FOR THE WITHDRAWAL OP SHORE-BASED

FLEET AIR ARM SQUADRONS (19 MA-Y 19^^3)

From ADMIRALTY.

Te C-in-C, E.F,.. C-in-C. MED C-in-C. LEVANT, C-in-C S.A’}

Repeated:- C^-C. H.F., F.O.C. VffiST AFRICA, S.B.N.O. ¥.A.

Date .  19 May, 1943.• o o

MOST SECRET

By longstanding Cabinet decision the provision, and maintenance of

operational shore-based aircraft for work over the sea rests v;ith the

Air Ministry, and R.A.F. The Fleet Air Arm being limited to operations from
ships, with facilities ashore for training and auxiliary services, and for
alternative armament squadrons for our carriers.

Owing to the acute shortage of R.A.F. aircraft in 1941, an exception to
this rule was made in the Mediterranean on the withdrawal of the Aircraft

carriers for repairs by local arrangement between C-in-C,, and A.O.C. in C.

Certain Naval Air Squadrons were disembarked and used for shore-based

operations in the Mediterranean Theatre, which were an R.A.F. commitment.

2.

In view of the Cabinet’s decision, the Admiralty in assessing equipment
carmot include aircraft or personnel for shore-based operations and if Naval
aircraft are used in this way it inevitably reacts on their supply to carriers
to which the Naval provision is closely restricted as above.

3.

¥e are in the throes of a large Naval Air expansion programme to meet
the needs of carriers now building, including those for the battle of the
Atlantic,

all the Naval aircraft and air personnel from services which are not a specific
Admiralty commitment.

4.

We expect that before the end of 1943 we shall have to withdraw

The R.A.F. supply position is now improving, and Commander's in Chief

should discuss requirements for shore-based Maritime aircraft with their local

A.O.C. in C. with a view to agreed requirements being formulated for provision
by the Air Ministry.

5.

6. Messages to Admiralty on such requirements should always state whether
they are sent.

(a) with the agreement of the local A.O.C. in C.

(b) After disagreement ?^ith the local A.O.C. in C,

Ever^’- effort should be made to obtain agreement locally and in the event of

disagreement, the cause and the Naval case should be stated fully.

T.O.O. 19 18533 May 1943.
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Monthly Situation Report (Appendix 5)

War Diary of Admiral Adriatic, October 1943. (PG-/2i-6511)

Sea Transport

In order to carry out those transpor't tasks devolving on the navy, a Sea
Transport organization was set up in Admiral Adriatic’s command, as in all
other areas under Naval &roup South. ——
from the following offices

(1) Admiral Adriatic. Sea Transport (Senior Officer also on staff of
Admiral Adriatic).

The tasks ’will he carried out at present

(2) A. Sea Transport H.Q.. North Adriatic. Trieste

Sea Transport Office, Eiume
Sea Transport Office, Pola
Sea Transport Office, Zara

Sea Transport H.Q. Dalmatia. Split, (Owing to enemy situation
now moved to PuhTOvnilc)

1.

2.

3.

B.

1. Sea Transport Office, Sihenik
Sea Transport Office, Metkovic
Sea Transport Office,Dubrovnik (not operating.

2.

H.Q. Split)3. see

C. Sea Transport H.Q., South .adriatio, Kotor

1. Sea Transport Office, Durazzo
Sea Transport Office, Bar
Sea Transport Office, Valona

2.

3.

The officers in charge of Sea Transport H.Q*s are appointed to the staffs

of the relevant N.C.I.C’s, while those in charge of Sea Transport Offices come
under the port captains.

To avoid infringement of the Ministry of Shipping* s authority, the tasks
of Sea Transport were limited to the administration of shipping and movements
within the areas, preparation of statistical surveys and the maintenance of

radio communications between shore and ship.

All basic orders concerning the execution of these tasks have been issued

from Admiral Adriatic H.Q.

Owing to the inadequacy of communications equipment, contact with the
subordinate stations and v/ith the senior commands in G-ermany (Ministry of
Shipping, Heimatstab-Hebersee) is still far from satisfactory. This presents
considerable difficulty in the administration as well as in planning and
instructing the various offices.

On the basis of reliable reports, the shipping at present engaged on sea
transport tasks in the eastern Adriatic is assessed at:

25 steamers and motor vessels with a total of 47,887 &ET and

21\- coasters and motor sailing vessels with a total of 3,OCX) &ET.

Shipping is continually being commandeered and put into service,

intention is to build up Sea Transport in the Adriatic in the same way as in
other areas.

The

In order to simplify communications, it is suggested that Sea Transport
be given a separate communications wavelength.
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Report on Air Escort for Convoys

v’/ar Diary of Admiral Adriatic. 1.11„1943 (part of page 2)

Lirftwaffe H.Q, S.E.__Cojninan_d reports the following action concerning air
escort for convoys in the Adriatic.

Luftwaffe H.Q. , S.S. Command will move a Staff el (9-'12 a/c) of
Arado 196 (from A./i'26y~to Pola. Special detailed orders will be
issued for the execution of this movement. Dependent on this, the
X.Fliegerkorps will immediately move to Pola a Staffel captain and
advance larty from A»/126.

0)

(2) Luftwaffe K.Q. S.E. Command will transfer to Pola an advance party of
ground staff for sea-planes.

(3) Luftflotte 2 will be requested to move to Pola the 2./196 Ship-bome
Staffei“X^ordfliegerstaffel) provided technical facilities can be
guaranteed, will "be operationally controlled by 1+^/1 26.

(4) A./I26 and 2./196 (land-based) Ship-bome Staffeln Virill come under
the operational control of Pliegerfuhrer Croatia as soon as they
arrive in Pola. V/ith these forces Fliegerfuhrer Croatia will carry
out convoy escort tasks in the Adriatic in close co-operation with
Admiral Adriatic. The Staffel captain of A,/126 will take over
the tactical leadership of both Staffeln,

These measures provide the first essentials for convoy escort, at least
against submarines. Only practice will show how dong this will be allowed to

continue without additional fighter protection. It can be expected that
soon even the North Adriatic will be systematically patrplled by enemy
fighter forces, in which case we shall not be able to forego our clains for
adequate fighter cover.
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War Diary. Admiral Adriatic ~ 16/50.114^
- Pages 1-5Situation Reports - Extracts

(PGA6511)

(1) Miscellaneous

Enemy situation

oooupation of aouthem Italy, the enemy exerolsee abaolute
naval control of the open waters of the Adriatic and air control over the sea
as well as the eastern Adriatic coastal area.

a few sectors of the coast are s&ll in enemy
^^i^e^L?S‘^^; +T progress in clearing the IslanL.It IS expected that these operations will he completed in a few weeks.

the practically sealedthe Strait of Otranto. Our coastal traffic between Valona and Dubrovnik is
at present also paralysed.

Attempts to cariy out transport tasks with larger ships failed and losses
were sustained. (Out of 7 ships intended for use in the Aegean, ̂  were lost
in the area between Southern Adriatic and Corfu).

Emmy aircraft fly at will over, and generally control, the whole of
coastal area. As a result of this we are constantly suffering losses and
damage to shipping and military installations.

Own Situation:

our

Our naval resources continue to be completely insufficient to deal with
all the tasks required of them. The defence of the 65O miles coastline
(excluding *the islands) rests on a total of 2^ Naval Artillery Units,
Harbours and important military installations as well as "^ips at sea are
exposed to enemy air attack without fighter cover and with not nearly enough
anti-aircraft protection.

Footnote by Admiralty Foreign Documents Section

= Naval Artillery Unit has a basic strength of 4 Cranpanles,
company = one battery, Pirsdnner strength v/as as follov^s:-

Battery Naval Artillery Unit

One

for 30,5 cm. guns -
38 cm.
24 cm.
17 cm,
15 cm. II

168 800
151 720
131 630
104 520
104 510

1 Flak battery x= 125,

ae Nav^^ArtlUery^Unlts formed by the Germans In the Adriatic In Oct,/Nov. 1S43 were M.A.A. 612.
Ttese were made up of batteries of various calibres (mainly captSFidluns)

Battery Pola (Porto Christo)
Pola (Verusella)
Pola (Mislie)
Flume

Trieste Mole

4 - 9 cm,
2 - 15.2 cm.
4 - 15 cm,
4 - 9.35 cm.
4 “ 7e6 cm,

A number of batteries not yet manned because personnel not yet available.
The strength of the Uilt was 14 officers and 390 men.

Also In October 1943, the personnel strength of M,A,A,623 was 13 officers and 830 men.
Details of M.A.A.612 are not known.

II

Source; PG/46500
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The army has not s-ufficient forces v/ith which to maintain garrisons on the
(According to 2nd Panzer Army, two divisions are needed).

The Naval War Staff turned domi a request from Admiral Adriatic for one

naval artillery unit in order to provide skeleton crews for the Dalmatian
coastal hatteries.

islands.

In these circumstances, there is little hope of obtaining crev/s for the
key batteries on the islands.

V/e cannot expect to get trained Croatian battery crews for some consider
able time.

For the defence of coastal waters ar’d the provision of satisfactory
protection for sea transport, we shall have to carry on indefinitely with
insufficienu numbers of escort vessels,

in action and generally in very poor condition.

And even these are of little value

No effective improvement can be expected until our new MB’s are
commissioned and in service.

Our air forces are completely inadequate, lie need fighter aircraft as
well as reconnaissance aircraft and bombers. We are still waiting for A/A
gims for almost all harbours and coastal battery sites. The enemy therefore
aoes as he pleases. The number of aircraft recently arrived at Pola for

convoy escort is only six.

In conclusion, it must be confirmed that we cannot fight a successful
war, even of a purely defensive nature
equipment, personnel and shipping,
guns as well as naval artillery units.

-j, or cope with sea transport without
Above all, we need fighter cover and i/A

Page 6
(Tc^ For the purpose of clearing the enemy from the islands, every

servuceable vessel was used. Details are as follows

Torpedo-boat *Missori' operated in the Morlaoca Canali A. 10. A3

21-23.10.A5 Siebel ferries and harbour defence craft for the occupation of

the group of islands off Sibenik,

7-9.11.A3 Siebel ferries and coastal craft for the islands of Drvenik and

Deli, and Trogir; and on

8.11.A5

10.11 .A3

for the occupation of the islands Asinello, Sansego and Unie,

6 harbour defence vessels landed troops near Zaton; on the same
day harbour defence vessel *M.12* captured two partisan vessels

and prisoners off Zara.

The following took part in the occupation of the islands Krk,
Cherso and Lussino:

13.11 ♦A3

•Cattaro*Cruiser -

1 Torpedo-boat
1 Aux. cruiser
1 escort vessel

3 Siebel ferries and 12 other craft
A5 army assault craft.

25.11.A3 The following took part in the occupation of the islands off Zara:

Cruiser -

1 Torpedo-boat
1  escort vessel
2 Siebel ferries and a number of small craft.

! Cattaro
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Page 8

(5) It is planned to increase the strength of the 11th Defence Flotilla

and form a Defence Division -with a future strength of;

1 Torpedo-boat Plot,

1 Escort Plot.

1 m/s. Plot, and

1 Motor IV'S. Plot.

1 Vs ®lot.

In addition - also within the framework of the

Plot. - there are provisional plans for 10 harbour defence groups
with a total of 60 harbour defence vessels.

Page 9

C8) We do not possess sufficient shipping either in large or in small

ships.
It is considered of the utmost importance that every possible
effort be made to transport the promised MTB‘s, motor minesvreepers
and even small cargo vessels, v/ith all speed by the overland route
to the Adriatic.

Repeated demands were put forv^ard for additional tonnage.

Dockyard capacity must also be properly assessed with a view

to the mass production of small craft.
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War Diary of Admiral Adriatic. December 1943

Appendix

Mining intentions and mine warfare

Those minefields for which plans were complete could not be laid.
The first minelayer - *EAMB III*-because the minelayers are not yet available,

will probably be ready about mid-January and the next - 'Easana* - about mid-
February. Bearing in mind the intended transfer of Admiral Adriatic's staff
to Abbazia, it is at the moment intended to work up *EAIvIB III* and her crev/
in inshore waters by assigning her to the strengthening of the Quamero
minefield,

question tc operate this most valuable ship without a strong escort,
can not be provided until the new torpedo-boats — nearing completion —
in service.

In view of the prevailing air situation it would be out of the
This

are

Appendix 16

Sea Transport

The outstanding features of sea transport during December were:-

(l) The provision of the shipping necessary for the islands operations.

(2) The steady increase in enemy activity and the consequent difficulties
in loading and unloading in the harbours as well as losses in

shipping.

It was possible to provide the shipping for the first phase of the islands
operations. As regards the provision of ships for the further phases,
constant difficulties are being encountered, and for this reason our transport
commitments have had to be postponed in order to reserve every possible small
ship for the special operations.
was requested to give up some of the small coastal vessels in his area, to
make good the acute scarcity on the east Adriatic coast.

Furthermore, Admiral Commanding. Italy,

As the result of constant enemy activity, particularly the ever

increasing air attacks, numerous ships were damaged in the harbours, and the
handling of cargoes was made extremely difficult. In the harbours of the
central sector of the command, practically all work has to be done at night,
and during the daylight hours ships are compelled to lay up in hastily
camouflaged small inlets. This procedure resulted in serious delays in
dealing with cargoes. These delays ?rere further increased through the
withdrawal, for urgent defence purposes, of personnel provided by the Army

Naval G-roup, South was requested as a matter
to facilitate the maintenance of

Those

for the handling of cargoes,

of urgency to provide harbour parties, so as
sort of transport turn round even irxdefiance of enemy action,

civilian workers who were a/ailable have deserted because of enemy bombing.
some

More and more small ships are continually being brought into serTrice to
deal with those tasks not yet fulfilled.

Special attention was given to the delivery of the fuel oil necessary
for the operations, and all available tanker space was reserved for that
purpose. Control was partly in the hands of S.O. 11th Defence Jloti_!yn.
The difficiilties which constantly arise in communications, together with the
restrictions imposed on non—operational W/T traffic, preclude any accurate
survey of sea transport movements and greatly interfere with the communication
of current instructions.
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The strongest possible pressure has been maintained on the completion of
repairs to numerous small coastal craft.

The outlook for the coming month is not very favourable, because with the

ever increasing enemy activity it is extremely unlikely that we shall be able

to use large ships to the same extent as before, since this woiiLd expose them
to serious risk of damage and probable loss. It is therefore clear that with

the small ships available and those due to come into service. Sea Transport
will not be able to fulfill all the transport tasks demanded of it. During
the coming month, the principle tasks, in addition to the current operational
undertakings, will be to find more small ships and to proceed with sea
transport tasks as the enemy situation permits.

Shipping Losses in the Adriatic

Communication from Naval War Staff to OKW/ZIPSt. and Luftv/affe
P&/53051A "~l7sia: Mittelmeer Kriegfuhrung Pages 18

51 Mar, hh
9 ~ 190

(1) In the week from 24-31 losses in the Adriatic through enemy aircraft
attacks v/ere as follows:-

Prom a total of 2 operational i\/S vessels
Prom a total of 4 operational k-boats
Prom a total of 11 operational Siebel ferries
Prom a total of 18 operational I-boaps

1 lost

1 lost

5 lost

7 lost

in addition to 1 small tanker, 2 coasters and 4 small coastal auxiliaries,

1 a/s vessel (new construction), 2 R-boats, 3 coastal vessels, 3 tank
lifters, 3 pioneer landing craft and 1 assault craft were damaged.

Therefore, in one week in the Adriatic over 5C^ of the small warships were
lost and almost all through air attack.

(2)

(3) If the enemy continues toThe situation has become catastrophic,
exercise absolute air superiority, we can expect very soon to lose our
entire naval forces.

(4) The few escort vessels that are available must be set aside for important

military tasks such as land.ing operations, and at present are unable to
provide escort for convoys. Sea Transport is seriously threatened not

only from the air but also by the numerous enemy surface ships, and is
therefore practically at a standstill.

Immediate relief is essential and this can only be effective if our A/A
defences are considerably strengthened. The Naval War Staff again
stresses the vital need for increased fighter cover and points out that

should sea transport be brought to a standstill and support for the
landing operations even reduced, the figliting potential of our troops
would be seriously weakened.

(5)
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Naval Situation Report for June 1944 for the area of Naval &roup South
re/53051 A. Pa^e 320, paras. A. 5, 7

ik.) Activity of enemy surface forces in the area of Naval Oroup, South

Aegean;

In the Aegean, the enemy continued his corsair warfare with small

According to agents* reports it can be accepted that these craftcraft,

are using a number of bases within Turkish territorial waters.

In the Adriatic, the situation remains unchanged. During June,
enemy surface forces, T^ith surprising accuracy as regards time and
position, carried out a number of attacks on our ships. The circum

stances give rise to suspicions that the enemy is obtaining fore-knowledge
of our plans either through treachery’" or de-cryption. Enemy commando
operations with small craft followed the same pattern as for May 1944.
Towards the end of June, it was observed that Lissa harbour contained

more special landing craft tian usual. Endio intelligence indicates

that enemy patrols in the Strait of Otranto are reinforced considerably
when their convoys are passing through.

(5) In the last monthly report, it was assumed that the scarcity of
worthwhile targets would bring a corresponding reduction in enemy
submarine activity.
sho?;ed a marked increase in submarine activity in all parts of the Aegean,
They attacked even the smallest targets.

But this did not materialise. In fact, June

Enemy Air Situation

(7) There is no apparent change in the enemy situation, apart from the constant
increase in the concentration of forces. This also applies to the Italian
bases used for operations against the Balkans. Here the enemy increased his
activity towards the end of June, obviously in preparation for the Imminent

Russian summer offensive, also in the southern part of the front.

At the beginning of 'June, Anglo-American bombers for the first time

carried on to Rassian airfields after attacks against the Balkans.

The enemy is making full use of this for propaganda purposes, but actually
A further extension ofthe operational effects were of little importance.

Russian bases for Anglo-American use appears to be most undesirable for the
Russians. Tighter protectiEround organisations in Russia are inferior. on

forces are inadequate.

Enemy air reconnaissance covers the v/hole of the Aegean and includes

even our small,convoys, v^hich play a vital part in our supply traffic now
that practically all the larger ships have been lost,
increasing numbers of secret radio posts are being used in connection with

enemy air attacks,
spreading into the Aegean Islands, where infiltration is going on in
preparation for the attack mentioned above.

Enemy preparations for increased night-fighter activity in the Aegean,
indicate that we can expect the enemy to exert pressure on our own air

transports.

It is probable that

There are clear indications that this organisation is

Ovm SituationPage 323.

II, Naval Eorces

Movements of our naval forces in the Aegean were determined by the convoy
Patrols and anti-submarine duties had to be abandoned entirelyrequirements.
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Even the 2*. MTB’s temporarily allocated to the Aegean were
In view of the severe losses in

in favour of this,

assigned to convoy duties as outside escorts.
Jiine, the situation as far as naval craft are concerned has become extremely
serious.

Because of the activity of enemy surface ships and aircraft in the

Adriatic, the *TA-boats could be used only in the northern part of the islands
and even then only on night patrols. In addition to carrying out convoy tasks,
small craft took part in the army operations against the islands, including
the recapture of Brae. For these operations all available MSB's screened the

open seaward flank and succeeded in capturing a number of fully-^nanned
partisan vessels. Constant patz-xils by enemy destroyers and radar equipped
aircraft restricted a number of other operations by MTB’s in coastal waters.

Even here operations were greatly hindered by excellent enemy radar location,
and therefore achieved no success. Their activity, however, enabled a few
of our small convoys to pass through particularly dangerous areas.

Coastal defence vessels and minesweeping aircraft carried out sweeping in
tho Aegean and cleared a number of mines. In the Adriatic, no minesweeping
took place, nor was there any offensive mine-laying.

II.

3(b) Adriatic Shipping

Convoy traffic in the Adriatic was seriously hindered by the large-
scale operations which had to be carried out in order to clear the enemy from
various islands on the Dalmatian coast. Almost all available escort vessels

Furthermore, enemyand I-boats had to be used for transporting the troops,
surface forces maintained petrols on the convoy route near Cape Ploca, so
that this channel could be used only with an outer screen of MTB’s or torpedo-
boats. The volume of supplies transported from Trieste to the south conse

quently amounted to only 9,343 tons, whereas the amount transported from
southern harbours to the north was 27,651 tons.

In the Northern Adriatic, two valuable ships - *Rapido* and * Palermo*

with a total of 8,500 GET - were sunk by mine.

The hospital ships 'Gradisca* and *Freiburg* made several trips to trans
port wounded from the Italian front on the Adriatic coast. The hospital ship
’Tubingen* in one voyage called at various Albanian and Dalmatian ports and
embarked v/ounded for transport to the North,

4(0) Adriatic Air

Our own air activity was severely restricted by the enemy’s air superiority.
Constant patrols were maintained over the coast of eastern Italy as well as the
Dalmatian islands. Because of the scarcity of aircraft, reconnaissance tasks

had to receive priority over attacks on enemy coastal shipping among the
islands.

TA-boat = ex-Italian torpedo-boat taken over by the Germans.
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SWAlff COMBINED ANTI-SUBMADIHE OPERATIONS

(1943^944)

gHROHOLO&ICAL LIST

ResultAreaNo. Date

AbandonedOff Cape de Per15 October1

AbandonedOff Cherchell2 19 October

AbandonedOff Cherchell2—3 November3

U.593 sunkOff Djidjelli12-13 December4

U.73 sunk16 December Oran area5

12^

A.bandonedCape de Cata to Iviza6 7—12 Januaxy

AbandonedOff Ischia20-22 February7

AbandonedOff Bone8 22-24 February

AbandonedOff Bougie17-19 March9

U.225 sunkN, of Sicily29-30 March10

AbandonedOff Cape Tenez1-2 April11

U.371 sunkOff Bougie3-4 May12

AbandonedAJ-boran5-7 May13

AbandonedN. Sicilian coast9-10 May14

AbandonedOff Cape Bon12 May15

U.6l6 sunkOff Cape Tenez16 1V*17 May

U.96O simkOff Cape Tenez17-19 May17

U.453 sunkOff Cape Stilo18 19-21 May

AbandonedOff Cape San Vito26-28 May19
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